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PREFACE.

In conformity with the practice observed in the past conduct

of this Journal, we submit with the December number for the

year 1888, a brief exposition of the circumstances, adverse or

favorable, under which it has been carried on. But as this is

the last volume of the series, conducted by the Editor who has

heretofore addressed his subscribers in this form, it is right

that our review should embrace the whole period of his conduct

of the work.

It is known to all our readers, that the idea of establishing in

India a periodical work whose pages should be devoted to

Science, originated with the late Captain Herbert, who under

the name of Gleanings of Science issued monthly a few sheets,

professing to contain, with one or two original communications,

selected extracts from scientific works of Europe—-the selection

being confined to such as, except through a reprint in India,

were likely to escape the perusal of the curious and interested.

The little Periodical thus modestly put forth found early

favor in Bengal: one cause of which may have been, that there

existed at that time no channel, through which the discoveries

and speculations of the learned and ingenious could find their

way to the public, except as separate works, which for short

treatises was out of the question, or through the learned pages

of the Asiatic Researches, of which the volumes appeared after

very uncertain periods, and latterly at very long intervals.

The monthly Periodical issued under the name of the Glean-

ings of Science, having been conducted by Captain Herbert
for three years, with very creditable industry and judgment, and

with corresponding success, was transferred by him to Mr. James
Prinsep, consequently upon his obtaining employment at a

distance from Calcutta. The Periodical continued, for some

time after the change of Editor, to win its way to public favor

under the same name ; and, as the subscription list extended,

sheets and extra plates were added to its bulk—the new conduc-
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tor professing, like his predecessor, to have Ho desire to make

money by the publication, but being determined, and to this day

he has adhered to the determination, to devote the entire

proceeds of an increasing circulation, to the extension of its

utility, by improvements in the getting up, and additions to the

quantity of matter circulated through its means.

The Periodical received for some years much encouragement

through an arrangement made with the Government of Bengal^

by which it was exempted from postage, under the condition of

publishing each month one sheet of Dr. Buchanan's Statistical

Reports of this Presidency. The arrangement continued till

June 1834, when Dr. Buchanan's Report upon the district of

Dinajpur being completed, the indulgence of free circulation

in the interior was withdrawn, and the further publication of

these statistical reports as an Appendix to the Journal was stop-

ped.

There is no doubt that the arrangement was an unusual one

for a Government to make* and as it proved embarrassing in

the precedent it established, and in the claims to which it

gave rise in other Publications professing religious and other

praise-worthy objects, the withdrawal has never been a subject

of complaint.

The Periodical had, however, while this privilege lasted, ob-

tained its advantage in making its existence known throughout

India, and thus in inviting the scientific and the speculative to

avail themselves of its pages for the publication of the results of

their studies. We gratefully acknowledge that the success of

the Journal has been mainly owing to the manner in which

this invitation has been responded to.

The burthen of postage under the Post-office Rules, which

existed before the Act for equalizing them throughout India

was passed in 1837, bore very heavily on distant subscribers :

nevertheless the loss of the indulgence of free transmission occa-

sioned no diminution of the subscription list of the Journal, nor

was this affected by the further change of an increased sub-

scription, which became indispensable consequently upon a

large augmentation of the number of pages and plates. On
the contrary it has been found necessary to add continu-

ally to the number of impressions ordered from the printer,
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and the demand for early numbers for the completion of sets

has far exceeded the means possessed of furnishing them. The

series of the Gleanings is quite out of print, so much so as to

have led the Editor to contemplate a reprint of its most valu-

able original articles : and even the volumes of the Journal for

the years from 1832 to 1835, that is for the first three years

after the Periodical assumed the title of Journal of the Asiatic

Society, are procurable now with extreme difficulty, our Pub-

lishers having no spare copies on hand.

We close the year 1838 with a subscription list of 325

names; besides the copies furnished to Government and to the

Asiatic Society* or exchanged with other periodicals, consti-

tuting a circulation of upwards of 500, the good-will of which

we freely make over to the conductors of the new series, in

the confident hope, that they will worthily follow in the same

career, and through their exertions daily win fresh proofs of

the favor and confidence of the public.

The retrospect of the past management is to us a source of

pride and much satisfaction. The advance that has been made

in every branch of Science and of Indian Research, since the

Journal fell into the late Editor's hands, will not fail to strike

every observer ; and few will deny to himself and to his Perio-

dical, a large share of the merit of producing this great result.

Wide indeed has been the range of subjects which have been

illustrated in the volumes of this Journal. In Astronomy no

phenomenon has appeared, that has not been fully explained

with its calculations. In Natural History the Journal has been

enriched by the valuable contributions of Colonel Sykes, of

Hodgson and Dr. Evans, of Drs. Griffith, McClelland,
Pearson* Falconer and Helfer, of Benson and Hut-

ton, and these with many others have through our pages de-

vute.d themselves to the classification of known objects, or to the

description of new specimens, so as to render the Journal a ne-

cessary book of reference to Zoologists, Botanists, Concholo-

gists, Entomologists, and to the learned in almost every other

branch of this Department of Science.

In Chemistry Dr. O'Shaughnessy, to whom the editorial

chair is now resigned, Dr. Pearson, and Mr. Piddington have

combined with the late Editor himself to apply every kind of
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analysis to the investigation of substances, and the Journal has

been a perfect record of new discoveries and ingenious results

in that department.

In Geography there will be found a greater variety of new
routes, of surveys, and of accurate intelligence regarding coun-

tries imperfectly known, than any other work of equal dura-

tion and bulk can boast of possessing.

The Geology of India has been investigated and pourtrayed

with a zeal that has been acknowledged by the Societies, and

by the Learned of Europe, and the fossil remains that have

been extracted from various localities, from the sub-Himalaya

and from Jva, and from the Nerbudda valley, have excited

the astonishment and admiration of those whose lives were de-

voted to this branch of Science, and who first through the pages

of this Journal became acquainted with the existence of the new
animals discovered. In this line the Journal has been most

indebted to Colonel Colvin, and Captain Cautley of the Ben-

gal Engineers, to Drs. Falconer and Spilsbury, and Colonel

Burney ; and Serjeant Dean of the Sappers and Miners, has

been by no means the least worthy of its contributors.

In Statistics many subjects have been investigated accurately,

and with effect : and the manners and customs of many new

tribes have been illustrated and described with truth and live-

liness, so as to make the Journal a pleasant travelling compa-

nion to adventurous voyagers, and a work of useful reference

to functionaries in the interior.

In the department of Languages the Journal has done much.

Grammars and Vocabularies of several new dialects have been

contributed by Lieut. Leech, and by others before him. In

Navigation some important papers, illustrative of the state of

this art in the middle ages, have been contributed by Baron

Von Hammer, now Count Purgstall, from the centre of

Germany, and this is far from being the only proof we could

adduce of the favor won for the Journal amongst the learn-

ed of the European Continent.

But much as has been done in all these departments of

Philosophy and useful Science, it is not for these, or through

these, that the memory of the Journal will principally be

cherished.
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Since it was established as the channel for giving to the

world original discoveries in the East, there has been opened an

entirely new field of research, in the Buddhistical annals of pe-

riods antecedent to the spread of Brahminical doctrines with

the Sanskrit language ; and through the successful cultivation of

this field advances have been made in restoring the early History

of India, which throw into the shade the investigations of the

great men of the preceding thirty years. In this department

the Honorable Mr. Turnour of Ceylon stands pre-eminently

conspicuous, and Mr. Hodgson of Nipal, with Mr. Csoma de

KoROS,the learned author of the Thibetan Dictionary and Gram-

mar, have worthily prosecuted the same studies. They have

been illustrated and advanced by incidental notices from the

Burmese and Siamese records, which through the Journal have

been opened to the world by Col. Burney, Captain Low, and

others, and the results obtained from all these sources have

been established by the crowning discovery of all, the key to

the ancient inscriptions of Asoka in Pali, the merit of which

rests with our Editor himself.

That our Journal should be the fortunate Publication to give

forth so much of novel interest in relation to the History and

Antiquities of the country to which it is devoted, may well

be a source of pride, but its claims upon the learned do not

stop here. The illustrations of the ancient History of India

would have been incomplete, if the link had not been rivetted

to connect its annals with the coeval authentic histories of

Ancient Greece and Egypt. This too has been accomplished

in the pages of our Journal, and mainly through the personal

influence and discoveries of its Editor, acting upon the zeal

and spirit of research which existed, or was excited in others.

Through the Journal attention was first drawn to the coins

of past ages, as a means of following backward the series of

Indian Kings and Dynasties. Genl. Ventura, Mr. Masson,

Sir A. Burnes, and others, have in consequence devoted them-

selves to the collection of coins and relics in the countries which

were the scene of Grecian enterprise ; and Col. Stacy, Dr. Swi-

ney, Capt. Cunningham, Mr. Tregear, and many more have

pursued the same line in different parts of India, placing them-

selves all in communication with our Editor, that their dis-
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coveries might through him be combined into one general

result.

The consequence has been, that in a very short time the

desired link between the histories of the East and West has

been completely established, and races of kings have been traced

down from the immediate followers of Alexander, who settled

in Bactria and Kabul, and established a Grecian device and

inscription for their coin, and even from before that, when

Western India was a province of Persia, to the times when

the Hindu successors of the Satraps and Grecian kings yield-

ed to the Muhammadan conquerors, and thence too down-

ward even to the present day.

The corruptions of language and of alphabet, traceable in

these coins, mark as clearly the successions of races, as if the

date of each had been consecutively stamped on the coins, and

the simultaneous collection of inscriptions from all parts of

India, with the key obtained for decyphering them, has afforded

a ready test for the accuracy of the numismatic deductions, and

an aid to their more complete development.

One object yet remained to excite the zeal, and to occupy the

attention of those devoted to these pursuits. The History of

India had been traced back to the period before the invasion of

Alexander, and had been verified at each step by coins and by

inscriptions, but the language of Bactria and of Persia at the

period of that conquest was still insufficiently ascertained.

To this object our Editor was devoted, when he was overtaken

by sickness and compelled to leave India. The Bactrian alpha-

bet was already more than half discovered, through the com-

parison of letters upon coins with bilingual superscriptions.

Several inscriptions, as obtained from the Topes exeavated, or as

forwarded by travellers from within the ancient limits of Bac-

tria, were nearly decyphered, so that very little remained to

perfect this discovery also, and to establish that the ancient

Pali language, or something very closely resembling it, prevail-

ed over all those countries.

To the world it is a loss, to himself a disappointment, that his

series of the Journal closes before this discovery also is complet-

ed. We hope and trust that the scene of its development is

only changed, or rather that he, who has achieved so much for
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India, may be restored in health before long to the country to

which his best years have been devoted, to renew his useful la-

bours there, and to gather fresh laurels in the field of its Science

and antiquarian Research.

It is now 19 years since Mr. James Prinsep arrived

amongst us, a boy in age, wanting perhaps the finish of classic

scholarship which is conferred at the public schools and univer-

sities of England, but well grounded in Chemistry, Mechanics,and

all useful sciences. He came to India as Assistant to Dr. Wilson,

in the Assay Office at Calcutta ; but, after a residence of little

more than a year, was removed to Benares to take indepen-

dent charge of the same department in the mint of that city. At

Benares he remained for nearly 10 years, during the better

part of which he superintended also works of improvement in

the city, with many of which, as of more than common inge-

nuity and usefulness, his name is still associated; but his memo-
ry survives yet more in the recollection of the many estimable

qualities, which endeared him to ail classes of the population.

Upon the Mint of Benares being abolished in 1830, he resum-

ed his post in Calcutta, and was soon after employed in complet-

ing the canal and locks to connect the Hoogly river with the

Salt Water Lake and Sundurbuns, which had been commenced

by a brother, who was attached to the Bengal Engineers,

but who met a sudden and violent death by a fall from his

horse. The work being completed with skill, he was present-

ed with a handsome and quite unexpected gratuity by the thrif-

ty Government of Lord Wm. Bentinck. Soon after this, Mr.

Wilson returning to Europe, Mr. James Prinsep found it

necessary to confine himself to the duties of the Assay Office,

which superadded to the laborious scientific pursuits and re-

searches in which he was engaged, afforded full employment for

his time. A change of currency, to which his advice conduced,

brought an accession of official duty in the Assay Department,

while at the same time the success which attended his re-

searches in the depths of science, and his attempts to illustrate

the antiquities of the country to which he was devoted, stimu-

lated him to exertions in that line also, under which his consti-

tution at length sank. After righting fruitlessly against the

approaches of disease for a couple of months, he was at last
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compelled, as will be found recorded in the pages of this Jour-

nal, to quit the country suddenly in the ship Herefordshire in

the early part of the month of November.

His friends and brothers are now anxiously expecting to

receive from the Cape of Good Hope, the first accounts of the

effect of the sea-voyage upon his health. In the midst of their

anxiety, they may be excused for the apparent egotism, of

placing so much of eulogy, and of personal memoir, in the

Preface to the last volume of his series of the Journal.

Calcutta, "1

February, 1839. J
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I.

—

History of Cooch Behdr, being an extract of a passagefrom Dr,

Buchanan's Account ofRungpur (Rangapura)*

.

[Revised and communicated by Major F. Jenkins.]

The history of this district is perhaps involved in still greater obscurity

than that of Dinajpur. Almost the whole of it is included in the anci-

ent Hindu territory of Kamrup, which extends east from the Kurotoya

where it joined the kingdom of Motsyo, tof DikJcorbasini a river of

Assam, which enters the Brohmoputro a little to the east of the eastern

Kamakhya, which is said to be fourteen days' journey by water above

Jorehat the present capital of the kingdom. I have not been able to

learn, that the ancient Hindus mention any kingdom as intervening be-

tween Kamrup and China. Those whom I have consulted seem to

think that Kamrup is bounded on the east by Chin ; by which, however,

it must be observed, is probably meant the country between the Indian and

Chinese empires, for as Abul Fa zil justly observes, the Chinese empire

is the Maha Chin of the Hindus. He indeed calls Pegu the China

of the Hindus ; but in this he is only to be considered as mentioning for

the whole, what was then the principal kingdom, as now we might say

that the empire of Ava is the proper China of the Hindus ; and in fact

it now separates Kamrup from the Chinese or Maha Chin. On the

north Kamrup extends to Kongjogiri, the frontier of Madro, the

kingdom of Sailyo, which comprehends JBhotan ; I have not, however,

been able to learn where the mountain is placed, and the Bhoteas seem

to have made large encroachments on the whole northern frontier of

Kamrup. The southern boundary of Kamrup frontier of Kamrup, is

* Buchanan's orthography is retained: he uses the short o for a, being the

Bengali pronunciation.

—

Ed.

+ This is the name of a temple on the Brahmaputra above Sadii/6, and nearly

where the river issues from the hills.
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where Lakhya river separates from the Brohmoputro, and there it is

bounded by the country called Bunggo. Kamrup according to this de-

scription includes a portion of Moymunsing (north part of Dacca R.)

and of Srihotto ( Silhet B.J together with Monipur, Jaintiya, Kachar*

and Assam.

The earliest tradition concerning the history of Kamrup is that it was

given by Krishno to Norak, the son of the earth, (Prithivi.J This

Norok, although an infidel (osur) was for some time a favorite of the

god, who appointed him guardian (divarpal) of the temple of Kamakhya

(granter of pleasure) who naturally presided over the region of desire,

(Kamrup). This deity is by the Hindus considered as female, and her

temple situated near Gohati, the place where Norok resided, is still

much frequented.

Kamrup is said to have been then divided into four peths or portions*

which may naturally be expected to have appellations suitable to its name

and tutelary deity. They are accordingly called Kam, Rotno> Moni and

Yoni peths) alluding to desire, beauty and some circumstances not un.

connected with these qualities, which our customs do not admit to be

mentioned with the plainness that is allowed in the sacred languages of

the east. In fact the country by the natives is considered as the prin-

cipal seat of amorous delight, and a great indulgence is considered as

allowable. I have not learned the boundaries of these divisions, but am
told that Rotno Peih is the country now called Vihar.

Norok did not long merit the favor of Krishno, being a great op-

pressor and a worshipper of the rival god Sib. He was put to death,

and was succeeded by his son Bhoggodatto. At the time of the wars

which are said to have placed Yudhishther on the throne of India, the

prince engaged in the great contest on the losing side, and followed the

fortunes of Duryodhon. There can be little doubt that this is the

same person with the Bhugrut of Mr. Gladwin's translation of the

Ayeen Akbery, " who came to the assistance of Jirjoodhun, and gal-

tantly fell in the war of the Mahabharut? By Abul Fazil this prince

is said to have been of the Khyetri ( KhyotrioJ caste, and this is sup-

ported by the opinion of the brahmans ; but here a considerable diffi-

culty occurs ; for it is generally allowed, that Bhoggodatto was the

son of Norok, who was not a Hindu. We shall, however, soon see that

in Kamrup many other personages have been adopted into the princely

race, whose claims to a Hindu descent are at best exceedingly doubtful.

Bhoggodatto is said to have usually resided at Goivahati. The

king of Kamrup is said occasionally to have fled from the bustle and

cares of his capital, and to have sought the pleasures of retirement
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at Runggopur, from whence its name, signifying the abode of pleasure.,

is derived. No traces of any buildings by Bhoggodatto or his family

remain in this district, nor is it probable that any remain in Assam, as

the princes of the eastern parts of Kamrup continue even to this day,

to dwell in huts ; nor is there any reason to suppose, that his accommo-

dation was superior ; while his power, and probably the thickness of his

forest, rendered fortifications towards the west unnecessary.

In the great war Bhoggodatto fell by the hands of Orjun, brother

of Yudhishther, but according to the Ayeen Akhery twenty-three

princes of the same family continued to govern after his death. The

authority of this work is, however, diminished by its supposing that these

princes governed the whole of Bengal, which seems entirely without

foundation. It is, however, very likely, and is said indeed to be mentioned

in the Purans, that for some time the descendants of Bhoggodatto
retained the government of Kamrup. I cannot indeed adopt the chrono-

logy, which places Yudhishther about 3200 years before the birth of

Christ ; on the contrary I am persuaded that this prince lived consider-

ably after the time of Alexander, for in every part of India there

remain traces of the family of Yudhishther, or of the princes who

were his contemporaries, of many dynasties that have governed since his

time, but all these later dynasties, so far as I have learned, may be

ascertained to be of a comparatively late period ; and making every pos-

sible allowance for the reigns of the families of Yudhishther and of

the dynasties that have succeeded, we shall not be able to place the

former much beyond the time of Augustus. I am happy to acknowledge

that I have derived this manner of reasoning on the subjects from a con-

versation with my worthy friend Major Mackenzie of Madras, who

has formed more accurate notions on Indian History than any person

whose opinions I know,—notions founded on a careful investigation of the

remains of antiquity, and not on the fictions of Indian poets, who in the

extravagance of invention exceed even the fertile genius of Greece.

In the part of the Yogini Tontro which I have procured, and which

is considered as the highest authority concerning every thing to Kam-

rup, the pandit of the mission says that there is no mention of Bhoggo-

datto, but that the god Sib prophecies that after the infidel Norok,

and at the commencement of the era of Saka, that is about the end of

the 1st century of our era, there would be Sudro kings of Kamrup.

The first raja mentioned is Dwyeswor, in whose time the worship of

Kameswori or Kamakhya, the knowledge of which had hitherto been

confined to the learned, would be published even to the vulgar, and this

would happen at the very beginning of the era of Saka, or in the year of

b 2
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our era 76. This raja is said to have been of the tribe called in the

. Songskrito language Dhwor, which is usually applied to the Kaibortos of

Bengal ; but it may be doubted, whether the prince belonged to that tribe

which is not one of Kamrup. The worship of the linga according to

the prophecy would begin in the 19th year of Saka ; some indefinite time

after that period, a brahman born of the Korotoya river and named

Nogosonkor, would be king, and extend the doctrine. After him, but

at what interval is not mentioned, would be a raja named Jo lpeswar,

who would still further encourage that worship, and who would build the

celebrated temple of Jolpis. Very considerable ruins are at no great dis-

tance from that place as will be hereafter described ; but they are ascribed

to a Prithu, who may, however, have been a person of the same family*

This Prithu raja from the size of his capital, and the numerous

works raised in the vicinity by various dependents and connections of the

court, must have governed a large extent of country, and for a consider-

able period of time. Although he is in some measure an object of wor-

ship among the neighbouring Hindus, they have few traditions concern-

ing the place from whence he came, nor at what period he lived ; and I

heard it only mentioned by one old man, that he governed before the

time of the dynasty which will be next mentioned.

As usual he is considered as having been a very holy personage, who

was so much afraid of having his purity sullied, that, on the approach

of an abominable tribe of impure feeders named Kichok, he threw him-

self into a tank, and was followed by all his guards, so that-the town was

given up to plunder, and the family ceased to reign. At present the

Kichok are a kind of gipsies, that are thinly scattered in the northern

parts of India, and live by snaring game, telling fortunes, and it is usually

supposed by stealing. It must, however, be observed, that this tribe,

which in the Songskrito language is called Kirat, would at one time

appear to have been really powerful in this vicinity ; and according to

the Yogini Tontro, was not reduced to its present miserable state, until

the time of Viswo Sing ho, who will be hereafter mentioned.

There is also a tradition in the country, that a much greater portion

of Kamrup formerly belonged to the Bhoteas than does at present.

I am inclined to think, that these Bhoteas were really the Chinese, whose

histories, I believe, mention their conquests in this part of India, and

might naturally be confounded with the Bhoteas, from their impure

feeding and from having made their attack through the country of that

people.

It would not appear, that during the dynasty of Adisur, any part of

this district was comprehended in the Hindu kingdom of Bengal. On
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the contrary, about that time, or not long after, the western parts of

this country, as far as the JBrohrnoputro, seem to have been subject

to a family of princes, the first of whom, that has left any traces, was

Dhormo Pal. Whether or not from his name we may suppose that he

was one of the Pal family, which preceded the dynasty of Adisur, who

in the wreck of his family may have saved a portion, I shall not venture to

determine. From the works that are attributed to Dhormo Pal, he

would appear to have been a person of some power, and even the works

attributed to relations and dependents of his family, possess some degree

of magnitude. He is said to have had a brother named Manikchon-

dro, who seems to have died early, and to have left the management of

his son and estate to his wife Moynawote. This lady makes a con-

spicuous figure in the traditions of the natives, and is said to have killed

Dhormo Pal in an engagement near the banks of the Tista ; at least

the raja disappeared during the battle between his troops, and those of

his sister-in-law. Moynawote's son Gopichondro succeeded his

uncle, and seems to have left the management of his affairs to his mother,

and for some time to have indulged himself in the luxury of 100 wives,

among whom the two most celebrated for beauty and rank were Hodna
and Podna, one of whom, if not both, was the daughter of a person of

considerable rank named Horischondro. When Gopichondro had

grown up, and probably, when he had been satiated with the pleasure

which women bestow, he wished to interfere in business. His mother

had then the art to persuade him to dedicate his life to religion ; and

having placed him under the tuition of her spiritual guide (guru) Ha-

ripa a religious mendicant, (yogi) of remarkable sanctity, this prince,

changed from voluptuousness to superstition, adopted the same manner

of life with his instructor, and is supposed to be now wandering in the

forests. The people of Kamrup are still frequently entertained by the

songs of itinerant bards of the low castes called yogi, who repeat the poem

called Sibergit, which gives an account of Gopichondro, of his pious

resignation of power, and the lamentations of his hundred wives, who by

no means approved of his change of life. This song is in the vulgar

language, and its repetition occupies four or five Hindu hours for two

days.

As the father is praised by the Hindus for his piety, his son Horo-
chondro, or Bhovochondro as his name is here more usually pro-

nounced, is given as an example of stupidity, who with his minister Go-

vochondro did nothing like other people, and turned night into day,

and day into night. Many examples of their stupidity are related to serve

as amusement to the youth of Bengal ; but the raja seems to have lived
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in considerable splendour, and without fear, while the works of his rela-

tion Sora and of his tributary Benna show, that his dependents had

considerable power, and did not require fortresses to enable them to

live in security. After the death of Bhovochondro there came a

Pala raja of the same family who is said to have been destroyed by a

dynasty that I shall have next occasion to mention, although it is more

probable that a period of anarchy intervened.

The princes of the dynasty of Dhormo Pal are supposed to have

been Khyotriyos ; yet this seems doubtful. The lady Moynawote had

not a brahman for a spiritual guide, but this important office was held

by a yogi, that is a Sudra dedicated to a religious life ; and there is great

reason to believe that the yogis who repeat the songs, are descendants

of this kind of priesthood, who were degraded by Songkor Acharyo,

and who reject the brahmans as spiritual guides, although in order to

procure a miserable existence they have now betaken themselves to

weaving, burning lime, and other low employments. In the south of

India they collect and vend drugs, and pretend to practise physic, but

are equally obstinate in rejecting the instruction of the sacred orders.

With regard to the next dynasty there is greater certainty, although

as usual the chronology is attended with many difficulties. According

to tradition there was a brahman whose name is unknown, but who had

a servant that tended his cattle, no one knows where. According to

some this servant was an infidel (osurj most probably from the moun-

tains of Tripura ; but concerning this different persons are not exactly

agreed, and some allege that it was his mother who was of the impure

race, and that she bore her son while in the service of the brahman.

Many complaints were lodged against this fellow, and his master one

day was desired to view him asleep while his cattle were permitted to

destroy the crops of the neighbours. The brahman was advancing with

a determination to bestow the merited punishment, when he observed the

lines on the naked feet of his servant, and immediately by his profound

skill in the most noble science of Samudrik Jyotishi, knew that the

sleeper would become a prince. On this discovery the brahman paid

him all due respect, rendered it unnecessary for him to perform any low

office, and shewed [him still more kindness by disclosing the certainty

of his future greatness ; the servant in return promised that when he be-

came a prince, the brahman should be his chief minister, (Patro). Ac-

cordingly some time afterwards, it is not known how, he became king,

and is said to have destroyed Pala, the successor of Horochondro.

This, however, as I have before observed, is rather doubtful ; and Karri"

rup in the interval had probably fallen into a state of anarchy favorable.
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for an upstart, and was overrun by various rude tribes, Koch, Mech,

Garo, Kachhari, Rabha, Hajong, Tripura, Bhot, and Nepcha, who

neither spoke the language of Bengal, nor had adopted the religion of

the brahraans, although numerous fugitives had taken refuge from the

violence of Sultan Jalaluddin, as mentioned in my account of Dinaj-

pur, and had diffused some degree of instruction, or at least had

preserved the little improvement that had been made in former dynasties.

The new raja seems to have been much guided by his minister the

brahman, assumed a Hindu title Nilodhwoj, and placed himself under

the tuition of the sacred order. For this purpose a colony of brahmans

were introduced from Maithilo, and from thence we may perhaps infer

the country of the minister. There is no trace of any earlier colony of

brahmans in Kamrup than this from Maithilo, and the great merits of

the prince were rewarded by elevating his tribe called Khyen to the

dignity of the pure Hindu. It is, indeed, contended by Rajbongsis,

that Nilodhwoj was of their caste, and that the Khyen were only his

servants, begotten by Rajbongsis on prostitutes of the Khyotriyo tribe*

but it seems highly improbable that the raja would procure the dignity of

pure birth for the illegitimate offspring of his servants, while his own

family remained in the impure tribe of Rajbongsi, the origin of which

seems to me of a later date.

The raja having settled his government built a city called Komotapur,

and his successors took the title of Komoteswor or lords of Komota,

while the title of Komoteswari, or lady of Komota, was bestowed on

the family deity, a female spirit, as usual, delighting in blood.

As each raja of this family claimed his right to govern on the autho-

rity of some miracle, it was discovered by Chokrodhwoj, the second

prince, that Bhogodatto had received from Sib an amulet (hoboj)

which rendered him invulnerable, and which he usually wore on his arm

In the hurry of preparation for battle, this amulet had been left behind,

on the day when Bhogodatto was killed, and lay concealed near Has-

tinapur until the time of Chokrodhwoj, when this prince was informed

in a dream how the amulet might be found, and that it was to be wor-

shipped as representing Komotesivori, as it is to this day.

During this dynasty the office of chief minister (Patro) seems to

have been hereditary as well as the regal dignity, and the brahman and

his descendants occupied a fortress contiguous to the walls of the city

;

but the government does not seem to have been very secure, as not only

the royal palace and the residence of the minister, but several houses of

inferior personages seem to have been fortified, although situated within

the immense works by which the city was surrounded.
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Chokrodhwoj was succeeded by Nilambor, the third and last

prince of the family. His dominions are said to have extended over the

greater part of Kamrup and included part of Motsyo ; for the fort at

Ghoraghat is said to have been one of his erecting-. Numerous public

works, especially magnificent roads, are attributed to this prince, who

from thence seems to have governed his country with attention, but the

circumstances related concerning his overthrow are accompanied with

traits of the most savage barbarity.

Whether from a natural suspiciousness of temper or from an uncom-

mon accuracy of observing such circumstances, the raja on entering his

women's apartments one day observed traces, which convinced him, that

a man had been there. He was immediately inflamed with jealousy, and

having sent people to watch, a young brahman, son of Sochi Potro
the prime minister, was soon caught attempting to enter the royal apart-

ments and to dishonor his master. He was taken before the king, put

privately to death, and part of his body was prepared for food. His

father, having been invited to a grand entertainment given by the king

eat of his son's body ; for in Kamrup the brahmans are allowed great

liberties in their diet. After he had satiated himself with this monstrous

food, the king showed him his son's head, and informed him of the crime

and of what he had been eating. The minister is said to have acted

with a presence of mind well suited for such an occasion. He said, that

his son had no doubt deserved any punishment ; but as the king had made

him eat such a horrid repast, that he could no longer continue in his

service, but would retire from the world, and dedicate himself to the

duties of a religious mendicant. By this stratagem he was allowed to

retire, and having assumed the habit of a sonnyashi, immediately left

Kamrup. His first object now was to procure revenge, and he proceeded

without delay to Gaur, when he laid before the Moslem king informa-

tion, that was followed by an attack on Nilambor. For some time how-

ever the invasion did not seem likely to terminate in success ; for after a

siege of 12 years the Moslem had made no impression on the works of

Komotapur. Although the length of the siege is probably exceedingly

exaggerated by tradition, its issue probably continued long doubtful ; for

the invading army had evidently fortified its camp with much care. The

place is said to have been taken at length by stratagem, or rather by the

most abominable treachery. The Muhammadan commander informed

the king by message, that having lost all hopes of taking the place, he

was desirous of making peace, and leaving the country on the most

friendly terms. This having been accepted, it was proposed that the

ladies of the Moslem chiefs should pay their respects to the queen. This
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also was received as a mark of polite attention, and a number of covered

litters were admitted into the women's apartments within the citadel. In

place of Moslem ladies these litters contained arms, and the bearers

were soldiers, who immediately on gaining admission seized their wea-

pons, and secured the person of the raja, who was put into an iron cage

in order to afford amusement for the sultan and populace of Gaur

;

on the way he contrived to escape, and has ever since remained con-

cealed.

The Muhammadans of Ghoraghat attribute the destruction of Nilam-

bor to their favorable saint Ismael G'azi of whom I have given an

account in the report concerning Dinajpur. By the Moslems of this

district he is considered as a chief of saints, and several places of wor-

ship are erected to his memory, or over precious relics that belonged to

his person. But this reverence has probably induced them to magnify

the conquests of Ismael who governed Ghoraghat in the reign o^

Nasrat Shah ; a prince whose reign commenced about the year of our

era 1523, which seems to be somewhat too late for the destruction of

Komotapur.

In the manuscript account of Bengal, which I procured at Maldeh, it

is said, that the sultan Hoseyn, immediate predecessor of Nasrat,
conquered Kamrup, and killed its king Karup Narain, son of Mal-
kongyar, son of Sada Lukhymon, and I have no doubt, that these

are the same persons with the three princes of Komotapur ; for the Hin-

du rajas have so many titles, that one person may choose to call them by

a name totally different from that which another person may choose to

employ ; and the time of the events will not admit of our supposing

that a dynasty intervened between that destroyed by Hoseyn, and the

one which now governs the small portion of Kamrup that retains some
degree of independence.

In the short account of Assam published in the 2nd volume of the

Asiatic Researches, which seems to me more accurate than the commen-
tator is willing to admit, it is stated, that Huseyn Shah, a king of

Bengal, undertook an expedition against Assam, in which he had at first

considerable success. The raja retired to the mountains, and the son of
the king was left with a large army to keep possession of the country.

In the rainy season the raja descended into the plains, and destroyed the

whole invading army, who were all either killed or made prisoners (A.
R. II. p. 180). It was probably this rash expedition, which frustrated

the conquest of Komotapur, and rendered it necessary for the Moslems
to retire, after a possession of one or two years. Indeed the traditions of
the Hindus state, that they made no stay at Komotapur, but retreated

c
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immediately with what booty they could procure. This, however, seems

improbable, and I shall have occasion to show, that within the walls of

Komota there are probable traces of the Moslems having begun very

considerable works, which have been broken off unfinished ; it is there-

fore probable that Nilambor was destroyed by Hoseyn Shah in person,

and he begun to reign about forty years before the usurpation of Sher
Shah, or about the year 1496 of our era. The conquests therefore of

Ismael G'azi must be confined to the vicinity of Ghoraghat, and per-

haps he did no more than retain these small portions of the conquests

made by the sultan Hoseyn, where he founded the city named after

Nasrat, the successor of that prince.

The overthrow of Nilambor is looked upon by the natives as a most

unfortunate event. In the Yogini Tontro, it is told, that in the time of

Norok, a most holy person, Vosishtho Moni went to the temple of

Kamakhya and was refused admittance by the infidel guardian. As such

persons conscious of their worth are sometimes apt to be a great deal too

irascible, Vosishtho prayed that the temple might be deprived of all

dignity, which accordingly would have immediately happened, had not the

goddess of love (Kamakhya) made a complaint to Siva, who although

he could not entirely prevent the effects of the holy man's imprecation

(sang ponj ; yet postponed the completion until the destruction of

Komotapur, and he ordered, that this degradation should continue only

until the restoration of the Komoteswar, who, as I have said, is supposed

to be still alive, and his return is anxiously and eagerly expected by the

people of Kamrup, as some of the events which are prophecied to pre-

cede the restoration, have already come to pass. On that happy occasion

the goddess of delight will be restored to full glory, and the four nations

of usurpers who now share Kamrup, will be extirpated by mutual

slaughter. These nations are the Ploo ! or Bhoteas ; the Saumar or

Assamese ; the Kuvach or Koch, who govern Vihar ; and the Yovew or

barbarians of the west, who, according to the authority of the Yogini

Tontro, are descendants of Haihoyo and Talojonggho, two Khoyotri-

yos, who on account of cowardice were degraded and prohibited from

eating pure food, and from following the doctrine of the Vedas.

Two brothers named Chondon and Modon, after the overthrow of

Nilambor, established a short government of eight years at a place

called Norolovas, which now is under the government of the Deb raja,

and is about thirty miles north from Komotapur. This power was not

only transient, but seems to have extended to no great distance, and the

parts of Kamrup that were not retained by the Moslems, seem to have

fallen again into anarchy under the chiefs of the rude tribes, which I
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formerly mentioned. Among these by far the most powerful were the

Koch, who had a number of chiefs, at first independent, but who gradu-

ally united under the authority of one of themselves named Hajo. He
seems to have been a person of great vigour, and reduced under his

government the whole of this district except Ghoraghat, together with

most of that portion of Assam which is included in the government of

Gohati or Kamrup. He had no children, except two daughters Hira
and Jira.

Hira, before the rise of her family, had been married to a certain

Herya, who is said to have been of the impure tribe called Mech.

Whether Jira was married or not is not known, but she had a son

named Sisu, while her sister bore a son named Visu. The former is

said to be ancestor of several branches of the family that are now sub-

ject to the company ; but Visu succeeded to the whole power of his

grandfather. As he was not contented with the instruction of the

Kolitas, who seem to have been the original priesthood of his tribe,

nor with the learning of the brahmans of Maithilo, who had been for-

merly introduced, he procured some men of piety (JBaidiks) from Sri-

hotto, and gave them the title of Kamrupi brahmans, and these form

the second colony of the sacred order that has settled in this country.

To this era may probably be referred the composition, or as the Hin-

dus would say the publication of many, or most of the books called

Tontros which are supposed to have been communicated by the god Siva

to his wife Parboti about 5000 years ago. One of the most celebrated

of these compositions the Yogini Tontro I am indeed informed, men

tions the amours of Hira and the government of her son ; nor is there

any doubt that Kamrup is usually considered as the grand source of this

system of magic, and the period between the time of Visu and of his

great-grandson Porikhyit seems to have been the only period, when

the learning of the brahmans flourished in that country. The doctrines

contained in these works admit of many indulgences necessary for new

converts, and to enable the brahmans to share in the pleasures of a most

sensual people ; and they inculcate chiefly the worship of the female spirits

that are appeased with blood, which was the original worship of the coun-

try, and which has now become very generally diffused among the brah-

mans of Bengal, with whom these Tontros are in the highest request.

It was now discovered that the raja was not a son of the poor barba-

rian Herya ; but that his mother although born a Koch, was not only

of a celestial origin, but had been the peculiar favorite of the god Siva ;

who had passed much time in amorous dalliance with the damsel, and

was the actual father of the prince, who took the name of Viswo Singho,

c 2
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and bestowed on the son of his aunt Jira that of Siva Sjngho; arid

this prince also claimed for his mother, the honor of the most intimate

favor of the god, whose name he bore.

Although the Yoglni Tontro calls the father of Hira a barbarian

(Mlechchko) ; yet it has been discovered, that the Koch were not in

fact an impure tribe, as had been in general supposed ; but were descended

from some Khyotriyos, who had fled into Kamrup, and the adjacent

country of Chin, in order to escape from the violence of Porosuram,

when that deity pursued the kings of the earth, and gave their territories

to the brahmans. In the exile the descendants of the Khyotriyos had

departed from many parts of the Hindu law ; and on this account were

considered impure. This seems to be exactly the same story, which Sir

William Jones quotes (A. R. II. page 3G8), from the Institutes of

Menu, and on the authority of which he deduced the origin of the Chi-

nese from the Hindus. The features both of Chinese and Koch seem

to me insuperable objections against that theory ; and I have no doubt,

that both the passage of Menu and the fable of the Koch are equally-

founded on national vanityr which, however unbecoming in a lawyer or

philosopher like Menu, is excusable enough in the Koch, who among

the people with whom it is their fortune to live, are naturally desirous of

procuring some means of being raised from the dregs of impurity. On
this pretended descent the Koch, or at least all of them that have adopted

the Hindu religion and have relinquished their impure practices, assume

the title of JRajbongsis, or descendants of princes ; and the other rude

tribes of Kamrup and Chin, such as Mech and Hajong, who have fol-

lowed their example m religion, have assumed the same title. All the

descendants of Hira, still farther elated by their supposed divine origin,

assume the title of Deo or Lord, and all the reigning princes of the

family claim the title of Narayon ; which among the Hindus is one of

the names of the supreme deity.

Viswo Singho was so weak as to divide his dominions between two
sons Naro Narayon and Sukladhwoy. The former obtained the

country west from the Chhannokosh, the latter obtained the country

east from that river, together with both sides of the Brohmopittro. I

shall now proceed to give an account of this branch of the family which
was the most considerable.

Suklodhwoy seems to have governed without any remarkable event,

and left his dominions to his son Roghu Dev Narayon. He had two
sons Porikhyit N. and another*, who as an appanage obtained Dorong
which his descendants still retain under the kings ofAssam. Porikhyzt

* Bollit Narayon.
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however, prudently retained the sovereignty of the whole, and lived at

Gilajhar on the west side of the Godadhor where the only remains to

be seen, although the place is also called Atharo Kotha, or eighteen

castles, clearly evince the small improvement which his people had made

in the arts ; but his court seems to have nourished in learning, and 700

brahmans are said to have resided at his capital.

When Abul Fazil composed the Ayin Akbery, the sub-division

of the kingdom of Viswo Singho was not known at Delhi; although in

all probability it had recently taken place. From prudential motives it

had perhaps been carefully concealed, and the two branches of the family

lived in an amity that was absolutely necessary for their safety. Abul

Fazil says that " north from Bengal is the province of Cooch (Koch

J

the chief of which commands 1000 horse and 100,000 foot (the usual

oriental exaggeration). Kamrup, which is also called Kamtah (Koraota

the old capital) makes a part of his dominion." Soon after this, how-

ever it is said, that the Muhammadan governor of Dhaka discovered

the real state of affairs, and became very urgent with Porikhyit for

tribute. The raja being afraid did not absolutely refuse to comply, but

in order to procure favorable terms was advised to undertake a journey

to Agra, where he was kindly received, and procured an order from the

king, directing the governor to take whatever tribute the raja chose to

offer. On returning to Dacca, the raja who was totally ignorant of hu-

man affairs, and of the immensity of the sum offered 20,000,000 of ru-

pees and returned to his capital highly satisfied with his conduct. When
his minister (Patro) explained to him the nature of the promise which

he had made, the poor raja was thrown into consternation, and again set

out for Agra, taking his minister with him, in order to avoid such mis-

takes. Unfortunately he died by the way and the Moslems, in the mean

time, took possession of the country, in order to recover the money that

had been promised*. The minister proceeded to court, where after some

trouble he was appointed kanungoe or register of the country, which

was divided into four sirkars. Uttro Kul or Dhengkiri north of the

Brohmoputro, Dokhin Kul south of the same, Benggalbhumi west of

the Brohmoputro, and Kamrup proper called so as containing Gohati,

the most ancient capital of the country. The brother of Porikhyit

was confirmed in his government of Borong, and Chondro Narayon,

the son of the unfortunate raja, received very large estates which his

descendants still retain as subjects. These I shall afterwards have occa-

sion to mention. Large estates were also given to the new kanungoe

from whose family papers these accounts are taken.

* Porikhyit's descendants are the rajas of Bijnse according to the records of

the Durrang family.
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The Moslem army took possession of the country about the year 1009

of the Bengal era, that is A. D. 1603 or two years before the death of

Akber. A Mogul general (Fouzdar) resided at Ranggamati, and

the country is said for many years to have undergone considerable im-

provements, especially under the government of a certain noble Hindu

named Manosingho.

The usual desire of encroachment, however, induced the Moslems in

the reign of Aurungzebe, to invade Assam, the limits of which were then

very narrow, but the people were fierce of their independence, were in-

vigorated by a nourishing diet and strong drink, and their princes still

retained their energy of mind and had not sunk under the enervating

and unceasing ceremonies of the Hindu doctrine. The Mogul army

under Meer Jumla was completely destroyed, and they were compelled

to cede to the Assamese the whole of Sirkar Kamrup, and a portion of

Uttovkul and Dokhyin Kul, which have ever since been placed under the

management of a great Assamese officer, and form the government of

Kamrup, which is about a third part of the whole kingdom. After a

residence of 73 years, the Muhammadans withdrew the (Foujdari) go-

vernment of Ranggamati, and placed the station of the governor of the

frontier at Ghoraghat, as I have mentioned in my account of Dinaje-

pur. Still, however, an officer dignified with the title of Nawab resided

at Ranggamati with some troops ; but it seemed to have been the wish

of the Mogul government to encourage the growth of forests and reeds,

which might serve as a check to the incursions of the Assamese ; and

nothing was required of the chiefs descended from Porikhyit, nor from

the zemindars of the hilly countries, but a tribute in a great measure

nominal.

The conversion of the kings of Assam to the doctrines of the brah-

mans of Bengal, which happened soon after the overthrow of Meer
Jumla seems to have put a total stop to their enterprise, and the petty

chiefs, who remained nominally under the authority of the nawab of

Ranggamati, would have been entirely uninterrupted in cutting each

other's throats, and in reducing the country to a desert, had not they been

assisted by the Bhoteas, who brought several of them under their au-

thority and continued advancing, when the Company's gigantic power

put a stop to all petty attacks of that nature. A tolerably settled fron-

tier has been obtained ; there are some appearances of a regular govern-

ment, and cultivation is beginning to revive, although it is still much

retarded by the constant squabbles of the chiefs, and the liberty which

they take of dictating to all who reside on their property.

I shall now finish this historical view with an account of the western

division of Viswo Singho's dominions, which fell to the share of his son
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Noro Narain. This division comprehended the whole northern parts

from the Chhonnokosh to the Mohananda, and from Sirkar Ghora-

ghat to the mountains of Bhotan, being a very fertile tract of country

about 90 miles from N. W. to S. E. and 60 miles from N. E. to S. W.
The north-west extremity of this territory was settled on the descendants

of Sivo Singho the son of Jira, the grand-aunt ofNaro N. from among

whom the rajas were bound to choose their chief ministers (Baykot).

This portion, as producing an income of 32,000 rupees a year, was called

Bottrishazai ( Batis hazdri B.J but the general name given to the

principality was Vihar, as having been the scene of the voluptuous in-

tercourse between Siva and the daughters of Hajo. In order to distin-

guish this Vihar from the large territory of the same name near Patna
it has been usual to call it Koch Vihar (Coos Beyhar, Renn.^ ; but

all remembrance of the Koch is disagreeable to its princes, and at their

capital all additional appellations given to Vihar are considered as ex-

ceedingly uncourtly*.

The following is the succession of these princes ; but among these

after the fifth generation are some sons by adoption, and some co-lateral,

and it is alleged illegitimate successors, of which I have been able to

procure no satisfactory account : 1st Noro N., 2nd Lokhymi N., 3rd

VerN., 4th Pran N., 5th Mod N., 6th Vosudev N., 7th Mohindro N.,

8thDiNoN., 9th Rupo N.f, 10th Upendro N., 11th Devendro N.,

12th Dhairjyendro N., 13th Rajendro N., 14th Dhorendro N.,

15th Vijendro N.J, 16th Khogendro N.§, 17th Horendro N., the

* The name of Kusha vihar is doubtless derived, though the people now know
nothing of it, from the Buddhist monastery or vihara which existed there in ancient

times, as did the province of Behar from another monastery near Gaya, or at Behdr.

We know from M. Csoma's Life of Sha'kya (As. Res. XX. 310), that this Muni
died at Kusha the capital of Kamrup, (so called from the Kusha grass for which it

was famous:) and that the Chaitya " of the head ornament" was distant about

four miles from the pair of sal trees near this town, under which he expired (p. 311)

;

for says Kungavo-" in all the space from the city of Kusha to the river Yig-d&n, (the

Toresha?) fromthe grove ofthe sal trees to the Chaitya, 12 miles in circumference, there

is not a single spot which is not occupied by wise gods of great power—some rolling

on the ground, some wringing their hands, uttering ejaculations, some oppressed by

great sorrow, sit still, and some depending on religion say, ' The lord who in-

structed us in many things that were pleasing, agreeable and delightful to the heart,

has been delivered from pain !
" It would be very desirable to examine the site

and remains of the Kusha-vihara minutely, as it can hardly be doubted that the

place^whose champions contended for the possession of Buddha's relics with the eight

chief powers of India, must have been at that time, and long after, a town of great

importance. The rich valley of Assam was probably then what it seems again des-

tined to become in a few years.—Ed.

f An usurper, only reigned a few days or weeks. J Dhairjyendro N. restored ?

§ Khogendro, was the Nazir deo who actually governed the country but

never assumed the title of raja.
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reigning prince. By the natives he is considered as a very pious per-

son, for he pays no attention to business, but passes the whole of his

time in retirement and as is supposed, much of it in prayers ; and as he

lays out much money in supporting men dedicated to a religious life, of

course his temporal affairs are not flourishing, and his people would

probably suffer less, were he more attentive to their government ; for he

is said to be desirous of rendering justice. At present the whole

management of the country is left to strangers, who are alleged to be

mere sharks, but all the chiefs of the Rajbongsis are like their prince ;

no one is said to be either able or willing to attend to business. It is

supposed by the natives that the gods have bestowed an extraordinary

reward on the virtue of the raja. He has 50 wives, and it is commonly

reported, and gravely asserted to be believed, that all these ladies have

often, in the course of one day, received the most intimate proof of the

raja's affection and extraordinary vigour. The accounts which I have

heard of this chief from Europeans, who were all acquainted with him,

differ a good deal from the above, and represent him as a poor creature

exhausted by drunkenness and debauchery.

The Vihar rajas reckon by the era of their ancestor Viswo, and sup-

pose that he began in the Bengal year 916 or A. D. 1509. This is

scarcely reconcilable with the supposition that Hoseyn Shah destroyed

Komotapur after a long siege, as he began about 1496 ; especially if

we suppose, that a long anarchy took place between the governments of

Nilambor and Viswo. I can only suppose that Hajo immediately af-

ter the retreat of the Moslems began to acquire great power, and that

the era begins with the independence of the country, in place of being

reckoned from the reign of Viswo, the impure Hajo being considered

by the descendants of the gods as an unworthy connection. It must far-

ther be observed, that from an inscription on a temple erected by Pran
Narayon, the great-grandson of Viswo, that prince was alive in the

year of Sakadityo 1587 or A. D. 1665, so that five reigns according to

the era of Viswo, occupied 156 years while the thirteen following reigns

have only occupied 144 years. It must be also observed, that the era of

Viswo does not appear to have been in use in the year 1665, and is a

recent invention which can have no great authority
; yet I do not think

it much antedated, as the government of Porikhyit, a great-grandson

of Viswo, was destroyed in the year 1603.

After the division of their territory into two principalities, the Koch,

sensible of their weakness, are said to have erected a line of fortifications

along their southern frontier. This still remains, and is attributed to

Mod, the 5th prince of Vihar, but it proved an effectual protection to
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his part of the country for only a very short period. About the begin-

ning of the 18th century the Muhammadans, under the command of a

certain Ebadut Khan, were able to wrest from his descendants the

districts which in the Bengal atlas were called JBoodah and Rung-pur ;

and, as if they had conquered the whole, erected them into a new sirkar

called Koch Vihar or Kochar. Indeed it comprehends at least a third

of the whole principality, and that by far the most improved, although

this is probably owing, in a great measure to its change of masters.

The confusion that ensued in the Mogul government secured the Vi-

har family from farther encroachment on that side, but their reduced

state now exposed them to the depredations of Dev raja who deprived

them of one half of their remaining territories. The attack indeed was

on the point of proving entirely ruinous, when Dorpo Dev the Rayhot,

or hereditary minister, having laid aside all regard to his duty, rebelled

against his sovereign and kinsman. He entered into an alliance with

the Dev raja, and ceded to him a considerable portion of the Boftris-

hazdri, on condition of being supported in overthrowing the raja, to

whose title in fact there were some objections. Having procured troops

from Bhotan he invaded Vihar. The raja in despair* applied for as-

sistance to the Company, and to secure protection engaged to pay one half

of his revenue. Accordingly in 1772 Captain Jones with a battalion of

sepoys routed Dorpo Dev, who took refuge in Bhotan. Captain Jones

followed and in 1773 took the fortress of Dolim Koth, on which the

Dev raja and Dorpo sued for peace. This was granted, and the parts

of Bottris-hazdri that had not been ceded to Bhotan, were restored to

Dorpo ; but he was placed exactly on the same footing as an ordinary

zemindar, and a revenue was fixed on his lands, while he lost all authority

in the remnant of Vihar which does not now exceed cne-third of its ori-

ginal dimensions, and pays as a tribute what is supposed to be one half

of its net revenue. In settling the frontier great favor and lenity seem

to have been shown to the Bhoteahs, probably with a view of gaining

their friendship in an expectation of commercial advantages, that would

appear to be chimerical ; some favor, however, has also been shown to

the raja. When the Moslems settled their new conquest of sirkar

Kooch Vihar, they gave the zemindaries, or management of the soil, to

various officers and servants of the raja, by whose treachery they pro-

bably had been assisted. Among these, three considerable estates were

in the possession of a branch of the family, from among the members of

which the Nazir deo or commander of the troops, was always ap?

* The raja was carried off by the Bhoteas and tbe Nazir deo applied to the

English Government.

c
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pointed ; and these estates had been granted as a part of the means by

which the expense of the army was to be defrayed. The descendants

of the Nazir deo had enjoyed these estates from the time of the Mos-

lem conquest, but on the British army being' bound by treaty to defend

the country, the raja represented that he had no occasion to support a

military establishment, and that therefore the general had no pretence

for keeping lands to enable him to maintain soldiers. It has been

"thought just to allow the raja to enjoy these estates as a zemindar, and

to receive whatever profits may be derived from their management. The

possession which the Nazir deo had obtained from the Moslems seems

to render the case doubtful ; but the claim of the raja is certainly pos-

sessed of great weight*.

* In 1788*89, Messrs. Mercer and Channet were appointed to investigate

amongst other matters, the respective claims of the raja and Nazir Deo. From the

documents presented to them there does not appear to be any grounds for supposing

that the Moslems had any thing to do with the partition of the country into three

estates between the Raja, the Nazir Deo, and Dewan Deo. For some generations the

rajas had been appointed by the Nazir Deo, and it was acknowledged to the com-

missioners that the Nazir Deo's sanction was necessary to give validity to the en-

thronement of the rajas. The Nazir Deo claimed a 9 anas 10 cowry share in the raj,

and though this may seem exorbitant, yet considering the power of the Nazir Deos

as commanders in chief, it may be believed that the rajas, who were entirely indebted

to the Nazir Deos for their thrones, had voluntarily submitted to the considerations

proposed by the Nazir Deos. The commissioners gave no opinion on the respective

claims, but merely submitted the evidence collected by them to Government. Amongst

the documents submitted, are the accounts of receipts and disbursements of the ra;

from 1181 to 1189 B. E. or during the period of the reigns of the two preceding rajas

and the two first years of the reign of the present raja. In these accounts the col.

lections are entered in the names of the three sharers according to their respective

shares, and the disbursements are made in the same manner. The Company's tri-

bute, which is expressly for the maintenance of troops, and the pay of the retained

Sebundies, are thus made general charges against the three sharers, not against the

Nazir Deo alone ; and in the same manner are charged all the Durbar charges and

charges of the courts, not against the raja's share only. This seems to disprove the

raja's claim. For many years these claims were under discussion with our Govern-

ment, and the Nazir was obliged to be satisfied, until they were settled, with a small

estate and 500 rupees a month. At length the Government on a discovery of the

raja's independence, and the Nazir Deo's subjection to him, declined to interfere and
referred the claims to the justice, equity, and good conscience of the raja. It seems
needless to add, that the Nazir Deo's claims are still in abeyance, but the raja has
ever since been endeavouring to recover half the estate settled on the Nazir Deo
through the intercession of the British Government—F. J.
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List of Rdjas of Cooch Behdr of the Seebo Bongso, or Siva Dynasty.
1510. Bisso Singh— Founder of the dynasty, and said to be of divine origin; his

brother Seeso Singh Roycot, was the ancestor of the Bykuntpur r5jas.

1553. Nornarain, son of Bisso Singh, whose younger brothers were Sookla-
dudge, Chillarai and Norsingh. The two first appear to have invaded
Assam, and the present rajas of Durrung Bijnee and Beltollah trace their de-

scent from Sookladudge ; from the third brother are descended the rajas

of Pungah in Rungpur.

1587. Lokhenarain, son of Nornarain.'
Ifi2l. Beernarain, son of Lokhenarain.
1626. Prannarain. son of Beernarain.
1665. Mohudnarain, sou of Prannarain, died without issue.

1630. Bustodebnarain, third brother of the preceding j he was put to death

by Jugoonarain NazirDeo, son of Gossine Moheenarain Nazir Deo,
on which Bhoje Deo and Jug Deo brought up a force from Bykuntpur, put

to flight the Nazir Deo, and set up Mohindernarain as laja. He died

without issue.

1682. Mohindernarain, son of Mannarain, the son of Bissnonarain, se-

cond brother of Bustodebnarain. He dying without issue, Cooch Behdr

was again invaded by Bhoje Deo and Jug Deo, rajas of Bykuntpur, but were

defeated by Sontonarain, then the NazirDeo, a grandson of Gossine
Moheenarain, brother of raja Beernarain, who set up his first cousin

on the throne.

1693. Roopnarain, son of Joggotnarain, the eldest son of Gossine Mohee-
narain. On his succession Cooch Behdr appears to have been divided into

three shares, between the Raja, the Nazir Deo, and the Nazir Deo's elder

brother, Suttnarain, who was created Dewan Deo.

1714. Oopeendernarain, great-great-great grandson of Roopnarain, was set

up by Koghindernarain, Nazir Deo, his great uncle; but Deennarain
the son of the Dewan Deo, Suttnarain, attempted to seize the throne

with the assistance of some Mogul troops ; he was, however, defeated, and fled

to Rangpur.

1763. Debindernarain, succeeded his father Oopeendernarain, and died with-

out issue.

1765. Durgindernarain, son of Kurgnarain, Dewan Deo, brother of Oopeen-
dernarain, succeeded Durjindernarain, being carried off by the

Bhoteahs, the Nazir Deo, Koghindernarain, set up Durjindernarain's
brother, Rajindernarain.

1769. Rajindernarain, was succeeded by Durjindernarain's son.

1771. Hurrindernarain : the year after he ascended the throne, Koghinder-
narain the Nazir Deo called in the assistance of the British, with whom
he made a treaty in 1772, in consequence of the defeat of the Bhoteahs by the

British troops under Captain Jones, Dujindernarain was released and

again succeeded to the throne, on his son's death.

J774. Durgindernarain : he was succeeded by his second son.

1782. Hurrindernarain, the present raja who had seven sons, viz. Seebinder-
NARAIN*, MEGINDERNARAINf, MOHINDERNARAIN^, BHOJINDERNA-
RAIN§, POOLINDERNARAIN, JAOGINDERNARAIN, NEEROINDERNARAIN.

* Living. f Dead. ? X Dead. ?

§ The raja wishes this son to be considered his successor, but he has not been

created Joub raja, (Yuv&rdja.J—F. J. J. F.

c '2
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II,

—

Notice of the Himalayan Vulture Eagle, By Lieut. T. Hutton.

In a former notice of this bird, drawn up from the examination of an

injured and decaying specimen, I pointed out characters which I thought

would entitle it to be ranked as a new and distinct species from that

known as the Gypaetos Barbatus, or Bearded Vulture.

I have since that time had opportunities of examining many recently

killed specimens in various stages of plumage, from the yearling to the

adult bird, and the result of my observations during nearly two years,

is to leave me still farther convinced of the correctness of my conjecture

as to its distinctness from the Lammer Geyer of the Swiss, and the

Bearded Vulture of authors.

Mr. Hodgson, in a paper subsequent to my former notice, describes

a Himalayan Gypaetos, and pronounces it to be the European Bird, but

I think I shall be able to show that the subject of the present paper

possesses two constant characters, which are wanting in the former

bird, and which, being constant, I believe to be sufficient to entitle their

possessor to rank as a species new to science.

The characters I allude to, are, the dark gorget at the bottom of the

neck, across the orange of the under parts, which is always wanting

in the G. Barbatus, or of which at least no mention is made by any

author that I have been able to consult* ;—and the relation which the

first prime quill bears to the length of the third.

Mr. Hodgson's bird, though stated to the contrary by him, I should

conjecture to have been immature, as well as under moult; for he des-

cribes it as possessing brown feathers about the neck, which in the adult

bird is never the case ; and moreover he gives the fourth quill longest,

which character if correct and constant would at once distinguish it,

not only from the present subject, but also from the known Bearded

Vulture, in both of which the third quill is the longest.

Mr. Hodgson asks also, in his postscript, in reference to my descrip-

tion, " Is there not here some undue allowance for shrinking in his old

and mutilated specimen?" My answer is, ' On the contrary, I supposed

an unskilful hand to have stretched it in skinning, and consequently

erring on the safe side, gave 9| feet of expanse, or less than the actual

measurement.'

The reason for asking this question, is not however quite apparent,

since he has in the same paper allowed it to be probable that the bird

may attain an expanse of eleven feet, or eighteen inches more than

mine.

* Brisson: Cuvier: Gardens and Menagerie Zoological Society: Stark's Ele-

ments Nat. Hist. Encyclopaedia Metropolitana, &c.
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I have seen these birds from Subathu to th« Snowy range; they

are by no means of rare occurrence throughout the Hills, and at Simla

are sometimes even numerous. They may be seen in all stages of

plumage, from the dark-colored yearling, to the rich orange hue of the

adult. During its flight the dark gorget on the breast of the mature

bird is distinctly visible, and is darkest and most conspicuous in the

female. Immature birds have the plumage of a dark brownish or black-

ish colour, varied according to age, with a few buff or dusky orange

feathers intermixed ; the under parts are also dark and the gorget conse-

quently wanting. In those of the first year, the black bristles leading

over the eyes to the hind part of the head are likewise wanting, but in

the second and after years, as the plumage advances to maturity, these

bristles also appear.

Their flight is strong and swift, and in the habit of sweeping through

the air on extended wing, and in the occasional deep bending of the

pinions as they renew the force of their advance, they are not unlike the

Wandering Albatross (Diomedea exulceus), and this resemblance is often

much heightened during the rainy season, when the white clouds rolling

through the dark valleys of the Hills, give to the scene the appearance

of a stormy sea. The Himalayan Vulture Eagle, though often seen

by two and three at a time, is not gregarious; they feed on offal and

carrion and the smaller animals, and like the kite (Falco cheelaj will

carry off portions of flesh in their talons and devour them on the wing.

They are wary birds and will not descend to a bait as long as they

perceive any person on the watch; they are difficult to bring within

range of shot in consequence, and unless the fowler lies concealed he

may often watch for days without succeeding in bringing down a speci-

men. When pressed by hunger, however, which in these regions must

sometimes be the case, he becomes much bolder and is more regardless

of danger, though still somewhat cautious in his approach to man. If

flesh be left exposed unwatched, he does not scruple to take his share,

using the utmost despatch and casting a keen glance around as if con-

scious of the theft and fearful of detection. On alighting, the attitude, and

particularly the gait in walking, very strongly resemble those of the

" Neophron percuopterus," the head and neck being held rather erect

and the feet, in walking, lifted high off the ground.

The only sound I have heard them emit, is a hoarse croaking note

uttered when angry.

They moult once in the year, during the months of May, June and
part of July.

I have occasionally seen them soaring round in company with the
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kite and Neophron percuopterus, while the Pondicherry and Indian

Vultures ( V. ponticerianus and V. Indicus) were feasting on a carcass

in the depth of the glen below.

They select some retired and nearly inaccessible cliff or ledge of

rock whenever they seek to build their nests, which they commence in

April, and the young are ready to take wing about the end of June.

On a comparison of Nos. 1 and 8, with the description of the muti-

lated bird formerly given by me it will be seen that the relative length

of the primary quills is as near as possible the same in all, speaking not

only to the accuracy of my measurements of the decaying specimen, but

affording a strong additional reason for separating the Himalayan from

the European Gypaetos, in which the first quill is represented as nearly

equal to the second and third, while in the present species the third

quill, in adult birds, uniformly exceeds the first, at the least, by three

inches and a half.

Thus my own conviction is, that the relative length of the primary

quills, together with the black gorget on the lower part of the neck,

furnish two constant characters, uniformly foreign to the Bearded

Vulture of authors, and I have therefore ventured to offer it as a species

new to science, under the title of

Gypaetos Hemachalanus.

G. supra fusco-niger, subtiis ferrugineus ; collo obscurior, infra pal-

lidior; collo inferiore nigro circumcincto
;

primoribus, rectricibusque

cinereis, marginibus nigrexentibus ; remige tertio caeteris longiore, 3J poll,

primum excedente. In caeteris G. Barbato similis.

The following are correct measurements and descriptions of birds of

various ages.

No. 1. Adult in full plumage.

Length from tip of bill to end of tail,

Breadth of expanded wings,

Length of the bill from tip to gape,

Basal height,

Basal breadth at the gape,

Point of bill falling below the under mandible,

Tail of 12 feathers, forming a wedge.

The two central feathers of which are in length,

The first from the centre is 0| in. less or

The second „

„ third „

„ fourth „

„ fifth or outermost

1 in. less or

i4 ins. less or

H ins. less or

"-\ ins. less or

Ft. in.

4

8 6

4

H
H
04

1 7

1 H
1 *i
1 3j
1 3-i

1
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The outer feather is therefore 7 inches shorter than the central one.

The first quill of the wings is 3 T
2
3 inches less than the 2nd.

„ second „ „ T
*„ inch less than the 3rd.

s9
third „ „ 1 inch longer than the 4th.

The third quill is therefore the longest, and exceeds the first by

3^ inches.

Head clothed with short and somewhat down-like whitish feathers,

with a black line of strong hairs arising from the base of the upper

mandible running over each eye, and turning round to the back part of

the head, but not joining. A short black stripe or moustache running

backwards from the gape, covering the ears, which are on a line with

the mouth. Nostrils and cere concealed beneath strong black bristles,

directed forwards. Chin with a bunch of black bristles hanging down

like a beard ; from thence, the throat, neck, breast, belly, vent and thighs

are ferruginous or pale orange, darkest on the chin and throat, palest

on the vent and thighs ; upper half of the back part of the neck, buff or

very pale orange; lower half of the same, deep black, as also the back

and rump, each feather with a narrow white shaft : upper smaller wing

coverts black, with a buff or ferruginous stripe down the shaft, ending in

a somewhat triangular spot of the same color; under wing coverts the

same. From the black on the hind part of. the neck, across the orange

feathers of the breast, runs a band of deep brown or black, forming a

well marked collar or gorget. Large wing coverts above, all the quills

of the wings and tail, ashy black with darker edges, the shafts white.

Tail of twelve feathers and wedged. Bill horn-colored ; legs clothed to

the toes with pale ferruginous feathers; toes bluish lead color; claws

black, strong and curved. Under side of the wings pale cinereous, the

ends of the quills blackish.

This bird was shot at Tootoo in September 1836, about 5 marches

from Simla, and was in full plumage, the moult taking place in May
and June.

This description will be found generally applicable to all adult birds,

with the exception of the length and breadth, in which there is great

variety.

No. 2. Adult and moulting; plumage in all respects agreeing with

the last.

Ft.

Length from tip of bill to end of tail, ... 3

Expanse of *vings, ... 8

Length of bill, ...

Basal height, ...

Basal breadth, ... o

Point falling below the under mandible, ...

The third quill of the wings longest,

in.

7

6

4
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Shot at Simla, 16th May 1837, while devouring some raw flesh

laid out as a bait.

Had the plumage been perfect, it would have exceeded the last in

size.

No. 3. Young of the first year, in moult.

Length, 3 ft. 9 in. Breadth, ft. 8 9 in.

The first quill 3^ inches less than the second.

,, second „ Oj inch less than the third.

„ third „ 0| inch longer than the fourth.

The 3rd quill longest.

The relative length of the quills agrees closely with the foregoing

birds, something being allowed for moulting. Plumage above dark

brown, clouded with black, with a few buff or pale brown feathers on the

upper part of the back. Head black, as also the upper part of the neck.

Line of bristles over the eyes wanting. Strong over the cere and on

the beard. Chin, throat and neck beneath, sooty black, from thence to

the vent, dusky or pale brown. Under wing coverts dusky.

Shot at Simla, July 1837.

No. 4. Young of the 2nd or 3rd year, in moult.

Ft. in.

Length, g ft. 9 in. Breadth, 8 ft. 4, in.

Lengtli of bill,

Basal height,

Basal breadth,

Point falling,

The 3rd quill longest.

Beneath, from the beard to the breast, dark brown intermixed with

tawny and orange-colored feathers ; breast, belly, vent, thighs and under

tail coverts, dirty orange clouded with a brownish tinge. Under wing

coverts brown with clotches of black. Upper parts varied with a mix-

ture of dark brown and tawny feathers, darkest on the rump. Upper
wing coverts brown with dusky patches. Quills of the tail and wings

dusky brown or ashy black, the shafts white. Feet leaden blue, claws

blackish horn color. The line of bristles over the eyes is well marked
in this specimen. The upper wing coverts, &c, want the buff-colored

shaft and triangular spot at the tips, so conspicuous in the adult bird.

This specimen had no band or gorget on the lower part of the neck

as in the mature bird, and is I believe in the second year's plumage,

when the orange of the upper and under parts of the neck is beginning

to usurp the place of the dark brown feathers of the first year.

Shot at Simla, 20th May 1837.

The measurements of three other adult Birds, shot at Simla, were as

follows :

93a4
2

n
°i

J.



ft. in.

. 9

. 9

. 9 8*

in other re-

in. ft. in.

Breadth, ... 8 6

.. 9

14 ... 9

.. 9 8*

11 ... 9 6

7 ... 8 6

9 ... 8 9

9 ... 8 4
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ft. in.

Adult male, Length, ... 4 Breadth,

Adult female, ... 4 l|

Adult female, ...

All had the gorget, and it was darkest in the females

spects all agreed with No. 1, above described.

The Neemuch specimen was in length 3 feet 1 1 inches, and in breadth

9 feet 6 inches.

The following table will serve to show how much they vary in dimen-

sions.

ft.

1. Adult male in full plumage, Length,... 4

Adult male, „ ... 4

Adult female, „ ... 4

Adult female, „ ...

5. Neemuch bird adult, „ ... 3

Adult bird moulting, .. 3

Young bird 1st year? moulting, ... 3

8. Young bird 2nd or 3rd year ? moulting,.. 3

Now allowing the two females to be of the same length, we shall

have an average on the five adult birds in full plumage, of length

rather less than four feet and half an inch, and breadth rather more

than nine feet one and half inch.

Postscript.—I formerly noticed the presence of a dark line along the

head; this is erroneous, and was merely occasioned by the loss of the

occipital feathers in the old specimen, leaving a few stumps and blackish

hairs.

III.

—

Account of Kdld Bdgh on the right bank of the Indus. By
Munshi Mohan la'l.

During our voyage on the Indus we saw no place on its banks wor-

thy of notice except Rori and Kdld Bdgh. The former presented no-

thing new which would enter my head in addition to the account read

in the work of Captain Burnes, but the latter though in some respect

already laid before the public by Mr. Elphinstone, still enchanted

me with its appearance.

The view of Kdld Bdgh or Bdghim from the valley which pours out

the Indus is oval ; and from the opposite bank it gives a most striking

scenery which I cannot describe in any language. The houses of Kdld
Bdgh are built of stones and mud on the very bank of the river. The
Bdzdr is so narrow, that two men can hardly pass abreast through it;,

E
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and the roofs of the houses are so low that a person cannot ride through

it on horseback. There are about 140 shops which are all shut by the

fall of the evening-, and darkness covers the face of the streets.

Malak Ala'yar is the ruler of Bdghdn ; he is descended from the

Awdn family. He collects 32,000 Rs. per year, out of which he pays

10,000 Rs. to Ranji't Singh. He has about 200 horsemen and the

same number of foot soldiers.

There are 10 alum manufactories at Bdghdn and 200 at Moch on the

other side of the river. Each of them consumes 4 Rs. fuel every day,

which is cut and brought from Kachhi. A kind of earth which is green-

ish inside is dug from the neighbouring " rah" or hillocks : it is called

" rol" and is put between layers of burning wood. Sprinkling of

water produces an immediate fire, and then it becomes red. After this

it is boiled in iron pans which are 52 spans in diameter, and passes into

many successive focuses, (filters ?) where it is well cleaned. Jasdhu,

which is a kind of saltpetre, and produced in Kachhi, is mixed with it

;

and by means of large cups it is poured into the earthen jars. For some

days it is left among them where it turns into the large loaves of alum.

Each of the loaves is 2 mans in weight, and the price of each load,

which is 8 mans, is 2 Rs.

The salt range stands close by the town, but the mines which were

lately worked, and numbered 21, are on the other side of the mountain.

It shines like crystal on the face of the hills. The appearance of the salt

rock is very curious ; in some places it is as a sheet of snow and in other

lies in the manner of a line of shining marble running through and across

the mountain. The grazing of the cattle has caused many holes in the

base of the range. The caves from whence the salt is excavated are

neither open nor deep. In the preceding times there was dug about

300,000 Rs. worth per year. The half of that quantity was the share

of the diggers, the third of the malak or headman, and the fourth of the

Maharaja. It was soldfrom 6 to 7 mans per Rupee and sent to Derahjdt

by the Indus. Since the mines of Pind Ddden Khan have been

monopolized by raja Gola'b Singh, all the salt ranges under the

authority of Ranjit Singh have fallen into his- possession. He digs the

mines and sells the salt according to his pleasure and on unjust plans.

The salt of Kohdt is not so good as that of Kuld Bdgh. Sawdd and

Bhuner formerly received it from this place.

The earth of Bdghdn produces alum as well as rock salt-and sulphur.

The Sikh authorities are not aware of the existence of the last mine, but

the malak who descends from the ruling family of this place knows it,

and digs it to manufacture gunpowder when he wants.
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The heat in summer is excessive and the natives pass the hot noons

in the cold caves of the salt. Their lodgings which are poor cottages

run along the base or slope of the range. The complexion of the peo-

ple is pale and fever generally attacks them. Nearly half of the popula-

tion is subject to goitre.

The Hindu ladies who follow the doctrine of Baba Na'nak and

Guru' Govind Singh, tie their hair on the top of the head, in a

manner hardly different from the fashion adopted by the European ladies,

but that combs are not used by them.

IV.

—

A brief- amount of the Origin of the Ddud Putras, and of the

power and birth of Bahawal Kha'n their Chief on the bank

of the Ghdrd and Indus. By the same.

I had long since intended to lay before you the account of the birth and

power of Muhammad Baha'wal Kha'n, the present chief of the Ddud
Putras, but it struck me that the authorities who have frequently naviga-

ted the Ghdrd might not have omitted to mention them. By the late

arrival of the Asiatic Journal for the month of March, which contains

the " Journal of Captain C. M. Wade's voyage from Lodiana to Mi-

thankot by the river Satlaj on his mission to Ldhor and Bahdwalpur

in 1832-33 by Lieutenant Mackeson, 14th Regiment, N. I." I find that

the latter officer has only described the country, buildings, gardens and

people, &c. of Bahdwalpur, and has not favored us with any biographical

accounts of the Ddud Putras, which I have collected from authentic

sources. I do not presume to say that it will meet your approbation, but

trust that it will not fail to give you some amusement and information.

Da/u'd was a person of obscure origin and a weaver at Shikdrpur ; he

was in the habit of shooting in the suburbs. One day finding no game

he was returning, home with great disappointment
;
perchance he hap-

pened to come on the brim of a ford or pond and listened to the sound as

if some animal were passing through the water. It was night-time and he

was sure that it could be no man, but some quadruped. As he had a

loaded gun in his hands and could see the moving of the water he fired

at it, which instantly created a cheerless shout saying, " You have killed

an innocent being. I was a man and not an animal, take care of my

wife and little children as they have now nobody to support them*."

* This story resembles that of the death of Yajnadatta killed by king

Dasa hatha, the subject of a beautiful episode in the Ram&yana, translated

by the late M. Chezy ; and perhaps the poetry of it may be partly borrowed

thence :

—

E 2
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Da'u'd went near his head and while he was yet breathing learnt where

his family was. On his death he cut off one of his fingers and took it to

his house. He saw that a female with two young sons sat alone, and

on his approach she began to frighten him. He said to her, do not

make foolish attempts, I have just killed your husband, and threw the

finger as amark before her. She delivered herself to Da'u'd and implored

his mercy not to kill her sons. He consoled them and asked what was

the name of her late husband, and what names had her sons. She replied

that the name of her husband was " Kehru'," and those of his two sons

" Kahir" (rope), and " Kanda"' (thorn), and his forefathers were sweep-

ers. As the lady was young and had an enchanting complexion, Da'u'd

brought her along with her sons to his house. All the property which

Kehru' had hoarded by robbery fell into the hands of Da'u'd, who being

a bachelor married her without delay. He changed the names of her

sons from " Kahir" to " Kehur" and from " Kanda to " Urb."

Sometime having elapsed she brought forth the third son by Da'u'd,

who was named " Biraj." These three boys on reaching their manhood

became fathers of a large family. The descendants of " Biraj" are called

Birjani to this day; and those from " Kehur" Kehrani. The sons

of " Urb" are noted as Irbani. As the Bivjanis are descended from

Da'u'd himself, they marry the daughters of the sons of the other two,

but never give them their own, because they look upon Kehrani and

Irbani as the lowest of the tribe.

In a short time they grew much in power and number and built a

separate fort to live in, in the suburbs of Shikdrpur. Many of these

18. " Nipdne mahisham rdtrao gajamvd tlram dyatam,

anyamvdpi mrigam kanchij jighdnsur ajitendriyas.

19. athdharn puryamdnasya jalakumbhasya niswanam,

achakshurvishaye sraosham vdranasyeva vrinhitam.

20. Tatas supunkham nisitam saram sandhdya kdrmuke

asmin sabde saram kshipram asrijam daivamohitas

;

21. Sharechdsrinavam tasmin mukte nipdtite tadd

Hd natosmiti karundm mdnusherieritdm giramf I"

which is thus literally rendered in Latin by the translator :

18. " Dum biberet, urum, noctu, elephantumve ad ripam advenientem

aliamve etiam feram quamlibet interficiendi cupidus, animi impotens.

19. Turn ego amphorae quae implebatur sonitum,

videndi sensu destitutus, audivi elephanti velut fremitum.

20. Turn bene-pennatum, acutam, sagittam aptans in arcu,

adbunc sonitum sagittam statim emisi, fato delusus
;

21. Sagittaque, audivi, hac emissa, postquam cecidit,

• Ah ! occisus sum' ecce miserabilem hominis tremulam vocem.

f The versification of this beautiful episode is the same as has been made familiar

to us by copious Pali extracts from the Mahdvansa. The English reader will best fall

into it by repeating it to the vulgar tune of " A captain bold in Halifax."

—

Ed.
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people engaged themselves in cultivation, catching fishes, and many be-

came plunderers, notwithstanding the rulers of the country threatened

them for bad conduct ; but they never lent them their ears.

The Ddud Putras descended from the abovementioned three principal

branches ; and, as the number grew, were subdivided into the different

clans under the name of some respectable person of the family. Such is

the origin of the Ddud Putra race.

On the death of Aurangzeb, A. H. 1118, Baha'dur Sha'h held the

sceptre of the realm of Hindustan, and was every day informed that the

Afghans under Je'wan Kha'n were destroying the country of Seivi and

Dhddar near Qandhdr. He was proud of the services which he had

performed for Aurangzeb against Dara' Shikoh. When the latter

prince passed through Sewi on his way to Qandhdr, he presented Jewan
Kha'n with riches, and trusting his confidence put up in his house. The

Kha'N being treacherous and forgetful of the liberal obligations which

he had received from the young prince, imprisoned and conducted him

to the presence of the king at Delhi. His majesty honored him with

the title of Bakhtyar Kha'n as well as with rich dresses*.

Bakhtya'r Kha'n having obtained the leave of the king to return to

his native land, considered himself independent of the rulers of Qandhdr

and Shikdrpur. He after said publicly that he imprisoned Dara'
Shikoh and planted Aurangzeb on the throne; but while the king

lived he was afraid to rebel or to espouse predatory habits.

When Aurangzeb expired, Bakhtya'r Khan became mutinous and

lengthened his hands to plunder the travellers. Baha'dur Sha'h was

highly incensed at this, and appointed his son the prince Moizzuddin

with an experienced army to chastise that banditti. The prince came

to Sewi by the way of Multdn, and after great opposition he killed

Bakhtya'r Kha'n and also the otherAfghdns of his tribe.

In this battle the Ddud Putras gave great assistance to the prince or

the son of Baha'dur Shah, and showed wonderful actions of bravery.

They obtained a good deal of booty from the camp of the Bakhtydris, but

were in want of a good leader, and the means to draw the favorable notice

of the prince and his nobles. Being pressed, they commenced pillaging

the rear of the troops, and by that plan were summoned to the prince.

Moizzuddin asked the Ddud Putras the cause of their ill behaviour,

to which their headmen, as Sa'daq Kha'n Birja'ni, Mendu' Kha'n,

Isla'm Kha'n and Muhammad Maru'b Kehra'ni, andQ^'YAM Kha'n

Irbani unanimously replied, that they without salary sided with the

* This account is particularly mentioned in the Shah Jahan Namah and Aurang.

zebe Namah.
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prince and fought against the Bakhtyuris, but received no reward in

return. They also complained against the injustice of the prince in re-

warding those who performed no heroism in the engagement, and

forgetting the men who put their lives in danger.

On hearing this the prince ordered them to occupy the country and

desert lying on the eastern banks of the Indus and Ghdrd opposite to

Shikdrpur and Multctn, and to protect them from robbers.

According to the rules of the prince, the Ddud Putras paid half of

the produce of the land to government and kept half for themselves.

This was the first time that the Ddud Putras crossed the Indus. The

town which they first peopled in Kachhi was Khan Belt, and the whole

tribe distributed the land among themselves which to this day bears the

name of the respective individuals. After this they became rich, and

masters of the country between Sabzalkot and Kot Quzan RaU. They

also erected the forts in the sandy desert and named them as Isldm

Garh, Mauj Garh, Din Garh and Khan Garh, &c. &c. They are

about 25 in number, situated at the distance of 15 or 16 kos from each

other, and extend to Valhor and Bhalan the boundary of Bikdner.

On the bank of the Ghdrd the Ddud Putras built Ahmedpur,

Nanshaira, Sultdnpur, and Khdnpur, and inhabited the country on the

east and west of the same river from Pdk Pattan down to Uch. They

obtained the sanction of the Multdn government, dug many wells, mahas

(canals), and also got the possession of the country of Kachhi from Shah

Garh to Mithankot, which lie between the eastern bank of the Indus

and the western of Clierdh and Panjnad. In the two latter countries

they peopled many villages which bore their names. When they grew

powerful they began to commit faults and oppression, for they had no

ruler and never obeyed each other. Finally they became tyrants and

universally took to pillaging the pilgrims and merchants.

In the beginning of A. H. 1153 or when Na'dir Sha'h returned to

Kdbul from the victory of Delhi, he was obliged to come down to

Derahjdt and bend his course towards Shikdrpur and Larkdna, where

he crossed the Indus, to reduce Khuda'Ya'r or Mia'n Nor Muhammad
Kalohnna' of Umankot to subjection. When he settled the affairs of

that quarter, he heard many complaints against the Ddud Putras, on

which he appointed Sardar Taihmasp Quli' Kh a'n to punish that nation.

Before the Tamdch Quli, as these people call him, reachedrtheir country,

they assembled, put many of their wives to the sword, and taking their

children went into the sandy desert where they made a wall round a

small pond to defend themselves. The Sardar at the head of a consi-

derable army besieged the Ddud Putras. An engagement ensued and the
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Persian commander was shot by the enemy : though some say by his own

horsemen. On his death the army dispersed, lost the road and expired

in want of the water, which the Ddud Putras had in their charge. If the

water had been in the hands of the Persians, they would have pro-

cured a decided victory.

The intelligence of the death of Taihma'sp Quli Kha'n and his un-

successful expedition was conveyed to Na'dir Sha'h at Mathoud, who

resolved to revenge his losses after pressing the disturbances of that

quarter, which continued to the end of his life.

When the Prince Moizzuddin had given the Ddud Putras the coun„

try on the left bank of the Ghdrd, the fort of Dildwar in the desert was

under the government of the raja of Bikdner. Mir Mom in Kha'n and

Diwa'n Jaspat Ra'e the agents of Nawa'b Kha'n Bahadur, son of Ab-
bul Sami Khan Taimuri, the governor of Lahor and Multdn, drove

out the garrison of the raja and made the Ddud Putras masters of that

stronghold. They said, by placing the Ddud Putras in Dildwar they

had fixed an iron pin on their boundary to check the progress of their

antagonists.

Previous to the settling of the Ddud Putras in Dildwar, the Rajputs

from the Bikdner and Jaisalmer countries harassed all the towns of

Multan on the Ghdrd, and since that time, none of the Rajputs dared to

cross the sandy desert.

The country of Lakhi* lies 25 kos S. W. of the eastern bank of the

Panjnad and the Indus. From thence passing through Dildwar the

distance from Mauj Garh and Dtnpur to Valhar and Bhalar is esti-

mated at about 100 kos. Each of the abovementioned forts are situated

25 kos from the eastern bank of the Ghdrd.

The first individual of the Ddud Putras tribe of the Birjdni family

who came into this country was Sadaq Kha'n. He had a son named

Baha'wal Kha'n who built the city of Bahdwalpur. The latter again

had two sons namely Muba/rak Kha'n and Fatah Kha'n. The former

was generous, popular, and added some structures to make the city large.

He gained the title of Alt Muhammad Khan Khugwdri the ruler of

Multdn ; he also dug a canal, which is since called Sarddr whdr, from

the Ghdrd, and peopled the ruinous districts of Jaldlpur, Kattd,

Ghalwhdr and Adamwhdr. He paid the share of the Multdn govern-

ment without fail, and improved the country of Kachhl greatly—in fact

peopled it newly. The latter was pious and never took notice of the

affairs of the world.

* LahJci means a tableland having on both sidea sinall cliffs of sand.
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Mubarak Khan died without issue ; and was succeeded by Ja'far

Kha'n the son of his brother Fatah Kha'n. The successor was called

by the name of Bahawal Khan. On the third day of his death all the

respectable Ddud Putras and the Sayads of Uch assembled to console

Ja'far Kha'n for the loss of his uncle, and to pray for the salva-

tion of the deceased. Among them were the Makhdum Na'siruddi'n,

Sayad Bokha'ri and Makhdum Ganj Gilari, who stood and turning

to Ja'n Muhammad and Nur Muhammad Kha'n of the Kehrani

family, and Ka'ra'm and Jawa'l Khan of the Irbdni house, said in the

following manner :
" Muba'rak Kha'n gave a good name to the Ddud

Putras and treated every person kindly ; you have no ruler among your-

selves while every nation in the world has. If you take our sincere

advice, look unanimously upon Ja'far Kha'n as your leader and name

him Bahawal Khan." At length after along discussion all the Ddud
Putras gave a full consent to the proposal of the Makhdums ; called

Ja'far by the name of Baha'wal Kha'n, and paid him homage. Ikht-

ya'r Kha'n Kehrani boldly said to the Makhdums that the " influence

and power which they are placing in the person of Baha'wal Kha'n

first will destroy their own houses and then those of the whole Ddud
Putras" The word of this man proved afterwards exactly true.

When the above mentioned Makhdums died, Baha'wal Kha'n plant-

ed the seeds of quarrel amongst their sons, finally levelled their castles to

the ground, and confiscated all their property. He made such schemes as

created many disorders between the Ddud Putras. This presented a

favorable opportunity to Baha'wal Kha'n to reduce every one of

them to poverty, and deprive them of the power and privileges which

they enjoyed.

Baha'wal Kha'n on killing Khuda' Bakhsh Kha'n Kerahni, who

was in possession of great authority in the nation, said before he expired,

that he put all the rebellious Ddud Putras to death and established

such peace in the country that a female could govern it without thinking

of any insurrection on the part of the population.

The DdudPutras had recourse to the late Taimur Sha'h, the king of

Kdhuly and told his majesty that his coming to their country and assisting

them against Baha'wal Kha'n would enrich him abundantly. In 1203

A. H. Taimur Sha'h came to Bahdivalpur with 70,000 horsemen, and

the Kha'n was pressed to have shelter into the sandy desert. The king

driving the Kha'n's garrison out of the fort of Dildwar, and keeping all

the Ddud Putras under Shah Muhammad Kha'n Badozai, appointed

him the governor of that place.

When TaiMu'r Sha'h returned, Baha'wal Khan by his deep policy got
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friends again with the Ddiid Putras, and by their aid expelled the king's

governor out ofthe country, andmade himselfmaster as before. Baha'wal

Khan died a natural death in 1224 A. H. after having governed for 36

years. His son Sa'daq Kha'n succeeded him and ruled the Ddiid Putras

for 16 years. This personage received the Honorable M. Elphin-

stone's Mission in its way to Kabul with great consideration, and

showed him every hospitality and favor, as asserted in that gentleman's

work.

It is nearly 13 years since Sa'daq Kha'n died and his son, the pre-

sent chief Muhammad Baha'wal Khan, killed and imprisoned all his

uncles and brothers and made himself the owner of the country. In

the beginning he was smitten with pleasures and took very little

notice of public affairs. The lion of the Panjdb embraced a favorable

opportunity and deprived the weak Khan of his hereditary rights,

which his enterprising ancestors had in the countries of Multdn and

Kachhi. The land which he holds now yields him six lacs of rupees per

year, and all his treasures, which amount to five millions, are deposited in

the fort of Dildwar. He has a despotic character and is addicted to

every kind of luxury. He does not neglect all sorts of assistance to the

British authorities for the navigation of the Indus, and is the first and

best of our allies on that river. He is very fond of hunting, the

accounts of which he keeps and compares with those of his father, to

know whether he or his ancestors killed most game.

While I was acting in the place of Lieut. F. Mackeson the British

Agent on the Indus, Baha'wal Kha'n treated me very kindly and

showed me every consideration and respect. He deserves both my
public and private thanks for the favors he has done me during my
sojourn in his country.

IV.

—

Facsimiles of Ancient Inscriptions, Continued.

Notice of antiquities discovered in the eastern division of Gorakh-

pur ; with a copy of an inscription on a stone pillar, fyc. By
D. Ljston, Esq.

I have the pleasure of sending you a copy of an inscription on a pillar

which stands close by the village of Kuhaon in tuppah Myle, pergunnah

Selampoor Mujomlee, zillah GoraJchpur. The copy I believe to be

tolerably correct ; it was first transcribed by a friend and myself on

the spot ; a clean copy of it was then made at leisure, taken back and

compared letter by letter with the original.
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The people of the village had no tradition to offer regarding the erec-

tion of the column, but it was generally agreed by them and others that

no one who had made the attempt had been able to decipher the cha-

racter, though it had occasionally been visited by natives of learning who
had essayed the task.

The pillar is of a very compact sandstone and the letters deeply and

clearly carved. Should it be my lot to return to the purgunnah, I

shall be most happy, if you intimate that the inscription contains matter

of importance, to endeavour to take an accurate impression of it, so that

it may be submitted to the examination of those who have studied the

characters of such inscriptions, exactly as it appears on the column.

The base of the pillar to the height of four and a half feet is a square

of one foot ten inches. At 4-6 it is wrought into an octagonal forai,

and it is on the three northern faces of this portion of the column that

the inscription is found. The accompanying sketch which I have

attempted will serve to give an idea of the appearance of the column.

The base portion on the western side has a naked male figure in relief

carved on it, two females kneel at his feet and behind him is a snake

coiled, gifted with seven heads which form a sort of canopy over the

hero or god. On each aspect of the square portion of the column at

the upper end is also a figure in relief, and the whole is topped by a

metal spike, on which most probably was fixed a lion or Singh, but that

has disappeared ; not a fragment even remaining as evidence of its for-

mer existence.

II. At Bhdgalpur in tuppuh Bulleah, the next to i>hat of Myle to

the east, and five miles S. E. of Kuhaon, is another pillar with traces of

an inscription consisting of twenty-one lines ; some pains, however, have

been taken to destroy the engraving, and I fear that any attempt to

read it now must prove vain. I enclose as correct a copy as I could

take of the two first lines, together with a heading which I suspect to be

newar than the rest. What I now transmit is the most distinct portion

of the inscription ;
perhaps an impression of what remains of the letters

might be got, and if you think that there would be any advantage in

attaining this object I shall endeavour to have it effected. This pillar

is entirely round and is smaller than that at Kuhaon, but of the same

description of material ; viz. hard compact sandstone; it is 17 or 18 feet

in height and about 20 inches in diameter ; nothing beyond the shaft

remains standing ; but a portion of a capital lies near, and a baiargi

who occupies a hut close by reported, that five years ago a storm upset

a Hsula and singh from the column, and that the fragments of the

ruins had been stolen by travellers. The bairagi's information was not
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confirmed to the full extent by replies to questions put to other men

who had known the column from a period long anterior to that assigned

to the destructive tempest.

An attempt has been made to cut this column into two pieces at the

elevation at which the inscription occurs ; the perpetrators of the mischief,

however, have begun their work in a quarter in which there are no letters :

the writing is on the eastern aspect, the cutting has been commenced

on the west side. The greater dilapidation of this column compared

with that at Kuhaori may perhaps be accounted for by Bhdgalpur

being a public ferry on the Gogra river, and by such an object conse-

quently being mOre obnoxious to injury from the rude hands of bigotted

strangers here than at the other more retired locality*

The bairagi stated that the pillar had been created in honour of five

brothers, and pretended to read the first two lines thus in Sanskrit as he

alleged, though the last words are plain Hindui.

Bheem Lukoa Aujien Sahdeo Deodustul sadee pitnchnia....i.$owa

Lakh roopeea khurj luga hy

The five Bheems whose names are here given our cicerone told us

had come from Delhi and conquered Nipal. He mentioned the Bettiah

Lat as connected with this and the one at Kuhcton, but he said there

were no other in the Gorakhpur district, and this assertion is confirmed

by answers to inquiries made of other intelligent natives who know the

district well.

III. At Serga a village in pergunnah Sidowa Jobena, about three

miles north of Samour (a stage on the road from Chupra to Gorakh-

pur, and where the traveller first enters zillah GorakhpurJ are some

stone images nearly the size of life ; they have been disfigured in a simi-

lar manner to that of Mata Konr at Kusseea of which I sent a notice

t® the Journal some months ago, though a representation of a group of

dancers of small proportions has escaped nearly untouched.

The most remarkable of the idols is one of Bhoivanee or Durga.
This has been sadly mutilated ; what formed the nose has, I suppose,

been originally let into the stone out of which the image is cut, and this

has been removed, giving the figure the appearance of a person in an

advanced stage of a loathsome disease. Little respect is paid to this

statue, owing it may be to this revolting appearance ; the brahman of the

neighbouring village is, however, called on occasionally to officiate at

the shrine when a rare votary makes his or her appearance.

The figure which is rather well carved is that of a young girl who
has hardly arrived at puberty. There are or have been eight arms some
of which have been removed, but it is not said that the goddess has had

f'2
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the power or inclination to protect or avenge herself as Mata Konr is

said to have done. This image is alone. About half a mile to the west

there is another of a different divinity of ruder workmanship and deeply-

sunk in the ground. It is here that the group of dancers above men-

tioned is met with on a separate slab of very heavy stone.

All these objects have ceased to attract much respect or even to excite

much interest, and seem the remains of a people or of a religion that

has passed away. Though taking a somewhat lively interest in remains of

this sort, it has been by accident that those of which I have given this

notice have come under my observation. I had been encamped at Bhd-

galpur several times, and for days together before I heard of the pillar

at that village, and, in consequence, of the more entire one at Kuhaon.

It is not indeed easily found, being situated in a small mango tope and

close by one of the trees. That at Kuhaon stands isolated and is a con-

spicuous object to the passing traveller from every side.

Note on the above inscriptionsfrom Gorakhpur, hy J. P.

The mutilated fragment of the inscription on the column at Bhdgal-

pur, is of a comparatively modern date, being in the Kutila character

:

the two lines given as a specimen in PI. I. are surmounted by the words

TS*\ ^I^t raja jogi> in a still more recent character as suspected

by Mr. Liston : and nothing of the five Pandavas or of the expenditure

of 1^ lakhs so impudently asserted by the bairdgi is to be found there.

Mr. L. has since forwarded us a printed impression of the whole, but it is

quite illegible.

The Kuhaon inscription is however of a much more interesting cha-

racter. Perceiving from the copy which accompanied the above note,

that it was in the Chandra Gupta (or for shortness sake the Gupta)

alphabet, I requested the author to take off an impression from the

stone itself, which he has since done with entire success, acknowledg-

ing that with all the care he had taken in his former copy there were

discrepancies and redundancies which he could have believed impossible.

The facsimile is introduced on a reduced scale into Plate I. It is

in excellent preservation, and the versification, in the Srigdhara mea-

sure complete throughout. At the head of the second and third lines

only there are a couple of superfluous letters introduced, in the former

fij and in the latter ^: which I presume should be read together as

fwi siddha y
' accomplished'—or it may be the name of the sculptor.

After transcription, my pandit Kamala' ka'nta readily furnished me

with the interpretation of this curious monument, which I accordingly

annex in modern Devanagari and translation

:
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Transcript in Modern Devan&gari.

tot wt fa^i ^^k 7ns fair 7<ff *?t£t ?nn?Eh

ibreW ^TCfaft^fTO§T:TZTTTW *tf?f 3HTT *

* The following errors of orthography are noted by the pandit : ap-

plying «f before ^ and JI in the second fourth lines. The insertion

of visarga in ^J^WKHt and ^rrE^fH" ^iWr for iftff : in the ninth line
;

the tst final of the tenth and eleventh lines, which should both be •!:

and *3nT ^r^T^l in the 10th which should be ^irj^^T^f.

Translation.

" In the month of Jyaistha, in the year one hundred and thirty-threef

after the decease^ of Skanda Gupta, the chief of a hundred kings,

resembling Indra in his rule, possessed of the chiefest of riches, en-

joying far-spread reputation, born of the royal race of the Guptas,

whose earthly throne was shaken by the wind of the bowing heads of

a hundred kings.

At this celebrated and precious village, sanctified in reverential at-

tachment by the inhabitants of Kakubharati§.

The opulent Bhatti Soma was the son of Amila, the receptacle

of good qualities. His son was the very famous and talented Rudra

f Lit. " The month JyestJia in the year thirty and two and one plus one

hundred, being arrived."

X S?iantSh, of the repose, i. e. death.

§ Written Kakubhahrati 3ffW TT<T^T«T^ (sic) : the meaning must be that

such was the name of the village ; and probably the modern Kuhaon may be &

corruption of the ancient appellation kakubha.
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Soma, known by another appellation as Vyaghrarati*. His own son

was Madra, the constant and friendly patron of brahmans, gurus,

and yatis. He, struck with awe at beholding the universal instability

of this world, made (for himself) a road of virtuef ; having- set up

(established) along the roadside, five images, made of quarried stone, of

Indra, objects of adoration to the religious and devout, for the increase

of his own moral merit and the happiness of mankind; (the same) having

attached thereto a tank filled with water.

This stone pillar, beautiful and lofty as the craggy pinnacles of the

mountains, is the maker of renown : (i. e. records his meritorious act.)"

The circumstance of chief importance in the above monument, is its

allusion to ' Skanda Gupta, of the family of the Guptas,' a name

so well known to us from the Bhitari inscription and from our Canouj

coins. That his sway was nearly as potent as the expression ' lord of a

hundred kings' would seem to convey, I shall have hereafter occasion

to prove by the exhibition of his own name and of that of his prede-

cessor Kumara Gupta on the coins of Saurashtra or Kattyw&r on

the western extremity of the Indian continent. The death of this prince

is here employed as an epoch in a somewhat enigmatical way. Accord-

ing to the ordinary mode of interpretation, the several figures should

be set down from the right to the left hand; thus 30 -f- 2 -f- 1+100
should be written 1001230 ; but, as this would be evidently ridiculous,

I have rather summed the whole together as '133 years after the

death of Skanda.' It does not appear who succeeded him, or whether

the Gupta dynasty there terminated ; but I think it is open to conjec-

ture that the whole power was usurped by the minister's family, because

we find Tila Bhatti, a chief magistrate, erecting the Allahabad pil-

lar, and we here finda nother of the same name, the opulent Bhatti
Soma, the son of Amila (Bhatti ?) at the head of a new race, not to

be sure arrogating to themselves the title of rdja, but possessing

wealth and power and erecting pillars in their own name. Four gene-

rations from Amila, viz: 1 Amila, 2 Bhatti Soma, 3 Rudra
Soma, 4 Madra—will give about 33 years to each generation, which

for private life may be tolerably near the ordinary average.

The five Indras% may possibly be the five figures stated by Mr.

Liston to be carved, four on the upper part, and one on the lower of

* Punyaskandham sa chakkre ; in punning allusion perhaps to bis adorning

the road with these five images.

t The word seems to be written Pachaindrdm from the contracted space occupied

by the n of VFQ. The small figure below has very much the character of Buddha.

J The lover of (the hunting of) tigers.
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the pillar itself, for there are no other relics in the neighbourhood. As
the inscription states, it is placed on the high road in a most conspicu-

ous position, although it had hitherto escaped the eye of an European.

We perceive from this specimen that the alphabetical character had

undergone no change since the time of Samudra Gupta, say in two

centuries.

Tibetan Inscriptionfrom Iskardo.

One of Mr. G. Vigne's first cares, on visiting Iskardo for a second

time, has been to re-examine the inscription on the base of a mutilated

image of Buddha of which a sketch was published in PL IX. of the

fifth volume of this Journal. He has kindly transmitted the facsimile to

me, and I have the pleasure to state that it has proved immediately

legible to M. Csoma, who has favored me with the subjoined transcript

in modern Tibetan Character, and with a literal translation. He deems

it to be an injunction to the people that they should pay respect and

adoration to the image, and to the priesthood that they should keep it

always in repair.

The facsimile is lithographed in Plate II.

>8S T T Jf'W ^tS T5

m$* IT ^3) T XA'CUIT

-•a

Translation*

« the eighty excellencies of the body (visible in the image repre-

senting Buddha) also (too or again), for along time (for long continu-

ance sake)—with collected clean offerings, by every one the eight-fold

prostration (i. e. touching the ground with his two feet, two knees, two

hands, the breast and the forehead) and prayer at large must be per-

formed. And then afterwards also, by the faithful ones, at certain

times, the paint (or color) must be cleansed, and the Sacristan (he

that has charge of the image) must inviolably observe the established

rule."
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Copperplate Grant from Bdkerganj.

This plate was presented in November last, to the Society, on my soli-

citation, by Baboo Conoylal Tagore, in whose possession it had re-

mained for some months previous, having been dug up in the char land, or

land deposited by river inundation, of a zemindari or estate belonging to

him in perganna Edilpur, zilla Bakerganj about 120 miles directly east

of Calcutta.

No little curiosity has been astir among the Baboos of Calcutta to

ascertain the contents of this curious document, as it is I believe the first

that has been discovered treating of the Belldla kings of Bengal. I should

not have thought it possible from the appearance of the copper, which is

in perfect preservation, and still sharp in the letters, that the plate could

have been long buried in the place where it is stated to have been found.

The seal, which is an elaborately executed.figure of Siva cast in copper, of

great delicacy and taste, is uninjured by time even in the minute limbs and

weapons which protrude undefended from the trunk. I have given a very

rough sketch of this seal in PI. II. of the natural size, and certainly it

bears evidence of having been somewhere preserved with the greatest

care for the seven centuries which have transpired since it was engraven,

and of its having been only recently buried in the alluvial ground,

perhaps by the upsetting of some boat traversing the spot during the

inundation.

Seeing the depth and perfection of the engraving, I endeavoured to print

off directly from the plate a facsimile of the writing on both sides, by

inking the surface with printer's ink and carefully pressing upon it a mois-

tened sheet of paper :-—the impression thus taken I immediately passed

between rollers with a plain sheet so as to obtain a reversed or rather

rectified facsimile fit for transfer to a lithographic stone. With the assis-

tance of the officers of the government lithographic press I at length suc-

ceeded in effecting the triple transfer with tolerable success, retouching

the writing on the stone where the letters had become too much filled up

by the operation. We have thus in PL III. a copy of the whole which,

though imperfect in the finer strokes is legible throughout, and more

trustworthy than any copy made by the eye alone. M. Jacquet of Paris,

I fancy, employs the same method in lithographing inscriptions both from

plates and stones. Their size renders the latter inconvenient.

The character of this inscription is rather less simple than the earlier

alphabets of the Pdla dynasty. It is strictly the Gaur character whence

has descended the modern written Bengali*.

* It is much to be regretted that when first a fount of Bengali type was prepay

red, the letters were made after the model of the running hand or writing instead

of this which may be called the print hand. Had the latter been taken, the dif-
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Govinda Ra'ma, the Society's pandit was entrusted with the transcrip-

tion of the contents ; and his work was revised, where difficulties occurred,

by Kamala'ka'nta : while the English version was made under their

explanation by young Sa'rod'aprasa'da.

The purport of the whole is, a grant in perpetuity to a brahman named

Iswara deva sarma, of the Vatsa tribe, of the villages of Bdgdle

Bettogdta and Udyamuna situated between four equally unknown places

in Banga, or Bengal: unless Garhaghataka be Ghoraghdta in the

Dindjpur, or Vikramapur the place of that name in the Dacca, district.

The mention of tanks of fresh water, with houses built on the raised

banks for protection against inundation,—of the neighbouring jangal in

the west, and of the saline soils, is in favor of the locality being in the

Bdkerganj district itself, on the edge ofthe Sundarbans where sea salt

is still manufactured. Probably the Chanda Bhanda tribe made over as

property along with the soil may have been the poor class named from

this tract (quasi Sandabanda as indeed it is generally pronounced)

employed in the salt works, and like the modern Molangis, only a step

or two removed from slavery.

Regarding the Vaidya dynasty of Bengal (so called from its founder

being of the medical caste) there is the same uncertainty as in almost all

other portions of Indian history. Some make Adisur the progenitor, he

who is stated to have applied to the reigning king of Canouj, Kanyakubja,

for a supply of brahmans for the Bengal provinces ; but the catalogues

recorded on good authority in the Ayin Akberi place the whole of the

Bhupdla dynasty, extending to 698 years, betwen Adisur and Sukh

Sena the father of Balla ;la Sena who built the fort of Gaur. No men-

tion of either of these parties is made in the present inscription, but on the

contrary the father ofBA lla'la Sena is distinctly stated to be Vijaya Sena;

and as this is I believe the first copperplate record of a grant by the family,

we should give it the preference to books or traditions, on a point of

history so near its own time : for Kesava Sena is but the fourth in des-

cent from Vijaya, on the plate ; or the fifth, if we take Abul Fazl's list.

Ayin Akberi list. Inscription.

1063 Sookhsein, reigned 3 yrs. Vijaya Sena.

1066 Billalsein, 50 Balla'la Sena.

1116 Lukhensein, 7 Lakshmana Sena.

1123 Madhowsein, 10

1133 Kysoosein, 15 Kesava Sena.

1151 Sudpasein, IS considered the last by the Bengalis.

1154 Nowjeh, or 3

1200 (Lakshmaniyeh) thelast.

ference between it and the Devanagari is so slight that gradually they would

have become amalgamated ; at any rate the reader would with facility have perused

both, instead of deeming them, as now, distinct characters.

G
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It is curious that wherever the name of KesAva Sena occurs on the

plate, there are marks of an erasure ; as if the grant had been prepared

during the reign of Ma'dhava Sena, and, on his dying before it was com-

pleted (for such a plate must have taken a long time to engrave), the name

of his successor Kesa va, fortunately happening to be of the same proso-

dial quantity, was ingeniously substituted, and mutato nomine, the endow-

ment was completed and promulgated. Kesava must have been in

this case the brother of Ma'dhava.

Little of the historical occurrences of Kesava's reign are to be ga-

thered from the inflated eulogistic style common to this species of com-

position. It is said in general terms that he kept his enemies in awe, that

he was religious and bountiful to the priesthood. There is considerable

poetical ingenuity in the triple similes applied to the smoke of his

sacrificial fires, and to that of the sparkling of the moon-beam in the

s ^cond verse. The allegory of the bird with two dissimilar wings at the

opening of the inscription might be thought to apply rather to the moon
than the sun ; but the Surya Siddhanta, according to the pandit, shews

that the sun has as much to do with the phenomena as the moon—or in

fact that the moon, when east or west is, as it were, a wing to the sun :

—

thus

" From the sttn retreating eastward when goes each day the moon

by twelve degrees, that forms the tithi— the moon's day."

The title of Sankara Gaureswara applied to all the members of

the family may mean either the auspicious lord of the city of Gaur ; or ft

may convey a sly hint, by the substitution of ¥1^ for ^r^ (mixed

race) of the inferior caste of this Sena dynasty.

Nothing is said of the miraculous descent of Ballala Sena, as before

remarked: but he is said to have worshipped Siva for many hundred

years (in former generations ) to obtain so famous a son as Lakshmana

Sena, who seems to have been the hero of the family, erecting pillars of

victory and altars at Benares, Allahabad and Jaganndtha. It may how-

ever be reasonably doubted whether these monuments of his greatness

ever existed elsewhere than in the poet's imagination.

The date of the grant is very clearly written in the lowermost line

*h"5&^fe;>f S'mvat 3 jynwtha dine ... but the rest is not legible. The

third year doubtless refers to the reign of Kesava Sena, which brings

the age of the plate to the year 1136 of our era.

Mere follows Govindara'ma's version of the text

:
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«r? ^ifcr cr^*^ ^ ^xfwKwinsKT fkm<m^ xmim^J I

fapTOTOF |l 8 || ^Wrc^T^lflT ^RPWrffiff *RT<tfMt

^TOTft" scpsr^rsr H^rtftf ^^rftrwfir cj^qir *r*f i
fsrpfiin^r

f^fw*:^ ^nf^i^ ii ^ ii
^^ir^^Txrwi'^'r^crar^rf^Tf

•J si s*

§3: ii

"*=
ii

ir<gt fr^^f^ifacR^f^^^t *raT:? "^^

G 2
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eft*: w iflftrcri I ttct^tct tra*rai*rr ftTj^tv^orein fa

*fliw i w?rt wroi?*riRirf*nirT wit ftrfS irot % *TT*TT

Hifw I c^crare f^riw: *Rr*rara*TOTWfwn^ irer^Nfa

Win *r^£ wrc3Rn5W*n*fT ^wfa h \^ h ^ifiwre vf?^

inftwRRr inn* ^^l^rt fsi*§re<§f ^x famfa ^xrerfdrfw3*

WT^I\<H wtffcfir ^Tf^cTTpT fa^if^T: *PTc4fr?TYra^l

^M" II \< || ^T^l^TT^m^^W^TC^TC^T'fr^Tgi

fnwv ffctrft^^njKT frotf I ftmsf ^fa?rt fa^re ^f%t
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srcrarfsriff^Sn^pm ^t^tt^t: ii v « ftr»iciftfcr fawn

fftrcfiT^XTT^T^ft^Tf^crft^l^ir^'T^^'^T^W^* WTO ^

^w II R\ II TO^rcfa src ^nfw^JT ?m "sniTre *pus3ifa c?t

in "s^i^ii cn«mi 11 ^ u ^nwT "^Pnn%farai^ su^4

^HTTTTcira^^T^T

'NT

^HT^^^^ii^^^cri^^^RT^iT^^m^T^fl^m^i^t^i^^^
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Sfc

rs *

rofo*£wrai triors •m^iiT^^i crar xr^inr^:^ ^nri^t

TO^rct *r ferret sfirwarT fwfrn ?m xr^r^ ^feqrl^wTfrr

^T fcT^RT ^jfiFT^: ^T^KT^T^iT^T ^ cTT^R ?R?ff TOc? *T§*?T
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Translation by $ irod/rprasdda Pandit,

Aum ! Salutation to Na'ra'yana !

1. I pray to the rising- paradoxical bird (or the sun) of the tree of holy-

writ (the Veda) the friend of the waterlily hushes, the deliverer of the three

worlds confined in the prison of darkness, who spreads abroad alternately

his wings one white and the other black (the seniilunations). May that

moon shine propitious, who revivifies the fame of him who wears the flowery

shafts (Ka'ma), making by his rays the airy sphere as it were spread over

by the water of the heavenly river, the earth as if scattered over with crys-

talline mountains, the ocean as if filled with pearls unfolded, and the sides

resembling women adorned with the blowing spikes of flowers.

3. Of ibis line (the Chandra vamm) was born a race of kings, whose

hands were employed in giving rest to the chief of serpents, oppressed with

the weight of the world; whose courtiers filled every side of the world, and

the explanation of whose works, written in incomparable strings of words,

is delightful.

4. In this noble line was born a raja by the name of Vijaya Sena, as

an incarnation ; who was as it were himself the god who wears a crescent

on his head ; at whose toe nails the rajas putting their heads (bowing)

made others mistake them for the how of the ten-headed (Ra'vana).

5. Whose sword plays in the war to the astonishment of all people, and

which (sword) though like the blue lily crushes the spirit of men, though

beautiful like the clustered clouds gives pain to the heart of men, though

black shining like the madhupas (black honey bees) is an object of terror,

and though like smeared kajjala*, is painful to the eyes of his enemies.

6. He, this i'8Ja, had the desire of overcoming the sun in glory (with

respect to his spirit), who governed this whole earth by rooting out the fa-

milies of the inimical royal lines by the sleepless attempt of his shining

sword : whose (the raja's) hands were properly compared to serpents; and

who was in disagreement with the lords of the cardinal points (Dihpdla) for

the boundaries (of his possessions).

7. From him was born Balla'la Sena, who by hiscreeping-planl-like

playing sword stole sweeping the heat of the pride of his enemies, whose

fame was unrivalled, and by whom was stolen the Lakshmi (or wealth) of

liis enemies, being placed in an elephant-tusk-like palanqueen at the limit

of the field of battle which was impassable on account of the river of blood.

8. From him was born Lakshmana Sena, who was the Italpa-druma (tree

of desire) of the earth; who, though master of immense wealth, did not

conquer the bold by stratagem (but by force) ; though master of Knlaf (the

moon) did not accept the dosha^. ; and could not say " No" though he was

* Considered as a collyrium being applied upon the eyelashes or eyelids me-

dicinally or oruamentatively.

t The word kale has two meanings, the 64 qualities and the digits or minutes

of a degree.

+ The word dosha has two meanings,— faults when with raja, and night

when with moon.
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acquainted with all the words; and who, though the most happy ofmen (or the

bhogindra, lord of sesndg) was not surrounded by the double-minded (or

snakes).

9. Who (the raja) caused three different sounds to he made to the sky

in the three Sandhyds (the three periods of a day, the dawn, the noon, and

the evening). In the dawn the sounds of the iron chains of those impri-

soned rajas who were his enemies; at the noon the loud ringing of the bells

on the young elephants and camels, led forth to be watered; and in the

evening the pleasing sounds of the manjiras (ornament for the feet or

toes) of female visitors, beautified by their evening dresses.

10. The raja (Balla'la Sena) being desirous of having a son, left all

kinds of enjoyment and assiduously worshipped Hara (Siva) in many

hundred prior births on the bank of Suradhuni (Gangd) for the birth of

this prince ; otherwise so famous a prince (Laksmana Sena) would not

have born from him, who was the head of all rajas and praised by the

universe, and whose resolution widowed the wives of his enemies.

1 1 . Who when born and existing on the earth, the moon was no longer

solely on the firmament ; nor the kalpa tree on the golden mountain, nei-

ther the chief of the gods only in the city of the Devas, (i. e. they were

here also).

12. Who knows why the creator, having made his fond stay in the field

of battle, did not create his rival enemy in this sphere of the earth ? His

hands were like the trunks of elephants and his breast hard as stone ; his

shafts were fatal to his enemies and his elephants were exuding juice from

their heads.

13. By him were erected many pillars for victories in battle, high sacri-

ficial posts near the altar of Mushaladhara and Gaddpdni {Balardma and

Jaganndtha) situated on the coasts of the South Sea; at the holy place of

Visveswara, (or at Kdshi) where fall the streams of Asi and Varand, into

the waves of Gangd; and on the banks of Triveni {Allahabad), which be-

came truly sacred and pure, for its being the place where he who was born

from lilies (Bramha) commenced his sacrifice.

14. His chief queen was Va'su'devi' the jewel of the heads of Satis*,

and after creating whom the creator thought his hands to have been sacred;

whose astonishing charms and conduct adorned the universe, and whose

Sapatnisf Earth and Laksmi fulfilled her every desire. Nay she was

worthy of obtaining the Trivargas (or the three human objects of pur-

suit, viz. virtue, wealth, and love.)

15. From them was born Kesava Sena Deva, who was the jewel of

the crown of his inimical rajas, as was born Saktidhara (Kartika) from him

who wears a crescent on his head and Gi'rya' (the mountain-born goddess).

16. It is not wonderful that at the glance of him, who conquered the

universe and turned the golden vessels of adverse rajas into iron, that the

iron drinking-vessels of the bramans should be turned into gold !

17. The multitude of his inimical rajas hearing of his strength, instantly

starting with fear and leaving their dear sleeping consorts, quickly enter-

* Virtuous women, who burn themselves with their husbands' corpses,

f A woman whose husband marries other wives,
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ed their ramparts and being disappointed of a firm shelter there, imme-
diately came out and are wandering here and there ; whose (the raja's)

mind was devoted from his childhood to the occupations of numerous bat-

tles and whose station was praised by the assembly of heroes.

18. The hands of this raja were not for a moment inactive,—towards

his foes in firing arrows drawn home to his ear,—among the assembly of

polite men in hold the darvha (sacrificial grasses) moistened with the

drops of water, for consecrating gifts,—and among bashful lovely-eyed

women in loosening their waist cloths.

19. The smoke of whose burnt-offerings plays over the world, making
it appear as though the banks of rivers are skirted with Tdpinja trees,

—

that the sky is involved in thick clouds and all the trees of the earth

seem to be covered Marakatas (emeralds) and most of the pearls seem

to be changed to the color of sapphires.

20. The wishes of honest men tired with wandering for wealth in the

forest of Kulpa trees, in the broken mountains, in mines of gems, and on

the shores of oceans, are at last lying under the canopy of his cloud-like

feet for rest, (i. e. he has fulfilled their wishes.)

SI. He (the raja) who was like Rudra in Pralaya (the end of a Kalpa)

and born from the race named Gandhapavana and the first of those who
were praised by the famous heroes, governed this earth. Whom when the

contending rajas beheld when leading their expeditions for victory, they

were struck with wonder and exclaimed, "What is this?" their whole

thick army being at once put into confusion

!

22. Even Saraswati' (the goddess of wisdom) having lived in his

mouth gained the title Padm&laya (whose dwelling-place is the lily)

which LakshmI enjoys in three worlds.

23. The wives of the interior of the raja who were always seeing his

beauty, when he played with them on the top of the lofty cloud-reaching

palace and cast his eye on the damsels, shrunk under it, yet still courted

it, coquetting in gesture and motion through evident desire.

24. By him who was like Indra on earth were granted to the brahma-

nas many famous villages with high buildings; which (villages) contained

many fruitful and smooth fields and were pleasant with the sound of the

geese that were sporting in the sands of the rivers near, and the rice of

which became the best of its kind when boiled.

The victorious and honorable emperor Kes'ava Sena Deva, who was

possessed of fame, the king of the three sorts of rajas, namely, Aswnpati,

Gojapati and Narapati, like the sun in expanding the lily-like Sena caste,

the lamp of the lunar line, famous as Karna in gifts, veracious as

Ga'ngeya (the son of Ganga', or Bhi'shma) a cage hard as Btijra to the

refugees, the most rich, learned, the great hero, the king of kings, the

destroyer of his enemies, and entitled Sankura Gaureswara, who was a

dutiful son of Laksmana Sena entitled also Sankara Gaureswara; who

(Laksmana Sena) achieved his own fame, suppressor of his enemies and ai-

H
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ways meditating on the footsteps* of his father Balla'la Sena ; who (Bal-

la'la Sena) was also titled Sankara Guureswara and possessed of fame, sub-

duer of enemies, and who meditated on the footsteps of his father Vijaya

Sena ; who (Vijaya Sena) was also possessed of self-earned fame, for his

putting down (securing) the load of victory from his shoulder which he

gained by conquering all this Jambu Grama (India), and who was the

destroyer of his foes, and entitled Sankara Gaureswura,—now duly inti-

mates, informs, and commands to the rajas and rajanyas (the caste of Khe-

triyas) that were present with him, and the queens and their children, the

princes, the royal ministers, the priests, thp judges, those who were experi-

enced in war and peace, the chief commanders, wrestlers, the peons who ap-

prehend robbers, naval officers, masters of elephants, cows, goats and wool-

len cloths., keepers of gardens, the executioners, the magistrates, the moral-

ists, peons, those who were supported from his kingdom, superintendents

over his dominions with their chiefs, men that belong to the tribe called

Chanda Bhanda, and their chief's, and many other rulers—to this effect:

"Be it known to all of you that this great raja, on his birthday to

prolong his life has consecrated with water and presented to the brahmana,

named Iswara Dkva Sarma, with a copperplate s'dsanam on which an

image of Sadds'iva is riveted, who (the brahmana) was the descendant of

Vatsa muni, of five Pravarasf ; namely, Bhargavo, Chydvana, Apnuvat,

Aurva, and Jdmadagna ; the reader of the holy texts, (Sruti) and the

«on of Banamali' Sarma the descendant of Vatsa, of the above five

Pravams, the grandson of Garbheswaba Deva the descendant of Vatsa,
of the above five Pravaras, and the great-grandson of Paba's'ara Deva
Sarma, the descendant of Vatsa of the same Pravaras,—the land of the

villages Bdguli, Bettogdtdlodyamuna, which is encompassed with these fa-

mous boundaries ; on the east by Pranagunatdna Gharhdghdtaka, near
Vikramapura in Banga, which is in Paundraka%, as bhakti (or as a jageer)

;

on the south by the village named Sattrakddhi, on the west by Sankara (?)
Govinda, which looks high with jangals, and on the north by the village

Panchaka Pagado ; for the peaceful enjoyment of his sons and grand-
sons, &c. &c. as long as the moon, the sun, and the earth shall endure.
Which (village) is perpetually inheritable, well-governed, and not to be
claimed by any of his relatives (such as an elder brother, &c.) and which
contains houses on the margin of pure tanks, holes, saline soils, both the
land and water, all sorts of shrubs, the trees of betelnuts and cocoanuts,
and the tribe called Chanda Bhanda, and in which (ere he has consecrated
it) he caused the ponds to be made, and the nut and cocoanut trees to be
planted. Besides he has given him the power of punishing the Chanda
Bandas.

* -q^T^TrT reflecting on his feet, or the hereditary successor of.—Ed.
t The disciples of the Muni from whose progeny were the brahmans descended,
t Paundra is the country extending from Rangpur across the Ganges to the

Jangalmehals, including most of Bengal. Wits. Did.—Ed.
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" In this copper sasanam are written 300 (perhaps bigas.)

" Therefore you must allow him to enjoy the same ; as also shall the

future rajas maintain it, with consideration that deprivation will doom them
to hell, and maintaining- will do glory to their virtue.

Some religious Slokas are written on this subject.

" When any body gives land, his ancestors praise and boast themselves,

saying that a land-giver is born in our race, and he will be the deliverer

of us. He that presents lands and he that receives it, both of them are

worthy of going to heaven.

Again: "this earth though enjoyed by several kings as Sugar raja, &c.

&c yet whenever any one possess it he is the sole enjoyer of its produce.

"He that deprives the land given by him or by any other person will

rot in ordure, being born insects in it with his forefathers.

" He who presents land lives 60,000 years in heaven, but he who abuses

or disregards it is doomed to hell for the same period.

" The effects of giving other things are to be enjoyed for one life*.

" Men, considering human life and prosperity as fickle as the water on
the leaf of the lily, and understanding what is already said, should not

destroy the fame of others.

" This sasanam of the (prince) whose feet are kissed by a hundred

ministers : (signed on his part by)

" His Majesty's almoners the high in authority, Sriman Madyasa
Karanani; Srimahd Madanaka Karanani; Srimat Karanani.
" In the year (of reign) 3 ; the month Jyaistha on the day

—
"(the rest

obliterated.

4. Inscriptions on Jain imagesfrom Central India.

In the course of the year 1836, a number (nine or ten) of Jain

images of marble were exhumated at Ajmir, from what is now a Musal-

man burial-ground, and in the immediate neighbourhood of an old Jain

temple beyond the Durgdh of the Khawaja Sahib on the ascent to

Tdrdgarh. Lieut. E. Madden, in obligingly communicating the

above intelligence, furnished me with a copy of the line of writing in-

scribed on the base of three of the images, in hopes it might afford some

historical aid, however limited, to our store of dates and names. One of

these inscriptions I have inserted at the foot ofPlate II. Omitting the draw-

ing of the naked Jain saint kindly made by Lieut. Oldfield, because it

differs in nothing from the ordinary images of the Digambari class, so fre-

quently represented ;they are seated cross-legged with their hands joined

;

their ears are long and split, and their hair in the small round knobs or

curls which have led many to give these images an African origin.

* In this half sloka, a few words are wanting to complete the verse, the

meaning of which should be " but the effects of presenting land are enjoyable

for endless lives."

H 2
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The following version of several of the inscriptions was attempted by

Lieut. Madden's pandit at Ajmir. The first being intended for that

represented in the plate.

\ ?fsffi ^3£. *GT ^Xt 8 ¥3i STra^TTTS tTcT^t TTT^ftcI TJT$€l

^rsfww f^rcRff «nm*ft ^T^f^T^rf^^TCftrar: I

^ ^cf ^83 t^fT^f ^ft ^ ^t**r ^t^^^raTj^irfcWT

^ref?mT nft[^Tft-crf*T eft i

« ?foer \^a^> -nwn^ \^ ^tH^^^n^ ^jn^xnCt ^i^r

%? H^i^rr ii ^it^r sfwr §T frren ^pc ifhr *nrt ire ^t

Whatever may be the correctness of the rest, the plate specimen cer-

tainly does not accord with the pandit's version as to the name of the

image, which is clearly Prajitdndth, one of the 24 Jain saints : another is

as evidently Mallindtha pratima karapitd ' the image of Mallina'_

tha was caused to be made,'—and doubtless the whole would be found

\n any list of the Jain Tirthankaras (see Useful Tables 87). Pdrswa-

natha, Varddharndna, Vdsupddya, and Chandraprabhd of this list

are found in the present inscriptions. The inscriptions are couched in

the Prakrit dialect, and their chief merit is in being specimens of the Jain

character of the 12th century. I read the line, in the Plate thus :

Sam. 1239 Pha. sudi 4, Sukre ; sadhuvdha-achdryyamadana Sri

Putra pandu (?) Idhadena, Prajitandtha pratima kdrdpitd"
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VI.

—

Extracts from the Journal of Lieut. Markham Kittoe, sub-

mitted to the Asiatic Society at the meeting of the 6 th Oct. 1836.

—

Ruins and Pillar at Jdjipur.

Sunday the 27 th Nov.—Halt to-day.

Having made previous arrangements for a visit to Jdjipur, I started

at 4 a. m. in company with about a hundred men of the corps proceed-

ing to pay their devotions at the famous tirath or khetr resting (as the

Hindus assert) on the navel of the great Gaya Asura. At this place all

good Hindus make offerings to their deceased relatives termed " pinda

pharna:" a notice of the ceremonies attending which is to be found in

Stirling's account of Orissa. I had no leisure to make many inquiries

or to visit every object worthy of notice, yet I still saw a great deal

which duly repaid me for my long ride of six miles there and six back

again with a burning sun over my head.

The first place I visited was the mosque in the outskirts of the town,

where there formerly stood the palace of the Subehdars of the province

Muhammad Taki' Kha'n, Abu Nasar Kha'n and others. The
mosque is rather a pretty object but of rough workmanship.

Over the centre archway is an inscription of five verses placed in

five " howducs" or compartments in the style of the reign in which the

mosque was built, the verses run thus

:

IL ^a^ai^jl^Uj J^»- As:**" Ji\ . jjl ±fjx& ^lju*d5 ^ax**?

The English of which is nearly as follows

:

1

" May the Shadow of the insignia of the Emperor Aurangzeb
3e spread as long as the stars cast their light (shine.)

2

The praises and good qualities of the excellent Nawab
Are greater than in the power of the poet to describe.

3

In the town of Jdjipur he laid the foundations of a mosque

Beneath the domes of which the nine heavens are hidden.
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4

Oh would you hear the angels recite the prayers

You must pass one night therein.

5

As the mosque was made in the time of A'bu Nassau Kha'n
So its date is " the time of the Nawab A'bu Nassar Kha'n."

The year of the Hegira 1093 A. D. 1686.

By this inscription it would appear that the mosque was built in

A. D. 1686 by the Nawab Abu Nassar Kha'n and not Muhammad
Taki' Khan as stated by Mr. Stirling.

At a short distance from the mosque is a dargah or shrine of a

Mussulman saint who destroyed a famous temple and converted the

terrace, on which it stood, into an open mosque and burial-place for

himself and family. Beneath the terrace are three idols of enormous

dimensions and exquisite sculpture, representing Indrani, Varaha and

Kali : the latter figure is the most worthy of notice though a more

hideous object could not well be imagined,—it resembles (as it were) a

living skeleton of an old fury. Mr. Stirling gives a good account of

these fine specimens of ancient Hindu sculpture; it is much to be regret-

ted that these idols have so suffered from the mason's chisel, in late years

employed by an European officer to detach " relics !" A part of the

mund-mdld of Kali and a hand of Indrani have been thus lost. It is

also a great pity that these curiosities are not removed to the museum

in Calcutta (which could easily be done in the rainy season) and thereby

placed out of the reach of such would-be-antiquarian relic hunters.

The following are the dimensions of the figures.

Ka'li', base 6 feet 0J inch ; height 9 feet ; thickness at the base 1 foot

4 inches.

Indra'ni', height 8 feet 10 inches; breadth at the base 5 feet 9

inches ; thickness ditto 3 feet 1J inches.

Varaha, height 9 feet 10 inches ; breadth at the base 5 feet 1 1 inches

;

thickness ditto 3 feet 6J inches.

I regretted my inability (for want of time) to make drawings of the

three figures.

Having through the attention and exceeding politeness of the Mun-

sif Abdul Ahid (who resides near the mosque) procured guides to shew

me all that is to be seen in and near Jajipur, I visited the different

temples, none of which are worthy of notice or at all ancient, though

they occupy the places of those destroyed by the Muhammadan conquer-

ors. About a mile and a half from the mosque behind the town, I was

shewn a very elegant pillar of which the accompanying is a sketch ; it is
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of black chlorite and highly polished. I could obtain no information

worthy ofcredit regarding it ; it is called Sivastambha and is 35 feet high ;

the shaft is 19 feet 8 inches, the base 6 feet, consequently the capital

is 9-4, consisting of three separate blocks which have been shaken out

of their original position : indeed I doubt their originality.

The column is a polygon of 16 sides slightly concave. It would be

useless conjecturing the origin of this elegant column, or even the former

locality of it ; it certainly was not always in its present situation but has

been fixed in some building, perhaps a terrace, now no longer in existence.

Want of time again prevented my visiting a curious place said to be

on a hill 3 miles off, but, God willing, I shall pay a special visit to Juji-

pur at some future period, where I shall devote a few days to hunting

out and remarking upon all its now unknown curiosities.

I remarked a number of Jain and Buddhist figures in different places

scattered about.

I omitted to state that an assertion of the villagers that a fine figure of

Garuda was formerly at the top of the pillar and had flown away and

alighted a mile off when Ka'la'pa'ha'r came to commit his ravages at

Jdjipur ; since which it had remained there and had had a small temple

erected over it. Curiosity led me to the spot : I was shewn within a small

temple an elegantly executed figure of Garuda ofblack chlorite, a sketch of

which I annex ; it rests on a shaft (sunk in the ground) exactly similar

in dimensions to the Sivastambha and may probably have belonged to it.

In the suburbs I remarked an ancient bridge similar to that over the

Kanse-banse* but nearly buried in the earth, the accumulation of ages.

A river called Mudagir, used in former times to flow through it, but

of which there is scarcely a visible sign left ; the bridge is of itself very

ancient and constructed of materials taken from buildings of more remote

date still. Figure (1) is an elevation of one of the archesf which struck

me as very peculiar : it will be observed that there is a regular keystone

in lieu of the more common block architrave. Figure (2) shews the

manner in which the stones project and are finished off on the starlings,

that is, on the face towards the stream.

The huts and houses in the town (which is very straggling) are re-

markably neat and are all on stone terracesJ raised to the height of 4

and 5 feet, a very necessary precaution in a place subject to inunda-

tions as this is ; the country is a very few feet higher than the bed of the

* This is the place alluded to in the Udayagiri inscription, see last No.—Ed.
t A represents the face towards the streams, and B the opposite side. Th«

actual form of the arch is not altered by this arrangement.

X Hewn stones from the different ruins.
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JBaitarani. There are numerous tanks and swamps which together with

the forest of cocoanut and other trees as well as bamboos must render

it very unhealthy.

The brahmans are more troublesome here than in any place I have

ever yet visited ; they complained loudly of their loss since the high

road through Akua Padda had been established, which deterred pil-

grims from visiting their khetr*. I must now take leave of Jdjipur

and conclude with stating that I returned to camp late in the evening

much fatigued, having been in motion alternately on foot and on horse-

back for the space of fourteen hours ; but I considered myself amply

repaid for my trouble.

VII.

—

Remarks on " a Comparison of Indo-Chinese Languages, fyc.

By the Rev. W. Morton.

The paper which appeared, under the above title, in the last, or December

No. of the Journal of the Asiatic Society, was no doubt perused with much
interest by many of the readers of that periodical. The importance of

such a comparison, as was therein partially instituted, of the very nu-

merous languages or dialects spoken hoth within and beyond the Ganges,

is, in every point of view, very considerable. Whether we aim at amelio-

rating the civil institutions of the various tribes among whom they are the

media of intercourse, or to communicate to them the arts and sciences and

purer religion of the west, and to elevate them above the debasing in-

fluence of cruel, impure and abominable superstitions ; or whether we

seek merely to obtain an accurate as well as extensive acquaintance with

these various dialects—in all points of view such investigations, as those

in question, are most important ; and the present efforts to obtain in-

formation of a philological nature by the Sadiya missionaries, directed to

these ends are cousequently highly laudable.

J. Of their execution of the task undertaken I can say but little, and

that little must almost be confined to the language of our own Province

of Bengal Of course the excellent individual who furnished the i( Com-
parison," will take my observations in good part, as my design is simply,

and in good faith, to throw in my mite of aid to him in his useful in-

vestigations, as well as to draw the attention of others to the subject.

1. In the " Comparison of the Bengali and Asamese," it is stated that

" above six-tenths of the most common words are identical, except with

slight variations of pronunciation." Now I have carefully examined

the list of words from whicli this conclusion is drawn, and find that up-

wards of eight-tenths would be the more correct statement ; and that, of the

60 words, 50 are identical in Bengali and Asamese. For, the most has not

been made of the analogy between the two languages, by the introduction,

* The highway to Cuttack lay through Jhjipur before the new road was made.
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into the Bengali column, of such secondary forms in current use as come far

nearer, in many cases, to the Assamese terms,than those given in the " Com-
parison." Thusbdyu is compared with botah, while bdt, equally a Bengali

form, is omitted. So, with asthi a hone, should have been given hdr ; with

karna, kdn ; with hasti, hdti ; with pitd, bdp ; with matsya, mdchh ; for

pushpa, phul ; for mastak, mur ; with shringa, shing ; with bdnar, bandar ;

with chandra, chdnd ; for janani, md ; with rdtri, rat ; with tail, tel ; for

prastar, shild ; with danta, ddnt ; with grdm, gdn ; all identical, or very

nearly so, with the Assamese of the table.

In the same use of secondary forms, the results of comparison with

some of the other columns also would be slightly varied ; as the Bengali go,

a cow, would much more nearly resemble the Khamti ngo and Siamese

mgoa, than garu (the only form given) from which the Assamese goru is

drawn. Thus too, were tej and lauha given in the Bengali column, for blood

—with the former, signifying vigour, the principle of vigour (and so applied

to the brain, marrow, bile, semen, &c.) would agree the Assamese tez, the

Jili tashai, the Koreng tassyai, &c. while the latter would appear to have

originated the Khamti leilt and Siamese lilat ; whereas rakta shews no

agreement with either. The Assamese porud, an ant, might shew a resem-

blance to the Bengali pinpard, though none with pipilikd, &c. These

and others We shall reduce to a table as follows.

English.
Air
Ant
Arrow
Blood

Boat
Bone

Bengali,
bat
pinpari
shar
tej, lauha

nau, dingi

har

Asamese.
botah
porua

tez,

nau,
har

Cat marjar
and myao, a cat's mewing,
whence niyaokari, the mewer mekuri

Cow
Dog

Ear

Elephant
Father
Fire

Fish
Flower
Foot
Hair
Hand
He;id
Horn
Leaf
Moon
Mother

Mountain

go
shwa

kin

danti ^

bap, bapu, baba, bupai,

poran (to burn)
machh
phul
pa
lorn

paui
mur
shing
parua, pan
chaud
ma

kan

mas
phul

mur,
hinff.

jun,

ai (mat : grand- ai

mother)
adri —

Cor. sar
Kha. leiit, Si luat, Ji. tashai, Kor.
tazyai

Ana. ding
Man. saru, Song, karau, Ch. sorii, C. T.
aid, .S. T. aru, Lu- arii, N. T. ariikau

Kh. mid, Sz.meau, Gar. mengg6, Song.
and Kor. myauna, An. meyu

Kh. ng6, Si. n^6a
Bar. khwe, Sing, kwi, M. hwi, Song.

shi, Kap. &c, wi. An. slid

Ji. and Kap. kana, Koren. kon. Ch.
•khunu, Lu. khana

Mish. dat6n
Ah. abba, Abor. babu,Maring, papa, &c.
Co. pur

Mar. Lu. and Song, phai, Ch. apha£
Anam. long
Sony, ban, Mar. van, Ch. apan, Lu. pang
Co. mari
Ak. kung, An. sung
Koreng. panu
Si. diian

Kh. An. and Si. me, Bar. a.m6,Kar. mo t

Garo ama, M. ima, Co. omi

Abor. adi
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Salt lun luii

Sky swarga (heaven) Garo, srigi

Stone shila hil, Kh. hin, Si. hin

Sun tapan Si. tawaa
dahan (burning) Ak. dahani

Tiger sing, (properly a lion,) Kh. seii, Si. sua, Lu. sangkhti, N. T.

sakhwii, C. T. sakwi, &c.
Village can gaun

Thewriter will no doubt be glad to obtain the Bengali forms above

given.

2. The seven cases stated to belong to Assamese Nouns, are the same in

number and order with those of Bengali nouns : and it is by no means (as

asserted in the " Comparison, &c") a peculiarity in Assamese that " two

pronouns are used for the 2nd person, according as the person addressed is

superior or inferior to the speaker." The same obtains in Bengali also,

and is extended to the 3rd person likewise, with a similar terminational

change in the verb. Thus

—

Plural1st pers : ami mari

2nd inferior tui maris

2nd superior tumi mara

3rd inferior se mare

3rd superior tini maren

amra man
tora maris

tomra mara

tahara mare

tanhara maren,

3. The comparison of adjectives in Bengali is effected by a similar pro-

cess to that erroneously stated to be peculiar to the Assamese. Thus taha

haite bara, greater than that ; sakal haite bara, greatest of all. All

the other grammatical minutiae particularized; equally apply. Also

what are termed in the " Comparison, &c." numeral affixes, are of ordinary

use in Bengali ; so that the analogy of the two languages is much closer

than supposed in the " Comparison."

II. The fact stated by Captain Gordon, of the various very minute por-

tions of the population employing a variety of dialects often nearly unin-

telligible to their next neighbours, is most observable. And, the same

multiplied diversity having existed among the numerous aboriginal tribes of

South America,the inference is just, that dialects are most numerous in the

infancy of nations and tribes : while, in proportion as, with the cessation of

hereditary feuds and the extension of national intercourse, they become civi-

lized and educated, they approximate also in the use of a common language.

Hence it may be confidently expected that, as the blessings of knowledge

and refinement, peace, commerce and true religion, are extended among

these 27 nations, at present using so many vernacular media, the customs

and languages of the smaller tribes will merge into those of the larger, and

those of common origin again approach each other and ultimately coalesce.

The philanthropist must ardently desire so happy a consummation ; since

no one thing, perhaps, so fatally impedes the progress of mankind as those

endless subdivisions, of which these multiplied tongues are fust a conse-

quence and then a confirmation, ever exciting to jealousies and hostilities

of most injurious operation.
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It may therefore fairly be a question how far the intelligent missionaries

at Sadiya and elsewhere, might he justified in endeavouring to anticipate

ki some measure the work of time. It will scarcely be disputed that a

translation of the Scriptures, (unless in very minute portions) for such

a tribe, for instance, as that of Champhung, speaking a dialect understood

only by thirty or forty families, would be most preposterous. Much may,

no doubt, be done to diminish these fractions of language, and the Babel

confusion and difficulty they occasion, by the judicious efforts of our

political Agents and Missionaries in the ultra-Gangetic and other regions.

Much prudence will indeed be required to avoid exciting the hostility

of national prejudices, and other impediments to universal improvement.

In many cases, however, little difficulty would be experienced in con.

fining translations, &c. to a more general language, which would ultimately

supersede the more confined colloquial idioms. Thus, it is stated that

" the majority (of the Champhung families) can speak more or less of

Manipuri, or the languages of their more immediate neighbours." Again

that " dialects so nearly similar, as are those of the northern and central

Tangkhuls, are generally intelligible to the adult male population on

both sides ; while the women and children, who rarely leave their homes,

find much difficulty in making themselves (mutually) understood." In

these and similar cases, the way is plain ; to extend education in the com-

mon or nearly common language; then, as the want of intellectual and

especially of religious supply is felt, it will be sought in the language of

the printed hooks.

III. Intimately connected with this point is that of the character to be

taught to a people having none of their own. It should seem good, as a

general principle, to employ, in such instances, the one used by the dominant

neighbouring nation, especially if the languages be of kindred origin ; for

in this case, that character will be the best adapted to the sounds of the

cognate dialect, and may be expected generally to give it a fitter and more

correct expression than would any foreign alphabet.

The words in the " Comparison, &c." are given in the Roman character,

according to the modified system of Sir William Jones, to which the term

Romanizing system has been applied. The writer thinks " they furnish

abundant evidence that the Roman character is adequate to express every

sound of the human voice, and is well fitted to be the written representa-

tive of all languages."

There is a fallacy here, into which most of the thorough-going advocates

of the Romanizing system have been betrayed ; it is that the modifications

applied, according to that system, to the Roman alphabet, are not equally

applicable to almost any other alphabet. Now, it is an obvious fact that

the Roman letters are, as applied to eastern languages, both redundant

and deficient. First, there are no letters corresponding to the ten aspirated

consonants 4t 51, &c. ; to the sibilants *t «'nid H ; to the liquids * and % ; to

the nasals 3> 41 4 ; t<> the long vowels vsrt ??, &c. Again, the letters c, f, q,
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v, w, x, z, are redundant ; while the two dentals, d and t, must denote, by

the aid of the aspirate and a diacritical point, no fewer than eight sounds of

that class ! But, while this double defect, of redundancy and insufficiency,

opposes the application of the Roman alphabet to the expression of the

sounds of the Hindustani, Assamese,and many other languages in question,

the Nagari and its derivatives are not only complete without excess, but are

positively also the most perfect alphabets in the world, the most philosophi-

cally conceived and arranged. The only exceptions that can be shewn are,

that in the derivatives of the Sanskrit, the sound of v has been generally

merged into b or w, which occasions a seeming redundancy of one letter ;

(yet but seeming, because theform is also but one* ;J and that two of the

three sibilants are usually confounded in utterance, because of the tenuity

of the distinction in their sounds, or rather origin. But if the abuse of even

a perfect alphabet, one exactly commensurate with the primitive sounds of

the language for which it was devised, be a matter of fact, surely that fact

is rather an argument against the adoption of a very imperfect one, as so much

more liable to originate far greater abuses. To a certain extent, few living

languages, if any, have ever been exempt from these irregularities; but all

that can, it should seem, be done to prevent or remedy them, is done when

the sounds are, technically, fixed sounds; and, above all, when the written

expression of them is exactly commensurate with them when so fixed; and

when, if a few irregularities have become obstinate in the usage of any peo-

ple, they also are assigned their fixed limits and fixed expression likewise, as in

the use of a diacritical point under the dentals T> and \5 to mark a provin-

cial utterance not original to the language. Now, as to this last expedient?

it should appear to be the only available resource for denoting to the eye

the variations from the first sounds of those letters, other than the invention

of additional ones not primitive and original to the language; one neces-

sary effect of which course, would have been the confounding of the

etymologies of words essentially the same.

But the fallacy alluded to above is involved in the assertion that " the

Roman character is adequate (as gathered from the tabular columns of

' the Comparison, &c.') to express every sound of the human voice, and is

well fitted to be the written representative of all languages." This assertion

involves a negation of such adequacy and fitness to all other characters.

Let us see then with what justice. For how are the deficiency and redun-

dancy in the Roman alphabet overcome, on the Romanizing system ? Why
1st, By entirely discarding those letters in it whose European sounds are not

found in the Indian languages. 2ndly, By the use of combination and of

diacritical points, to enable the Indian variety of sounds to be expressed

by an inadequate number of letters having an original utterance not In-

dian. But who does not see that the same operation may be extended to

any alphabetic characters whatever ? Of any such, we might with equal

propriety and equal truth say, that " it is adequate to express every sound

of the human voice, &c." The more or less is altogether, as we said, a

* i. e.in the derivcite alphabets only ; the original forms were quite distinct.—Ed.
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subsequent and separate consideration. Let not any then be misled by

the fallacious mystification of a plain question, in which the sanguine ad-

vocates of the Romanizing system have indulged and do yet indulge. It is

of course, a subsequent question what alphabet may be made applicable to

express the sounds of the Indian languages with the fewest, simplest, and

most effective modifications ; but the primary one, as to the capability of

any set of characters to receive an arbitrary assignment to the office of re-

presenting any variety of sound whatever, is that which has been, in our

judgment, so mischievously mystified. What, in fact, should prevent the

process of omission and of diacritical distinction from being applied to any

existing alphabet or to any newly invented symbols whatever ?

We have, abstractedly considered, no objection to make to the adoption

of the Roman alphabet for written communication among a people yet

without one of their own. In such a case the only question with us would

be one of expediency, to be determined by aptitude, facility, and many

other special considerations. But we look upon jfche attempt to substitute

the Roman letters for the long established characters, among a people ac-

quainted with the use of written as well as spoken language, as both quixo-

tic and preposterous ; quixotic, because the attempt must fail of any consi-

derable measure of success within the lapse of ages, except by measures

too arbitrary and unjust to be contemplated by the most zealous advocate

of the plan ; and preposterous, for the following reasons chiefly

—

Because there is a positive, though not to all at first manifest, danger

of a progressive corruption of the sounds and confusion of the etymologies of

the native languages, by applying to them any other than their own origi-

nal alphabets. The results of the progress of independent nations, during

a course of ages, must not be confounded with those that may be expected

under the operation of a high state of mental advancement in a dominant

people suddenly and at once imparting their own large knowledge to their

conquered subjects. Therefore no conclusion against the present argument

can be drawn from the gradual modifications of a nation's own alphabet, from

age to age; nor from the ultimate disuse, among the European nations, of

the German character for the Roman : because these two sets of symbols

were substantially the same in form, essentially the same in sound. There

is consequently no analogy between the gradual improvement of the Euro-

pean alphabets, in appearance and facility of writing, &c. and the now con-

templated entire substitution of a foreign alphabet, altogether exotic both

in sound and figure, for the native Indian characters. In the former

case, there was no danger whatever to be apprehended of confounding

letters of the same organ, to the annihilation of all clear traces of the

etymologies of words of various origin, or of the gradual corruption of the

phonic powers of the letters ; in the latter there is the greatest. Thus tat,

that, and tat a shore, differ, in Roman character, but by the diacritical

point under the final t of the latter word. Now all who are versed in this

subject well know the extreme difficulty, and often almost inextricable con-

fusion, occasioned by errors and omissions in diacritical marks, in the writing
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of languages to which they are original; and if this be the consequence of

such a system to them to whom such languages are vernacular, how much

more extensively is its experience to be apprehended by those who come, as

foreigners, to the study of languages whose system of alphabetic sounds is

so widely different as are those of India from those of Europe? Europeans

as it is, with all the check upon a vicious pronunciation secured by the

distinct forms of the native characters, too often fail in acquiring their

proper sounds, and in consequence are but too extensively unintelligible in

their vocal communications. How often has this been felt and complained

of in civil functionaries and, where it is most injurious in its results, in

Missionaries of the blessed Gospel! The writer has known numerous,

cases in which the greatest zeal, and even large positive attainments, have

been greatly neutralised by a confused, inaccurate and indistinct pronuncia-

tion. The adult organs have, in fact, acquired a set, so to speak, which

does not readily admit of the enunciation of sounds various from those

acquired in childhood. Indeed, not only a facility of accommodating the

organs of pronunciation to new positions, &c. but a fine and accurate ear

too, is necessary, in the first instance, to distinguish the minuter variations

of sound among letters of the same class: some, entirely new, are seldom

perhaps thoroughly acquired by the best scholars. Now it is manifest that

this difficulty, and the concomitant danger of confounding the most impor-

tant differences in letters and words, would be immeasurably increased were

the helps and guards of the native characters removed and our own, how-

ever systematized, introduced.

Nor would the evil be confined to foreigners. For, besides that increasing

intercourse with these would naturally and even necessarily tend, of itself,

to familiarize the natives to much vocal and written corruption of their

languages, were they also to adopt the Romanizing system, they would

themselves be in no small danger of extending that corruption. Thus the

words "3^ that, and s%, a shore, in distinct native characters cannot be

mistaken; but their equivalents in Roman letters, tat and tat differ only in

a point. How easily might the omission alone of that point create confusi-

on and obscurity ! But this is not all ; for as, in English, the letter / has ne-

ver the sound of ^ but of ^ only, in learning that language a native of In-

dia has first to encounter the difficulty of altogether discarding, wherever he

meets the letter t, the dental sound of 3, (immeasurably more frequent in his

own language than that of ^ which is the English t,) and is then inces-

santly exposed to the hazard of corrupting the sound either of the English

t or of his native letter s, and of settling down into a slovenly uniformity

of dental enunciation in one or in both languages, to the ultimate confu-

sion of words essentially different ; thus, at once, destroying the etymolo-

gies and obscuring the sense of the words he employs. So of the vowels also;

man, in English, he must pronounce nearly as jj-fa in Bengali; in reading his

own tongue Romanized, he must pronounce the same combination as 3X?t,

of which it is the equivalent. It is replied, I know, that Europeans

of all nations experience no such difficulty, and are exposed to no such
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hazard of a mispronunciation of the same letters applied in different

combinations to varying- utterances. But, he it remembered, that the

European has acquired his vernacular alphabetic sounds in infancy and

without effort ; by effort must he learn, in after life, to give other sounds,

say the French, &c. to the same letters. There is no danger whatever of

his corrupting those proper to his native tongue. There is to him only

the difficulty of fully acquiring and correctly applying the acquired foreign

enunciation. But to a native of India, the Roman alphabet is originally

unknown, as the expression of any system of sounds. He has therefore to

encounter the prodigious difficulty of applying foreign letters on two dis-

tinct vocal arrangements; first to his own tongue, to which it is inade-

quate, and then to a European one. Nor, let this difficulty be thought

exaggerated. For in eastern languages vowels at least are strictly invari-

able ; the same letter expressing ever but one sound ; and, with very slight

exceptions, this is equally true of the consonants : but, in English, and but

in Bengali, are severally, an adversative conjunction and a noun meaning a

species of corn ; and the same vowel u is equivalent to the native sr and a
both, vowels never confusible or interchangeable !

To all which must be added the conclusive consideration, that were the

Romanizing innovation, by any chance, to succeed in throwing out of use

the native character among European students of the native languages,

and among any considerable number of the youth of the country now edu-

cating in our Schools and Colleges, one of the most singular and fatal

consequences of such an unparalleled anomaly in educational philosophy,

would be the setting aside, at one fell swoop, of the whole indigenous

literature of the land, the entire writings of its purest and most valuable

original authors, and the reduction of the native library of the rising

literati and the European student, to a few miserable volumes of Roma-
nized exotics, a Primer or two, the Pilgrim's Progress, and one or more

similar specimens of a foreign idiom in a foreign dress ! How monstrous

a consummation !

I might indefinitely enlarge, but must yield to the restraint imposed

by the limits to which the small space afforded in a periodical confines me.

Enough has been stated I should hope to shew

—

1st. That it is a manifest fallacy to represent the Roman alphabet, as

modified in the Romanizing system, as a fitter expression than any other

alphabet, under the same plan of modification, of the sounds of eastern or

of any other languages.

2nd. That the attempt, futile as it really is, to substitute the Roman for

the native alphabets, were it actually to succeed, must be pregnant with the

most mischievous results to the philology of the native languages ; both as

to the etymological distinctness of words, (on which the clear perception

of their sense and the perspicuity or obscurity of construction so much de-

pend) and as to the purity of native pronunciation.

I will only in conclusion observe, that, as applied to the expression in

European books, and for the information of Europeans, of native words and
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sentential quotations, the Romanized system, originally fixed by that emi-

nent scholar Sir W. Jones, and now but very slightly modified indeed,

is immeasurably more accurate, complete and philosophical than any

other that has been put forth by English Philologists. All who take an

interest in oriental literature must heartily rejoice in the fresh impulse

that has been latterly given to it ; an impulse which bids fair, ultimately

and at no distant period, to put out of use, for ever, those other, at once

crude and tasteless, systems, equally unphilosophical to the mind and unin-

viting to the eye, which have been applied by some learned but injudicious

scholars. This alone were result enough, amply to reward those active

and philanthropic individuals who have stirred up the present question.

Would they but rest here, they would be justly esteemed benefactors; be-

yond this their labours are either mischievous, or absurd, or both at once

;

of which, besides the philological arguments above given, may be adduced

the fact, that while occupied with more than quixotic hopes, excitement,

and confinement of view, in this vain attempt at more than an Herculean

task, they are dividing the warmest friends of native education and general

improvement: they do positively retard the period of the regeneration

of India; a consummation that can only be brought about by united exer-

tions ; by " a long pull, a strong pull, and a pull altogether," of that

chain of instrumental truth which is to pull down for ever the monstrous

edifice of the superstitions of ages.

Note.—Did we not consider this question as long since set at rest, we

might easily second our author with other arguments against the adapta-

bility of the Roman alphabet to take the place of the oriental alphabets either

of Arabia or India ; although it is no doubt possible to contrive that it shall,

by modifications and restrictions, represent any given number of sounds.

The real merit of the European alphabet, for writing and for printing con-

sists in its fewness of symbols :—multiply these by diacritical marks, and

it is put on a par with Eastern alphabets in one source of perplexity, while

it is behind them greatly in the distinction of letters inter se. Any one

engaged in printing knows the exceeding difficulty of setting up and of

sorting letters of the same name merely affected by a minute dot ; and

hardly a page of romanized writing can be produced in print properly ac-

centuated. Sir W. Jones's system of romanization even with the Trevelyan

modifications, is still far from being perfect, however sufficient, as we have

always maintained, for Europeans and sentential quotations. Some of the

continental systems, as that of Chezy, founded on the principle of repre-

senting single letters always by single letters, has a great advantage over it

in the transcription of poetry in particular,where it seems unprosodial to give

a short quantity to a vowel preceding such double letters as bh, dh, chh,

while mh
f
lb, require a long one. The hard palatial is, we think, better

represented by the c alone, that is, the Italian c; especially as both the

hard and soft sound of this letter are discarded in the present romanized

scale. What can look more uncouth than achchhd (by Chezy ucc'dj un-

less, indeed, it be the more ancient continental orthography utchtchhd,

which is qualified to express nothing short of a typographed sneeze !

—

Ed.
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VIII.

—

On the difference of level in Indian Coal fields, and the causes

to which this may be ascribed. By J. McClelland Esq. Secre-

tary to the Committee for investigating the Coal and Mineral re-

sources ofIndia.

[Extracted with permission from the Committee's Reports now under publication.]

Before proceeding to notice the information which has been published

or reported to government regarding the various coal fields, it will be

desirable to offer a few observations on the geological features of that

portion of India in which they occur, more especially beyond the Gan-

ges.

The face of the country rises gradually as We cross the plains on the

western side of the Hoogley towards the range of hills, at the base of

which the coal field of Burdwan is situated ; this is proved by the fol-

lowing fact noticed by the late Mr. Jones, namely, that at Omptah,

twenty-two miles due west of Calcutta, and the same distance from the

sea as that city, the tides in the Damuda derived from the estuary of

the Hoogley rise but ten inches during the springs of June, ebbing

and flowing only half an hour*. In Calcutta on the other hand there

is a difference of seventeen feet between high and low water during the

same springs-)-, from which we may perhaps infer, that the plain in this

direction ascends nine inches per mile for the distance of twenty-two

miles from the Hoogley ; beyond this, the surface is known to rise

more rapidly throughout the extent of sixty or seventy miles to the foot

of the hills, which is the cause of those violent floods that render the

navigation of the Damuda so difficultJ

.

* We should think the facts here noted prove rather the two places to be on

the same level. As far as the tide reaches, the average of high and low water will

be very nearly the level of the sea, unless there is a considerable flow of water from

above, which is less the case in the Damuda than in the Hoogley. The lift de-

pends on the body of water, depth, and configuration of the channel, and the

Damuda only gets an offset from the Hoogley tidal supply. The height of the

surface of the land may be safely measured from the average of high and low

water mark. See a paper on this subject by Captain T. Prinsep, Gl. Sci.

Vol. II.— Ed.

f See Kyd's Tables, Asiatic Res. 1829.

X Mr. Jones states that the Damuda river is open from the middle of June

to the end of September for boats of 300 maunds burden, from Omptah to the

situation at which the coal is raised, and that each boat is capable during this

period of passing five times between these situations. It is necessary, when from

a slight cessation of rain the river is perceived to fall, to haul the boat on the

highest practicable ground, and there await the succeeding flood, which sets in

with so much impetuosity as to overwhelm whatever may happen to be in its

course.

K
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On the eastern side of Calcutta on the contrary, there is a depres-

sion, though probably of less amount, extending gradually to that portion

of the Sunderbunds marked 'morass,' in Arrowsmith's map, a little

on the west of Culna. This lowest situation perhaps of the Sunder-

bunds, is situated midway between the Tiperah hills on the east, and

those hills the continuation of which on the western side of the Hoogley,

contains the Burdivan coal field ; the distance across the alluvium on

either side being about 150 miles, making the breadth of the united

delta of the Ganges and Brahmaputra, at this situation 300 miles.

If from the morass, we proceed two and a half degrees due north,

we find the breadth of the great delta contracted between the Garrow

and Rajmahl hills to 150 miles, from which situation the alluvium

again expands into the plains of its respective rivers, extending north-

west and north-east respectively, and leaving an obtuse angle formed

by the Sikkim and Bhotan mountains, pointing toward the great delta,

and forming with the Rajmahl and Xjlarroiv mountains three points of a

nearly equilateral triangle, which constitutes the nearest local con-

nexion of the three distinct systems of Indian mountains ; and at each

of the three situations, viz. Rajmahl, Chilmary, and the Teesa river

coal has been found.

It would be hazardous to draw any conclusion from this interesting

fact, until we are better acquainted with the nature and relative position

of the strata in each locality. Should the coal of the three situations

prove to be the same formation, borings in that case conducted in

various intermediate points in Purnea and Dinagepore, might detect

the coal measures buried beneath this portion of the delta
; (vide a. A,

Fig. 1) but at present our data are too vague to justify the expense of

such a mode of inquiry in this quarter. It would rather seem that the

intervening coal measures were upheaved with those of the adjacent

mountains, and subsequently overthrown by the Ganges and Brahma-
putra, or by other causes hereafter to be considered.

Although we have at Chirra Punji, a bed of coal raised on an

insulated summit 4300 feet above the level of the sea, the rocks by

which it is accompanied are identical in their nature with those that

are found bearing a similar relative position to other beds of coal of

the same formation, whether above or below the level of the sea. The

annexed figure will render these observations better understood.

a a a a a Coal, b b Great sandstone forming the base of the coal measures.

ee.ee Igneous rocks, y Basaltic quartzose-rocks, reposing on the greenstone (i.)

i Greenstone, h Granular slaty quartz, or metamorphosed sandstone.

k Nummulite limestone, m Slate clay.

h New sandstone, containing in the south side of Assam fragments of c. aland

fossil trees.
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Muflong. Serarim. China,

h a i _ „ a

Assam.
k L. Level of the Fossil Beach.

\ K
Present Sea.

The section of the Kdsya mountains here represented is not ideal,

although the horizontal distances are contracted for convenience.

With regard to the tertiary beach L, it is a settled point in such

cases that it is the land and not the sea that has undergone an alteration

of level. The difference between the fossil beach and the present sea, is

consequently the quantity which these mountains have increased in

height since the tertiary period, indicated by the character of the shells

of which the fossil beach is constituted, thus accounting at once for the

principal difference of level between the coal at Chirra and that of

Burdwan on the opposite side of the delta. The bursting of a sub-

marine volcano between the points B, /i, from beneath a secondary

basin A, composed of the coal measures, would necessarily if on a scale

of sufficient magnitude uplift the intermediate portion of the latter,

separating the strata I, I, I, I, which were continuous before the elevatory

movements commenced. This will also account for the presence of coal

at the base, as well as on the summit of the mountain at Chirra*. The

great mass of igneous rocks e, e, e, e> which appear to have been chiefly

instrumental in effecting the upheavement of the coal measures, is sienite
;

but at i, situated on the southern side of the Bogapany river, greenstone

* The existence of a sub-marine basin of a depth which according to these views

must have been equal to the entire height of the mountains, may appear to be

incompatible with the depth to be assigned to the sea which would appear to

have covered Bengal during the tertiary period. The existence of an unfathom-

able abyss called the swatch of no ground, close to the mouths of the Ganges,

and surrounded by shoal water where the deposit of silt might be supposed

rapidly to remove such a remarkable feature, leaves little difficulty iti conceiving

the great depth to which marine valleys may descend. The swatch is about 5

miles east of Lacont's Channel : it is fifty miles long, and thirty broad, and

within a mile or two of sands which are left bare at low water ; 130 fathoms of

line have been tried without effect, and this, within so inconsiderable a distance

from the northern side of the swatch, where soundings indicate only 7 fathoms,

as to leave little doubt of this sub-marine valley presenting as precipitous

declivities as we are in the habit of witnessing from the loftiest table-lands. For

the soundings of this basin see Horsbvrgh's Map of the Bay of Bengal.

K 2
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is seen protruding from beneath the lower strata of sandstone here

represented by a coarse conglomerate of boulders, imbedded in some

occasions in a matrix of felspar, as in the valley of the Calapany*. The

greenstone i, forms the whole declivity on the south side of the Bogapany,

down to the bed of the torrent which is formed of a glassy basalt,

apparently nothing more than altered masses of that portion of the

sandstone. formation which has been here entirely overthrown by the

causes just adverted tof. Ascending from the torrent along the pre-

cipitous face of the mountain to Muflong, the metamorphosed rock

gradually loses its columnar structure, and assumes the character of

granular slaty quartz. In the vicinity of Mujlong, this last form of

rock, which may be traced by several gradations into ordinary sand-

stone, rests on sienite in highly inclined masses. Sienite forms some

of the loftiest summits in this situation, but appears to pass, on declivi-

ties, into a rock formed chiefly of felspar in a fine granular crystalline

state, with a little quartzJ; and enclosing granitic masses which under-

go concentric decay, and occasionally beds of mica, and sometimes of

quartz much comminuted. This constitutes the principal formation

over which the road extends from Mairang into the valley of Assam.

Somewhere on either side of the lower portion of this declivity, coal

measures have been detected the same as on the Bengal face of the

mountains, but accompanied with newer sandstones containing salt

springs in addition to fossil trees and detached fragments of coal.

Limestone, agreeing in mineral characters and probably in fossil con-

tents with that of Cliirra, also occurs in this side of the mountains

;

but the relative position of the beds, as well as all other important geo-

logical features here remain unexplored§.

* This is a small but precipitous river valley, met with in the table-land

between the Serarim and the Bogapany.

f It is always satisfactory on such occasions to find the views of different

observers agree in ever so limited a degree : I may therefore remark that Sir

Edward Ryan and Mr. Cra croft, who on distinct occasions crossed this

portion of the Kasya mountains prior to the visit of the Assam deputation, also

found rocks which they denominated basaltic. No 21 in Sir Edward's collection

of specimens presented to the Asiatic Society's museum' is named' basaltic

quartz' from the bed of the Bogapany ; and is the same as the glassy basalt

abovementioned. Mr. Cracroft's collection of specimens from between

Mufiong and Serarim also contains a ' basalt' as well as ' a coarse quartzy

sandstone'—(Vide Journal of the Asiatic Soc. Vol. III. 296) which is thft

metamorphosed sandstone here spoken of.

X Described in my geological catalogue as primary sandstone.

§ Figs. 25, 20, 21, and 15, Plate 2, were found in a small quantity of the Assam

limestone which had been brought to Gowahatti for the purpose of making

lime : all these but 15 have heen found in the Chirra limestone also.
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The insulated situation of the coal measures at Chirra Punji affords

an excellent opportunity for their examination, owing- to the great extent

of surface which is free from soil and alluvium, so that the geologist

has no obstacle to encounter but the dense vegetation peculiar to the

climate.

The great sandstone composing here as elsewhere the base of the

coal measures, forms the lofty front of the mountains facing the plains.

The lower beds consist of a coarse conglomerate, as already stated, repre-

sented at i, in the preceding section, resting on greenstone after the

manner of similar conglomerates in nearly all countries in which their

fundamental rocks have been observed*. When we consider that this

is not merely the case with the sandstone of the Kdsya mountains, but

that the whole series of sandstones throughout Central India rest on

the flanks of ranges of sienite, greenstone, and basalt, we cannot apply

more appropriate language in elucidation of this general feature in our

geology, extending as it does over an area of 1800 geographical miles

in length, and 300 in breadth, than the following remarks of De la

Beche :
—" As we can scarcely conceive such general and simultaneous

movements in the interior strata immediately preceding the first deposit

of the red sandstone series, that every point on which it reposes was

convulsed and threw off fragments of rocks at the same moment ; we

should rather look to certain foci of disturbance for the dispersion of

fragments, or the sudden elevation of lines of strata, sometimes perhaps

producing ranges of mountains in accordance with the views of M. Elte

de Beaumont." Had this idea resulted from observations in India,

rather than in Europe, it could not have been more appropriate, or

formed so as to convey a more accurate notion of the nature and con-

nexions of our red conglomerates.

Ascending through the series of beds of this rock in the Kdsya moun-

tains, we find the coarser strata occasionally reappear, succeeded again

by the normal beds which are fine, durable, and grey colored.

In some places, but especially when approaching the upper third of

the series, the colors become variegated, and ultimately the whole, or

nearly so, assume a brick red color. The higher strata form a barren

table-land with lengthy sloping summits extending to the distance of ten

miles towards the interior of the mountains.

* Speaking of the porphyry on which the red conglomerates of Devonshire rest,

De La Beche observes (Manual Geol. 388),—" When however we extend our

observations, we find that our conglomerates are very cbaracteristic of deposits

of the same age in other parts of Britain, Fiance, and Germany, and they most

frequently tbough not always rest on disturbed strata."
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The limestone and coal about to be described, repose in an elevated

position on either side of the adjoining summits ; whether the rocks of

which these last are composed, occupy a superior geognostic position

with regard to the coal or not, is somewhat, doubtful ; but as far as it is

safe to determine from inquiries of a partial nature, we may consider

the sandstone from the base of the mountains to the higher peaks along

their flanks as an uninterrupted series of beds, and consequently, that

the coal is a newer rock than the sandstone composing adjacent sum-

mits.

In the sandstone upon which the coal and limestone immediately rest

at Chirra, a bed of boring shells, figs. 8, 9, 10, plate VII. occur com-

posing a considerable portion of the rock in certain places. The shells

were of the size and form of the Teredo navalis, but they are mine-

ralized so unfavorably as to render it doubtful to what genus they

really belonged*.

It is here worthy of remark that the old red sandstone at the base of

the coal measures at Caithness, and other parts of Britain contains

fishes, none of which appear in the superincumbent beds, while at Chirra

we have a sandstone bearing the character of the old red, and like it

reposing on igneous rocks, and supporting beds of limestone and coal

;

but instead of fishes abounding in the peculiar boring shells just men-

tioned, not one of which could be found in the superimposed rock, nor

could one of the numerous shells of the latter be found in the subja^

cent rock, thus indicating both in Europe and India, that a sufficient

* In Dr. Buckland's paper on the fossils procured in Ava by Mr. Crawford,
Geol. Trans. 2nd series, vol. II. p. 387, teredines are mentioned as having been

found in blocks of wood in that kingdom and of the same species as those found

in London clay. Mr. Wise of Dacca has recently found fossil trees ia Camilla,

that remarkable tract of table-land referred to in the first paragraph of the

author's report on the physical condition of the Assam tea plant. (Transactions

of the Agricultural Society of India, vol. IV. p. 1.) Two specimens of these trees

have been brought to Calcutta by H. M. Low, Esq., one apparently calcareous,

the other is siliceous, yet both were found together iu the same place, so that it is

to be supposed they were drifted from distinct situations. One of these fossils

had been eaten by termes and the other perforated by a kind of teredo, the holes

of which agree in every respect with those formed in recent trees in the Sunder-

bunds by the teredo navalis •, the trees were dicotyledinous. If they were actu-

ally found on the table-land alluded to, the fact will lead to some highly inter-

esting inferences, but whether or not, they serve to form an interesting local link

between the fossils of the Chirra Punji sandstone, and the living teredo in the

Bay of Bengal. Mr. Low has kindly undertaken to procure more information

from Mr. Wise regarding the history of the fossil woods in question, which are

in the meantime transferred to my friend Dr. Cantor.
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interval of time had elapsed between the period at which the formation

of the conglomerates was finished, and that at which the production of

the limestone commenced, to allow of the disappearance from the seas

of one class of animals, and the introduction of another. The surface

of this great formation for two-thirds of the entire height of the Kdsya

mountains in this situation, is covered with a stratum of marine shells

which lie immediately under the soil, and in places these remains are

accumulated in extensive deposits of the shingle of an ancient coast

represented at Z, in the preceding figure.

On the summits which intervene between the coal at Chirra, and

that of Sevarim above adverted to, the sandstone is chiefly of a brick

red color, variegated in places with white. Imbedded in the structure

of this rock, the fragment of a fruit or lomentum of a leguminous plant

belonging to the tribe mimosea, was found*. This fossil, figs. 4, 5, 6, 7,

plate I., like the remains of the teredinous animals already noticed,

(though its form is better preserved) is converted into sandstone in no

way different from the matrix, except that it was separated from it by a

want of cohesion between the form and the impression. It is probable

from this condition of the fossil that it may have lived at a time when

the rock in which it was imbedded was forming, and been washed into

waters and deposited with their sediment. Near it was found a thorny

stem, fig. 3, plate I., such as the plant to which the fruit belonged most

probably possessed, especially as the thorny species of mimosese, produc-

ing fruit of such a size, are the most numerous of the tribe. The mi-

mosese form a very general feature of the vegetation of the plains, but

are rarely if ever seen on mountain summits at such an elevation as the

rock in which these fragments were found. The inference consequently

tends to support the indications of upheavement afforded by the marine

remains so extensively distributed over the acclivities of these mountains,

as well as the doctrine of Lyell as to the influence of vicissitudes in

physical geography, on the distribution and existence of species. It also

leads us to infer, that one feature at least of the existing vegetation of

India, has survived those revolutions which have obliterated the existence

of tropical forms in the present temperate regions of the earth.

Reposing on the teredinite sandstone near Chirra, a detached accu-

mulation of limestone with alternating beds of sandstone, coal, and shale,

disposed in horizontal strata, form a precipice about a hundred feet high

from the base. Coal, to a thickness of fifteen feet in places occupies a

* We are indebted to the botanical acquirements of my friend and fellow-

traveller William Griffith, Esq. for aright knowledge of tbe nature of this

fossil.
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middle position in these strata. A bed of loose, coarse and sharp sand,

five feet deep, forms the roof of the coal, and a layer of soft sandstone,

about two feet in thickness, rests directly under the soil upon a bed of

clay about twenty feet deep. The clay holds an intermediate position

between the roof of the coal and the superincumbent sandstone ; it is

of yellow color, but dark in some places, and intersected horizontally

with thin layers of gravel, coal, and an iron pyrites of little value, and

in small quantity. From their softness these beds are easily, though

not uniformly, acted upon by surface water, which peculiarity may have

given rise to that waved appearance observed by Mr. Jones and Captain

Sage in the Burdwan and Palamow coal fields.

Following the section from the coal downwards, we meet with an

earthy limestone, which, though naturally dark, becomes mealy and

whitish on the surface by exposure : it is perhaps the magnesian lime-

stone of the coal measures. This bed is about four feet in thickness,

and contains nests of coal, with some traces of shells ; a layer of sand-

stone an inch in thickness divides this from a bed of ordinary compact

limestone twenty feet in thickness, containing few if any shells ;—an

interesting circumstance when compared with the fact of the absence of

fossils in limestones of similar character in Central India : a more com-

pact and crystalline bed than the last, abounding in those shells repre-

sented in plate 2, then occurs. This is separated from the great

sandstone, by a fine calcareous grit stone eight feet in thickness, in

which fig. 23, plate VIII. was the only fossil found.

Nummulite limestone (k, fig. 1) was first brought to light at the

foot of the Kdsya mountains by Mr. Colebrooke in his paper on Mr.

Scott's notes and specimens, which were forwarded to the Geological So-

ciety in 1824* ; but the Chirra Pu?ijihe& of shell limestone here noticed

was first observed in 1832 by Mr. Cracroft-j- , Mr. Scott may have

previously found occasional shells in the same rock in the Kdsya as

well as in the Garrow mountainsJ. It does not however appear that

any chronological distinction has been established between the different

limestones in this quarter, although the Chirra rock is distinguished as

a formation from the nummulite limestone, as well by means of its fossils,

as by the beds with which it is associated.

The nummulite limestone of Terriaghdt, where it composes that por-

tion of the Laour hills situated at the base of the Kdsya mountains, is a

* Geological Transactions, vol. I. 2nd series, 132.

t Journal of the Asiatic Society, vol. I. 252.

X Geological Transactions, vol. I 2nd series, 132.
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compact blue rock alternating in single strata with a coarse earthy oolite

of a calcareous nature*. These appear to rest (as well as could be de-

termined during a cursory examination while passing) on a slate clay

composed of argillaceous blue clay with slaty layers of ferruginous matter

and sandstone. The compact beds abound in nummulites, and in frag-

ments of the same rock which had been quarried somewhere in this

vicinity and conveyed to Chatt'k for the purpose of making lime, a

turbinolopsis ocracea was foundf . Now although we cannot as yet

contend for the universal and contemporaneous distribution either of the

same organic species or geological formations, yet as the chalk of Europe

is represented in several extensive tracts of that continent by rocks

which are very unlike, and especially in the Morea, by a compact num-

mulite limestone, and in the South of France by an oolite containing

nummulites, there is no reason why, in the present state of our knowledge

we should not refer our compact nummulite limestone, together with the

oolite associated with it, to the cretaceous group. See Lyell, 4th ed.

vol. IV. 287-8, where the observations of MM. Boblaye and Virlet,

are referred to in support of the equivalent distribution of chalk and

nummulite limestone in Europe.

In the Chirra Punji coal no vegetable impressions have been found

;

but slight opportunities have been hitherto afforded of examining the

adjoining shales in which they are chiefly to be expected. I found in

the bed of coal at Serarim, however, which appears to be the same

formation, a large phytolithus, or stem, characteristic also of several of

the independent coal formations of Europe and America ; a similar fossil

appears to have been also found by Voysey, in the coal of Central

* Although 40 geographical miles distant from Silhet, it is named in Mr.
Colebrooke's paper, Silhet limestone ; but as other limestones may be found

nearer Silhet, the necessity of being more definite in our allusious to localities

in India is obvious. In the following volume of the same Transactions, this

rock (supposing it to be the Silhet limestone), is said to be white, and also

to contain in the Garrow mountains vertebrae of a fish ; but unless we presume
that the Rev. Dr. Buckland, the eminent author of the paper in question,

identified these in Mr. Scott's specimens, and that they were overlooked by
Messrs. Clift and Webster who examined them for Colebrooke's paper, we
must attribute the statement to a similar vague indication of localities as that

above referred to ; as we look in vain for an instance of Mr. Scott having found
vertebrae of fishes in the nummulite limestone, although such were found by
him in the sands and clays of the Caribari hills, as appears from the list of fossils

in Colebrooke's paper.

f A madreporite represented by a single star, the radii of which, as well as

the form of the fossil, correspond with T. ocracea, represented in the Suppl. vol.

Griff. Anim. King.

L
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India* ; thus, the identity of the different beds referred to, is so far

confirmed.

With the exception just mentioned, as well as the impressions of

lycopodiums and ferns in the shales connected with Burdwan coal,

organic remains have been hitherto little noticed in Indian coals ; but

when we avail ourselves of improved means of observation we find this

branch of the subject no less interesting- here, than it had been rendered

in Europef

.

The microscopic discoveries of the organic tissues of plants recently

made by the Rev. Mr. Reade in the ashes of English coal, have induced

J. W. Grant, Esq. of Calcutta to repeat those interesting observations

with complete success. The ashes of Serarim coal, as well as those

afforded by several kinds from the neighbourhood of Silhet, and one

variety of the Burdwan coal, display most distinct signs of organic tex-

tures ; so much so, that some of the coals of very different localities

may be identified by their ashes as having been formed from similar

plants under similar circumstances—for instance, one variety of coal

from the foot of the hills near Silhet, with another from a lofty bed on

the summit of the Kasya mountains.

With regard to the nature of the rocks in Central India associated

with coal, as far as their details have been made out, there can be little

question regarding their identity with the coal measures of Chirra.

Franklin, after an examination of several districts, considered the

sandstones of the Nerbudda to represent the new red conglomerate of

Europe. The Rev. Mr. Everest on the other hand, has assigned

excellent reasons for supposing those rocks to bear a closer alliance to

the old red sandstone, and his views are strengthened, if not confirmed,

by more recent and extended observations in a quarter better calculated

to afford satisfactory results. The limestone of the same districts were

considered by Captain Franklin, and other writers of the same period

with no better reason, to represent the lias ; but Mr. Everest justly

* Res. Phys. Class. Asiat. Soc. 1892.— 13.

t A gentleman recently engaged in a survey of one of our coal fields, exhibited

a large reed which seemed to be an ordinary species of saccharum, at one of

the late scientific soirees at Government House, as the plant from which coal

is derived. It is however stated on the authority of Lindley and Hutton,

in their Fossil Flora, that no glumaceous plant has been found in a fossil state,

though grasses now form a general feature of the vegetation of all countries.

Of 260 species of plants discovered in coal formations, 220 are cryptogamous, the

remainder afford no instance of any reed, notwithstanding some doubtful appear-

ances to the contrary, and not a single vegetable impression in the coal beds has

beeD identified with any plant now growing on the earth.
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Observed, that as no fossils have been found in it, the chances are that

it belongs to an earlier date*. Numerous limestones are found so much

alike in appearance, that it would be quite impossible to draw a line

of distinction between them except by means either of their fossil con-

tents, or their relative position to other rocks whose nature may be

better understood ; but where, as in the present case, such information

is also deficient, we must still hesitate to adopt any decided views regard-

ing them.

It may here be desirable to offer a few observations on the changes of

levels which have taken place in our various coal fields. Why one

should now occupy the summit of a mountain at an elevation of 4300

feetf, and another remain scarcely emerged above the seaJ, is a question

that almost suggests itself in this place ; and as the nature of coal has

led to the conclusion that it must at least have been formed beneath

estuaries, if not at greater depths from the surface§, the causes that have

produced its present diversified position cannot fail to excite the deepest

interest in our minds. In the course of the inquiry we shall find that

there is perhaps no portion of the earth to which the doctrine of existing

causes can be applied with more effect in accounting for the physical

changes that have taken place, than India.

An inspection of the annexed map PL VI. will show the probability of

the disturbing forces having been directed in certain lines, one of which

extending from A, to B, may be named the secondary volcanic band,

from its principal energies appearing to have been exerted during the

secondary period. Voysey, after a careful examination of several dis-

tricts in Central India, embraced by this belt observes, " I have had too

many proofs of the intrusion of trap rocks in this district" (table-

lands west of Nagpore) " amongst the gneiss to allow me to doubt of

their volcanic origin||." Dr. Hardy, Captains Franklin, Jenkins*

and Coulthard in their several communications to the Asiatic Society,

have in certain instances expressed similar views regarding several phe-

nomena presented to their notice in the course of their inquiries in

Central India. The appearance of lines here observed in the distribu-

tion of trap rocks, was formerly supposed to be irreconcilable to the pro-

* Gleanings of Science, vol. III. page 207.

*f* At Chirra Punji. + At Arracan.

§ Dr. Thomson considers coal to have been formed by the slow combustion

of vegetable matters under great pressure and consequently at considerable

depth beneath the surface—vide outlines Mineralogy and Geology 1836 : others

refer its origin merely to the accumulation of vegetable matters in estuaries.

I! As. Res. 1829. p. 194.

L 2
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miscuous nature of volvanie action, and may have tended materially to

embarrass the views of geologists in districts not calculated to afford any

very striking results.

If we refer to the volcanic belt of the Molucca and Sunda islands,

we shall mid evidence of as perfect a lineal tendency in the direction

of its active energies as that which the extinct band affords, of having,

within the secondary period, extended across the centre of India in a

line parallel with the equator from the gulf of Cumbay to the Hima-
laya.

The active vents of the Molucca band have been extended by Von
Buch from Sumatra to Barren Island, from which point the train

may be carried in the same line through the islands of Narcandam and

Rambree, to the coast of Arracan and Chittngong, as represented on

the annexed map ; at this situation the two zones intersect each other, so

as to form their united focus in the Kdsya mountains where the energies

of both would seem to have been most exerted, the elevatory move-

ments having commenced in the secondary, and continued throughout

the tertiary period.

Although oscillations of the surface, and perhaps occasional eruptions

may have taken place at all times, attended by the subsidence of one

tract, and the upheavement of another, yet the principal energy of the

Vindhya* volcanic belt from A to B, appears as already stated to have

been chiefly confined to the secondary period.

A chain of sienite passing on the one hand into granitic rocks, chiefly

composed of felspar, and on the other into greenstone and basalt, extends

across this portion of the continent. On the flanks of this chain the

coal measures repose, rarely forming a series of beds so extensive as

observed in England, except perhaps in the Caribari hills and along

the southern boundary of Assam. A sandstone equivalent to the old

red, rests immediately on the disturbed strata ; with the sandstone, beds

of coal and shale, as well as limestone occur : along the flanks of the

chain thermal springs are situated, one of these has been recently found

by Mr. Betts in the Damuda river near the foot of the Pachite hillsf

.

In the Nerbudda valley two have also been brought to notice by Dr.

Spilsbury ; in Curruckpore district several hot springs are mention-

* Such is the geographical name of the range which extends from the Gulf of

Cambay to the Ganges at Bdgalpore, from which it would seem from certain

indications (24.49) to have been extended by a series, obliterated ridges across

the Delta to the Garrow mountains, the leading geological features of the older

rocks being, as far as they are as yet determined, the same on both sides (41.)

f Journ. As. Soc. 1833-36.
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ed by Mr. Jones, in addition to the well known spring at Mongir. In

Assam, on the opposite side of the delta they are also common in the

same line in several situations along the foot of the Nugn mountains,

thus confirming other indications that have been adduced of the volcanic

agency of this extensive band throughout its extent on both sides of the

Ganges.

The other band now to be noticed is a continuation of that which has

been described by Von Buch, as belonging to the volcanic train of the

Moluccas; but it has been extended no farther by him in the direction in

which we are now to trace it, than Barren Island in 12° 19' N. lat. in

the Bay of Bengal*.

The island of Narcandam situated in 13° 22' N. lat. is a volcanic cone

raised to the height of seven or eight hundred feet. The annexed out-

line, reduced from a sketch made by William Griffith, Esq., while

passing within half a mile of the shore, shews the figure of the cone ; the

upper part of which is quite naked, presenting lines such as were

doubtlessly formed by lava currents descending from the crater to the

base, which last is covered with vegetation. No soundings are to be

found at the distance of half a mile from the shore.

The next volcanic islands to be observed, are those which form a small

archipelago on the Arracan coast. The largest of these is JRambree,

described in the fourth volume of the Asiatic Journal by the late Lieut.

Foley. It is situated close to the low marshy coast of Arracan, and

is formed of ranges of mountains extending in the direction of north-

northwest, varying in height from five to fifteen hundred feet ; one

peak named Jeeka, is raised to an elevation of 3000 feet above the sea.

The plains from which the ridges ascend slope down to the sea with the

occasional interruption of low ridges containing basin -like cavities large

enough for the cultivation of rice. The highest portions of the plain

are composed of shingle, the same as the recent breach, a circumstance

which may be observed on removing the soil.

Earthy cones covered merely by a green sward, and situated gene-

rally in marshy grounds are ranged along the shores of Rambree as well

as the adjoining islands and coast of Arracan: their naked appearance,

*. See Plate III. Lyell's Principles Geol. vol, XI. 4th ed.
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contrasted with the dense marshy forests from which they ascend, is

said to have a singular effect, heightened by a few scattered plants of

the Tamarix indica, elsewhere found only in sandy deltas and islands

along the course of the great rivers, growing on their sides; on the

summit of each cone a spring of muddy water is found, through which

gas escapes in bubbles, a peculiarity which has procured for them the

name of mud volcanoes. These cones, although they excited no interest

when first described by Lieut. Foley*, are characteristics of the coasts

of Chili and Calabria, and are well known to result from some of the

most interesting and awful visitations to which the surface of the earth

is exposed. They are of a similar nature, but of much greater size

than the cones of earth which formed on the coast of Chili during the

great earthquake of 1822, where they are referred to fissures produced

in the granitic rocks through which water mixed with mud was thrown

up-j-. The alluvial plains of Calabria present similar cones of sand, in-

dicating the alternate rising and sinking of the ground.

Sir W. Hamilton explains such phenomena by supposing the first

movement to have raised the fissured plain from below upwards, so that

the rivers and stagnant waters in bogs sank down, but when the ground

was returned with violence to its former position the mud was thrown up

in jets through fissuresJ.

Near Kaeng in Rambree, Lieutenant Foley found at the foot of one

of these cones, masses resembling clink stone, of green color, very hard

and sonorous when struck, and he naturally concluded that they must

have been ejected from a volcanic vent.

Two of the largest of the cones are situated on a ridge of sandstone

300 feet in height, about 3 miles from Kyouk Phyoo, the capital of the

island. From one of them called Nayadong, vapour and flame was

seen by the inhabitants of Kyouk Phyoo to issue to the height of several

hundred feet above the summit during the principal shock of the earth-

quake of the 26th August 1833. The phenomenon may have been

occasioned by the concussion of the earthquake bursting open some

new fissure from which a transitory stream of inflammable gas, such as

that which supplies the celebrated burning fountain of Chittagong may
have issued.

The island of Chaduba adjoining Rambree is represented in most old

charts as a burning mountain, from which it may be alleged that early

surveyors witnessed its eruptions ; the higher ridges of neither of these

islands have been examined, but the shores of Chaduba, like those of

• They were referred by some merely to the decomposition of iron pyrites.

f Lyell, 2, 232, 4th ed. + Lyell, 2, 278. 4th ed.
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Rambree, present numerous earthy cones, with springs of mud and gas

on their summits.

Three miles south of Chaduba, there is a small cone composed of

scoriaceous rocks, raised 200 feet above the sea ; soundings at its base

display those peculiarities which always characterise volcanic coasts*.

The above facts might alone be sufficient to prove the volcanic

nature of the coast of Arracan, and to justify our extending the train

of active volcanic agency from Barren Island to the 20° N. Lat. or

within five degrees of the Kdsya mountains as in the annexed map.

But the events which took place on this coast during the great earth-

quake of the 2nd April 1762, and to which the earthy cones are no

doubt referrible, place the question in a less doubtful point of view.

Sixty square miles of the Chittagong coast, suddenly, and permanently

subsided during this earthquake. Ces-lung-Toom, one of the Mug
mountains, entirely disappeared, and another sunk so low that its

summit only remained visiblef . Four hills are described as having

been variously rent asunder, leaving open chasms differing from 30 to

60 feet in width;};. In the plain, the earth opened in several places,

throwing up water and mud of a sulphurous smell. At Bar Charra,

200 lives were lost on a tract of ground that sunk suddenly, but it is

said that at Arracan where it was supposed the chief force was dis-

played§, the effects were as fatal as those of the earthquake which

happened about the same period at Lisbon. At Dacca the waters rose

so suddenly as to cast several hundred boats on shore, and on retiring,

the wave which is described as terrible, swept numbers of persons

away ||

.

* This is stated on the authority of Captain Lloyd, Marine Surveyor General,

to whom the author is indebted for several other interesting items regarding this

coast.

f Phil. Trans, vol. LIU. p. 256.

X Other mountains and hills were variously disturbed or destroyed, some partly

or entirely thrown down so as to obstruct the course of rivers ; others sank 25 and

others 40 cubits. A Toom hill called Chatter Puttuah, is described as having " split

by little and little till it became reduced to the level of the plain," and in other

cases creeks were closed up by banks of sand rising from their bottom. See Phil.

Trans. 1763 ; upon the whole the history of this earthquake may be supposed to be

very incomplete, its effects in one district only of the extensive line of coast in which

it happened being imperfectly described.

§ See also observations on the disappearance of various islands on the Chitta~

gong coast, which are alluded to in the nautical works of the Arabs in the middle of

the I6tn century. (Journal As. Soc. 466.)—J. P.

|| As an instance of the readiness with which such visitations are forgotten, I may
mention that a well written " Historical and Satistical Accouut of Chittagong11

has recently been published by a gentleman many years resident in the province, in

which no mention is made of this earthquake, though a Chronological list of 120

rajas is given, and the political history traced to a proportionally early date.
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It is an interesting observation connected with this earthquake as

with that of 26th August 1833, that although both were peculiarly felt

at Arracan, as well as toward the hills on the northwest side of Ben-

gal, yet they were comparatively little felt in several intermediate situa-

tions. At Ghirotty where Col. Coote and a regiment of Europeans

were at the time encamped the earthquake of 1762 is described as most

alarming, the waters in the rivers and tanks being thrown up to the

height of 6 feet, although at Chandernagore, only a few miles distant

in a southeast direction, its effects were scarcely perceptible.

The earthquake of 26th August 1833, which was attended with the

peculiar eruption already adverted to from one of the volcanoes near

Kyouk Phyoo, was more severely felt at Mongir, where the fort and

several houses were injured, than in any intermediate position, which

might lead us to suppose that although the volcanic energy of the igne-

ous bands we have pointed out may have become extinct, or at least

comparatively dormant as they recede from the seas on either side of

India, yet that they are still the peculiar seat of occasional disturbance.

The province of Cutch already adverted to as forming the western

boundary of the carboniferous zone, lost a considerable portion of its

surface, which subsided suddenly during an earthquake in 1819, while at

the same time an adjoining tract was raised to a higher position than it

had previously occupied*.

Although the surface may seem to have acquired greater stability in

recent times in proportion as we proceed inland from the points at which

the two volcanic bands are intersected by the seas at Cutch, and Chitta-

gong, yet as far as we are prepared to judge from unquestionable data,

the amount of disturbance which has taken place appears to increase as

we proceed from Cutch towards the east, and from Chittagong towards

the north, until we arrive at that situation at which both bands meet

and cross each other ; and thus by a species of synthesis, we find the

common focus of disturbance to be situated in the Kdsya mountains,

about the very position in which we havfe the most direct and unques-

tionable proof of concentrated action, the circumstances of the raised

beach being sufficient evidence of these mountains having been raised

to nearly twice their former height since the commencement of the

tertiary period.

It remains for the present uncertain whether so great a change in the

physical features of India has been effected by paroxysmal violence, such

as occasionally even in our own times has been known to destroy one

portion of the land, and to raise up another, or by a slow and gradual

* Lyell, II. 237, also see Capt. Burnes' repor ton Cutch.—Ed.
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perpetuation ofelevatory movements. It has been before remarked that

a destruction of an elevated tract of land, which probably formed a more

or less complete series of ridges extending between Rajmahl and the

Garrow mountains, may have taken place.

Considering the geological features of those table-lands and moun-

tain chains which extend from Rajmahl to the gulf of Cambay on the

one side, and from the Garrow mountains to the Himalaya on the

other, it becomes a matter of greater probability that the present breach

between Rajmahl and the Garrow mountains was more or less oc-

cupied by hills and table-lands, than that this tract of plain escaped

all those vicissitudes to which every other feature of our geography has

been subject. If this tract, like every other portion of the band which

it contributes to form, once presented elevated lands, they would neces-

sarily have formed the northern coast of that sea which it is evident

from the remains ofan estuary in the Caribari hills, as well as from the

littoral remains which are spread over the surface of the Kdsya moun-

tains, must have occupied the place of the present plains of Bengal.

If we admit this reasoning to be correct, little ingenuity will be re-

quired to account in a satisfactory way for some of the most interesting

points in our geology. The destruction of the highlands, which it is

thus probable once filled the space alluded to, by subsidence during some

great paroxysm, when another tract of equal extent may have been ele-

vated ; or by means of a succession of earthquakes, to the destructive

effects of which the action of a sea on the one side, and of the waters

of the two great rivers on the other, would powerfully contribute. The

interesting discoveries now in progress in Fort William of the bones of

land animals intermingled with those of amphibious reptiles and frag-

ments of mountain limestone, wood, and coal, at a depth of from 370 to

450 feet* beneath this portion of the Gangetic delta, seem to refer to

some such destruction of dry land on the northern side of Bengal, as

that which has been here supposed to have taken placef

.

Should the catastrophe referred to have been sudden, we may easily

imagine that a devastating wave would have been occasioned of sufficient

* I here refer to the experiment of boring for water now carried on in Fort

William, in which process the augur, five inches in diameter, brought up nothing

but clays, sands, and gravels, until the depth of 350 feet had been attained, when the

lower end of a humerus, supposed by Mr. J. Prinsep to resemble that of a hyena,

was extracted. Soon after a portion of the rib, a chelonian reptile, with detached

fragments of mountain limestone resembling that of the Kdsya mountains, but much
corroded, as well as fragments of wood, coal, &c. The depth now attained is 450

feet, and the work is still going on with spirit.

\ Two other fragments of the plastron of a turtle have just been brought up from

450 feet depth.—Ed.

M
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extent to account for many of the denuded features presented by the

geology of Central, and Southern India. The overthrow of the mam-
moth, whose gigantic remains have been brought to light in such

abundance in Central India by Dr. Spilsbury, may have been occasion-

ed by the same cause ; and should signs of upheavement be found to

extend at intervals from the raised beach at Chirra Punji, towards

Ava and the Chittagong coast, we may be able to refer the destruction

of the various species of mastodon, and other extinct animals whose

bones are extensively dispersed throughout Burma, to the events which

took place at the time of such commotion. When the countries in this

direction shall have been farther explored by geologists, we may expect

to arrive at more exact conclusions than at present, as to the time these

changes took place, and the circumstances of the animal and vegetable

kingdoms under which they occurred.

Description of the Plates.

MAP.—PLATE VI.

The geological map of Upper India has been constructed chiefly from
the authorities referred to in the text ; its utility will probably consist

merely in shewing how much remains to be done in researches of this na-
ture. The publications of Buchanan, Heyne, Voysey, Crawford,
Davy, and many more recent writers, as Benza, Stirling, Babington,
Pemberton, Low, and several others, some of whose inquiries are still in

progress, will probably, when carefully examined, afford sufficient materi-

als for including the southern portion of the continent in this geological

sketch. The want of sufficient information regarding the Great Desert
has prevented more being said on the subject than occurs in paras. 142-3 ;

barometrical measurements of its levels, and the navigableness of the

Loony or Salt River, are objects well deserving the attention of future

travellers in this quarter. The delineation of the rocks on this portion of

the map has been partly derived from Elphinstone's Journey to Caubul>

and Lieutenant Boileau's recent work on the Desert States, which I have
not had an opportunity of acknowledging in the text.

PLATE VII.

Fig. 1. Fragment of a Phytolithus transversus, from the coal at Sera-
rim in the Kdsya mountains.

Fig. 2. Apparently the mould of a stem found in the shale adjoining

the coal measures at Chirra Punji.

Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7. Several views of a fossil which Mr. Griffith thinks

is probably the lomentum of a species of mimosa, found imbedded in the

red sandstone on the road between Chirra and Serarim.

Fig. 3. Found with the above fruit, and is probably a portion of the

stem of the plant to which the fruit belonged.

Figs. 8, 9, 10, 11. Teredinites, found in great abundance in the Chirra

Punji sand-stone, on which the limestone and coal rest.

Fig. 11. From the shale adjoining the coal at Chirra.

Fig. 12. Shell from the lower beds of the great sandstone.

PLATE VIII.

Organic remains from the lime-stone which intervenes between the

teredinite sandstone and the coal at Chirra. The same remains are also
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contained in the limestone connected with coal in Assam, and may be
found on farther inquiry to characterise this member of the coal measures
generally throughout India.

The fossils represented in the above plates, together with the views to
which they have partly given rise, are so much of the results of my late

journey to Assam, as appear at present to be connected with the subject of
coal. Other more extensive collections of a similar nature from the raised

beach referred in section II., are less connected with the natural history

of our coal-fields, but will be progressively brought forward on more suit-

able occasions: in the mean time Dr. Cantor has kindly undertaken to

submit a sample of the whole to naturalists at home, whose views will be
a guide to farther investigations on the subject. J. M.

IX.

—

Abstract of a Meteorological Register kept at the Cathmandu Resi-

dency/or the month of September, 1837. By A. Campbell, Esq

.

Nipal Residency.

Observations at 10 A. M. Observations at 4 p. m. Wind, "Weather, Rain.

Barome- Thermometer. Barome- Thermometer. At J0A. M. At 4 P. M. a ,

Q ter. ter. PS

Height Dif- Height Dif-
at In Wet fer- at In Wet fer-

32o Fah. Air. bulb ence. 32° Fah. Air. bulb ence.

1 25,242 74 69 5 25,176 78 70 8 W. Cloudy. N.W.Clear
2 ,258 74 69 5 ,165 76 70 6 Do. Do. W. Shy.
3 ,270 73 68 5 ,174 78 70 8 N. W. Do. W. Fair. 519

4 ,202 73 ,68 5 ,0S3 75 69 6 W. Do. S.W. Rain 346

5 ,181 71 66 5 ,089 75 70 5 Do. Do. W. Cloudy, 200

6 ,141 71 66 5 ,111 72 68 4 S. W. Do. S. W. Rn.
7 ,147 72 68 4 ,107 72 68 4 Do. Do. S. E.Do. 250

8 ,221 72 68 4 ,146 74 70 4 W. Do. W. Fine. 865

9 ,247 72 68 4 ,191 72 69 3 Do. Do. S.W.Rn. 1.297

10 ,259 71 68 3 ,190 74 70 4 S.W.Fair. W. Clear. 519
11 ,287 71 67 4 ,207 76 70 6 W. Clear. W. Thund.
12 ,328 70 66 4 ,268 70 66 4 W. Cloudy. W. Calm. 1.020

13 ,338 70 66 4 ,280 77 70 7 W. Clear. Do. Bright. 150

14 ,389 72 68 4 ,279 76 70 6 S. W.Cdy. Do. Do.
15 ,369 72 68 4 ,279 75 71 4 W. Clear. S.W. Cdy.
16 ,295 72 68 4 ,199 75 70 5 S. W. Cdy Do. Do.
17 ,229 72 68 4 ,166 77 72 5 Do. Clear. W. Clear.
18 ,291 72 66 6 ,240 73 67 6 W. Do. S. W.Cld.
19 ,337 71 65 6 ,283 75 68 7 S. W. Cdy W. Clear.
20 ,372 70 J 66 4 ,297 75 66 9 Do. Do. Do. Do.
21 ,427 68 64 4 ,305 75 68 7 W. Clear. Do. Do.
22 ,449 69 64 5 ,339 73 68 5 Do. Do. Do. Do.
Q3
24
25
26
27
28

29
30
31

,454 69 64 5 ,331 72 66 6 Do. Do. Do. Cldy.

Mn. 25,292 71.3 66.8 4.5 25,257 74.5 68.6 5.9 5.166

No Rain since the 13th hut the neighbouring mountain tops have been cloudy
throughout the month. A slight shock of earthquake at 11-45 P. M. of the 6th.

M 2
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XI.

—

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society,

Wednesday Evening, the 7th February, 1838.

D. Hare, Esq., senior member present, in the chair.

Major W. H. Sleeman, Messrs. J. W. Grant, G. A. Prinsep, Assistant
Surgeon J. Arnott, and Dr. Bonsall, were elected ordinary members
of the Society.

Syed Kera'mat A li, proposed at the last meeting, was upon the recom-
mendation of the Committee of Papers elected an associate member.
The Chevalier Ame'de'e Jaubert, President of the Asiatic Society of

Paris, proposed at the last meeting, was upon the favorable report of the"

Committee of Papers, elected an honorary member,
Charles Fraser, Esq. Commissioner at Hoshungabad, and Manaton

Ommaney, Esq., proposed by the Secretary, seconded by Col. Caulfield.
Dr. W. H. Green, proposed by the Secretary, seconded by Dr.

McClelland.
Lieut. A. JBigge, Assistant to the Governor General's agent in Assam,

proposed by Captain Pemberton, seconded by the Secretary.

Mr. W. Dent, requested that his name might be withdrawn from the
list of members from the beginning of the current year.

Read letters from M.E. Burnouf, and Dr. Jules Mohl, acknowledging
the arrival of the several cases of Sanskrit books, dispatched hence last

year; and presenting various works. (See Library.)
Dr. Mohl, mentions having obtained for the Society, a ropy of the first volume

of the Collection Orientate now under publication at great cost by the French
Government. It contains the first part of Raschideddin, by M. Quatreme're
de Quincey.

Also, letters from the Secretaries of the American Philosophical Society
and the Cambridge Philosophical Society acknowledging the receipt of
the Researches, vol. xx.

Read a letter from M. Csoma de Koros, thanking the Society for the
renewed accommodation afforded him during his stay in Calcutta.

Read a letter from Maha'ra'ja Hindu Rao, stating his readiness to

deliver the fragments of the Ancient Hindu Pillar, to the executive
engineer when required.

Library.
Read a letter from Professor Wilson, presenting copy of his translation of

"The Sankhya Karika" or memorial verses on the Sankhya philosophy.
Read a letter from J. Vaugiian, Esq. Librarian of the American Philosophical

Society, forwarding for presentation a copy of Vol. V. part 3rd of their transactions.

The following works presented by the Asiatic Society of Paris.

Geographie d'Aboulfeda, texte arabe, de par M. M. Reinaud, et le Baron
MacGuckin de Slane.
Elements de la langue Georgienne, par M. Brosset Jeune.
Also, a number of duplicates of the Journal Asiatique to complete the Society's

series.

The following Books were likewise presented :

—

Verhandelingen Van Het Bataviasche Genootschap Van Kunsten En Wetens-
chappen

—

by the Batavian Society.

Narrative of a tour through the Western states of Rdjwdra in 1835, by Lieut.

A. H. E. Boileau, Engineers

—

by the Honorable Government.
Report on Amherst Town and the Tenasseritn Provinces, by Dr. J. W. Helfer,

2 copies—presented by F. J. Halliday, Sec. on the part of Government.
Reports of a committee for investigating the coal and mineral resources of India

—

by the Committee 1

s Sec. Dr. McClelland.
The Quarterly Journal of the Calcutta Medical and Physical Society, Nos. 4

and 5

—

by the Editors.

Proceedings of the Geological Society of London, No. 51

—

by the Society.

Meteorological Register for Dec. 1837— by the Surveyor General.

From the Booksellers.

Lardner's Cabinet Cyclopoedia—Domestic Economy,
Wellesley Dispatches, Vol. V,
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The Secretary read the following letter from Government on the subject
of the Journal, deeming it, though of more immediate concern to himself
as editor and proprietor of that work, in principle addressed to the
Society, whose labours it eulogized.

To James Prinsep, Esq. Secretary to the Asiatic Society.
Sir,

I am directed by the Honorable the Deputy Governor of Bengal to transmit to
you the annexed extract from a letter, No. 51 of 1837, from the Honorable the
Court of Directors in the public department, dated the 2?5th October, in order that
the wishes of the Honorable Court in regard to the transmission of 40 copies of the
Society's Journal from its commencement to the period of dispatch may be complied
with, and that 40 copies of each of the succeeding numbers as they shall respective-
ly appear, be in future forwarded to this Department, and for transmission to the
Honorable Court.

I have the honor to be, &c.
Fort William, 1 (Signed) H. T. Prinsep,

l*Jlh January, 1838. J Secy, to Govt.

Extract from Letter, No. 51, of 1837, from the Honorable the Court
of Directors, dated the 25th October.

*' We have always felt the importance of affording due encouragement to the pro
motion of learned and scientific pursuits in the territories subject to our Govern-
ment, and more especially to those branches of knowledge which have peculiar
reference to Oriental objects. The Asiatic Society of Bengal, having labored long
and successfully to collect and diffuse the best and most accurate information upon
such topics, we desire that you forward to us 40 copies of the Journal of that Society
from its commencement to the period of dispatch ; and that you will subsequently
continue to transmit 40 copies of each of the succeeding numbers as they shall
respectively appear."

(True extract,)

H. T, Prinsep, Secy, to Govt.

A representation having lately been made to Government respecting

the publication of the Bishop of Cochin China's Vocabulary forming an
Appendix to the Dictionary now nearly completed, the following answer
was received.

To James Prinsep, Esq. Secretary to the Asiatic Society.

Sir,
I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated the 13th instant,

soliciting that the Government will take upon itself the entire expence of printing

the Vocabulary or English Appendix to the Cochin Chinese and Latin Dictionary
about to be published by the right reverend the Catholic Bishop of Isauropolis in

lieu of paying for the 100 additional copies of this part of the work ; and in reply to

state, that under the representation now made, the Honorable the President in Coun-
cil is prepared to authorize the expenditure of a sum not exceeding 1,5U0 rupees for

the publication of 1,300 copies of the Vocabulary of the Anamitan language which
has been prepared at the suggestion of Government with the map, &c, in lieu of

taking the 100 additional copies as originally proposed.
I am, &c.

Council Chamber, "I

nth January, 1838. J H. T. Prinsep, Secy, to Govt.

Babu Ram Comul Sena communicated an offer, from Maulavi Hafiz
Qabir, of 1,200 rupees for the imperfect set of the Fattiwa Alemgiri. Re-
ferred to the Committee of Papers.

The Librarian submitted a statement of the books bound and repaired

from November to January, in all 146 volumes; a daftarie's bill for

Rs. 63 2 was passed.

The following extract of a letter from Professor Wilson, to the Secre-

tary, dated 5th September, 1837, having been read :

—

" We have in the library ut the East India House an excellent bust of the late

Mr. Colebrooke by Cbantrey, a copy of which the artist would furnish for £60.
It would form a valuable addition to your Society's statuary if 600 rupees could be
raised for the purpose."

—

Proposed by the Secretary seconded by Captain Sanders and carried

unanimously ;

—
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That, in order to profit by Professor Wilson's most welcome sugges-

tion, and to obtain a lasting memorial of Henry Thomas Colebrooke to

be placed in the Society's library, a subscription be set on foot among
members of the Society in Calcutta and in the Mufasal.

It was further resolved that should the sum raised be more than suffi-

cient to cover the expence contemplated, Mr. Wilson should be requested

to procure, if possible, a similar memorial of Sir William Jones, if there

be any monument in England from which a good bust can be copied.

And as the sum raised for Dr. Mill's portrait was also sufficient to pay

for a bust by Chantrey, it was determined to modify the former resolution,

and to request Dr. Mill also to sit to this eminent sculptor ; by which

means the Society will become possessed of four monuments of its most
eminent orientalists, equally ornamental and durable.

Antiquities.

Mr. D. Liston forwarded facsimiles (or rather impressions) of the in-

scription on the Kuhaon and Bdgelpur pillars in the Gorakhpur district.

[Published in the present Journal.]

Mr. J. H. Batten presented an impression of the inscription on the tem-
ple of Bdgheswar ( Vydgreswara) in Kemaon, with drawings of the old and
modern temples there, and a Nagari report drawn up by the priests of the

place, of the princes who formerly reigned in that district.

Capt. J. Campbell, Asst. to the Commissioner, Ganjam, at the request
of Mr. Wilkinson sent for presentation the Gumsur copperplate grants of

which a lithograph and translation were published in the Journal, vol. VI.
Mr. L. Wilkinson, presented for deposit in the SocietyV museum the

Piplianagar plates, translated by him in the Journal for July 1836.
The Secretary exhibited to the members present a number of Bactrian

and Indo-Scythic coins collected by Captain Burnes at Cabul and from
Bokhara.

Among them were three Indo-Sassanians dug up at the former place, which had
enabled him to interpret the Sanskrit marginal legend of two similar coins found at
Manikydla, by Genl. Ventura. It proves to be a translation of the usual Pehlevi
titles of the Persian monarchs of the Sassanian dynasty.

Mr. M. Kittoe presented for the museum, 6 arrows used by the Paiks
in the Kattak hills :—a Kund arrow from Boad ; a Sikh spear.

Also, a small stone with inscription from the fort of Kattak, and a fac-

simile of another from the same place.

Various weapons used in Nipdl were presented by Mr. B. H. Hodgson.
Physical.

Fourteen boxes of geological specimens collected in the Shekdwati coun-
try by Mr. Edmund Dean, were presented in his name to the museum ;

with a descriptive catalogue.

Mr. B. H. Hodgson presented a variety of the fishes of the sub-Hima-
layan streams preserved in spirits. Dr. McClelland had examined
and named these, and made drawings of such as were new.

List of Fishes presented to the Asiatic Society, by B. H. Hodgson, Esq.
1 Cyprinus mola, Ham. Figured Ganget. Fishes.
2 Cyprinus calbosus, ditto ditto ditto.

3 Cyprinus bacaila, ditto ditto ditto.

4 Cyprinus putitora.

5 Cyprinus shacra, and
6 Cyprinus chagunio of Hamilton, unfigured and not received in consequence

by the naturalists of Europe.
7 Cyprinus, a new species.

8 Cyprinus, probably new.
9 Achirus new ?

10 Bola coitor, Ham. Figured and described in Ham. Gang. Fishes.
11 Pimelodus tengana, ditto ditto.

N
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12 Chaudanama? Ham. Figured and described in Ham. Gang. Fishes.

13 Clupanodon cortius, ditto ditto.

14 Silurus canio, ditto ditto.

15 Pimelodus aor, ditto ditto.

16 Esox cancila, ditto ditto.

17 Coius cobojius, ditto ditto.

18 Silarus boalis, ditto ditto.

19 Gmnotus notopterus auctorum.
20 Macrognathus armatus, Ham. Figured and described in Gang. Fishes.

Various specimens of butterflies and insects were presented by Mr. C.
Harvey.
A stuffed parrot, by Mr. X. Nicolas. A black curlew by Dr. S. Evans.

A porcupine stuffed and mounted by Mr. Bouchez. The Skeleton of a
Gosamp or guana was presented by Mr. M. Masters.
A large collection of birds was received from Captain Pemberton for

deposit until the return of his expedition.

The following extracts from a private letter dated the 1st and llth instant, will
interest those who are acquainted with the objects of the embassy :

11
1 yesterday crossed the frontier line and entered the Bhotun territory, after wait-

ing for several days to afford my friends time to make their arrangements for the
conveyance of our baggage and the collection of supplies ; but I found them quite as
far advanced after a week's nominal labour as before their exertions commenced.
I have opened communication with the Dewangiri raja who commands the Buxa
Dovar pass by which I shall enter the Bhotan hills, and he has written to me in
very friendly terms, promising a great deal when we meet. His residence is on the
summit of the first range of mountains overlooking the Assam valley. I ought to
have mentioned that this pass though called Buxa is not the Dovar by which
Turner travelled in 1783, but another bearing the same name, a little to the
westward of north of Gowhatty. I have just been shewing some Bhoteahs the
plates in Turner with which they are delighted, and recognized the different places
immediately. They are quite astonished at the extent of our knowledge.

Dewangiri, Bhotan hills, January, M, 1838.
Lat. 26" 50' 5.2" Long. 91° 37' 17". Height above the sea, 2,150 feet.

We left Hazdragong on the 2nd for Goorgam a small village at the foot of the hills

where we halted for the night, aud on the following morning entered the defiles of
the hills, and travelled nearly the whole day over the rocky bed of the Durung
nullah whose source is among the heights which immediately overhang Dewangiri
on the east. The stream is now scarcely more than ancle-deep, but in the rains it

forms a rapid and impracticable torrent, rushing with immense velocity over its

rocky bed. Boulders of granite, masses of hornblende-slate, micaceous-slate, brown
and ochre-colored sandstones, are the principal rocks found in this torrent, and the
heights on either side which rise almost perpendicularly fx-om the stream, appear to

be composed of a coarse granite which is rapidly decomposing. In some instances,

the whole hill is a conglomerate formed of angular fragments of the different varie-

ties of rock already enumerated, the fragments of pre-existing formations. These
inferior heights when viewed from the plains present a very striking contrast to the
more massive ranges of which they form an advanced barrier. Their sides are almost
entirely bare of vegetation : slips are seen in every direction, having large white
patches, which' have a very singular and striking effect when contrasted with the
dark foliage of the more lofty ranges beyond them. The peaks, some of which are

from 500 to 800 feet high, rise very precipitously from the ridges on which they rest

presenting all the characteristics of primitive rocks.

The ascent from the foot of the hill on which Dewangiri stands commences about
half a mile below the village and is rather precipitous, but presents nothing like the
difficulties which I have frequently experienced in my former rambles. I was met
by a deputation from the raja with ponies and mules to convey us to the encamp-
ment, and being mounted on the favourite hybred of royalty, 1 committed myself to
the guidance of a stout limbed Bhoteah who led it by a halter. The ascent was
accomplished by a succession of rushes : the guide stopping at every ten paces to
take breath, and then hallooing to the animal made a second rush and we at
length reached the summit with very little apparent distress to the powerful mule
on which I was mounted. During the whole of this ascent, I sat perfectly secure
between the well raised kantle and pummel of the Bhoteah saddle, without even
finding it necessary to touch the bridle. 1 was closely followed by an officer of

some rank who must have ridden at least 15 stone, and he was conveyed up this
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ascent with apparent ease by a little mule scarcely more than 11 hands high, one
man leading the animal and one on each side supporting the back of the compound
of silk, good humour, dirt and rank, on the little animal.
On the 5th, we paid our respects to the raja and were received with all the state

he could display on the occasion. He is a fine looking man of about 55 years of age
with a strictly Mongolian countenance (that is superfluity of cheek bone and paucity
of beard), he received us in the southern room of the second floor of a tolerably well
built stone house, the ascent to which was by a plank notched into steps of such
inadequate width that it is a service of no small danger to reach the presence by such
devious ways. We found the raja seated on a well-raised cushion with a colossal
statue in front of him which I have since heard is intended to represent any one of
the ten thousand dharmas who have been amusing themselyes for the last eighteen
centuries by periodical flights from defunct carcasses into living children. Every
thing was conducted throughout this visit with a degree of polite urbanity which
would hardly have been expected from a nation whom we have been accustomed to
regard as so low in the scale of civilization ; there was some distrust at first, but it

has now evidently worn off, and we have established a mutual understanding which
will, I trust, be productive of much eventual good.

I am just now about to pay the raja a friendly visit, and intend taking Csoma
de Koros' Tibetan Grammar and Dictionary to shew him. As yet we are hardly
sufficiently far north to obtain any very accurate information regarding the coun-
tries in that direction, but I have seen one or two very intelligent men who confi-

dently affirm that the Eroo Chownboo, or river which flows between Teshoo Loomboo
and Hlassa, is the Burhampooter of Assam, and that just before turning to the south
it receives a river from the eastward which flows into it from China, which country
they designate Karree, not Geanna as Turner represents, this latter term being
applied apparently to eastern Tartary. We expect to leave this in a day or two
more, and hope to reach Punakha in twenty days. The general direction of our
marches will be about northwest, and on the seventh day we shall enter a snowy
region from which we shall not emerge until the eleventh march. The most inter-

esting portion of our journey is therefore still before us, and thus far I have
succeeded in having my instruments conveyed in safely. I have two excellent baro-
meters from which my estimate of altitudes are deduced, and as I have frequently
tested them in the course of journeys previously made by comparison with heights I

examined trigonometrically, I know they are to be depended upon. My observations
for latitude and time are taken with a Troughton's reflecting circle on a balanced
stand, and my chronometer is one by Barraud which I purchased from Mr. Gray
just before leaving Calcutta, Its rate is 1" per diem gaining, and I have deduced the
longitude of this place from Gowhatty by it. It is an excellent time-keeper and
fully sustains the character Mr. Gray gave it when it was purchased. We are
enclosed on the north by peaks which must rise from two to four thousand feet above
our present level ; but vegetation flourishes exuberantly to the very summits of all

the ranges visible, and I long for the sight of more rugged scenery. I have sent
you another dispatch of birds, of which I enclose a list."

Mr. G. Evans submitted to the meeting the Prospectus of a work by
Capt. Harris of the Bombay Engineers, comprising twenty-eight paint-
ings of the south African game quadrupeds with appropriate landscape,
collected during a hunting expedition into the interior of Africa, wherein
he had penetrated to the tropic of Capricorn. Resolved, that members
should be invited to patronize the work.

[See the Prospectus and list of Subscribers on the cover of the present Journal.]

The following bulletin of proceedings in the Nerbadda fossil field was
extracted from a letter from Dr. Spilsbury dated 15th January.

Major Ouselev is very hard at work bringing out some unknown animal's head,
the teeth running like the radii of a circle, 18 inches long. You will hereafter receive

it along with a tusk that we cannot make out. The matrix is so very hard, that it

requires skill as well as labor to get on. It was first trusted to a native and nearly
spoilt. I chiselled out a splendid elephant's head at Saugor ; there is also one here.

As I have already sent you one, these are destined for different places. I hope you
got the box of shells from Walker, I have drawings of all the varieties we have
yet discovered which shall be sent you by and bye with an account of the sites, also

some new fossil sites, which I shall visit.

Colonel Lloyd forwarded meteorological Journals from Darjiling for

October and November to complete the year's observations by Dr. Chap-
man.
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—

Account of tlie expedition of Chach (Chacha) extractedfrom

the Chach N&meh, and extracts from the Tohfat ul Khwdn. By
Ensign Postans.

The original Chach Nameh, from which the following is taken, is

the only known history of Sindh, authentic or otherwise, which affords

any information on the state of that country, previous to its conquest by

Muhammad Bin Ca'sim, under the Khalif Wallid, in the year of

the Haj. 92. It exists in the form of a Persian translation from the

Arabic, in which it was originally written, by Ali bin Ahmed
bin Abu-bakr Ku'fie, a resident of Ooch; but it is so defective,

that much on the following, and other interesting subjects connected

with the state of the country at that period, has been lost ; the succeed-

ing account, is all that can be given of an expedition led by the brahman

Chach when he usurped the sovereignty of Sindh, about the year 20

of the Hejira.

Chach being firmly seated upon the throne of Sindh, and having

appointed his brother as his deputy, inquired of Bu'dhema'n, the minis-

ter of the late king, as to the divisions and extent of the empire, seeing

that it was his intention to make a tour of his dominions, for the pur-

pose of forming still stronger alliances with those chiefs who were

friendly to his rule ; whilst he punished, and subdued to his obedience,

the discontented and seditious. Bu'dhema'n informed him, that for-

merly the country had been divided into four great divisions, each

having its ruler who acknowledged the supremacy of the sovereign ; in

which state it came to Sa'hars bin Diwaij*, who was overthrown,

* Diwaij seems a corruption of dwija, 'the brahman :' and Sahurs resembles

much the genitive nahaaa of our Sauraslitra coins, of whom the first is a swimi

putra or son of a brahman; but the date seems too recent. See Vol. VI. p.

385.—Ed.
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and killed by the Persians, under Nimroz; it then descended to

Sa'hassi, a wise and virtuous prince, who made great exertions to

improve the country, and who added much to the wealth of the public

treasury ; he observed, " Oh, Chach, it is now in your possession,

where may it long remain ; Go therefore and see the country, for by so

doing, and personally inquiring into its affairs, the dominion and power

over this vast territory will be fully secured to you." Chach approved

of this advice, and having prepared a large force, set out to go toward*

H'ntdostan, which was close to his territories. After many marches he

arrived at Hissarpdyeh, on the southern shore of the river Bids; the

governor of that fort, Malak Bamea'h, opposed his progress; engage-

ments ensued; Mala k Bamea'h was defeated, and fled to the fort

where he entrenched himself. Chach staid at this place some time,

until, his supplies failing, he made a night march, and arrived at Iskiinder,

which was a fortified place, and encamped near the city. Now in that

fort was a person named Matyeh, who was well disposed towards

Chach, and the most influential man in the place. Chach sent messen-

gers to him, promising him the fort and the government of that part of

the country, if he would contrive either to destroy, or imprison Malak
Bamea'h, the governor of Iskandei~; and in order to ratify his pro-

mise, he delivered written agreements to Maty/Eh to that effect. This

latter acceded to these conditions, and seizing an opportunity slew

Malak Bamea'h by night, and brought his head to Chach, who

made Matyeh governor of the country, whilst the great people of the

place paid visits, and brought presents to Chach, acknowledging his

authority. From this place, he proceeded towards the country of

Multdn. Now in the city of Multdn, was a governor named Bhu'jirah,

of the family of Sa'hassi the late king; when this man heard of the

arrival of Chach on the confines of his dominions, he came with a

large force to the edge of the river Rdwi ; his nephew Si hud, was

governor of the fort of SuJceh to the eastward of Multdn, and his

cousin Assi'n came with a large force to the edge of the Bids, where

he encamped for three months, until the water decreased, when he

forded it, and came to join Sihu'd, at the fort of SuJceh, which place

Chach besieged. The besieged hold out for some time, until"they became

distressed, and much slaughter ensued on both sides. Sihu'd then fled

towards Multdn, and made a stand on the bank of the Rdwi ; Chach
advanced upon Multdn, and Bhu'ji'rah prepared his forces and war

elephants to oppose him. After much fighting and slaughter, Bhu'ji'rah

was defeated, and fled for refuge to the fort, from whence he dispatched

emissaries to Cashmere, telling the governors of that place, that the
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brahman Chach, with a powerful army was in the country, and that there

would be no bounds to his conquests, unless they sent assistance to

enable him to repel the invader. The messengers from Cashmere return-

ed with the following- answer: " The governor of this country is just

dead, and his son is a minor: the army so far from being disposed to

obey him, are rather inclined to be mutinous : we must first settle the

affairs of our own state, before we offer to render you the assistance

you require." On receiving this reply, Bhu'jirah sued to Ciiacii for

safety for himself, his family, and the whole garrison, when he promised

to evacuate the place, and depart from the country : this was acceded

to. The fort and whole country of Multdn, were taken possession of by

Chach, and Bhu'jirah departed to Cashmere. After this acquisition of

territory, Chach proceeded to the temple, where he prostrated himself

before his gods, and made his oblations: after having appointed a

Thdkur as his deputy to govern Multun, and the governors of Malud,

Karud, and Ishpahar, having proffered their allegiance, Chach pro-

ceeded towards Cashmere, to the boundaries of which country he arriv-

ed without any opposition, because, when God raises a man to power,

he facilitates all his difficulties, and gratifies all his wishes. So Chach

proceeded from stage to stage until he arrived at the fort of Shah

Kulhar, higher up than Kfsa, and which is situated upon the confines

of Cashmere; here he halted for one month. Some of the neighbour-

ing chiefs were refractory, whilst others acknowledged obedience : he

formed new alliances, and strengthened old ones, with many of the

nobles, and when affairs were settled, he sent for two young trees, one

a willow and the other a fir ; these he planted on the borders of the

country of Cashmere, on the edge of the river which is called Panj

Mahiydt, near the hills of Cashmere whence it rises; he remained here

until the branches of the trees met, and then decreed, that they should

be considered as the boundaries of the two territories, on that side was

to belong to Cashmere, on this to &i?idh. After this he returned to

Alor, where he remained for one year. Having now completely settled

the affairs of the country to the eastward, Chach observed to his minis-

ter Bu'dhema'n, that it would be necessary to make a journey to the

southward and westward ; whereupon he proceeded to the fort of JBud-

hapur and Secustan, the governor of which latter place was named

Matteh. From a place calledDahiamat (which is a boundary between

Sammah and Alor) he went to Biidyeh, whose governor was the son of

Kotud. The capital of the country was Kakaruj, the residents of

which are called Sawis. Chach attacked them, and took the fort.

Ka'keh bin Ka'keh came to Chach, and asked for safety for his father

o 2
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and family, promising to pay tribute and be obedient. Chach then

proceeded towards Secustaii. Matteh the governor came out to battle,

but was defeated and fled to the fort, where he was besieged. After a

week, Chach took the place, and reinstating Matteh as the governor,

left agents of his own there for its greater security. Here he staid for

some days, until all the affairs of the country being settled, he sent

messengers to Brahmanabdd, to the governor Akham Loha'na',

who had also charge of the provinces of Sakeh> Sammah and Suhuteh,

to bring him to obedience. The spies who had been stationed on the

road, which is a few days' journey from MaJcrdn, intercepted a letter

which Akham had written to Matteh wherein it was thus written:

** Your letters have arrived : whilst I live I will prevent any person

from encroaching upon my dominions. Who is this Chach that I should

fear him? a thousand such have come and departed, who is not a king

but a brahman ;
you are free to travel in my dominions, from Brah-

mandbad to the sea at Diwul, no one shall molest you, nay, I will

assist and protect you, for I am powerful." Chach on reading this,

wrote to Akham thus :
" You are proud of your power and bravery, but

be not too confident ; it is true that the countries I possess were not

mine by inheritance, but they are the gifts of God who protects me, and

whose assistance I alone supplicate. It is in this way that I have always

overthrown my enemies."

Chach marched to Brahmandbdd. Akham Loha'na was not at

that time there, but in another part of his dominions ; but hearing of the

arrival of Chach, he hastened to oppose him. After a great battle and

much slaughter Akham was defeated and besieged in his own fort.

# # / #'*###.## %

The following are from the Tufat ul Khwdn.

Methods of deciding the innocence or guilt of persons accused of
misdemeanours.

1st. It is a practice with these people (although a foolish one*),

when any person is accused of theft, to give him the trial by fire: if he

passes through the flames unhurt, they conclude him innocent.

2nd. Another plan is, to place an iron spade heated to a white heat

* Note.—These, or practices equally ridiculous, are at the present day com-

mon in Sindh. Since writing the above, I have been informed by a most intel-

ligent native (Sayad AzamuddIn) for some time resident at Vikhar, as British

agent at the mouths of the Indus; that the most approved method at present in

use amongst these people, is for the accused to dip himself clothed in the river,

from whence if he emerges with his body dry, he is beyond doubt innocent of

the crime laid to his charge! Truly, such methods of administering justice

must leave the accused but a sorry chance of escape ; whether innocent or guilty.
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upon the palm of the hand; some green leaves are tied together with

raw silk, and placed upon the heated iron : if the accused be innocent,

the leaves remain unburnt and the hand uninjured; (as has been fre-

quently observed) but if guilty, both the leaves and hand are burnt. For

example, a certain woman stole a pair of siwdrehs, (kind of ornament)

from another woman, and denied the theft, whereupon, they agreed to

decide the question by means of the heated spade. The accused

placed the articles stolen in a basket, covering over and concealing them

with cotton, and previously to undergoing the ordeal, gave the same

to the owner of the siwdrehs: then, fearlessly lifting the spade, she

returned it to the ground unhurt, although the heat was so great, that

it scorched all the surrounding earth. The accuser, enraged at seeing

the woman, whom she knew to be guilty, escape without injury, threw

down the basket, when the ornaments rolled out, and the truth became

apparent.

3rd. They sink the foot of a post in deep water : the accused is direct-

ed to dive to the bottom of the post; at the moment that he does so,

an arrow is thrown, and a person dispatched to bring it ; the post is

then moved, if the accused be guilty, he rises to the surface, but if

innocent, he is enabled to stay in the water.

Magic and Divination.

These people are great magicians ; one woman will charm away the

butter from the curds of another, and add the quantity to her own. For

instance*, I was once the guest of a woman in a village who had pre-

pared her curds for butter, when under pretence of asking for fire, she

proceeded to the house of a neighbour, whose curds she saw were also

ready; my hostess returned, and in a short time by dint of powerful

charms, produced as much butter from the produce of one cow, (which

was all she possessed) as could scarcely have been produced by ten

cows. Their best method of divination is by means of the blade-bone

of a goat. The following once occurred.

A party of hillmen being pursued by enemies, left their stronghold,

and fled to the plains ; they had amongst their number, a Mdneh Sang,

(so this description of diviners are called). On the road they found the

blade-bone of a goat, and requested the diviner to tell them how far

their pursuers were behind. He looked at the bone and reported that

they were close upon them. He was then directed to point out the best

means of escape; he ordered them to sprinkle the contents of their

* This is quoted from the author of the Tohfat, who speaks in the first

person.
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mussocks upon the ground, and pass over it ; they did so, and proceeded

on their journey. In a short time, the other party arrived, having also

with them a Maneh Sang, who, looking at the water and the direction

the pursued had taken, told his companions that there was no use in

proceeding further, as the enemy had crossed the (water), they accord-

ingly gave up the pursuit.

Trackingfootsteps, and Omens.

These people are wonderfully expert in the art of tracking footsteps

;

they can distinguish those of friends from strangers, old from young,

nor do they lose the track over any kind of ground. Some can also

divine from the noise of birds, particularly from that of the woodcock

or quail, both of which are birds of great omen. I was once with a

person who said to me, come along quickly, for, from the omens of

the birds I know that guests have arrived at my house, as also, that

a certain person is dead. It proved to be as he had predicted.

Stories.

No. I. In the time of Omar Sum rah, two extraordinary circum-

stances occurred, which I will relate: 1st, a beautiful girl named Ma'h-

ru'i, who resided at Talhdr, was betrothed by her family to a person

named Panu', but afterwards given in marriage to another. Panu'

enraged at what had occurred, determined upon revenge, and with this

intent, reported to the king Omar, that Mahru'i' was exceedingly

beautiful, and fit only to be an inmate of his harem. Omar on hear-

ing this, disguised himself, and mounting a swift camel proceeded in

search of the beauty; he found her, and being enraptured with her

charms, seized the first opportunity of carrying her away. Mahru'i's

virtue however was proof against all the king's entreaties, and after a

year had passed in vain endeavours to gratify his desires, he sent for

the husband, and resigned her again to his care. Notwithstanding

Omar's assurances to the contrary, the man's mind was infected with

doubts as to his wife's purity, nor did the taunts he underwent from his

tribe, on the subject of her residence with the king, diminish these sus-

picions; in short, he ill treated Mahru'i, and did not scruple openly

to curse Omar, as the cause of his misfortune and disgrace. These

circumstances, reaching the ear of the king, in a transport of rage he

headed a body of troops, determined to inflict summary punishment

upon the whole of that tribe ; but Mahru'i interceded to dissuade

him from so cruel and unjust a proceeding, pointing out, that the fault

was his own, in keeping a stranger's wife so long in his own house.

Whilst in order to satisfy her husband's doubts, and set his mind at rest,

she underwent the trial by fire, and coming out unscathed, proved to
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him and all the tribe, that she was spotless. They then lived together

in the bonds of affection.

Susi and Panun.

2. In the city of Bahanpurweh, resided a rich man, whose wife

after remaining for many years childless, brought forth a daughter; the

father's happiness at the event was very great, but on consulting the

astrologers as to the future fate of the child, they predicted, that she

would marry one of the Muhammadan persuasion. In order to prevent

the disgrace which must attend such a connection, the father determined

to destroy the infant; and for this purpose, placed it in a box which he

threw into the river. By chance, it floated to the city of Bahanpore, and

was picked up by a man in the employ of a dhobi of that place. He
took it to his master who opened it and found the child alive. Being

without children himself, he adopted the girl as his own. In time Su'si',

(for so she was called,) became so renowned for her beauty, that when-

ever she went abroad, she was followed by a large concourse of the peo-

ple of that city. Now it happened, that a large caravan of merchants

from Kish and Makrdn halted at JBahanpore, and some of these,

having seen the girl, on their return, reported her beauty to Panivn,

the son of the governor of Kish. He became enamoured of her descrip-

tion, and disguising himself as a merchant, travelled with the next

caravan to the city of Baha?ipore, for the purpose of satisfying himself

as to the truth of the reports he had heard. The better to carry his pur-

pose into execution, he entered the service of the dhobi, and soon con-

trived to see S u's i
', whose real charms exceeded all description. In a

short time, he made her acquainted with his passion, which she returned

;

and by the consent of the dhobi, they were married.

"When the intelligence of this reached Panu'n's father, he was

annoyed at the connection which his son had formed, and dispatched

other two of his sons to bring their brother back. They arrived at

Bahanpore, and took up their residence near the house of the dhobi

where their brother lived, until watching an opportunity, they one

night seized Panu'n, and placing him upon a swift camel, returned

with him to their father. The grief of Su'si' on discovering the

abduction of her husband knew no bounds; she determined to follow

him, and took the road to Kish. After travelling for about 40 kos

from the city, overcome with thirst and fatigue, she fell exhausted

to the ground, but in so doing, her foot struck a stone, and imme-

diately there gushed forth a spring of limpid water, with which she

quenched her thirst ; this same spring yet remains, nor was it ever

known to become dry, even in seasons of great drought, when all the
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tanks, and other springs in the country, have been parched up. Su'si',

in commemoration of the goodness of God in thus miraculously affording

her assistance, planted a sprig of the tree from which henna is procured,

on the edge of the spring. The tree is to be seen there at the present

day.

Proceeding onwards towards the hills, she was again distressed with

fatigue and [thirst, in which situation a shepherd observing her, and

being struck with her extreme beauty, advanced for the purpose of

offering her violence; by entreaty however, she prevailed over him

sufficiently, to induce him to desist from his evil designs, until he

had first satisfied the thirst with which she was tormented. Whilst

the shepherd returned to procure her some milk, Su'si' prayed

to the almighty to release her from her manifold calamities ; her sup-

plications were answered, the hill whereon she stood opened, and she

entered the fissure which closed after her, leaving only the edge of her

garment visible, as a proof to the rest of mankind of the power of God,

and to direct her husband Panu'n, to the spot. When the shepherd

returned, and saw what had happened, he reproached himself bitterly as

the cause of the calamity, and piled a few stones together in the shape

of a tomb, as a memorial of his grief. In the mean time, Panu'n

continued inconsolable at the separation from his beloved wife, and his

father seeing that he was determined rather to die than live without her,

became apprehensive for his life, and dispatched him in charge of his

brothers, to seek Su'si'. When they arrived at the spot in the hills,

and were informed by the shepherd of the circumstances attending

Su'si ''s death, they were overcome with fear and astonishment.

Panu'n, under pretence of paying his devotions at the tomb of his

wife, withdrew from his brothers, when he supplicated the almighty to

join him in death with his beloved Su'si'; the earth again opened, and

he was swallowed up also. The brothers returned to their father, and

reported what had occurred. This is a story well known in Sindh, and

Mi'R Masu'n Bakerte, the author of the 2nd Chach JVameh,

has composed some verses upon it, under the title of Hassan and Naz*.

3. It is related, that during the reign of a king of Cutch named
Lakeh, there lived a jogi who was wonderfully skilled in the various

properties of herbs, and who had for years been occupied in searching

for a peculiar kind of grass, the roots of which, if burnt and a man

* Notp,.—There can be little doubt, that this, as well as the succeeding legends,

relative to the destruction of the cities Alor and Brahmanabad, have their

eriyin in some convulsion of nature.
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thrown into the same fire, the body of the person so burnt would become

gold. Any of his limbs might afterwards be taken away without the body

sustaining any diminution for the parts so taken, would always restore

themselves. It happened one day, that this jogi whilst following a

flock of goats, observed a red goat eating of the very grass he was so

anxious to procure. He immediately rooted it up, and desired the shep-

herd who was near, to assist him in procuring firewood. When he had

collected the wood, and kindled a fire, into which the grass was thrown,

the jogi, wishing to make the shepherd the victim of his avarice, under

pretence of its being necessary, desired him to make a few circuits

round the fire. The man however suspecting foul play, was beforehand

with him, and watching an opportunity, seized the jogi himself, and

threw him into the fire where he left him to be consumed. The next

day when he returned to the spot, great was his astonishment at behold-

ing the golden figure of a man lying amongst the dying embers. He
immediately chopped off one of the limbs, and hid it. The next day, he

returned to take some more, when he found to his surprise, that

another limb had replaced the one he had taken off. In short, in this

way the shepherd soon become wealthy, and afterwards revealed the

secret of his riches to the king Lakeh, who by the same means, accu-

mulated so much gold, that every day, he was in the. habit of giving

1,25,000 rupees, in alms to fakirs.

The country of Cutch taken possession of by the men of Sammdh.
Many of the men of Sammdh emigrated to Cutch, the ruler of which

country treated them with kindness and consideration. After some time

they represented that they had become a powerful and numerous tribe,

able to support themselves without burthening the state, for which pur-

pose they petitioned the government for a grant of land, which they

pledged themselves to cultivate, and pay tribute and tax, like the other

subjects of the country. The king of Cutch with great generosity,

bestowed broad lands upon them, and also gave them 500 carts laden

with grain, which they promised to repay with the produce of their

agriculture. In the course of time, these people made themselves ac-

quainted with the affairs of the country, and became ambitious to possess

it. With this intent they formed a plot in the first instance to seize the

capital, and residence of the king, which was as follows ; they con-

cealed armed men in their 500 carts, covering them over with grass, two

men in each cart, and one as a driver. Under pretence of selling the

grass, they were about to enter the fort, but seated in the porch of the

gate, was a brahman, an astrologer, whose business it was to divine the

intentions of all who entered the city, and who warned the door-keepers

p
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of danger by telling them, he was sure flesh was concealed under th«

grass. These men would not believe him, but to prove the truth of his

assertion, thrust their spears amongst the bundles of grass in the fore-

most carts. The Summdhs who were thus wounded, wiped the stain

of the blood to prevent detection ; the door-keepers were deceived, the

brahman was taunted as a false diviner, and the whole of the carts

passed into the city. In the night, the Sammdhs left their places of

concealment, and took possession of the place, and of the whole country,

the descendants of the Summdhs, are governors of Cutch to this day*.

Downfall of the Cities of Alor and jBrdhmandbdd.

Dilu' Rai was a tyrant, and his oppression and injustice caused

the downfall of the cities of Alor and Brdhmandbad ; as they are

extraordinary circumstances, I will relate them. It was the practice

with that monster of cruelty, to deprive every merchant who visited his

city of half his property, and to seize by force the beautiful wives of

his subjects, who were made to minister to his sensual gratifications-

It happened that a very wealthy merchant by name, Sief ul Mulk,
(some say, he was not a merchant, but a prince in disguise,) halted at

Alor on his road to Mecca ; he was also accompanied by his wife, a

very beautiful woman : in those days, the waters of the river Mehrdny

ran close by the city of Alor. Now when Dilu' Rai, heard of the

riches of Sief ul Mulk, and of the beauty of his wife, he determined

* The city of Goontree or Goatree, ooe of the three remarkable ruins in Cutch and

which the writer of this has visited, was the scene of this stratagem ; as the strong

current in this province agrees so nearly with what our author has written, it is

herewith given in the words of Captain Burnes, whose paper on these and other

subjects connected with Cutch, leave but little employment for the pens of others.

After describing the situation of the city, and the discord which exists amongst its

inhabitants, the account says, " Discord having been once sown among them, their

city fell into the hands of a body of Sumas or Jharejas through treachery. This tribe

had migrated from Kacho in Sindh to Cutch, and tended herds of cattle in the

neighbourhood of Goontree, supplied the city with grass, &c. and heing encouraged

by the differences among the Rajpoots, they secretly introduced armed men into the

city, not exactly in the bowels of the wooden horse, but concealed during night in

carts among the grass, and thus possessing themselves of Goontree, as the Greeks
did of Troy, they forced the Sands to flee from Cutch, and they settled in Bal beyond
Lemree in Jhalaivar, where their posterity are said still to exist.

V It is in the mouth of every one, that the inhabitants of Kattywdr are from Cutch t

which gives probability at least to this story.

"The chiefs of the tribe of Suma, which thus came into power, were Mor and
Munai names of notoriety to this day, and often mentioned by the Bhats of the

country in their songs; and it was the son of this Mor, who afterwards took Kuncot
in Wagur, and extended his rule over all Cutch, and converted the province into a

petty kingdom in which it has ever since continued."
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to rob him of both, and told him of his intention. . The unfortunate

merchant, petitioned for three days' grace, when he promised to accede

to the tyrant's wishes in all things. Sief ul Mulk was a holy man,

and that night prayed fervently to God and the prophet to assist him

in his difficulties ; he had a dream, wherein he was desired to collect

together all the masons of the city of Alor, and cut a road through the

neighbouring hills, sufficiently large to allow of the passage of a boat,

by which means he should escape. The merchant reasoned within him-

self, that such could not possibly be the work of mortal hands, but since

it was the will of the most high, he did as he was directed, and in one

night the passage was completed; the river changed its course, and

flowing through the new channel, enabled Sief ul Mulk, to escape

with his wife and property, from the fangs of the tyrant Dilu' .Ha'i.

The river has ever since flowed in the new channel, and from its so

doing, may be dated the downfall of the city of Alor, which rapidly fell

into decay, and from being the capital city of the country, soon became

a mere ruin. It is related, that Seif Ul Mulk with his wife returned

from Mecca, and took up his residence near Sitaporu, where he died after

having two sons ; his tomb, and those of his sons, are well known as

places of pilgrimage.

Destruction of Brdhmanabad.

After the river had left the city of Alor, Dilu' Ra'i took up his resi-

dence at Brdhmanabdd ; he had a brother named Chotah, who by the

blessing of God had early in life embraced Islamism, and knew the Koran

by heart ; his friends importuned him to marry, but he shewed a disincli-

nation to do so, till one of them tauntingly observed; " Oh, he does not

intend to marry a native of his own country, but will go to Mecca, and

take unto himself the daughter of some wealthy Arab. Now it so hap-

pened, that Chotah at that time contemplated a journey to the holy city

;

this speech, and the importunity of his friends urged him to the measure,

and he departed. During his residence at Mecca, as he was one day

walking in the street, he observed a woman standing at the door of a

house reading the koran aloud. Chotah stopped to listen to her, where-

upon she asked him, why he did so ? he said, " He also was anxious to

read the koran, and that he would consider himself her slave, if she

would instruct him. The woman replied, My teacher is the daughter

of such a person, if you will disguise yourself as a woman and accom-

pany me, I will introduce you to her." They went accordingly, and in

his disguise, Chotah attended daily upon his instructress, who in ad-

dition to other accomplishments, was also skilled in astrology. On one
occasion Chotah remarked to her, "You who are so well skilled in fore-

p 2
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telling the destinies of others, are you acquainted with your own ?" She

said " Yes ; and it is foretold that I shall become the wife of a native of

Sindhy and you are the man." C hotah, finding his secret revealed, no

longer continued his stolen visits, but making the girl's parents ac-

quainted with his passion, was lawfully married to her, and returned to

'Brdhmandbdd, where he employed himself in trying to persuade

Dilu' Ra'i, to abandon his evil courses, but without effect. The

beauty of Chotah's wife (Fatimeh), reaching the ears of the tyrant,

he determined to possess her and for this purpose sought an opportuni-

ty whilst his brother was from home to visit his wife. Chotah being

informed of this, returned quickly and taking Fatimeh with him de-

parted from the city, after venting maledictions upon it, and the tyrant

who ruled there, prophecying that the place, and all who inhabited it,

would be overthrown. Many believed his predictions, and fled; three

nights afterwards, it was, with all its inhabitants, swallowed up ; one single

minaret alone remains as a warning to the rest of mankind.

Worship of Idols.

Bin Ca'sim after the taking of Alor* entered the city, where he

observed a number of people prostrating themselves before a temple. On
inquiring, he found that they were worshipping idols ; he entered the

temple, where he saw the figure of a man on horseback so perfect, that

he drew his sword to defend himself, but the bystanders told him to

sheathe it again, as the figure he saw was not a man, but the resemblance

of one and an object of adoration. Upon this, Bin Ca'sim advanced to the

figure, and the better to prove to these people the absurdity of their reli*

gion, drew one of the gauntletsf from the hands of the idol, and

observing to the idolators that their divinity had now only one gauntlet

left, desired them to inquire of him, what had become of the other?

to which they replied, " How should the inanimate idol be able to answer

a question; what can he understand of such things?" Then said Bin

Ca'sim, "what strange sort of god do you worship, who so far from

being acquainted with the state of others, is not even able to answer a

question concerning his own." The unbelievers were ashamed at the

rebuke.

*93 H. 711 A. D.

t Literally, the word is ^IJU*^ dastwdn, gauntlet or glove, probably more cor-

rect as an ornament of some kind, than a glove.
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II.

—

Examination and Analysis of the Mackenzie Manuscripts depo-

sited in the Madras College library. By the Reverend William

Taylor.

Palm-leaf 31'S. No. 217, counter mark 74.

A :—TAMIL.

I.

—

Conga desa RojdkaL

There are two copies of this valuable manuscript both of which were

read and compared together. The one was found to be an imperfect

copy of the other, having besides a considerable chasm in the middle :

the superior copy has also a short break in the passage relating to a

change of Vishnu Verrd'hana of Talcdd from the Jaina to the Vaish-

nava faith ; there is also an omission of one or two names. In other

respects the better manuscript is complete. The palm-leaves of this

copy (and of the inferior one also) had suffered much from being eaten

through by insects : in some places letters, in others words, were quite

eaten away : these, however, could be made out by a little attention
;

and to prevent further illegibility, I directed the manuscript to be re-

stored in paper, forming a valuable record.

Though the title indicates only a narrative of the ancient Cdnga-de-

sam (being as it would appear the same with the modern Coimbatore

country) yet the work contains distinct chapters, or sections, which

might be regarded as distinct productions on the Chola, Oyisdla and

Vijayanagara kingdoms ; these kings having been successively con-

querors of the Conga country. The first record of the country goes up

nearly to the commencement of the Christian era, and narrates the

rule of some chiefs down to the close of the ninth century, and con-

quest ofthe country about that time by Aditya Varma a Chola prince.

Various matters are narrated in connexion with this dynasty, and some

light is thrown on the Pdndya-desam, such as the records of that

kingdom would not own. The Conga country then seems to have

come under the rule of the Oyisdlas whose capital was above th«

Ghats, in the Mysore country. These gave way before the Payers, of

Bisnagur.

Both dynasties of Oyisdlas and Rdyers are given from the com-

mencement. The record is brought down to a period subsequent to

the transfer of the remains of the Payer power to Pennacdndai ; and

concludes witli narrating warlike operations in the Mysore country,

with the siege and storming of Seringapatam A. D. 1609-10, nearly

two hundred years antecedent to a like event which made it for a time
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so famous. At that time it is said to have come into the possession of

the raja Udiyar of Mysore.

The manuscript is for the most part free from the mythological fable

which usually disfigures Hindu documents, and is well supported by

dates ; in general referred to inscriptions which are mentioned ; and

many grants of land are specified with such reference. On the whole

this is one of the best, and most valuable manuscripts in the collection.

A more full abstract is not here given seeing that sometime since, I

translated the whole ; and intend to transmit a copy of it to the Bengal

Asiatic Society for insertion, if thought worthy by them of such dis-

tinction, in the transactions of that illustrious Society.

Professor Wilson's notice of this manuscript will be found in Des.

Cat. Vol. I. p. 198.

Books of Manuscripts on paper. Book No. 12, countermark 766.

Section 1.— The universal deluge according to the account of the

Jaina people in the Chettupat district,

The account was given by one named Cavunde'svarer. There are

some geographical details of the neighbourhood of the Himalaya

mountains, with chronological definitions dealing in magnificent periods

of time, and narrating changes of those periods. Bounds of Dherma

Cdndam, and MlechcKha Cdndam. The period of great heat—of fire

—rain—previous to the deluge ; then other kinds of showers—among

them of sugarcane juice—of poison—quintessence of poison ; by which

means the earth sinks down depressed. Then come showers of milk

—

nectar—water, and afterwards the earth becomes restored : grass,

plants, shrubs, &c. re~appear. Men also again inhabit the earth, who

dwell on it and increase. After forty thousand years, the Menus, and

Chacravertis are born, and continue to rule. Then comes a period of

twenty crores of crores of years, at the close of which the seven kinds

of showers, as before, introduce the yuga praldya> or periodical deluge.

Certain other changes occur down to the year 2480 of the kali-yugnf

corresponding with the year of the era ofSalivdhana 1739 (A. D. 1817

when possibly the account was given). After another 18,000 years,

there will be extreme heat for 21,000 years, and then in the Dherma
Cdndam only, the fire showers falling, will be followed by the periodi-

cal deluge.

Note. This short paper is in Tamil strangely mingled with Prakrit;

and the writing is so much faded as to be with difficulty legible. It

contains the most extravagant exaggerations ; but illustrates obscure

expressions in other manuscripts, as to fire-showers ; and may be
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taken generally for a confirmation of opinion among the Jainas sub-

stantially the same as to the leading fact of the deluge with the opinions

and records concerning the same great event by the Brahmanical Hin-

dus.

Section 2.

—

Account of a Raja of Chenji ( GinjeeJ who persecuted

the Jaina people.

In the year of Salivdhana 1400 (A. D. 1478, 9) Ca'varai Venca-

tapati NaYaK ruled in Ginjee, over the Tiruvadi district near Vrid-

dhdchula. Being a man of a low tribe, he demanded of the brahmans

who among them would give one of their daughters to him as a wife.

They replied that if the Jainas would first give him a wife, they would

themselves do the same. The brahmans went to a famous Jaina in

the Dindivanam district, who promised to give his daughter to the

chieftain ; but instead of actually doing so, contrived to offer him a

very cutting insult. The chief greatly incensed issued an order to de-

capitate all the Jainas that could be met with. In consequence some

Jainas emigrated : some adopted the Saiva religion ; some were slain,

and some dissembled, secretly following their own rites. In Uppu-

Vehir a disguised Jaina was taken at a pool of water while performing

his evening ceremonies in the Jama method, and was sent to Ginjee ;

but as the chief had just then a child born in his house, he pardoned

the Jaina. This person after so narrow an escape vowed to devote

himself to an ascetic life. With some preparatory studies he fulfilled

his vow.

Another Jaina, through fear, had emigrated towards the south,

passing from place to place, till at length in a dream he was directed

not to go any further away. Immediately afterwards he heard of the

approach of the Muhammadans towards his native place. He went to

meet them, and advanced as far as Arcot ; where he acquired land to

cultivate.

After some time he sent for the before mentioned Jama ascetic ;

and to prevent a strange religion being introduced, he located that per-

son on his lands as a teacher and guide. Some time afterwards a

brahman named Tatta'cha'ryar set up a pillar at Conjeveram and

challenged any who might think proper to come and dispute with him.

Hearing of this circumstance the aforesaid Jaina teacher named Vira-

chena Acha'rya went thither, and overcame Tatta'cha'ryar in

polemical dispute, upset the pillar, and returned to Uppu" Vehir ; where

he fell sick, and died. Subsequently the Jaina religion flourished

greatly in that neighbourhood, and TaYamur LJdaigar continued to
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extend to persons of that persuasion flattering distinctions and privileges.

Note. This paper was more legible than the former one, but in

some places difficult to be restored. It seems to contain a plain tradi-

tionary statement of matters not very remote ; and, in the main, may
possibly be depended on. Many Jainas live in the neighbourhood of

Arcot, Vellore, and Conjeveram.

Section 3.

—

Account of the Sa'nchya, and other modes of religious

credence.

In the early times during the reign of a son of Bharata, the Muni
Capiln performed penitential austerities after the Jama ( Vaishnava)

mode. There is a defective Prakrit sloca, or verse. Some notice

follows of the foundation of the Sdnchya School by Capila. Notices

of other persons with defective slocas. Account of leaders of the Jaina

system, and of their disputations with the followers of other opinions.

Remark. This paper is in the same handwriting, and mode of com-

position, as Section 1, but the ink so much faded, as to leave the mean-

ing provokingly unintelligible. The attempt to read it, and by conse-

quence to restore it, has been a failure. The information that, if other-

wise might have been obtained from it, we most probably possess from

other sources.

Section 4.

—

Customs and manners of the Jainas in the Chettupat

district.

This paper contains two parts, here designated by the letters A.

and B.

A. The Yethi Dherma and B. the Srdvana Dherma,

a. The Yethi Dherma is of ten kinds.

1. Ard'hyavam, to follow the right way, and teach it to others.

2. Mard'hava, to behave with reverence to superiors, and carefully

to instruct disciples. 3. Satyam> invariably to speak the truth.

4. Saw/am, mentally to renounce hatred, anection, or passion, and

evil desire ; and outwardly to act with purity. 5. Tiydgam, to renounce

all bad conduct. 6. Cshama, to bear patiently, like the earth, in time

of trouble. 7. Tapasu, outward and inward self-mortification. 8. Brah~

mdcharyam, to relinquish all sexual attachment, even in word or

thought. 9. Aginchanam, to renounce the darkness of error, and to

follow the light of truth. 1 0. Samyamam, duly to celebrate all special

periods, festivals, or the like.

h. The Sravana Dherma is of eleven kinds, 1. Terisinigen, one

who relinquishes certain unclean kinds of food, with killing, lying, theft,

and all anxious cares. 2. Vritiken, one who eats not at night, is faith-
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ful to his teacher, to his family, and to his religion ; he is self-restrained

and keeps silence, and zealously renounces the use of all pleasant vege-

tables. 3. Sdmdthiken, is one, who with the foregoing qualifications,

renders homage to the Divine Being three times a day, morning, noon,

and evening. 4. Proshopavdsen, one who fasts on certain days, so

appointed to be observed. 5. Sachitan-vritheti, one who with the

foregoing dispositions renounces certain kinds of food. 6. Rdttiribakh-

ten, one who observes mortification during the day only. 7. Bramah-

mdchdrya, one always occupied in contemplation of God. 8. Anaram-

pan, one who quits cultivation, and all other secular occupations. 9.

Aparigrahan, one who renounces all kinds of earthly gain. 10. Anu-

mati-pinda-vrithen, one who forbears to eat even that which he had

prepared. 11. Utishta-pinda-vrithen, one who relinquishes dress, except

for mere decency ; he carries a pot, and lives in the wilderness.

B. The Purva-carmam and Apara-carmam.

a. The Purva-carmam is of 16 kinds ; and relates to ceremonies pre-

ceding birth, attendant on it, or consequent thereto ; with any particular-

ceremonies attendant on special occasions, during life.

b. The Apara-carmam is of 12 kinds, and relates to ceremonies

consequent on death ; the first being burning the body, and the others

different rites appropriated to following days. The names only are

given, without any explanation of the various ceremonies.

Note. Section 4, A is in the Granthd-Sanskrit character, with a little

Jaina-Tamil, towards the close. B is Jaina-Tumil. Though not very

legible yet the restoration has been effected, this section may have its

use.

Remark. In the Srdvana Dherma particularly, some resemblance

appears to some peculiar and known tenents of the Pythagorean philo-

sophy. Pythagoras is considered to have learned his system from the

gymnosophists of India, usually confounded with the Brachmanes. But

the Sanskrit term answering to gymnosophist is Digambara, usually

understood to have belonged especially to the ancient votaries of Bud-
dha, and from it the brahmans of the south coined the corrupt term

Samandr, to denote the shameless sect of the Bauddhas or Jainas.

I think that the tenets taught by Pythagoras were those of the

Indian Digambaras, or primitive Bauddhists ; and throw out the

conjecture as perhaps meriting attention.

Section 5.

—

Representation of the Jainas of the Chettupat district.

A petition to Colonel Mackenzie, Surveyor General.

The Jaind system was established in the Peninsula from very early

Q
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times, and had many fanes, with other buildings for sacred purposes,

well endowed. The Saiva and Vaishnava systems arose in opposition

;

and the brahmans of those classes, by their learning and magical arts

brought over the kings, or other rulers, to their mode of credence ; fol-

lowed up by persecutions of the Jainas, their champions in polemical

discussion being first overcome by magical means, and afterwards de-

stroyed. Some well-disposed rulers knowing these proceedings protected

the Jamas, and made allowances to their religious edifices. A Jaina

king from the north named Yemasitala, came to the Daudacdranya

(the great Peninsular forest) and clearing it, brought a large colony of peo-

ple from the north. But Kulo'ttunga Chola and Ado'ndai, took the

country ; and by the counsel of the brahmans many Jaina edifices were

appropriated to the Hindu system of worship, and other edifices were

destroyed. At a subsequent period, the conquerors relenting, five Jaina

fanes, at places specified, were protected and endowed. Vicrama

Chola especially made a free-grant of land to the village of Chitambur ;

copy of the inscription on stone, recording this grant, having been sent

to Colonel Mackenzie with the petition. About six hundred years

ago Yedata-rayer, and Vishnuva-devarayer, gave 1400 pagodas

as a free donation : the inscription commemorating this grant remains.

About 200 years ago Vencatapati-rayer gave a free donation of

1000 pagodas : copy of the inscription, recording the grant, transmitted.

The rulers of the Camataca country gave donations. During the rule

of the Muhammadans, as the brahmans were their agents, these, without

knowledge of their employers, resumed the whole of the grants, with

the exception of only 200 pagodas. Besides Ibrahim subadar fought

with Ra'yaji of Arcot, and taking possession of the whole very unjustly

left only 40 pagodas of the annual endowment. The Jainas complained

to the nabob (name not specified) who issued an order on the subject,

but the messenger bringing the order was seized by the subadar, and

ill-treated. Terrified by this proceeding the Jainas made no more

complaint, but committed their cause to God. When the Honorable

Company had assumed the country, they removed the distress which the

Jainas had suffered, and conducted themselves with equity to all. The

people generally were restored to their privileges ; the Hindus were em-

ployed and favored, and the Saiva and Vaishnava fanes protected ; but

about 160 fanes belonging to the Jainas were neglected. The Chitam-

bur fane, being ancient and distinguished, received some little notice, to

the extent of 60 pagodas. Considering that the arrangement was made

by servants of the Honorable Company, the Jainas were afraid to

make any complaint. At length " as a child addresses its father" they
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took courage to address the Government, pointing out the alleged invi-

dious distinguishing favors, accorded to the Saivas and Vaishnavas

above themselves, who were earlier established in this country (the

Tondamandalam). " As we (says the petition) do not desire much,

we now enclose a list of actually necessary expenses for Chitambur and

other fanes."

Section 6.

—

Account of the Jainafanes at Chitambur in the Chettupat

district with list of expenses.

The required expenditure referred to in the preceding article follows

here ; but as it relates to very trifling items and to the supply of such

articles as oil, incense, lights, and the like, it was not thought necessary

to copy out this portion, which could be of no general interest.

The following queries came after the list of required expenses ; and

appear, as far as can be made out, to be inquiries given by Colonel

Mackenzie to his agent named Apavu : some of the inquiries would

seem to have been answered by the foregoing and other papers. 1. From

the early times to the present, the statement of kings who ruled, requires

to be made, either from written history or from tradition. 2. Regula-

tions of old and down to the present time, with the dates or periods of

their authors required : also their countries, towns and eras are wanted.

3. Eight thousand Munis were killed at Madura., In what particular

places, and at what times did this event occur ? 4. As the Jaina system

is asserted to be the original one, at what time and place did it begin ?

5. To what place in Ceylon were the Bauddhns first sent ? 6. It is

said that the world was destroyed by a flood, and only Satyavrdta pre-

served : what do the Jaina books mention on that point ? 7. What do

the Jainas say of showers of fire and of mud, destroying the earth ?

8. From what country did the Lddas and Lebbis come ? 9. The Yethi-

dherma and Grihastha dherma (the rest illegible).

Section 7.

—

Account ofDamara-pdkam in the Arcot district.

In the beginning of the era of Salivdhana this country ( Tondaman*

dalam) was governed by the Curumbers, who built forts ; and Kulot-

tunga-chola hearing that they were bad people, came and conquered

the land which he gave to his posterity. After some time, in the days

of Vira-jambu-rayer, one named Vira-vasanta-rayer acquired

authority in this mud fort and changed the name to Vira-vasanta-puram,

building temples, which after some time decayed, together with his

authority. In the time of Achyuta-rayer (of Bisnagar) an investiga-

tion was made by him, who had a car made and a fane built to

Varada-raja, with other similar matters. In the time of Zulfecar

Q. 2
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Khan the country went to ruin. In the time of the nabob Wallajah
this mud-fort was attended to : a killadar and a revenue court were

fixed there. In the great disturbance, many people from the vicinity took

refuge within it. The fort is fifteen cawnies in extent. Here follows

a list of the fanes or temples, which are around it, together with sacred

pools and porches.

Section 8.

—

Account of Arzakiyachenan and Anjatacandan, who

ruled in the oldfort of Azilam in the Arcot district.

Anciently all this surrounding country was waste. The above-men-

tioned persons came from the north, and built forts on the hills named

Cuthirdi-tdndi, and Vaiydli-tondi, with a town named Arzagu-chenai
y

having a palace therein, with a surrounding wall and gates : they also

formed a lower fort, and an upper citadel. These chiefs extended their

authority to some distance around, strengthened by fortified posts ; and

being without fear of superiors they began to molest the common people.

Matters being thus, about three hundred years ago " our forefathers'

came from the district of S?*i-sailam in the north, to this country ; from

what cause is not known. By the permission of Yommunar who built

the fort of Vellore, they resided under his authority, and constructed a

small military fort, becoming a check on the before-mentioned marauding

chieftains. They formed five villages into one district, and protected

the people. From that time, downwards, whether they held the

land by Sarvi.mtintyam (independent right) or by Artamdnium (half

right) ice do not know. Subsequently from the time of Sabdulla
Khan, they were accustomed to pay a small and easy tribute. From
the time of Raya ji's Subah that easy taxation ceased, and a regular tri-

bute to the full extent was paid. In the time of the nabob in conse-

quence of the molestation of one named Sila-nayaken (supposed to be
some predatory chief) we built a small fort of brick for protection, and
gave a maintenance to the troops that kept it from the proceeds of
the land.

After the assumption of the country by the Honorable Company that

allowance was discontinued, and the fort now only remains. We conti-

nue to cultivate the ground, and pay tribute to the Company like others
;

sometimes by direct tax to Government, and sometimes by an interme-
diate lease to farmers. There are two old fanes, one Saiva, one
Vaishnava, in the neighbourhood. Some other unimportant details of
fanes, sacred pools, &c. at the close of the document.

Remark. Compared with other papers the opening portion of this

section may throw a ray of light additional on the state of the Carnatic
under the early Muhammadan, or else the Vijeyandgara government.
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The narrative implies its having been written down from the oral com-

munication of villagers, apparently of the Velldla, or agricultural class :

claiming by tradition a descent from persons who emigrated hither

from Sri-sdilam in the north.

Section 9.

—

An account ofPundi, a Jaina fane in the Arnee

district.

This is a shrine of Arhat of the Jainas, of great consequence. The

paper commences with a poetical description of the paradise in the

midst of which it was built. The occasion was the following :—Two

Vedars, (of the tribe of wild-hunters,) one named Irumban, the other

Pondan, came thither, in order to dig up an edible kind of root.

There was an ascetic who like Valmica was doing penance in a white

ant-hill, when these hunters in digging struck him on the breast with

their implement. The hunters afraid shaded the spot with branches,

and daily brought to the ascetic, who was named Teku-mani-nathar,

offerings of honey, flour, fruits, and roots. After doing so for a long

time, another Muni came thither, named Samaya-nathar, on seeing

whom the Vedars became almost lifeless through dread ; but on his

manifesting tokens of favor they recovered self-possession. The Vedars

said to him " There is a god like to yourself in our quarter." The Muni
being rejoiced bid them shew him where, which they speedily did with

great reverence. Under his instructions the foundations of a shrine to

Arhat were laid with the prescribed ceremonies. The two Vedars

afterwards hastily ran away, taking with them their bows and arrows to

the Rayer to whom they reported that they brought good news which

would remove his troubles. On the Rayer inquiring what it was,

Pundan reminded him of a promise from him of giving even to the

extent of half his dominions, if an evil spirit which possessed his sister,

and which had destroyed all who attempted to exorcise it, could be cast

out. While the man was speaking, this spirit quitted the woman, who

came forth dressed, a plate of flowers in her hand, with which she set

out to visit the residence of the Muni whose power had cured her.

The Rayer and his family followed after, and on coming to the place,

they all paid homage to the sage. On the Rayer asking him what he

demanded, he required that the begun temple should be properly finish-

ed : which the Rayer accordingly directed to be accomplished. The

two Vedars had villages given them which afterwards bore their respec-

tive names ; and when one of the Munis died, the other continued to

reside in or near the shrine.

Note. This paper from the fading of the ink, caused great trouble in

restoring particular passages, with a few failures in making out some
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words, and letters. The general sense is however, preserved . It is in

poetical Tamil, of the plainer sort, and merely the legend of a Jaina fane.

The Rayers name is not mentioned, nor any date. Accordingly the

only use of the document is to illustrate native manners, and the mode

of the introduction of the Jaina system at a remote period. The tribe

of Vedars (a pure Tamil word having no connexion with the Sanskrit

word Veda) were not Hindus ; but, according to indications in these

papers, they were the earliest inhabitants of the peninsula, giving way

before the Curumbars, even as these also were superseded by the pure

Hindus. In Hindu writings the term Vedar is synonimous with every

thing low, vile and contemptible under a human form.

Section 10.

—

An account ofa hillock of white pebbles (fossil remains)

at Callipiliydrin the district of Chettupat.

To the east of the above village there is a hillock entirely of white-

stones. The hierophant of the fane in that village, gave the following

account of them. Two rdcshasas named Vathen and Vil-vathen

lived here, and were accustomed to feast foot-travellers in the following

manner : Vil-vathen first slew his younger brother Va'then and then

cooked him in pots out of which he fed the traveller. The meal being

finished Vil-vathen called on his brother by name, who came forth

alive, rending the bowels of the guest, who dying in consequence both

of the savages feasted on his body. On the occasion of the marriage of

Sivuand Parvati, at Caildsa, they dismissed Agastya, sending him

to the mountain Pothaiya in the south ; who, on the road, came by the

residence of these rdcshasas, and was treated with great civility by

Vil-vathen, and the usual meal. On its being finished Vil-vathen

called his brother ; and Agastya, penetrating the state of the case,

took up the words and added a word or two of Sanskrit, in consequence

of which mantra the body of Vathen dissolved, and passed away, with-

out doing Agastya any mischief. He denounced a woe on Vil-va'then

who died. The bones of these two rdcshasas having fallen to pieces,

and becoming petrified, are now termed white pebbles.

Remark. Setting aside the ridiculous fable, a tradition like this implies

that the Hindus designate savages by the term rdcshasas ; and that

possibly (as Dr. Leyden has intimated) cannibalism was common in

India, among the tribes supplanted by Brahmanism or Bauddhism. The

hillock itself if really a fossil petrifaction should be an object of attention

to the naturalist.
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Section 11.

—

Account of thefane of Tiruvapddi and of the ancient

fort of Adi-narrayen Sambhuva Rayer at Vdyalar in the

Chettupat district.

In the ancient times Parasara-rishi (father of Vyasa,) and Mar-
candaya-rishi, retired for penance to this mountain named Sridari-

sanam. Vishnu came thither to see them, and remained reposing on

Athi-sesha
;
giving rnocsham (or eternal happiness), to such as came

to worship him there : these visitors being not men, but the inferior

gods. They formed mountain-pools for bathing, which now make five

cascades. The tirthas (or pools), are designated by names. In one of

them the footsteps of Vishnu are visible by the marks left. A little to

the east of this hill Vira Narrayana Sambhuva Rayen built a fort,

governed the country, and made some charitable grants. Fragments of

buildings in brick-work indicate the site of this fort. His palace was

on a hill at some distance westward ; where also vestiges appear. There

is also a Vaishnava fane. As only a few dwellings are in that place

it is now called Vayalur (a hamlet in the open fields). At the foot of the

hill there was once a Saiva fane, of which now only the emblem of

Siva remains. Under the hill are other antique vestiges, among them

of a wide street with mantapas (or porches), and other similar things,

appendages to Hindu worship. In a former yuga (or age) the Vdnara

(sylvans) paid homage to Rama, the incarnation of Vishnu ; and when

the latter returned to Vdicontha, he called for them : some followed

him, and some remained, continuing to the present day, in Vaishnava

fanes, to attend on the god. The black-faced species of ape especially

abounds in this district.

This statement was written according to the account given by the

Nam hian (brahman) of Tiruvayipadi, and of Vencatesa-muthdliar.

Remark. From an account like this we can extract nothing more

than the certainty of some head town of a district, having existed under

a chief, whose name elsewhere appears, and who may have been among

the chiefs arising out of the ruins of the ancient Chola dynasty.

Section 12.

—

An inscription on a slab at the entrance of a Jainafane

at Turakal in the district of Vandivdsi.

The inscription commemorates the grant by Tirumucapa svasta

Sri Gova-perun-singhen, ofa Pallichuntam (alms-house), to the offi-

ciating hierophants and their assistants. It has no date except the

specification of Carteceya month (part of November). It is in Tamil

mingled with Prakrit in the usual Jaina manner ; and does not appear

to be complete, unless the sign at the end be intended to denote (&c.)
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by the copyist, as not having transcribed the whole, which seems to be

not improbable.

A remark by Appavu (Col, Mackenzie's Servant,)

In Turdkal there is a small hill, on which there is a curious Jaina

fane, and another one at the base. In one place there is an image of

fine workmanship, and in another place four well sculptured images.

In the latter there are three inscriptions, respectively in the Canarese,

Tamil, and Sanskrit, of which the letters would require great pains to

copy, or decipher. There is the unfinished commencement of a sculp-

tured cave, like those at Mdvalipuram, and several natural caves around

the hill ; in three of which there are Jaina images, on seats (or pedes-

tals) : they say that Jaina ascetics lived in these caves. There was most

probably a Jaina subah (or assembly) here in former times. The de-

scription and account were obtained from Loga-natha-nayanar.

Section 13.

—

An account ofAragiri hill, near the village of Arun-

gunram in the Arcot district.

In the Scunda-purdna by Veda-Vyasa, an account is given of a

place three and a half yojanas (leagues of 10 miles each) west of Con-

jeveram ; where there was a celebrated fane endowed by many rajas,

as Kulottunga Chola, and others. Notice of festivals in the

neighbourhood. In the fanes of Tirtha-ndthar, and Cudapa-ndthar,

are inscriptions of the year 1120 era of Salivdhana. On a large stone

there is an inscription of the time of Kulottunga Chola commemo-

rating a treaty between Jambu-Rayen who ruled in west country, the

conqueror of the Pandiya king, and raja Cesari Varma. There

are besides many other inscriptions, commemorating grants by other

persons. The Muhammadans broke up this fane, and used the materials

in building Arcot. In the shrine of one of the emblems of Siva, to the

north-east some offerings continue to be paid. There is a perpetual

spring (fountain) near the place. In the era of Salivdhana 1122, one,

named Chengeni Vicrama Rayer Jambu-Rayen, built a fane to

the (grama devdtij village tutelary goddess : an inscription on a pillar

of the porch is the attestation. Various benefactors built and endowed

particular places, and after their time a chieftain named Anjathi

Cauda n acquired authority and fixed boundary gates at a great dis-

tance around. At that time Vellore, Arcot, and Arnee (forts) were

not built : when these were constructed that chieftain's power had

passed away. To the paper is appended a list of ten sacred pools, and

two larger reservoirs.
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Observation. The foregoing paper seems to afford some historical

indications ; and the neighbourhood therein referred to would seem to

abound in remains of some antiquity. Should the inscriptions not

prove to be found among those in the collection, from the Conjeveram

district, they would perhaps merit an attentive examination. We find

herein a confirmation of Section 11, and that Jambu Rayer (or

Sambhuva Rayer) was probably the titular name of some series of

rajas, or important chieftains. ^
Note. From Section 10 to 13 the handwriting differs, and with a

few exceptions, is legible, not causing much difficulty, these sections

have been satisfactorily restored, though in a very few years more the

ink would have entirely faded.

(A paper not sectionized in the list at the head of the Book No. 12.)

Account of the Vellore Muhammadan Chiefs, composed by Velli

Candaiyar.

In the course of the Cali-yuga, Ghulam Ali Khan ruled in Vel-

lore. He had four sons. The names of these are mentioned, and their

rule. Acbar Muhammad Ali was the youngest, and most distinguished.

In his time one named Sila Nayaken made great disturbance in the

country. A force was sent against him of which the marchings and

halts are stated. On coming to the boundary of Sila Nayaken, spies

were sent, who after having ascended the hill-fort of Sila Nayaken
returned, and reported that they had seen only women. As many of

these as should be taken were ordered to be sent to Arcot ; and one

named Rangapa Chetti, advised to have their hands and feet cut off,

which it is implied was done. Mention is made of a lame Pandit, who

supplied Sadat Ulla Khan with ten lakhs of money. The cause of

the above hostile movement is stated to have originated in a disagree-

ment between Sila Nayaken, and one named Varadaiyar ; who had

been accustomed mutually to accommodate each other with loans to the

extent of 30,000 pieces of money. But on one occasion the loan of

only 4,000 was refused to Sila Nayaken. In resentment Sila Naya-

ken waylaid the pregnant daughter of Varadaiyar, and after seizing

her, had her bowels ripped open, the foetus taken out and its place

supplied with thorns ; the abdomen being afterwards sewed up. Vara-
daiyar went to Arcot ; and, by Muhammadan aid, effected the destruc-

tion of his cruel neighbour.

Observation. Exclusive of the above, there is some absurd matter

as to the derivation of the name of the Pdlar (or milk-river) and of

the Shadarunya ; which will be found to be better given elsewhere
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in these papers. There is also a very loose paragraph of no weight, as

to what the writer had heard of the Mahrattas, and Muhammadans, irt

the Peninsula. It states that the Bayer ruled 500 years before the

Muhammadans, the Velhdas for 700 years before the Rayer. Three

hundred years preceding are not filled up with any name ; and antece-

dently to that period the Sera, Chola, Pdndiya kings, and the Chacra-

vertis ruled.

This is not a well written paper. Its only use seems to be to explain

who was Sila Nayaken before referred to (Section 8) ; and to shew

how ruthless human nature can sometimes be, under particular circum-

stances.

Section 14.

—

Account of Tirupanang Kddu in the district of
Tiruvatur.

Reference to the marriage of Siva and Parvati, on Cuilasa. The

assembly of rishis, and others, among them Agastya and Pulasthya ;

at which time the earth was irregular in height, and Agastya received

an order to go and make the earth equal, or level. A promise, that

Siva would appear to him by the way, was accomplished at this place,

called Tirupcnang Kddu, as being situated in the Daudxdrunya,

abounding with Puuna (i. e. palmyra) trees. At a subsequent period

three celebrated poets named Suntarer, Appar, and Sampautar

came to Tiruimtar, and sung the praises of that place. A little to the

south of Tiruvatur, at Tirupanang Kudu, the god appeared to them

in the guise of an old man—struck the ground with his sulam, pro-

ducing water—and provided food. Subsequently a Chola king who

had incurred the guilt of killing a brahman came this way, and to re-

move that guilt, seeing the place without a fane, he built a double shrine

for the god and goddess, with the usual accompaniments and grants,

recorded by inscriptions. After the Chola kings had passed away, one

named Tamala-varee built a large mantopa (porch) in front of the

shrine with a mud fort around. Subsequently some district chieftains

turned this fortification into a stronghold, and put troops therein. In

the time of Anaverdha Khan, nabob of Arcot, 500 Mahrattas came

by treaty and treacherously took the fort, killing Mu'rti-Nayaken its

commander, and rasing it to the ground. The families of people for

ten miles round, through fear of the Mahratta cavalry, had taken re-

fuge in the fort ; many of these the Mahrattas killed, while some

escaped wounded. The shrine was plundered, and its service ceased.

In the time of Rdyaji the ruler of Arcot, a wealthy man from Madras
made some endowments. In the great Muhammadan troubles worship
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ceased. The brahmans did not succeed in obtaining the patronage of
the Hon'ble Company. A brahman made some repairs, with alms
collected by him

; and the Cumbhdbishegam (or transfer of the inhe-
rent divinity of the image, into a pot of water), was performed during
the process of the repairs.

Section 15.

—

Account of the tribe of Nohkars in the Tiruvatiir

district.

This class of mountebanks arose about the year 214 era of Saliva*

h.na. They acquired skill by the assistance of Devi (or Durga).
On one occasion they especially exerted themselves at Trinomali, fix-

ing their pole on the top of one of the loftiest turrets of that fane ; and
going through their feats as though the pole was fixed on the ground.

They then, as a body, beggrd of the spectators to affiliate them into

their tribes ; which request was refused. At length the tribe of wea-

vers consented to receive and incorporate them into that tribe. Hence
they are considered to be the weavers adopted children.

Note. These people have not the appearance of Hindus. Perhaps

they came to India about the abovementioned period ; and they would

desire to be naturalized. I have heard another account of their origin.

They may add a class to the number of those who, being in this coun-

try, are not aboriginally Hindus.

III.

—

Manuscript Book, No. 15, countermrtrk 769.

Section 1.

—

Account of the war of Tondaman Chacraverti and

Visvavasu raja.

Adondai the son of Kulottunga Chola haVing destroyed the

Curumbars, and cleared the waste-lands, ruled the country. Its four

boundaries are mentioned, and a hyperbolical description is given of its

splendor and power. A king from the north named Visvavasu came

with a great army and fought with him for a year, by which much of

the country was laid waste, and the whole conquered, Adondai fled

with some scattered remnants of his forces, and lived for some time on

fruits and roots, the spontaneous productions of the earth. While

wandering about a temple of golden-colored turrets struck his view:

he entered and worshipped Isvaka and Isvari' therein ; and deter-^

mined to remain there. After some time he was favored with a vision

of the local numina, who assured him that his adoration was accepted,

and promised him a great army, with the entire recovery of his posses-

sions. As Tondaman was afraid of his adversary, this fear was re-

proved ; and as a sign he was told, that on going to the encounter, he

r 2
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should find at a certain place the figure of Nandi (the bullock vehicle

of Siva), which usually looks at the gate of a shrine, turned the other

way. A greatly exaggerated description is given of the battles ; which

resulted in favor of Adondai, who at length, with his own hand, cut

down Visvavasa raja. This last (in the Hindu poetical fashion) is

then represented as turning into a celestial form ; and addressing the

conquerer, he gives an account of the cause why he was banished from

Indra's presence, to be a king on earth, and to have his form restored

by the hand of a votary of Siva. After declaring the right of the

conqueror to rule over the land, he went to the invisible world. The

victorious Adondai appointed ministers to assist him, and returning to

Suriti-puri (the place of the former vision) he made great additions of

shrines and ornaments, and caused the public festivals to be conducted

with regularity.

Remark. This is only another and more poetical version of an ac-

count otherwise mentioned in other papers of the collection. The

leading fact, that Adondai conquered and regulated the Tondaman-

dalam is unquestionably historical. The means will be found to exist

in the collection of bringing out the connected circumstances in full

detail.

Section 2.

—

Account of Arcot ; derivation of the word ; first and se-

cond settlement ; and subsequent history.

The Brahmdnda-purdna is adduced as an authority that Nandi (the

vehicle of Siva) for some fault was sentenced to become a stone on

earth, and accordingly became a mountain, called Nandi-durga (Nun-

didroog). Vishnu interceded with Siva, on behalf of Nandi. Siva

ordered Ganga' in his hair, to fall on the fountain, (the river Polar

rises from Nundidroog) and to wash away the fault of Nandi. GangA'

replied that if she descended on earth she wished Siva and Vishnu to

be in their shrines on the banks of the river, and that she might run

between both to the sea. The request was conceded, and Siva came

to Cdnchipuram (Conjeveram) in the shape of & brahman. An account

of the images of Siva ; and of the six rishis who established them. The

waste country wherein these six ascetics dwelt was termed Shaddranya

(in Tamil Aru-Cadu) " six wildernesses;*' whence came the word, popu-

larly written and pronounced, Arcot.

When Kulottunga Chola, and his illegitimate son Adondai had

conquered the foresters of the country, they saw that this Shaddranya

had been the abode of sacred ascetics ; and hence they built many fanes

with the usual accompaniments at Cdnchipuram and other places.
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Subsequently the edifices built by them went to ruin ; and the country

became a wilderness, as it had been before. Thus it remained for some

time till Nala Bomma-naYadu, and Tuvtma-nayadu, being on a hunt-

ing excursion from Pennacondai, hearing there was a multitude of beasts

^n this forest, came hither. They saw an old hare chase a fierce tiger

and seize it by the throat, at which they were surprised : they consi-

dered this to be an auspicious place ; and, having caused it to be colo-

nized, they cut down the forest termed Arcddu, and built there a stone

fort, with treasure discovered by Anjanam, (a kind of magic,) and ruling

there the power descended to several generations. At length Zulfecar

Kha'n, with a Muhammadan force, came into the country, and, after fight-

ing with the raja of Ginjee for twelve years, he took the hill-fort of

Ginjee, and placed Dau'd Khan in this country as his subadar. Ginjee

and other places were included in the district of Arcot, and the subah

of Arcot thenceforward became famous. Dau'd Khan after regulat-

ing all things went to the north. Zulfecar Kha'n colonized the coun-

try with Muhammadans, and greatly improved it. He was superior to

the former Carndtaca raja, and he made some benefactions to Hindu

fanes. From the constant increase of inhabitants the town became very

large. During this Muhammadan rule, it was not allowed to the Hindus

to build large houses, or to travel in any conveyance. If any such

thing appeared the persons connected therewith were seized, fined, and

reduced to poverty. Such being the case with the settled residents, the

persons employed as servants, were six months on fatigue duty, with a

bundle of rice in their hands, and another six with their hands tied

together in fetters. At length when the English came into power, and

the disturbances had ceased, as Arcot was a large town it received much

attention ; and the inhabitants were happily released from their troubles.

Remark. The former part of this section is merely of etymological

consequence, but the latter portion, as to the founding of Arcot, is valu-

able, and is capable of being joined in its proper place, with the other

portions of real history to be gathered, here and there, from the materi-

als which form this collection.

Section 3.

—

Account of the Bauddha rdjas tvho ruled in the seven-

tvalled Fort ofArzipadai tdngi.

Anciently the Bauddhas ruled over one-third of the country forming

the Ddudacdranya. They built a large fort with seven walls, called as

above. There were Bauddhist fanes of celebrity at various places

among them at Conjeveram. The last of their rulers was Yemasitha-

lan. Many persons came to them from a great distance in the north
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teaching their doctrinal and polemical sastras. They became very accom-

plished in their religious ways. They were united among themselves,

and sent their children to a great distance to receive instruction.

Two persons named Acalangan and Nishcalangan produced a

persecution by privately writing in a Bauddha book that the Jaina sys-

tem was the best one. A device was had recourse to in order to discover

the authors ; and, on being discovered, they were forced to flee for their

life, hotly pursued ; when Nishcalangan, by sacrificing his life, contriv-

ed to allow Acalangan to escape, charging him, on succeeding to spread

their system. The Bauddhas, in the heat of the moment had tied a

piece of flesh in all the Jaina fanes, with a sloca of contemptuous import.

Acalangan after his escape put a vessel containing ordure in the Baud-

dha fanes, with another sloca in retaliation. Under these circumstances

of discord, the raja ordered an assembly of Bauddha, and Jaina, learned

men to dispute with each other, and to finish within a specified time,

when he would himself embrace the victorious system, and put all of the

opposite party to death by grinding them in oil- mills. The Bauddhas

concealed themselves behind a thin cloth enclosure, so as to see their

opponents without themselves being seen, and managed the discussion

by means of doing homage to an evil goddess : as the appointed term

approached the Jainas became anxious for their lives. In this extremity

Acalangan had recourse to a goddess named Svala-dkvi, who ap-

peared to him, and gave him a phrase to use, which would mean,

" what more ?" or " what is there behind ?" bidding him kick with his

foot behind the veil or curtain. On the morrow Acalangan inquired

H what more ?" or " what is there behind ?" and at the same time

by kicking at the curtain, he broke a large jar in which the fer-

mented juice of the palm-tree had been kept, wherein from long

standing there were worms, and whence an offensive smell proceeded.

The king in consequence declared the Bauddhas to be conquered, to

which they were compelled to accede. Acalangan was afterwards

admitted to the raja's presence, and became his instructor.—There is a

reference to further matter on the subject contained in book No. 27.

Remark. Under restriction as to that reference, it may be observed

that from this section the Bauddhas and Jainas clearly appear to have

lived together as people of one religion under two modifications ; the

Jainas gradually increasing by coming from the north, and that a casual

dispute only led to the violence of a schism. The account is an ex-parte

one from the Jainas, who seem to have supplanted the Bauddhas. The

statement that these last had a fane at Conjeveram is consistent with

vestiges found there, and elucidates a part of the Madura Sthalla-pu-
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rdna, while it affords an idea as to the time; checking the extravagance

of that Purana. Supposing the statement received from the Jainas to

be with them a matter of record, or correct tradition, we may conclude

with certainty that incidents in the Madura Purana, carried up to a high

antiquity, were not more remote than the early part of the Christian

era. In this way, I conceive, documents which seem to be trifling in

themselves may, by comparison with other documents, assist in eluci-

dating points of actual history. The Brahmans and the Bauddhas

or Jainas, are the best possible checks on each other. The pu-

nishment by grinding to death in oil-mills, is one well known to Indian

History ; and in the progress of development of these papers it will be

seen that Bauddhas and Jainas were subjected to it, at a later period, by

Hindu kings, under Brahmunical influence.

Section 4.

—

Account of the destruction of Eight Thousand Jainas by

the famous Saumpautar-murti, at Punai-takai-matam.

This is an account considerably ornamented ; and much resembling

the accounts which we otherwise have of the destruction of the Samunat

at Madura; herein also referred to. The site of the transaction is how-

ever different, the name of the king who is concerned is not mentioned

nor yet the name of his kingdom. I am doubtful whether the transac-

tion be not the same with that which occurred at Madura. At all

events the paper is worth translating, as a note, or illustration, to any

leading view of the whole subject. The general fact that Sampautar
was the inciter of an extensive and cruel persecution of the Bauddhas

or Jainas, by the Saivas, is historical.

Section 5.

—

Account of thefirstfounder of the Chola kingdom, named
Tayaman-nalli.

Anciently the Pdndiya, Chola, and Tonda countries were one vast

forest, called after Daudaca a rdcshasa that dwelt in it. Rama brought

several people from the north, and one person, named Tayaman-nalli

settled at Trichinopoly ; then surrounded by a vast wilderness. He
built a fane and placed an emblem of Siva, called after his own name,

on the rock : he also paid great attention to cultivation. He had a son

called Ven-cholan, from connecting the Cauvery river with the Ven-

nar, and thereby fertilizing an enlarged extent of country. His son

was Cari-cauda-chola so called from having embanked the Cauvery

river.

Remark. Of the accuracy of this paper I have some doubts, chiefly

because the name of the fane on the top of the rock of Trichinopoly is

said to be an epithet of Siva of the same import, in Tamil, with MatrU
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b'huvesvara in Sanskrit ; that is " Siva who became a mother" from a

fable that Siva gave suck to an orphan ; being no doubt some historical

circumstance, veiled under an emblem, or hieroglyphic. The name was

also borne by a famous adwita poet at Trichinopoly. Whether it belong-

ed to a colonist from the north, as stated in this paper, I would leave

others to determine.

General Note to Manuscript Book, No. 15.

The paper on which this book is written remains in good preserva-

tion, unattacked by insects. But the writing being very pale, and liable

to early illegibility, pointed it out for restoration. The contents of the

book are of average interest, and a few passages are rather special.

IV.

—

Carndtaca rdjakal Savistdra Charitra, or a General history of

the Peninsula.

(Palm-leafManuscript, No. 214, countermark 75.)

This work, which is of no ordinary interest or importance, professes to

be a general history of Peninsula India, Muhammadan as well as Hindu,

and to include the period from the commencement of the Culi-yuga,

corresponding with the installation of Paricshita son of Abimanya,
and grandson of Arjuna, down to Cali-yuga 4908, being Acheya year

of the Hindu cycle, era of Vicramaditya 1864. Salivdhana saca 1729,

(A. D. 1807-8.) It is a great pity that there is a small chasm in one

place, and a much larger one in another, though not in the most valua-

able portions. The general nature of the work may best appear from

the following abstract, often little more than a mere index to the con-

tents.

Introduction. The usual invocation. The author's name Nara rya-
nen of the Anantakon race of Ginjee. The book was composed while

Lord W. Bentinck was Governor of Madras, at the special request

of Colonel William Macleod then Commissioner at Arcot ; who

desired Narrayanen to write down a narrative of events in India from

the earliest times, as such an account would be very acceptable to Euro-

peans. In consequence of this request Narrayanen felt great anxiety

that his work should be complete and authentic ; and, after six months

preparatory study, during which he specially procured the aid of learned

Muhammadans, and acquired from them all the details of their books and

records, he wrote down this compendium of results. He offers the

customary apology to authors and critics for any deficiency that may be

found in his production.

The Narrative.

The first Cdnda or section, on primeval matters. A reference to the

creation of elementary principles ; the Brahmdndam or mundane egg<,
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the formation therein of the different orders of beings and things. The

greater and lesser periods, or ages, periodical deluge ; formation' of infe-

rior gods, asuras, and men ; Avatdras of Vishnu ; eclipses, how ac-

counted for; fasting ;at that time peculiar to India; Hindu notions of

geography, mention of Nipdl, Moghulistdn, Turkistdn and Hindustan

proper. The birth of Crishna about one hundred years before the

end of the Dwdpara-yuga, and his building the town of Dwdraca, on

the sea-coast, and reigning there. His actions are stated in plain lan-

guage, divested of the marvellous.

The second Cdnda, or section, relating to the royal line of Hastind-

purl.

The genealogy of the race deduced from Soma. Accounts of the

Pandavas, and other persons, similar to matters in the Mahdbhdrata^

but reduced to simple narrative, by the rejection of hyperbolical meta-

phors. A long lapse of time given to the later descendants subsequent

to Janamejeya. Vicramaditya conquered and ended that race.

References to Salivahana and Bho'ja raja, with their successors (of

great value if authentic), down to year of the Cali-yuga 3700, about

which time is fixed the commencement of the Hegira ; Hindu kings

ruled 591 years after that period. The conquest of Delhi placed in

the reign of Paithu. Rise of the Muhammadan ascendency.

The third Cdnda or section. Account of the Willaet, or original

country of the Muhammadans.

Geographical details and definition of the country north-west of the

Indus, adapted to aid in fixing the reference of names in Pauranic geo-

graphy ; mention ofAlexander's victory over Darius ; extended notice

of ancient Iran and Turdn; rise of Muhammad in year of Vicramaditya

621, era of Salivahana 486; notices of the Caliphs his successors
;

a somewhat full account of Hassan and Hossen; various subordinate

matters ; Cersian invasion of Multan and Lahore, (by way of Candahdr

and Cdbul) against Rama Deva king of that part of the country,

(Hegira 431,) who routed the invaders and drove them back across the

Indus at Attock. Reference to Firdausi author of the Shah Nameh,

the insufficient reward given to him, which he bestowed in charity, and

satirised the promise-breaking patron. Invasion of Delhi from Persia

taking tribute ; extension of the eruption in the Deccan ; plunder of the

Carndtaca country extending as far as Seringapatam. Images of gods

taken thence, and carried to the Pddshdh at Delhi ; Ramanuja was

then at Seringapatam, and went to the Pddshdh at Delhi ; by making

interest through the medium of the Padshah's daughter he recovered
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the sacred images and brought them back ; the Padshah after making

a treaty with the Delhi monarch returned to Iran. Another invasion

in the year of the Hegira 622, with subordinate matters.

The 4th Section on Delhi affairs.

In Hegira G25, Saltan Caias din Padshah invaded Multdn and was

defeated. There are many following details of battle and negotiations,

not well admitting of an abstract. At a later period there is special men-

tion of Mirza ala uddin Gorg, as having conquered Baharam Shah

and being seated on the throne of Delhi. He sent to demand tribute

from the southern kings in India, which was not given, and the refusal

led to various hostilities. Affairs of Gujerat are introduced. Firoz Shah

is said to have acquired extensive power in Hindustan. Other details

of more or less importance are given.

The 5th Section. Account of Timur.

A shepherd boy named Tayamu'r, was in the habit of leading out

a few sheep belonging to his mother to the forest, wherein one day he

met a holy man ; who, in a manner minutely detailed, prophetically

announced his future sovereignty, and that he should be the head of a

dynasty of twenty-one kings. At 18 years of age Tayamu'r discovered

treasure in a well : relinquishing the care of sheep, he assembled troops

and made successful incursions on Iran. He overcame various chief-

tains, and conquered the troops sent against him by the Padshah, de-

feated the Pddshdh himself and took him prisoner. In Hegira 773,

Tayamu'r imposed tribute on Iran. He subsequently attacked the

kingdom of Turdn. Tayamu'r gave to four of his sons, four kingdoms.

He invaded Afghdnistdn and overthrew its ruler. Subsequently Taya-

mu'r invaded Hindustan. He sat down on the Delhi throne Hegira 801.

Minor details. Transactions with the Shah of Roum. Intending to invade

the empire of China, he fell sick and died on the way H. 807 : various

details of the Delhi empire follow. At a later period some notices of

Oudipore and Jeypore are given

(A small chasm occurs, the palm-leaf, No. 51, being wanting ; it may

be recovered, and space is left for it in the restored copy.)

Some details respecting Humaiun Shah, his recovery of courage

after the loss of his kingdom ascribed to a singular reproof unconscious-

ly given to him by a woman, who charitably bestowed a meal on him

when he was a fugitive in disguise. Achar ; his inquiries into Hindu

literature, part of it transfused into Persian, at an expense to him of

three crores of rupees. He died H. 1014. His son Jehanguir—in-

temperance ; other habits ; attachment and gifts to Nourmahal ; notice

of the Bengal soubah, held by the younger brother of Nourmahal,
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who abusing his trust was ordered to be beheaded, but escaped by her

contrivance. Anecdote ofthree lime-kilns kept ready by the Shah for the

death of himself, of Nourmahal and her brother, in case of emergency.

Aurungzebe. The Mahrattas ; various details ; foundation of Aurun-

gabad H. 1060. Notices of Adil Shah, and the ruler at Hyderabad,

Magnificent tomb ; details of tributaries. Aurungzebe's behaviour to-

wards his father and brothers. Affairs of the Panjab and of Gujerat.

Mention introduced of Anagundi Ginjee, and other Carndtaca countries.

Vellore, Ginjee, Arnee, Tanjore, governed by him. War with Sahoji,

chief of the Mahrattas, Death of Siloji raja ; crowning of Sahoji

who ruled in Sattard. The Pddshdh sent Zulfecar Khan to conquer

the Carnatic ; fought with the Mahrattas-, took Ginjee, Mention of

Dau'd Shah ; made Killaddr of Ginjee. Zulfecar Khan returned.

The Mahrattas attacked him ; details of the Mahrattas. Arungzebe
sent his son AsuphShah to Bengal. Arrangement for his sons pre-

vious to his death, which took place in H. 1119. Various details con-

cerning his successor. Details relative to some Amirs of the palace.

Other matters down to H. 1131, when Muhammad Shah became

Pddshdh. He sent out a firman to various kings as far as to Arcot.

Various details inclusive of Carnatic affairs down to Nadir Shah.

Ahmed Shah, subsequent matters.

Section 6th.—Concerning the Mahrattas and the Tuluva country.

The country referred to in this section lies between the Nerbudda

and Toomboodra rivers (the Nirmathi and Tumbudra). That land

used to give tribute during the Divdpara-yuga to the kings of Has-

tinapuriy down to the time of Janamejeya. Salivahana was

born, an illegimate child of a brahman, at Munguilpatnan at, or near

to Rdma-giri (or Dowlutabad). He made extensive conquests even to

the Cauvery river. He overcame Vicramaditya, and placed the son

of the latter on his throne as a tributary, at Oujein, Many other kings

ruled for 4000 years.

Transition to the land of Tuluva and the upper Camdtaca-desam. A
shepherd of the Curumba tribe did service to a rishi, or ascetic, who dis-

covered to him hidden treasure, with which the shepherd quitting that

occupation raised troops, and laid the foundation of Anacondai, and

afterwards of Bijayanagaram, He was named Pravada-deva-rayer

No mention of intervening matters down to Narasinga-deva-rayer,

who introduced a new dynasty.

Section 7th,—On the Hassan dynasty of the Deccan kingdom.

This kingdom began with Hassan a contemporary with Rama-deva

of the foregoing race. He was of humble origin. A brahman saw

s 2
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him sleeping in the sun, his face shaded by the hood of a cobra-capella,

and thence prognosticated his future greatness. At a time when a

sovereign was wanted, and an elephant with a wreath of flowers on its

trunk was deputed to fix on the proper person, the animal selected

Hassan from a multitude of people, and deposited the wreath on his

head. He was in consequence chosen king

(In this place some palm leaves of the copy are wanting: how many

cannot be determined, as the No. of the page is uniformly reckoned

from the beginning of the section. Spare sheets will be left in the bind-

ing up of the restored copy, sufficient to allow of the filling in, should

the deficient matter be hereafter recovered. There is so close a coin-

cidence between the beginning of the section, and the account given by

Ferishta of the commencement of the kingdom of the Deccan, that

possibly the whole section may only have been an abridgment of Ferishta

received by the author Narrayanen from Muhammadans at Arcot.

If so the loss is immaterial ; but if otherwise, it is much to be regretted

as a check on the mendacious Ferishta is very desirable.)

Section 8.

—

Concerning the lower Carndtaca country.

Definitive boundaries of the Carnatic. The Tonda-mandalam, capi-

tal Conjeveram. The Canara country, capital Seringapatam. The
Cholo-mandalam, capital here said to be Chenji, (Ginjee.) Chola-desam
on the Cauvery, its capital Tanjore. To the south Pdndiya-mandalamf

capital Madura with Trichinopoly. Sera-mandalam, capital Tiru-nagari.

Kerala desam, capital Ananta-sayanam. Telinga-desam, capital Kolo-
condai (Golconda)—Revenues of those different kingdoms. The Kerala,

Pdndiya, Chola, and other rajas were tributaries to the royal house of
Hastinapuri. Some notice of the incarnations of the emblems of Vishnib

(the Chanky Chacra, &c.) in the persons of Ma'rer, Sadugopa'rvar and
others. Notice of Manica, Vasager and Sampnatar ; their polemical

contests with the Samunar (Bauddhas or JainasJ. Subsequent to that

time the Vaishnava sect experienced a depreciation, owing to the

ascendency gained by the Saivas. Notice of Tamil poets, Comban,
Pugerentan, Otta-cutan. Camban composed his poetical version of
the Ramdyanan in Sal. Sac. 807. Notice of some Chola kings. The
Vaishnava teacher Ramanuja flourished Sal. Sac. 939. Tribhuva-
na Chacraverti became Suntara Paundiya dever, Fusly 460, Vira
Pandiya Cholan was his son. Ramanuja lived in his time. (These
points and dates considered as the author's testimony are very important
as a check on accounts by the Saivas.) Notice of the first inroad made
by the Muhammadans into the Carnatic. Many details concerning
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Crimi-canda-cholan ; of Ramanuja and the Muhammadans ; Cari-

cara Cholan flourished 570 Fusly. Villiputturar, a poet in the

Conga desam, translated the Mahdbhdrata into Tamil verse at the promis-

ed reward of five gold huns each stanza (of four lines). On his task being

finished, the king gave him only five fanams each stanza. Story ofNandi

a king of the Chola country, his hunt of a pig, which in the end became

metamorphosed into a figure of Vishnu in the Vardha-avatdra, a shrino

was built on the spot. Origin of Chenji (or Ginjee). A treasure was

discovered by one Anantakon a shepherd, who raised troops therewith,

and getting aid "from other chiefs, established himself as a raja, Gin-

jee being his capital ; this was Fusly year 600. He cut a canal for irri-

gation near Trinomali which in the course of time having become filled

up, was restored by the nabob Wallajah, F. 1184. Anantakon
gave to his tribe the name of Sammanamdnar. He was succeeded

by Crishnakon, F. 650. Gonerikon, F. 680, both of them built

sacred edifices. His son was Govindakon, Fusly 700. Valliyakon,

Fusly 720, he made roads, choultries, &c. The dynasty now gave way

before a Curumba tribe named Vadaga Yediar (north country shep-

herds) : the first king of this tribe was Kobe-lingan, F. 740. He
built a brick fort at Chentamangalam. He formed some tanks, and

left others unfinished. In his time, his feudatories built several forts

with bricks in different places, as Asupiir, Peldcupur, Cupam, Cohir,

&c. He formed channels to bring down streams for irrigation from

mountain springs ; among which the one named Kobilingan Juvi re-

mains to this day. He ruled with great equity. Afterwards, F. 800,

Narasinga Udiyar became viceroy, the Maharayer of Anacondai,

Vijay anagaram, and Pennacondai sent an army against the aforesaid

Kobilingan, and having conquered the country he delivered it over to

Narasinga Udiyar to be held as a fief sending tribute to the rdyer.

A donation was made to a fane or temple, Sal. Sac. 1332 (A. D. 1410).

About this time the raja of Vandiwash named Bhupati rayer Udiyar
ruled according to an inscription dated in Sal. Sac. 1341. Vira-vijaya

rayer was also ruler over that district. Vallala rayer ruled, F. 750.

He made additions to the shrine at Trinomali. He paid tribute to the

rdyer. After he fell the country being divided among petty chiefs

became subject to Crishna-deva-rayer. He sent a great army into

the Carnatic, said to have consisted of 100,000 men, under the command
of chiefs named Vaiyapa nayaker, Tubaki, Crishnapa nayaker,
Vijaya Ra'ghava nayaker, and Venkitapa nayaker. In F.

870 Vanyapa nayaker came and collected tribute extensively. He
encamped near Vellore. The chief at Chittoor, and other petty chiefs
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of the Tondamandalam had an interview with him. He fixed their

rate of tribute. Mention is made among others of Bomma-reddi of

Calustri. The rdyers general afterwards went to Ginjee. The chiefs

of the Chola-mnndalam had an interview with him, and their tribute was

also settled. Vaiyapa nayaker continued at Ginjee with his army.

He gave it in charge to the subordinate generals to go and levy tribute

on the Pandya, Chola, and Chera kingdoms. In Tanjore, Trichi/wpoly,

Madura and Tiru-nagari, the kings respectfully answered to the demand.

Thus the eastern Carndtaca (as distinguished from Mysore, &c.)

became subject to the rdyer. He derived three crores of rupees

from this country, and in consequence he divided the whole into three

parts, under three viceroys. Crishnapa nayaker at Ginjee, govern-

ed the country from Nellore to the river Coleroon; Vijaya Raghava
at Tanjore, governed the fertile country washed by the Cauvery river;

and to Venkitapa nayaker, was assigned the country south of the

latter. Notices follow of the proceedings of these viceroys. A Muham-
madan coalition was formed against the rayer. The principal vice-

roy of the latter was recalled, with his troops ; and Tubaki nayaker
thenceforward assumed independency at Ginjee. His successors with

their dates and proceedings are mentioned. The last of them Appa
nayaker is described as weak and vicious to an extreme. He came

to the throne, F. 1030, and in his time a Muhammadan confederacy,

the formation of which is ascribed to the treachery of Bomma raja of

Chingleput, brought down a deluge ofMuhammadan troops into the low-

er Carnatic. The siege of Ginjee, and its capture, after great resistance

are described with considerable force and spirit, and at much length as

the author is writing about his native place. The proceedings of Vijaya

Raghava at Tanjore are also alluded to : he purchased peace. Tiru-

mala nayaker of Madura, by the assistance of the Collavies routed

and repelled the Muhammadans, who returned discomfited to Ginjee.

Irruption of the Mahrattas into the country. Seizure of Tanjore.

Tribute imposed by them on other places. Proceedings of Sivaji in the

lower Carnatic. Arrival of the English at Chennapatnam (MadrasJ.

Notice of other Europeans. From this time forwards, there is a minute

and generally correct detail of the proceedings of the English and French

in connexion with the nabob on the one part, and Chunda saheb, &c
on the other part. The French capture of Ginjee is circumstantially

stated. The whole of the connected and subsequent transactions are

interwoven with details as to motives on the part of native princes,

such as perhaps our English historians, who have gone over the same

ground, may not have so fully known. Hyder Ali and Tippo's pro-
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ceedings are fully described ; and the commanding interest of the nar-

rative may be considered to close with the final capture of Seringapa*

tarn, and its celebration at Madras. The author, however, conti-

nues his narrative onwards a few years later ; and closes with a reference

to the regulation of the Arcot country, and its management by his

patron, Colonel W. Macleod, as Commissioner.

Remark.—In a general retrospect of the contents of this large

manuscript, it appears that the suggestion of an English gentleman,

produced that rare result a native Hindu historian, writing under the

influence of good sense, and in conformity to a prevailing degree, with

European notions of history. In an abstract I have not felt myself

obliged to verify or compare his dates and facts with other authorities.

There are probably some anachronisms and errors ; but the value of the

whole seems to me considerable, and the eighth section, down to the

arrival of the English, invaluable. To me that matter is new, and with

the incidential coincidences derivable from other papers in this col-

lection a narrative may now be carried upwards, with some degree of

certainty, to the era of Crishna rayer; above which there is only

a short interval of anarchy till we reach the regular Chola government.

The whole manuscript, but especially the first half of the eighth Section,

ought, I am of opinion, to be carefully translated and edited.

Prof. Wilson's notice of this MS. (Des. Cat. Vol. I. p. 199,) is as

follows :

—

" XI. Kemata-rdjakal, a Palm leaves, b ditto, c ditto, d ditto. An
account of the sovereigns of the Carnatic. After a short notice of

Yudhishtira, and his brethren, and of some Hindu princes of the

lunar family, the MS. gives an account of the Mogul sovereigns of

Hindustan, and the family of Nizam All MS. b is an abridgment."

On reading this notice I went to the college, and searched for a second

copy without succeeding in finding one. This copy is much injured by

insects. I shall be gratified if eventually I may succeed in effecting one

completely restored copy.

[ To be continued. ]

Note. Since the above was set up in type we have i*eceived information,

that Mr. Taylor's analysis will be printed in the Madras Journal. This does

not deter us from publication inasmuch as our readers are for the greater part

distinct. On the other hand it is most remote from our wishes to be thought

guilty of forestalling our brother editor. We have both a claim to the materials,

—he from his connection with the place of their deposit—we from having re-

commended their being entrusted to Mr. Taylor for examination ; and we should

be thankful to him fpr the opportunity afforded of making widely known the re-

suit of his successful labours.

—

Ed.
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III.

—

Report on the Caoutchouc Tree ofAssam made at the request of

Captain Jenkins, Agent to the Governor General. By William
Griffith, Assistant Surgeon on deputation with the Bhotan Mission.

[Communicated by the Government.]

Agreeable to your instructions I proceeded to Ferozepoor, and

thence, accompanied by Lieut. Vetch and Mr. Brownlow, to the

forests in which the tree yielding the caoutchouc is found.

The forests alluded to, form what is evidently the Tardi, and they

probably extend almost without intermission, from the western to the

eastern extremity of the valley, at least on its northern boundary.

The breadth of the forest tracts is variable ; in the parts we traversed

it was computed to be between 7 and 8 miles. The forests are of a

decidedly tropical character ; exceptions, however, to this occur towards

the basis of the hills, near which some trees indicative of a temperate

climate are found, such as horse and Spanish chesnuts, an alder,

Hovenia dulcis. No particularly fine timber trees occurred with the

exception of a solitary chaum tree, the Artocarpus chaplasha of Dr.

Roxburgh. The caoutchouc tree itself occurs very generally as a

solitary tree*, occasionally however two or three may be found grouped

together. In size they are far superior to all the other trees, and espe-

cially in the extent of surface covered by their branches. They cer-

tainly deserve to be ranked amongst the largest known trees, being pro-

bably inferior in size to the banian only, which may be said to be ca-

pable of indefinite extension ; such is the size indeed of the caoutchouc

tree, that it may be distinguished from a distance of several miles by

its dense, immense, and lofty crown. The dimensions of one of the

largest were as follows : circumference of main trunk 74 feet ; ditto

of main trunk and the supports 120 feet ; ditto of area covered by

the branches, 610 feet; estimated height 100 feet. The trees appear

to be, so far at least as I have had opportunities of judging, confined to

the Tardi, the drier parts of which they seem to affect, and tjiey be-

come more abundant towards the foot of the hills. They are said,

however, to occur about some of the villages in this direction ; if so, they

have probably been planted there, at any rate it is quite certain that on

the southern side of the valley, along which considerable spaces occur

totally devoid of forests, they are comparatively uncommon.

In the tracts of forests traversed by us and which I have said was

estimated to be between 7 and 8 miles in length, 80 trees were seen

:

of these by far the greater number were of large size.

• This tree is known to the Assamese by the name Borgach, to the Khasiyas

by that of Ka-gi-ri.
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As we have reason for supposing that they are equally abundant

throughout the districts of Chdrdwdr, some approximation to their real

number may be formed. Thus taking the length of the belt of forests

in this district to be 30 miles, and its average breadth 8, we may form

so many sections, each of the diameter of 100 yards, 50 yards being

the utmost extent to which one is able to see on either side owing to the

extreme thickness of the jangal. In the above thirty miles 528 sections

will be formed, and the total number of trees, taking 80 as the average

of each section, will be 42,240, and however overestimated this may

subsequently prove to be, it is evident that the tree is very abundant,

since, even in the infancy of the scheme, 300 maunds of juice have been

collected in 30 days.

Nothing definitive can be stated of the probable number of trees in

the whole valley. It is known to exist about Godlpdra and at Borhath,

On the south side of the valley, and I think that it will be found to exist

along both sides, wherever a belt of Turdi* exists. I have no doubt

but that Assam alone will, when the value of the juice becomes more

generally known to the natives, be able to meet all demands.

The tree likewise exists in plenty on the Khdsiya mountains, on

which it occasionally ascends as high as 4500 feet. Mr. Royle, in his

Illustrations, p. 336 says, that it does not extend beyond Pandua, Jainti-

pur and Chirra Punji, but this statement is apparently made on no

other grounds than that of its not having been then found elsewhere.

The geographical range of the tree, as far as has been hitherto ascer-

tained, may be stated to be between 25° 10' and 27° 20' north latitude,

and between 90° 40' and 95° 30' east longitude. Throughout this space

it will be found in the densely-wooded tracts, so prevalent along the bases

of hills, and perhaps on their faces up to an average elevation of 22,500

feet.

The attention of the public was, it appears, first directed to this

tree by the celebrated Dr. Roxburgh, a man worthy of the estimation

he was held in by government, both on account of his extensive strictly

botanical knowledge as well as of that of vegetable statistics.

The manner in which this discovery was made was given as follows :

" Towards the close of 1810, Mr. Matthew Richard Smith of Sylhet

sent me a vessel there called a turong filled with honey in the very state

in which it had been brought from the Pan&ua or Jaintipur mountains,

north of Sylhet. The vessel was a common, or rather coarse basket in

the shape of a four-cornered, wide-mouthed bottle, made of split ratans,

* Lieut. Vetch has since ascertained that the tree is as abundant in the dis*

trict of Naudtvdr, as iu that of Ch&rdwar.'
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several species of which grow in abundance amongst the abovemen-

tioned mountains, and contained about two gallons. Mr. Smith observed

that the inside of the vessel, was smeared over with the juice of a tree

which grows on the mountains. I was therefore more anxious to examine

the nature of this lining than the quality of the honey. The turong

was therefore emptied and washed out, when to my gratification I found

it very perfectly lined with a thin coat of caoutchouc*." Dr. Roxburgh
then mentions one or two facts, which are consonant with the views of

modern vegetable physiology, viz. " that old trees afford a better and more

indecomposable juice than young ones, and that during the cold season

the juice is better but more scanty than in the hot. It is extracted by

incisions across the bark down to the wood, at a distance of about a foot

from one another, all round the trunk or branch up to the top of the

tree ; and the higher, the more abundant is the fluid said to be. After one

operation, the same tree requires about a fortnight's rest, when it may

be again repeatedf ." The only description hitherto given of the tree is

that of Dr. Roxburgh ; it was drawn up from young specimens, but

it is quite sufficient to enable one to recognise the plant. I subjoin a

sketch of the only flowering branch I have hitherto met with. The roots

of this really noble tree spread out in every direction on reaching the

ground, and the larger ones are half uncovered : they occasionally assume

the appearance of buttresses, but never to such an extent as those of

some other trees. The nature of the trunk of this and some other spe-

cies of the same genus is so extraordinary that it may not be amiss to

make a few remarks on its structure. It differs in the first place from

the ordinary form of trunk by its sculptural appearance, and it is from

this that its extremely picturesque appearance arises.

The appearance arises entirely from the tendency of these trees to

throw out roots both from the main trunk as well as from the branches,

and from the extreme tendency these have to cohere with the trunk or

with each other. If the roots are thrown out from or very near the

main trunk, they ordinarily run down its surface, and cohere with it

firmly and hence the sculptured appearance ; if, as happens in some, they

are thrown out from the branches at such a distance from the trunk

that they do not come in contact with it, they pass down to the earth,

and form what I call supports. These attain their maximum of deve-

lopments in the banian and render the growth of the tree quite indefinite.

These supports appear never to produce leaf, bearing branches, so long,

at least, as they remain attached to the tree. They are generally per-

* Roxburgh's Flora Tndica, Vol. III. p. 543.

t Roxburgh's Flora Indica, Vol. III. p. 544.
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fectly straight at first, becoming conical only by divisions at the apex

when near the earth, and by the mutual adhesion of these divisions.

Very generally, it would appear, this species, as well as some others,

vegetates in other trees ; its first processes of growth being probably simi-

lar to those of other arboreous dicotyledons. The roots, however in

obeying the laws regulating their descent, soon come into contact, and

wherever they do so, a mutual and firm adhesion is the result.

A net work is soon formed round the tree ; the size of its reticulations

soon diminishes with the increase in the number of roots ; and at last a

nearly solid and excessively firm cylinder is formed, which encloses, as it

were in a case, the tree which originally protected the young seedling

:

to such an extent is this carried that the death of the tree is sure to oc-

cur sooner or later.

In such a case as this the fig-tree has, it may be said, no trunk at all

comparable to ordinary trunks, which result from growth in an ascend-

ing direction. In these they originate from the aggregation and cohe-

sion of roots, or from growth in a descending direction. One may

hence readily imagine how easily such trees may overtop all others, for,

if they vegetate on a tree 60 feet from its base, it is at once obvious that

this distance is an actual gain in height over all the others. Such

instances are perhaps the only ones in which epiphytes destroy the

plants on which they grow. They may indeed be denominated parasitical

epiphytes. As might be expected the seeds are indifferent as to the

species of tree on which they vegetate : it is not uncommon to find two

fig-trees entwined in a close embrace.

Dr. Roxburgh was aware of this manner of growth, but he appears

to have only seen palmyra trees enclosed in the way I have endeavoured

to explain. The tendency to throw out roots is so excessive in the Ficus

elastica, that any section through the back of the trunk or the supports

of sufficient depth to reach the wooded structure, is sure to occasion their

appearance. These roots or radicles are distinctly continuous with the

outer fibres of the last formed wood, and so many are thrown out that

the lower extremity of a transverse section of a support not unfrequent-

ly assumes the appearance of a very coarse tail. The union between the

root commences by abrasion, and although I have not yet examined sec-

tions with reference to the degree of intimacy of union, I have but little

doubt but that each union is an instance of true and spontaneous graft-

ing.

The inflorescence of this tree remains to be explained, particularly as

it would at first sight appear to be totally different from that of any

other, and because such forms unless reduced to ordinary types, confuse

t 2
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the minds of beginners. By the old school, the only one yet known on

this side of India, and which even in England has too many advocates*

each instance, almost, of anomalous form is at once elevated into a dis-

tinct or sui generis formation, as if nature in her wonderful workings

had no distinct plan.

This was, and is, the great fault of the Linnsean School of Botany,

and it is continually causing curious and really, at this period, quite in-

excusable mistakes. If we turn over the pages of Roxburgh's Flora

Indica, which relate to this genus, we shall find that the fruit is describ-

ed before the flower—described in fact before it can possibly exist.

That which Roxburgh called the fruit is the inflorescence, and con-

sists of a hollow, more or less closed receptacle, on which minute flowers

of different sexes are arranged. A receptacle on which a number of flowers

is situated, is by no means uncommon, and I may point out familiar in-

stances in the thistle, artichoke, dandelion, &c. in which the receptacle

may be said to be almost at its maximum of development. Frequent

instances of such enlarged receptacles occur in the natural order to

which the fig belongs, particularly in Dorstenia.

In all these the receptacle is more or less flat ; were we to take one of

these flat receptacles and so dispose of it, that it shall become closed

except at its apex, we shall have an inflorescence similar to that of a fig

the scales found at the aperture of which are analogous to the scales

visible outside the heads of the beforementioned instances, and which,

as is well known, form the edible heart of the artichoke. A fig may
therefore be compared with the head of a compound flower, however

different it may appear at first sight to be*.

The last point I have to notice with reference to these plants, is

that they are, more especially the peepul, frequently infested by some

parasitesf.

The juice is procured from transverse incisions made in the larger

root, which I have mentioned as being half exposed. The incision

reaches the wood, or even penetrates it, but the flow of the juice takes

place in these instances from the bark alone.

Under the incision a hole is scooped out in the earth, in which a leaf>

folded up into the shape of a rude cap, is placed; for this purpose the

leaves of Phrynium capitatum of Linnaeus seem to be preferred.

* A fig might be proved almost to be an artichoke.

+ M. De Candolle reasoning on the supposition that no parasites existed on

trees furnished with milky juice, constructed an ingenious theory, which I have

long known to be invalidated in the instance of the jack-tree.
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This plan is simple, and far superior to that of incising the trunk

as it ensures greater cleanliness. The larger roots are preferred in ad-

dition to their being half exposed, for yielding a richer juice.

The fluid on issuing is, when good, nearly of the consistence of

cream, and of a very pure white.

Its excellence is known by the degree of consistence, and the quantity

of caoutchouc, on which this would appear to depend, is readily ascer-

tained by rubbing up a few drops in the palm of the hand, when the

caoutchouc rapidly becomes separated. By kneading this up again, it

rapidly becomes elastic.

Many incisions are made in one tree. The juice flows rapidly at

first, but the rapidity diminishes after a few minutes.

It is said to flow fastest during the night : it continues during two

or three days, after which it ceases, owing to the formation of a layer

of caoutchouc over the wound.

The quantity obtainable by the above method from a single tree has

not yet been exactly ascertained. Some of the natives affirm that four or

even five maunds may be procured; others only give one ghurrah full

or ten seers as the amount procurable. From the slowness with which

it flows, I should consider half a maund to be a fair average produce

of each bleeding. The operation is repeated at the expiration of 18 or

20 days. Assuming the rate of half a maund to be nearly correct,

20,000 trees will give as the aggregate of four bleedings 12,000 maunds

of caoutchouc, that is if Dr. Roxburgh's proportion of this product to

aqueous matter, viz. 15| oz. to 50, be correct.

I should however, observe that the proportion of caoutchouc in the

American juice is given by Dr. Faraday as 45 in 100*, or nearly one

in two. On the excellence of the Assamese products as compared with

that of America, it does not become me to pronounce. If strength, elasti-

city, clearness and freedom from viscidity as well as from foreign matter

be test of excellence, then this product may be considered superior to any

other hitherto manufactured. Nothing can in fact well exceed, at least

in these points, the best specimens manufactured by Mr. Scott. It has

been pronounced by persons resident in Calcutta to be excellent, and the

only objection that has hitherto been raised against it on sufficient ex-

amination is that of Mr. Bell, who says it snaps. But if by this we
are to understand snapping from being allowed to return to its original

dimensions from the state of tension, the objection amounts to an excel-

* Mechanic's Magazine, 24, 440. Mr. Scott finds that the proportion varies

from four to six parts in 10, the variation depending probably on the part of the

tree from which the juice is extracted.
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lence. Mr. McCosh lias indeed declared it to be inferior to the South

American article, but this decisive judgment has evidently been made

on casual examination of perhaps the worst possible specimens. Deci-

sions such as these are totally inadmissible in any work, much more so

in the one alluded to* which from the materials placed at the author's

disposal, should at least have been correct.

On the points of comparative excellence of the two products we shall

soon, it is to be hoped, be set at rest. Lieut. VETCHf has submitted nu-

merous excellent specimens to the London Caoutchouc Company, and Mr.

Scott and Mr. Brownlow are engaged on a series of experiments,

which promise complete success.

It is to be hoped that samples may be sent to the Society of Arts,

whose reports on all these subjects are so excellent and so readily and

obligingly furnished. I think, however, it is desirable that Dr. O'Shaugh-

nessy be requested to draw up an analysis both of the Assamese and

American products, as that analysis would at once set at rest the com-

parative amount of caoutchouc as well as of its solubility.

As this tree promises to become an important source of revenue, all

possible precautions should be taken, to ensure the present stock from

injury and to increase the number of trees so that the province may be

able to meet any demand. With reference to the first point it will be

quite sufficient to limit the bleedings to the cold months, so that during

the season of the greatest activity of vegetation, the trees may remain

unmolested, and this is more particularly necessary from our having

reasons for supposing that the juice will be during the period alluded to

much less rich in caoutchouc. I would thereforepropose the interval

between April 1st and November 1st as the season of rest. The size

of the tree being such as to preclude any possibility of great injury

resulting from the abstraction of the juice, the bleedings if indeed it be

possible to limit them, may recur at intervals of one month.

The best check, however, to over-depletion will be the rigorous re-

jection of all over thin juice. The plan now adopted for the extraction

of the juice needs no modifications, for it is simple, effectual and cleanly.

For increasing the number of trees the formation of plantations will be

necessary. The sites chosen for these should be both in the forests

themselves as well as in and about those villages which, from being situ-

ated near the edge of the forests, may seem adapted to the end in view.

* Medical Topography of Assam.

f It cannot be too well known, that it is owing to the exertions of this officer

that the existence of this valuable tree in abundance has been ascertained.
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There is every reason for supposing that this tree presents every

facility for multiplication by division, and probably the plan pursued by

the natives with the peepul will be effectual for this purpose : a branch is

chosen of the thickness of a man's thigh, and of a height of 15 or 20

feet ; all its branches with the exception of one or two at the apex are to

be lopped off clean, and the wounds to be plastered over with clay. The

cutting is to be planted out at the commencement of spring, that is in

March or April*.

The jangal must be cleared, but not so much so as to expose the cut-

tings to the full influence of the sun. It must be borne in mind that

the tree is one which requires an immense space, should rearing from

seed be resorted to, which however, can scarcely be necessary ; it must

be remembered also, that the most favorable situation for ensuring their

vegetation would appear to be on other trees, and they should be so

placed as not to be liable to be removed either by rain or wind. Some

manure should be placed with them so as to imitate as much as possible

that with which they are generally supplied by birds.

The substance, caoutchouc, is a widely disseminated constituent of

vegetable fluids. It has hitherto, I believe, been found only in plants

with milky juice, although its presence in all plants yielding such fluid

remains to be proved. The presence of caoutchouc in silk has been,

I believe, attributed to the nature of the fluids of the plants on which

the caterpillars feed : but this, although applicable to the mulberry

plants, can scarcely hold good with the various species of Tetranthera on

which the Moonga feeds, or with the castor-oil plant the chief food of

the Eria, which in Assam does not appear to yield milk. Milky juice is

often characteristic of certain families, but often not : its presence is fre-

quently of importance, as it often affords valuable indications of affinity.

It is remarkable that it is almost unknown in the grand division of

Monocotyledonous plants. The families in which its presence may be

said to be universal are Apocquea, Asclepiadea, Campanulacea, Sobelia-

cea, and the great division of Composite, Chichoracea, of which the let-

tuce is a familiar example. It is of common occurrence in Euphorbiacea,

and Tulicea, which orders may be looked on as the grand sources of

caoutchouc. Thus, in addition to our Indian plants, the American caout-

chouc is supposed to be produced by Cecropia peltata which belongs to

Urticea, and the Ule tree of Papantla, from which the caoutchouc of that

country is obtained, is supposed to belong to the same orders. I must,

however, observe that Baron Humboldt objects to the supposition of

* For this information I am indebted to Captain Jenkins.
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Cecropia peltata yielding the American caoutchouc, as its juice is diffi-

cult to inspissate*.

The order Euphorbiacea would likewise appear to supply a large

quantity. Thus Dr. Lindly informs us that the true caoutchouc is

furnished by Siphonia elastica, Hevia quiancusis of Aublet, a Surinam

and Brazilian tree ; and it is from a tree of this order that a substance

resembling caoutchouc is procured in Sierra Leone.

Some Apocquese are also reported to produce good caoutchoucf ; thus

Aricola elastica produces the caoutchouc of Sumatra ; and it is from

this plant that caoutchouc has been produced in Penang and exported

to EnglandJ. Willughbeia edulis is likewise an Indian plant from

which caoutchouc has been produced, but Roxburgh says it is of indif-

ferent quality ; unless I have been misled, good caoutchouc is obtained

from Nerium grandifloreum of Roxburgh.

It is probably equally abundant in Asclepiadea ; one plant of which

order Cynanchum albifloreum has been stated to yield it of excellent

quality in Penang. Mr. Royle seems inclined to attribute the great

tenacity of the fibres of some plants of both these orders to its presence,

but this supposition seems to me of very doubtful accuracy§.

It is to these orders therefore, viz. Tritecia, Euphorbiacea, Apocquea,

and Asclepiadea that I would beg to direct particular attention. The

relative values of the various caoutchoucs is still open to investigation.

The relative values of the milky juice as sources of caoutchouc depend

on their freedom from viscidity, and this is very readily ascertained by

rubbing up a few drops in the palm of the hand : in freedom from this

material nothing can well exceed the juice of the Ficus elastica.

Too much attention in fact can scarcely be paid to all plants afford-

ing milky juice ; as in the event of a diminution in quantity from the

present sources, chemists may possibly devise some means of extracting

it from those materials, which at present are disregarded. This of

course, only holds good provided the assumption that the juice of

all plants of a milky nature contains caoutchouc, proves correct. A
historical retrospect of caoutchouc may be found in the Mechanic's Maga-
zine, vol. 24, page 434. In this the opinions of Dr. Anderson, ont he

probable future extensive utility of this substance are given at length
;

the author however appears to consider these views as overdrawn, and

* Lindly's Introduction to Natural system of Botany, p. 176.

f Lindly's Instructions, p. 300.

J Royle's Illustrations, p. 329, under Euphorbiacea, and p. 270, under

Apocquea.

§ Royle's Illustrations, p. 274-
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they are so certainly, if we look to the modus operandi proposed by

Dr. Anderson.

But if we look to the late improvements by which this substance is

rendered tolerably manageable, we can scarcely imagine any limit to its

sphere of usefulness. If it be limited, it will be owing to the fact that

the supplies cannot meet the demand. It is well known that the de-

mand for this article has called into existence the London Caoutchouc

Company, and their attention appears to have been directed towards India

by Mr. Royle (to whom this empire will very probably be under very

great obligations) and to Assam in particular by Professor Selden.

It is much to be wished that all communications regarding new products

of value should be very explicit, for it is but seldom that in this country

opinions of value are to be obtained. The plan recommended by the

caoutchouc committee, viz. ; that of forming the caoutchouc into bottles

is perhaps the worst that could be recommended : it is bad from its great

tediousness and laboriousness, bad from its causing the blackening of

the caoutchouc, and bad from its not obviating the viscidity of this when

exposed to the sun. And it may reasonably be asked of what possible

use the form of bottles can be when the bottle is not meant to hold a

solution but to become one*.

It is much to be regretted that the handsome premium proposed by

this company should have been limited to caoutchouc prepared in the

South American manner : the premium should have been open to any

form of manufacture and limited only with reference to quality. The

same plan has of course been followed by the Agri-Horticultural Society

of Calcutta, with this difference that the reward is much smaller, indeed

ridiculously so, when compared to the extravagant rewards allotted to

other products of comparatively no value and in many cases of rather

visionary attainment. In all such cases, Societies would do well to

proportion the amount of rewards to the amount of value. I am not

aware whether the juice itself is in demand : this is certain however, that

with slight precautions it will keep for a very long time.

The presence of petroleum in abundance along the southern boundary

of the valley may possibly suggest another mode of exportation, but

there are it appears to me considerable objections to the exportation of

this valuable substance in any other form than that now practised. In

conclusion I would beg to apologize for the very imperfect nature of this

report, but my means of observation have been limited, and the stock of

* The uselessness of the plan alluded to at once struck both Lieutenant

Vetch and Mr. Scott, who were led to pay attention to the caoutchouc from
the caoutchouc company's circular,

u
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information hitherto laid before the public is certainly sufficiently scanty.

Mr. Scott having very obligingly furnished me with a series of spe-

cimens illustrating the relative advantages of his various modes of pre-

paration. I have the honor of submitting them for inspection.

The numbers refer to Mr. Scott's extensive series of experiments,

which thvow much light on these important articles, and which are addi-

tionally valuable, from the readiness with which this gentleman has ren-

dered them available to all in Assam.

No. 1 Juice formed into a mass without any care.

6 Juice dried upon a non-absorbing surface.

3 Juice dried upon an absorbing surface.

9 Juice worked up in the hand, bleached in water, and subjected

to a pressure of about 4 maunds to the square foot.

8 Juice worked up with the hand and not bleached.

7 Juice boiled with an equal quantity of water and subjected

to a similar pressure ; this has been exposed to the sun

without deterioration.

5 Juice boiled in a smaller quantity of water, and subjected to

the same pressure.

11 Prepared from equal parts ($ iv.) of juice and water, with £
oz. of diluted sulphuric acid of the Edinburgh Pharmaco-

peia : less acid, however, will destroy the coloring matter.

1

2

Juice prepared with concentrated sulphuric acid.

IV.

—

Notices on the different systems of Buddhism, extractedfrom the

Tibetan authorities. By Alexander Csoma Koro'si.

Sdngye (<VC;*V
T

|)<V - Sangs-r,gyas), is the generic name for express-

ing the Supreme Being or intelligence in the Buddhistic system. This

term corresponds to the Sanskrit Buddha. In Tibetan it denotes the

most perfect being, that is pure (or clean) from all imperfections and

abounds in all good qualities.

There are three distinctions with respect to the essence, the substance

or body of Buddha ; as

1. Dharma kdya (&«V§;S chhos-kyi-.yku) ; 2. Sambhoglcdya

(<^N'Jv|f/cl<V T ^QT
3j—longs-spyod-rdsogs-pahi'-s-ku), and 3. Nir-

mdnkaya ("|TQp i>JQ' ]S—sprul-pahi-sku). The first as the primary essence

of all things, is denominated by several names ; as, A'di Buddha

(gJKl'*IQ'<Vc;<V
T

Il*V);

—

Samanta Buddha ^aj^'zj^c;^;

—

Swabhdva

Iv5 TgCT> self-produced, or self-existing ; Dharmadhdtu ib<V'@'^gc;<V*
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the root of all things ; l^Qpq.i)3{<Vr J)*|^'ZJ the Jinaof Jinas
; ^aj'Jrfi]^

the basis of all things
; 5*V

T

£]^*f"SN'SfS existing without the three

times, or without beginning and end.

To the Sambhogkaya belong the Dhydni Buddhas of five kinds, the

chief of whom is Vairochana (or Berotsana, as the Tibetians pronounce

it, called by them, S|3f
TJjX'*i c;*3fii^—rnam-per-snang-mdsad : the

illuminator. These are the attendants of A'di-Buddha.

To the third or Nirmankdya belong the several incarnations of

Buddha. Immense is the number of such Buddhas that have appeared

in former ages in the several parts of the universe. In this age (styled

the happy age) the number of incarnations of Buddhas is one thousand,

four of whom have appeared hitherto, and the rest are to come hereafter.

Though there are mentioned many Buddhas as having appeared and

having taught their doctrines, yet in the modern Buddhistic system every

thing is attributed *or referred to Shakya, who is supposed (by the

Tibetans) to have lived about one thousand years before Jesus Christ.

The different systems of Buddhism derived from India, and known

now to the Tibetians are the following four.

1. Vaibhashika, (g
T 5jfi) T^—bye-brag-pa.)

2. Sautrdntika> (af^^rtj—mdo-sde-pa.)

3. Yogdchdrya (^QTQiV'Ify £<!
or W^'i *r^—rnal-Abyor?

spyod-pa, or sems-tsam-pa).

4. Madhydmika (s^'^T^—e?vu-ma-pa),

The first consists of four principal classes with its subdivisions. They

originated with Sha'kya's four disciples ; who are called in Sanskrit,

Ra'hula, Ka'shyapa, Upa'li, and Ka'TYA'yana.

1. Ra'hula (Tib. |rE].5dj T
Q|?dj—sgra-g-chan-Adsin), the son of

Sha'kya. His followers were divided in four sects. They recited the

Sutra on emancipation, in Sanskrit ; they affirmed the existence of all

things ; they wore on their religious garb from twenty-five to nine narrow

pieces of cloth. The distinctive mark of this class was an utpala padmaf

(water-lily) jewel, and tree-leaf put together in the form of a nosegay* i

2. Ka'shyapa (q^^c;—Hod-srung), of the brahman caste. His

followers were divided into six sects. They were called the " great

community." They recited the Sutra of emancipation in a corrupt dialect.

They wore on their religious garb from twenty-three to three pieces of

narr'e'w cloth ; and they carried a shell or conch as a distinctive mark of

their school.

* May not these notes explain the marks on our Buddhist coins ?—Ed.

v 2
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3. Upa'li (Tib.^zjX'Qpi—Nye-var-Akhor), of the Sudra tribe.

His followers were divided into three sects. They recited the emanci-

pation Sutra in the language of the flesh-eaters, Pishachika. They

wore on their religious garb from twenty-one to five pieces of narrow

cloth. They carried a sortsika flower as a mark of their school. They

were styled, " the class which is honored by many."

4. Katya'yana (Tib. *|%QJ5—Katyahi-bu), of the Vaisya tribe.

His followers were divided into three sects ; they recited the emancipa-

tion Sutra in the vulgar dialect. They wore the same number of

narrow pieces of cloth, as the former class, and they had on their garb

the figure of a wheel, as the distinctive mark of their school. They

were styled :
" the class that have a fixed habitation," c;3j*V

T^3j T
£j.

The followers of the Vaibhdshika system, in general, stand on the

lowest degree of speculation. They take every thing in the scriptures

in their most vulgar acceptations ; they believe every thing, and will

not dispute. Secondly, of the

2. Sautrdtika school (at[^ T^rq—mdo-sde-pa), a follower of the

Sutras. There are two classes, the one will prove every thing by

authorities contained in the scriptures, the other by arguments.

3. The third division is that of the Yogdchdrya, (jj VQgX'SJV^

—

nal-ftbyor-spyod-pa, or *j*f*r^&T
T^—sems-tsam-pa.) There are count-

ed nine subdivisions of this school. The principal works on this system

arereferredtoA'RYA SANGA/Q^isi^^'^s]^^) in the 7th century,

about of our era. There are in the Kdh-gyur several works of his, and

of his followers, explanatory of the Yogdchdrya system. Lastly, the

4. Madhydmika school, (^g
T
*T*J—Z>vu-ma-pa, they that keep a

middle way.) This is properly the philosophical system. It originated

with Nagarjuna
(*J

T"gZj—Alu-sgrub), 400 years after the death of

Shakya. His principal disciples have been A'rya Deva and Buddha
pa lit a. There are in the Stan-gyur several works of them on the

Madhydmika system. Some learned pandits in India have united this

system with that of the Yogacharya,as BoDHisATWA(or Shanta rak-

shita has done) in the 8th century, and afterwards Atisha in the 11th.

Chandra Ki'rti l T X^ T

5J^]<V'i^, wrote a commentary on the original

work of Naga'rjuna ; as also several other works introductory to, and

explanatory of, the Madhydmika theory. In all the higher schools

in Tibet these works are now the chief authorities in all controversies

relating to the Madhydmika system.

I
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From among the four theories above specified, only the two last are

philosophical, the two first being rather dogmatical, or following implicitly

scriptural authorities. According to the views of some writers, there is

little difference between the Yogdchdrya and the Madhydmika theories

also, as some have united them ; except that the former is more prac-

tical and the latter more theoretical or speculative (dealing with too

many abstract terms, and minute discriminations). In the Do class of

the Stan-gyur, there are many volumes containing works explanatory of

both these systems. But they can be understood only by the learned, the

generality of the religious persons (or the clergy) prefer to read Tan-

trika works, the Dulva, and some tracts of the Do class of the Kah-gyur.

The above mentioned systems are well known to many of the learned

in Tibet ; but there are likewise many who are acquainted only with

their names.

There is another distinction (with which the Tibetians are more fami-

liar, and which is taken from the scriptures) with respect to the prin-

ciples, on which the scriptural works are founded ; that of £J£]
T z^ T i?|33f

Theg-pa-g-sum ; S. Tri-yanam, the three vehicles. Accordingly all

Buddha scriptures are calculated for the lowest, the mean or middle,

and the highest capacities ; for, they contain low or vulgar, middle, and

high principles to be known by such as aspire to any degree of perfection.

Some writers have used the name of " Lam-rim," degrees of way (to

perfection), considering men on three different degrees of intellectual

and moral capacity ; as, men of little, middle, and highest capacities.

Under this title there are now in Tibet (among those of the Geluk-pa

sect) several manual works on the principles of the Buddhistic religion.

Among these " Lam-rims" the most esteemed and the most compre-

hensive is that of Tsonkha-pa, a celebrated Lama, who flourished in the

beginning of the fifteenth century.

According to the Lam-rim, there are three degrees of principles with

respect to the theory of the Buddha faith.

1. Men of vulgar capacity must believe that there is a God, there is

a future life, and that they shall therein have the fruits of their works in

this life.

2. Those that are on a middle degree of intellectual and moral

capacity, besides admitting the former positions, must know, that every

compound thing is perishable, that there is no reality in things ; that

every imperfection is pain, and that deliverance from pain or bodily exis-

tence, is final happiness or beatitude.

3. Those of the highest capacities, besides the above enumerated
articles, know that from the body or last object to the supreme soul,
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nothing is existing by itself, neither can be said that it will continue

always, or cease absolutely ; but that every thing exists by a dependent

or causal connection or concatenation.

With respect to practice, those of vulgar capacity are content with the

exercise of the ten virtues. Those of a middle degree, besides the

fulfilling of the ten virtues, endeavour to excel in morality, meditation,

and ingenuity or wisdom. Those of the highest capacities besides the

former will perfectly exercise the six transcendal virtues.

With respect to their summum bonum. >

The first seeing the miseries of those suffering in the bad places of

transmigration ; as, in hell, Yiddks, and beasts, wish to be born among

men, the asur? and the gods.

Those of the second class, not contented with the happiness of the

former, wish for themselves only to be delivered entirely from pain and

bodily existence. Lastly ; these regarding as pain, every bodily exis-

tence, in whatever region of the world it be, aspire to final emancipation,

and wish to arrive at the supreme perfection, that they may become able

to help others in their miseries.

Such distinction in speculative Buddhism, as that of the Swabhdvika,

Aishwarika, Karniika, and Ydtnika does not exist in Tibetan books

(except, perhaps, among the Nyigma-pa sect, who are said to possess yet

several volumes that have not been printed in the Kah-gyur and Stan-gyur

collections, but which may be found in Tibet both written and printed,

among the people of that sect), although there are many works in the

Stan-gyur containing materials on the several doctrines or tenets of those

philosophical schools.

The ancient philosophical sects in India mentioned frequently, and

partly described in the Tibetan books, especially in the Stan-gyur volumes

are as follows

:

1. Grangs-chen-pa (sjt^'-jaj sj

—

Sdnkhya in Sanskrit). The Bud-

dhists have adopted much of this school. In the ^ and ^ volumes of the

Do class in the Stan-gyur, there is an account of the six schools (and

of others also) in ancient India.

2. Che-prag-pa (g^fipsj—S. Vaisheshika).

3. Rig-chet-pa (x^l'SV^I—^' Vedantika),

4. Shot-pa-pa Osgfv*J
T;
J
T—$ Mim&nsaka).

5. Jigten-gyang-phen-pa (QF^'i^'S^'Q^i'^—^. Lokayata).

6. Those that take Vang-chuk (v^'g *|—S. Ishtvara) for the first

principle.
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7. They that take Ts'hangs-pa (jfcwq Brahma), for the first

principle.

8. They that take Khyab-juk ([gzj'QgEj—S. Vishnu), for ditto.

9. They that take Skyes-bu (g^Tg—S. Parusha), for ditto.

10. They that take gTsovo (ffi^—S. Pradhdna) for ditto.

11. They that take time (^*j—S. Kala), for ditto.

12. The atomists or they that take rdul-phran (*.QJ
T
fcJd)) the atoms

for the first principle of the existence of the world. There are yet some

others also.

The general principles of practical Buddhism with a follower of this

faith in Tibet, are such as follow.

1. To take refuge only with Buddha.

2. To form in his mind the resolution of endeavouring to arrive at

the highest degree of perfection, to be united with the supreme intelligence.

3. To prostrate himself before (the image of) Buddha ; to adore him.

4. To bring offerings before him, such as are pleasing to any of the

six senses ; as, light, flowers, garlands, incenses, perfumes ; all sorts of

edible and drinkable things, (whether raw or prepared,) stuff's, cloths, &c.

for garments and hanging ornaments.

5. To make musick, sing hymns, and utter praises on Buddha,

respecting his person, doctrine, love or mercy, his perfections or attri-

butes ; his acts or performances for the benefit of all animal beings.

6. To confess one's sins with a contrite heart ; to ask forgiveness of

them, and to declare sincerely not to commit such afterwards.

7. To rejoice in the moral merits of all animal beings, and to wish

that they may contribute them to obtain thereby final emancipation or

beatitude.

8. To pray and exhort all the Buddhas that are now in the world

to turn the wheel of religion (or to teach their doctrines) and not to

leave soon the world, but to remain here for many ages, (Kalpas,)

V.

—

Enumeration ofHistorical and Grammatical Works to be met with

in Tibet. By the same.

Works, containing historical matter, may be found, in Tibet, under

the following names

:

1. Lo-gyus (ojll«V l°"vgyus)i meaning annals, chronicle, history.

2. Tam-gyut (e]^*T|}^ gtam-rgyud), tradition, oral account,

traditional history. (S. A'khydnam.)
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3. Ch'hos-Jung (dWQSC;* Ch'hos-hbyung), origin and progress

(of the elements) of the (Buddhistic) religion.

4. Tokzhot fts]<V T

*j^S rtogs-brjod), properly a judicious saying;

memoir, reflections, critique, biography.

5. Ndm-thdr ($ dj'ftx rnam-thar), properly emancipation, liberation,

biography, legend.

6. Grung (|f c;<v Grungs), a fable, fiction, fabulous history.

7. Stan-cis Oqgaj'^V Bstan-rtsis), chronology, or calculation of

some events or epochs occurring in the sacred volumes.

To the first class or "lo-gyus" may be referred the following works,

on account of their contents being of a historical character.

1. Mdni-kdbum (*f jb*zj*iQ*Qg*f nui-ni-bkah-hbum), an historical

work, composed by Srong-tsan-gampo ( *fc;*zj,^dj'2[*f
T q' Srong-

j??tsan-sgam-po), a celebrated king in Tibet, in the seventh century of

the christian era.

2. Ptidma-thdng-yik (z^ T£m T$E) Padma-thang-yig) another his-

torical work, written in the eighth or ninth century, in the time of Khri-

Srongde'-tsan (R'^V^Q'XjJfo) Dvan Indian guru, called in Tibe-

tan Padma Jung-ne/ (^T'Q3 t;
T
K]3i<v), in Sanskrit Padma Sambhava,

3. Kd-thdngde-nd /q*jQ'3 ^'^'<tf), by the before mentioned guru,

and by some Tibetan translators or lotsavas, in five parts, containing

biographical notices of princes, queens, chief officers, pandits and lotsa-

vas or Tibetan translators.

4. Yik-nying ($fir§5 T
)> ancient writ or chronicle, compiled by the

ancient Tibetan translators.

5. Yik-zhung-cKhen-mo, (v$e\ t*\Q^&\ K), containing Indian his-

tory from Asoka (g'^'dfs. mya-nan-med, in Tibetan) a king, (who

lived one hundred and ten years after the death of Sha'kya, and had his

residence at Pdtaliputra and Dehli) till the time of Pratita Se'na (in

the beginning of the fourteenth century of our era).

Other historical works are known under the following titles :

6. Kd-tsik~cKhen-mo (zj*lQ
r

<^kJW<£3^*0•

7. Kd-cKhem-kd-lc hol-ma (z^Q T&^^ T
ZJ*iQ'QraQJ'3{).

8. Gyel-rab-pag-sam-jon-shing (§q*XXJ^ T^^**J<V*r$yJfc').
9. She-cha-rap-sal (£)<V'*rXTJ T K]*VQj).

10. Gyel rap-salvui-mclong (|)Q]
TXT^ T^<VQJ'ZJQ

TlrQ]e; T \

11. Bod-kyi-yik-ts ang (^'1'^'^')' Tibetan records.
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12. Dep-ter~non-po (^T^ijx/^'dj tj), ancient records.

13. Sa-s,kya-yik-tsang (*w g'$£T<iS')> records made in the Sa-

,*kya monastery.

14. Gyahi-yik-tsang (§Q
T

$*T&5')> Chinese records, translated by

J9Lama rin-ch'hen-grags-pa.

There are in Tibet some historical fragments under this title, Ctam

gyut (£]T}*rl> r )' traditional history, also.

Under this title, cKhos-jung (j&qf'Qi c;
T
)» Elements of religion, or the

origin and progress of the Buddhistic religion, there are several works

in Tibet, according to the different authors. As by Ne'l-pa, by Bu-

s,ton ; the CKosjung of the 'Bkah-gdams-pa sect, that originated in

the eleventh century ; ditto of the Bruk-pa sect, by Padma karpo.

Under this name: " TokzJiof (^E]*J"qf^ S. Avaddna), there are

many historical fragments both in the Kah-gyur and Stan-gyur (especially

in the ^ or thirtieth volume of the M&o class of the Kah-gyur, mostly of

a legendary character. But besides these there are also true narrations.

The following work is of a mixed character of this kind: j^SQjQ 5,*C-

ZjjqvS5'QSJ5]<V
T^Qr£r^ ff]<VTqfs^

" sham-bha-lahi rnambshat-dang

phak-yul-gyi-rtokzhod"—Description of Shambhala (a fabulous country

and city in the north of Asia). And a memoir on p'haks-yul (S. A'rya

desa or India,in general), written by Pan-ch'hen Paldan ye-shes, the

great Lama at Tashi lunpo (zj*]*£J<V
T(y 3j

T y ) in 1775.

Under this name: "nam thar" ^argjx, tnere are many historical

works in Tibet, containing narratives of the life of any great personage,

as the life of Shakya, in amdo or stitra, called ^'abI.
T XQJ'y (gya-cher-

rol-pa) or " Lalita vistara" in Sanskrit. As also in the A/do styled

ajcjai'ijX'QiEr^ "non-par-jung-va, his appearance in the world (in a

religious character).

To this class belong the following works, as : Dpag-hsam-k'hri-shing

(T^spi^3r[T^ic|c; ,
)> by Dge-vahi-Z)vang-po (S.Shubhendrq), trans-

lated from Sanskrit. The " rnam-t'har" or legendary narrative (contained

in the hstan-gyur) of eighty-four persons, in ancient India. How they

were emancipated, or acquired preternatural faculties.

The $i*p<9X fl'nam-thar, of the sixteen principal disciples (ffl^^V'Z^^^

netan) of Shakya.

The hundred acts of Shakya compiled by Tara'natha, a Tibetan

Lama, in the seventeenth century.

x
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The twelve acts of Shakya, by Srong-tsan-gambo, in the Manx-

kabum.

The " skyes-rabs-irgya-pa" or one hundred new births or regenera-

tions, by a Lama of the Karmapa sect.

There are in the Dulva biographical notices of several princes wealthy

citizens, and other illustrious persons, in ancient India.

Amongst the Grungs (ij"t;<v) or fabulous narratives, the " Kesdr

Gi-ungs" (si
T
<vi.'3j" c;<v) or fabulous history of Kesar a warlike ancient

king in central Asia, is much celebrated in Tibet.

On Stan-cis (Br z\«i9) jg <vj) or astronomical calculations of some events

or epochs, occurring in the sacred volumes or Shastras, there are like-

wise several works, in Tibet. Of this kind are the commentaries on

the " Kdla chnkra or dus-Jcyi-htihor-lo" in Tibetan, made by several

learned men,—as; by " Bu-ston" (j§^3|) in the fourteenth century, by

" Jo-nang-pa" by " Mk'has-grub" in the fifteenth century ; by " Panch'-

hen-Mo-ftzang-ch'hos-kyi-rgyel-mts'han," by " Padma karpo"—(a cele-

brated Lama of the Bruk-pa sect, in the sixteenth century.

Also a commentary on the Kala chakra, and the history of the Bud-

dhistic religion, written in Tibetan by a Mongol Lama (Sum-bha-zhabs-

trung) in the last century.

The " rtsis-kyi-hbyung-k'hungs" (§*t|tQSE; t
f5c;*v) elements of

calculations by " MK'HAS-GRUB-rGYA-mTs'no" and " nor-B-zang-

rGYA-mTs'iio." The substance of these works have been embodied in

the " Baidurya, Dkarpo" an astronomical, &c. work, written by

" SANG-RGYAS-rGYA-mTs'HO," a regent at Lassa, in the last half of

the seventeenth century.

List of such Indian (or Sanskrit) grammatical works, as have been

known to the ancient Tibetan learned men, and partly have been trans-

lated into Tibetan, or have been only quoted by them.

The names of these works have been collected in the last volumes of

the B,stan-gyur compilation. They are as follows : Pdni-vydkarana, in

two thousand slokas ; Maha-bhdna, a commentary of the former in

one hundred thousand slokas, by &Lu-NOR-rGYAS-KHi-Bu"—not trans-

lated. An abridgment of the two former by Rama Chandra.
A grammar, in twenty-four chapters, by Chandra Gomj.

A commentary on the twenty prepositive particles, by do.

A Sutra on the letters, by do.

A commentary on the letters, by Ch'hos-.$'KYong (S. Dhermapala).

The several cases of nouns, by Chandra Gomi, in explanatory
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Another grammatical work,byZLA-vA-GRAGS-PA. (S. Chandra kirtti.)

A commentary on the Chandrapd by Pandita Ratna Mali, in

twelve thousand slokas.

A commentary on the former by Pandita Purna Chandra, in

thirty thousand slokas.

Dvyings-mdohi-hgrel-pa, a commentary on the verbal roots, by

" Byins-kyi-Dpung-gryen."

Ting-mthahi-bshad-pa : explication of the " ting" termination.

The milch-cow of desire.

The eight compositions.

The Knldpci in fifteen chapters, by Dvang-phyug-go-ch'ha.

Sde-spyod byd-karana, in five hundred slokas, a commentary on the

Kaldpa, by brahman Ugra Bhu'ti.

The " Si" &c. &c. of the Kaldpa, explained by /Zjam-c?pal-

grags-pa (S. Manjukirtti).

A grammatical work, introductory to every speech or language.

A commentary on the same, by a teacher : Subhasha kirtti.

A commentary on the twenty prepositive particles, by 7)vang-po-

byin (S. Indradatta.J

T)yangs-chan-bydf<arana (of SaraswatiJ in thirty-one chapters.

Six great commentaries of the former, and several smaller ones.

Tgjb(un) and other terminations explained in a Sutra, by Dur-Sing.

A Sutra on the ^jb(un) termination, by " Chandra"—with a com-

mentary by the author himself.

A Sutra of roots in the Kuh'ipa and in the Chandrapa^ by " Gang-

Vd\\\-zla-va" (S. Purnna Chandra),

tJ (ti) and other terminations of actions, &c. explained by c?Gah-

vahi-grags-pa.

Collection of words having the same sound but different significa-

tion. H,jam-Dvyangs (S. Manju-ghoshaJ bydkaranahi-r,tsta-va y by

Sadhu-kirtti.

A commentary on Panini's grammar, by Rama Chandra.

Panini-byings-mdo (the roots Sutra, of Panini), by Pandita ^jigs-

med-e,de.

On the above enumerated Indian grammatical works, there are some

commentaries made by the Tibetans. As ; by " Bu-ston-rin-ch'hen-

grub" and " Zhalu-lo-tsa-va ch'hos-sk'yong-6zang-po."

There are, likewise, in Tibet, several works teaching how to read the

Sanskrit text, especially the mantras. The most common are those

(both the text and the commentary on) written by " Sangha Skri"
at Snar-thang. But there are others also, made by Tarana'tha, by

Kunle'gs, by Dde'-le'gs, and by Situpa.

x 2
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The most ancient grammatical work extant for the Tibetan language

is that made by " Sambota" in the seventh century. Its Tibetan name

is : " Lung-du- ston-pa-sum-chu-pa" and " r, Tags-kyi-PJug-pa" or

grammatical introduction in thirty slokas, and the adding of the cha-

racteristic letters (for the formation of the several cases of nouns, &c.)

Both these treatises are very short, making not more than three or

four small leaves. They give little information, and are interesting only

on account of the grammatical terms. But there are now many com-

mentaries on this original text, composed by the authors, whose names

here follow, as : Dvu-pa-6Lo ^sal, Lo-ch'hen-Nam-Mkhah-rgya-Mts'ho,

sNar-thang-lo-tsa-Sangha-Shri, Yar-^brog-pa-rin-ch'hen-tog, c?ge-ye-va-

ts'hul-k'hrims-Senge, Pan-ch'hen-g-ser-mdog-chan-pa, e?pah-vo-gtsug-

lag H,p'hreng-va, Zur-Mk'har-va-5Lo-gros-rgyal-po, Rab-/ibyams-smra-

va-eh'hos-rgyal, Hol-pa-rab-Abyams, Sman-lung-pa-6Lo-moh'hogrdo-rje,

Zha-lu-lo-tsa-va-ch'hos-skyong-Bzang-po, Yha-lu-pa-ch'hos-legs, Byams-

i>-Ling-Bsod-nams-rnam-r,gyal, Kun-mk'-hyen-go-ram-pa. (These two

last have commented only the " Sum-Stchu-pa." ) Zag-lung-ch'hos-rje,

Rab-Abyans-pa-jam-gral, K'ha-rag-sprul-sku, Drung-yig-Ajam-Dvyangs,

(these have written answers to some proposed questions respecting

grammar). Pan-ch'hen-dkon-Mch'hog-ch,hos-grags, (he wrote in the

seventeenth century, under this title ;
" Legs-Bshad-snang byed'

norbu" on sixty-four leaves.)

Situ, or Zdom-bu-pa of Derghe in Kham-yul, wrote in the last

century, on eighty-six leaves. The title of his grammar is : " mk'ftas-

pahi-mgul-rgyan-mu-tig-pJweng-mdses" (a beautiful necklace of pearls

for a neck ornament of the learned).

There are yet several other grammatical works on the language of

Tibet.

A. Cs.

VI. Section of a Hill in Cuttaclc supposed to be likely to contain

Coal By M. Kittoe, Esq.

[In a letter addressed to J. McClelland, Esq. Secretary Coal Committee.]

I have the pleasure to forward a sketch (section) of a hill called

" Newraj" where I had expected to find coal, but have been unsuccess-

ful ; the hill, however, presents such striking features, that I deem it

worthy the notice of a geologist, and address you accordingly. I have

forwarded specimens [a list of which is hereto annexed] to the Secre-

tary of the Asiatic Society, who will deliver them to you for examina-

tion, after which I request the favour of your informing me whether or

not coal is likely to be found beneath the very black slate, (marked K) ?
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Also, whether it is likely to occur beneath the brown slate (J), in sam-

ples of which (obtained fourteen or fifteen feet below the surface at a

village in a valley two miles inland south from Newr<ij\) I have found

delicate veins of coal ? Again, I should feel greatly obliged by your

giving me instructions as to the nature of the rocks, beneath (or near

to) which coal beds usually occur in this country ? If there are any

specimens available in the museum, I beg you will oblige me by for-

warding some samples to me, labelled, and at the same time you will

favour me with the names, &c. of the different specimens now forwarded^

lettered as they are, my duplicates having the same labels.

A reply to the above at your earliest convenience will much oblige

your most obedient servant.

Cuttack, Nov. 8, 1837.

(No. 1.) A. Laterite of Stirling, vide pp. 177-178, As. Res. volume, headed,

on Orissa proper or Cuttack.

(2,) B. (3.) C. Upper courses of the rock just below the lower part of the

rock next the water degenerating into clay.

(4.) E. (5.) F. Earth mixed with others of a yellowish hue like fuller's earth

in taste and appearance, and resting between the black slate and the hard rock.

(6.) G. Vertical dyke between the rock and the slate imbedded in the fuller's

earth.

A vein fusing through the hard rock at a right angle averaging 19 feet thick.

(7.) H. Yellow clay slate above the brown slate.

(8.) /. Brown slate, continuation of the black.

(9.) J. Pink slate, continuation of the brown.

(10.) K. Black slate of three kinds, the soft being the lowest.

(11.) L. Specimens of the vein which runs the whole length of the slate rocks,

varying in color and thickness ; average thickness 9 inches.
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(12.) M. Piece found in the black slate.

(13.) N. Specimen of dyke (vertical) through the slate.

The other specimens forwarded are from Mahdnadi and Kutjooree.

(1) Laterite, (2) speckled rock apparently volcanic, (3) ditto softer, (4) earth

between the slate and rock, (5) dike of calcareous substance, (6) lava ? (7) yellow

clay slate, (8) brown slate, (9) pink slate, (10) black slate, (11) vein of various

colors principally red, (13) dike through the slate, (14) marl between the rocks

and the laterite, varying in thickness, (15) upper stratum of soil, (16) sandstone

rock which continues for 50 or 60 miles towards Ganjam.

The above is merely a rough sketch to exhibit the different forma-

tions as exposed to view: the whole is without measurement. The

extreme height of the hill is about 120 feet from the water level. Should

it be required I shall be happy to make a more correct plan by actual

measurement.

Neivrdj is about seven miles in a direct line (due west) from Cuttack ;

H is at this spot that the Mahdnadi throwing off its branch called

the Kutjooree, finally quits the hilly country and the great valley

hence to Burmool. The natives look on this curious rock as the work

of " Siva" under the denomination of " Siddheswar" to whom a temple

(of great antiquity) is dedicated, and situated at the top of the rock, the

lower story of it, as well as the enclosure or terraces are hewn out of

the solid laterite rock, in which there are (besides) several caves, for-

merly inhabited by rishis (ascetics). The black rock is exported to Poo-

ree for the purpose of making the " tillak" or frontal mark of the

Hindus ; the red, yellow, pink, &c. &c. are used to paint the houses in

the vicinity. The sandstone does not come down to the water's edge

but rests on the other rock at a short distance inland ; indeed the rock

washed by the river extends but a very short distance, when it joins on

the range of coarse sandstone hillocks, which extend to the south to-

wards the Chilca lake, including Kandgirri, Kurdd, &c. and across

the Mahdnadi from Undharkot on the bank, towards DaJchanndl in

a northerly direction ; westerly, they extend as far as Dhompdragarh
on the right bank, and Barramba on the left. The rock dipping and

passing under the bed of the Mahdnadi. Many valleys or basins are

formed by these hills on both sides of the river ; in some places the hil-

locks are but 30 or 40 feet high, the beds of sandstone being com-

paratively thin, of a coarse grain, resembling gritstone ; it has numerous

quartz pebbles of all sizes imbedded in it : it usually rests on shingle,

and has a superstratum of the same kind ; which again appears to rest

on indurated clay slate.
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Note.—By Dr. McClelland.

The hill of Newraj described by Mr. Kittoe in the accompanying

letter, is situated seven miles in a direct line due west of Cuttack near

the confluence of the Kutjooree with the Mahdnadi at the exit of the

latter from the hills ; and appears from an examination of the small but

interesting collection of specimens procured by Mr. Kittoe to be, as he

has accurately described it, volcanic.

The centre of the hill is formed of a massive dyke (2,) thrown up

from below, and consisting of a dark green trachyte of a somewhat

coarse glossy character with minute vesicles containing a soft earthy

matter, which is removed by exposure (6.) The lower portion of this

rock (3), where it is exposed to the action of air and moisture, decays

like green-stone, yielding a similar clay.

On one side of the dyke there is an abrupt abutment of sandstone

(16), which forms an extensive undulating country on the west, south

and north of Newraj ; and on the other side a bed of drawing slate

changing into yellow (7,) brown (8,) red (9,) and black chalks (10, 10,

10,) which might be used with advantage in the manufacture of paints

and pencils. Mr. Kittoe indeed states, that the black drawing slate is

exported to Pooree for the purpose of making the tillak, or frontal

mark of the Hindus, and that the other kinds are used in the neigh-

bourhood by the natives for painting their houses. I do not think that

these chalks are at all inferior (especially the black) to the best kinds

imported to England.

The annexed copy of Mr. Kittoe's sketch of the section of Newraj

hill, I have made by using one of his rough geological specimens of

black chalk instead of a pencil.

Between this last bed and the dyke, there is a true vein filled up ap-

parently from above by scaly fragments of drawing slate and calcare-

ous matter (5) ; this rent has evidently been formed in the centre of the

hill by the elevation of the dyke from below, and some distance from

this the slate is divided by a vein of a different nature (13) from the

last, occasioned by the separation of the lower convex surface of the

disturbed mass ; this vein is composed of fragments of primary clay slate

mechanically intermixed with plates of silvery mica, ingredients which

must have been derived from below.

Another interesting peculiarity, and one for which it is more difficult

to account in this section, is a vein of black glossy trachyte, extended

obliquely from the drawing slate at the water's edge across the great dyke,

dividing it nearly in a horizontal direction.
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VII.

—

Discover}/ of the name of Antiochus the Great, in two of the

edicts (>/Asoka, king of India. By James Prtnsep, Sec. fyc.

[Re;id at the Meeting of the 7th March.]

As long as the study of Indian antiquities confines itself to the illus-

tration of Indian history it must be confessed that it possesses little attrac-

tion for the general student, who is apt to regard the labour expended on

the disentanglement of perplexing and contradictory mazes of fiction,

as leading only to the substitution of vague and dry probabilities for

poetical, albeit extravagant, fable. But the moment any name or event

turns up in the course of such speculations offering a plausible point of

connection between the legends of India and the rational histories of

Greece or Rome,—a collision between the fortunes of an eastern and a

western hero,—forthwith a speedy and spreading interest is excited which

cannot be satisfied until the subject is thoroughly sifted by the exami-

nation of all the ancient works, western and eastern, that can throw

concurrent light on the matter at issue. Such was the engrossing in-

terest which attended the identification of Sandracottus with Chandra-

gupta in the days of Sir Wm. Jones : such the ardour with which the

Sanskrit was studied, and is still studied, by philologists at home after

it was discovered to bear an intimate relation to the classical languages

of ancient Europe. Such more recently has been the curiosity excited,

on Mr. Turnour's throwing open the hitherto sealed page of the Bud-

dhist historians to the development of Indian monuments and Pauranic

records.

The discovery I was myself so fortunate as to make, last year, of

the alphabet of the Delhi pillar inscription, led immediately to results of

hardly less consideration to the learned world. Dr. Mill regarded these

inscriptions as all hut certainly demonstrated relics of the classical

periods of Indian literature. This slight remainder of doubt has been

since removed by the identification of Piyadasi as Asoka, which we

also owe to Mr. Turnour's successful researches; and, dating from

an epoch thus happily achieved, we have since succeeded in tracing the

name of the grandson of the same king, Dasaratha, at Gaya in the

same old character; and the names of Nanda and Ai'las, and perhaps

Vijaya in the Kalinga. caves: while on Bactrian coins we have been

rewarded with finding the purely Greek names of Agathocles and

Pantaleon, faithfully rendered in the same ancient alphabet of the

Hindus.

I have now to bring to the notice of the Society another link of the

same chain of discovery, which will, if I do not deceive myself, create a

J
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yet stronger degree of general interest in the labours, and of confidence

in the deductions, of our antiquarian members than any that has

preceded it. I feel it so impossible to keep this highly singular disco-

very to myself that I risk the imputation (which has been not unjustly

cast upon me in the course of my late undigested disclosures) of bring-

ing it forward in a very immature shape, and perhaps of hereafter being

obliged to retract a portion of what I advance. Yet neither in this, nor

in any former communication to the Society, have I to fear any material

alteration in their general bearing, though improvements in reading and

translation must of course be expected as I become more familiar with

characters and dialects unknown for ages past even to the natives them-

selves, and entirely new to my own study.

A year ago, as the Society will remember, Mr. W. H. Wathen,

of Bombay, kindly sent me a reduced copy of the facsimiles of the in-

scriptions on a rock at Girnar ( Girinagara) near Junagarh in Gu-

jerat, which had been taken on cloth by the Rev. Dr. Wilson, president

of the Bombay Literary Society. He also sent a copy to M. Jacquet

of Paris, which I dare say before this has been turned to good account.

After completing the reading of the pillar inscriptions, my attention

was naturally turned to these in the same character from the west of

India, but I soon found that the copy sent was not sufficiently well

done to be thoroughly made out ; and I accordingly requested Mr.

Wilson to favor me with the facsimile itself, which with the most

liberal frankness he immediately sent round under a careful hand by

sea. Meanwhile Lieut. Kittoe had, as you are also aware, made the

important discovery of a long series of inscriptions in the same charac-

ter at a place called Dhauli, in Cuttack. These were in so muti-

lated a state that I almost despaired of being able to sift their contents ;

and they were put aside, at any rate until the more promising portion of

my labour should be accomplished.

I had just groped my way through the Girnar text, which proved

to be, like that of the pillars, a series of edicts promulgated by Asoka,

but essentially different both in language and in purport ; when I took

up the Cuttack inscriptions of which Lieut. Kittoe had been engaged

in making a lithographic copy for my journal. To my surprise and joy

I discovered that the greater part of these inscriptions (all indeed save

the first and last paragraphs which were enclosed in distinguishing

frames), was identical with the inscription at Girnar ! And thus as I

had had five copies of the pillar inscription to collate together for a cor-

rect text, a most extraordinary chance had now thrown before me two

copies of the rock edicts to aid me in a similar task ! There was however

Y
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one great variance in the parallel,—for, while the pillars were almost

identical letter for letter, the Girnar and Cuttack texts turned out to

be only so in substance, the language and alphabet having both very

notable and characteristic differences.

Having premised thus much in explanation of the manner of my dis-

covery, I must now quit the general subject for a time, to single out the

particular passage in the inscriptions which is to form the theme of my

present communication.

The second tablet at Girnar is in very good preservation ; every

letter is legible, and but two or three are in any way dubious. The

paragraph at Aswastuma which I found to correspond therewith, is far

from being in so good a state ; nevertheless when the extant letters are

interlined with the more perfect Girnar text, as in the accompanying

copy, they will be seen to confirm the most important passage, while they

throw a corroborative evidence upon the remainder, and give a great deal

of instruction on the respective idioms in which the two are couched.

The edict relates to the establishment of a system of medical admi-

nistration throughout the dominions of the supreme sovereign of India,

one at which we may smile in the present day, for it includes both man
and beast; but this we know to be in accordance with the fastidious

humanity of the Buddhist creed, and we must therefore make due al-

lowance for a state of society and of opinions altogether different from

our own.

I here present the whole paragraph in the old character as it stands

at Girnar, following it up with an interlined transcript in the roman

character, so as to place under one view the parallel texts from opposite

sides of India.

Second Tablet at Girridr.

rbAA ttUL. "i'Al-UU UL!»rd£ r=fi >A8Gb

A-A,Vl©-dVUir ({J A lLUX+A JbXMA-Dbl' H'AJL

+lirEiA"b Arb H-^JrhbrCa-A" TfclrWA >A~-f

tlA) Gj^/tii r=fi "> d
J

+cb + A"81r0d+'<£d OAjd+cbd
O I I

"Lb Did Xi blXUAld OjCOAld JUJUlrbfUA

bfUA'ld fCbAld 8 -Old U±d JLAJLA £<b
A A

rOi A Lr f bA'id T b bA'ld b-0,b + bd 1-1 bA"

Aid TbbA" bfifAJU U(b 8±£±-
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The some in Roman character, with the Dhauli copy interlined*.

Savata vijitemhi devanampiyasa Piyadasino rano, evama-

Savata mmitamsi devanampiyasa Piyadasine

papavantesu. yatha Choda, Pida, Satiyaputo, Ketaleputo,

a-Tambapanni, Antiyako yona rajaye vapi (tasa

Antiyoke ndma yon a Idjaya vapi (...sa

Antiyakasa samino rajano), savata devanampiyasa Piya-

Antiyakasa sdmantd lajdne) savata devanampiyasa Piya-

dasino rano dwe chikichha kata ;—manusa cliikfchha cha pasu

dasine chiki

chikichha cha : osudhani cha, yani manusopagani cha paso-

\ cha dhdni dni muniso ni pasu

pagani cha. Yata yata nasti, savata parapitani cha

opogdndni cha ata— td nathi, sa pdldpitd

ropapitani cha ; mulani cha phalani cha ; yata yata nasti,

iopapitd cha: mu
savata harapitani cha ropapitani cha. Pathesu kupa

vata hdlopitd cha, lopdpitd cha. ma (gesu) itdapandni

cha khanapita ; vachha cha ropapita ; pari bhogaya

cha khdndpitdni, lukhdni cha lopapildiii pati bhogdya

pasu manusanam.

p dnam.

Translation.

Ki Everywhere within the conquered provinces of raja Piyadasi the

beloved of the gods, as well as in the parts occupied by the faithful,

such as Chola, Pida, Saliyaputra, and Ketalaputra, even as far as

Tambapanni ( Ceylon)—and moreover within the dominions of An-
tiochus the Greek, (of which Antiochus' generals are the rulers,)

—

everywhere the heaven-beloved raja Piyadasi's double system of me-

dical aid is established ;—both medical aid for men, and medical aid

for animals : together with medicaments of all sorts, which are suitable

for men, and suitable for animals. And wherever there is not (such

provision)—in all such places they are to be prepared, and to be planted:

both root-drugs, and herbs, wheresoever there is not (a provision of

them) in all such places shall they be deposited and planted.

And in the public highways wells are to be dug, and trees to be

planted, for the accommodation of men and animals."

* I reserve the lithographed facsimile until next month.

Y 2
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Many things are deserving of comment in this short edict. To begin

in due order ;

—

The opening words which are equally well preserved in both the

Girnar and the Dhauli inscriptions, will be remarked to differ, in the two

examples, only in a single letter (disregarding of course the variation of

the inflection, which we shall see by and by to be peculiar to the dialect

of each place, and constant throughout) ;—the former text reads Savata

vijitamhi equivalent to the Sanskrit savatra vijite, ' every where in the

conquered (country)' whereas the latter has savata vimatamsi (S. vimatej

throughout the inimical (in religion) country*. This difference is incon-

siderable ; and both expressions will contrast equally well with apdpa-

vantesu (S.apdpavatsuJ ' in the sinless-like,' or ' the provinces containing

the believers.' Of the places enumerated as belonging to the latter divi-

sion, unfortunately one list only is preserved, and we are unable to identify

any of their names with certainty, except the last. Choda may indeed be

the Chola kingdom, and Pida the country named in the Brahmanda

Puranaf, as Pidika in the same list with Chulica: but in what part of

India situated does not very clearly appear. Satyaputo and Ketalaputo

are equally unknown ; unless the latter be Ketorapuri of Wilford—
hod. Tahneswar. The former seems rather an epithet of some ' holy city*

of the time. Our only certain landmark then is Tambapanni, the ancient

name of Ceylon, spelt exactly in the same manner as in the Pali text of

the Mahdvunsa just published by Mr. Turnour. The Greek name of

this island, Taprobane, as Dr. Mill has elsewhere observed^, seems

rather to be taken from the Sanskrit Tamra-pdni, which is also the

true Singhalese name for the same place.

But the principal fact which arrests attention in this very curious pro-

clamation, is its allusion to Antiochus the Yona, (Sanskrit Yavana) or

Greek, king. The name occurs four times over, with only one variation

in the spelling, where in lieu of Antiyako we have Antiyoko, a still

nearer approach to the Greek. The final o is the regular Pali conver-

sion of the Sanskrit nominative masculine termination as, or the Greek

os. In the pillar dialect the visarga of the Sanskrit is replaced by

the vowel e, as we see in the interlined reading, Antiyahe. Again the

interposition of the semivowel y between the two Greek vowels t

and o, is exactly what I had occasion to observe in the writing of the

words Agathuhlayoj and Puntalawanta for AyadoxAews and iravTaKsovros

on the coins. All this evidence would of itself bias my choice to-

* While correcting the press, I received a revision of the Cuttack inscription,

by Mr. Kittoe, in which the word is plainly vijitamsi.

t A*. Res. VIII. 336. ; Journal As. Soc. Vol- V. 830.
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wards the reading adopted, even were it possible to propose any other

;

but although I have placed the sentence, exactly transcribed in the

Devanagari character, in the pandit's hand ; he could not, without the al-

teration of very many letters, convert it to any other meaning, however

strained. And were there still any doubt at all in my mind, it would be

removed by the testimony of the Cuttack version which introduces be-

tween Antiyake and Yona the word nama>—making the precise sense

* the Yona raja by name Antiochus.'

Having then, I trust, established the existence of a genuine Greek

name in an authentic Indian edict, let us turn to the histories of the

period and ascertain who he may be, and how far the circumstance tallies

with the Grecian and Persian records of these ancient times.

The age of Asoka, as fixed by the Buddhist annals falls close after

the invasion of Alexander the Great, but when adjusted by the esta-

blished epoch of Chandragupta, it coalesces with the flourishing

period of Bactrian independence.

The name of Antiochus occurs solely in the Seleucidan dynasty

which enjoyed supremacy over the whole extent of the Macedonian

conquests, until the satraps of Persia and higher Asia threw off the

Syrian yoke, and assumed to themselves the regal title. It was to re-

establish his sway over the revolted provinces that Antiochus the

Great in the third century before Christ, conducted an extended cam-

paign in Bactria, which ended in an accommodation with Euthydemus

whereby he was permitted to hold the regal title. The Bactrian king

consented probably to be tributary to Antiochus, for the treaty was

ratified by the surrender of all Euthydemus' elephants to Antiochus ;

who, on his side, cemented the alliance by granting his daughter in mar-

riage to the handsome Demetrius, Euthydemus's son. This memo-

rable event is fixed by Bayer in the year 205 B. C.

" In the reign of Antiochus the Great," says Maurice, " the affairs

of India again become conspicuously prominent in the page of Asiatic

history." Polybius informs us that subsequently to the settlement

of Bactria> this monarch led his army over the Indian Caucasus, and

entered India, where he paid a visit to, and renewed his alliance*

with Sophagasenes, king of that country, and received likewise his

elephants, which with those he had from Euthydemus amounted now

* The treaty thus renewed, may have been that entered into between Seleu-

cus and Sandracottus. Alluding to the obscure origin of this prince Justi-

nus says, " By such a tenure of rule was it that Sandracottus acquired In-

dia at the time Seleucus was laying the foundations of his future greatness,

and the latter having concluded a league with him, and settled his affairs in the

east came down and joined the war against Antioonus." L. XV. C. 4.
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to a hundred and fifty* ; he then recrossed the Indus and returned

homeward through Arachosia, Drangiana, and Carmania, settling in

all those countries due order and discipline. " The boldness of his at-

tempts and the wisdom of his conduct during the whole course of this

long war, gained him the reputation of a wise and valiant prince, so

that his name became formidable to all Europe as well as Asia, and well

deserved the addition of < Great' which was given himf
."

In all, save the name of the Indian monarch, do these circumstances

agree with the terms of our inscription. We may readily imagine it to

have been a provision in the treaty, that the Buddhist king of India

should be allowed to establish his religious and humane regulations

among those of the same faith who resided under the rule of Antio-

chus' generals, that is, in JBactriaand perhaps Sinde. We see an ac-

knowledgment of fealty to him in the very wording of the sentence, and

it is curious that, while the Cuttack inscription calls the Greek princes,

Sdmantd his generals—the other edict names them Swamino J,
* lords.'

With regard to the name of Sophagasena I should not have much

hesitation in asserting that it was a palpable corruption of Asoka sinha or

sena, the first two syllables transposed^,—but that I am saved the trou-

ble by that more daring etymologist Col. Wilford, who long ago pro-

nounced Sophagasena to be nothing more than Sivaca-sena, a term

equivalent to Asoca-sena, ' one whose army is clement,'—and which was

another name for Asoca-verddhana the third in descent from Chan-

dragupta in the Pauranic lists ||.

Mr. Turnour fixes the date of Asoka's accession in B. C. 247, or

62 years subsequent to Chandragupta, the cotemporary of Seleucus.

Many of his edicts are dated in his 28th year, that is in B. C. 219, or

six years after Antiochus the Great had mounted the throne. The
medical edict is not absolutely dated; we however perceive that there

can be no positive anachronism to oppose the conclusions to which other

powerful considerations would lead.

* The words of Polybius are:
—

'TTrepjSaAc^Se tov Kabxaarov, teat Kardpas els

ti)v 'IvSiktjv, r'fjv tov (piXiav dveveuxraTo t}]v Trpos 2,oipayao~r}vov tov fiao~i\ea twv

'lvUGiv, Kai Xafiuv i\4<pavras, &se yeveaQat robs Hiravras ets eKwrbv koX TrcvrrfKovra,

crt 8e ffiTOfierprjaas iraAiv cvravda rjfv Svva/xtv, avrbs pev ape£*ey|e fxtra T7j? sparias.

'AvSpoadevr) 8e tov Kv^iKrjvbv iirl rrjs avaKOjxi^ris a7r4\nre rr)s yafys, ra 5jAo\oyr)-

6c(o"ns auT<J -jrapa tov fZaariXews. Pol. Histor. lib. xi.

T Universal History, vol. VIII. p. 157.

X The last letter is however doubtful (more resembling pharn) and I feel very

certain that re-examination will prove the reading to he Sdmantd.

§ Just as the natives persist in calling Ochterlony, Loni-akter ;

—

many
such whimsical perversions might be quoted.

(1 Asiatic Researches, V. 236.
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But the subject of elucidation is not exhausted here. The Persian

historians have yet to be examined ; and their account of this eventful

period may be gathered, from Fekishta's words, to have been copied

not from the Greeks, but from native authorities now no longer extant.

" Sinsarchand* assumed the imperial dignity after the death of

Phoor, and in a short time regulated the discomposed concerns of the

empire. He neglected not in the mean time to remit the customary

tribute to the Grecian captains, who possessed Persia under and after

the death of Alexander. Sinsarchand and his son possessed the

empire of India seventy years. When the grandson of Sinsarchand

acceded to the throne, a prince named Jona, who is said to have been

a grand nephew of Phoor, though that circumstance is not well attest-

ed, aspiring to the throne, rose in arms against the reigning prince and

deposed himf."

* Maurice's Modern Hindustan, vol. I. 65

—

Sins&r-chand is just as much of

a Sanskrit name as Chandragupta, and nearly of the same import ; viz.

^foUT'^'5? Sansdra-chandra, ' moon of the world.'

f The whole passage in Ferishta is not too long to be extracted, that it may

be consulted in the original. The Society's copy however differs from that

translated in the above quotation from Maurice in the substitution of other

names for those of the Greek captains.

vj^s^A-*/ \.k*a* c^ %dj^ a*h *£ h s*)^** j tji-k
f

1*3 ^Ja** CL^J^J

\j~yj *y, ^r^ i***^-* «s^ (&fi ^j jj* &*& ax&$ d^ )

fVJ &)j* *£ \>&
mj* i'j}*£ s^Ih Kmr^° ))^rH dfc^H aJU.**

^J,xxh\*n j! JUu ollftjb Alii: I 6jl> * c\x**jSlxi> tUi&lj ^JjI e^iJaL.

* o-*^ iUjuJ i£j$ —
^
js*. i^^>^> ****** dy* *&* ufr£*»

ta>*Wj»J i
SS : tA^ *^?» *& JULlVyJ ^«^«J **yA. ***•) 7T)J^"

djjlj.5 .fells jJjjJLwO jUai*. j tdJUa. jlftij tV*j,J Oar* to ^J"^

olx«a* . c*Vj .' Ai*c* ^ ££*$jzsi j\ii .*3 sdJ^i v^AU (/)j..*.« i£j

^KAj t^O ,) A; j »3i
;

I U^ iji; .£*** *I«J J<J^ J ^ *'^y d?U*J

&XtbjA» .JU^ W ^J^«-i cUA A=b>a0 <A«n'i •**- •! A< lJ^ ty j^*-*

.U44.J .JtLau .il« „J>iiLk.& ^5* * yJ^^Js^ &A.&? jSz*M Ai-A. <A.*!

Ardeshkr Babega'n, began to reign A. D. 223. There is an anachronism

therefore of near 500 years in this account! The name of Kalianchand ir
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Now it is not by any means improbable that the Jon a (or Yona) here

introduced as a rival to Asoka, may be the identical Yona raja, men-

tioned in the edict before us, or in other words, Antiochus himself;

although it is certainly true that the Persian historian goes on to give a

circumstantial account of his reigning at Canouj for a long time, with

indefatigable attention to the police of the country and the peopling and

cultivation of the waste tracts of Hindustan ! Yona is placed 260 years

before Christ, and is stated to have made a present of elephants and a

vast quantity of gold and jewels to Ardeshir, who claimed tribute from

the empire of India. This seems to be, mutato nomine, a repetition of

the story given by Polybius, for, independently of the anachronism, it is

hardly probable that the Arsacidae, themselves tributary to Syria, should

have yet mustered courage to exact the like respect from their powerful

neighbours.

I think the edict furnishes a satisfactory solution of the difficulty,

by enabling us to erase Yona from the Indian list, and to transfer him

either to Syria or to some principality of the Bactrian Greeks who are

acknowledged to have held sway in the upper part of India.

As for the Pauranic histories of the Hindus, all I need say is, that if

any thing can tend to persuade the brahmanical pandits of the erroneous

basis on which their chronology rests, and the necessity of seeking its

explanation (which I do not deem at all impossible) it will be this dis-

covery of a coincidence between our histories and these sculptured monu-

ments in their own language, which cannot have been tampered with,

and cannot be suspected of giving false testimony on such a matter.

The best accounts however of the early occurrences of Indian history

are to be sought in the Buddhist annals. Let us see what light they

throw on the term Yona,

In Mr. Turnour's introduction to the Muhdwamo (which I have

only this moment seen through the kindness of Dr. Bland of the Wolf)

I find these words :
" In regard to the geographical identification of

the Yona country, I am of opinion that we shall have to abandon past

speculations on the similarity of the names " Yona" and " Yavana"

and the consequent inference that the Yavanas were the Greeks of

Bactriana;—as yona is stated to be mentioned long anterior to Alexan-

der's invasion in the ancient Pali works. The term in that case can

have no connection with the Greeks." Now on turning to the only

two passages indicated in the glossary ; I find that the first relates to the

unknown in the Puranas :—neither are Koderz and Terasi, known as kings of

Persia of that period. The former resembles much the Kodes of our Bactrian

eoins : the latter may be Tiridates (B. C. 253).
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deputation by Asoka himself of a missionary named Maha'rakkhito

to effect the conversion of the Yona country, while Majjhantiko

goes to Kdsmira and Gandhdra, and others to various places.

The other passage cited (page 171) occurs in an elaborate and most

circumstantial account of the erection of the Mahdthupa, or great tope,

at Ruanwelli, by Dutthagamini king of Ceylon, in the year 157 B. C.

Among the priests who resort to Ceylon to assist at its consecration

are the following from Upper India—for the passage is so interesting to

us Indians who are nearly in the dark as to those periods, that I cannot

refrain from extracting it entire

:

i( Ndnddesdpi aganchhun bahawd bhikkhawo idha:
Idhadipatihasanghassa kdkathdwa idhdgame ?

Therdsiti sahass&ni bhikkhd dddya dgamd
Rdjdgahassa sdmantd Indagutto mahdgani.
Sahassdn Isipatand Bhikkhunan dwddasddya
Dhammaseno mahdthero chetiyaithdnamdyamd.
Satthin bhikkhusahassdni dddya iddhamdgama
Piyadassi mahdthero Jetardmawihdrato.
Wesdlimahdwanato theroru Buddharakkhit&
Atth&sasahassani bhikkhu dddya dgamd.
Kosambighositdrdmo theroru dhammarakkhito
Tinsa bhikkhusahassdni dddya idhamdgamd.
Addya Yujjeniyan thero Dakkhinagirito
Yati chattdrisahassdni dgoru Dhammarakkhito
Bliikkhunan satasahassdnan satthi-sahassani chddiya.
Pupphapure sdkdramd thero mittinnandmako

.

Duwe satasahassdni sahassdni cha satthicha,

Bhikkhu Pallawabhogamhd mahadewo mahdmati.
Yonanaggar dlasanna Yona mahddhammarakkhito
Thero satthisahassdni bhikkhu dddya dgamd.
Winjhd lawiwatdniyd sendsanutu uttaro.

Thero satthi sahassdni bhikkhu dddya dgamd.
Chittagutto mahdthero Bodhimanda wihdrato
Tinsa bhikkhusahassdni ddiyitwd idhdgamd.
Chandagutto mahdthero wanawdsapadesato

,

A'gdsiti sahassdni ddiyeticd yati idha.

Suriyagutio mahdthero keldsamahdwihdrato
Chhanawati sahassani bhikkhu dddya dgamd."

** From various foreign countries many priests repaired thither. Who will be able

to render an account of the priests of the island who assembled here? The pro-

found teacher Indagutto, a sojourner in the vicinity of Rdjaguha, attended, ac-

companied by eight thousand theVos. The niaha th£ro Dhammaseno, bringing with
him twelve thousand from the fraternity of the Isipattana temple (near Bdrdnesi),

repaired to the site of the thupo. The maha thero Piyadassi from the jeto wihdro
(near Sdivatthipura) attended, bringing with him sixty thousand priests. The
th^ro Buddharakkhito attended from the Mahdwanno wihdro of Wesali, bring-
ing eight thousand priests. The chief th^ro Dhammarakkhito, attended from
the Ghositd temple of Kdsambiu, bringing thirty thousand priests with him. The
chief thero Dhammarakkhito, bringing forty thousand disciples from Dakkhind-
giri temple of Ujje'ni, also attended. The th£ro named Mittinno, bringing sixty

thousand priests from his fraternity of one hundred thousand at the Asdko temple
at Pupphapura. The thero Rettinno, bringing from the Kdsmira country two
hundred and eighty thousand priests. The great sage Mahadewo with fourteen
lacs and sixty thousand priests from Pallawabhdgo ; and maha Dhammarak-
khito, th£ro of Yona, accompanied by thirty thousand priests from the vicinity of
A'lusaddd, the capital of the Yona country, attended. The theVo Uttaro attended
accompanied by sixty thousand priests from the Uttania temple in the wilderness of

Winjha. The maha thero Chittagutto repaired hither, attended by thirty thousand
priests from the Boddhimando. The maha thero Chandagutto repaired hither,

attended by eighty thousand priests from the Wandwdsd country. The maha" theVo
Suriagutto attended, accompanied by ninety-six thousand priests from the Kelaso
wihdro."
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* The vicinity of A'lasaddd (in the text A'lasannd, but corrected in

the errata) the capital of the Yona country'—follows, in this enumera-

tion, the mention of Kdsmir, while it precedes the wilderness of Vinjha

which is evidently Vindravan, the modern Bindrabund. In situation

then as well .as in date I see nothing here to oppose the understanding

ofYona as the Greek dominion of Bactria and the Panjab, and I dare

even further propose that the name of the capital near which the Bud-

dhist monastery was situated, and which Mr. Turnour states in his

glossary to be unidentified, is merely a corruption of Alexandria, the

right reading being perhaps A'lasanda, halfway between the authorities of

the Pali ' variorum.' Thus in lieu of finding any difficulty in regard to

the use of the term Yona by oriental authors, we perceive them all rather

to admit the interpretation which the sagacity of our antiquarians had

long since suggested, but which could only be thoroughly confirmed by

such an incontrovertible testimony as it has now fallen to my lot to

bring to notice. The particular Alexandria alluded to may probably be

that ad calcem Caucasi which is placed at Beghram by Mr. Masson in

the 5th volume of my Journal, and in the neighbourhood of which so

many stupendous stupas have been brought to light through his able

investigations.

The purport of the edict thus promulgated to the subjects of the

Indian monarch and of his Greek ally, now merits a few observations.

I have said that its object was to establish a system of medical admi-

nistration. The word chikichha is the regular Pali form of the Sanskrit

ehikitsa (fafafffjl), the administration of medicine, or healing. In fact a

medical service seems to have been instituted and supported at the ex-

pense of the state, with depots of the herbs and drugs then, and stilb

used as remedies by Indian practitioners. The term osudhani, (Sans.

aushadhdni ^T^Tfaj) according to Wilson, may even comprehend

mineral as well as vegetable medicaments, and it may possibly be thus

used in contradistinction to mulcini and phaldni.

In reading the particular allusion to a separate system of treatment

for animals, one is reminded of that remarkable institution at Surat

usually called the Banyan hospital, which has been so frequently de-

scribed by European visitors of the last century. If proper inquiry

were directed to this building, I dare say it would be discovered

to be a living example, (the only one that has braved twenty cen-

turies,)—of the humane acts of Asoka, recorded at no great dis-

tance on a rock in Gujerat—" This hospital consisted of a large

piece of ground enclosed by high walls and subdivided into several

courts or wards for the accommodation of animals. In sickness they
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were attended with the greatest care, and here found a peaceful asylum
for the infirmities of old age. When an animal broke a limb or was
otherwise disabled, his owner brought him to this hospital, where he was
received without regard to the caste or nation of his master. In 1772,
it contained horses, mules, oxen, sheep, goats, monkeys, poultry, pige-

ons, and a variety of birds, also an aged tortoise which was known to

have been there 75 years. The most extraordinary ward was that

appropriated for rats, mice, bugs, and other noxious vermin, for whom
suitable food was provided." (Ham, Hindostan, I. 718.)

The order for digging wells and planting trees along the sides of the

high roads in this edict, is of a similar nature with, but rather more la-

conic than that on the Feroz lath, which it may be remembered, specified

that the wells were to be half a coss apart, and the trees to be of the

mango species : besides which there were to be serais and villages—

a

provision which seems pointed at in the passage quoted from Ferishta,
about Sinsarchand's successor " establishing towns and villages

along the Ganges and Jumna."

The word used for wells at Girnar is kupd, pure Sanskrit :—at

Dhaoli it is udapandni as on the pillars,—and so for road, one uses

patha,—the other maga (S. marga) as on the pillars ;—and in the

same manner one dialect employs manusdnam the other munisdnam,
1 of men ;' but of this and other idiomatical peculiarities I shall hereafter

have more to say when I shall have presented the remainder of these

most interesting relics of antiquity to the Society's notice ; fearing that

1 have almost transgressed the bounds of their patience in the observa-

tions to which I have been led by the one selected for my theme on the

present occasion.

VIII.

—

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.

Wednesday evening, the 7th Feb. 1838.

The Hon'ble Sir Edward Rvan, President, in the chair.

Charles Fraser, Esq., M. C. Ommaney, Esq., Dr. W. H. Green, and
Lieut. A. Bigge, Asst. to the Gov. Genl.'s Agent in Assam, proposed at the

last meeting were ballotted for and duly elected members of the Society.

Dr. Henry Harpur Spry, was proposed by Col. McLeod, seconded by

the Secretary.

Read a letter from Capt. Robert Shortrede, Acting Secretary of the

Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, acknowledging the receipt

of the 3rd volume of the Mahdbhdrata.
Also, a letter from Mansur Ahmed, thanking the Society for the copy

of Khazanat ul Urn, presented to him for having edited that work
gratuitously to its completion, but declining the other copies offered him
and requesting in lieu thereof, such volumes of the Alemgiri series as could
be spared. Resolved to present him with the 3rd, 4tb, 5th and last volumes,

z 2
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Library.
Read a letter from M. E. Dollfus, President of Societe Industrielle of

Mulhausen in Alsace, forwarding for presentation the following books,

and soliciting an exchange of publications with the Society.
Bulletin de la Soci^te" Industrielle de Mulhausen, vol. X.
Exposition des produits de 1' Industrie Alsacienne organised par la Societe" Indus-

trielle de Mulhausen—for May 1836.
Rapport Anuuel for 1836-37.

The following books were also presented.
Wellesley Dispatches, vol. V

—

presented by the Hori'ble Government of India.

An account of the manufacture of the black tea as now practised at Sadiya in

Upper Assam, by G. A. Bruck, Superintendent of tea culture—by the Tea Committee
t

through Dr. N. Walfich.

The Pooranic, Siddhantic and Copernican systems of the world compared ; by
Soobajee Bapoo of Lehore near Bhopal, in Malwa, printed in Telinga at Madras-
presented by L. Wilkinson, Esq.

Indian Journal of Medical and Physical Science, for March 183S

—

by the Editor.
Resala Aruza Farsi, by Syed Keramut Ali—by the Author.
Tasfrul Osul, by Maulavi Abdul Mojid—by the Author.
Meteorological Register, for January 1838

—

by the Surveyor General.

Antiquities.

Capt. A. Cunningham forwarded impressions of inscriptions from the

neighbourhood of Juanpoor.
Capt. W. Brown, forwarded a notice, and drawings of the ancient

pillar, at Hissdr.
[We shall hasten to insert this note, but the remains of letters on the lower part

of the shaft, do not appear sufficiently well defined to be pronounced of the Asoka
alphabet.]

The Secretary submitted the following question addressed to himself by
a friend under the signature Fidydrthi, to the critical solution of the
native members of the Society.
Sir,

I shall feel obliged if you or any of your readers will enlighten me on a point

regarding which I am in doubt. I have observed, that in Moore's Hindu Pantheon
and in several papers in the Asiatic Researches treating of Hindu Mythology, the
bull, which is the vehicle of Shiva, is styled " Nandi ;" and the correctness of this

appellation seems to be maintained by you in your No. 67, for July last, in a paper
(No. VI.) on certain ancient inscriptions (vide page 590. Note 4.) Now I have
searched in vain in both editions of " Wilson's Sanskrit Dictionary," in Radha
Kant Deb's Encyclopedian Sanskrit Dictionary, the " Shabda Kalpadruma," in

Carey's Bengallee Dictionary, and in " Ward's Hindoos," for proofs that the bull

of Shiva is called " Nandi." I wish therefore to know what authority there is for

such an application of this term ?

Calcutta, March 3rd, 1838.

The Secretary read a paper on the discovery of a notice of Antiochus

the Great in two of the edicts of Asoka.
[This paper is printed in the present Journal.]

Physical,

Two fresh fragments of fossil testudo from the fort boring were pre-

sented by Col. McLeod, brought up from a depth of 450 feet.

A description of Balwa Kund, Chittagaon, was forwarded by Lieut. G.
Sjddons, Engineers.

A report on Caoutchouc, by Dr. W. Griffith, was communicated by
Government through the Gen. Dept.

[Printed in the present number.]
Various minerals and coal fossils were presented on the part of L.

Plavfair, Esq. through Mr. Bignell.
A third despatch consisting of 163 specimens of birds, and 7 animals

was received from Capt. Pemberton, for deposit in the Society's charge.

Mr. J. P. Grant presented for the museum eight birds and one animal

in the name of Mr. Charles Grant, C. S. at the Cape of Good Hope.
Mr. D. Ross, a bird (otis deliciosa) mounted by M. Bouchez.
Also a black-headed gull, was presanted by M. X. Nicolas.
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The following announcement of two new sites of coal in Assam was

communicated by Dr. McClelland, Secretary of the Coal Committee.

To Captain Henderson,
Jtylcmber of Coal and Iron Committee, Calcutta.

Sir, ^
1 beg to acquaint you for the information of the Committee that in a recent visit

to the 90uth-east frontier of the valley, I inspected beds of coal in two places, first

at Borhath and then near Jeypore.

2. The first bed at the former place that I met with, was in the channel of

the Disang river about a mile above the little village of Borhath and at the com-
mencement of the rising ground of the first low range of the Naga hills. The bed

was visible for about a hundred yards in length aud about eight feet in thickness

above the level of the water and gravel of the, stream ; it was immediately covered

by a stratum of loose rubble four or five feet deep, over which was the superficial layer

of soil of about the same depth that forms the surface of the surrounding place.

The bed was apparently horizontal, for a part of it was visible in the opposite bank

of the river at the same level.

3. Ascending the bank and proceeding up a gentle rise about a quarter of a

mile, at an elevation of probably 50 or 60 feet, I came again upon a vein of coal in

the banks of a iittle watercourse and traced it for about 200 yards. It was not

here visible in extensive continuance, masses being overlaid here and there with the

fallen rubbish of the acclivity above, but it cropped out at intervals and always seem-

ed to bear a thickness of several feet. From beneath this bed several small springs

of petroleum flow into the pools in the watercourse, and four or five seers (10 lbs.) of

this oil were collected by my servants from their surfaces in a few minutes.

4. The coal in both these strata appeared to be of the first quality, and nothing

could well be more favorable than the position for facilitating the working, nor for

the transport of the coal as far as the waters of the Disang admit, but this stream

is barely navigable for laden canoes of small size in the dry weather, although in

the rains it has a depth of water sufficient for large boats, and its stream is no where
impetuous.

5. The other bed of coal was similarly situated at the foot of the eastern side

of the same hills, about 12 miles from Bhorath, about 3 miles inland from the

Dehing river, and the village of Jeypore. This coal is also accompanied by petroleum
springs and appears to be of exactly the same quality as that first mentioned.

6. Captain Hannay i- now engaged in quarrying some of this coal, agreeably

to instructions from the Ri^ht Honorable the Governor General, and I hope soon
to be able to send a small quantity of it to the Presidency. He was not aware of

the existence of the Borhath coal, the superior facilities of transport offered by
which would otherwise have induced him probably to have worked it in preference,

but he couM not so well have superintended the labourers, the road between Jeypore
and Borhath being in an extremely bad state and scarcely passable after rain.

7. Although no other traces of coal have as yet been discovered in the imme-
diate vicinity of either Jeypore or Borhath than the beds now noticed, it is impossible
not to cometotne conclusion, from what has been brought to light by previous
discoveries above and below, and from the general conformity of the g-eology of the
whole tract, that a most extensive bed of coal underlies all the small range of Naga
hills on this frontier for an extent of perhaps upwards of 100 miles.

8. Along this great extent we may hereafter find beds extending far lower
down towi.rds the great navigabie channel of the Brahmaputra, and therefore
apparently offering some advantages in regard to transport, but as these advantages
will he counterbalanced by greater difficulty in drainage it seems to me that we are
not likely in all Upper Assam to find any two points where coal could be worked to

more advantage than those now noticed, viz. Borhath and Jeypore, with reference
particularly to the nature of the streams which traverse this bank ; for, these
receiving no tributaries of the least consequence after leaving the hills, they in

themselves are as fitted for navigation close to the hills as in any part of their

courses, whilst a little longer navigation is of little or no consequence, and the
Dehing and Disang are the largest streams on the south bank.

9. if therefore the sample of coal to be sent down should turn out favorable
in regard to cost, the committee need not I think hesitate working these seams,
looking to the discovery of further beds better situated. I greatly fear however the
present lamentable desolation of this part of the country aud the inefficient manage-
ment to which it has been entrusted may oppose most formidable obstacles to
working the coal on any scale and with any economy. Iu the hills there is indeed
a sufficient population of Nagas for any works, and the tribes in this neighbourhood
are in great measure civilized and would willingly take employment under us, were
they free to choose ; but they are all now engaged in the raja's salt works in the
vicinity, and I apprehend they are not at liberty to leave them.
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10. In therefore the existing deserted state of the country and under the
mistaken policy of its ruler, I fear Captain Hannay will not be successful in
showing that the coal can be worked to advantage, and the great mineral wealth of
Upper Assam will therefore not be for the present available to the state.

I have the honor to be, &c. &c,
Govr. Genl. Agent's Office, "1 R. Jenkins,

Jorehath Ghat, 19th Feb. 1838. J Agent to the Govr. Genl.

Specimens of coal and accompanying minerals from the neighbourhood
of Hazdrib&gh, were also presented by the same gentlemen on the part
of Dr. A. Drummond.
The following is extracted from Mr. Drummond's report to the Medi-

cal Board on the subject

:

" Although I am fully impressed with the belief that Haz&ribdgh is a coal dis-

trict, it yet seems obvious, that no confirmation of such an opinion is likely to be
obtained till the ground has been opened to an extent sufficient for ascertaining the
poiut by actual examination.

" It cannot therefore be certainly averred that coal exists at the places indicated
whence the minerals were taken, although such a supposition is highly probable.

'* It is moreover strongly corroborated by other evidence. Coal is found in large
quantity to the south-east of Hazaribdgh at several places. The principal of these
is called Lugupuhar about 24 miles distant, whence a considerable quantity was
brought last year aud sold at Hazaribdgh, four maunds for the rupee. The approach
to it is however, highly dangerous, being situated in a jangal so extremely dense,
that tigers, hyenas, and other wild animals are in great abundance. Even at
Minkundgunge a hill about three miles south-east of Hazaribdgh, where I was
searching for lead and antimony ores reported to exist there, 1 was informed by
the villagers, that they had killed a tiger only eight days previous. I need there-
fore hardly observe that a guard on such occasions is almost indispensable.

" The other places where coal is found are called Ruhana, Eeehauk, not Eeechauk,
and Luhio being also to the south-east and nearly equidistant with Lugupuhar.
" I have not yet examined the strata in either of the above named places for the

reasons just assigned, but it is my intention to proceed thither by dak in a few
days, more particularly on account of fossils, of which I have not yet discovered
any remains, and no traces whatever of marine testacea or vegetables.
" The discoveries of coal-beds made by the natives are more to be attributed to

chance, than to any ideas they entertain of coal being concealed under ground in

the vicinity of any particular strata. Those which have been discovered to the
south-east were laid bare by the gradual operation of mountain torrents and other
natural causes. Artificial means however, only can avail for the discovery of others,
which, from their situation are but little affected by fluctuations of weather and
might in the usual course require centuries even for their development. I now
proceed to the specimens forwarded, and begin with

Series 1st.

" These specimens were taken from an excavation in an elevated portion of
land about one and a half miles south from Hazaribdgh at the depth of about 80 or
100 feet below the original surface. The soil has been extensively broken up by
successive rainy reasons, and being skirted by a small river or nullah, to which the
descent is sudden, currents and torrents probably have been principally instrumen-
tal in causing the disruption in the surface alluded to.

" The superior stratum of the original soil is about eight feet deep, of a red co-

lor, and consists of clay, sand, and gravel, with small fragments of mica intermix-
ed, much more abundant however in the
" Supermedial stratum, just underlying the red soil, being occasionally of a black-

ish or blue aspect. This stratum consists of fragments of quartz and conglomerate,
siliceous and calcareous earths, variously disposed and alternating sometimes with
other earths. White sandstone is very abundant, being evidently decayed quartz,
with mica and lime combined, having a laminated texture, in some cases easily

crumbled according to its state of decay. This order appears to terminate in the

carboniferous group is my belief from specimen No. 1, which seems to be coal

imbedded in quartz. The coal however, is not only deprived of its bitumen, but
obviously contains an excess of earthy matter ; and to the absence of the one,

and presence of the other is probably owing its uninflamraability. Exposure to

the air may have contributed to its decomposition, and subsequent deprivation of

bitumen as in the first instance, while the presence of earthy matter, may be

assigned to the usual causes. The specimen was dug out as nearly as possible iD

its present state, the dark side being uppermost.
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11 Specimen 2 contains fragments found in great abundance in the vicinity of

No. 1, having also undergone a like decomposition.
" Specimens 3, 4, and 5, alternate in the same bed with the former: specimen

6 being a species of oolite, (?) also from the surrounding strata.

Series 2nd.
" These specimens were taken from a ravine about 2 miles north-east from Hazd-

rib&gh, my belief of the existence of coal, in which, has been chiefly influenced by
the iron stone, (as in specimen No. 1,) which it contains in great abundance. It

alternates with the other specimens more or less near according to their numbers.
No. 10, however is a rare specimen. The ravine is situated near a granite hill,

and owes its formation to the same causes though acting in a less degree, which
have been already adduced as subsidiary in forming the others, or even piimeval.

" The packet lettered A is a specimen of coal from Lugupuhar, the specimen letter-

ed B is from Luhio^ and was taken from the dried bed of a river, of which the distance
is about 20 miles south-east of Haz&rib&gh. There are three species of coal found at
the latter place, but B is the only one I have as yet procured. Having lately visited

Kueylee or Kuindree Ghat, about 14 miles north-west from Hazdrib&gh previously
unvisited by any European, I obtained some curious crystalline specimens of lime-
stone and silex, of which specimen C gives the prevailing character. Specimen D
was taken from an immense block of the prevailing rock of which it is charac-
teristic.

" The Ghat is situated in a jangal so dense that two paces in front, a man was
employed to part bushes and grass, to allow my palkee (above which the grass
reached several feet) to proceed : even this mode at length was unavailing. I shall

defer a more particular account however of this place, till I shall have ascertained
the result of my present communication."

The following extract of a letter from Dr. Helfer to Mr. Blundeli*,
Tavoy, 15th February 1838, was communicated by that gentleman
through Mr. Secretary Mangles. The specimens of ore, &c. had not
reached Calcutta.

" Before I leave this place, I of course make a report up about all what has
been hitherto done. I have been very diligent since my last letter: I have made
one great excursion towards the east crossing over the Tenasserim river to the other
side of the ' supposed' boundary. My chief aim was the examination of the tin
mines, and I am greatly satisfied with them. They are very productive and very
extensive—only because the people do not understand to work them, and because
no European, who understands it, knows of them, they lie waste. But on a large
scale worked beginning with a capital of say twenty thousand rupees, one could be-
come soon a Millionaire."
The whole country near the sea coast is abounding in capital iron ores, but the

best of all is one hour from Tavoy. You have probably heard that loadstone has
been found there ; well without knowing this when approaching Tavoy, I found close
to it or rather part of it a hill entirely composed of the very best specular iron
ore*. I visited since that time the place a second time to ascertain its quantity,
and found that it is unlimited.

I am of opinion, that you may work this place not waiting for coal, nay I

think that charcoal is even cheaper. The place is only 25 minutes from the banks
of the Tavoy river, leading through paddy fields. If you get dug a canal by a
parcel of convicts through these fields on four feet broad, you have all done that is

required. Close to the banks you set up your iron foundry. Wood carried down
from the banks of the upper Tavoy river, is converted in loco into charcoal, and if

cut down only on the banks and thrown into the water will be indeed cheaper than
any other fuel. Vessels of a hundred tons burthen can approach the same banks, and
carry the pig iron, to any part of the world you like. Respecting situation 1 think
there is no place in the world so admirably situated, and a better quality you will
find nowhere.

1 send some boxes with collections. As I do not return before the monsoon, I
would very much beg to have every thing soldered up, except the stone, otherwise
all the great trouble of collecting would be useless.

I start from here to-morrow towards Mergui,— I intend to visit at first Taun~
biauk and the Kiauktaun, afterwards Pali, from whence I wish to cross over to the
Tenasserim, to visit the sapan wood forests, and to go down that river to Mergui.
No coal yet, but I am promised to get it in Pali. I have some hopes to find some

gold in the lower parts. If I have coal and gold, then you are conteut 1 know.
* I have a fine specimen of a similar ore from an island south of Penang stated

to be entirely composed of it.

—

Ed.
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t.—Examination and Anelysis of the Mackenzie Manuscripts depo-

sited in the Madras College library. By the Reverend William

Taylor.
[Continued from page 131.]

Palm-leaves, No. 42, Countermark 308.

B :—TELUGU.
I.

—

Crishna Rayer Vijayam, or the Triumph o/*Crishna Bayer.

This book is in Telugu verse of an ornamented kind. Its ob-

ject is chiefly to celebrate a victory obtained over the Muhammadans,

and a treaty cemented by marriage with the Gaj'aputi, or king of

Orissa. After the victory over the Muhammadans, it was judged ex-

pedient also to curb the Gajapati, who was in alliance with them.

At first war was commenced ; but, difficulties arising by the counsel

and skill of Appaji, the rayer's minister of state, proposals of peace

from the Gajapati were brought about, and the latter offered to give his

daughter in marriage to the rayer. In the native manner, a parrot

it is said was sent to narrate to the rayer the descent and superior

qualities of the other raja's daughter. This office the parrot discharged

and the marriage was celebrated, with which the poem concludes.

This copy of the work is written on palm-leaves decayed at the edges

but otherwise complete, and in good preservation. Its restoration does

not seem to be urgent or indeed important : the following is a fuller

abstract of the contents.

The author's name is Vengaiyam sonofCALAi, who invokes his

gods,, and the poets of antiquity, such as Valmica and others. He
wrote by direction of Sri Rama given in a dream, Hari-hadi-chenna
Vencata-Bhu'pa'la was his patron, who instructed him to write the

history of Cbishna rayer. He first celebrates Vijayanagaram and the

2 a
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praise ofNa rasinga rayer (father of Crishna rayer). He states that

Narasinga rayer demanded of him an account of the primitive state of

the Vidydranya (site of VijayanagaramJ and of the worship of Virupacshi,

(a form of Siva) and of the proceedings of Vidyaranahi (a sage) be-

fore the town was built. These are narrated to the following pur-

port.

Isvaren assumed the form of Vidyaranalu, afterwards called San-
cara'cha'rya. He demanded and received from Lacshmi the privilege

of having a town built in that wilderness bearing his name, where she

( Lacshmi, that is plenty) might always reside. She directed him to go
and choose some place. He went to the banks of the Tumbudra river,

and there seeing the fane of Virupdcshi-isvarer, he inquired into the

origin of the place, which those versed in such matters narrated to him.

The legend was founded on a tale from the Ramdyanam. Sugriva
ascended this hill, but Vali could not do so. There are five hills, called

Malvatam, Yemacutam, Busuva stringam, Madhanga-parvatum, Kish-

kindi. They told him that this sacred land was suitable for his abode.

At the same time he perceived a hare chasing a lion, at which being

surprised, he remarked that this was a special place for the brave, and

here a town must be built to be called (after his name) Vidydnagaram,

A transition is then made by stating, that Narasinga rayer, after

hearing many things on the ancient history of the place, addressed his

minister Appaji stating his wish, that his son Crishna rayer should be

crowned, or installed, which was accordingly done. Crishna rayer

sought advice and kingly prudence from Appaji, who instructed him.

He then desired to see all the forts and other strong places. He ac-

quired full information on all points. He also went out in disguise, the

better to know if the matters conveyed to his knowledge were true, He
thus lived some little time in a brahman's house unknown ; but being

found out by his harcarras the brahman asked why he so came ? He
said it was for " the destruction of the evil and protection of the good.''

The minister Saluva Timma brought to him great treasure. The

harcarras in his hall of audience, reported to him matters concerning

Visiapuram, and the Nizam, that a negociation was being carried on

between the Nizam, the Gajapati prince, and the ruler of Visiapuramt

in consequence of a dread or dislike of Crishna rayer's accession to

the throne of Narasinga rayer. The minister represented that as the

Gajapati was a worshipper of Jagannatha y
and a protector of the brah-

mans, it would be right to pardon him, and it was determined on to

proceed against Delhi (the Muhammadans) in preference. To this end

preparations were made, and Crishna rayer proceeded at the head of his
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army. Many favorable omens occurred, inferior chiefs of districts were

overcome, and their districts assumed. All who submitted were pro-

tected. At length, after many conquests, he directed his march against

Golconda. A great army amounting to a hundred thousand cavalry

came thence with precipitancy and halted on the other bank of the

Kistna river. A general assuring the rayer of his ability to disperse

the Muhammadans, received permission to do so, and he fell upon them

on the bank of the river ; when, after hard fighting, the Muhammadans

were defeated and fled. Some persons advised the rayer to assault the

town, but the advice of the minister was that the place was too strong
;

he rather advised to directt heir course eastward against the Gajapati^

who had harassed and impeded them on their march. The rayer con-

sented, and while on the way to attack the Gajapati, he was opposed

by scattered portions of different people, fighting without union or plan

who were one by one overcome, and at length they all came proffering

submission. The rayer received them favorably and confirmed them in

their possessions, (as tributaries understood.) Proceeding onwards the

rayer with his army invested Amidanagara (Ahmednagar), The

Muhammadans of the place made fierce resistance ; but were at length

defeated. Crishna rayer took possession of that hill-fort, and erected

his flag on it. Still advancing against the Gajapati, his minister Saluva
Timma represented to him, that though he could unquestionably con-

quer the Gajapati, yet that as the road was difficult, opposition would be

considerable ; and that it would be best to make a treaty of peace with

the Orissa prince. Crishna rayer paid no attention to him ; but say-

ing that the forest was no great thing, it could be cut down, and the

Gajapati no great matter, he proceeded in anger. On the way Sidavu

khan opposed with sixty thousand bow-men. The fighting was obsti-

nate ; the khan having for his object to promote the glory of the Gaja-

pati. News came to the Orissa prince that Crishna rayer was approach

«

ing, and the ministers of that prince advised him to go to the re-in-

forcement of the Muhammadan chief. Sixteen other chiefs around the

Gajapati rose up, and asked leave to go against the invading army,

which leave was granted. Crishna rayer hearing of their coming be-

came discouraged, and reflecting on his having before slighted the ad-

vice of Appaji, he sent for him, admitted the error, and asked how it

was now suitable to act. Appaji said it would not be possible to con-

quer their opponents, but that division must be caused amongst them.

Receiving all needful treasure from the rayer he wrote deceptive let-

ters, addressed to the sixteen chiefs, and sent them in boxes in which

were presents of money, with honorary dresses and ornaments : these

2 a 2
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were given to messengers, who were sent on alone, and falling into the

hands of the Gajapatis people, they were taken before him. The

Orissa prince read the letters with great astonishment. The purport

was to say that Crishna rayer consented to the terms proposed by the

ehiefs, and that if they would take and deliver up the person of the

Gojapati fdja, the villages, money and jewels, as stipulated, should be

made over to them. The Orissa prince, fearing for his personal safety

retreated to some distance privately ; and the chiefs, not seeing the king

or knowing what was become of him, desisted from fighting. The

rayer, on his part, did not advance his troops, and made no assault.

Appaji now proceeded to the Orissa prince, and told him that Crishna

rayer desired his welfare. The Gajapati hesitated for a time ; but at

length thinking the rayer might be trusted, he came to an audience,

bringing presents. Both parties exchanged salutations ; the Gajapati

offered his daughter in marriage ; and Appaji being greatly rejoiced

strongly recommended the union. At the desire of the ruler of Orissa

Appaji followed him, being treated with great honors, and allowed to see

the king's daughter. When about to return, the daughter named Tuca-

raman i sent a parrot to her father who transmitted it by Appaji to the

rayer. The bird after narrating its own divine origin, and the perfec-

tions of the person sending it, gave the rayer satisfaction. The mar^

riage was celebrated, and the rayer: returned to Vijayanagaram.

Note. This somewhat full abstract may perhaps supersede the

necessity of any translation, so far as historical objects are concerned.

Ferishta admits that Crishna rayer severely defeated the Muhamma-

dans : the other matters are probably historical. The ornament at the

close may be oriental metaphor merely to designate a messenger who

was to repeat what was ordered, and no more. Saluva Tim ma seems

to have been the proper name of the minister ; and Appaji a sort of

title of office : many tales are current of the skill and address of Appaji

the minister to Crishna rayer.

Professor Wilson's notice of this manuscript may be found in Des~

Cat. Vok 1, p. 296.

Manuscript Book, No. 33, Countermark 787.

Section 5.

—

Briefnarrative concerning the rule of the Setupatis, as-

feudatory piinces at Raninad.

This paper mentions a traditionary guardianship of the Ramiseram

temple committed to seven persons, one among whom by hereditary

descent, was Sadaica, who in Sal. Sac. 1527 (A. D. 1606), was made

lord paramount of the Marawa principality by Tirumala Nayaker*
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ruler of Madura. The transmission of the authority downwar Is with

dates and names, and mention of connected events is continued to Sal.

Sac. 1716, (A. D. 1795.)

As this short paper was translated and printed at the end of the

appendix to Vol. 2 of Oriental Historical MSS. any more lengthened

notice than the above, is not required. The original text was not then

given ; and as the writing of the document was rapidly fading it appeared

suitable to have it restored, and available at any time for reference as a

record.

Manuscript Book, No. 31, Countermark 785.

Section 1.

—

Account ofTirumala Nayadu and of his descendants^

the Carndtaca rulers ofMadura.

This manuscript was also translated and printed in the second volume

Or. Hist. MSS. beginning at page 182. Hence there is need only to

observe in brief, that it commences with the accession of the son of

Tirumala Nayaker to the throne at Madura, and brings the account

downwards, with a somewhat minute specification of wars, negociations

and changes of power, to the period of the last feeble remains of the

race, who received a village for their maintenance. In some of the

details, where most obscure, this manuscript is confirmed and elucidated

bv the large Tamil manuscript before mentioned, the Carndtaca rdfdkalm

At the time of making the above translation, this Telugu MS. was not

without difficulty legible ; a rough copy of it was then made for greater

convenience, and as the lapse of two years since has only added to the

difficulty of reading the original, a restored copy has been prepared from

the original aided by occasional reference to the rough copy, and the

text not having been printed a correct record for reference is thus pro-

vided.

Section 2.—An account of the rule o/^Cari Cala Cholan.

In consequence of war with the Pandya king, a woman of the Chola

royal race named Cungaina Gent'hi escaped alone into the wilderness,

being pregnant ; and took up her abode in the house of a brahman a

schoolmaster, and also an astrologer. By his art he declared concerning

the child, after casting its nativity, that it would become a powerful and

independent prince. In the ceremony of naming the child it was called

Cali Cholan. After the ceremony of investing with the sacred thread,

and while learning in the school, the boy was the object of much con-

tempt from the other boys, being treated as the son of a widow. He
retaliated on them ; but the brahman thought it best to keep him within

the house. He, became well instructed in knowledge and very powerful
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in bodily strength. The Pandiya king then ruled the Chola-mandalam ;

but, wishing to place over it a viceroy, he made public proclamation in

order to meet with a suitable person. A great concourse of claimants

assembled. The Pdndiyan then put a golden pot containing water on

the head of an elephant, and a wreath of flowers in its trunk, announcing

that the person on whom the elephant should place the wreath, and

anoint by pouring on him the water would be regarded as chosen, and to

that person the king would give his own daughter in marriage. The

elephant being let loose, avoided all the people in the town, and going-

direct to the aforesaid brahman's house, there selected the youth by

depositing the wreath on his head, and pouring the water over him»

The young man was as strong as ten elephants, but in order to diminish

his strength the brahman rubbed the sole of one of his feet with char-

coal, and thereby took away the strength of nine elephants, leaving him

only as strong as one elephant. He was subsequently installed at

Combaconum ; and had the name of Cari Cala Cholan given him to

commemorate the rubbing of charcoal fcariJ on his foot. But the

king's daughter was not given him. He strengthened and enlarged his

capital town. The young man learning from his mother that his father

was before him king of the Chola country, that his father had feared

to encounter the Pdndiya king, and had died during the disturbance

that had arisen ; resolved on vindicating his own, and his father's right

:

and, assembling an army, set out to make war on the Pandiya king
%

The army is stated at 250,000 cavalry, under commanders whose names

are given, who approached the Vaigai river. The Pdndiyan alarmed,

brought to him treasure and jewels, and after much nattering homage,

embraced him, and conducting him to his palace seated him, on terms

of equality, on half of his throne, and married him to his daughter Sid'-

he'svari, after which Cari Cala Cholan returned to Combaconum,

where there were great rejoicings. He allowed the cultivators three

parts of the produce, and took one-fourth (the ordinary rate used to be

one-sixth), with which revenue he built and repaired many sacred

edifices, gave large donations to brahmans, heard many religious stories

recited, and was a firm votary of Siva. In order to see if his people

were firm in that way, and with a view to discover and rectify evils, he

was accustomed to go out in disguise, covered with a common dark-

coloured hair blanket, during the night. Out of this custom arose the

following circumstances.

There was an aged brahman who, as the result of long penance, had a

son born to him, who when grown up was married, and the old man

died, but not before having charged his son to carry his bones to Cdsiy
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and bury them in the Ganges. The young man prepared to do so ; but

on the eve of setting out slept in the porch of his house, and there gave

strict charge to his wife to keep within doors, while he should be absent

for a year and a half; the only exception being that, if in want, she

might ask alms of the charitable prince Cari Cala Cholan. The latter

was at the door ; and, admiring so great an act of confidence, determined

on being the watchful guardian of that house. While the brahman was

absent he watched it carefully ; but the brahman returned within six

months, on the way to complete his pilgrimage at Ramiseram, and

wishing to assure himself of his wife's discretion, approached the door

alone at night, and looked in through its apertures. The Cholan came

thither at the same time, and thinking the brahman was a thief cut him

down with a sword, and retired. His wife next day suffered great

reproach from her neighbours, but recognizing her husband, she burned

herself with his body ; and the king having unconsciously killed a brah-

man, had the visitation termed Brahma-hatH (a personification of the

crime, as if an evil spirit, always following him). He made many
attempts to get rid of it, but though the sprite quitted him at the door

of a temple, or entry on a sacred pool, yet it always returned afterwards.

He went on pilgrimage to the shrine of Mindtchi at Madura, who, in a

vision, informed him that the visitation could not be so easily got quit

of, but directed him to build 108 Siva fanes, and then at Madhydranya

he would be relieved. He accordingly built a shrine every day, not

eating till each day's work was done ; but he did not know where

Madhydranya was. At length he found an emblem of Siva under a

tree named Madhi ; and Siva there appeared to him, directing him to

build a temple ; to enter at one gate, where the sprite would halt, and

would be imprisoned, and to go out at a gate on the opposite side : which

the king did, and wras cured. He however died childless, and his queen

followed him. There was no Chola king after him, he reigned fifty-five

years. The above things concerning him were compiled by Chacratai-

yengar a Vaishnava brahman of Melur from the Bakhti Vildsan and

some other books, inclusive of Sfhala Mahdtmyas, or temple legends.

Remark. Fable and fact appear to be blended in the first portion of

this account, the latter portion explains and illustrates some parts of the

Madura Purdnam, and from the comparison of the two, a few histori-

cal facts may be gleaned with some measure of certainty. It is to be

noted that this last of the Chola race, made Combaconum (twenty miles

north of Tanjore) his capital. This is the first document I have as yet

met with stating that fact ; though I always thought that Combaconum

must once have been a metropolis, from traces remaining.
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Section 3.

—

An account of the Ydnddu jdti9
or ivild people of Sri-

hari-cdtta, received from an old man of that tribe.

Of old one named Ra'ghava brought with him sixty families from

Paca-natti district ; and located himself with them at Sri-hari-cotta, and

clearing the country formed Rdghava-purum. The people by degrees

spread through a few adjoining districts. A rishi who came from Be-

nares and was named Ambike'SVAREr resided in Madhydranya (or the

central wilderness) ; and there, daily bathing in a river, paid homage to

Siva. These wild people of their own accord daily brought him fruits

and edibles, putting them before him. At length he inquired of them

the reason, they replied that their country was infested by a terrible

serpent, and they wished to be taught charms to destroy it, as well as

charms for other needful purposes. He taught them, and then vanished

away.

These wild people, being skilful in magic, continued in the forest.

They are of four classes :

1 Chenju-Vdndlu, 3 Coya-vdndlu,

2 Ydnddulu, • 4 Irald-vdndlu.

The Ydnddu people are skilful in medicine. The Cdyet people

reside to the westward in the wilds at Gooty, Athavani, and other

circumjacent places. Within their forest boundaries, if any traveller

attempt to pluck fruit from any tree, his hand is fastened to the spot*

so that he cannot move ; but if on seeing any one of the Coya people,

he call out to that person explaining his wishes and get permission, then

he can take the fruit, and move away ; while the Coya forester, on the

receipt of a small roll of tobacco leaf, is abundantly gratified. Besides

which the C6ya people eat snakes. About forty years since a brahman

passing through the district saw a person cooking snakes for food,-and,

expressing great astonishment, was told by the forester that these were

mere worms ; that if he wished to see a serpent, one should be shewn

him, but that, as for themselves, secured by the potent charms taught

them by Ambikk'svarer, they feared no serpents. As the brahman

desired to see this large serpent, a child was sent with a bundle of straw

and a winnowing-fan, who went accompanied by the brahman, into the

depths of the forest, and putting the straw on the mouth of a hole com-*

menced winnowing, when smoke of continually varying colors arose,

followed by bright flame, in the midst of which a monstrous serpents

having seven heads was seen. The brahman was speechless with terror

at the sight ; and, being conducted back by the child, was dismissed

with presents of fruits, and proceeded to the north. This circumstance

occurred among the Coya people of the woods or wilds to the northward
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of Pdla-Vamchcha Vhadrdchalam in Sal. Sac. 1635, (A. D.

1712-13.)

The Chenju people live to the westward of Ahobalam, Sri-Sailam

and other places, in the woods or wilds ; and go about constantly carry-

ing- in their hands bows and arrows. They clothe themselves with leaves,

and live on the sago, or rice, of the bamboo. They rob travellers,

killing them if they oppose. " This people afflict every living creature :"

(kill for food is supposed to be meant.)

The Irala people carry bows and arrows, and wander in the forests.

They are thieves. The Ydnddu class alone do not plunder. They

are employed as watchmen : they collect a kind of bark and roots, used

for dyeing red, bringing heavy loads, and receive whatever the sircar is

pleased to give in return. They chiefly live on a kind of white root and

wild-honey. The sircar employs them as watchmen. In the woods

near Sri-hdri-cotta there are forty of these Ydnddu people (supposed

to be heads of families). The sircar gives to the head man of these

people twelve maracals of rice monthly : in return he delivers sometimes

ten bundles (each five hundred lbs.) of the dyeing bark. The others,

who do not carry on this intercourse, live in their own manner in the

forest on white roots and honey. This handful of Ydnddu people seem

to be comparatively separated ; for if they attempt to hold intercourse

with others of that tribe at a distance, they are killed ; and their wives

are carried off : the others bold no intercourre with them. Such, as

far as could be obtained, is an account of these Ydnddu people obtained

from Ja'ra'marudu, as far as he could give information.

Remarks. This paper was read over by me a year or two since,

without any other remark than that there were people in the Peninsula

of whom Europeans had received little or no information. It now

attracted attention chiefly from its following the preceding papers and

from wishing to dispose of the entire book, No. 31, without need of

future reference. But reading it now after having had previously in

hand the paper on the Khoi-jati mountaineers of Goomsoor, (Mad. Jour,

of L. and S. No. 16,) termed Codalu, in the Telugu paper therein

translated, it appears to assume more importance than otherwise I should

have attributed to it. For it seems that the proper term is neither

Khoi, nor Codalu, but Cdyu-jdti (in the ordinary pronunciation to the

ear very similar to the enunciation of Khoi-jati), and that they are a sub-

division of a much larger body of people. I am confirmed in my suppo-

sition that the so termed B'heels of the north in Gujerat, &c. are of the

same kind of people, though seemingly more closely analogous to the

Chenju, or Irala, class. As regards the seeming absurdity of the

2 B
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bundle of straw and the large serpent, I am of opinion that this is an

enigma, and covers some more recondite meaning. Having in , the

Mackenzie papers sometimes met with a fact plainly narrated, and in

others veiled by fable, metaphor, and symbols, I have learned not hastily

to dismiss such seemingly crude orientalisms, but to try to look through

them ; and in this instance, without pretending to solve, what I am tole-

rably sure is a symbolical statement, I would throw out the conjecture,

whether it do not allude to the Meria-pujai, or human sacrifice, which

may possibly be the charm on which these C6ya people relied, and

which they may have practised, as well as the savage inhabitants of the

mountains of Goomsoor.

The locality of Sri-hari-cotta is about twenty miles northward of

Pulicat: the country about Gooty stretches thence northwestward; but

Sri Sailam is farther to the north. These savages are found in the

Goomsoor wilds and mountains, and from personal information received

by me, there is a very similar kind of people dwelling in the woody

mountains of the Dindigul province, to the south. In the persons of

the Bheels they dwell on the Vindya (or BhindJ mountains ; and I

have, in the paper before alluded to, shewn it to be probable that they

inhabit the Baramahl hills to the north of Behar. The account of this

people as carrying bows and arrows, living on roots, honey, or reptiles,

agrees with intimations throughout the more local papers of the Mackenzie

collection, and with current fables as to the Vedurs who seem to have

been wild savage people, aboriginal when the Hindus first began to

colonize it from the north. Thus we have a somewhat wide range of

data for inductive evidence, in favor of this particular kind of people,

under various subdivisions, having been the primary dwellers in the

peninsula. The conclusion need not for the present be drawn ; but it is

clearly indicated : to be followed, possibly, by other equally plain steps

of historical deduction, arising out of the Mackenzie papers, by the aid

of patience end perseverance. The point once established, that the

Hindus are riot the aboriginal native inhabitants of the peninsula, does

not seem to me of trifling magnitude-; and this point, I expect, will be

fully proved, in the process of the present investigation.

C:—MALAYALAM.
Manuscript Book, No. 3, Countermark 896.

Section 5.

—

Kerala Upatti. An account of the Kerala, or Mala-

yalam country*

This manuscript is stated to be copied from one then in the possession

of Dr. Leyden : the following is a brief abstract of the contents.
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Invocation. The incarnation of Parasu-rama and his destruction of

the cshetriyas. He formed the Kerala desam, which being infested

with serpents, he introduced the Arya brahmans, and located them in

sixty-four villages. Minor details of internal arrangements. Parasu-

rama procured from Indra the grant statedly of six months' rain in the

year. Other details concerning the classes of brahmans, and their

offices. The brahmans at first conducted the government on the prin-

ciples of a republic ; but not agreeing among themselves, and disputes

about property arising, Parasu-rama determined that it would be better

for the country to be governed by a king, and one was selected born by

a brahman father, by a cshetriya mother, thus combining brahmanical

and kingly descent. He was first settled in the Kerala division, whence

arose the name of Kerala desam, but the entire Malayalam country was

originally divided into four districts. Tuluva, Mushica, Keralam, Cuva-,

the latter on the extreme south : details of the villages. At a late period

in the Cali-yuga the bauddhas came to Keralu-desa; and the king Cheru-

man Perumal learnt from them their mode of religious credence. Being

favorably inclined to them, and having adopted their system, he intimat-

ed to the brahmans that they must unite with the bauddhas, and follow

their system. The brahmans were greatly alarmed and incensed, and

consulting with a leading individual among them at Tri-Cdrur, he pro-

mised to remove their difficulties. Following his advice the brahmans

went to the king and remonstrated with him, calling for a public dispu-

tation, when if they, the brahmans were vanquished, their tongues

should be cut out, and the like done to the bauddhas if these should be

overcome. The dispute was held, terminating favorably to the brahmans

in consequence of a magical influence emanating from the head brah-

man at Tri-Cdrdr: the tongues of the bauddhas* were cut out and

they were banished the country. The king who had adopted their sys-

tem was dethroned, and some lands were set apart for his support. He is

not the Cheruman Perumal who went to Mecca. His son was crowned

and an oath was taken from him, never to permit the bauddhas, or peo-

ple of any other religion to obtain public sanction. Other details of

some subsequent matters are given. At later periods, when the above

oath had fallen into desuetude, the bauddhas (Muhammadans) obtained

some footing in different places. The system of Bliattdchdrya obtained

in the Malayala country, and the vedantists, of that class, received some

* In Malayalam it seems that the Muhammadans are termed Bauddhas. The
Syrian Christians are called Marya-carer "people of a way;" but are never

designated Bauddhas. Such a use of the last term as applied to Muhammadans is,

I believe, peculiar to the Malayala country.

2 B 2
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endowments in lands. At an assembly of the brahmans of the sixty-

four villages, it was determined that only the brahmans of eleven vil-

lages (or village-districts) should possess the right of offering a particu-

lar species of yagam or sacrifice, and of performing some other special

ceremonies. In process of time the rule of kings had become extinct,

and some brahmans went to Crishna rayer inviting* him to take the

rule of the country. He sent two persons respectively named A the

raja Perumal and Pandeya raja Perumal, as his viceroys, each for a

period of twelve years. After them Cheruman Perumal was sent, who

was welcomed by some distinguished persons, safely conducted, and duly

installed. He ruled thirty-six years, being three times the appointed

period, on account of his good qualities. The rayer however was not

satisfied with this extension of the term, and determined on hostilities.

Cheruman Perumal took counsel as to the best means of meeting the

invasion. In the first place two brahman ambassadors were sent to the

rayer to endeavour to pacify him ; but he refused to listen to them. A
little fable is narrated of the manner in which the messengers acquired

a magical quill, by looking through which the real nature of any being

could be discerned. The Cheruman in connexion with the Calicut raja,

and other subordinates, assembled a great army, and, while the multi-

tudes were asleep, by looking at them through the quill, it was perceived

that 10,000 were men, 30,000 gods, and the rest asuras. To the ten

thousand a distinctive mark was affixed, and with them the rayer was

encountered and defeated.

The birth of Sancara'cha'rya is then narrated with his proceedings

as to the different castes of people and the regulations established by him

accounted for in rather a fanciful manner, but it is stated that his regu-

lations continued to be observed. Cheruman Perumal continued to

rule. A Nayor was killed, who after death is represented as instructing

the king to attend to the lessons of a Jonaca (Muhammadan) teacher,

according to whose advice he might embark on board ship, and would

thereby attain a partial beatification. Hef divided his whole dominions

into eighteen portions, which he gave over to the charge of different

chiefs. The two ambassadors by whose means the rayer had been con-

quered each received portions of country. He specially gave a shield

to the Calicut raja. Cheruman Perumal then went away (by sea)

to the country termed Asu, (supposed to designate Arabia.) The Calicut-

raja afterwards waged war with the various petty chieftains, conquering

some of them, and acquiring superiority.

* He more probably conquered the country, without any special invitation,

f This is the Cheruman Perumal who is said to have adopted the Muhamnoa^

dan religion, and to have gone to Mecca.

_
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The arrival of the Portuguese at Calicut is noticed, and the Calicut

raja is said to have fought with the captain. The raja ruled over

eighteen forts, and seventeen districts. He fought continually with his

neighbours ; the Travancore and Tellicherry rajas being excepted. He
subdued many countries, exaggeration appearing in the enumeration of

them. He acquired pre-eminence above other kings. The customs of

the Calicut kingdom are then narrated; laws regulating interest and

profit. The commencement of the Collam era is thus accounted for.

The rule of the viceroys of Vijayanagaram had been fixed at twelve

years corresponding with the revolution, in orbit, of the planet Jupiter.

But as Cheruman Perumal exceeded the prescribed time this mode of

reckoning fell into disuse. In a period of great scarcity and drought,

when a large reservoir (CollamJ had become quite dry, the brahmans,

in a body, went to the Calicut raja and represented that the cause was

his withholding the customary largesses to the gods and the brahmans.

The raja acknowledged his fault and promised to repair it. As a com-

mencement a great number of brahmans were fed in the dry bed of the

tank, and before they had finished eating, the water rushed in with such

rapidity that they were obliged to make their escape without having

time to take away the leaves on which their food had been eaten. An
era was begun to commemorate this event, being the Collam era.

Matters relating to the cultivation of cocoa-nut trees, betel vines, &c.

customs in dealings, buying, selling, &c. Rules to regulate hunting.

Origin of the Nayars, also of a kind of divinity derived from the fable

in the Mahdbhdrata of Siva's appearing to Arjuna during his penance

near the Himalaya mountains. The origin of the Ayuiar born from

Siva and Mohini. The names of various local numina in the Malayala

country are given. Names of various fanes in that country. Besides

which the thirty-three crores of superior gods, and the sixty-six thou-

sand asuras, are all said to have been in Malayalam, together with the

superior gods protecting the country.

Afterwards the names of the Calicut rajas and other inferior chiefs

are given. The story of a Jonaca (Muhammadan) who came to this

country, the cause of which is narrated ; the foreigner extended the

dominion of the Calicut raja; magnificent things are stated as to the

conquests of the Calicut raja, originating in his devotedness to Sri

Bhdgavati, and her gifts to him. Notwithstanding the foreign Euro-

peans came and took possession of Calicut whom however, in the end,

the raja defeated. The Curumbas of the hilly district greatly helped,

and had districts given in consequence. Disputes between this Curumba

chief and the Cochin raja. Details of the number of Nayars belonging-
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to different parts of the country. Reference to the regulations made by

Parasu-rama, and confirmed by Sancaracha'rya as to the distance

which must be observed by different castes, in their approach one towards

another. The distance in feet being minutely stated. Brahmans and

cows are of good birth, other classes of men and other animals not so.

With these regulations as to personal distinctions, and caste observances

the account concludes.

Remark. The writing of this document was in one place very much

faded. As it is one of the best of the few Malayalam MSS., it has

been restored ; and its entire translation is recommended, notwithstand-

ing that it contains some things puerile, and some absurd. Still there

are real historical details, and these can always be best selected, after

that the whole evidence of any document, whether important or trifling,

has been fully and fairly brought into view.

D:—MAHRATTI.
Manuscript Book, No. 6, Countermark 918.

An account of kings of thefour ages, arid specially ofthe Mahratta

kings of Sattara.

An account is proposed to be given of the four ages, the kings of

Hastinapuri, the Muhammadans, the Maharashtiras and Bhosalas. The

narrative is professed to be received from Vita la svdmi, an incarnation

of a portion of the divine essence near Sattara. Mention of the incar-

nation of Vishnu in different ages. With a brief reference to other

kings, the lines of Yudishthira is given. Then the ancient line of the

Bhosala vamsa, ruling for 1330 years. A further list of the line of

Yudishthira. Jeyh Sinh from the Bengal country made great con-

quests. Various other kings. Narada Sinh is said to have ruled at

the commencement of the era of Salivahana. The race of Narada
Sinh is given. In Sal. Sac. 500 the Padshah is said to have ruled

in Hastinapuri {Delhi.) The sultans of this race protected the

Maharashtiras, and gave them lands to the southward of the Nerbudda
river. Some little matter is given in the Balbund character. The
Padshah's instructions to the Mahrattas as to tribute and duties. The
instructions of the great Mahratta (i. e. the Bhosala) to his tribe and

dependants, as to the manner in which they were to govern so as

to fulfil the Padshah's wishes, and not to oppress the accountants, or

people. A list of the Bhosala race. A request made by the Divan
(or Peshwa) to give him a grant of land. The Bhosala pointed out the

neighbourhood of Poona ; and gave him a grant of land there subject to

quit-rent, or tribute. Subsequently the Divan named Baji Rao, did not
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send tribute to the Bhosala, on which account the latter wrote two or

three letters. The reply was in substance, that as the Bhosala derived

his possessions from the Padshah, so he, Baji Rao, owed him, the Bho-

sala, nothing ; but that the tribute must be given to the Padshah. Both

parties appealed to the Padshah, in consequence of which appeal, an

order came to the Bhosala, directing him not to interfere with the

Divan, and that tribute from the latter must be sent to the Padshah.

The Divan did send tribute for a short time and then discontinued doing

so. In consequence the Padshah sent a detachment of troops to demand

the stated revenue; but the officer was put off with various excuses.

Meantime the troops killed every day twenty or more cows, on which

the Divan remonstrated and wrote to the Padshah who replied, that it

proceeded from his refusing to pay his tribute, which if he did the an-

noyance wrould be withdrawn. The Divan requested a small portion of

land to be bestowed on him, in free gift, or fee simple, wherein he

might carry on the rites of his religion without molestation. The Pad-

shah consented, bestowing on him an inam grant; and restored all the

remainder of his former possessions to the Bhosala, as a tributary. The

Divan within his small district strengthened himself by degrees, and

assembling troops at length ventured on making war on the Bhosala y

who being occupied chiefly in peaceable duties and depending on protec-

tion from the Padshah kept up no great standing army; as a consequenee

he was attacked by the Divan, taken prisoner and carried to Poona. As

the Divan obtained great plunder and wealth from the Bhosala so he

greatly increased his army therewith; and, when the Padshah assumed

hostile demonstrations, he sent word to say, that the country south of

the Nevbudda was fitting to be ruled by brahmans ; that he, the Padshah,

need give himself no trouble, for whatsoever tribute was demanded

should be remitted. The Padshah relaxed on receiving this message;

and consented to receive tribute. The Divan accordingly had account-

ants prepared in the different languages of the country, being Gujerati,

Baibandi, Mahratti and Canarese. Baji Rao now sent messages to the

Guicoivar, to Scindiah, and the ruler of the Cungama country (the

Konkan) calling on them for allegiance and tribute in which case he

would protect them, seeing that he held his authority by sanction of the

Padshah. The consequence was a war with the Congama country,

which he conquered; and next the conquest of the Guicowar the ruler

of Gujerat. The ruler of Visiapur hearing of these proceedings deter-

mined to make war on Baji Rao to humble him and to assume his coun-

try. This he did and began to rule over that country in Sal. Sac. 1610,

(A. D. 1687, 8.) The name of his viceroy was Shahoji. Other changes
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-and revolutions followed, one named Ram Singh obtained a temporary

ascendancy ; but the Visiapur Padshah sent an army and overthrew him

•and subsequently re-instated the Bhosala as a tributary. His name

was Siva ji : other wars followed. List of rajas of the Bhosala race, who

subsequently ruled; with the period of each one's rule. The Cdlapur

raja meantime protected the posterity of the beforementioned Baji Rao.

A number of zemindars or persons who had received benefits from

Baji Rao, were assembled; and counsel was held as to the means of

raising an army to go against the Bhosala and re-instate the descendant

of Baji Rao. An application was made by him to Bombay for help from

the English there in Sal. Sac. 1635 (A. D. 1712,13), stating his prior

claims to the country, now governed by the Bhosala. It would appear

that they gave assistance. The descendant of Baji Rao then addressed

a memorial to the Padshah stating his claims, a copy of which, at length,

is given. It is verbose in details of preceding matters; assuming in

part, somewhat the air of a manifesto, demanding at least the restoration

of the small inam grant, or independent territory, before given to Baji

Rao or else with the aid of the Cdlapur raja, and other auxiliaries, the

memorialist would be prepared to make war for the recovery of his pa-

trimonial inheritance. This memorial was written in Sal. Sac. 1572

(A. D. 1659-10) : on the despatch of the memorial, the writer of it set

out at the head of 25,000 men to attack the ruler of Visiapur; halting

at the village named Visdla-gadda ; whence a few troops of the Padshah

retreated. The Visiapur Padshah went, it is stated, to Goa, giving in-

structions to his respective chiefs ; especially to the commander at Au-

rungabad. The minister of the young man named Nana Farnis in-

terposed his counsel ; to the effect that the Visiapur Padshah was too

strong for him; that the concentration of troops forming at Aurungabad

would render it inexpedient to go against Visiapur itself; and that it

would be better to proceed against the Bhosala raja of Sattara. This

counsel was followed. The army was made to retrograde ; and was turned

towards the latter place. Dil Ali Khan came to the assistance of the

Visiapur Padshah with 60,000 troops from the Padshah of Baganagur

(Bisnagur ?) The young man was greatly intimidated by the arrival of

this auxiliary force. He divided his army into two divisions proceeding

with 13,000 against Sattara, and sending 12,000 into the Congnma

country (the Konkan), which latter was conquered and brought under

revenue management. The Sattara Bhosala fearing to encounter the

invaders, relinquished the country and gave it up to them. The de-

scendant of Baji Rao in consequence gave to the Bhosala a small terri-

tory, to hold as a feudatory ; on the condition of being ready to do mili-
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tary service whenever summoned. His title was still to be Sivaji Bho-

sain Mnha-raja. The descendant of Baji Rao soon after died. He had

no child, but his wife was pregnant, and under the instructions and guid-

ance of Nana Farnis a regency was formed ad interim. A transition

is then made to the race of the aforesaid Bhosala; their names, dates,

and periods of rule being given. Details of their donations, and endow-

ments of shrines. The before mentioned wife of Baji Rao's descendant

was delivered of a son, who was named Panda pratana Baji Rao,

great rejoicings were made, and the government was conducted by Nana
Farnis. A woman of the same race named Gangi Bhai had a share

in the government. The young man on coming to 16 years of age was

installed, and named SixMANdar Baji Rao. He had some English

auxiliaries in his pay, and made conquests in the neighbouring Congama,

and Telinga countries. He established Dowlut Rao Scindiah, Hol-

kar Rao the Guicowar, and also the Bhosala as subordinate chiefs;

the authority descending to their posterity. He himself maintained a

standing army, as stated of a crore, or ten millions, (that is to say a

large army?)

The preceding account was written by Appaji of Mysore in A. D.

1806, finished on the 12th April at Poona.

Remark. It will appear from the above abstract, that the document

to which it refers is of considerable relative importance towards illustrat-

ing the history of the Mahrattas, from the time of their origin. I

would defer stating any thing, with reference to full translation, until the

various documents in the Tamil language, some of them of great length

and much detail, bearing on the history of Mahrattas, have undergone a

more full examination by me. The present document can be referred

to at any subsequent period. The manuscript book containing it was

damaged and in rapid progress towards decay ; on which account, as well

as from the presumed value of the contents, the document has been

restored.

E:—SANSKRIT.

( Grantha character.)

Palm-lenf Book, No. 236, Countermark 1044.

Chatur Vimsati Purdnam.

Invocation. A brief indication of the contents, then a reference to the

author, and to his readers. The Purana is derived from the supreme

2 c
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lord Paramesvarer, its virtues and beneficial tendencies are announced,

great virtues of its writer : great advantages will result to its readers.

The Purdna opens with a reference to Vrjshab'ha Svdmi, who lived in

the centre of the southern portion of the land of Bharata in Jumbu dwi-

pa, (central Hindustan,) an early Chucruverti (or ruler) came to him, and

begged to know all customs, differences of times, and other matters from

the time of Susuman. The svdmi favorably received his request and taught

him the Mulatantra, or principal system, which was delivered by Gau-

tama to SRENiCA,the great king, and consisted of 455,442,003,100,530

stanzas. This, the great Purdna, is taught from age to age. The

account is then conducted as if repeating what Gautama stated to

Srenica, a specification of the various yogas, that is, religious rites

or modes of worship. A reference to Svayambhuva Manu and the

matters which occurred in his time introducing the mention of the

Ulsarpani and Avasarpini periods ; the former prosperous as following

the renovation of all things after the periodical deluge ; the latter adverse,

as going before and preparing for the destroying and purifying deluge.

(See MS. book, No. 12, Section 1.) The peopling of the Bharata can*

dam, (or continent of India) with the Manus, Chacravertis, and people

is next adverted to. The prompt justice and equity of the Chacravertis

in the punishment of crime. The book then mentions various matters,

concerning the world, countries, towns, kingdoms, sacred rivers or pools,

donations, penance, in detail. In those times men believed in only one

creator, who created men good and evil, not according to his own pur-

pose of mind, but according to their good and evil deeds in a former

state of existence. Afterwards the bounds and the nature of the Bhara-

ta candam (or upper India) are stated, its hills, peaks of mountains, &c.

The great city of Alacapuri, on the northern portion, its ruler was Athi-

pasen king of the Vidyddharas, (a species of celestial): he considered

the luxury of kingly rule to be like smelling a poisonous flower, and

relinquished the kingdom,devolving it on his son ; and, becoming a naked

ascetic, he was initiated into the Jaina system. Details are given of that

system. Mahapalen governed, he had four ministers, two of whose

names were Mahamathi and Svayamputti. One day Svayam-
putti, being a distinguished person among the Jainas, asked the king

some questions of a religious character to which the king replied, and

they both agreed that the body dies, yet that the Jivan (life or soul)

does not die. A story is narrated in illustration ; to the advantage of

the Jaina system. Various accounts are given of persons who by acts of

merit according to the Jaina belief, obtained beatification. Some ac-
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count of persons who by evil actions incurred the pains of Ndraca (or

hell.) Description of the various places of torment, and the punish-

ment inflicted: being instructed, or purified, thereby: the persons so

punished subsequently attain to happiness. Mention of persons who

obtained beatification in the Isana-calpam. There follow details of

capital towns, each the metropolis of a state or kingdom. Prophetic de-

claration as to the future birth of Vrishab'ha svdmi, his incarnation ;

Brahma and other gods did him homage. Many matters follow con-

cerning that incarnation and its praises. An account of the instruc-

tions given by Vrishab'ha svdmi seated on a lofty seat, or throne;

Bharata and others received his lectures, an account of their panegy-

ric on the teacher. The glory of the Jaina system dwelt on. The

Chacraverti afterwards returned to Ayodhya, and received homage

from the Vidyddharas ; in a dream he had a vision of the god who

announced to him that persecutions and sufferings would arise from the

Pdshandis (a contemptuous epithet applied to the Saivas), and also

from the Mlechchas (outcasts or barbarians), detailed at length. The

Chacraverti in the morning performed the rite of ablution, in order to

remove the evil of the dream, or to avert its accomplishment. Details

of Prabasan, Cumb»ham, and many others, are given, as coming

from the mouth of Gautama, delivered to Srenica, that is to say, of

what kind of birth or form of being, they before were, (on the system

of the metempsychosis,) what kind of actions they performed, afterwards

being instructed in the Jaina system, they acquired beatification.

These various accounts in much detail occupy the rest of the work.

Note. This palm-leaf manuscript on examination was found to be

complete, and in good order ; with the exception of about fifty leaves

at the beginning. These were restored on other palm-leaves, and added

to the book, for its more certain preservation.

The work it will be seen carries up the origin of the Jaina system

to the very birth of time
;
yet as the whole turns on the alleged incar-

nation of Vrishabha svdmi (considered by some to be a subordinate

incarnation of Vishnu), and as Vrishabha svdmi was posterior to

Gautama Buddha, the evidence for such high antiquity may receive

as much credence as any one may choose to bestow. In truth the

Jaina system, at its origin, was a modification of the Vaishnava one.

To me it seems that the Pali work (about to be published in Ceylon), en-

titled the Mahawanso (or great genealogy), clearly fixes the origin of

the Bauddha and Jaina systems at Mdgadha, three or four hundred

years antecedent to the Christian era. Nothing in this work, as it

2 c 2
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seems to me, contradicts such an origin ; without being easily recon-

cileable thereto. The entire book might be worth translating, at some

future period; for though the Jaina legendary history is as much be-

clouded with metaphor, and fiction, as the Brahmanical ; yet, from a

comparison of the two, facts may be selected which could not be receiv-

ed on the evidence of either one of the parties.

Prof. Wilson's notice of this book (Des. Cat. vol. 1, p. 152) is

as follows :

" VI. Chaturvinsati Pura'na.

" Tamul Language and Character, Palm-leaves.

" An account of various sovereigns, peculiar to the legendary history

of the Jainas, who flourished contemporaneously with the twenty-four

Jainas, as Vidyddhara, Mahdbala, Vajrabdhu, Vajragarbha, Ndbhi,

Vrishabha, Bharata, Anukampana, Sripdla, Satnudravijaya, Sri-

shena, &c. In three books, by Vxrasoma Suri."

The statement of this book being in the Tamil language and charac-

ter must have been an oversight of Prof. Wilson's assistant. It is a

Prakrit (or unpolished Sanskrit) work of the kind sometimes denomi-

nated (by natives of other provincest han the Tamil district), the Ta-

mil Grant'ha; the term grant'ha not then denoting merely a book,

but a Prakrit work, both in letters and language.

Conclusion.

In this report I have not included all the works that have been the

subject of examination, collation and restoration during the brief period

of two months, to which it refers ; but only so many as would suffice

to form a primary volume qf restored documents ; of which moreover,

I could get the abstracts written over from my rough notes in sufficient

time ; and the preparation of an abstract, forms to me, not the least

laborious part of the duty. Such MSS. as for the present lie over, I

purpose to include within a following statement.

II.—On the Revolution of the Seasons. By the Rev. Robert

Everest.

(Continued from vol. VI. p. 308.)

When my last paper upon this subject was in hand I was in hopes

of receiving additional lists of the prices of corn from different parts of

the country, which might enable me to trace the average line of varia-

tion throughout the last century with a considerable degree of regula-
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rity. In this I have been so far disappointed, that the lists received

have been very few, and not above two of them extending more than

25 years back. That the data which they, together with those already

in my possession, afforded, should be insufficient to give results regular,

or nearly regular, was no more than experience with the most recent

period (from 1835 to 1806) led me to believe. But there are some

farther impediments to extending the investigation beyond 1806 which

must be particularly noticed. 1st. Many of the lists do not extend

beyond 1812 ; only 12 out of 30 reach to 1792, and only 5 to 1750.

Each of these lists has a particular mean dependent upon local circum-

stances, and the cessation of it affects the general average. The only

way to obviate this source of error, would be to reduce each list to a

common mean, the labour of which would be very great. 2ndly. No
registers of the prices of corn for this period have been kept with a

view of ensuring accuracy ; consequently the lists have been filled up

from the best information that could be procured, such as the private

memoranda of individuals, merchants, and others : of course the more

distant the time the more scanty and uncertain those data would become,

and we can hardly believe but that many of the results they furnish must

be, in a degree, erroneous. 3rdly. Previous to the year 1806 great part

of the country was still in its age of chivalry ; at one time subject to the

passage of numerous armies, sacking, plundering and devastating; at

another to the forays of bands of knights-errant. Besides this, the

different governments often took the corn dealer under their paternal

care, and he was made to sell as the caprice of a tyrant, or the clamours

of an unthinking people, obliged him.

All this being premised we have now to state what the actual result

of an examination of the lists has been. The lists which formed the

N. W. line in a previous paper were not increased in number, but sepa-

rated into two divisions, according as the places from which they came

were situated nearer, either to Dehli, or to Lodiana.—The average

was taken of each division, and, as in the former case, the difference

between the maximum and minimum from 1750 to 1835 was divided

in* 1000 parts. The Benares line remained the same as before.—

*

The Bengal line was increased by a list from Calcutta taken from the

12th vol. of the Asiatic Researches. The last, or southern line (Jub~

bulpore, Indore, and BhopalJ, was increased by the addition of a line

from Dundivala in the Panjdb. The average of the five lines was

then taken and the general line traced out in the manner described in the

former paper. I have before mentioned the notion that a complete revolu-
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tion took place in 56 years, or three cycles. In pursuance of this idea

it was intended to described the first 56 years, beginning with 1835,

and then to place in a line above them the next 56 years beginning

with 1779—so that their parallelism, or the contrary, might be more

easily detected. This has been done (see below) for the first 21 years

of each period, viz. from 1835 to 1815 both inclusive, and from 1779

to 1759, both inclusive ; and it will, I think, hardly be denied that some

degree of parallelism does exist between them. In the 35 last years of

each period, from 1815 to 1780, and from 1759 to 1723 the irregula-

rities were too great to allow their being placed in a similar manner.

—

But 1 have traced out the variations from 1815 to 1780 (see the thin

continuous line in the plate from 1815 to 1780), and it will be observed

that the principal maxima run thus, 1815, 1806, 1796, 1787.

Now we must consider that it is only by taking an average of differ-

ent cycles that we can get rid of the effect of such disturbing causes as

are only temporary—say, for instance, the inroad of an army, or the

decrease of the population. The average therefore of the four cycles

1815 to 1796, 1796 to 1779, 1759 to 1741, and 1741 to 1723, was

taken, and this average is represented by the dotted line from 1815 to

1796, and from 1796 to 1779. It appears to be nearly regular, and

probably succeeding observations may enable us to make it more cor-

rect. The dotted line from 1815 to 1835 represents the average of the

two periods, 1815 to 1835, and 1759 to 1779.

Since writing my last paper I have also received a list of corn prices

from the Cape of Good Hope from 1835 to 1812, and another from

Bickanir in the desert for the same period. These prices have been

added to those of Dundwala in the Panjdb for the same years and from

the average a line has been traced similar to that of fig. 2, Plate,

(Journal, No. 64.)

This long and tedious investigation was entered into in the hope that

certain useful results might be obtained, and the results that have been

obtained do make it highly probable that there is a certain degree of

regularity in the revolution of the seasons. If the number of rain-

gauges in different parts of the country should be greatly increased,

and the prices of corn accurately registered, may we not hope that

something more definite may be established, even so far as to enable us

to fix the variation which may be due to each particular locality. Nay
more, if certain combinations of light, heat, and moisture be conditions

essential to every kind of animal and vegetable existence, may we not

conjecture that other productions than corn are affected by peculiar
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seasons, and that we only need numerous, and long-continued observa-

tions, to know when those peculiarities are likely to recur ?

P. S. Arguing from what has been to what will be, we might join

the two dotted lines in the plate for a conjectural line, the first year of

which would be 1836. It would, however, first be necessary to correct

the latter part. The two lines of which it is composed 1775, 1779,

and 1831, 1835, are both erroneous, as indications of the seasons ; the

first in a considerable degree, the latter less so. To illustrate this I have

added the line of the Calcutta rain-guage, 1823, 1835, which may be

compared with the lines in the plate, Journal, No. 64, and I have other

data, which I will arrange and bring forward at a future opportunity.

Table I.

Average price of Corn in Northern India, during 4 Lunar Cycles.

Year.

1815 448 362 340 361 364 354 298 253 360 365 355 278 428 455 429 459

Year, 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 ys.

1815 448 362 3*0 361 364 354 298 253 360 365 355 278 428 455 429 459 496 614 591 17&7

1796 764 639 529 449 409 404 424 423 445 485 427 230 193 300 233 221 311 345 .. 1779

1758 326 366 408 360 318 387 259 385 435 326 280 265 273 175 139 137 163 200 . . 1741

1740 194 161 170 232 210 216 201 224 226 208 179 205 154 174 235 214 216 .. .. 172*

432 382 362 350 325 340 345 321 366 346 310 244 262 276 259 258 296 386

Ga.
Av.
for

lCy.

N. B. These numbers were taken from the average of the five principal lines men.
tioned in the paper, the whole variation in each case having been previously divided

into 1000 parts.

Table II.

Average price of Corn in Northern India.

Year. Year.
1835, 404 345 1779.

34, 306 334 78.

33, 312 397 77.

32, 312 382 76.
31, 341 358 75.

1830, 413 340 74.

29, 359 395 73.
28, 309 340 72.

27, 267 306 71.

26, 259 267 70.

25,. 285 275 69.

Year. Year
1824, 273 356 1768.

23, 281 442 67-

22, 409 404 66.

21, 321 361 65.

1820, 168 306 64.

19, 200 207 63.

18, 240 264 62.

17, 339 292 61.

16, 355 306 60.

15, 44S 303 1759.

These two lines are those which are traced on the diagram, and together make
«p a period of 6 cycles or 1 12 years.
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IV.

—

Extracts from the Journal of Lieut. Markham Kittoe, sub-

mitted to the Asiatic Society at the meeting of the 6th Oct. 1836.

—

Ruins and Pillar at Jojipur.

[Continued from p. 56.]

Wednesday, 30th November, 1836,—Camp Chutteea. This morn-

ing's march, the distance was 14 miles, road good and no less than

twenty-two bridges.

Our camp is on an open space near the Chutteea, no shelter, the

ground so hard that it was with difficulty our tents were pitched, there

being a bed of laterite a few inches below the surface ; the village stands

on a granite rock, the laterite adheres to and mixes with the granite in

a curious manner, the strata of the rock incline at (about) an angle of

45° with the horizon (southward), the rock in such parts where the

laterite (which is hard and vitrified having the appearance of brick-

kiln slag) rests, is in like manner red and vitrified.

The country to the left of the road is very flat and swampy, the

isolated hills alluded to yesterday, have a very strange appearance : it

has often struck me as very remarkable, the abrupt manner in which

all the hills met with from hence to Rajmahal and onwards to the

Sewalik range, rise from the surrounding plains, in the soil of which at

a distance of a few yards only, not a pebble or fragment of rock is to be

found, even at very great depths* : it would seem that the whole plains

of Hindustan had been (previous to their present state) a vast ocean of

liquid mud and quicksands which had gradually settled and dried on the

receding of the waters that caused its existence.

About two miles from camp, we passed between two high hills, rising

abruptly as described : they are covered with dense jungle, there was

* The Sewalik range of hills east and west (in the immediate vicinity) of the

Sutlege, rise very abruptly, from Kidder abad near Rooper to the Jumna, and again

between that river and the Ganges, shingle and boulderstones are found to a very

great depth. The shingle is met with at increased depths from the surface (below

the common soil) in ratio as you recede from the foot of the hills towards the plains,

shewing I should think, the former existence of a beach, and of the ocean having

once washed the Sewalik range prior to the formation of the plains. During my
travels along the base of the Sewalik, and through the Dhoons (valleys), of Dhera,

Kyarda and Pinjore and to Nahun, Simla, Mussooree, &c. &c. in 1831, I could not

help observing the peculiar manner in which the strata of shingle and boulders in

some places rest, commencing at the base of the high ranges and passing under the

valleys over the Sewalik, there dipping down on the southern face into the plains

(vide sketch A). Thecavities in the higher mountains being likewise filled with debris

would lead one to suppose that at some remote period an ocean had shifted its posi-

tion from the northern regions beyond the Himalaya to the southern.
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1

indeed a great deal of jungle nearly the whole way, to the right of the

road, but low land and rice fields to the left.

To the northwest of the village is a very large tank and a high mound

around it, on which there are traces of there having been buildings in for-

mer years. The tank swarms with alligators and is overgrown with solah

and purene (water-lily). The mounds are now covered with jungle and

brambles. I remarked a figure of Buddh under a large banyan tree,

it was all besmeared with sendoor (red lead) and worshipped by the

villagers as the thakoor (Mahadeo) ; there were other pieces of sculp-

ture scattered about in different directions.

Thursday, 1st December, 1836,—Camp Tanghee. Distance this

morning 5J- miles, bridges 15, road good ; our camp was pitched a fur-

long to the right of the road, on an open space near the village, beside

a tank : there is not sufficient shelter here for a whole regiment, though

ample, for smaller detachments.

There are two remarkable mounds to the east of the village and left

of the road, they go by the name of Kenchuc Dliee and (by some)

Asurd-ka Dhee or Tangee both of which words, imply a " mound ;" the

natives say that many centuries ago, in the time of the Devatas, a

daemon (Asura) named Kenchuc constructed a fort here in which he

used to reside : such mounds as these are very common in Upper India

and are ascribed to like causes*.

I should observe that Keechuc or Kenchuk of itself means a daemon.

I saw several fragments of sculpture under the banyan and peepul

trees round the village, also some mutilated figures of Buddh.

A large tree as well as a mound, always attracts my attention and I

invariably ride up to every one I see, when I am able to do so, as it is

under such trees, that many curiosities are to be seen throughout India :

for it is a general custom when any sculptured stones, idols or else are

found in digging or by other accident, they are placed under the sacred

peepul or burr.

There is a very fine view to be had of the surrounding country from

the top of Keechuc Dhee (where there is a small bungalow) ; the coun-

try to the right (facing Cuttach) is woody with continuous ranges of

high hills which have a grand appearance. To the left, are extensive

plains with a good proportion of trees on them, as far as the eye can

reach ; the mangoe topes at Cuttach are clearly visible at about eight

miles in a direct line due south.

* I would call the attention of all antiquaries and collectors of ancient coins to

such mounds as these so common in the Doab and in the vicinity of Mathura and

Delhee, such as Paniput, Soonput, Bdghput, or many other M puts" or "prastas,"
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There is a market held occasionally at Tanghee where brass utensils,

coarse cloth, and shoes are sold, chiefly brought from Cuttack; the

village is a tolerable sized one, there is a police thana : it is in the Mo-

gulbundee and in the pergunnah Kokakund.

Cuttack, Friday', the 2nd December, 1836.—We commenced our

march at 4 o'clock, and did not reach our camp (which was pitched

under the east face of the fort on the river side) till ten o'clock, our hacke-

ries did not arrive till very late, owing to the very long and heavy drag

through the sand of the Mahanuddee, a distance of two miles.

Owing to the river not being fordable at the regular ghat, we were

obliged to go more than three miles to the left off the direct road on

reaching Chaudwdr, and cross over at the ferry three miles below the

fort, nearly opposite Chowleea gunge.

The road was very good as far as Chaudwdr where we turned off and

passed over the ruins of that ancient city, which extend for many miles.

There are very few ruins above ground, but the foundations of many

are visible, particularly of the walls and moat which was faced with

stone ; there are numerous reservoirs also, and the remains of tem-

ples ; the stone was removed in former years to build the fort of Cuttack

and the revetment ; it is chiefly mottled red iron clay called laterite by

mineralogists and mookura by the natives ; it is a curious substance and

has the appearance of vitrified clay and other earths of various colors,

red, black, yellow and brown, with fragments of every description of rock

imbedded in it, in greater quantities nearest the hills ; it has much the

appearance of brick-kiln slag, and seems to have been caused by sudden

immersion into water while in its fused state, the beds of this mineral

are usually near the surface of the soil, and average in thickness from

10 inches to 10 and 12 feet and even more in some localities. I have

observed frequently thin coats adhering to the rocks and bases of the

hills, either rising from, or bordering on, the plains ; in such localities

it is much more vitrified and consequently harder than that which is

found resting on marl : it also contains (as I have before said) a greater

proportion of fragments of quartz, granite, sand-stone, &c. &c. But to re-

turn ; Chaudwdr, the southern face of this ancient city is, and ever has

been washed by a branch ofthe Mahanuddee called the Biroopd, the walls

along the river face are in many parts still in existence, the present

village of Chaudwdr is close to them.

Stirling makes but little mention of this curious place, he calls it

" Chauwdr or city of four gates," it should be " Chaudadwdr or city
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of fourteen gates," if I may rely on the local authorities ; history

does not inform us when and why this once extensive city was

abandoned, but there is a leg-end told by the Ooriahs, that the place

was neve rfinished, that while it was being built, and near com-

pletion, the raja one day went out hawking and let his hawk at a

small white heron ; they flew across the Mahanuddee, when both

alighting on the opposite bank, the heron killed the hawk ; the raja

upon this consulted his learned men and astronomers, who pronounced

that it was a warning to abandon Chaudwdr and to build his fort on

this more auspicious spot : he accordingly built the present fort of Cut-

tack upon it and called it B&rahbattee : he then forsook Chaudwdr

which was never after resorted to.

We remained at Cuttack several days, the fort (Barahbattee) being

the first object that attracted my notice. I shall first describe it, or

rather, what is left of it ; for it is fast disappearing, the stones being taken

for various public works ; the greatest drain has been for the lighthouse

at False Point and for the macadamizing the cantonment roads.

The figure of the fort deviates little from a regular parallelogram

having its longest faces to the north and south, the river running paral-

lel with the former at a short distance from it.

The walls were originally defended by high square bastion towers,

projecting at different distances ; the place could never at any time have

offered much resistance, as the walls were barely five feet thick on the

three land faces, which a six lb. shot could have perforated, except on the

river face, where they were not only of great height but of proportional

thickness with numerous square bastion towers ; the broad and deep

moat faced with stone, was what the natives depended upon as their chief

defence, before the invention and introduction of artillery; there is only

one gateway and that in the centre of the eastern face ; it is narrow and

between two square towers, like the others, wide at the base and decreas-

ing toward their summit ; the archway is of comparatively modern date,

and is the work of the Mogul governors of the province : there was an

inner gateway which has been lately taken down to build the lighthouse

with. This part of the structure, with several adjacent buildings, were

the work of a Mahratta governor in the 4th year of the reign of Ma-
homed Shah, which I found thus recorded on a small stone neatly cut

which was let into one of the walls.
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In the year of the Higera one thousand, one hundred and si>xty and

five, coeval with the 4th year of the reign of Ahmud Shah the victori-

ous king.

Over the archway was another inscription which is in the possession

of the executive engineer : it was thus.

^L**.a> Jl \J"*j*^-$\J#Q to j[) J£ **Y &jv >yb&*»&j*-

Cs"^**LS*^V^ U^J** jt&*to.
f^*

]

' cM*! J* **^ \jfr*£s±j

It is certainly not a very elegant composition, indeed native judges

pronounce it execrable and unintelligible : the following is as correct a

translation as I can make.

" From the splendor and state of one named Rukhbeer ; may he ever

possess the revenues of foreign countries. What an excellent prince

was Mohun Singh Behadur*. His speech is a mine of desire and

beneficence.

" When in the time of need he takes up his sword, what are Rus-

tum, Zal or Samee beforef him. By his order the Killadar Imam
Afghan (khan), occupied himself night or day with the care of put-

ting fort Barahbattee wholly in excellent repair, with a gateway and

tower to it mountain high. This fort first of iron, next a ditch filled

with alligators, is at once a double trap for the destruction of its ene-

mies.

" The experienced daroga Allee Ruza native of Kurrd as chrono-

logist, employing himself to find a date asked it of the hidden sound

(voice) which replied, May the Rughnath gateway ever remain perma-

nent."

I cannot discover who were the individuals whose praises are thus

recorded, unless they were some of the officers of the Mahratta govern-

ment; I can neither find the name of Rukhbeer nor of Mohun Singh,

in Stirling's work.

* Perhaps Mohun Singh was sou of Rukhbeer ? the passage is obscure to me
as well as to Moonshees I have shewn the verses to.

T Opposed to.
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In the year 1174, A. H. which the last line gives by the rules of the

abjid, the province of Cuttack was in the hands of the Mahrattas,

under Babaji Naik. If the date, on the other hand refers to the

Amli year 1174, which answers to A. D. 1765, or thereabout, it was

during the administration of Bhowany pandit, the Mahratta go-

vernor of plundering notoriety who succeeded Sheobhat in 1171

Amli*. The persons thus mentioned may have been the military go-

vernors, under either of these supreme rulers.

On our taking possession of the fort in 1803, the ditch was drained

and the numerous alligators destroyed or allowed to escape into the

river : there are but few to be seen at present and none of any size.

The walls and other masonry are of laterite and sandstone, most of

the towers are faced with the latter. The most striking object is the

cavalier, which is I suppose the " mountain" alluded to in the inscription

j

this has evidently had a subsequent facing of sandstone added to it and

forms a part of the original " gurh or keep of the castle/'

There is an old mosque with no pretensions to elegance, the work of

the Mogul occupants.

The candelabra mentioned by Mr* Stirling has been removed to a

garden in Chowleegunge, it is a chirdgddn about 15 feet high and

of mogunee or chlorite ; being an octagonal pillar l± feet at its base and

about 10 inches at its summit on which is a vase the shape of a lotus,

but intended to hold a " tulsee" plant, it is not one shaft, but a number

of layers about 10 inches deep, each having four brackets projecting out

of four of the sides of the octagon, and every other layer having its

brackets on different faces so as to allow of one blank every way between

each bracket ; it is of modern workmanship and belonged to a temple

built by the Mahrattas which was pulled down many years ago, and

was used for illuminations at the Dewallee festival : there is another very

like it, before a temple, in the cantonment by the river side, also

built by the Mahrattas.

The town of Cuttack is very straggling ; there are a number of very

good houses of hewn stone and brick, but mostly in very indifferent re-

pair from the poverty of their inmates.

The principal building is the " Kuddum Russool" in the suburbs,

over the gateway of which is the following inscription.

^d "kiU* ooy £*&$ *~r^j* Li^W )* ji**- &jtX>

* Vide Stirling's Orissa, At. Res.

2 E
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^^ i li^
The building in which are placed the sacred relics* lias no pretentions

t6 elegance of design : the enclosure and the ground surrounding it is

chiefly used as the common burial place for the moslem inhabitants.

The Peer-zadas or priests, make a tolerable profit in sickly seasons as

they charge from 1-4 to 2 and 3 rupees for each grave dug. The fore-

going inscription alludes simply to the gateway and music gallery over

the same ; it appears to have been built in the year A. D. 1755, when

the province of Cuttack was in the hands of the Mahrattas. I cannot

ascertain who the individual " Deedar Allee" was, or what office he

held at Cuttack, it is however immaterial, the building is not worthy

of notice. The following is a translation of the verses.

" At the shrine of the Lord of both worlds, the asylum of human

beings and of the Jins, the music gallery of the faith was constructed*

in the reign of Alumgeer Sani, (Alumgeer the 2nd.) If the off-

spring of the good in the faith of Muhammad, know that his name is

Deedar Allee, at the shrine of the Prophet he erected this palace,

may the Lord grant the wishes of his heart. When I asked the year

of its date, the hidden angel (voice) replied with condescension, < When

the king broke the heads of infidels, read the year (in)' < of the music

gallery of the faith,' (year of the Hegira 1169.)'

The Jumma Musjid in the principal street is also a very clumsy in-

elegant building : it is used as much as a school as for a place of prayer.

There is now scarce any thing remaining of the palaces of the Lall-bag.

The Hindu temples are all small and inelegant and none of any anti-

quity ; there is however one temple of large dimensions which has never

been finished, it was commenced by one of the Mahratta governors who

did not live to complete it : it is about 70 feet high. The largest dwelling

houses are those of the former amils and governors, they are all fast

falling to the ground.

There appears to be very little trade carried on in Cuttack, the chief

manufactures are brass cooking utensils, and shoes for which the place

is famous.

The soil of Cuttack is sandy and very poor : rice is the only cultiva-

tion, the gardens are consequently very inferior.
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V.—On a remarkable heat observed in masses of Brine kept for

some time in large reservoirs. By G. A. Prinsep, Esq.

In the course of my experiments of several years in the manufacture

of salt at Balya Ghat, on the salt-water fake east of Calcutta, I have

sometimes observed a high degree of temperature at the bottom of the

brine reservoirs after they had been filled for some weeks with brine

of less than one fourth saturation. But as the greatest heat observed

did not exceed 104° Fahr. which was under the maximum heat of the

brine on the terraces, whence the reservoirs had been filled, I supposed

the high temperature to be merely that of a warm stream of water let in

at the hottest part of the day in May or June, and remaining below and

unmixed with the cooler surface water, of less specific gravity, after-

wards admitted. This opinion was strengthened by the gradual reduc-

tion of the temperature below to nearly that of the surface, before the end

of the rainy season. I have frequently bathed in one of the reservoirs

(about 550 feet long, 35 ft. wide at top and 7 or 8 feet deep), in Sep-

tember and October, and have found the temperature of the water then

pretty equal throughout. But on plunging into the same reservoir on

the 17th September last, I was surprised to find the temperature near

the bottom so warm as to be intolerable to the feet. Still however I

imagined that the heat was only that which the sun had imparted to the

terrace brine in the very sultry weather of June last, when I had 120°

registered (4th June, 4 p. m. ) for the brine of a terrace yielding salt:

and believing the hottest water to be therefore near the bottom I tried

the temperature there about a month afterwards by immersing an empty

bottle at the end of a bamboo, fixing the mouth so that it would be filled

about a foot from the ground. The contents when poured out were at

the temperature of 120°. A similar experiment made on the same day

in a circular brine reservoir at Narainpore (120 feet diam. and about 16

feet deep) gave 104°. But on a subsequent visit to Narainpore on the

29th October, I was startled to observe that a pump fixed against the

wall of this reservoir, for the purpose of feeding the boilers, was actu-

ally bringing up water of the temperature of 130° from a depth of

about 12 feet. This very unexpected discovery determined me to con-

trive an instrument that should serve as a probe to ascertain both the

temperature and the specific gravity or saltness of the water at different

depths. Annexed is a drawing of the instrument employed : it con-

sisted of a split bamboo with bamboo buckets fixed between at distances

of one foot from centre to centre, the mouths of the buckets being

corked but the corks having small air-holes ; and the mode of using the

machine was, to let it down with the mouths of the buckets downwards,

and then turn it round after which the air bubbles indicated the progress

2 e 2
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of filling and in ten minutes or a quarter of an hour, when these disap-

peared, the machine was quickly drawn up and the temperature of the

water in the buckets was tried rapidly in succession with a small ther-

mometer, leaving the specific gravity to be tried afterwards.

On the day of the first trial of this probe I was favored with the

company and assistance of Dr. Huffnagle, who took a lively interest

in the experiment. The following particulars are the results of all the

trials I have yet made with it, the buckets being numbered from the

bottom of the machine,

First Experiment, 5th November, 9 A.M.
Open long reservoir at Balya Ghat,
Probe immersed at an angle of 45 or 50°.

No. Temp-
only | full.1 106

2 120
3 120^
4 113
5 99
6 80

7 78£
8 78
9 78

1077 at T. 117

1073.5 >» 1J6|

1071 »> 110

1049 97
1022 j >

80
1022 n 78
1021 it 78
1023.5

» j 78
Second Experiment, 5th November, 2 P. M.

at Narainpore.
Open round brine reservoir. Probe at

angle about 60° southwest side.

No. Temp.
1 105 (appt.) S. G. 1163 atT. 100
2 104 not full.

3 106 (appt.) S.G. 1140 ii 104

4 113 it ,, 1160 ,, 108
5 U7 >> it 1161 17 113
6 123 >> »> 1157 Ii 117

7 130 M »> 1159 ,, 123

8 132 11 >

»

1153.5
t

• 124

9 137 >» ii 1145
1 1

130

10 131 >» >> 1121 8> 125

11 127 11 iy 1100 11 120
12 122 tt t> 1090

1 1
114

13 114 11 11 1075 >» 109
14 104 ,, 11 1065 >> 101

15 100 >> 11 1065 It 97
16 85 11 11 1040 11 84
17 84 11 1

1

1044.3 83
18 82 It „ *i ot full.

19 82 »» 1038 }» 81
Third Experiment, 5th November 9i P. M.
Same place and reservoir east side at

gate. Probe at angle: about 7 5\
No. Temp

1 102 (appt.) S. G. 1149 atT. J 00
2 106 ,, 1145.3 ii 103
3 109 ',', not ft

4 114 „ s . G. J175 ft 111

5 119 ii 1165.5 ji 116
6 128 11 1159 ii 124

7 137 1155 130
8 133 11 1139 ii 128
9 135 11 11?5 „ 127
10 127 11 1097 ii 120
11 114 11 1075 109
12 105 11 1068 ,, 101
13 92 ,, 1050 n 90
14 86 ,, 1010

1

1

84
15 82| 11 1038 »> 61

16 81 i »1 1037§ n 61

Fourth Experiment, \9th November, 2 p.m.
at Narainpore.

Open round brine reservoir southwest
side. Probe at angle 60°.

No. Temp.
1 104 (appt.) S. G. 1150 atT. 102
2 ]08 „ not full.

3 108| „ S.G. 1150 ,, 106
4 114 „ „ 114S ,, 112
5 125 „ ,, 1166 ,, 120
6 132 ,, „ 1151 ,, 124

7 136 „ ,, 1142 „ 127
8 133 ,, „ 1126 „ 128
9 127 „ „ 1095 ,, 120
10 124 „ ,, 1070 ,, 110
11 U7 ,, „ 1061 ,, 104
12 99 ,, „ 1057 „ 96
13 90 „ „ 1047 ,, 90
14 83 ,, ,, 1046 ,, 83
15 81§ ,, ,, 1045.6 „ 83
16 81 „ ,, 1045 ,, 83

17 82 ,, „ 1045 ,, 83
Fifth Experiment, same date and place.

Covered reservoir. Probe at angle
about 70°.

No, Temp.
1 88 (appt.) S. G. 1147
2 88 ,, ,, 1124.5

3 90 „ „ llo7
4 91 ,, ,, 1107

5 90 ,, „ 1102.6

6 90 „ „ 1094

7 89 „ „ 1081

8 88 ,, „ 1078

9 87§ ,, ,, 1069
10 — empty.
11 82 ,, ,, 1054
12 80 1

13 77/
not full.

14 76 1046
15 76 1046
Sixth Experiment, same date and place.

Large reservoir. Probe at angle
about 80°. Tried at 2§ p. m.

No. Temp.
1 93£ (appt.) S. G. 1070
2 93^ ,, „ 1070
3 93 ,, ,, 1069

4 92 ,, ,, 1067

5 91§ „ „ 1064

6 90 ., ,, 1064.5

7 87 „ ,, 1057
8 35 „ ,, 1056

9 84 „ „ 1050
10 84 „ „ 1050.5

11 84 (not full).

12 84 ,, „ 1050
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Seventh Experiment, 3rd December, 2 p. m. at Narainpore.

Open round reservoir, tried in the centre, probe nearly perpendicular.
No. l T. 107 half full.

2 no apparent S. G. 1151 at T. 106
3 114 >> 1150 »> 110
4 118 „ 1143.5 118

5 125 half full.

6 124 >» 1114 ,, 116

7 116 »> 1095 ,, 112

8 105 »t 1078.5 >» 103

9 96 ,, 1063.5 >> 93
10 92

, f 1059 90
11 87 »> 1054
12 86 1053.7
13 84 half full.

14 82 »> 1052
J5 81 >> 1053
16 82 »» 1052
17 82 >> 1051

In the first trial at Narainpore the greatest heat was found about half-

way from the bottom. The difference in that respect at Balya Ghat

where the greatest heat appeared at the second and third foot from the

bottom may be explained, by the small depth of the reservoir at the

latter place, the surface water being liable to be affected to the same

depth in both by the wind and rain and temperature of the atmosphere,

and the subsequent descent of the maximum heat at Narainpore is

attributable in part to the expenditure of the brine there being pumped

out from near the bottom for the supply of the boilers. The highest

temperature given by the probe at Narainpore was 137°, but this is 5° less

than the maximum given by the pumps, as will be seen by the following

statement.

29 Oct. N. pump r. 130 S. G. (corrected) 1180
12 Nov. M »> „ 138 ,, ,, 1170
19 „ > t >> , 142 »» >> 1162
26 „ » a , 140£ 1152
3 Dec.

, 137 »> ., 1133 S.

P

10 „ >> j» ,124 if >» 1173

17 „ >> ,, , 125 >» >> 1153
24 „ >» >> , 119 1173
31 „ >> »! , 116 >> >» 1174
7 Jan, ,, , , 102 tt 1133
13 „ (sunk 2 fee t) 104 »> 1177
4 Feb. 90§ 1100
JO „

mp 134

124
124

116
114

106
100

92
90

1172

1158
1175
1171
1179
1128
1132
1119
1110

As the temperature of 90° was only about the mean of June, and also

that of the lower moiety of the brine in the covered reservoir on the

19th November, which was all nearly of an equable temperature, I con-

sider the influence of the heating course to have ceased in the first week

of February, if not before. The reservoirs have since been pumped dry

and therefore these experiments cannot be repeated, until they are reple-

nished with brine in April or May next.
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It is remarkable that the probe indicated no signs of a heating influ-

ence affecting the water in the large reservoir at Narainpore on the

19th November though the specific gravity of the brine near the

bottom was little less than that of the water in the long reservoir

at Batya Ghat on the 5th November, its mean spec. grav. being also

considerably higher than the mean of the latter. Moreover the heat-

ing influence was scarcely traceable in the covered brine reservoir at

Narainpore on the 19th November, which perhaps may be accounted

for by the large previous expenditure of brine, say about three-fourths

of its original contents, the consumption of which had been replaced to>

within a foot of the general level by filtration from the ground and

leakage at the gate communicating with the adjoining terrace and brine

fields; whereas the expenditure of brine in the contiguous open round

reservoir otherwise similarly situated, was but half of the original con-

tents up to the middle of January, its entire volume being about 170,000

cubic feet, while the covered reservoir contained only about 50,000. In

these two reservoirs all the brine when first let in was of a high degree

of saturation, ranging from 1170 to 1200 sp. gr. and consequently con-

taining little or no sulphate of lime, which ingredient in the composition

of sea water, I have observed at Balya Ghat, is always deposited upon

the terraces there, considerably before the brine begins to deposit its

sulphate of soda. But this was not the case with respect to the brine

in the large reservoir at Narainpore, nor in that of a longer narrow

one at Balya Ghat, except perhaps a small proportion of the latter, both of

which were charged with brine of only 1070 to 1085 sp. gr., a much
higher degree however than that of the contents of the long reservoir

in any previous year; and in both of them the water had remained undis-

turbed, except by the action of the atmosphere
; yet in one ofthem a high

degree of heat was observed, and in the other where I should sooner

have expected to find it, no indication of heat was perceived beyond the

probable temperature at which it was filled in June.

In order to ascertain however whether any fermentation and disen-

gagement of heat takes place on the mixture of saturated brine with

brine of a weaker degree, I lately procured from Balya Ghat some

bottles of brine of different degrees of saturation, with which the follow-

ing experiments were tried.

Is* Experiment—Half a pint of saturated brine sp. gr. 1216, tempe-

rature 82.5 mixed with about the same quantity of brine of sp. gr. 1069,

temperature 81.2. Result, temperature 82.2 and no effervescence after

standing some minutes.

2nd Experiment—Same quantities of brine sp. gr. 1216, tempera-
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tUre 82.5, and of brine sp. gr. 1091, temperature 81°. Result, sp. gr.

1152.5, temperature 82.2 and no effervescence.

3rd Experiment.—Same quantities of brine sp. gr. 1216, tempera-

ture 82.5, and sp. gr. 1135, temperature 81.6. Result, sp. gr. 1174.3,

temperature 82.1 and no effervescence, nor -any increase of tempera*

ture after remaining some hours in the glass.

Being therefore quite unable to offer any explanation of the cause of

the remarkable heat observed in my brine reservoirs, I can only promise

to register the temperature from time to time when they are filled again

in the hope that materials may thus be furnished to some scientific friend

more capable of solving the interesting problem. If it should be disco-

vered that a slow fermentation arising from the mixture of brine of dif-

ferent densities in large masses is the cause of this heat, it would seem

to be accelerated by agitation, for the water raised by the pumps was

always warmer than that which the probe brought up from the same

depth ; and, except at the first trial at Narainpore, always hotter than

the maximum given by the probe.

VI.

—

On the Land and Fresh-water Shells of the Western Himalaya.
By Lieut. T. Hutton, 37th Regt. N. L and W. H. Benson,
Esq., C. S.

The following catalogue chiefly refers to shells which I have lately

discovered, almost all inhabiting the western portion of the Himalaya in

the neighbourhood of Simla, and extending upwards from Monimajra
at the extreme verge of the hills, to the Burenda Pass on the Snowy
range. In the description of the various species, I have availed myself

of the valuable assistance of Mr. Benson, C. S. whose extensive collec-

tion of terrestrial and fluviatile shells from all parts of the world, and
whose greater experience in this branch of natural history, have enabled

him to do more justice to the subject, than I could have done without

assistance. In order, however, that each may in some measure stand

responsible for his contributions, an initial letter will be found affixed.

Although most of the shells belong to the hills, a few were collected

on the route from Neemuch in the cold season of 1835-6 « The most
interesting of these acquisitions is an unique specimen of an < Ancylus
the first of this Patelliform genus yet discovered in India, if not in

Asia*." It occurred adhering to a dead specimen of Paludina Benga-
lensisy in the Kali Nuddi at Bolund Shehr.

* Benson.
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It is interesting to observe the wide distribution of these tender

beings, and to trace the gradual and almost insensible yielding of one

species to another as the elevation or the climate varies. The shells

of our lowland provinces, for descriptions of which we are chiefly in-

debted to Mr. Benson, here give place, as the temperature becomes

cooler, to forms more nearly resembling those of Europe, some still ad-

vancing a short way into the hills, but impatient of the chills of our

mountain winters, confining themselves to the valleys of the lower ranges

around Subathu.

One species, however, the " Nanina vesicula" described by me as

" Helix 29" in the third volume of the Asiatic Society's Journal, as

occurring between Neemuch and Mhow, and since discovered by Mr.

Benson in the Rajmahl range, seems alike to defy the heats of the

provinces and the winter of the hills, ascending even beyond the height

of 10,000 feet above the sea. It ranges therefore over the central and

western tracts of this presidency, and occurring in profusion along the

verge of the hills at Mansir Debi, mounts to Subathu, Simla, and

Hattu mountain, preserving everywhere the same habits, creeping

over every plant and shrub during the rains, and concealing itself

beneath stones and at the roots of trees, with the aperture closed by an

unattached calcareous operculum. From its occurring on Hattu, it is

probable that it may be met with at inferior elevations throughout this

portion of the hills.

Another species, the " vitrinoides" of Deshayes, inhabiting the

Rajmahl range, and extending also to the western frontier, advances

upwards only to Subathu, and its neighbouring valleys, passing at

Simla into a strong variety possessing the same form, and partaking of

the same habits and general economy.

" Succinea crassiuscula," (Benson,) has also a wide range and is appa-

rently to be met with throughout the provinces, occurring abundantly,

according to Mr. Benson, in the compound of the Asiatic Society's

Rooms in Calcutta, extending through Bahar and Allahabad to the

western frontier, and advancing to the hills as high as Subathu,

With the exception of " Nanina vesicula' the shells we are about to

describe, appear to be peculiar to these hills, differing in toto from those

of the Sylhet collection, yet with them forming that beautiful connec-

tion, which is seen to pervade all nature.

In giving Subathu as the probable boundary beyond which the

species of the provinces do not occur, it must be borne in mind that

I would be understood to mean, not that they are never found more in

the interior of the hills, but simply that they do not rise to a greater
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elevation, for where the temperature assimilates to that of the plains,

there may we expect to find the plants and animals adapted to it. Such

an expectation is, at least, fulfilled, in the portion of the hills I have

been fortunate enough to visit ; thus for instance at Ruru about 5000

feet above the sea, in the valley of the Pahbar, where the temperature

in the summer months is somewhat high, plants which flourish abun-

dantly around Neemuvh, are intermingled with others peculiar to the

hills, and again around Subathu at an elevation rather beyond 3000

feet, that beautiful flower the " Gloriosa Superba" and many species of

convolvulus, so common in the jungles of Meywar, are seen, as well as

the bhela, bamboo, and other plants of the provinces, surrounded by

the vegetation of the mountains. Thus, then, at elevations where the

plants of the hills and plains are seen mingled together, it is natural to

look for a similar fact in the animal kingdom. And with regard to the

Mollusca we shall find it so.

Yet though we find some species common to the plains extending far

into the hills, there is nevertheless a well marked line of elevation be-

yond which the welfare of the general number forbids them to pass.

Thus, while " Nanina vesicula" is found roaming throughout the hills,

apparently at all elevations up to 10,500 feet, other species .which in

the plains of India are found in company with it and at the same sea-

sons, never mount beyond a third of that height, confining themselves

to the warmer valleys at about 3 to 4000 feet above the sea. Among
these are " Nanina vitrinoides" and " Succinea crassiuscula" which

around Subathu are found in company with species peculiar to the

hills, such as " Helicarion cassida" and " Pupa pulchella" which are

never found in the plains, while the former are not met with in the

higher and colder hills. To this region also, " Pupa pulchella" would

seem more properly to belong.

Here then we have a well marked frontier line of elevation, rich in

the plants of hills and plains and producing a species peculiar to itself,

separating, as it were on either hand, the animals of the highlands and

the lowlands.

" When temperature, says Lyell, forms the barrier which arrests the

progress of an animal or plant in a particular direction, the individuals

are fewer, and less vigorous as they approach the extreme confines of

the geographical range of the species."—" In almost every district, espe-

cially if it be mountainous, there are a variety of species the limits of

whose habitations are continuous, some being unable to proceed further

without encountering too much heat, others too much cold. Indivi-

duals, which are thus on the borders of the regions proper to their re-

2 p
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spective species are like the outposts of hostile armies, ready to profit

by every slight change of circumstances in their favour, and to advance

upon the ground occupied by their neighbours and opponents*—T. H.

No. 1. Helicarion cassida, Hutton.—Testa ovato-depressa, pallide

cornea radiatim striolata, junioris epidermide sericea, aetate nitore orba-

ta, anfractibus (penultima etiam intra aperturam) ventricosioribus ;

apertura patula, rotundato-ovata ; spira convexa, apice exsertiuscula,

minine obtusata, anfractibus 5 velociter crescentibus.—(B.)

Greatest breadth 1 inch 2 lines.

This shell has a more exserted spire than any other species known

to the writers. This character, notwithstanding the great size of the

aperture, coupled with the ventricose appearance of the penultimate

whorl within the aperture, gives the shell an Heliciform air. It is very

closely allied in habit to a species lately received from Almorah, but

differs from it in its greater size and paler color, and in the want of

the polish which is observable in the Kemaon shell. It equals in mag-

nitude the Sylhet " Vitrina gigas" from which singular Macrostoma-

tous species it altogether differs in form.—(B.)

At Simla it is not uncommon during the rains, or even after heavy

showers at other seasons, creeping out from the holes of stone walls

and the crevices of rocks with the grey colour of which its own hue

assimilates so much when concealed by its mantle, that it is not easily

discovered. It occurs from Bhar to Simla but most abundantly be-

tween the former place and Subathu,

Animal varying in colors, sometimes pale brownish, at others dark

grey. Two broad leaf-like processes running to a point, are spread

over the shell when the animal is in motion, so as entirely to conceal it,

and presenting the appearance of a large grey slug with a hump-back
;

a fleshy anal horn, as in the genus Nanina ; foot very long ; tentacula

4, the superior pair longest ,buttoned at the tips and bearing the eyes.

Orifice on the right side below the leaf-like process.

Shell large, of 5 whorls, ventricose, suddenly increasing, the body

whorl forming nearly all the shell. Transversely wrinkled by the lines

of growth ; aperture transverse, ovate, broader than long, discovering

the previous whorls ; margins acute, interrupted on the body whorL

Epidermis varying in colors from yellowish to olive green. In young

specimens lustrous when placed on its spire, the aperture appears as if

the pillar lip had been obliquely sliced off. The animal carries the

shell horizontally on its back, the spire pointing upwards.—(H.)

* Lyjell's Geology, vol. II. page 172.
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No. 2. Nanina vitrinbides, Deshayes.—This species occurs in

the khads or valleys around Subathii;—at Simla, there is found a

variety with a rib -like incrassation within the aperture like many of the

specimens of another variety found in Bengal. It attains a large size,

and the animal is of a dark-green color. It is scarce at Simla, and is

found only on very wet rocks in the khads, keeping up the character

which it bears in the plains of being essentially a moisture-loving snail.

—(H. and B.)

No. 3, Nanina monticola, Hutton.—" Testa subdiscoidea, pallide

vel saturate brunnea, epidermide radiatim et concentrice rugosula, spira

depresso-conoidea, apice obtusata; periphaeria minime angulata, suturis

leviter impressis, apertura transversa, lunata, labro costa interni sub-

marginali albida munito."—Diam. 1.75.—(B.)

" Umbilicus as in the genus. The shell has a very moderate polish

and is sufficiently distinguished from * vitrinbides,' on the one hand,

and from < decussata on the other by the radiating wrinkles inter-

rupted by concentrically disposed depressed lines, which give the sur-

face of the shell a rough aspect, very different from the finely decussa •

ted surface of ' decussata' Mr. Benson has specimens of a variety of

* vitrinbides' taken in Bengal, resembling * N. monticola' in form

and in the internal rib of the aperture, but well distinguished by the

want of the rugose surface, which appears to have been as it were,

planed away to the base of the depressions. The larger specimens of

* N. monticola obtain a considerable thickness, and there are visible

three or four internal varices at various distances, occasioned by the

ribs at the apertures of former growths.

" Lieut. Hutton has observed the dark and light colored varieties in

coitu, and has remarked that the latter were those which were fecun-

dated. The eggs which were deposited in rotten wood, were oval and

greenish white, and about the size of a mustard-seed.

" The color of the animal is a dirty brown. The dark-colored

variety is the more frequent of the two, although both occur of

every size. They are abundant at Mahassu under fallen timber, and

in the rainy season they climb the stalks of plants, feeding upon the

leaves. The largest specimens occur at Hattu, among the ruins of

the old forts which crown that mountain. Young specimens were met

with among junipers at Liti, at an elevation not much under 14,000

feet."—(B.)

No. 4. Nanina splendens, Hutton,—" Testa discoidea, purpureo-

brunnea, polita, leviter concentrice et radiatim striata, striis radiatis re-

motis, illis confertissime dispositis ; spira vix elevata ; anfractibus sep-

2 p 2
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tern, (apice omissa) arete convolutis; apertura lunata, labro striga in-

crassata, interni distante munito."—Diam. 0.65.—(B.)

Animal as in the genus ; the color a dark verdigris green.

This beautiful species is found in great abundance in the forest of

3fahassu, beneath fallen timber, and in the hollow trunks of decaying

trees; it is also plentiful at Fagd and Ndghunda, at 9,016 feet, and

has been met with at Hattu, at 10,656 feet. All these places have a

greater elevation than Simla, where it has not yet been discovered

—

(H.)
" The closely packed whorls shewing a larger number in a smaller

diameter, at once distinguished this species from all the darker colored

and more depressed varieties of Nanina vitrinoidesr—(B.)

No. 5. Nanina vesicula, Benson.—Testa, tenui depressiuscula, pal-

lide cornea, translucente, polity, supra, conoida ; apice acuminata ; infra

tumidiuscula ; apertura? longitudine latitudinem sequante ; labro subrecto

ad axem spectante.—Diam. 0.6. Whorls six in number.

" This shell has a wide geographical range, and is yet very local. Lieut.

Hutton first met with it between Neemuch and Mhow, and noticed

without naming it in the 3rd vol. of the Journal, p. 521. Mr. Benson

subsequently observed it at the effluence of the Bhagirathi from the

Ganges, and at Rajmahl, and noticed it as a novelty in p. 357, vol. 5.

Lieut. Hutton again met with it abundantly at Simla, where it pre-

serves the habit as at Rajmahl of climbing on plants, a circumstance so

rare with respect to * vitrinoides* that it can only be looked upon as a

casual exception to its custom of creeping on the earth, on rocks or

mossy masonry. The animals first taken by Lieut. Hutton, were

doubtless observed in too dry an atmosphere, as he then failed to re-

mark the extensile tentacular processes of the mantle which preserve

the fine polish of the epidermis ; and the oval process surmounting the

mucous pore must have been in a contracted state.

" The straightness and vertically of the left lip of the shell, the great

comparative length of the aperture, and the acuminated spire abundant-

ly serve to distinguish this species."—(B.)

No. 6. Nanina fragilis, Hutton—Testa tenui, fragili, vitrea,

olivacea, conico-discoidea; spira subexserta, apice obtuso; anfractibus 5,

supra convexis, subtiis subplanatis ; apertura obliqua, rotundato-ovata;

peritremate acuto."—Diam. 0.35 poll.—(H.)

This small and fragile species was found at Kirmalliah, about 5 miles

from Neemuch, crawling over the leaves of the Dhak bush or Pulas

tree (Butea frondosa), on which it appeared to feed. It is a very thin

fragile species, and the smallest of any of the genus I have yet seen.
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No, 7. Helix humilis*, Hutton.—" Testa parvula, convexo-

depressa, cornea, lata et profundi umbilicata; anfractibus quinque

rotundatis, ultimo subangulato, penultimo aperturam circularem vix

interrumpente
;
peritremate acuto."—Diam. 0.125.—(B.)

Animal Heliciform ; dark-grey or blackish.

Occurs at Simla, on moist rocks, on wet dead leaves, and at the roots

of shrubs in the khads. It is very abundant during the rains, but is

so small and so like the earth in color that a very close search is

necessary to effect its detection. It is very nearly allied to the British

species " H. umbilicata" (H.rupestris of Draparnaud), but is distin-

guishable by its somewhat larger size, and by its rather more open

umbilicus.—(H. and B.)

No. 8. Helix orbicula, Hutton.—" Testa orbiculato-convexa,

fuscescente, epidermide scabia ; anfractibus sex convexinsculis ;
peri-

phaeria subangulata ; umbilico-profundo latiusculo ;
peritremate subro-

tundato, acuto."—Diam. 0.4.—(B.)

The animal is Heliciform with a short foot tapering posteriorly; co-

lor pale watery brown. It closes its shell with a false operculum and

is met with under dead leaves and moss, on damp rocks and at the roots

of trees at Simla and Mahdssu. Less common than the last describ-

ed species.—(H.)

" A specimen of this shell, the largest of the Simla examples of the

genus Helix as at present restricted, occurs in an interesting collection

made for Mr. Benson by Dr. Chapman, at 1*he Darjiling Sanatarium.

" This collection includes forms peculiar to the Siccim mountain forests,

as well as others met with at both extremes of the Indian Himdlaya.

The new forms alluded to are Achatina belonging to the group Poly-

phemus, and a strong and handsome Cyclostoma approaching in habit

to, but somewhat larger than the European fossil species < C. MumiaJ
abundantly distinguished from it however by the rounder and more re-

flected orange peristome, and by its central position at the base, as well

as by the delicate sculpture, and an embossed spiral cord which winds

from above the umbilicus to the base, whence the species has received

the trivial appellation of ' FuniculalumJ It is the first known Indian

species belonging to the pupaeform or subcylindric division of Cyclos-

toma."—(B.)

No. 9. Helix fastigiata, Hutton.—" Testa, parvula, albidocor-

* A reversed variety of this shell occurs at Fdffu, in decayed trees, differing

thus in habits from the dextral species which affects rocks and dead leaves

principally. The shell is of four whorls exclusive of apex, finely wrinkled by the

lines of growth ; umbilicus discovering the previous volutions*-—Diam. l£ lines.

la all respects resembling the dextral shell.
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neft, minutissime granulata, pyramidata, subties plano-convexa, anfrac-

tibus septem convexiusculis, ultimo acuto angulato, suturis leviter im-

pressis, umbilico evanescente, apertura latiore quamlonga ; apice obtuso."

—Axis 0.16.

Animal Heliciform, greyish, darker on the tentacula. Found on

dead leaves at Simla, in the khads, and when in motion carries its

shell upright. It is not uncommon, but its smallness renders it difficult

to collect.—(H.)

" It is more lengthened proportionally than either c H. turbinifor-

mis' of Patargatha and Berhampore, alluded to in p. 357, vol. 5,

of this Journal, or the European species * H. conicd and * convidea.*

In size it is much inferior to any of the three. It differs altogether

from the two latter in substance and coloring which approach to those

of ' H. turbiniformis,' but the animal does not appear to exhibit the

beautiful dark patches on a light ground which render that shell so

conspicuous, when the animal is alive, by the appearance of the tints

through the translucent shell ; and the sculpture is altogether different."

_(B.)

No. 10. Helix bullula, Hutton.—" Testa parvula, glabra, trans-

lucente, sub-trochiformi, conoidea; anfractibus quinque convexis, ultimo

rotundato ; suturis impressis ; umbilico angustato ; apertura latiore ;

labro simplici."—Diam. 015.—(B.)

Found with the preceding species among dead leaves at Simla,

No. 11. Helix nana, Hutton.—" Testa parvula, convexo-co-

noidea, pallide fuscescente ; anfractibus sex aut septem arete convalu-

tis, ultimo rotundato ; apertura latiore, labro simplici ; umbilico evani-

olo; apice valde obtuso."—Diam. 0.1,—(B.)

Animal Heliciform ; color dark-grey, Accompanies the last two

species and occurs in the greatest abundance. It is nearly allied to the

British species ' H, trochiformis,' (fulva, Draparnaud,) but the more

closely wound whorls sufficiently distinguish it.—(B.)

No. 12. Helix planiuscula, Hutton.—" Testa parvula, depres-

sa fusca, polita; anfractibus quinque, ultimi periphaeria rotundata ; aper-

tura transversa."—Diam. 0.1.—(B.)

Found at Simla on dead leaves.—(H.)

" This shell is darker and smaller than * H. crystallina' of Britain,

which has likewise a more flattened apex than the Simla species."—(B.)

[To be continued.]

[The concluding part of the catalogue will contain species belonging

to the genera Clausilia, Pupa, Bulimus, Carychium, Vertigo, and

Cyclostoma, together with the fluviatile shells above alluded to.]
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VII.

—

On the Edicts of Piyadasi, or Asoka, the Buddhist monarch

ofIndia, preserved on the Girnar rock in the Gujerat peninsula,

and on the Dhauli rock in Cuttack ; with the discovery of Ptole-

my's name therein. By James Prinsep, Secretary, As. Soc. fyc.

[Read at the Meeting of the 4th April 1838.]

In continuation of the discovery I had the pleasure, of bringing to the

notice of the Society at its last meeting, I am now enabled to announce

that the edicts in the ancient character from Gujerat do not confine

their mention of Greek sovereigns to Antiochus the ally of Asoka,
but that they contain an allusion equally authentic and distinct, to one

of the Ptolemies of Egypt/ The edict containing this highly

curious passage is in a mutilated condition and at the very end of the

inscription, which will account for its having hitherto escaped my atten-

tion. As I propose to lay before the Society a brief account of the

whole of the Girnar inscription I will do no more than mention the fact

at present, reserving the particulars until I come to the actual position

of the passage on the stone ; for there will be found, I hope, quite

enough of interest in the subject matter of the inscription throughout,

to allow my hearers to accompany me through a short analysis of the

whole, without urging me to pass at once to the point which must ne-

cessarily be most attractive to all who have been nurtured in the school

of western classical associations.

I have already mentioned the fortunate discovery of a duplicate of

the Gujerat inscription, at Dhauli in Cuttack,

The divided sentences, or as I shall for the present venture to call

them, the edicts, which are common to Girnar and to Dhauli are

eleven in number. From the first to the tenth they keep pace together

:

the only difference being that while at Girnar each is surrounded by an

engraved line as a frame, at Dhauli the beginning of each edict is

marked by a short dash as will be seen in the accompanying plate. The

regular succession is then interrupted by three interpolations at Girnar ;

after which, the fourteenth edict of that series is found to correspond

with the eleventh or concluding one of the same set at Dhauli,

The three missing edicts are more than compensated at Dhauli by

the introduction of two others not found at Girnar, one at the end

enclosed in a frame, and one on the left hand of the same rock on

a larger scale of sculpture : but both of these being of a totally differ-

ent purport and being quite unconnected with the rest, I shall postpone

for separate consideration.
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That the edicts are of different dates is proved by the actual mention

of the year of Piyadasi's reign in which several of them were pub-

lished. Two of them are dated in the tenth* and two in the twelfth

year after his abhisek or consecration, which we learn from the Hon'ble

Mr. Turnour's Pali history did not take place until the fourth year

of his succession to the throne of his father, Bindusaro. Only one

of the pillar edicts is dated in the twelfth year ; the remainder, gene-

rally, bearing the date of the twenty-seventh year,—and one contain-

ing both, as if contradicting at the later epoch what had been published

fifteen years before. From this evidence we must Conclude that the

Gujerat and Cuttack inscriptions have slightly the advantage in anti-

quity over the lats of Delhi and Allahabad : but again in the order of

sequence we find edicts of the twelfth year preceding those of the tenth,

and we learn expressly from the fourteenth edict that the whole were

engraven at one time. Their preservation on rocks and pillars there-

fore must be regarded as resulting from an after order, when some

re-arrangement was probably made according to the relative importance

of the subjects.

The copy that emanated from the palace must however have been

modified according to the vernacular idiom of the opposite parts of

India to which it was transmitted, for there is a marked and peculiar dif-

ference both in the grammar and in the alphabet of the two texts which

demands a more lengthened examination than I can afford to introduce

in this place. I shall however presently recur to this subject, and at

least give the explanation of those new characters which I have been

obliged to cut in order to print the Gimar text, and which in fact

render the alphabet as complete as that of the modern Pali, wanting

only the two additional sibilants of the Devanagari, and some of the

vowels. But before doing so it will be more regular to introduce the

documents themselves, with such a translation as I am capable of offer-

ing. A very few words of exordium will suffice to give us a general

comprehension of their purport.

Contents of the Edicts.

The first edict prohibits the sacrifice of animals both for food and

in religious assemblies, and enjoins more attention to the practice of

this first of Buddhistic virtues than seems to have been paid to it even

by the raja himself, at least prior to the sixteenth year of his reign.

* I use these terms as more consonant to our idiom, the correct translation

is " having been consecrated ten and twelve years," so that the actual period

is one year latter in our mode of reckoning.
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The second edict as we have already seen provides a system of medi-

cal aid for men and animals throughout Piyadasi's dominions, and

orders trees to be planted and wells to be dug along the sides of the

principal public roads.

The third edict enjoins a quinquennial humiliation,—or if we read

the word, by the alteration of y to s, as anusdsanam, the republication

every five years of the great moral maxims inculcated in the Bud^

dhist creed, viz :-—Honour to father and mother ; charity to kindred

and neighbour and to the priesthood (whether brahmanical or buddhis-

tical) ; humanity to animals ; to keep the body in temperance, and the

tongue i( from evil speaking J" And these precepts are to be preached

to the flock by their pastors with arguments and example. This edict

is dated after the twelfth year of Piyadasi's inauguration.

The fourth edict draws a comparison between the former state of

things, perhaps lawless, and uncivilized, and the state of regeneration of

the country under the ordinances of the beloved king. The publica-

tion of the glad tidings seems to have been made with unexampled

pomp and circumstance, and posterity is invoked to uphold the system.

This edict is also dated in the twelfth year of Piyadasi.

The fifth edict after an exordium not very intelligible, proceeds to

record the appointment of ministers of religion, or more strictly mis-

sionaries ; and enumerates many of the countries to which they are to

be deputed for the conversion of the young and the old, the rich and

the poor, the native and the foreigner. Many highly curious points

especially as to geography call for notice in this edict, wherein for the

first time the name of the celebrated city of Pataliputa is made known

to us in the ancient character.

The sixth edict appoints in like manner pativedakas, informers, or per-

haps more properly custodes morum, who are to take cognizance of the

conduct of the people in their meals, their domestic life, their families,

their conversation, their general deportment and their decease. It also

nominates magistrates or officers for punishment, if the word atiydyika

(S. ^c^JTf^r) may be so understood—so that in this edict we have a

glimpse of the excellent system of moral administration for which the

Greek and Persian historians give credit to our monarch, and we find

it actually not very different from that followed twenty centuries later

by ourselves ; for we too have our judges, and our magistrates ; and

further pur missionaries are spread abroad among the people ' to

drown them with the overflowing truths of our dharma, to release

them from the fetters of sin and bring them unto the salvation which

passeth understanding /'

2 G
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The seventh edict expresses, not an order, but an earnest desire on

the part of the king that all the diversities of religious opinion may be

obliterated ; that every distinction in rank and in tastes may be harmo-

nized into one system of bhdvasudhi, that peace of mind, or repose of

conscience which proceeds from knowledge, from faith and entire assent.

The eighth edict contrasts the mere carnal amusements patronized by

former rajas, with the more harmless and pious enjoyment prescribed

by himself. The dhammaydtd, or in Sanskrit dharraaydtrd^ the festival

of religion, is thus set in opposition to the vihdraydtrd, festival of

amusement ; and it is stated to consist in the visits to holy people, in

alms-giving, in respect to elders, and similar praise-worthy sources of ra-

tional gratification. This edict is dated in (or rather after) the tenth

year of Piyadasi's reign.

The ninth edict continues the thread of the same discourse by ex-

patiating on the sources of true happiness, not such as the worldling

seeks in marriage, in rearing children, in foreign travel and such things ;

but the dharma mangalam, the happiness of virtue, which displays

itself in benevolence to dependants, reverence to one's pastors ; in

peace with all men ; abundant charity and so forth ; through which

alone can the blessings of heaven be propitiated.

The tenth paragraph comments upon Yaso vd kiti vd, f the glory

or renown' which attend merely the vain and transitory deeds of this

world. The raja is actuated by higher motives, and he looks beyond

for the reward for which he strives with heroism (pavdkramena) the

most zealous yet respectful.

The eleventh edict is not to be found at Dhauli, but it is well pre-

served at Girnar and the meaning is clear throughout. As former

paragraphs had vaunted the superiority of every act connected with

dharma, so this upholds that the imparting of dharma itself is the

chiefest of charitable donations, and then it points out as usual how the

possession of this treasure becomes manifest in good works rewarded

with temporary blessings in this world and endless moral merit (or the

reward of it) in the next.

The twelfth edict is likewise wanting in the Cuttnck series. It is

addressed to all unbelievers whether domestic or ascetic, with entreaty

and with more solid and more persuasive bounty, though with direct

disavowal that fame is the object. There is some little obscurity

in the passages which follow regarding the mode of dealing with the two

great divisions of the unbelievers who are distinguished as dptapasanda

(those fit for conversion or actually converted), andparapdsanda ultra-

heretics, or those upon whom no impression had been made ; but the
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concluding paragraph informs us of the appointment of three grades

of ministers, dharmamahdmdtrus, stairyya mahdmdtrds, and subordi-

nates, in the congregational ceremonies, karmikds, thus placing the

religion upon a firmer basis, promoting conversion to it and enhancing

its attractiveness among the people.

The fourteenth edict is one of the most interesting of the whole

series. It is a kind of summing up of the foregoing, which we have

seen are partly laconic and partly diffuse, but the whole is said to be

complete in itself :—and ' if more were written it would be repetition.'

We learn from this edict that the whole was engraven at one time from

an authentic copy issued doubtless under the royal mandate, by a scribe

and pandit of a name not very easily deciphered. It is somewhat

curious to find the same words precisely on the rock in Cuttack. The

name of the writer is there erased, but the final letters of lipikdra,

* scribe,' are quite distinct.

This may be properly regarded as the last of the particular series of

edicts to which it alludes. It terminates the left hand inscription at Gir-

nar, and at Dhauli it is followed only by a separate edict enclosed with

a line, which, as already stated and as will be seen hereafter, is of

local import.

There is another paragraph at Girnar placed at the bottom of the

left hand, which I have numbered as the thirteenth because it seems

naturally to follow the paragraph about conversions ; and like the

two foregoing it is omitted at Dhauli. From the mutilated state of

the rock in this place it is difficult to put together the context

of the entire paragraph ; but insulated phrases are intelligible enough,

and are much in the same strain as the main inscription, repeating

the usual maxim of duty to parents, humanity to animals and li-

berality to priests. It winds up with a curious passage about victory,

which as far as I can make it out, describes the victory of victories to

be that which overcometh the passions and happiness itself,—which con-

quereth things of this world and things of the world beyond, ihalokikd

cha pdralokikd cha, and is the true object of desire.

A line here closes the paragraph, and below it in a larger character

is a remarkable expression which I read as follows :

—

Va SWETO HASTI PAVA LOKA SUKHAHARO ndma.
By altering pavd loka to savaloka (S. ^#rar) * the whole world'

this sentence may be construed : " And the white elephant con-

ferring pleasure upon all the world (is its) name." But without re-

2 g 2
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ferring to the original I would not venture even to make the very

trifling alteration which this reading would require.

I may here notice, though with some misgiving of the reading upon

which it depends, that the fourteenth paragraph seems to contain the

explanation of the occurrence of a duplicate of the Gujerat inscription

in Cuttack ; or at least it shews a connection between the two

countries, in the words pachhd adhanuladhesu kalingesu— * afterwards

in the Kalinga provinces not to be obtained by wealth !' while with

a kind of reciprocity the Cuttack version of the fifth tablet as we shall

have occasion to notice again, alludes to Sulathika or Surashtra as

one of the provinces into which missionaries were to be deputed.

But there is another passage in this Gujerat edict more calculated to

rivet our attention than all that I have briefly alluded to above* or even

than the mention of Antiochus in the second or medical edict.

Although we might be agreeably surprised at finding the name of a Greek

prince of Syria preserved in the proclamation of a Hindu sovereign,

there were circumstances of alliance and connection in the histories of

the Macedonian provinces and of India which immediately explained

away the wonder and satisfied us as to the likelihood of the fact ;—but I

am now about to produce evidence that Asoka's acquaintance with geo-

graphy was not limited to Asia, and that his expansive benevolence

towards living creatures extended, at least in intention, to another quar-

ter of the globe ;—that his religious ambition sought to apostolize Egypt

;

—and that we must hereafter look for traces of the introduction of Bud-

dhism into the fertile regions of the Nile, so prolific of metaphysical dis-

cussions from the earliest ages !

The line to which I allude is the fifth from the bottom. Something-

is lost at its commencement, but the letters extant are with few excep-

tions quite distinct and as follows :—
iLFSH" d~A±d GT TH AJ'tfld 3c A+ld 8/fd

. . . >D GlT^d rbi A >&!-&** &-tflrWfc; HI A

AlJLA G'fU
. . . Yona rdjd paran cha, tena Chaptdro rdjano, Turamayo cha,

Gongakena cha, Maga cha,

idhdpara de (se) su cha savata Devanampiyasa dhnmm&nusastin

anuvatare yata pdn^ati (? dharmasastin anuvartate yatra padyate.)

" And the Greek king besides, by whom the Chaptd kings, Ptole-

maios, and Gongakenos (?) and Magas,"—(here we may supply the

connection) ;—« have been induced to permit that
—

"
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" Both here and in foreign countries, every where (the people)

follows the doctrine of the religion of Devanampiya wheresoever it

reacheth."

The sight of my former friend the yona raja, (whom, if he should

not turn out to be Antiochus the ally, I shall shortly find another

name for,) drew my particular attention to what followed ; and it was

impossible, with this help, not to recognize the name of Ptolemy even

in the disguise of Turamayo, The r is however doubtful ; and I think

on second examination it may turn out an /, which will make the ortho-

graphy of the name complete. The word rajdno and its adjective

chaptdro being both in the plural, made it necessary that other names

should follow, which was confirmed by the recurrence of the conjunc-

tion cha. The next name was evidently imperfect, the syllabic letter

read as gon, if turned on one side would be rather an, and the next too

short for a g, might, by restoring the lost part above, be made into ti* :

I therefore inclined to read this name n ATJ- Antikono for Antigo-

nus and, assuming that chaptdro was a corruption of chatwdro ' four/

to understand the passage as alluding to a treaty with the four princi-

pal divisions of the Alexandrine monarchy, two of which in the time

of Antiochus the Great were governed by princes of these names,

viz. : Antigonus (in Macedonia) and Ptolemy Evergetes in Egypt.

The fourth name however thus remained inexplicable ; while on the

stone it was even more clear than the others, Magd.
Now in the time of Ptolemy Philadelphia, (B. C. 260) his half

brother Magas who had married Apame the daughter of Antiochus I.

had established his authority in Cyrene and was acknowledged as

reigning monarch over a considerable portion of Lybia. A grandson

of his, it is true, of the same name and brother of Ptolemy IV. was

contemporary with Antiochus the Great, but we do not read that he

held any independent authority in the country. It seems therefore

more rational to refer the allusion in our edict to the former period,

and so far to modify the theory I have lately adopted on prima facie

evidence of the treaty of Asoka with Antiochus the Great, as to

transfer it to the original treaty with one of his predecessors, the first

or second of the same name, Soter or Theos, of whom the former may
have the preference from his close family connection with both Pto-

lemy and Magas, which would readily give him the power of promis-

ing free communication between India and Egypt. I say nothing on

the intermediate name, Gongakena or Antigonus, because I cannot be

* See the lithographed copy of the cloth facsimile, Plate XI.
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certain of its correct spelling. Antigonus Gonatus had much to do

with the affairs of Egypt, but he could not be well set down among its

kings.

Whether chapUiro (or singular chaptd) can be allowed to pass as

the Indian appellation of Egypt may be questioned ; but I am at a loss

how otherwise to understand an expression not translateable as Pali or

Sanskrit. The first syllable, cha, may be read as a conjunction with

tena but it will be, there, redundant ; and Ptdro will be more un-

manageable as a plural nominative. According to Wilford the San-

skrit name of iEgypt is Aguptd or Gupta, whence would be formed an

adjectional plural nominative Guptfiro, but I am not aware that the g
was in ancient times softened as in modern pronunciation so as to allow

of its being written by an Indian, guided by the sound alone, with a pala-

tial in lieu of a guttural consonant.

Be that as it may, we have proof in the names of Ptolemy and Ma-

gas, that the country of Egypt is intended ; and we can easily believe

that its enlightened sovereign would afford every encouragement to the

resort of Indians thither, for the sake of promoting that commerce with

India which was so fertile a source of enrichment : and indeed his-

tory tells us that Ptolemy Philadelphus deputed a learned man

named Dionysius to India to examine the principal marts on the wes-

tern coast, and in the interior. But a desire of studying the celebrated

philosophical systems of the brachmani and sramani, already well

known to him by name, may as well have been the true cause ; for such

a degree of curiosity may be naturally acceded to the king, who

is said to have employed seventy Jewish doctors in translating the

Hebrew scriptures into Greek, and to have collected a library of some

hundred thousand volumes.

Much of the Indian knowledge possessed by Alexandrine authors of

later days may have been derived from Asoka's missionaries settled in

their country, and Clemens Alexandrinus and Jerome the fathers

may thence have been able to draw the faithful picture their works are

said to contain of the tenets of the Sramani or Semni.

,
As far as the doctrines of the Buddhist faith are portrayed in the

simple edicts of the royal Indian convert, they were admirably adapted

to win acceptance among the educated and reflecting students of the

schools of Greece and Egypt. Reverence to parents, love to neigh-

bour, charity to the poor, and humanity to animal beings were set

forth as the sure and sufficient methods of gaining happiness in this

world and of propitiating heaven. The acceptance of these virtuous

maxims was not thwarted by any mysterious dogmas, any harsh or
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revolting condemnation of other systems. Even the insulated Jew

could see nothing in them at variance with his own Mosaic command-

ments, and the title of the Indian religion every where resounded was

one familiar to himself,

—

dharma ' the law.' It would be an agreeable

task to follow up the train of investigation which here opens itself to

the imagination :—to estimate and to trace the effect of the introduc-

tion of the Samanean principles on the prevailing opinions of the day

in Antioch, and in Alexandria, as well as in Persia and Bactria, where

the efforts to amalgamate the buddhist with the mithraic worship are

matter of history ;—but this is too vast a field of speculation for me to

enter, and many may deem our ground as yet too slight and unstable

to be made the foundation of any new views.

The intercourse thus proved to have been maintained at this early

date between India, that is buddhist India, and the western nations,

may help us to explain another circumstance which has lately been for-

cibly brought to our attention by Mr. L Wilkinson, namely, the close

agreement between the Buddhist system of astronomy and the Ptole-

maic. In opposing the absurd system of the brahmanical puranas they

had the advantage of all the knowledge derived from Syria and Egypt

;

and we thus have a clue to the compilation of the Siddhantas, which

may be of the utmost importance in reviewing what has been written

on Hindu astronomy by Colebrooke and Bentley.

Another prolific source of speculation, now that we know of the close

connection between the Indians and the Greeks at the age in which the

Bhilsa and similar monuments were erected, will be to determine what of

history can be extracted from the decidedly Greek scenes depicted in

the exquisite sculpture of some of these remains.

But all this I throw out merely to enable others to place a proper

value upon the evidence which a mere hint, a mere single word, in a

stone record of indubitable antiquity, brings to the elucidation of so

many disputed questions : not that I have leisure or ability to make the

application myself. What the learned world demands of us in India, is to

be quite certain of our data, to place the monumental record before them

exactly as it now exists, and to interpret it faithfully and literally, as the

document says itself, * without exaggeration and without extenuation.'

Anxious then to possess a copy of the text as perfect as it is possible

to be made by the facsimile process, I have thought it my duty to

interest the public authorities in effecting this desirable object. I

confidently anticipate that the nobleman at the head of our government,

and the patron of our Society will accede to my suggestion that

Lieut. Postans, a zealous young officer now in Cutch, should be deputed
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to Junagarh to take fresh copies of the inscriptions, as well as plans

and drawings of any ruins there may be in the neighbourhood.

Meanwhile I proceed to lay before the Society the whole text of Gir-

nar such as I am now able to make it out from the Rev. Dr. Wilson's

copy, which is so fair that it cannot require correction in more than a few

incomplete and doubtful passages ; and many of these even are rectified

by the collateral text so opportunely discovered in Cuttack ; which

Mr. Kittoe's recent deputation to survey the coal mines there has

given him an opportunity of re-examining from beginning to end.

First Tablet.

:-jl- D8ju ~>Srbl± ujL^rbirTi jtua :• d

l+'d'sV H"N
J

A US U-AU ldrb8? +AiDb-l b

}<{j- r08~££ in "fi'l- ULULi^ T8 H^UA.>+d"

rU8~S fGD8A "fil'UJLrb UJb^£ r=fi 01 80-±;C©~b

~>6r UJLrb bJL!>rb± T^ H±>ArV Dlrl Cl rOArbb-
I n

rCJL Hlr^rbGO-JUb HE Jb ?HJb' D80 b Sv A"A
J

>i

CI Hl/rbrbCO-JL ?8T >=f 8X;CG I8A±D<£"

t>+GA CI b|±tft'/i&'>

Third Tablet.

"{i'lblCjl^rs >i-H-b- fffibftffai 8X
M'-H'hbAvWA ASA88£Ad I $+d Orb+d U"d^

O'drO i^/L HlrVJU.' rbJCA. >A"ii HO-Jb :-8"i

D81,^JL JL0- HbJLrG+-8"Jb r€ D 8^A fd C*A UrW,
rC8

J

A H^j A 7i Al- D-&I rb8Il- & Q JTj.- Gil" H Q

HlVif HbiJbA" Mb^-J-A ^D bfaJUL* MOJ^/t
MlJL-"lrA.Xd J/6l£d

o

Fourth Tablet.

^HA-fA" M-AT Db-± AiMAM! iU" >iCl|-nf

£b-vCd re!A~±- "HA^ HrVbA^A* rf&I ,0811 HrC-GA
J
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bAd HS "iS-l'ttiiAi UJb^f r=R D'8drAll S f

%i HUD-8-M; i81 I
3 bid W^bld HATDld

H"F±d ^AJbll bl ^rbXbSl JCfib Db-b- irb^Ab-
n n

IrelA bA A"U H6 i d A" > A 1* bJlrb bJL!>rb£ r^D8"

lrbll HI I 'rf Gil' HAb-'^Ai- TvA±' rb-bAbA

Q&I r^8Il' rb- b A b A 8"A f b A \ rbrb£ -0] rb rb^rb
» n i i n

>rb H^d Db-i D D'8d II A(U AiJUMdA >A~±-

bi bJLi-fb r£-D:8diP ;•>• bA'd-CA'd b-u~d

"t"4"rbJbfb bi>A>± r^ A^-A :->-D-8 d II-

HAbAC+G D-88^£aY* :•«• HlrbrWA" >rb

bAK+d JL0- Hlrbrbl D*8d lib IrJiA" Hrb^Jrbi

:-8& H08^ Dd Hbld^GQ >A"JL H0-JI ."• > '-J't bA;

!-8rb H0rb iDJbS'A bl d
?

Jd A-J/fOrbArbrflbAl
o o

>a\l-lL± Gjl^i n :-f>-^7bA-

Fifth Tablet.

>i"!bX UJL^rb IE >4*Hlr +JI !>+IJbH
??

+J"I 0-Vfc+l" +TA A-8I Db+Jl + A~ >A 88

bA'd "CA'd b"ld A1I88 ? ? HAbAC+u H1A
i i

Arbl A0-£rb+A-+,bA;U_ >A>fb- bb-'bXA JL^+A-

•FrbA b+l£ b"b HA-f'A- H'A f Xr^A bA' D"88G

8"
A" 18 81 X ^rbirGrfrbAl D^Ga'A'+A' ArbA

Grb*?rb IbA" D88E1I ?? ?
D-8rbArbdil +-Q-d

I O I I

A-DI ll^+CrbrO^'bAl+JL/Ii b H"h H-bT

U A8i,b4 (D-8,1 /AjAj)
? XT H b V1\ Dl lb A" A"

D-Dl DDrb b(ialJL
???

g + A" rfUA, A"-0l A; A

XbAX GCJb'Ad D-b-lAjd A~b HVfiA-bUA Ib/COil o

2 H
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Al HI D'8~bT rbX a" A ( ?l*bJjX A lAbOAl"

D.81A£lbA~ :-"8) D'88G-y A E> A JL H0-1 HI*

Sixth Tablet.

><TrUJL bl!"rb re ><!>• Hb- HA + A'H'A I" In*

A bA ,iiA-R H0+'~8A bi'l>I A A" 81>A + A' 1A

+0 if 6 811~8 LTD1& A J A I £ A d £ d ilA £d

LlLbd 1AA Ij(JH SyA" H-0 8 Elrb
?

b(A

>0 !-A
J

1AA d g-lrb H-0 +T8
J

Id Pd 8TX tfh

bX8
J

81 l>b+-A"^ib+- A~1A~ bl8b-AArb Hdl+

HfbA rfAA t>A~lH0-l A A^l +A4rb-£ b f'rCj,

H1A I bCA!> IAT8 1AA rbA + 3 t>A' 81 H"h bA"

1^ L£l£ HOrb'^II Jbd + A^y Ab-"B rb80"+b-A-

Aid bl >18J Llld H011IId l^Hkl'
1AJ+ b^Alld +'d'br + 8"8

J

Hb-' +'ArdA"l Hl'I

Ail' :-Ddll lTbX8
J

b I Ad 1A-HTD1A A >A1
i o —

H0-1 HI' D-H-J'G-J'T Ga -KA'dV A^l :-A

J

A0-d

"8bA"-CA"d bU'dHlAA I'1AJ+ bAl^+l"AJ-^

HliA HA1 bT+"81

Seventh Tablet.

><?l
,

bl bl!>ir£lAA MA 1A brb-jj" AiJL

12> A 118'd rfAlD'd MA £11 Ld'AddT?

Ld'Ad T7V AlA'A+lA >+>rb'A +1'A i rb-0 A_

b >1 111^ 118 rfirbD A~A +A' TiA'A >&Jk

A" \ 1 A U-i
•
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Eighth Tablet.

HA + A* H'A I" rf£ ib-l JLA* ^JLU >A8AXA O

H"fi±d >A tfil HrH8+±Hlj--l/;C'!'£±-bI bXM
l~6 MAXrM^X A/X HXXrb

v??
d AiX D"8XA »A

JrG-A 0-&.T jbyil* Mid ?Id -0T1- Mid
HI UCiDi d £ibMd £±rb MX/ D'81^d

D-8 U l' bid A"£bX t>rCr^ Jb I A r^iA > A"l' bXA>

>ATbX bXM TE >A" H-lr NASI LdAd'

8.AJ-+TA H-Q-D^A" Hib-iAlrrbi bA-JSrbf bA~
i t i

dj^-A >A^d M-Ti^- d 81 Ld'Ad" 8'A-J- +TA

>AA_8G-FdC Dlr+d Ob-iDd X{»* d I l>0*d 8'A-J'

+TA A+AJL ~8A A 8'A-J" H b U" AT >AM' 8'
o

A J" H-XA8UU 8'A-J X D'88'A-J A A M i"A+£

A/bAbA A. LI* Hbd
J

A XD blrb A>X~8 XD Q&I

X8I1' rCD ?!•> Ad HTid >A fib' D'88'A-J' 18

AAAJ/ bA~A bA±A rfA" A X^+l A ArbHOrb
O i o

Xixx H^.d caa- xdm_- -:a ia. >a~>a/h,£

?!• A H±AX A XM D'8 ?I A D'tfJ^'t-f A AT

B'Al A rbb-Ml "hA+l A rbbi-iA Id^AX

a8"a£ b+n :-i"-+d- :-!»-rbD :-a :-8i a,+

rbA' HTDA .'-A -Fd tf'X+AJL A "XO-MTft
o o o

Tenth Tablet.

>A~1 bX bXM r f XX A +A
J

A 1 8G-0- A (/

8'VA HTiA A Fb±-( bJU d 8£l D*8dAXbrb'
2 h 2
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(0AD-8AX-A HliDJLA- >A+i 7>Sr b£ bl!>rb

re- i£ i +a i i-aa lA.+d" br+«A ><S"±- bi

l»r(j T£ Aid* D I A-f Jb +*A rb+j HbbTrbA HI

Orb bTrbi 1 Hb'V

*fl :'Vl OA'il'+li £11 L*/b-Cl, i HT.A

HA1 br+~81 rbibTd Sb>AA 1 Lrb-Cl £+1'

Eleventh Tablet.

><frbi Gii-fb rs >i- Hb- l^ >A"i
J

rb- >i-

X|
J

fb- D-8?l'D-8fb-rb«i D'8fb-ifJ"7V A D-Hrl/Cl)

A~AA :•!>• r/AA ^rfA+i rbHbAbA 8A f bA f

rCD rbrbrb ^ArbrbA "hA'-fl" rf^-I <b8I±' fb D ?±*inn ""

Gil' Hi IV ID >AAA1' bA'i bAl A rf A~ A

tf'ArWbA
?

rfA+1 A lAbCArblk :> rbD Ml.
I o —

+ AJL- £AO-+L :-J+Arb HTD £A b I X A~ HI'
o

A-b/V rfAA Al D-8 £L±

Twelfth Tablet.

>i"l-bl bl^rb T£- rOA brb'^ld bAUld
bfrCld b£JLA

J

MLld iADld b£-l b£lAI ?

/\ n n n

1A.A0O1A b£ A >A~lbI 8"r,A 10- +A rC I

Ad Hrb rbibrb'Hl'rbT A <iA OLriD AHArM
[> XJ lAdA.A +-A

j

H'bbrb',1 b£- A bT brb-r1 A I

b-AI Jl Hb-Hl£ -Jlr-Fi HI A8A£ b+!I
b"£A XA. >ibl brb-r1 ! db- Hb+f A Ib-fd" H b

brb-r1 " b£lA bl brbr1
'

i A lb-A
J

1A Hbbrb'r1

rfA.l +-A
J

H'bbrbr1
' £bi8 ."-A Id bl AOf T
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A H" Grli- r

1
• D-<U|-

? OblA ArOdA'i >ArCD + A

8Ti U-IAj D'8%1 bAd Ud/Jb I A tl'trlSl: UJ.A
I i n

':•<£ + /UA bAj'f Dbvbb
?

Ad HrO+-JlAtfd Hrb
I I n I i

Id A A A A Orb'lAU iAJL- >il-bl'lA0- F±'

A

o

06 A 8-TiA XG-l'XrCfA^ HrOrbA Grb-iTDlr-Fd
n I

»A~A HO-A XbA~ D-88t8"Ad /0- mG-8~A~d A A
?

o

+ 8+d H=hd 1+A HJb'd >AA UA HbGA'r1 Add

t-X D'8Ad ?UI

Thirteenth Tablet.

? ? ? AA bA8A~AAb-A' DLtA'A A +'8 A A A" bA

HDl-JDA; +J7\'r(;A
J

D-8A
J

I A DA 8 \T A HbASA

S1AA D-AAI3 18Ad A 18 Ad >A~ (8 letters,) G8A"

bA f AAA A I AAA 8AArbAA bA "HA+ fA)
r i

_
A. ii n i

(8 letters,) J/fiA+AAr GbIA A A J bAAl b b£
O I

b-AlKtfAA fbHjb (5 letters,) 1X1^ 81A1" > + A

I £ Grl/ r& 118 GA>AAA* P letters,)
I" 1AA+

A8
J

AAXA b HCAX" ><Tl-U AA bg A UA

AAVA'J? HA Ad AA8"d A8 (51etters,) d"T'd 8~r A d

lir£ bl- dAldbfr£-£A.I8"l di: A +ld 8A"d

:-DGr"i» AAAA I'Al-GAA D'tflAi- HIAAlAA

Ci»
?
A ASA AAO- bl A6I bA

J

|;G AJDA bA^A

D-8A
J

EA8- A
J

£A-8 fc AJ/8' "RA I AH- >A A
J

£AAA
J

o

d :-0"£+ d Gu+fd

A AX b-,£ AA J-+rba-lrTX8
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Fourteenth Tablet.

UAA L-C A' 80-J+ CiSA-Dlrd -oVA-JT-CJUrl.-

34 H^d >A+' U1U14A- ArbArb HOrb bfD f A"XAll n

+ A" E± A0- b(b-E0 AA l>+> Hrbtf"A- JVA<;

Hrb"t"rb*d ibcbJrFird -U~d b J OffO' /"Old

77*£ Girnar version in the Roman character, with the Dhauli'

version interlined in Italics.

First Tablet.

Iyam dhammalipi devanampiyena Piyadasina rana lekhapita.

(10 letters) ghi savata. . devdnampiya. . Piya

Itlha na kanchi jivam arabhita puja hitaya nacha samaja katavye :

nam dlabhitu paje pa

bahu rep idasam samajamhi padati. Devanampiya Piyadasi raja

asti pitu, ekacha samaja sadhumata. Devanampiyasa Piyadasino

bha paldpa sadhumata. Devanampiyasa Piyadasine

rafio pura mahanase thu he devanampiyasa Piydasino rano anudiva-

sam bahuni papa satasahasani arabhisu supathaya : sa aja yada

pdna sata: dlabhiyisu supathaya da

ayam dhammalipi Hkhitati, eva pana arabhicusupathaya dwamara

.... dhammalipi Hkhitati labhiyi. . .'. ,

ekomato : sopi ramagana dhuva eicapati pana pachha na arabhisande.

sini pdndni pachha na dlabhiyisantu

Second Tablet.

[This has been already published in the Feb. number.]

Third Tablet.

Devanampiya Piyadasi raja evam aha. Dwadasa vasabhisitenamaya

Devdnampiya Piyadasi laja hevam dhd. Dmvddasa vasdbhisitena me

idam anapitam. Savata vijite mama yote cha rajuke cha padesake cha

iyam dnapitd te sd me yuge . . lajake. . «. . .

panchasu panchasu vasesu anusayinam siyatu : etayeva atha-

panchasu panchasu vasesu anusayanam nikhamavu : athd annayepi kam-
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va imaya dhammanusanstaya, yatha apoyasakammaya: sadhu

mane hevam imdye dhammd anusayasa u

matari cha pitari cha sususa; mitasa sutanatina bamhana samananam

mdtd pita sususd ; natisu babhana samanehi

sadhu danam : pananam. sadhu anarambho : apavyayata apabhindata

sadhu ddnarn : jivisu.. andlambhe sadhu apaviyatd apabhanditd

sadhu : parisapi yuto anapayisati gananayam hetuto cha vyanjaneto cha.

sadhu : parisapi chatiyatdni dnapayi ga tuto cha viyan

Fourth Tablet.

Atikatam antaram bahuni vasasatani vadhita eva panarambho, vi-

Atikantam antalam bahuni vasasatdni vadhiteva pdnalambhe, vi-

hinsa cha bhutanam ; natisu asampatipati ; bamhana samarianara

hinsd cha bhut&nam,. . natisu asampatipati.. samana.. vipuyesu... .

asampatipati cha : Aja devanampiyasa Piyadasino ranodhammachara-

asampatipati : . . .. Se aja devanampiyasa Piyadasine rajine dhammacha-

ganena bheri^hoso api dhammaghoso, vimaoa dapana cha, hassi dapa-

\anena bhelighosam api dhammaghosg,m vimdna dasanam,. . hathini

na cha, agikhandhani cha aniiani divyani rupani dasayi

aga khandhdui, anndni cha daviydni rupani dasayitun

pajanam yarisa bahuhi vasa satehi na bliuta puve, tarise aja

munudnam ddise bahu. . vasa satcmsi no huta puluve, tddise aja

vadhita: devanampiyasa Piyadasino rano dhammanusanstiya

;

vuti :. . devanampiyasa Piyadasine rajine dhammdnusathiyd

;

anarambho pananam, avihinsa bhutanam, natinam sampatipati,

analambhe pd.tdnam, avihinsa bhutanam, natisu.. sampotipati,

bamhana samananam sampatipati ; matari pitari susiisa ; thaire sususa

,

samana.. Idbhanesu. . sampatipati ; mdta ^pitu sususd (gurajva sususd

;

esa ane cha bahu vidhe dhammacharana vadhita ; vadhayisati cheva

esa anne cha bahu vidhe dhammachalane . . vadhite ; vadhayisati cheva

devanampiyo Piyadasi raja dhammacharanam idam, puta cha pota cha

devdnampiye Piyadasi laja dhammachalanam mam puta pi chanati

papota cha devanampiyasa Piyadasino raiio vadhayisanti idam
atn (....) devanampiyasa Piyadasine rajine pavadhayisanti yeva

dharnma charanam a cha pavata kapa dhammamhi silamhi

dhamma chalanam imam; a kepam .... dhammasi . . silasi. .

ti stanto . . imam anusasisati esahise tekame yatha anusasana

bhavi (si) tu .... sasisanti. . esahise .... me yd dhammdnusdsana

dhammacharane pi na bhavati asila sava ; imamhi athamhi dhi cha
dhammachalana pi cha no hoti asilasa; se imasa. . athasa. . va dhi

ahini cha sadhu. Etaya athaya idam likhapitam : imasa athasa vadhaya
ahini dhasdyd. Etdye athe. . iyam likhite imasa athasa vadhiyun
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jantu : hini». . . lo chetam. . rha (?) Dwadasa vasabhisitena

jantu. . hint cha ma alo chayi (tun). . Duwddasa vasdbhisitasa

devanampiyasa Piyadasina rano idam lekhapitam.

devanampiyasa Piyadasine rajine (e) sa likhite.

Fifth Tablet.

Devanarapiya Piyadasi raja evam aha.—Kalaya dakaraya a. . .la

Devdnampiya Piyadasi laja hevam aha:—Kaydne dukale

kalaiie pape dukara karoti : tarn maya bahu kalana kata : ta mama

hayand aase dukalam kaleti : se. . me,, bahuke kaydnd kate : tarn ye me

puta cha pota cha pare cha tanaya me .... ava pava^a kapa.. .

.

pu. . . va na cha tanaye opatiye me dva kapam tathd

anuvatasare : tatha so sakatam kasati : yo tu ete desam pihapeyati

anuvatisanti : se.. .. sakatam kachhati : ehe ta desam pihdpayisati,

so dukatam kasati pakaramhi pape. Atikatam antaram na

se dukatam kachhati pape ha. su puddlayesu. Atikantam antalam no

bhuta puvam, dhammamahamata, nama : meya to dasavasabhisi(tena)..

htitd puluvd, dhammamahamata nama : se to dasavasdbhisi tena me

dhammamahamata kata ; te. . sava pasandesu vyapata

dhammamahamata ndma kata : te sate sava pasandesu viyapaftdj

dhammamajunaya dhammasutasa

dhammddhithdnaye dhamma vadhiye hita sukhdye cha dhammasuta

.

.

chayena ; Kam (bocha, gan)dhara, naristlka peteiiikanaye vapi ana

sanyana, Kambocha gandhdle, suJdthika pitenike, sa It, vapi anne

aparata bhatamayesu ; va (hita su) khi (ya. . . . va yutanam aparago-

dpalanta bhati bdbhana bhisdsu, anathesu

mahalokesu cha hitasukhaye, dhammayutaye apalibo-

dhaya vyapata ; tebandhana badhaya patividhanaya ja kata:

dhdya viyapatd ; se bandhana badhasa ya apalibo-

dhdye mokhdye cha iyam anubandha pajdti (ka) td ;

Bhikaresu va thairesuhi va vyapata ; to Patilipute cha bahiresu cha

bhikalesi vd mahdlakensi va viyapatd ; se hida cha bdhilesu cha,

nagalesu savesu olodhanesu evahi bhdtdnam va bhagininam

vapi ane natika savata viyapata, te yo iyam dha .... pennasito

unnesu sd. . ti savata tata viyapata cha,, iyam dhamma

nisitativam dhammddhithdne, tdva ddnasayute va sava

tava mahamata :

pathaviyam : dhammdyutasi viyapatd ime dhamma mahdmdtd

:

etaya athaya ayam dhamma lipi likhita.

imdye athdye iyam dhamma lipi likhita; kapd tasa cha me paja

anuvetatu

!
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Sixth Tablet.

(Devanampiyo) Piyadasi raja evam aha. Atikatam antaram na

Devdnampiye Piyadasi Idja hevam aha. Atikantam antalam na

bhuta puva, sa athakamme va pativedana va ta maya eva

huta puluve, savakdlam athakamme va pativedana ta se mama yd

katam. Save kale, bhunjamana same, urodhanamhi, gabhagaramhi,

kate. Sava sameante, olodhanasi, gabhatapasi

vachamhi va vinitamhi cha, uyanesu cha, savata pativedaka stita

(tapasi bis ?) vinitasi uyenasu cha, savata pativedakd .

.

athe me janasa pativedetha iti! Savata va janasa athe karomi

janasa .. atham pativedayantumatif Savata cha jd. .sa atham kaldmi

ya cha kinehi mukhato aiiapayami ; maya dapakam va, stavapakam

ha .. am pi cha makhdto anapeydmi; me., dapakam va, savakam ..

vaVava, Puna mahathe tesu achayika anapita bhavati. Etaya

vd eva mahd ma ..si atiydyike alopite hoti* .. tast. .

athaya vividoni kiti vasanto parisaya, anantara pativeda rasam

athasi vavadevani kiti vdsantam pahipdyd anantaliyam patjvadeta, va he

me savata save kale evam maya anapitam. Nasti hi me to ren (?)

meti savata savam kdlam hevam me. . anusatha

ustinamhi athasantirana yava katavyamatehi me sama loka

(suthdnaj hapi athasantiland yacha kataviyamatehi me sava loka

hitam : tasa cha puna esa mulo ustanam cha athasantirana cha, nasti

hite :. . tasa cha pana iyam mule suthdna cha 'santiland cha, nathi

kammataram savaloka hita sta, yacha kinehi parakamami aham

!

kammatala . . savaloka hitdya, a chati cha . . palakdmivahakam!

Kinti bhutanam (anamiam gachheyam) idha chanani sukhapayarai

;

Kinti bhtitdnam a..ni yam yehati.... hida cha kdni sukhaydmi;..

parata cha swagam aradhayantuti. Etaya athaya ayam dhammalipi

palatd cha swaga. . bdsddhayantuti. Etdye athdye ayam dhammalipi

likhapita : kinti chiran tisteya iti ! Tatha cha me puta pota

likhitd

:

chilathitikd hotu ! Tathd cha potd

cha papota cha anavataram sava loka hitaya dukarantthu idam aiiata

papotd me palakama .. sa. . . . ha hitdye dukale cha. . iyam annata

agena parakamena.

agena paldkamena.

Seventh Tablet.

Devanampiya Piyadasi raja savata ichhati save pasanda vaseyu
Devdnampiye Piyadasi Idja savata ichhati danam .

.

. . va
eave te sayaman cha bhavasudhincha : ichhati janasa uchavacha

veva ti savehoga sachhaman bhdvesudhi cha: ichhati munisa ochavacha

2 i
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chhando uchavacha rago te savam vakasanti ekadesam vakasanti

vando. . uchavacha lagd te savam vd ekadasam kachati. .

visule tu pi dane ; yasa nasti sayame bhavasudhi tava katam nata

vidala pina dane ; asa nathi dhayame bhavasudhi cha

va dadhabhatita rani, va badham.

ni che badham.

Eighth Tablet.

Atikatam antaram rajano viharayatan neyaka etamaga-

.... tarn antalam luju vahalaydtam ndma nikhamisaga ma (gd)-

vya anani cha etarisani abhiramakani ahum pum : so devanam-

viyam anndni cha edisdni abhiramdni puvantinam: se devdnam-

piyo Piyadasi raja dasavasabbisito sonto ayaya satam cha

piye Piyadasi Idja dasavasdbhisite janikhami sam bopa

tenesa dhammayata : etayam hoti,—barahana samananam dasaue cha

tenatd dhammaydta: se hotiti,—samana bdbhandnam dusane cha

dane cha, thairanam dasans cha,—hiranna patividhano cha, jana-

dave cha, vadhdnam dasane cha,—hilanna pativipdddnena . . jana~

padasa cha janasa daspanam, dhammanusasti cha dhammaparipuva

padasa . . janasa dasane cha, dhammdnupa chha

cha; tadopaya esa bhayarati bhavati devanampiyasa Piyadasino

cha taddpaydla se abhirdmi hoti devanampiyasa Piyadasine

raiio bhage aniie.

rajine bhdge *

Ninth Tablet.

Devanampiyo Piyadasi raja evam aha:— Atta jano uchavacham

Devanampiye Piyadasi Idja hevamkahd:— we uchavacham

mangalam karote, abadhaseva . . avahavivahesu va putalabhesu \a

mangalam kaletdti dbadha paddya

pavasamhi va; etamhi cha annamhi cha jano uchavacham

pavdsasi .... . etdye . . anndyevahidisdye jane bahu . . kam

mangalam karote ; Etatu mahadayo bahuka cha bahu vidha cha ya-

mangalam ka. .. lthibinam. . cha bahu..adha .... ni a. .yam cha

dam charadatham cha mangalam karote. Ta katavyamevata mangalam

mangalam kaleti. Se kataviyelevetam ananta le

apaphalam tu kho etadisam mangalam, ayata maha phale mangale,

apapdle. . cha kho esahadise mangul. . thi. . bahu phala, malagi. .

ya dhamma mangale, tata dasa bhatakamhi sampatipati, gurunam

lata tesa . . i da. sam mupan kaleti alanam

apachiti sadhu ; panesu sayame sadhe; bamhnrn samanaiiam eadhuda-

samana bdbhandnam .... da*

nam : ete cha aiiacha etarisam dhamma mangalam nama ta vatavyam

nam : esa . . annecha mangalam ...... vat ....
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pita va putena va bhata. . va svamikena va, sadhu, idam katavyam

pitind pi . . ndpi bhdtindpi suvdmika

mangalam; ava tasa athasa ni?tinaya asti cha p&vatam sadhu

ava tasa aihtsa nithdndya aihi . . panamvate ddne

danam iti

:

Na tu etadisam asti danam va anugaho va,

sadhdti : Se nathi e . . nam ele va

yadisara dhammadanam va dhammanugaho va, ta tu kho mitena va

dhammdddne . . dhammanugahe

suhadavena natikena va sapayena va ochaditavya tamatamhi paka-

i inena . . sapayena va viyovadita tasi paka»

rane ; idam kacham, idam sadham iti; imani saka swagam

lanansi i dha yitave

aradhentu iti. Kicha mina katavyam, ta. . yatha swagaradhi ?

dladhi

Tenth Tablet.

Devanampiya Piyadasi raja yaso va kiti va na mahathavahi manate

pipe Piyadaai Id... yaso vdvidhivana bona

anata tadaptano (?) do ghaya chame jana yasa dhamma sa pd-

si yaso vd kadhivd ichhati ta dwaye annati ja...ne su pu-

sunsatan dhammavatan va anuvidhiyatan etakaye Devanampiya Piyadasi

nasu..a dhamma va etakdye iya

raja yaso va kiti va ichhati; ya tu kinchi parakamate devanampiya Piya.

davi palakamati devdnampiye Piya-

dasi raja ta savam paratikaye. Kinti sakale apaparasave asa ; esatu

sa Kinti sakama apapaldsave apa kiti ...

parasave ya apunnam. Dakaranta kho etam vadakena vajanena usatena va

pama sa a kaje va

anata agena parakamena savam paracha papta (?) etata kho usatena

ta age na savam chapalili khu dukena

dukaran...

Idpasatena va usatena cha dakaUta.

Eleventh Tablet.

Devanampiya Piyadasi raja evam aha. Nasti etarisam danam yarisam

dhamma danam : dhamma sanstavo va dhamma sanvibhago va, dhamma
sambandhu va !

Tata idam bhavati ; dasa bhatakamhi sampatipati ; matari pitari

sadho sususa ; mitasasuta fiatakanam bamhana sarnananam sadhu danam *

Pananam anarambho sadhu : etam vatavyam pita va putena va
bhata va mitasa sut (ena) bhata keiia va vyava pativesiyehi, idam sadhu •

idam katavyam

:

So tatha karu ilokavasa aradha hoti; parato va anantan punnam
bhavati tena dhamma danena.

2 I 2
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Twelfth Tablet.

Devanampiyo Piyadasi raja sava pasandani cha pavajitani cha gharistani

cha pujayati, danena cha vividhaya pdjaya pujayati n : na tu tatha danam

va pt5ja va Devanampiyo mannate yatha kiti : sara vadhi asa, sava pasan-

danam saro vadhyata bahu vidha : ( ? ) tada gasa tu idam mala ya vacha-

guti. Kinti aptapasanda puja va parapasanda garaha va ne bhave, apaka.

ranamhi lahaka va asa...tamatamhi pakarane; pujeta ya (n) tueva parapa-

sanda tena tena pakaranena ; evam katam aptapasanda (n) cha vadhayeti,

parapasandasa cha apakaroti, tadaniiatha karoti ; aptapasandam cha

chhanati parapasandasa cha hi apakaroti : yo hi kachi aptapasandam puja-

yati, parapasandam va garahati sava aptapasanda bhatiya kinti aptapa-

sandam dipayema iti, yo cha puna tatha kara to aptapasandam badhataram

papapunati tasa chevano eva sadha. Kinti manamannasa dhammam
suiiata cha pusan serava evam hi Devanampiyasa ichha kitasaya pasanda

bahu puta cha asu kalanagama cha asu ye chai tata tata papunn ita hi

vatavyam; Devanampiyo—ne tatha danam va piija va mannate yatha kiti:—

" sari vadhi asa sava pasandanam bahuka cha :
—

"

Etaya athayavyapita dhammamahdmata cha ithaijha kho mahamata

cha vava (dha) kamika cha atie cha nikaya ayancliu. Etasa phalaya

aptapasanda vadhi cha hati, dhamasa cha dipana.

Thirteenth Tablet.

? ? ? tasa pasamata tatihatan bahutivata kammata tata pachha" adhana-

ladhesu kalingesu ti dhammaviyo vadho vamaranam va apavaho vajana

satabadhe vedamata chaganamata cha deva (nampiyasa )... pa ; mata

pitari sususa, guru sususa, mitasa sanstaya iiatika vyasanam papunati

tata so pitesu upaghato patipati bhatevesiya pa ya ta nasti

manusanam ekataramhi pasandamhi na nama pasadeyavatako ya ta do

naya saka va mitaveyavapi apaviyo devanampiya (sa) yata paj i to

pita sava bhutanam achhata cha sayaman cha sama cheron

cha madava cha Yona raja paran cha tena chaptaro rsjano,

Turamayo cha, Antikono cha (?) Maga' cha idha parinde (se)

su savata Devanampiyasa dhammanusastin anuvatare yata padati.

Vijayo savatha puna vijayo piti raso sa ladha sa piti hoti dhammavijaya-

man. Vijayaman, ma vijetavyam man. N'asarasake eva vijayechhati cha

ilokika cha para lokika cha.

VaSWETOHASTI SAVA LOKA SUKHA'HARO ndma.

Fourteenth, and last Tablet.

Ayam dhammalipi devanampiyena Piyadasina raiia likhapita. Asti eva

Iyam dhammalipi devdnampiyena Piyadasind Idjina likhi

sankhitena, asti majhamena, asti vistatena ; navayavam, pavata ghatitam;

athi majha ndpayave,... savata ghatitam;

mahalaka pavijitam : bahu cha likhitam likhapoyisam cheva; asti cha

mr> hantehi vijaye ; bahu ke cha lihhite .

.

. likhi yisd athi pa cha

etakam punepanavutam. Tasatasa athasa madhuritaya kata ;
jano^

nit iti : jane,
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tatha patipajetha! Tata ekada* asamatam lilchitarn, asa desam cha,

tathd patipajeydti I Epi cha asamati... lihhite sa...disam

Relachepu lipikara pandithena cha.

pikala tu

Translation of the first Tablet

The following edict of religion is promulgated by the heaven-beloved

king Piyadasi. " In this place the putting to death of anything

whatever that hath life—either for the benefit of the puja, or in

convivial meetings, shall not be done. Much cruelty of this nature

occurs in such assemblies. The heaven-beloved king Piyadasi is

(as it were) a father (to his people). Uniformity of worship is wise and

proper for the congregation of the heaven-beloved Piyadast raja.

" Formerly in the great refectory and temple of the heaven-beloved

king PiYADAsr, daily were many hundred thousand animals sacrificed

for the sake of meat-food. So even at this day while this religious

edict is under promulgation from the sacrifice of animals for the sake

of food, some two are killed or one is killed :—but now the joyful

chorus resounds again and again—that from henceforward not a single

animal shall be put to death !"

Notes to the First Tablet.

Iyam. In others of the Girnar edicts at/am is used for the femiuine, as in Pali.

Idha. The Pali form of f^riha 'here.' In the Cuttack dialect, hida ; see

observations on the reading of hidapdlate, &c. below. In the present passage at

Dhauli, ' savata,' every where, seems to be substituted.

Arabhitd, or drabhyatd, for the vowel mark more resembles a y; Sans, ^jr^^f
slaughter of animals.

Paja hitaya (for the benefit of the people ; Sc. for food) S. praja hitdya, has the

support of the Cuttack text, but puja hitaya, ' for the efficacy of puja' as in

Girnar seems preferable.

Samaja katavye, * an assembly of beasts (not) to be made'—might allude to the

practice of animal fights ;—but as samaja comes afterwards twice, I prefer it here

also, and would read katavyam.

Repidasam :— I have rendered this by ^xr -jjgj cruel sight or cruelty : the pandit

would read bahukam idrisam, * much of this kind.'

Astipitu ^jjfVjrfijg^ ' is the father ?'—perhaps in a deified sense?—were Piyadasi

not in the nominative case I should be inclined to read anapitam, ordained by.

Ekachd, S. ^cRT^T one worship or worship of one object ?—This sense is confirm-

ed by the feminine adjective sddhumatd, excellent-minded or righteous. The Cuttack

text is here erased but for samaja it reads palape, Sf^rr^" ia conversation instead

of in company.

Mahdnase thupe — jf^ysf-qi a kitchen and jjra: a tope or buddhist monument:

but the latter word is doubtful and unsuitable.

Sup&thdya ^q- gjpqrsj, supa is broth (or soup)—probably such as contained meat.

Aja, Pali form of ^^j hodie, to-day.

Dwdmard ekomato. This passage is altogether very unintelligible:—! have ren-

dered it fj^T ^TiffT:.
Ramagdna dhuvd is also doubtful, ^jjj pleasant jfy^f song yr^

f
chorus or ' reprise'

—are the basis of the translation I have conjecturally offered.
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Translation of the Third Tablet,

Thus spake the heaven-beloved king Piyadasi :

" By me after the twelfth year of my anointment, this commandment

is made ! Every where in the conquered (provinces) among the faithful,

whether (my own) subjects or foreigners, after every five years, let

there be (a public) humiliation for this express object, yea for the

confirmation of virtue and for the suppression of disgraceful acts.

" Good and proper is dutiful service to mother and father;—towards

friends and kinsfolk, towards brahman s and sramans, excellent is cha-

rity:—prodigality and malicious slander are not good.

" All this the leader of the congregation shall inculcate to the assem-

bly with (appropriate) explanation and example."

Translation of the Fourth Tablet.

" In times past even for many hundred years has been practised the

sacrifice of living beings, the slaughter of animals ; disregard of relations,

and disrespect towards brahmans and sramans :—This day by the mes-

senger of the religion of the heaven-beloved king Piyadasi, (has been

made) a proclamation by beat of drum, a grand announcement of religi-

Notes to the Third Tablet.

Vijite, in the second tablet vijiiamhi, in the Cuttack idiom vijitamsi ; all variations

of the Pali locative case. Vijitam may, I believe, mean dominion generally as well

as conquest.

Yote is the Sanskrit ^=^ ;
yugeoia the other hand is £jjjj the devoted :—both nearly

similar in signification.

Anusayinam, S. ^j^^^jif penitence. Siydtu ^JTTJ"
' let be' is replaced by mMa-

mavu quasi fift^H ^frT ' is undoubtedly proper,'^ zeal, see the same word in

the extract quoted below.

Dhamma anusanst&ya * for firmly establishing virtue'^i^f^fj^ and ^TTO3rr^t*J
* for the avoiding of disgraceful acts' are imperfectly deciphered at Dhauli,—Kam-

mane and anusayasa u.

Ndtinam samandnam, &c. in the genitive or rather dative case, are put in the loca-

tive natisu—samanehi, (q. nemsi.) at Dhauli. The same holds for pandnam, replaced

by jivisu, ' among living things.'

Parisdpiyuto is, I suppose, compounded of "qf^"^ an assembly, ^jjfxf and ^raj:

quasi the * leader of the congregation.' The Cuttacn text adds chatiyatdni quasi

belonging to or near the cbetiya ?

Apavyayatd, ' lavish expenditure'— and apabhindatd, calumny, ^gfqjfc or perhaps

apabhdnditd,' separation from society:' ^yq§ (cooking vessel) . Read asadhu. The
Dhauli orthography of viyatd explains a word misunderstood on the pillars.

Hetuto, exactly the Sanskrit -^ rfrT"^ ^jaf?f <f^8 ia tue 5th case, taspritya,— * as

to cause, and as to effect, or token.'

Notes to the Fourth Tablet.

Alikdntam anlaram, occurs too often to allow the reading adopted by the pandit

of the latter word as the verb btaran:— it is clearly ^f^efr i^fj ^-tHC ' elapsed inter-

val'—used adverbially, and deuotiug that an anterior period of obedience existed.
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ous grace—and a display of equipages, and a parade of elephants, and

things to gratify the senses, and every other kind of heavenly object for

the admiration of mankind, such as had never been for many hundred

years, such were to-day exhibited.

•* By the religious ordinance of the heaven-beloved king Piyadast,

the non-sacrifice of animals—the non-destruction of living beings, proper

regard to kindred,—respect to brahmans and sramans : dutiful service

to mother and father ; dutiful service to spiritual pastors :—through

these and many other similar (good acts) doth religious grace abound ;

and thus moreover shall the heaven-beloved king Piyadasi cause reli-

gion to flourish : and the same shall the sons, the grandsons, and the

great-grandsons of the heaven-beloved king Piyadasi cause to abound

exceedingly.

" As long as the mountains shall endure, so long in virtue and in strict

observances shall the religion stand fast. And through good acts of

this nature,—that is to say—through these ordinances, and the strict

practice of religion laxness of discipline is obviated. Moreover in this

object it is proper to be intelligent and nowise neglectful. For the

same purpose is this (edict) ordered to be written. Let all take heed to

profit of this good object and not to give utterance to objections.

" By the heaven-beloved king Piyadasi after the twelfth year of his

anointment is this caused to be written."

B&mhana-samandnam, is curiously replaced at Cuttack by samana-vipuyesu
, fsr^pf

of the same meaning, but throughout the Cuttack text the buddhist sramans have

precedence of the brahmanical priests.

Chardganenu, (charagana) ' by the conveyer:'—at Dhauli, chalanena ' by the pro.

gre9s.'

Vimana, &c. There is a strange disagreement between the two texts in this sen-

tence, apparently owing to misapprehension of the copyist. Girnar reads vimana

* grief,' hassi ("^"jf)
' joy'—and dapaha, ^qwirT ' from the mirror of :'—Dhauli

has vimdna ' equipage,' hathini "^f%#ft ' a female elephant'—and dasanam ^"j|if

the sight of.'

Anga khandhdni, the five objects of sense.

—

Aggikhandhdni, on the contrary is the

title of one of Buddha's discourses, * the heap of fire.'

Ydrisa-t&risa, and in the Cuttack idiom ddise tadise are the Sanskrit
^fl"^

-^ TfTTW
or in the modern Hindustani jaisd taisd.

NalhUta puve, Cuttack—no k&ta puluve, Sans. «f*j <f xr^f.

Dhammanusastiyd—here we find the correct rendering of anusathiyd of the pillars j

Sans. ^ «f?n^f- *<*H ' °y the ordinance of.'

Apavatakapd—or kepam from q^q or ^q- ' to move'— ' until the moving of the

hills'—abbreviated by omission of pavuta—quasi * until the break up (of all things)'

—

the pandit prefers ff\VJ< ' benevolence, as enduring as the hills.' See below.

Dhi cha ahini cha ^intellect—^t complaint, objection -or ^yf^T abandonment.

Asilasa. The latter part of this edict is rather obscure r there is too much of a

truism in ^^TJ««p j^^j «W^f<T hesides asilasa is iu the genitive case.
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Translation of the Fifth Tablet.

Thus spake the heaven-beloved king Piyadasi :

—

" Prosperity (cometh) through adversity, and truly each man (to ob-

tain) prosperity causeth himself present difficulty—therefore by me
(nevertheless) has much prosperity been brought about and therefore

shall my sons, and my grandsons and my latest posterity, as long as the

very hills endure, pursue the same conduct ; and so shall each meet

his reward !—While he, on the other hand, who shall neglect such

conduct,—shall meet his punishment in the midst of the wicked [in the

nethermost regions of hell.]

" For a very long period of time there have been no ministers of religi-

on properly so called. By myself, then, in this tenth year of mine

anointment, are ministers of religion appointed*: who, intermingling

among all unbelievers (may overwhelm them) with the inundation of

religion, and with the abundance of the sacred doctrines. Through

Kamfbocha, ganj dhdra, nardstika, PeteniJca, and elsewhere finding

their way unto the uttermost limits of the barbarian countries, for the be-

nefit and pleasure of (all classes) ... and for restraining the passions of

the faithful, and for the regeneration of those bound in the fetters (of

sin?) are they appointed. Intermingling equally among the

dreaded, and among the respected—both in Pdtaliputa and in foreign

places, teaching better things shall they everywhere penetrate ; so that

they even who (oppose the faith shall at length become) ministers of it."

Notes to the Fifth Tablet.

The opening sentence in this tablet has evidently a close relation with that on the

pillars beginning with the 17th line of the north side at Delhi, and as it presents no

small difficulty to the translator, it may be as well to insert here the pillar version

for comparison with the other two.

Kaydnameva dekhati iyam me kaydne kateti: nominct pdpakam dekhati, iyam me
p&paka kateti.

The Girnar reading of kaldnam confirms my pandit's assumption that kaydnam

should be rendered by the Sanskrit kalydnam, happiness, prosperity, rather than by

kshaya, kshayini, waste prodigality, as adopted by the Hon'ble Mr. Turnour,
which would I imagine form khaya, khayini in P&li, and indeed we have this very

word in another part of the inscription. The word naturally contrasting with

kalyanam is duhkh (^:*sf) affliction, or dushkaram (<r:5^*) evil, trouble, wicked:

this latter might be softened in Pali to dukham, or dukam, as we find in the two

texts. We must not confound it with the second word dekhati of the pillars which

is the verb drishyati "^l^ffr ' appears.' But in the pillars the contrast is made by

pdpam, or pdpakam* wickedness.' Were the two new texts complete we might easily

explain them, at present we can only conjecture. Thus the pandit gives it in Sanskrit:

mmw "%*%*.rn ^rre^ ^<3jtw^ "^?< ^tTf?r TOjror "*re smsw^RTT:

* The Cuttack version differs so much in the latter part of this edict that a

separate translation is necessary from the point here marked.
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For this purpose is the present religious edict caused to be written.

The Cuttack version continuedfrom *.

who shall be intermingled with all the hundred grades of un-

believers for the establishment among them of the faith, for the increase of

religion, and for their profit and gratification through the context of the

sacred doctrines, in Kambocha and Gandhdra, in Burastrika and Pite-

nika,... and even to the farthest (limits) of the barbarian (countries).

Who shall mix with brahmans and bhikshus, with the poor and with the

rich,—for their benefit and pleasure, to bring them unto the righteous-

ness which passeth knowledge; and for those bound in the fetters

(of sin) this new bond of precious knowledge is made for their

final emancipation which is beyond understanding : and among the terri-

ble and the powerful shall they be mixed both here and in foreign

countries, in every town, and among all the kindred ties even of

brotherhood and sisterhood, and others every where ! and here

also having penetrated, for there is religious darkness (?) even in the

Parechatanayi, Tfr^rf <Fr<n ?T3? mv posterity—ffm{j\\ ' a male descendant.' To

this is added in the Cnttack version apatiye "^XfHJ ' offspring male or female.'

Anuvatasare, either ^"if^cgr ' yearly;' or better "^Sf^n^J^ < shall uphold.'

Pihupayisati f^^rqf^jf?T or perhaps, pesdpayisali fq?g, to injure, to destroy.

Kasati,—kacchati ; precision will no longer allow the reading formerly adopted of

gacchali ' goes.' In its stead we have a choice of ^ffisrfrj, ^t^if, ^f^^ ?
a11 synony-

mous as ' shines,
—

' prakash kartd, illuminates :—or of ^-^fffT , s^t^ from ^f^r to

go, to approach or meet, which I prefer : ^jfgrrf and "^•B3jfj, good and evil recom-

pense, contrast as well as the places of their reward; and puddlayesu can only be
explained as Tpr ^SfT^TW ia tne mansions of the put hell—to which the childless

are condemned, and which*is said to have a most abominable stench.

Pakctramhi pdpe, ^^ hea P> TT^T sin -

Dhammamajiinayd, ^f^[»flj :
' by drowning in dharma.'

Dhamma siilasa chayena, fg^^jj "^?|«f ;
dhanimddhithdndya

^Sfp^'g'Xif abiding.

Kumbocha, &c. for these places see observations sanyena ^-gj union.

Apardtd bhata mayesu ^Tf^jTr having nothing beyond, ^p barbarian f\mj
boundary.

Aparagodhdya, ^Tf^lifT'sf restraint of passion.

Apulibodh&ya, ^mfx."^]^ not within knowledge.

Paticidhandya is from SffrT^T^ repeated opposition. I read SfnTtV^T'TT'S?

for re -arrangement, substituted ceremonial.

Patalipute cha bdhiresu cha, is replaced in Cuttack (which is nearer the capital) by

hidu cha b&hilesu cha ^^^^f^ 1^^.

Anubandhapajdti, vj^lffT :
pre-eminent knowledge.

Bhikaresu, ^^-y^ worker of dread : thairesu, ^jj.^ a name of distinction which

is commonly found in Pali books written the.ro, ' reverend, or honorable.'

Olodhanesu, from ^^ the loins or x^^t the breast and ^r^j- treasure ?

Bhdfdnum, va bhayininam ^fiTPJTJ' *}fil'ift«[f.

Ddnasayute, dhammayute tTT'T"?!^ charitable, ^jf^ja^ righteous.

2 K
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very metropolis of religion, every question shall be asked among the

charitable, and these being themselves absorbed in righteousness, shall

become ministers of the faith (?). For this express reason is this religi-

ous edict promulgated ;for evermore let my people pay attention thereto !

Translation of the Sixth Tablet.

Thus spake Piyadasi the heaven-beloved king!

" Never was there in any former period a system of instruction, ap-

plicable to every season and to every action, such as that which is now

established by me

!

" For every season, for behaviour during meals, during repose, in do-

mestic relations, in the nursery, in conversation, in general deportment,

and on the bed of death, every where instructors (or PativedaTcas)

have been appointed :—accordingly do ye (instructors) deliver instruc-

tion in what concerneth my people.

" And every where in what concerneth my people do I myself perform

whatsoever with my mouth I enjoin (unto them); whether it be by me
(esteemed) disagreeable or whether agreeable. Moreover for their

better welfare among them an awarder of punishment is duly instal-

led. On this account, assembling together those who are dwelling

in the reputation of much wisdom, do ye meanwhile instruct them as

to the substance of what is hereby ordained by me for all circumstances

and for all seasons. This is not done by me in any desire for the col-

Dhammanisa tativam. I am quite unable to give the sense of this passage ; nisi

ftrjTj night, is feminine as iyam, and adhithdne ^f^f^T^ * s ^n tne locative—

hence the turn I have adopted.

Pathaviyam, may be STg^g to be questioned.

A'va pavata kapd, and &va kapam, I have rendered by ^jT3"?r "R^fT^R'^Q and

^jjefrr ^f^q as long as the age of the hills—or simply for a kalpa, or immense

period^ The long d in kapd inclined the pandit to understand ffq| a benevolence

—

as enduring as the hills. (See last tablet.)

Notes to the Sixth Tablet.

Pativedana, srfH^«TT information either delivered or received by espionage?—

pativedaka, the giver of or agent to receive the same: instructor is the more probable.

Td eva katam, or yd kate—tat and ye the participles should agree in both cases.

Bhunjamdna—same, *f^?TT«r eatin g> ^f( quiet—quere sleep ?

Orod/tanam7u—^er^]%|5f in the secluded apartment or zenana?—implying as

I presume conjugal or domestic relations, or see another explanation offered in the

last tablet.

Garbh&gdrdmhi, nearly of the same import—or jtojjtt^ tne womb.

Uydnesu ^^T^-Q in going up—or in articulo mortis?

Stitd, f^JrfT the verD (or rather participle) is avoided in the Cuttack text by

carrying to the imperative vedayantu. The other has pativedetha in the second pers.

plural, imper. mood.

Mukhaio 3J^rf^ orally—from the mouth.
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lection of worldly gain, but in the real intention that the benefit of my
people shall be effected ; whereof moreover this is the root, the good

foundation, and the steady repose in all circumstances : there is not a

more effectual mode of benefitting all mankind, than this on which I

bestow my whole labour.

" But upon how many living beings (I will pass over the mention of

other things) do I confer happiness here :—hereafter likewise let them

hope ardently for heaven ! amen !

u For this reason has the present religious edict been written :—May
it endure for evermore ; and so may my sons and my grandsons and my
great-grandsons uphold the same for the profit of all the world, and la-

bour therein with the most reverential exertion."

Translation of the Seventh Tablet.

The heaven-beloved king Piyadasi every where ardently desireth

that all unbelievers may be brought to repentance and peace of mind.

He is anxious that every diversity of opinion, and every diversity of

Dapakam-stavapakam ^Tiefr what kindles—or is pungent and disagreeable ? satire :

mfflft praise—eulogy—what is sweet.

Vdyavd—(Cuttack version, va eva) Sanskrit ff^-.

Mahdthe—tesu .. reads at Dhauli, mah&matesu, among the right-minded.

Achdyiko—atiydyike, the awarder of -gy^j^ death, punishment.

Vividoni—vividevani, f^f^n|T«ft 3S^pri fame proceeding from wisdom.

Anapitam—aniisathi are here seen to be synonymous
; ^f#rg[rf% order.

Vasantam living (sub. janam) parisdya, and parip&ya are nearly synonymous.

Uddhinamhi~-n doubtful word—^3^JEf a wish ?

Atha sanstirantya from ^pjj ^fftsi^uf collection or security of property ?—more

correct in the other idiom saniilan&ya, jrjf^rf calm or repose in a religious sense.

Ust&nam—only explicable by the other text suth&nam or H^T«T t*ie excellent

abode ; see uddhinamhi.

Pardkamami aham, or dhakam—^y^—this is the first time I have met with the

first personal pronoun nom. sing.

A'nanna gaccheyam, seems introduced parenthetically (others I will not approach)

^^HJTJI^"^,—

^

ut *ne Passage is doubtful.

Idhachan&ni, "«£^H^«TTf*r~thiugs connected with here, probably kdni, how many.

Agena—I have been here compelled to acknowledge Mr. Turnour's more correct

interpretation—see note on the alphabet. ^lf, chief.

Notes to the Seventh Tablet.

Jchhati is written ivati in the Girnar copy, by mistake?

Vaseyu, "QffTj may incline or desire, ef^.

Sa-yamam, ^j^ religious restraint: at Cuttack, sachhaman, ^r^ff righteous
;

from W«T?W, reP0Se -

Bhava sudhi, VT^^f^i quiet of conscience, purity of mind.

Uchavachu, \g^T^^ high and low—extremes.

2 k 2
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passion may shine forth blended into one system, and be conspicuous in

undistinguishing charity ! Unto no one can be repentance and peace of

mind until he hath attained supreme knowledge, perfect faith which

surmounteth all obstacles, and perpetual assent.

Eighth Tablet.

In ancient times, festivals for the amusement of sovereigns consisted

of gambling, hunting the deer (or antelope) and other exhilarating plea-

sures of the same nature. But the heaven-beloved king PiyAdas I

having attained the tenth year of his anointment, for the happiness of

the wise by him hath a festival of religion (been substituted) :—and this

same consisteth in visits to brahmans and sramans, and in almsgiving,

and in visits to the reverend and aged; and the liberal distribution of

gold, the contemplation of the universe and its inhabitants, obeying the

precepts of religion, and setting religion before all other things, are the

expedients (he employs for amusement) and these will become an enjoy-

ment without alloy to the heaven-beloved king Piyadasi in another

existence.

Chhando, ^^; opinion : ^Tjp, passion, taste.

Ekadesam, of one country, or ^grr^jj of One kind, but such a word does not exist.

Vidala (Cuttack) fef^??T expanded—t&sule (Girnar) isdoubtful in the second syllable.

Katam natd,— ^fTTfeTI} supreme wisdom.

Dadhabhuti, -^^f^ great, faith or devotion ; tdrini, ^jf^x^ that transports.

Niclui
, fiffjT always—The Cuttack version omits the two foregoing qualifications,

and retains only bddham, ^j^f assent.

Notes to the Eighth Tablet.

Rdjdno vihdrayatd, the plural rdjdno seems liere to be joined by samas with

f^?K ^?T^T: although contrary I believe to rule, to express that such amusements

were common to all rajas :—the Cuttack text has the singular noun.

Neyaka, I have translated gambling, from tjj^j waste, ssjpsj^ ; but perhaps it

should be adjectively applied as extravagant or destructive, to hunting.

E/umagavyd, from^; a deer ? ^ji^j (properly ^st^j in the feminine, for th»

Cuttack text is right in using magamyam in the neuter) the chase.

Abhiramakdni, pleasureable :—also, abhiramani for ^jfVf^jaTPT * ahun punso,

^Vf^"*? V^[\, the 5a should be carried on.

Abhisito sanio,—in Sanskrit ^^ being : as the ablative absolute.

Thairdnam vadhdnam, here we have the parallel to the Pali thero in Ijr^TTf a£e(*«

HirannapatividMno—^ffffgf^fj-^f'
}
repaying with interest.

Dhamma paripuva, xfTKW^ placing before all else.

Tadopaya, r^Tf]^ means, expedient for this.

A'jhayorati, pleasure without fear, is replaced in the Cuttack text with abhirdme-

imply enjoyment.

Bhdge arine, in another ^jjr
?
fortune, or life.
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Ninth Tablet.

Thus spake king Piyadasi beloved of the gods!

" Each individual seeketh his own happiness in a diversity of ways:

in the bonds of affection,—in marriage, or otherwise,—in the rearing

of offspring,—in foreign travel:—in these and other similar objects

doth man provide happiness of every degree. But there is great ruina-

tion, excessive and of all kinds, when (a man) maketh worldly objects his

happiness. On the contrary this is what is to be done,— (for most cer-

tainly that species of happiness is a fruitless happiness,)—to obtain the

happiness which yieldeth plentiful fruit, even the happiness of virtue

;

that is to say ;—kindness to dependants, reverence-to spiritual teachers

are proper ; humanity to animals is proper : almsgiving to brahmans and

sramans is proper :—all these acts and others of the same kind are to be

rightly denominated the happiness of virtue

!

" By father, and by son, and by brother : by master (and by servant)

it is proper that these things should be entitled happiness. And further

for the complete attainment of this object secret charity is most suitable:

yea there is no alms and no loving kindness comparable with the alms

of religion and the loving kindness of religion, which ought verily to be

Notes to the Ninth Tablet.

A'ha:—Whether by mistake or otherwise, the Cuttack text has kaha the modern

Hindustani verb.

Attajano, ^fT<«Sf 5T«T: eacn man respectively, properly ^r(«Ti? for himself.

Uchavacham, see last edict— of high or low degree.

A'badhasi cva, or abadhasi, from ^r^^: bonds of affection, or ornament, which

latter will perhaps contrast better with the other objects.

Avaha-vivuhesu, fqnsri^f marriage, ^f^f^" trie opposite state.

P-utaliibhesu, •q^KTj^j acquisition of a son— Sf^T^J foreign residence.

Mdhaddyo, ^mEJ: destruction, calamity.

Chatadatltam, -^^^ref flii^f happiness in things of ordinary occurrence.

Ta-katavyameva
l
fjfc^Ti^Jii^" ln Sanskrit this merwber of a proposition comes

before the explanation of its nature.

A'yata,^}?^ long, diffuse—the nouns are here put in the locative case without

apparent reason : etalkartavyam muhaphale mangule, &c. this is to be done in (or to

obtain) profitable happiness.

Bhatakamhi, ijefeff the hiretl dourer.

Apachiti, ^qf^rf^ worship, salutation.

Svamika, suvanuka, ^iffl^f a master, lord— as a contrast I have inserted lhataka,

servant, to fill a space of 3 letters.

Pjvatam, SlTSff concealed, covered.

Suhadayena natikena, ^3"^'^'iT'^Tf?T^ «f
;

—

sap&yena may be ' impassionate.'

Uchaditavya, ^(SJJlf^rT elevated, purified, manifested ? ffsjji^ qpE*^^ entire fulfil,

raent ; or it may be read raoiatamhi, ^|^j or ^j^j agreeable ; or Tfrf^fif of this miud.
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upheld alike by the friend, by the good-hearted, by kinsman and neigh-

bour, in the entire fulfilment of pleasing duties.

" This is what is to be done: this is what is good. With these things

let each man propitiate heaven. And how much ought (not) to be

done in order to the propitiation of heaven ?"

Translation of the Tenth Tablet.

The heaven-beloved king Piyadasi doth not deem that glory and

reputation (are) the things of chief importance ; on the contrary (only for

the prevention of sin ?) and for enforcing conformity among a people

praise-worthy for following the four rules of virtue, and pious, doth the

heaven-beloved king Piyadasi desire glory and reputation in this world
;

and whatsoever the heaven-beloved king Piyadasi chiefly displayeth

heroism in obtaining, that is all (connected with) the other world.

For in every thing connected with his immortality there is as regards

mortal things in general discredit. (?) Let this be discriminated with

encouragement or with abandonment, with honour or with the most

respectful force, and every difficulty connected with futurity shall with

equal reverence be vanquished.

Kacham, gf cM to be doue—distinguished from katavyam what ought to be

done ?

Swagdr&dhi, (? d) seems used substantively : k&chana-ind, &c. may be read as

^F1"^*T ^•n^ff^^TT ^^T ^JlKTW:~ en^ f° r *s& (kriyu) how much ought this to be

done, as the propitiation of heaven ?

—

Some passages in the Cuttack text differ from the other, but they are too much

mutilated to be separately interpreted.

Notes to the Tenth Tablet.

Mahdthd vdhi, either ij^T^T of great importance or JJ^TT§J3": great praise.

Taddptano-do-ghaya, &c. the whole of this passage is unintelligible without

alteration—the pandit reads W^?pr TC^TiTT "SfflTcTT *IT«lfaHIrjf.

Etak&ye—paratikaye misunderstood in the pillar edict hidakaye, paratikdye.

Apunnam, apakiti, ^T7<J?j, ^R^ftfTij disgrace, vice.

Apapardsave, ^XfXf^CT^T"^ 4tn case from TJ^'pff, 0Q affCouat of immortality ?

Vadakena, vajancna, admit of two interpretations either ^T^r^5«f ^TW^*T ^y the

minister and by the people, or ^p^^if by separating and -g^^if by abandonment,
i. e. by discrimination.

Dakardntu and dukarantu, I can only explain by deriving the first from £ to fear,

avoid, ^"ffTJ^fJfl and the second from -^E^irl labour strenuously, the whole

passage is difficult, and dukarantu is not properly a verb— it should be dukaran
kurvantu, Pali, karontu.
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Eleventh Tablet.

Thus spake Piyadasi the king beloved of the gods !—There is no

such charity as the charity which springeth from virtue !—(which is)

the intimate knowledge of virtue, the inheritance of virtue, the close union

with virtue ! And in these maxims is it manifested :
" kindness towards

servants and hirelings ; towards mother and father dutiful service is

proper ;—towards a friend's offspring, to kindred in general, to brah-

mans and sramans, almsgiving is proper : avoiding the destruction of

animal life is proper." And this (saying) should be equally repeated by

father and by son, by brother and friend's son, ( ?) by the hireling and

even so by neighbours in general

!

This is excellent—and this is what ought to be done !

And whoso doeth thus, is blessed of the inhabitants of this world

:

and in the next world endless moral merit resulteth from such religious

charity.

Twelfth Tablet.

The heaven-beloved king Piyadasi propitiateth all unbelievers,

both of the ascetic and of the domestic classes ; by charitable offerings

and by every species of puja doth he (strive to) propitiate them. Not

that the beloved of the gods deemeth offerings or prayers to be of the

same (value) with true glory. The promotion of his own salvation

promoteth in many ways, the salvation of all unbelievers of which

indeed this is the root, and the whole substance.

Notes to the Eleventh Tablet.

Sanstavo, TQT^'Sf: iutiraate knowledge—or TJ^sfT^T eulogy ?

Samvibhdgo, ^fsf^JJl: inheritance, or the due distribution of religious duties ?

Sambandho, j$T^7q; property, union, friendship.

Vatavyam, perhaps "^f^cT^i *° ^e performed, from ^f rather than ^3^55 to be

Spoken.

Natikdnam if the d were long it might be ^Jf<23vmTT Pandits.

Bhataka, ajTf^f a hired labourer.

Sampatipati, the original has the m written with a stroke beneath apparently to

serve as the vyanjan of the Sanskrit :— it must have been written by mistake in lieu

of the anusvara.

Notes to the Twelfth Tablet.

Pujayati, vr^'qi^ propitiates by puja.

Pdsand&ni pavajitdni—gharistdni, Sff^f5iffT«T ascetics those who have entirely con-

quered their passions—J^^lsTlcf 9rihist or laity, possessing homes and families. It

will be remarked that the accusative case plural is mada to terminate in dni instead

of an.
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Again, the propitiation of the converted heretic, and the reproof

of the unconverted heretic must- not be (effected) by harsh treatment

:

but let those who enter into discussion (conciliate them) by

restraint of their own passions, and by their mild address. By such and

such conciliatory demeanour shall even the unconverted heretics be

propitiated. And such conduct increaseth the number of converted

heretics, while it disposeth of the unconverted heretic, and effecteth a

revolution of opinion in him. And (he) encourageth the converted

heretic, while he disposeth completely of the unconverted heretic, whoso-

ever propitiateth the converted heretic, or reproveth the unconverted

heretic, by the pecuniary support of the converted heretic. Moreover

we thus stimulate materially the converted heretic. And whoso, again,

doth so, he purineth in the most effectual manner the heretic ; and

of himself such an act is his very breath, and his well-being.

Moreover ' hear ye the religion of the faithful and attend thereto ;'

even such is the desire, the act, the hope of the beloved of the gods,

that all unbelievers may speedily be purified, and brought unto con-

tentment speedily.

Furthermore from place to place this most gracious sentiment should

be repeated :

—

Sdravadhi, ^j]^ essence, marrow, excellence— §-fsr increase. I have been forced

to translate this by periphrasis as salvation : perhaps it should be taken with kbli—
kirti sara being a common expression, but the second time it occurs without it.

Aptapasanda, ^|^f: aptus, apt, gained, obtained.

Garahdi, ^»t abuse, censure: the sentence beyond is incomplete.

Apakaranamhi, "^si^RT^ ir&m ^jef ^Tjj" treating with respect or doing well—rather

than ^-q-^^? putting away.

Ldpaka, disputants? -^pj to contradict, dispute, speak—the verb for this is wautiog.

Tamatamhi,— fffjff desires, libidinous ? ^fjj dark : better tammatamhi, of this mind.

Chhanati, T^T^frf according to the paudit signifies praises, gives pleasure to,—

in the dictionary ' injures, kills,' or f^jTHif^ diminishes
;
garahati, Jf^f^ blames.

So, the nominative pronoun is omitted.

Apakaroti, undoes, puts to a distance—this verb governs a genitive.

Bhataya, »J7^T uv tne liire
>
or pecuniary employment.

Dipaytma, we stimulate, ^\w, kindle.

Manamunnasa—^J5J*n*T obedient, faithful.

Sunifa ? ^7T!5jf
hearing, or ?2Wr{ S^tst tj

hear ye and obey.

Pusannata, Sf5j"g"fi: with (or from) grace.

Sava vdguti—I can only render this, by ^JsferTJT l^ffT saroa v&giti—thia is the

whole story.

Pujttuyulu, XT^^'t^i''^ * et De propitiated, (ydntu, in the plural, is required.)

Tasa chevino—tasya cha evd ano, ^jjif.; vital breath.

Asu, seems used for the verb ?j^ santu—or it may be ^nj instantly.
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" The beloved of the gods doth not esteem either charitable offering

or puja, as comparable with true glory. The increase of blessing to

himself is of as much (importance) to all unbelievers."

For this purpose have been spread abroad ministers of religion,

ministers possessing fortitude of mind, and practisers of every virtue* :

may the various congregations co-operate (with them) for the accom-

plishment therefore. For the increase of converts is indeed the lustre

of religion.

Thirteenth Tablet.

Whose equality, and exertion towards that object, exceeding ac-

tivity, judicious conduct afterwards in the Kalinga provinces not to

be obtained by wealth the decline of religion, murder and death, and

unrestrained license of mankind ; when flourished the (precious maxims)

of Devmampiyo, comprising the essence of learning and of science :—
dutiful service to mother and father ; dutiful service to spiritual teachers :

the love of friend and child ; (charity) to kinsfolk, to servants (to brah-

mans and sramans, &c. which) cleanse away the calamities of generations :

further also in these things unceasing perseverance is fame. There is

not in either class of the heretics of men, not, so to say, a procedure

marked by such grace, nor so glorious nor friendly, nor even so

extremely liberal as Devdnampiyd's injunction for the non-injury, and

content of living creatures and the Greek king besides,

by whom the kings of Egypt Ptolemaios and Antigonos (?) and

Magas, both here and in foreign (countries) ; every where the

religious ordinances of Devdnampiyo effect conversion, wherever

Yecha, further, -%m
' and this.'

Jchhd hrit&saya x^J *Sf?T ^ITHT. w isn > act > tope? perhaps the last word
should be sava.

Ithaijha, Jgjzft fortitude of mind—whence thairo or thero.

* Or as in the opening remarks, three grades of ministers, dhamma mahdmdtds,
thaijha (or thero) mah&matds, and vividha kamikds, subordinate or working agents.

Notes to the Thirteenth Tablet

Pasamatd, &c. These words are all Sanskrit, S*m?TT W^t^rr ^T
:

Blf|5{ffT

^'WrT'iprfTTt and they all apply eulogistically to tasa, whose ; but the name of the

party thus praised is unfortunately erased.

Adhanaladhesu ^j^«f^j«gr no t acquired or acquirable by wealth ; an epithet prov-

ing that the ' Calingae orse maritimae' were in those days rich and populous.
Dhammaviyo ^j-g- waste, destruction of religion?

Apavdha; qj^ carrier of a burthen, that is being under restraint? apavdha, non-
endurance.

Badhe ^g- to be powerful or large ?—or better vadhe.

Achhata ^?n purity^T^^T ?— the rest is gone.

2 L
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they go ; conquest is of every description : but further the conquest

which bringeth joy springing from pleasant emotions, becometh joy it-

self; the victory of virtue is happiness : the victory of happiness is not to

be overcome. That which essentially possesses a pledge of happiness,

—

such victory is desired in things of this world and things of the next

world

!

And (this place) is named the white elephant conferring pleasure

on all the world.

Fourteenth Tablet.

This religious edict is caused to be written by the heaven-beloved

king Piydasi. It is (partly) (written) with abridgment ; it is (partly)

with ordinary extent ; and it is (partly) with amplification : not inco-

herent (or disjointed) but throughout continuous (and united) it is

powerful in overcoming the wise ; and it is much written and caused to

be written, yet it is always but the same thing repeated over and over

again. For the persuasive eloquence which is lavished on each sepa-

rate subject shall man the rather render obedience thereunto

!

Furthermore, at one time even unto the conclusion is this written,

incomparable in manner, and conformable with the copy, by Relachepu
the scribe and pandit.

Yona raja, see opening remarks.

Pitiraso sbladha OftftfT.'q %**Td%'. for want °f a better interpretation

!

Man, this syllable more than once repeated may stand for mangalam, commonly

written ^f i& Sanskrit Manuscripts.

Ndsarasake, tfji^f TtTT^^ff conferring permanent happiness, 7qw a pledge.

Swetahasti, written, pasti on the cloth copy :—also pavd loka, which I correct to

sava by the addition of a stroke to the p—the p, h, and s are frequently mistaken

inter se by the transcriber.

Notes to the Fourteenth Tablet.

Sankhitena asti ^'fg^5f abridged. See Pali grammar, page 13(3, pubbena gdman,

east of the village, for this use of the 3rd case.

Majhamena, *PEPR middle, mean : vistitena f^^frf spread.

Nivayavam, compounded »r and ^f^"?j^" divided into syllogisms?

Pavata or savata, on rocks, or every where, ^fe^ devised, attempted, in contact

with.

Likhapdyisam, for payitam, resembles the inflection still retained, pdyis, finding.

Punepanavatam, xj;f ; Tj«rfg ff done again and again.

Mddhuritdyu, fli^jftrTT sweetness, figuratively.

Asamdtam, ^T^TSl to the conclusion.

Sachhdya kdranancha, ^sj ^f?;^ an act with a shadow or copy?

Pandithena, the the should be te ; it may be xjfc^if if by one of the Pandava caste.
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Remarks, On the first edict.

The understanding of the opening sentence of this edict baffled me
for a long time because of the separation of the word kanchi by the

termination of the first line

—

idhanakam chijivam was the obvious and

unintelligible reading ; for it must be remarked that throughout the

Girnar and Cuttack inscriptions the words are all run into one another,

Sanskrit fashion, and we are deprived of the material help afforded by

their separation on the Delhi pillars.

There is also more uncertainty in the value of many of the letters

particularly the vowels, in this than in many of the following edicts

;

probably from its being at the top it was more exposed to the weather

and less accessible to the copyist. I cannot therefore be satisfied with

my translation until I get a facsimile.

It seems to have been a common practice with Buddhist kings to

commence their reign by proclaiming a prohibition of the destruction

of animal life. Thus in the second taranga of the RCja Tarangini

the following account of the first act of Meghavahana*, a Buddhist

sovereign of Kashmir of the third or fourth century

:

c\ >

" At the time of (Meghavahana's) coronation, his ministers by his com-
mand sounded the drum in all places for the prohibition of slaying.

" The killing of living beings being restrained by the prosperous king, his

ministers obliged (the people) to resort to sinless occupations according to their

several means.

" In his reign, who equalled Jina (Buddha) the successful opponent of Ka'ma
an animal for sacrifice was made (in effigy) of cakes and clarified butter."

The expression ehdchd samoja sddhwmatd
y might almost be inter-

preted, * the worship of one is wholesome for the congregation ;' but it

is remarkable that throughout the document there is no mention of the

deity, or any object of direct worship. The sacred dhamma, < virtue,'

* This name reminds us forcibly of the epithet of Aira raja at Khandgiri ;—
I find no account given of its origin, but the pandit supposes it may have been
a title obtained from his invasion of Ceylon, to which island (being befriended by
Varuna) the Cashmir raja was conveyed without touching the water.

2 l 2
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or ' the law' is held forth as the great rule of conduct, and future happi-

ness or punishment are inculcated as the motives, but neither Buddha,
nor any member of the Hindu pantheon is introduced by name or

allusion. I dare not imagine that by the expression

—

raja asti pitu, it

is intended that the raja was a deified object, to whom alone reverence

(ekarcha) was to be paid.

On turning to the infallible tika upon our inscriptions afforded by

Mr. Turnour's admirable Mahawanso, we find a circumstance recorded

which may help us materially to understand the obscure passage relat-

ing to the •mahdnaso or kitchen. It seems that Asoka followed for

three years the example of his father in bestowing food daily on sixty

thousand brahmans. On the change of his faith the .brahmans were

discharged, but an equal number of Buddhist priests were maintained in

their stead, and their food doubtless was of a more simple and harmless

nature.

Tato rdjd pasanno so digunena dine dine

Bhikkhu satthi sahassini anupnbbenupatthahi.

Titthiybnan sahassdnan nikkaddhiwdna satthi so,

Satthi bhikku sahassdni ghare nicchamabhojayi.

1 Thereafter this king increasing the number from day to day gave alms to

sixty thousand Buddhist priests as formerly (to the brahmans). Having dis-

missed the sixty thousand heretics, he constantly maintained in his palace sixty

thousand Buddhist priests.*

[For remarks on the second tablet see the February number.]

Remarks on the Third Tablet.

Nothing in this edict calls for particular notice. The term vijite

conquered country is, as in the second edict, applied to Surdshtra—not

to CuttacJc. Tbe appointment of an anusayanam or feast of repentance,

every five years, is unknown I believe to the religionists of either deno-

mination nowadays ; though its efficacy in removing sin is acknowledged

by Manu.

1 By confession, by penitence, by fasting, by reading the sacred texts, the

sinner is absolved from his sins, also by almsgiving, and by restraint of the

passions.'

Did not the two texts agree, it would be preferable to read anusdsa-

nam, a public promulgation of the sacred maxims every five years,

otherwise it does not well appear why their specification should here be

introduced. Of the maxims themselves it is also worthy of notice that

they are not comformable to any particular creed—they comprehend

neither the eight mdrgas (ways) ; not the four satyas (truths) of the
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Buddhists ; nor yet the five great sacraments*, nor the four domestic

sacraments of Menu-)- .

They are all however frequently alluded to as good acts, and the

brahmans do not yield to their rivals in applauding either humanity to

animals, or charity to one's neighbour.

The word parudpiyuto seems derived from parishaty an assembly,

S. "^f^T^rai the president of the assembly.—It would seem that names

had not been assigned to the grades of priesthood by the use of this and

other general terms mahdmdtd, &c. throughout the inscription, or that

it applied to no particular sect.

Remarks on the Fourth Tablet.

The publication * by beat of drum' here alluded to may reasonably

be supposed to be the very one recorded in the Ceylonese annals as

having taken place on Asoka's hearing of the construction of the

various viharas throughout his kingdom ;

—

[_Mahawanso. Epit. p. 37.]

Lekhe sutwd, mahdrdjd, mahdtejiddhi wikkamo,

Kdtu, kdmo sakinyewa sabbd rama mahdmahan,

Purabherin chardphi " sattame diwase ito

Sabbdrdmamaho hotu sabba desesu e^add."

Yojane yojane dentu Mahaddnam mah[tale.

Karontu gdmdrdmdnan maggdnancha wibhusanan.

Wihdresu cha sabbesu bhikku sanghassa sabbathd,

Mahdddndni, wattentu yathh kdtan, yathd balan,

Dipamdld pupphamdld lankdre cha tahin tahin,

Turiyehi cha sabbehi upahdrun anekadhd.

Uposathangd ndddya sabbe dhamman sunantu cha,

Pujdwisese nekecha karontu tadahu picha.

" Having heard these dispatches read, the glorious, the superlatively-gifted, the

victorious sovereign having resolved on having a'great festival of offerings at all

the temples at the same moment caused to be published by beat of drum through

the capital ;
' On the seventh day from hence throughout all the kingdoms in the

empire let there be a great festival of offerings held on the same day. Through-

out the empire at the distance of each yojana let there be great offerings be-

stowed. Let there be decorating of the roads to villages as well as temples. In

all the vihares let almsgiving to the priesthood be kept up in every respect, as

long as practicable, and liberally as means will allow.

u At those places decorated with festoons of lamps and garlands of flowers in

various ways and joyous with every description of music, let a great pirocession

be celebrated, and let all persons duly prepared by a life of righteousness, listen

to the doctrines of the faith, and let innumerable offerings be made on that day.' "

reading the Veda, sacrifice, of the homa, hospitality, offering to manes, &c. grace

at meals (libation to the gods). Amera cosha.

t The domestic sacraments differ only in the omission of the homa. Menu
Chap. II. 86.
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The ambiguous terms (alluded to in the notes) vimana dapand,

hassi dapand,—may be the titles of some particular discourses of

Buddha, 'the mirror of grief and < the mirror of hilarity'—for we

find the next expression agikhandhdni (though it should be in the sin-

gular rather than the plural) is explained by Mr. Turnour to be the

parable of the " hill of fire,"—a celebrated discourse of Buddho,

which had special effect in the conversion of distant nations: thus in

the Mahaivanso:

Gantwd parantakdn thiro Yonako Dhammarakkhito

Aggikkhandhopumdnsuttdn kathetwd jonamajjhago.

So sattatisa sahassdn pdne tathd samagate

Dhammdmatd mapayesi dhammddhammesit kdwido,

Purisdndm sahassancha, itthliyocha tatodhikd,

Khattiydndn kuldyeiva nikkhamitwdnupabbajun.
i The th£ro y6nako Dhammarakkhito repairing to the Aparaniaka country

in the midst of the populace preached the " aggikkhandopximari1 '' discourse (of

Buddho). This (disciple), who thoroughly understood how to discriminate true

from false doctrines, poured out to the seventy thousand who had assembled

before him the delicious (draught of the) true faith. A thousand males and a

still greater number of females, descendants exclusively of khathiya families,

pelled by their unreligious ardor, entered into the priesthood.'

Remarks on the Fifth Edict.

The deputation of missionaries to different countries is particularly

described in the Mahawanso, Chapter XII. of which I here annex the

translation only, as the passage is rather long.

" The thero son of Moggali, having terminated the third convocation, wag

reflecting on futurity: perceiving that the times had arrived for the establish-

ment of the religion of Buddho in foreign countries he dispatched severally in

the month of ' Kattiko' the following theros to those foreign parts.

*.' He deputed Majjhantiko to Kasmira and Gandhdra, andMAHADEvo to

Mahisamandalam : Rakkito to Wanawasi, and Yona Dhammarakhito to

Aparaniaka. He deputed Mahadhammakkhito to Maharatta, and Maha-
rakkhito to the Yona country : Majjhimo to the Himawanta country and to

Sowanabhumi the two theros Sono and Uttaro. He deputed Mahamahindo,
together with his (Moggali's) disciples Ittiyo, Uttiyo, Sambalo Bhadda.-

salo (to Ceylon), saying unto these five theros, ' Establish ye in the delightful

land of Lanka the delightful religion of the vanquisher (Jina). y "

The only places in the above list which agree with the more authen-

tic record of our inscription are Gandhdra and Aparaniaka. The for-

mer of these is known as the country of the Gandaridce or Gandarii

of Strabo and Herodotus. Professor Wilson has collected all that

can throw light on the position of this nation in his notes on the History of

Cashmir, As. Res. XV. 104. That it was situated in the Panjab there

is every reason to conclude, and now that we know the Buddhist
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sources of information open to the Egyptian geographers we may adopt

Ptolemy's locality—" Inter Suastnm et Indum sunt Gandarce" with

confidence. Candahar, if one of the Alexandrias, must be thrown out

of the question.

Aparantuka of the Cuttach text I should have translated as the

uttermost boundary ' place having no beyond'—the ultima Thule in

short of the Buddhists ; were it not accounted by Mr. Turnour, as a

distinct country, one however as the glossary tells us " not yet identified."

The mode of spelling the word at Girnar, (Apardta,) may help us in

identifying it with the Aparytce of the Greeks—for Herodotus couples

this nation with the Gandarii as having served in the army of Xerxes
SaTTcryuSai Se nat Tavdaptot /ecu Aacu/ecu re /ecu Airapvrai—formed together the

seventh prefecture of the Persian empire, under Darius Hystaspes.

Who the latter were, professorWilson says is still dubious—the name he

adds may be derived from apara ulterior or western, and thus the sense

reverts to my first supposition. But the inscription has apardtdbhata*

mayesu, in the boundaries of apardtdbhata ; a term more nearly agree-

ing with the reading of the Ptolemaean name by Isidore—aparbartica,

which Rennell converts into apdrbatata a low-lander*.

Kambocha, must be the Camboja so often mentioned in Wilford's

essays, and by him, I know not on what authority, always classed with

the mountainous tract of GhaznL

Pitenika or Peteni may certainly be the Plithana of the Periplus,

which Dr. Vincent, following Wilford, establishes as Pultana in the

Dakhan about twenty days' journey south of JBarugdza, or Baroach, a

mart of some importance in the time of Arrian. It may however be

objected that all the rest of the names denote countries not cities, and

that Pultana seems too near home to be mentioned among countries out

of India proper
;
yet I can hardly concur with Wilford's speculations

regarding Paiihinistdn and carry it all the way to Egypt, notwithstand-

ing the alliance with Ptolemy-)-.

Of Suldthika in the Cuttack text, all I need remark is that its omis-

sion at Girnar is so far evidence that Kattywar or the Gujerdt penin-

sula was included in the district of Surdshtra,—Tes-suriosta or

Surastrene of the Greeks. Further the orthography of the name both

here and in a Sanskrit inscription which I shall soon have occasion to

describe, is Surashtra ; not Saurashtra as modern authors generally

write it. And the Greek orthography is therefore the more correct.

Of those names of countries which are indistinct in the two texts it is

unnecessary to say any thing until we obtain a more correct copy.

* Wilson, As. Res. XV. 104. * Asiatic Researches. III. 338.
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The only other name that occurs is one of some importance and

celebrity, being no less than Putaliputa itself the capital of the Mauryan
dynasty of Magadha, known as such in the Buddhist annals, and in the

Greek authors as Palibothra. In Sanskrit it is written with precisely

the corresponding orthography, "qr^f^g^:, but in the Buddhist annals

we find sometimes Patiliputto, frith the dental t. No clue is afforded of

the position of the town by the inscription, but it is remarkable that the

name is omitted at DJiauli, and in its stead the expression hida cha

* here'—* at home*-—as contrasted with bdhilesu cha, or bdhiresu,

' without, abroad, among foreign countries' "^l^"^. Of hida, for \q
more will be said when I speak of the dialect.

Remarks on the Sixth Tablet*

I was inclined at first to look upon the prativedakas, as a kind of

khabar navis or newswriters appointed every where to send informa-

tion to the sovereign of what was going on among the people, as is

universally the practice with native courts at this day:

Or again the recurrence of the word atham (artham) which means

wealth, riches, as well as interest, object, might induce some to consider

them inspectors appointed to assess the wealth of the people,—for the

collection of revenue, arthasanstirand ?

But the sense adopted is preferable, and we may either regard this

edict as setting on foot an extensive system of national education (an

education in which conduct through life was the thing taught)—or a

system of judicial administration to take cognizance and decide on all

departure from the moral law—and this latter is the more likely, because

the mention of atydyaka or agents of punishment immediately follows.

The adjudication of punishments is treated of at greater length in the

west compartment of the Delhi pillar, the correct interpretation of

which is still a desideratum.

Remarks on the Seventh Tablet.

The only remark which it occurs to me to make on this short sen-

tence, relates to the last word bddham, which I stated, in my transla-

tion of the inscription round the shaft of the Feroz lat at Delhi, not to

be Sanskrit. True it is not to be found in Wilson's Dictionary nor in

Colebrooke's Amera cosha, but Kamalaka'nta informs me now
that the word "^t^ bddham frequently occurs in Sanskrit works. Thus,

in Bhavadeva JBhattas Dasakarma this word is given with the signi-

fication of assent " yes." The guru is instructing the noviciate what he

is to do, w^T^t ^^ ^T^fafcT w?i >
' the pupil answers to all this
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" badham" or yes. 3Tr£" ^n^ T^ srrsr are expletives used to complete

verses according to the Kavikalpalata.

The sense therefore of the pillars entence

—

Dhammavadhiydcha

badham vadhisati, should be " and by the growth of grace, assent will

also increase."

Remarks on the Eleventh Tablet.

I am not sure whether in lieu of the sense adopted in the translation

of this sentence, we should not understand by dhamma ddnam,, the gift

of dharma, or religion ;—which gift transcends all other alms inas-

much as it brings the blessings of this world, and eternal happiness in

the next,—and the anantam punham, or endless moral merit will thus

accrue not to the mere obeyer of the moral maxims inculcated, but to

the sovereign who bestowed so great a gift on his subjects. More com-

petent scholars must decide this point.

The Cuttack text does not contain a copy ©f this edict, which may be

accounted for by its being in substance a repetition of a part of the

preceding edict. The word mitasasuta, though it occurs twice in the

course of the short paragraph is by no means a satisfactory reading—it

looks in the original more like mita sastata, a facsimile will probably

remove this ambiguity.

Remarks on the Twelfth Tablet.

That this edict should likewise not be included in the Dhauli series

may be explained, by supposing that the Buddhist religion already

predominated in the Kalinga provinces, and that therefore there was

less necessity to prescribe rules of conduct towards those who were well

inclined to become converts than others. By apta and para-pdsanady

I should have understood well-disposed and obdurate heretics, had not

the concluding sentence, * the increase of the aptapdsandas is the

splendour of religion' shewn that the former must be rendered heretics

actually converted, or converts.

The continual recurrence of the same words makes it nearly impos-

sible to give an elegance to a translation which I strive to preserve as

literal as possible ; there are also not a few ambiguities which cannot

be cleared until we have an actual facsimile. In fact I have had more

trouble with this than most of the foregoing tablets. Having merely a

dictionary for my guide I am perplexed how to translate such an

expression as Sdravadhi, ^T^sff : sdra has a dozen meanings, pith,

essence, vital part, substance, marrow, wind, sickness, cream, firmness,

water, wealth, propriety, steel, climax ! but none of these applies to the

condition, that, increased in the king, it should also be increased in all

heretics. What constituted his glory would also constitute theirs, namely,

2 M
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their conversion ; it must then be connected with kirti ; the 'pith? of

his religious merit or glory, must be a blessing or salvation, and by

this periphrasis have I therefore ventured to translate the term, which

as the basis of a strong and magnanimous argument is twice repeated

in the course of the paragraph.

[For the Thirteenth tablet see the opening remarks.]

Remarks on the Fourteenth and last Tablet.

When I first transcribed this tablet to read it over with the pandit,

he exclaimed at the word sankhitena, and wondered at the ignorance of

the scribe who could have pretended to call such corrupt and illiterate

language by the sacred name of Sanskrit. A little inquiry however

convinced us that the word sanskritam was always written sankatam
in Pali, while the Pali word sankhittam, with double t, regularly repre-

sented the Sanskrit ^ff%H ' abridged.' Thus in the second line of the

Mahawanso itself we find almost the very expressions in the paragraph

before us

:

Poranchi katopeso, atiwitthdrito kwachi,

Atlwakwachi sankhitio, aneka punaruttaka.

Which the Hon ble Mr. Turnour thus translates :

" That which was composed by the ancient (historians) is in some respects

too concise, in others too diffuse, abounding also in the defects of tautology."

The resemblance here to asti sankhitena, and asti vistatena, is

remarkable:—and in aneka punaruttako, we perceive an anology to

etakam punepunavutam.

It might be objected that pt is never in the Girnar text contracted

to tt, but is written at length, as in chaptdro, dpta ; but here again it

may be answered that thep in apta was necessary to distinguish it from

atta, the Sanskrit dtma, which in Pali proper is written atana.

Another example may be quoted from the preface to Mr. Turnour's
work, wherein the words occur as in our text, in the third case.

It is a citation from the commentary on the Ritpa siddhi, speaking of

Kachchayano the grammarian, (Katya'yana:)
*' Tabbansi kocchdyamiti Kacchdyano, kochdyan,

Kacchdyano ndma? To etad aggan, Bhikkhawe I

Mama sawakanan bhikkitnan saakhittena

Bhdsitassa witthdrena atthdn raibbajantdnan

Yadidan mahdkachchdyanoti etad agye thapito

Bhagawd mdn chatuparisa majjhe nisinno.

(Iflam asked) who is thisKACHCHA/vANO? whence his name Kachcha'yako?
(I answer) It is he was selected for the important office (of compiling the first

Pali grammar): » Bhikkhus, from amongst my sanctified disciples, who are

capable of elucidating in detail that which is expressed in the abstract, the most
eminent is Maha'kachcha'yano." Thus said Bhagawa' seated in the midst

of the four classes of devotees (of which his congregation was composed).
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But there is no occasion to go further :—all will acknowledge that

the language of the inscription is not Sanskrit What is it then ? To
answer this question I must solicit still a little space. First however I

must take a review of the Girnar alphabet, for it is evident that it con-

tains many additions to the more simple elements of the pillars. These

additions, to which only I have time to allude, will be found to complete

the alphabet to the existing standard of the Pali of Ceylon.

§ 1. Completion of the Alphabet.

The most remarkable change observable in the alphabet has al-

ready been noticed in my paper of last June, namely the substitution of

the letter j for
.J

in all words now written with an r in Sanskrit, but

on the pillars spelt with an I, as "vJ C P rU-uU, &c. now corrected to

r £~ i^rb I
v6jg>9 dasaratha, &c. Although there are many words

in the Sanskrit in which the use of the / and r is indifferent, still the

invariable employment of the former liquid, does not appear to have

been ascribed to any of the numerous Pi akrits or even the Apabhran-

sas, by the Sanskrit grammarians. In a succinct account of the pecu-

liarities of the latter extracted by the learned Prof. Lassen from

the Prakrit grammar called Kalpataru^ we find only one allusion to

the intermutation of r and / .*—

>

Siet Drdvidi littera? n permutatione, Pasch£tya immutatione r et I.

Now the Paschdtyajd are those born in the west (of India), and we

should thence expect the Gujerdt orthography rather than that of Cut-

tack, Delhi or Allahabad to be deficient in the distinction of the two

liquids, unless indeed the term were employed by a writer of Bengal,

for they like ourselves give the name of western provinces ( sc. of this

presidency) to all west of Allahabad and the Ganges ; and of east, only

to those east of Patna. The exclusive use oil belongs to the Chinese

family of nations.

Of other letters made known by the Girnar tablets we may notice

first in order the [y or gh, which can no longer be denied a place, or con-

founded with any other letter, because it now occurs in the well known

word gharistdni (S. grihastdnij, and inmegha, ghara, ghdta, &c. of the

Kalinga and Sainhadri inscriptions. These words it must be observed

occur only in those tablets of the Cuttack inscription wherein the letter

|
is used, and which so far resemble in dialect those of Girnar. The

orthography of grihastdni on the pillars is girithdni. It does not there-

fore follow necessarily, though there is every probability thereof,

that the g is never used for gh ; but when we find the aspirate pre-

2 m 2
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sent in other words of the same monuments, such as ghanti, sanghathasi,

&c. we are bound not unnecessarily to aspirate the simple g, where it

can be read without doing so. Thus the word aga of the inscription

must be read as agra <3P&, rather than agha, ^^ ; and Mr.

Turnour's reading of ogdya and agena in the opening of the pillar

edict is correct; while my own reading, aghdya, aghena, must be

abandoned. I am the more anxious to acknowledge my error, and

make the amende to my friend, our only Pali scholar, because at the

end of the sixth tablet we find the same adjective employed :

—

ridam

anata agcnapardkamena, ' this with the utmost respectful force,'—here

the sense insisted upon by my pandit of * than which all else is sinful"

cannot certainly be applied to pardkrama, heroism, on account of the

context.

The nasal of the first class of consonants, or gutturals has not been

yet recovered, because its place is generally supplied by the anuswara ;

but in one or two places I think the ^ may be traced in its primitive

form of C : at any rate it may be safely constructed so, from the

analogy of the form in the No. 2 alphabet T^ also found on the coins

in the name Simha vikrama (written sometimes *)c singhaj, and from

the more modern form of the Tibetan c; ng. ^
The letter jh »fi, is of rare occurrence, even in the Sanskrit. It is

not therefore to be wondered at, that we should be tardy of discovering

it in the ancient alphabet. Yet in Pali this letter takes the place of

the Sanskrit ^J in madhya, madhyamo, < middle,' and perhaps of rj in

nirjita and of rdy and ryy and other similar compounds which in pro-

nunciation assimilate to jh ; and it is thus more likely to be found in a

Pali than a Sanskrit monument. On my first review of the pillar al-

phabet I was inclined to look upon the letter f as jh, from its occur-

rence in the word y ^ y majhimd, coupled with ukasd and gevayd,

domestics and ascetics, but it seemed better explained by ri in other

places. A similar expression in one of the Girnar again leads me

to consider it as jh, viz. « sankhitena, rnajhamena, vistitena,' where

the central word is written y f y J_ both in the Girnar and in the

Dhauli versions of the concluding paragraph. Again in the pillars it

is generally inflected with the i or the d vowel mark, which could not

be the case with rt ; and lastly, it bears considerable affinity to the

Bengali 3* jh which also resembles the ri of the same alphabet ; I there-

fore now pronounce f without hesitation to be &jh; and I must modify

former readings accordingly*.

*This it is not difficult to accomplish : ex. gr. in the western tablet of the Fernz

I6t, n&santan nijhipayitd d&namdahanti, may be Sanskritized as follows : ^r^Wf«TWf
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The n of the second class, or palatials is an acquisition upon which

there is no room to doubt. It is a peculiarity in the Pali language that

this letter, which has the pronunciation of ny, both supplies the place

in the Sanskrit compound letter jn in such words as rdjnah K[%*>' of a

profee, and W>UT djnd, * order'—and of •Jj, or ny in such words as ^?g?r:

anyatahy else, ^wfif anydni, others ; and in iissr^ manyate, Pali

mahhate, deems. Now these and many other examples occur most

opportunely in the Girnar inscriptions—the letter
"h, with the ne-

cessary, vowel, inflections ^ ne% "ft
n<i> or ^ no being invariably em-

ployed in all such cases ; as in the sixth tablet above quoted, n n A

rlAXUI TO J_ ahata agena pardkamena : whereas in the Delhi

pillars the word ahata, for instance is written ^ '_L A annata, with the

dental n, the -only one there made known to us, doubled by the anus-

wara. In this letter
"Ji we at once recognize the primitive form from

which are regularly deducible the *fl of the No. 2 alphabet ; the ^ of

the Tibetan, and the of of the modern Nagari. I should also be strong-

ly tempted to deduce from this letter rather than from _]_ the n of the

Mahamalaipura alphabet of Babington, J], but I have not closely

investigated the subject.

The next form of n y
belonging to the cerebral series, has already

been made known to us from the Sainhadri cave inscriptions,X ; an(* tne

modern derivative forms were on that occasion described (see page 1045

of volume VI.) In the present inscription this n invariably follows the

letter r as in Sanskrit ; ex.gr. D*8d II' Dhammacharanam 'the

progress of religion.' The vowel affixes are united to the central perpen-

dicular stroke as il ± ne, nd, no. A few words written in Sanskrit

with the dental », are found in the inscription written with X> as fana-

sa, dusanam (7th and 8th tab.) and the same holds good of the gram-

matical Pali of books. It should be remembered that in the regular

Prakrit, this is the only n which ever stands singly in a word.

The only letter of the labial series which was yet wanting to us, the

ph, is most fortunately recovered through the indubitable expression

muldni cha phaldni cha in the second tablet of Girnar—' both roots and

fruits'—written O -J J_ d b -J _L d . In the letter b we at once per-

ceive the prototype of the X3 of No. 2, and the ^ of the Tibetan alpha-

"fTM^T ^T5f ^r<®fp?T, * expelling the murderer (from the town or community)

they shall give him an alma.' And in the edict regarding animals,

—

ta se sajivc

nojhtipuyitaviye— ' such while life remains shall not he abandoned,' \J^fiT'*Tn?
,

?r3j:

and in the last tablet for ilhamma niyame nijhuyitd bhut/e, read m^TfJfH^'fr

' the rules of dharraa shall be iu vincible/
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bet : and we see the reason why this was departed from in the Nagari

form, q>, by turning the stroke outward, lest by turning inwards it

should be confounded with the tj or sh, a letter unknown in our old

alphabet. With reference to my former remark on the duplication

of alphabetic forms to produce the aspirates, it may be adduced as an

additional argument for such an assumption that in the oldest of three

plates from Kaira with copies of which I have been lately favored by

Dr. A. Burn, the ph of the word phala is twice written qj oy pp in

lieu of XS> ; vvhich is the augmented or aspirated form used in the other

plates, and which is more consistent with the original type now disclos-

ed to our knowledge.

Of the bh I would merely take this opportunity of noticing that I

have discovered the period and cause of the two very opposite forms of

this letter which are found in later alphabets, as for instance the Mah-

ratta ^f and the Tibetan ?n (which agrees with the Devanagari or Kutila

of the 10th century ^) and have proved them both to descend from

the original ^ ; the Mahratta may be said to follow naturally from

the Sainhadi*i form ; the other I have traced on the Saurashtra coins

of Skanda and Kumara Gupta, where sometimes the one and some-

times the other form is employed, the latter being the natural course

followed by the pen in imitating the sculptured letter
rf , beginning at

the top, viz : ^ , whence would gradually follow ^, and M with the

headstroke, common to all the modern characters.

The Pali contains but one ,?. We cannot therefore expect to find in

our ancient alphabet the prototype of either the Sanskrit "JT or "%. Of

these letters I only notice the early forms because I have inserted them in

the accompanying lithographed plate. The modern form of ^r would seem

to be derived from the *f of the Samudragupta or No. 2 alphabet,

where again it might be presumed that it was introduced as a trifling

modification of the letter JSJ, or s,—in fact, by closing the outer stroke

or doing the same thing to this as was done to the p, to have the effect

of duplication or aspiration. Or, it may be more proper to consider it a

written modification of the more ancient form y found on the copper-plate

grants of the third century dug up in the Gujerat peninsula, whence the

transition is more evident and palpable to the various Pali and Sinhalese

forms, the Cashmere form and even the modern Nagari and Bengali.

It is not so easy to trace the origin of the tdliba sha,^, in the old alpha-

bet but there is plausible reason to suppose that this was originally merely

the murdina or cerebral s ft, turned in an opposite direction, invented to

denote another modification of the sibilant required in the refinement

of the Sanskrit alphabet. In the oldest Guierati plates, these arc writ-
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ten bl IT] ; and exactly the same structure is retained in the square

Pali alphabet or stone letter of Barma, except that the stroke in the

centre is contracted into a dot, joj ; further they are merely round-

ed in the modern Burmese for the facility of writing, & ^. In no

other alphabets that I know of are the analogies to the original type so

faithfully preserved as to shew that these two sibilants were originally

the same letter reversed in position, a mode frequently adopted, as I

have had occasion to notice before, in Indian alphabets to represent

slight modifications in sound, (see vol. VI. p. 475-6.)

The most ancient Sanskrit form, however, of the talibasA is one I have

just discovered on a genuine inscription of the time of Chandragupta,

where it is written CD and OO^ This type is evidently the original of

the form so common on early Hindu coins and inscriptions, 21 > whence are

directly descended the Tibetan £\, the Bengali *t, and the modern Nagari

?r, which heretofore presented a kind of anomaly in the derivation of our

alphabetical symbols.

Having thus recovered the complete, and as I consider it the prime-

val alphabet of the Indian languages, I have arranged in the accom-

panying plate the changes each letter has undergone in successive cen-

turies, as deduced from absolute records on copper or stone. The table

furnishes a curious species of palaeographic chronometer, by which any

ancient monument may be assigned with considerable accuracy to the

period at which it was written even though it possess no actual date-

I begin with the sixth century before the Christian era,—because

I suppose that the alphabet which we possess, as used by the buddhists

of a couple of centuries later, was that in which their sacred works had

been written by the contemporaries of Buddha himself, who died in

the year 543 B. C.

What in some measure confirms this hypothesis is, that the Sanskrit

character of the third century before Christ, (of which I have intro-

duced a specimen in the plate from the genuine document above allud-

ed to*,) differs only so much from the original form as the habits of a

class of writers distinct in religion and more refined in language might

naturally introduce :—just as we afterwards find an equal degree of

modification from the type of Asoka's time, in the Sanskrit alphabet of

five centuries later, on the pillars.

The Asoka alphabet (the Sanskrit one) agrees very closely with that

of our Surashtra coins, which may thence be pronounced to be ante-

rior to the Gupta series. The Gujerat plates dated in the third century

of the samvat era, differ but little from the Allahabad pillar or Samudra-

* 1 hope to be able to insert an account of this inscription in my next journal,
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gupta inscription, but that little is all in favor of their superior anti-

quity.

Of the more recent alphabets it is unnecessary to say any thing.

The Tibetan is acknowledged to be of the seventh century. The Kutila

alphabet is taken from the inscription sent down in facsimile by Colonel

Stacy from Bareilly

:

—we learn thence that the artist was of Canouj,

and we see that the Bengali, which was drawn from the same focus of

learning near a century afterwards, does not differ more from it, than

the modifications it has undergone since it was domiciled in the lower

provinces will explain ;—indeed all old Sanskrit inscriptions from Bena-

res to Cuttack differ only from the Kutila type in having the triangular

loop, T, instead of the round one ?.

A hundred other modifications of the primitive character might be

easily introduced, were I to travel southward or to cross to Ava or

Ceylon ; but I purposely avoid swelling the table ; and include only those

epochas of the Indian alphabet which can now be proved from undenia-

ble monuments. On a former occasion (Vol. VI. p. 222) the Amaravati,

Hala Canara and Telinga alphabets were traced to the Gupta as their

prototype, and thus might others be deduced: but another opportunity

must be sought of placing the whole in a comprehensive table*.

In conclusion, I may again regret that our printers did not take for

their standard the form that would have served to blend the Bengali

and the Hindi into a common system

!

§ 2. Language of the Girnar inscriptions.

I must now say a few < last words' on the language or dialect of

the Gujerat edict as contrasted with that of the Cuttack copy, and the

idiom of the pillars. The glossary which I have appended to the trans-

lation of each tablet has almost anticipated all I might have reserved

for this branch of my discussion. Reading, as Mr. Turnour justly

observes, through a Sanskritized medium, with a pandit at my elbow, and

without a Pali dictionary (if such a thing exists), my only method of

coming at the sense has been by finding corresponding Sanskrit words

in every case ;—and so close is the analogy of the two languages, that

in most cases little more was necessary than to subjoin an r after a

p, or a y after an * ; and to change final o into the visarga.

All doubt as to the pre-existence of the Sanskrit in its purest state

being set aside by the simultaneous production of a monument of

Asoka's time, I need not trouble myself to prove the necessity of the

existence of a higher and more remote model to account for the marked

* Captain Harkness has lately published a very useful volume of the south,

em alphabets, but none reach up even to our third series in antiquity.
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difference between the dialect of Gujerat and that of Cuttack. In the

former we find bhavati, asti, is ; anusasti, command ; dpta, fit ; following

closely upon the Sanskrit etymology : whereas in the latter we have hoti,

athi, anusathi, atta, as in the modern Pali. It would be a process of

inversion indeed to derive the former from the latter, while we have

the instances of French, Italian and Latin before our eyes.

The dialect of Girnar, then, is intermediate between Sanskrit and Pali,

or rather the pillar idiom ; for Pali, so called, agrees in some respects bet-

ter with one, in some with the other, and in orthography decidedly

with neither !

Thus the word idha used at Girnar for \^ iha, * here,' is correctly

the Pali term as may be seen in the long quotation about the erection of

a stupa in Ceylon inserted in last month's journal.

The corresponding word in the eastern dialect is curiously modified

to hida, a fact I only ascertained by the collation of the two texts, and

one which at once opens an important discovery to aid our studies. In

several of the Dhauli inscriptions the expressions hidalokika pdralokika,

—hidaloka paraloka, occur : at Girnar (13th tablet) we have also ilokikd

paralokikd cha

:

—all these are evidently T^wfarsFT ^TCirrf^rafT^

* of this world and of the next world.' Now the opening of the pillar

inscription which so much perplexed us has the same elements hidata

palate—\^ VK or T^TTKrP here and hereafter, a sense which at

once renders the passage intelligible. The same may be said of hida-

takaye pdlatakaye in the north compartment.

The eastern dialect is remarkable for this species of cockneyism

which, as far as I know, has no parallel in any of the grammatical Pra-

krits: thus the h is inserted before evam fhevamj, idam and soma

other words beginning with vowels.

On the other hand (but this is also a cockneyism) the semivowel y is

cut off in many words such as athd, add, ata, am which are correctly spelt

at Girnar,—yathd, yadd, yata (S. yatra) and yam. In these instances

the pillar language is remotest from the Sanskrit. There is a singular

exception however in the feminine pronoun iyam (S. t4) which is pre-

served throughout at Dhauli and on the pillars ; whereas at Girnar, ayam
is made both masculine and feminine, as in modern (or rather written)

Pali.

There cannot be a better test of the gradual change of language than

the word prati, a prefix in Sanskrit extensively used, implying relation,

direction or return. In the Pali of Girnar this is merely altered to pati

\j )\ by omission of the r. In the language of the pillars the same prepo-

sition is always written pati,
\j
r with the cerebral *. The orthogra-

2 N
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phy varies in the written Pali of books, being in Ceylonese pati, in

Burmese pati; while in Prakrit, the rules of which generally change the

hard to the soft consonants, t to d, t to d, the word is written qfe padi

as "^fWlT^f^ f°r Sfwwn^ffa &c - and perhaps we may recognize a

final change into par in the modern Hindi, for instance in xji;re paros

from Sffasrsr prativesa vicinity, and other words.

Substantives suffer modifications not so great in extent, but equally

remarkable, and significant of gradual corruption.

The word man may serve as an example : Sans. *?w^j: manushyas ;

at Girnar, manuso ; at Dhauli and on the pillars, munise ; Pali

manusso ; Prakrit— ? Bhakha, mdnus. Again the Sanskrit, "yw. puru-

shas, is made at Girnar, puruso (?) ; at Dhauli, pulise ; Pali, puriso,

or poso ; Prakrit, puriso. In modern dialects it is only used as a

Sanskrit word.

Of the changes undergone by the verbs a good example may be select-

ed in the substantive verb bhu, bhavati, be ; which is found unimpaired

in several instances at Girnar, though never so on the pillars ;

—

hoti, the

Pali form, sometimes takes its place in the Girnar tablets,—always on

the pillars. The Prakrit changes this to hodi, %ife; whence it is

further softened to ^^ hai and ^ hue in the modern dialects.

WT. and X,fj asti an^ ndsti (Sanskrit mT^f and •ttf^l) are also

retained in the original form at Girnar: at Dhauli they became athi (m&

nathi; whereas in Pali they are converted into vtthi and natthi. The

future passive participle terminates as the Sanskrit in Tf^f, tavya, at

GVmar, and taviya at Dhauli; while Pali makes it tabba; Prakrit dabba ;

and the form is altogether lost in the modern bhdshas. This gradual

transition is well marked in the verb kri ; do:—Sans, karttavyam

;

Gir. katavyam ; Cut. kataviyam ; Pal. katavvam ; Prak. kddabbam.

In writing many Sanskrit words in which the sth, or st, dental, or cere-

bral, are required, a curious rule is adopted at Girnar of representing

them by a cerebral \ with the s subjoined, as AILJj teteya for f?r%"^Tfr>

may remain; H-Lrb^L a^usasti for ^«T*lf%

—

}\ D^jL adhistdna for

^jf*3TT*T. In all these the lowermost consonant is pronounced first.

Another similar anomaly is remarked in the mode of writing vy in

Jb U A vyopatd (S. ^tttt) -|- A h'katavyam (^*rl-sii),8zc.ihev being iplac-

o o

ed below the y, whereas on the pillars (where the double consonant is

employed at all) it is correctly written i Vy, The word bamhana, 9T^W,

is written with the h below Q~^X ; it may therefore on the above prin-
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ciple be read with the h first, bdhmona, as nearer to the Sanskrit. At

Dhauli this word is invariably written bdbhana. In modern Pali it is

written brdhmano with the dental n.

In the inflexion of the seventh case we have at Girnar often ^£_ mhi

(or hmi) ; at Dhauli
'fa

msi or si. These correspond of course with

the Sanskrit'mm in ^%«r, &c. and all forms are allowed in the facile

grammar of the written Pali, along with the regular locative in e. It is

impossible not to recognize the Hindi postposition men in the Girnar

form of the locative case.

The conjunctive ^ va seems to be used for 'and' as frequently as vd for

< or.' It is the Persian conjunction, and is used in written Hindi though

seldom in the spoken tongue ; aur ^\X the pandit pointed out in one

place written }\ "f dro, but I doubt the reading.

A great many other instances might be cited to prove that the lan-

guage of Girnar is not precisely either pure Sanskrit, or the pure Pali of

books: but as the buddhist volumes of Ceylon are acknowledged to be

posterior by 450 years to the death of Sakya, his tenets having been first

reduced to writing, in Ceylon, about 90 years before Christ, some

change may be allowed to have taken place in the mean time, and we may

presume that the Girnar inscriptions represent the Pali (or vulgar) tongue

as it was in the time of Asoka on the west of India, as the pillars shew it

to us as it was pronounced on the east, or in Magadha proper. Now it is

curious enough that some of the distinguishing traits of the pillar dialect

are just such as are pointed out by the grammarians of a later day as con-

stituting the differences between Magadhi and Pali,—names it must be

remembered which are indifferently employed in Ceylon, Ava, Siam and

even China, to express the sacred language of the Buddhists. Thus,

quoting from MM. Lassen and Burnouf's Essai sur le Pali p. 156,—

.

" Ra devient la en Magadhi ; poulise, Pali pouriso, Ce changement

a quelque fois lieu en Prakrit, jamais en Pali"—and again in the next

paragraph,—" en Magadhi le nominatif singulier est en e (which takes

the places of visarga) tandis qu'en Prakrit et en Pali il est termine en

o." The use of o in lieu of e for the masc. nominative is general, but

not universal in the text before us. The conclusion, to which the same

savans were led at that early period of their studies, may now require

a slight modification :

—

" Une comparaison attentive du Prakrit et du Pali nous a conduit a

cette conclusion:

" 1. Qu'il existe, entre ces deux dialectes, une ressemblance telle

qu'on peut avancer quils sont presque identiques

;

2 n 2
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2. Que le Prakrit altere plus le Sanskrit que ne le fait le Pali, et

qu'il offre en quelque sorte, le second degre d'alteration, comme le Pali

en est le premier et le plus immediat.

—

Essai sur le Pali. 15.

The second position is quite true, and it has been fully developed in

a recent work (Institutiones Prakriticae) by Professor Lassen, which

should be in the hands of every Indian philologist.

Constat itaque, Palicam linguam sacram esse linguam Bauddharum meridionalium,

id est eorum qui versus meridiem ab oris Kalingae potissimum solventes, religionis

Buddhaicae doctrinam primum in Taprobanen insulam transtulere, indeque in Indiana

ultra Gangem transecti late propagaverunt. Ista lingua a Sanscritico fonte eodem

prorsus modo derivata est atque Prakrita praecipua, decurtata vetustioris linguae

6tructura, nullis sive paene nullis adjectis novis inventis; uno tamen, ut ito dicam,

gradu antiquior quam scenicus sermo, ceteroquin arctissimo vinculo cum Prakrita

praecipua conjuncta, saepe ab ea omnino non diversa. Cujus rei in caussa nil

aliud fuisse potest, quam id, quod haec prius ad literarios usus accommodata fuerit

quam ilia. Ut dicam, quod sentiam, uno saeculo commode orta esse possunt discri-

mina, quibus Palica a Prakrita distinguatur. Cohaeret autem Palica lingua cum
emigratione Buddhaicae doctrinae in terras meridionales ; ipsa autem in India sine

ullo dubio nata est. Utrum statim ab initio lingua Palica usi sint Bauddhae meri-

diem petentes, necne, questio est satis obscura: verum enimvero, quum initia emi-

grationis in Taprobanem ante annos ante chr. n. 628-543 vix ponere liceat, eo aevo

vetustior vix erit Palicae dialecti accommodatio ad religionem Buddhae docendam

;

quanto junior sit illo aevo, alii, historiae hujus sectae enuncleandae operam navan-

tes, videant. Prakritam autem scenicam quadringentisimo ante chr- n. anno vetus-

tiorem vix crederem, nee tamen ultra saeculum juniorem ; nam in Mrichcbakati,

dramate ante chr. n. probabiliter scripto, et quidem, si traditioni Indorum fides

habenda sit, circa ducentesimum ante chr. n. annum, Prakriticus sermo iam utitur

norma prorus eadem, atque, in recentioribus fabulis ; neque ab illo tempore immu-

tatus est. Scenam autem ipsam si respicis, sciendum est, utrum ea ab initio varios

admiserit dialectos, necne, antequam ejus aetatem cum aetate dialectorum scenica-

rum conjungas

.

Lassen's Inst. Ling. Pracriticae. 60.

The position assumed by M. Lassen, that the Pali of Ceylon was

immediately derived from the shores of Kalinga, independently of its

being matter of history, is supported by the evidence of the records now
discovered in that country. Yet it must be confessed that in some re-

spects there is a nearer connection with the dialect of Gujerdt : and it

is not unnatural to suppose that a maritime intercourse also prevailed

at a very early period between the western emporia of Surashtra, and

Tambapanni, the island so fruitful in aromatics, which would lead to

an intercommunion of those professing the same faith in the two coun-

tries.

The vernacular language of India at that period, then, varied in diffe-

rent provinces :—it approached more to the Sanskrit in the northwest

;

diverged from it in Magadha and Kalinga

:

—but it was in both places

essentially what is now called Pdli, a word supposed to be derived from
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Tjgft palli, a village; as we should nowadays distinguish gaonw

a

W, villa-

ger, boorish, from urdd the language of the court. There is no trace of

genuine Prdkrit in either of the dialects, and we may therefore agree

with Prof. Lassen that the patois of the dramas was not used until

three or four centuries later. The grammarians who subsequently framed

the rules of this corrupted idiom cease to mention Pah at all ;—a proof

that it had already been banished the country along with the Buddhist

religion ; while the Magadhi by them set down as nearly the lowest

of jargons is evidently quite different from the inferior language of the

pillars, and the Cuttack inscriptions.

Hereafter we may be able to classify the various written vernacular

languages of India in chronological order, as regular as the modifica-

tions of the alphabet in the accompanying plate, and thus venture to

approximate the date of many an uncertain author :—but the result as

regards the Sanskrit itself is already manifest ;—the further back we go,

the nearer we approach to this parent tongue. And yet in the sixth

century before Christ we are far, very far, removed from its pristine

purity, in what we suppose to be the spoken dialect of the day; while

on the other hand we have proof that the grammatical structure of this

classical language itself has not in the slightest degree changed since the

time of Alexander the Great.

That there were many provincial dialects prevalent, even in the time

of Buddha has been already proved from the books of his followers. I

cannot however close my present hasty notice better than by inserting

the very words extracted from the Tibetan authorities by my friend

M. Csoma de Koros at my request, since in the discussions which may
ensue upon this prolific theme it will be always more satisfactory to re-

fer to the author's own words than to a translation. Mr. Csoma
writes :

—

" I beg leave to lay before you a passage from the Index or Intro-

duction to the one hundred volumes of the Kah-gyur (as quoted there

from the fourth abridged commentary on the Kdla chakra Tantra)

showing that the doctrine of Shakya, after his death, was compiled in

different languages in different parts of India, and in some other foreign

countries. The quotation, in Tibetan is thus:
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SfV5<V
T <VTT ^XOT^iv^Q^'^' VWfri9^ ******

§ntnt t years' £'v3h8 <*r3^ ,srsr*is*r ^VS TSfyi*rt<v T

*> t i TW5 T i Tw^$rvl*rN t 1 8'w**'3v i T^K] T *v

^9'3fy3<V
T

<VTT ^X/N'TO'W3 T^* ,*r*IQ'SPVS*rNTT S^'N'

Translation.

From the fourth abridged commentary on the Kdla chakra.
1 After Tathagata, the most accomplished Buddha, the Bhagavdn

had been delivered from pain (or sorrow, i. e. had died) here in A'ryade-

sha, the compilers writing in books the three vehicles (or works on the

three-fold principles) they expressed all the three true repositories of

Sutra of Tathagata in his language. The Stitra class in the Sindhu

language. The Prajnyd pdramitd and the Mantras, in Sanskrit. The

several sorts of Tantras, in several languages : Sanskrit, Prakrit, Apa-

bhransha, in that of the mountaineers, and all sorts of mlechchhas. The

compilers thus collected all the doctrines taught by the all-knowing.

Accordingly all the three vehicles ( Yanam) in Tibet were written in

the Tibetan language. In China, in Chinese; in great China in great

Chinese. In the Parsika country, in Parsik language. On the north

of the Sita (Jaxartes) river, in the languages of the Champaka country,

the Ape or Monkey country, and of the Gold-land (or country). Thus it

has been said.'

24th March, 1838. A. Csoma."

[Note. I have not given a lithograph of Captain Lang's excellent facsimile on

doth of the Girnar inscription at length, because I am in hopes of soon having it re-

vised on the spot, either by Dr. Burn or by Lieut. Postans, when I shall hasten

to publish in a reduced form.—J. P.]
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VIII.—Proceedings of the Asiatic Society

Wednesday Evening, the 4>th April, 1838.

The Right Reverend the Lord Bishop of Calcutta, in the chair.

Dr. H. H. Spry, proposed at the last meeting, was elected by ballot a

member of the Society.

Dr. F. Huffnagle, was proposed by Mr. G. A. Prinsep. seconded by

the Secretary.
Correspondence.

Read letters from Edward R. Daniell, Esq. Secretary to the Royal

Institution, Edward Balfour, Esq. Secretary of the Royal College of

Surgeons, and Charles Konig, Esq. Secretary of the Royal Society of

London, acknowledging the receipt of the last volume of the Researches

and Journal.

Read a letter from H. Douglas, Esq. (senior member of the Civil Ser-

vice, lately retired.) dated Patnn, 14th March, 1838, acknowledging the

receipt of a copy of the Khazdnatul Km, presented to him by the Society

in consequence of the great assistance afforded by him to its compiler

Khanji' as mentioned with gratitude in his preface.

Mr. D. states that the relatives of the author are poor and uneducated,

and a presentation copy would be thrown away on them.
Read a letter from Jules Desjardins, Esq. Secretary to the Natural

History Society of the Mauritius, acknowledging receipt of the Oriental

publications of the Society, and forwarding for presentation to the Society,

continuation of the Meteorological observations kept by himself from
June to September, 1837.

In reply to the Society's circular regarding tidal observations, M. Desjardins
states that Mr. Lloyd, Chief Engineer on the island, had organized a complete
series which had been sent direct to Professor Whewell.
Also a letter from M. Rouy de Rochelle, President of the Geogra-

phical Society of Paris, forwarding the 7th volume of their bulletin, and
noticing the receipt by mistake of duplicate of the Researches.

Also, a letter of thanks from Professor Bopp for the Mahabhdrata, &c.
and presenting his own works in return. (See library.)

Museum.
Colonel McLeod had completed the erection of the pillar upon which

the JJust f Wilson was set at the entrance into the oriental end of the

Library : he received the thanks of the Society for the superior manner
in which it was executed.

Library.
The following books were presented by the authors :

Vergleichende Grammatik—or Comparative Grammar of the Sanscrit, Zend, Greek,
Latin, Lithuanian, Gothic, and German languages, three parts— by Professor Franz
Bopp.
Text and Latin translation of the episode of Nalus from the Mahabhdrata, second

part

—

by the same.
Notice du Traite" Persan sur les vertus de Hu9ain waiz Koschifl, intitule, Akhla-

quiMuh^ni, de M. Garcin de Tassy.
Map of the Post roads in India

—

presented by Captain Taylor.

The following by Societies and editors.
Bulletin de la Soci£t£ de Geographic Vol. VII.

—

by the Geog. Soc. of Paris.
Transactions of the Medical and Physical Society of Bombay— by the Society

through C. Morehead, Esq. Secretary.
Quarterly Journal of the Madras Literary Society—by Dr. Cole, Secretary and

Editor.
The Chinese Repository, Vols. II, III, IV, V, and part of VI—presented by R.

lnglis, Esq.

The following works were presented by Captain T. S. Burt, Engineers.
Burt's Observations on Nature, I vol. edited by his son.
Burt's Christianity, a poem with notes, ditto.
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Views of Ancient and Modern Hindu and Musalman Architecture—6y Capt. Burt,

The following were received from the booksellers.
Lardner'9 Cabinet Cyclopaedia—England, vol. 7.

Harton's Flora Americana, 3 vols, (purchased.)
The usual Meteorological Journal

—

by the Surveyor General.

Oriental Publications.

Messrs. Thacker and Co. submitted a file of the Alif Leila to page 504
completed : 100 pages more were in the press. The translation of the first

50 nights was expected daily and would be printed without loss of time.

Literary and Antiquities.

The Rev. W. Taylor, forwarded a duplicate of the continuation of his

Report to the Madras Literary Society on his examination of the Mac-
kenzie manuscripts.

General Allard presented facsimiles of two ancient inscriptions from
Kashmir.

Extract of a letter from Captain Burnes, was read, announcing the dis-

patch of the Cabul marble slab noticed at a former meeting.
Raja Venkata Aswa Rao, presented copy of an inscription from a

temple at Warangal in the Hyderabad district, in the Telinga character,
with a transcript in Devanagari by himself.

Mr. E. Blundell, Commissioner of the Tenasserim Provinces, in reply
to the Society's request, forwarded a translation and restored copy of the
inscription on the Great Arracan bell, a description of which (by Captain
Wroughton) was published in the December No. of the Journal.

The Secretary read continuation of his translation of the religious edicts

of Asoka from Gujerat and Cuttack.
[Printed in the present number.]

He also announced the discovery that a second inscription from Juna~
garh in Gujerat, in Sanskrit, related to the circumstance of the repair of

a bridge in the time of Chardragupta, and by the very Asoka his grand-
son whose Pdli edicts had just been described.

[This notice which is of great interest in the study of Indian antiquities, will be
published in our next number.]

Captain T. S. Burt, Engineers, announced in a letter to the Secretary,

that he had discovered three new pillars, two of them with inscriptions in

the No. 2 character in Malwa, of which he had taken facsimiles for trans-

mission to the Society.

Captain Burt writes also :
—

" 1 paid a visit to the Sanchi monument and copied the third ancient inscription

referred to by Captain Smith as being illegible, and of which he did not for that
reason take an impression. I am very happy in being able to confirm your remarks
as to the shorter inscriptions iu the old character at Sanchi, which from their all

being written upon different huge blocks of stone (forming component parts of the
terrace or outer wall of the tope) satisfactorily account for the word ddnam, because
each huge stone was the ddnam or gift of the individual concerned.

" I have taken facsimiles of about a hundred inscriptions or more since I left

Sehore or Bhilsa on the 13th ultimo, but the greater part are from satti monuments,
and not worth sending. One however is 5 feet by 4 a splendid facsimile 1120 odd
of the samvat."

Mr. M. Kittoe, having returned from a trip to explore the site of

some coal beds in Cuttack, on which he had been deputed by government
at the recommendation of the Coal Committee, laid before the meeting
an account of the antiquarian researches he had collaterally been enabled

to make at various places in his route.
[We shall hereafter give a sketch of the tour and need not therefore say more, than

that although the heat was so great as almost to paralyze out-of-door exertions

still the zealous explorer left nothing unseen or undone on his route :—he re-exa-

mined the inscriptions at Dhauli mounted on a frail bambu scaffold,—he copied a

Bobaneswar inscription : he drew the whole of the sculpture on the caves at Uda-

yagiri,—* jaya stambha on a plain at some distance,—the Jdjipur images,—and
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same of the black pagoda sculpture ; this temple is now under spoliation by the
Khurda raja, and Mr. Kittoe suggested that the Society should secure some of
the better samples of its rich carving for their museum, rather than allow them to
be fractured and thrown away. His visit to the coal district was attended with
success and will form the subject of a separate report. The drawings had not
then arrived, but we have since been gratified with a sight of them, and have
remarked decided traces of the Greek soldier's dress in the battle scenes, as we
noticed in the Bkilsa tope relievos.]

Physical.

A further note on the geography of Cochin China was submitted by
the Bishop of Isauropolis.

A letter from Captain Burnes gave an account of the Reg ruwnn or
moving sand near Cabut,—with a drawing of the hill by Mr. Gonsalves.
Captain Cautley communicated the journal of a trip to the Niti pass

of the Himalayas, by H. Batten, E.-q. C. S.

A drawing by Mr. G. Tebbs, of a large fossil head (elephant) lately

extracted from the rock near Narsinhpur, was sent by Dr. Spilsbuby.
Specimens of coal from a new site near the Damoda discovered by Lieut.

J. Harryngton, were presented by Mr. Mangl es.

[Extract of a letter to Captain Wilkinson.]
" I send you a specimen of coal brought from pergana Jherria, in which pergana

that mineral abounds. This was taken from the surface of the ground about a
quarter of a mile east of the town of Jherria, and five or six miles from the banks
of the Damoda river. Of the depth or extent of the bed I cannot speak precisely,
but it lies near the surface, is I believe of considerable thickness, and with perhaps
occasional breaks or flows extends for many miles. I have found it within half a mile
of the Damoda and in some places it probably reaches the banks.
" The quality of the coal seems to be good ; the specimen I send, and all that T

have procured, have been exposed to the weather for ages, and one I should sup-
pose inferior to what might be had at greater depths. It burns freely in a small
stove and reduces completely into ashes, so that it is free from slate or other in-
combustible substance.
" To enable you to trace the position of this valuable bed of coal I may mention

that it lies in about Lat. 23° 43' N. and Long. 86c 30' E. being about 30 miles west
from the Chinakuri Colliery, and on the northern or left bank of the Damoda."

Rurulia, 1

6th Murch, 1838. J (Signed) J. Harryngton.
[For an analysis of the specimen, see the table published this month.]

Some specimens of the fossil bones discovered by Mr. Pope, at the Cape

of Good Hope, supposed to be in continuation of the series presented by
him on 7th September, 1836, had arrived addressed to Mr. It. Trotter,
who being absent, the Secretary had claimed them for the Society. No
description had been received.

Mr. W. Cracroft, presented 2 water snakes in spirits, from Ganga
Sugar, 1 crab, and the fin of a bhekti fish with a sucking insect attached.

Also the skeleton of the head of a kangaroo rat.

Lieutenant Fell, I. N., presented 3 fish and a few insects.

Mr. Nicolas, a bird, the Austrian Patrincole mounted.

When the ordinary business was concluded Mr. J. W. Grant exhibited

to the members present, with the aid of a very beautiful lucernal micros-

cope belonging to himself, some of the fossil infusoria lately the subject of

so much discussion at home. Living infusoria of nearly the same species

had frequently been compared therewith, but they were not now in sea-

son; other kinds were plentifully exhibited, as also the ashes of the vari-

ous coals of Bardwan and Assam, in which Mr. Grant pointed out a

marked difference, so much so that he could tell to which field any speci-

men belonged from the appearance of its ashes under the microscope.

Mr. Grant received the thanks of the Members present, for the gratifi-

cation afforded them.
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—

Restoration and Translation of the Inscription on the large

Arracan Bell now at Nadrohighdt, Zillah Alligarh, described

by Captain Wroughton in the Journal of the Asiatic Society,

December 1837.

At the suggestion of Colonel Burney the larger of the two facsimiles

prepared by Captain Wroughton, which appeared to his pandit to be

in the Talain dialect, was sent to Mr. E. Blundell, Commissioner at

Maulmain, with a request that he would endeavour to get it read and

translated by the natives of that place.

By the hands of Dr. Richardson it was returned to us with a fair

transcript of the whole, which we hasten to set up with the aid of the

new fount of Burman type cast for the publication of Mr. Lane's Dic-

tionary. The two sides of the bell contain separate copies of the same

text, one in Burmese and the other in Talain, both with an admixture of

Pali at the commencement and termination. On setting up the Talain,

we found so many characters to be wanting that we were obliged to

break up the form ; but we have had the whole written in lithography

rather than omit it, thinking it might prove interesting to students of

these dialects to have the corresponding texts face to face.

For the translation, Mr. Blundell informs us, we are indebted to a

young military friend of his who has made some progress in studying the

language. The concluding portion being in Pali was translated by Dr.

Richardson himself on his way to Calcutta, To all these friends, as

well as to their native assistants who must have had no easy task in

deciphering the facsimile notwithstanding the care and minuteness with

which it was executed, we beg to return our best thanks.

It will be seen that the inscription contains a scrap of history of no

small interest in its way.

2 o
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It seems that about the beginning of the seventeenth century the king"

of Pegu being invaded by his neighbour the Burmese sovereign of

Pagahm (Pugan the ancient capital described by Colonel Burney in

the J. A. S. Vol. IV. p. 400) called in the aid of his ally the king of

Mnrtaban, whom, after gaining his object, he sought treacherously to

destroy :—but he became justly the victim of his own stratagem, and

was defeated by the Martaban king who forthwith possessed himself

of Threehenthawuddee*, {Pegu?) having the four cognomens of Yad-

zatannee, Bydzatannee> Yattatanee and Yougutannee. He is then

represented to have endeavoured to extirpate some heresy that offended

the sect of Buddhists he brought with him, by scattering the obnoxious

articles: and the final act which the inscription records is its own

construction for the worthy object of sounding an alarm that should

reach the royal ear when any injustice was crying aloud in the streets
;

this was in the year 984 which if it be reckoned in the vulgar Burmese

era will correspond with A. D. 1622.

We cannot help regretting that such a monument should have been

removed from the place where it had a name, a history, and an object.

to be lost in an obscure Hindu temple in the northwest of India ! We
know that such sacrilege, for by no other name can we call the plunder

of a place of worship, was prohibited ; but the preventive checks must

have been small indeed that could take no cognizance of the removal of*

a mass weighing 31 hundred weight ! We should like to see the bell

claimed by our civil commissioner and restored by our government,

as an act more likely than any other to ingratiate us with the people

of Arracun. We would even compensate in cash the Resaladar, if his

conscience would not readily concede the bell from his temple when told

that it belonged to the hated and impure followers of Buddha

!

WithRATNA Paula's aid we have given the correct Pali orthogra-

phy of many words wrongly spelt on the Bell.

—

Ed.

Burma Version.

ooggoo^p (,) oooS^aSngScooS^ coo5oc$coo5

@§ccoocq(^sgo5^0QCXDo^oo|ti (2)cq^cco5@§coo5

gDODCXX5.OCXD0CO^0C00S|'Sc300gll o£^gO$OCg$COo5CjJ

* Srihansavati, possessed of swans, a name generally applied to Rangoon.

The four epithets are Suaskrit name*- Rajadhant, Vidyadhani, Ratnadhdnf aud

Yodhadhanl, the abode of royalty, learning, jewels and warriors.
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on o^oo^6cg^Qoo5c^(§s co^ScpoSn coocq^oqcdS

°J1D j>6cg^oo^5ncooaDpQoo5 ogo^ ^j8og£ucx>

( 7 ) t^oocSogocogSyoo^oQos SSsac^oocSgcSii go

coSocBoo^n g^oj)6Qg5qf (36^11 ooSco^ocoSoDgSo^

cog5oo(Sq)(S^(S5]g5(g(5ii oog§oco^8(gc^5^gcS[i t&g

^qogo^oooS^XDoS(gcS(36c«g^Dgo oo^|O oo^Qo(g6ii93«o5

@Sq<^llO§O^CO^!^)g6cOS9j(5llSCOqj^O!?QQoSo^CO^

ssgcScos g5iiQcooo^OQQp^°o (^yoo^oooqo^o^qjS

gfltQOQgOgO^Oll Oqja5c9|[OO^^oq]oSg6ll O^cSo^Q

p5 000% o^o^9D0^8 200 °o ^oscoQfiiQslqi^ood^sQpyoQ

£sc?£)oo:2p& (8) 9Doc8o5d8o5og^(gcSii(^(ii9D03ols^s

Qp^>03O0OCDM gOODOCDllOOOOOOCDn QOOGhCXDll OqCOO

COHO^S OCO^dl^Qp^aSlI Sa3»COOO^Cg|QgQOqjOc6

oogg^jos ^5§g5q^Qdlc^|osg(Sii ^ocoDOcod^Gp^aSii

oSz cs^ooqp<Scq^s3ocoDOOgooooaS (^QpSq^Q^ 11

ooococj)co^srp^a593oooc|_aDD ^9 ^ ooIcooossockSsS

^o^q^co^c^^cx^oaSo§coT(^os(g£iicoo(?»ooD^sGp

^a5sDooo6oSo^@ o
o o^gocoSo^o^Sfg^q^gcSiioq

(1) oo§ooo W ooo^cx)| (3) ccoopoQ^ W ocooSq
(5) 00008^ (6) ODgl (7) 93glG|00W COOGpC^ (9) 932DG|00

2 2
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ct5o^D^8^o^coT^)0°o(g£ii^ eoCoo5q]gDOCODOoQ(^po

j^5oqo5oo^93c@ocSyD oc5°oO§<ii@6cpooS^6o^i»

d^scSn SSoogSn !&qo5oSo^(c§u c^c^ss^sscoooool

g^oq(^coooq@o8h ^008306 ( 10 ) oSo^@soop5ii^o5

c@c^»«jp:o§cQop^@o^H Q^f^oooDocSooogoscco

($llo£s C9S)DOGp6i ^ OOoSlI Qj^COgSyO^ODgSllgSs

cooS^s^oo^QpSoo^yo^oDgSit^s cooSooqocS

oooooSQ^aDpSyo^oo^ncoliico ooo5cocd8u coooou

ccogpsoooQoosooooooooDpS ooS^Qso oSyocooocS

OOO^OOOOgSlI c8[Z D^JGOOO(j>OCOo5&%2 Oc5(g6oOg5ll

o^so^ jQoooo^oo^S^^gpooDs c^o^o Q>So$§cSoa5

cjmcgo^ajlj qodo^ctSccoo G@oSaD<5£|jg§ cgcx>

pSn ii qctdo^ocB ^ 12 ^ qoo[^cyDii oSssflccoolssSoo

@£j}8oo$$ coggSQc^S^qaSsSolc^ccTDo^ocS ^ 13)

qa5Scx)§qgaScoo^ o^oSjSc^ocoooDgSn 08^00

o30oc8(^5>D0O(So©^c^ /spu o^st»olc8^ooooooc8o

fsc^D^oQpcScopSii oo^£oo8soolccoolo^ (g£o£(§

C^6ll^CD0CXD^So8o^Q8?O^[ oo^C^a5Gp oS^ccx)5c@o

£ lH88Ql1

Q

^ ^°8cqo^!?3c@o6
k

oococ5)|[(Sii c^ggoiiQ

(^o^^o^oc7S^cvj^<^(Soo^ o oo^oSooqaSoogSnq

^qpq^cod^ii cS^ooaDoocS^o^cqociii c^ggono<Ssco

(l0) cqoc83gg (11) coocpc* (12) ccnaqycS (13) cod
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pScsscpo (u) oo£c^8°o(§a3]£ii ^o$cgoo£ii(g£iio^ii

ajoo5s30j^95q£^8^5oj^o^o5cpM coooqoc8c|o6

SsqcSgoogosQccodlii

(^ggoo£s^Qo5iio6o^j^[^ Qa£o§|£a^j$ooocDgS
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[On comparing the translation with the original text, through the aid

of Ratna Paula, we find that the first half of the inscription is left

untranslated, either from its obscurity or from its not containing any

thing of material import. Nevertheless as the document is incomplete

without it we will endeavour to give the sense of this portion.

" In the course of the Bhattakambha (Bhadrakalpa or golden age)

the holy power of (the Buddhas) Kukusanda, Konagamana, and

Kasyapa, was manifested ; but their religion expired with them.

Afterwards the supreme power of the divine mahavira Gautama
appeared in the world. From the date of his nibban (nirvan) 1275

years, (A. D. 732) and after that in this 913th* year, (A. D. 1645)

a prince is ruling replete with virtue, intelligence, learning and elo-

quence, vigour and determination ; of a family all virtuous, redressing

his subjects' grievances, and distributing favors : he, desiring the oppor-

tunity of doing good, consulted with his chief minister Dasabenya and

his four ministers in order to extend friendship, and favor, and charity,

and to give employ to his subjects of town and country. DoBENYAf
expounded that the anointed sovereign was one and supreme, that his

city contained the five forces, Dasabala, Nyanbala, Kdyabala, Tejabala,

and Sutabala, which being explained mean, Dasabala the rich, possessed

of gold, silver, jewels, &c. ; Nyanbala, the raja himself replete with

supremacy, power, command, skill, and majesty ; Kdyabala, those having

the eighteen sciences, and the warrior class ; Tejabala, priests and

the wise ; and Sutabala (Srutabala), the intelligent inhabitants of

town and country. He (the raja) expelled his brother Byano Yo,

why ?—because he did not walk in the way of the respectable : why
was his brother put out of the throne of Pi? fPromeJ, because

he did not honor or favor his nobles and his generals, therefore was he

expelled. Dussidat (Tushadatta) commander of the army, with the

* The passage is obscure and the second date 1913—We suppose the 1 to be

aa accidental stroke the sense becomes as above. t Dasabenya ?
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officers and soldiers turned away their minds, and many men of Pi shook

off their allegiance. The supreme king gave to his brother Addnin the

place where he resides, and to his other brothers, their residences,

Yanchesi, Calhat, Talvi, and Labhd, four towns, to receive the revenue

thereof; to the ministers Dajamarah and Adaciia, the raja had given

Kolya. These two were ministers of the right side, they had been guilty

of beating, imprisoning and other cruelty and extortion to the citizens

and country people and the people were ruined
"

Then follows the translation as below, but Ketuvati appears to be the

Pali name of the town Pugahu, not the province in which it it placed :

it is spelt Ketumati (the possessed of the royal banner) in the former

Ramri inscription printed in the Journal, vol. III. p. 209.

—

Ed.]

Translation,

" At a propitious moment when the constellation Nekhat* was in

the ascendant, on Tuesday the third day of the waning of the moon

Tagoo (April) the four divisions of royal troops, consisting of elephan-

teers, infantry, horsemen and charioteers, marched out of the city of

Pagahm in the district of Gaytoowuddee, and arrived in the country

of Threehenthawuddee fPeguJ in fifteen days, when a camp was

formed.

Then the king of Pegu, collected his grand royal army, and having

set it in order, he marched to meet the enemy, and give battle, but being

apprehensive of defeat, he dispatched a letter to the king of Mautamma
(Martaban) calling upon him for aid. The king of Martaban there-

upon collected his nobles, generals, and all his bold and courageous

soldiers, and marched to his assistance. When he arrived in the king-

dom of Pegu, he mounted the elephant Airawon, and attacked the

armies of Pagahm with such firmness and resolution, that it was

impossible for them to withstand the shock, and they were completely

routed.

The king of Martaban with his nobles, generals and victorious army

returning were met by the king of Pegu, mounted upon the elephant

Vopantatha\, and surrounded by the chiefs, and the variously armed

divisions of his royal forces. The king of Martaban distrusting him of

Pegu, and seeing himself surrounded by his army, began to tremble for

* The word nekhat (nakshatra) signifies lunar mansion ; there is therefore some

mistake here. The words are didi nekhat, which may be tritiya nakshatra, while

the 3rd mansion was rising, to denote the hour of the day.— Ed.

t Uposatha, the name of a fabulous elephant of supernatural strength,

the other animal is called airdvati, the name of Indra's elephant.

2 p
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his life, he therefore vowed that should he be delivered from the ruin

that threatened him, he would become a charitable donor to religious

establishments ; then having mounted his elepliant Airaivon, he assem-

bled his generals, and set his troops in battle order:—the two armies

being now engaged, the king of Pegu riding upon his elephant Vopan-

tatha, was charged by the monarch of Martaban, seated upon the

elephant Airawon ; the tusks of the former being broken in the encoun-

ter, he was unable to sustain the fight, but turned and fled, upon which

the army of Pegu was defeated and the nobles and generals destroyed.

The king of Martaban having proclaimed his victory, took possession

of Threehenthaivuddee and the four Tannees* ( ) which it

contained. These four Tannees were called Yadzatannee, Bydza tan-

nee, Yattatannee and Yougatannee ; among them Yadzatannee was the

most excellent : of the highest order, and possessed of power and great-

ness. Bydzatannee had superior wisdom and knowledge ; Yattatannee

had the seven kinds of precious gems, and Yougatannee was careless of

life and excelled in bravery. Having taken Threehenthawuddee, and

banished the evil doers, he ruled over the country in peace. The nobles,

chiefs and military officers represented that the property of the tem-

ples, of the libraries, and of the monasteries, was not in accordance

with the established system, that like a hot iron it consumed every

thing near it, and that it should be conveyed out of the country : it was

accordingly scattered abroad.

The inhabitants of the whole earth enjoyed the light of his wise

administration of the laws. In like manner as the stars are illumined

by the brightness of the full moon, so the king desired to see his nobles

and warriors, and his subjects, in number more than a hundred thou-

sand, increase their riches in proportion to his own prosperity. The
king by means of his ten royal virtues, increased in benevolence ; he

instructed his people according to the ancient rules and customs-!-, and

would not suffer them to act wickedly. He governed Threehentha-

ivuddee, after the manner of former times. Sometimes during the

season Ganthayedda, when the king reclined upon the royal couchj

and pleasure filled his breast, he reflected upon the just laws of the

world, and thought it would be right to erect a statue of the deity in the

* Tannee, is the Sanskrit dhdni, the abode of, and these four names are

epithets or descriptions of the Pegu kingdom, not separate provinces.

t The text has, ' like Yama he repressed the wicked/ And further on

' like Chandra he shone among the planets of his court.*

X The text has, ' in the cool season or ritu'
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country of Pegu, and establish for the people a true system of justice

that they may neither fear nor hate him, but bear him in respectful

remembrance, and for this purpose he determined to cast a bell and

place it beneath a double roof*, that the people might give notice of

their wrongs by striking it, the sound of which reaching his ears, he

would be enabled to redress their wrongs. (He therefore) expended a

thousand vis of pure silver in the construction of this bell.

On Monday, the twelfth day of the waxing of the moon of July (Phal-

gun or February—March), three hours and a half after the rising of the

ninth sign of the zodiac, in the year 984f, (agreeing with A. D. 1622,)

the king caused this bell to be cast, its weight being 8254 visj : it was

placed beneath a double roof. From the time of its being so made and

suspended the people have struck it upon the occurrence of any injus-

tice, the sound of which having been heard by him, he has directed

justice to be properly administered. The people of the country per-

ceiving (his benevolence) felt as if washed with water (abuses abolish-

ed).

If this bell be destroyed let future monarchs repair it ; to this end I

have made it, that the people might obtain justice and that I might

obtain Nibban, and all ages till that time the laws might be duly admi-

nistered^ This work of merit I have done."

II.

—

Extracts from the Tohfat ul Kiram\\, and the Chach Ndmeh^

translated by Lieutenant T. Postans.

[Continued from page 104.]

As the following translations from the Persian manuscripts ( Toh-

fat ul Kiram, and 2nd Chach Nameh) afford some information, re-

specting the early history of Sindh previous to, as well as its conquest

* Mandap, a kind of belfry or temple.

t There is some confusion, two dates being apparently given, one PhaL

gun, the other July, one is doubtless the rising of the lunar mansion for

the fortunate hour.

—

Ed.

X This weight must be read rather 825 vis 4 tikals, which at 140 tolas

will be about 2750 pounds avoirdupois.— Captain W. made the weight by

estimation of the cubic contents 3472 lbs.

§ Ratna Paula understands this,—and in all my transmigrations be-

fore attaining nibban, may I duly exercise justice, &c.

t|
(Tohfat ul Kiram—written Tohfat ul Kbwan in the former extract from in-

distinctness in the MS.

—

Ed.)
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by, the Muhammadans under the Khalif Wall id ;—they may perhaps

be considered of some interest.

Description of Sindh.

Si?idh is one of the sixty-one divisions of the world, situated in the

five first climates, belonging chiefly to the second, and is in the same

region as the holy cities of Mecca and Medina. The river of Sindh

rises in the mountains of Cashmere ; another joins it from the mountains

of Cabul, in Multdn it is met by the river Sihun, and thus proceeds to

the sea. Its water is clear and very cool, in the language of the coun-

try it is called Mihran. All the rivers of Sindh flow towards the south,

where they empty themselves into the sea, such as the waters of Pilab,

Chinab, Lahore, Sultanpur, and Bajiwarrah. The climate of Sindh

is delightful, its mornings and evenings invariably cool ; the country

to the north hotter than that to the south, its inhabitants intelligent,

and of large stature.

Sifidh is so called from Sindh, the brother of Hindh, the son of

Noah, whose descendants for many generations ruled in that country.

From these also sprang numerous tribes, such as the Nabeteh, the men

of Tak, and the tribe of Nomid who governed and possessed it by

turns. No record remains of these, and its history commences with the

last of the dynasty of the Rahis (or rajas), whose capital city and seat

of government was A lor. Alor was a large, flourishing, and populous

city, situated on the bank of the river Mihran, possessing magnificent

edifices, highly cultivated gardens, producing every description of tree

and fruit :
" travellers found all their wants supplied."

The territory of the raja of Sindh extended to the east, as far as

Cashmere and Kunniij ; west, to Mihran and the sea ; south, to the ter-

ritories of the ports of Surat and Deo, and to the north, to Kandahar,

Secustan, and the mountains of Suliman and Kynakan.

At the time this history commences*, Rahi Sahir Sin, Bin

Saiiirsi, governed the country of Sindh ; he was a good and just man,

whose authority being universally acknowledged, extended to the ter-

ritories abovementioned. The peace which for a long period had

reigned in all parts of his dominions, was suddenly interrupted by an

incursion of a large army from Persia, under the king Nim Roz, into

Mukran and Ki'ch, which countries that prince laid waste, and taking

with him many prisoners, returned to Persia. When the news of this

foray reached Sahir Sin, he was highly incensed, and having pre-

pared a large force, marched to Mukran, whence he dispatched mes-

* That is, about the year 2 of the Hejira.

-
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sengers, offering battle to Ni'm Roz ; this latter was also prepared, and

advanced with all speed. A desperate conflict ensued, lasting from morn-

ing until mid-day, in which Ni'm Roz was victorious, Saiiir Sin being

killed during his retreat, by an arrow in the neck. The victorious

army of Ni'm Roz, having occupied themselves in plunder, returned to

their own country, and the remnant of the Sindhian forces, returned to

Alor, where, on their arrival, they placed Sahir, the son of Sahir

Sin, upon the throne, with great festivity and rejoicing.

* Rahi, (or raja) Sahi' following the example of his father,

governed the country of Sindh with justice and moderation, and secu-

rity and peace were throughout his dominions. In his minister Ram
Rai', the raja possessed a man fully competent to the discharge of all

the duties of government, and being himself much inclined to luxury,

and the sensual enjoyments of his harem, he entrusted the management

of all his state affairs, to Ram RaT ; nor in this man's hands was power

abused, but the affairs of the country prospered, and the subjects were

satisfied. On one occasion Ram Rai' convened a large assembly of

brahmins and other learned men ; from amongst the former, a young

man of pleasing exterior, and great eloquence, by name Chach, parti-

cularly attracted the attention of the minister, who asked him his name,

and whence he came, he replied, " I am Chach, the son of Silah," a

brahmin well known in the city of Alor. This introduction was the pre-

lude to a great friendship, and Ram Rai' discovering the extraordinary

talents of Chach, (who was wonderfully learned in all the learning of

the Hindus) made him his assistant and confidential adviser. In a short

time the brahmin Chach became thoroughly acquainted with all the

affairs of government, and was entrusted by Ram Rai' with the sole

direction and management of the country ; the people looked upon the

brahmin Chach, as the representive of the raja, and Ra'm Rat's

influence decreased.

It happened that Ram Rai' fell sick, and during his illness, letters

arrived from a distant part of the dominions, which required the raja's

immediate attention. Messages were sent to the king, who, too indolent

to leave his harem, desired that the letters might be brought to his

presence, where from behind a curtain, he would dictate a reply. His

attendants represented that the bearer was a brahmin, whose sacred

office precluded the necessity of a veil between him and the inmates of

the harem. Chach read and explained the dispatches, as well as dic-

tated the replies, and by these and other acts, so completely gained the

* (From this to the end is from the 2nd Chach Nameh.)
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confidence and applause of the raja, that he was invested with a dress

of honor, and raised to the highest dignity of the state It happened

during the first interview with the raja, that the rani saw the brahmin

Chach, and immediately became desperately enamoured of his person ;

nor did she hesitate to make him acquainted with her passion. Chach's
honor, however, was proof against her solicitations, and he replied, " I

am a brahmin, and cannot be guilty of treachery by violating the

harem of the king, whose servant I am ; moreover the safety of myself

and family would be compromised by such a crime." The rani's passion

was too strong to be overcome, and she became melancholy, refusing

rest and food. At length the state of affairs became public, and the king

was informed that Chach was plotting with the rani, to disgrace him

in the eyes of his subjects : the raja's confidence however in Chach was

not shaken by these reports, to which he gave no credit. Shortly after

the raja became sick unto death, and the rani seeing her husband's end

approaching, called for Chach, and told him she had devised a plan,

whereby he might succeed to the throne of Sindh, as well as gratify her

desires after the death of the raja. To this end, she issued a proclama-

tion in the king's name, convening a general assembly of all classes in

the city of Alor. When the people were assembled, it was announced

that the king's health not permitting his attendance, he had delegated

all authority to the brahmin Chach, whom, during the king's illness,

the subjects were implicitly to obey. Chach was moreover invested

with the royal signet, and duly acknowledged by the people as the re-

presentative of the raja. In a few days the rahi Sahi' died, and the rani

immediately instigated Chach to seize the throne, saying, " Now is the

time for the accomplishment of my wishes, and the destruction of your

enemies." Chach replied, " I bow to your will." The rani reported,

that the raja had no children, but that other members of the family

would doubtless assert their claims to the government of the country

;

she therefore devised the following plot for their destruction. As the

fact of the king's death had been kept a profound secret, the relations

were invited to the palace, under the pretence that the raja finding him-

self at the point of death, was anxious to make his will, and settle the

succession, to which end it was necessary, that all the members of his

family should attend. These people thus inveigled into the palace, were

imprisoned and afterwards murdered. The body of the raja was burnt,

and the brahmin Chach proclaimed king of the country of Sindh and

its dependencies without opposition.
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Account of the government of Chach and his marriage with the

rani.

When by the consent of the nobles, Chach was seated on the

throne, he opened the doors of the treasurj', and by bestowing largesses

on all ranks, made them subservient to his authority, increased the pay

of the soldiers, decreased the taxes, founded cities, cultivated all parts

of his dominions ; and married the rani according to the rites of his

religion. When these circumstances were generally known throughout

the country, other relatives of the late king, came from Jaudpur and

Chittir, to assert their claims to the throne, and having collected a

large army, prepared to dispute their rights. The commander of these

forces was Rana Mihrut Chitto'ri', who, when he arrived in the

neighbourhood of Jaisulmir, wrote to Chach saying, " You are a

brahmin ; the affairs of government cannot be carried on by you ;
you

cannot fight : it is better that you seek retirement, and not rush on de-

struction."

Chach took this letter to the rani, told her the contents of it, and

said, " a powerful enemy is at hand, what do you counsel ?" The rani

said, battle is better understood by men than women, if you are not a

man, give me your clothes and take mine, and I will go to battle with

the enemy." Chach was ashamed: the rani moreover advised Chach
saying, " You have abundance of wealth, use it liberally amongst your

subjects, so that they become attached and obedient to you." Chach

again opened the doors of the treasury, and after distributing large

sums of money, collected his force, and prepared to meet the enemy.

Suddenly Rana Mihrut arrived in the neighbourhood of Alor, on

learning which, Chach came out to meet him. When both armies were

drawn up for battle, and about to begin the contest, Rana Mihrut
cried out " Oh Chach ! why should these men destroy each other.

We are the principals in this quarrel, let us then decide the matter by

single combat and on foot ; if I fall, you shall have all I possess, and if

I am victorious, I will rule your country." To this Chach agreed, and

the two chiefs advanced in front of their respective forces. Chach
alighted from his horse, which he ordered his servant to bring slowly

after him ; but when the two chiefs approached each other, and were

about to begin the combat, the servant of Chach at a preconcerted

signal, brought his horse to his master, who quickly mounting and
drawing his sword, with one blow killed Rana Mihrut, whose army
seeing the fall of their leader, took to flight. Chach pursuing them,

killed the greater part, the rest fled; he did not quit the scene of action
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until the next day, when the people of Alor ornamented their bazars

and houses, and Chach with great pomp returned to Alor, and became

a powerful king. In that year he made a tour of his dominions with a

large army*, and was much satisfied with the state of the country. He
had two sons, one named Dahir the other Dihir ; he had also a

daughter. After some years Chach died, and his eldest son (Dahir),

succeeded to the throne : Chach reigned 40 years.

Account of the goveryiment of the son of Chach, on the throne of

his father.

By the consent of the nobles and subjects, Dahir the eldest son

of Chach, was placed upon the throne of his father ; he was just and

merciful, bestowed gifts on the soldiers, and was kind to all classes of

his subjects. After Dahir had reigned one year, he went towards the

country of Shirki, to the government of which province he appointed a

deputy ; from thence he proceeded to Chittore and Burhamanabad, in

which latter he sojourned some days, appointing his brother Dihir its

ruler. After a period of six months, occupied in travelling through

various parts of his dominions, he concluded a treaty of peace with the

governor of Kinnan, and returned to his own capital A lor. Here he was

received with every demonstration of respect and attachment, the peo-

ple of the city coming out to meet him. Dihir was inclined to put

much faith in the predictions of astrologers, and as he had settled all

the affairs of the country under his rule, he consulted those learned

men, as to the future welfare of himself and his dominions. They de-

clared, that they had consulted the stars and that neither in the horos-

cope of the king Dahir, or his brother Dihir, could they discern any

malignant influence ; but in that of their sister it was ordained, that she

should marry, and that her husband should occupy the throne of Sindh ;

and rule the dominions subject thereto.

This intelligence sorely perplexed Dahir, who fancied he saw in

this prediction the loss of his sovereignty and power. For some time

however, he occupied himself with state affairs, but the prediction of the

astrologers still perplexing him, he again summoned them, and again

required them to foretel his fate. After some delay, they returned him

the same answer as before, whereupon Dahir called together his father's

ministers, and all the servants of the state, and sought their counsel on

the occasion, telling them that as he could not bring himself to the

* An account of this expedition has been before given, from the original

" Chach Nameh." See January No. of the Society's Journal for the preseut

year.
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sacrifice of power and eiftpire, he intended, to fulfil the predictions of

the astrologers, by marrying his own sister. To this measure his coun-

cil expressed the utmost abhorrence, representing, that it would not

only bring reproach on the country, and violate the laws of the religion

they professed ; but, that so unnatural a proceeding, would not fail to pro-

duce insurrections and disturbances throughout his dominions. These

arguments however were of no avail to stifle the superstitious fears of

the raja, who after some days, was married in the presence of his nobles,

and according to the forms of the Hindu religion, to his own sister.

When the news of this marriage reached Burhamanabad, Dihir was

greatly incensed at his brother's conduct, and wrote to him in terms of

expostulation, entreating him to repair if possible, the disgrace he had

brought upon the memory of their father Chach, by absolving himself

from so unholy a connection. The brother's arguments were of no

avail, Da'hir replying, " That he had but fulfilled his destiny, from

which it was vain to attempt to flee." In short, Dihir enraged with

his brother, collected a force and marched to Alor to punish him.

Da'hir prepared to oppose his brother, and for this purpose encamped

at some distance from the city ; awaiting his arrival. In the mean-

while, Dihir marching by another route, reached the gates of Alor
y

thinking in his brother's absence to make an easy capture of the place;

but the walls were manned, and the defence so vigorous, that Dihir

was driven to the westward of the city. Da'hir, learning the arrival of

his brother's forces, threw himself with his army into Alor. The next

day he proclaimed a general feast, and sent some of his confidential

men, with presents and viands, to his brother Dihir, with a view to

pacify his wrath, and bring about a reconciliation; but Dihir would

neither accept them, or listen to overtures of peace. These messengers

were followed by the mother of the princes, who used her influence to

reconcile the younger to his brother's conduct, telling him, that beyond

the mere forms of marriage with his sister, Da'ihr had committed no

sin ; moreover, that this was understood by all classes of the subjects,

and every where accepted, as a sufficient justification of the raja's pro-

ceedings. The mother's arguments prevailed, and the following day was

appointed for an interview ; and public reconciliation between the princes.

The next day the raja Da'hir came out with a large retinue to meet his

brother, who alighting from his horse, advanced and kissed the raja's foot,

in token of submission to his authority. Da'hir also, with much display

of affection, alighted, embraced and kissed his brother, and taking him
by the hand, led him to his tent, where they remained for some time,

Da'hir relating all that had occurred. In the evening Dihir returned

2 Q
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to his encampment, but was shortly after attacked with small-pox, from

the violence of which malady he died after an illness of four days.

Da'hir's sorrow on hearing of the death of his brother was very great,

and after dispatching messengers to ascertain the truth of the report,

he himself with his head and feet bare, proceeded to his brother's resi-

dence ; he helped to bear the body to the pile, and assisted in the funeral

ceremonies. Da'hjr afterwards proceeded to Burhamanabad, where he

appointed a governor in the place of his deceased brother*, he then

returned to Alor, and for some years governed the country in peace and

prosperity.

Reason of sending the army of the faithful to Sindh.

In the history of Sindh it is related, that during the Khalifat of

Abdul Mallik, the king of Sirundip (CeylonJ, sent some of his

servants with presents of female slaves and other merchandize, to the

Khalif at Bagdad. The boat which conveyed these people was attacked

near the port of Dibul, (which to this day is called Tattah and Lahou-

ry) by a band of robbers, who killed the greater part of the messen-

gers, seized the property, and made many of the people prisoners : some

few escaped, and reported what had occurred to the Khalif.

The Khalif was incensed at the outrages, and immediately ordered

a force to be prepared to attack Sindh. In the meantime the Khalif died,

and the marching of this force was delayed. After the death of Abdul
Mallik, his son Walli'd (Bin Abdul Mallik) succeeded to

the throne, and Hijjaj Bin Yusuf was to settle the affairs of the

countries of UraMn, Kirman, Khorassan, and Siostan ; he also made

himself acquainted with the state of affairs in Sindh, and wrote to the

Khalif, representing, that the servants of the king of Sirundip, who

had been dispatched with presents to his father, were still prisoners in

the fort of Dibul, that it had been the intention of the former Khalif,

to punish the committers of the outrage, and release these people ; but

that his death interfered to prevent the measure. Hijjaj urged the

Khalif to give the necessary orders for the dispatch of a force, and as

he considered it an office of some importance, wrote himself to the raja of

Sindh, (D'ahir Bin Chach,) stating what had occurred, and demand-

ing an explanation. This letter Hijjaj entrusted to two messengers

directing them at the same time to act as spies, and give him every in-

formation respecting the state of the country of Sindh. When Hijjaj's

letter reached Da'hir, he received it with all respect, but replied, that

as the outrage complained of had been committed by a band of lawless

people, over whom he had no control ; he had neither the power to
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punish them, or return the property which had been seized. This reply

was conveyed to Hijjaj, with every particular respecting the coun-

try, and at the same time the necessary orders were issued from

the seat of authority at Bagdad, for assembling a large force to

subdue Sindh. The command of this army was entrusted to Ma-

hommad Bin Kassim, a cousin of the Khalifs ; the expenses of its

equipment were directed to be paid from the public treasury, under

the direction of Hijjaj Bin Yusuf. In one month Hijjaj

collected 15,000 men (of these 6000 were horse, 6000 mounted

on camels, and 3000 infantry), and marched them upon Sindh,

sending with them 30,000 dinars for expenses. The marching of this

army took place in the year 92 of the Hejira. God is great.

Account of the conquest of Sindh by Mahommed Bin Kassim,

and of the death of Da'hir.

Kazi Ismael Bin Ali, Bin Mahommed Bin Mu'sa, Bin Thai'

has related, that during the time of the reign of Walli'd Bin Abdu'l

Mulk, Hijjaj Bin Yusuf Su'kufie, sent Mahommed Bin Ha-

ru'w from Bagdad to Mukran, and he conquered Mukran, and the

countries on the bank of the river Kulzum. In the year 92 Hejira,

Mahommed Bin Kassim, cousin of the Khalifs, and son-in-law of

Hijjaj Bin Yusuf, with the army of the faithful, marched to attack

Sindh, being for some time employed in Kerrnan, in preparing his

forces, passing through Kich and Mukran, he marched towards Sindh.

When Da'hir heard of the arrival of the army of the faithful, he pre-

pared to advance to Mukran and attack them ; the great men of the

state however dissuaded him from this, representing, that Bin Kas-

sim's army was composed of Arabs, who were instigated by revenge

and hatred of the Hindu religion to conquer the country ; that it was

necessary to be cautious, and if possible to satisfy Bin Kassim with

overtures of tribute, but in case of such overtures not being accepted,

then said they, " Let us make some other arrangement, and having col-

lected a great army with the assistance of the treasury of the state ; let

us preserve the country from the calamity with which it is threatened."

Rahi' Da'hir approved of this advice, and delayed his march until

the army of the faithful had arrived at the fort of Neirunkote, which

they besieged, and after much fighting captured, killing most of the

infidels : the rest fled to the capital Alor. Elated with this success,

Bin Kassim marched upon Tattah, which place he soon reduced,

releasing the prisoners who were there, and sending them to Hijjaj;

he then directed his steps towards the neighbourhood of Secustan. The

2 q 2
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account of the battle which there took place, exceeds the power of tongue

to relate ; in two encounters the infidels were victorious ; the third time

victory was declared in favour of the faithful, and the infidels fled.

Mahommed Bin Kassim having conquered the fort of Seciistan,

settled the affairs of the surrounding country, and sent a deputy to

Tuttah putting the affairs of that place and Neirunkote into his hands.

It is related, that when Mahommed Bin Kassim, arrived in the

neighbourhood of Seciistan, the men of Chuneh sent a spy into his

camp, who arrived during the time of the calling to prayers of the army

of the believers. On that occasion, the Mussulmen were formed in

lines for prayers, and Mahommed Bin Kassim acted as the preacher,

the faithful being collected round him, attending to his discourse. The
spy beheld this, and reported to the men of Chuneh, saying, " I swear

by God, that that tribe are so unanimous, that whatever enterprise they

undertake, there can be little doubt but they will conclude it." He also

told them how attentive and obedient they were to the advice of Mahom-
med Bin Kassim. On hearing these words, a desire arose in the minds

of the men of Chuneh, and they enlisted under the banners of Islamism :

they were the first inhabitants of Sindh, who became Muhammadans."

After the arrangement of affairs in Seciistan, it was debated in the

army of the faithful, whether it should first attack Brahmanabad, or

the capital of the country Alor ; but Bin Kassim decided in favour of

the latter, for said he, " let us first reduce the capital and dethrone the

king, the other places will then fall into our hands." This was agreed

upon, and having passed the river opposite Talhatty, the army of the

faithful proceeded to Alor. Dahir on hearing this, prepared for battle.

The astrologers however told him that they had consulted the stars, and

learnt that his horoscope boded him bad fortune ; whilst the star of the

army of the Muhammadans, was in the ascendant. On this account, they

counselled him not to depart from the city, but to entrench himself with-

in its walls. Da'hir therefore sent a countless army from the city, who

arrived upon the banks of the waters of Gunjeri, the next day, Bin

Kassim in the place called Duffian, appointed Abdullah Bin

Ali' Su'kufi', to attack the enemy. He accordingly arrived oppo-

site the army of the infidels, in the place called Kullah Gunjeri, on

the bank of the river. They met and fought furiously ; the infidels were

worsted, and many of them killed, and some say, that the defeat of the

infidels on that day, was ascribed to an accident which befel their com-

- mander, whose horse threw him, and galloping amongst the ranks of the

soldiers, led them to believe that their chief was killed, whereupon they

fled. In short, Abdullah returned to Bin Kassim victorious, and
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Bin Kassim marching from that place arrived at Alor and laid seige to

it. Dahir was thus surrounded in his own city. Bin Kassim erected

a catapult, and threw fireworks (which he had seen in use amongst the

people of Persia and Rum), into the city. Both armies, the besieged

and besiegers, fought desperately, so much so that in ten days, seven

battles or engagements took place, in every one of which the Muham-
madans were victorious ; and on the day of Thursday the 10th ofthe happy

month of Ramzan, in the year 93 Hejirct, the king Dahir, instigated

by rage and revenge, prepared his war elephants, and with a large force

came out from the city of Alor, to do battle for his crown and kingdom.

They say he had 1000 men with armour, and 30,000 infantry in line, in

advance of his army. Dahir himself, seated in the howdah of an elephant,

the cover of which was highly ornamented, went to the right and left ani-

mating and encouraging his troops. On that day two beautiful female

slaves were seated in the raja's howdah, one administered wine, and the

other paun to him. The armies fought from morn until night ; Bin Kassim
with a division of his army, fought himself as a common soldier on the

plain, overthrowing all to whom he was opposed, whilst others of the faith-

ful threw fireworks into that part of the enemy's army occupied by the

elephants. In this way the howdahs took fire, and the beasts becoming

infuriated, rushed through the ranks of their own troops, and fled to the

water, into which they plunged themselves. The banks of the river

were muddy, and Dahir's elephant sank in the mud, at the same

time, an arrow from the Muhammadan army struck the raja Da'hir

in the throat, and killed him : this occurred at the time of the setting

of the sun, and the brahmins who were seated behind Da'hir's howdah,

took his dead body, and burying it in the mud, went towards the city.

Da'hir reigned 33 years.

Now the Muhammadans had so cautiously guarded all the approaches

to Alor, that a bird could not have flown past, and these brahmins be-

came prisoners in the hands of a general named Keiss, Keiss was

about to kill them, but they asked for quarter, relating to him the cir-

cumstances of the raja Da'hir's death: on this Keiss spared their lives.

In the meantime, some soldiers having captured the two female slaves

who were with Da hi it, and brought them to Bin Kassim ; these last

also reported the death of the raja. On learning this, Bin Kassim pro-

claimed to his troops, a The death of Da'hir is reported, but as yet it is

not certain, let not the faithful therefore withdraw their hands from

battle, for the sake of plunder, lest some unexpected enemy come upon

them." When Keiss heard this proclamation, he brought the brahmins

whom he had captured to Bin Kassim, who when he heard their report
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which confirmed that of the female slaves was overjoyed, and the army

of the faithful rent the sky with acclamations. Bin Kassim accompa-

nied by the brahmins and confidential servants, then proceeded to where

the body of Da'hir was buried ; they took it from the mud, and cutting'

off the head, stuck it on a spear. They shewed it first to the female slaves,

who knew and recognised it. Bin Kassim then ordered all his troops to

Come round the fort, and occupy themselves with thanksgiving and

prayers to God for the victory. That evening was the evening of Fri-

day, and they prayed till morning. When the day dawned Kassim or-

dered that they should place the head of Da'hir with the female slaves

upon the gates of the fort, so that all men of the city might see the

same ; by these people Da'hir's name was execrated, for going to battle

attended by his concubines. When the news of Da'hir's death reached

his wife Ladi', she was overwhelmed with grief, and came to the gate

where the slaves were, asking them the circumstances of the death of

Da'hir. The women weeping, shewed her the raja's head, on seeing

which she threw herself from the walls of the fort, and a noise and tumult

arose amongst the men of the city, who being helpless, opened the

gates of the citadel, and on Friday the 11th of the month Ramzan,
A. H. 93, the Muhammadan army entered the fort of Alor, A. D.

711, taking possession of the treasury, and property of Da'hir which

they entrusted to the charge of Keiss. They turned the temples of

the idol worshippers (Hindus) into places of prayer, destroyed the

idols, erecting pulpits in their stead. At the beginning of the month

of Shuwal, Bin Kassim took an account of all the treasure, booty, pro-

perty and prisoners, and sent them with 200 horse in charge of Keiss,

by the road of Kick and Mukran, to Bagdad, and Hijjaj being ac-

quainted with those circumstances, was much pleased : after that he sent

all the plunder in charge of Keiss to the Khalif at Sham. When
Keiss arrived at Sham, he placed the crown, treasure, and all the pro-

perty of Da'hir, at the feet of the Khalif, relating all that had occur-

red. The Khalif was pleased, and bestowed presents and honors,

upon the messenger of these good tidings, and at the same time, issued

a royal mandate to the army, saying, the army of the faithful must not

be satisfied with the conquest of Sindh, but must proceed to the eastward

immediately, and all the country which belonged to Da'hir, must be

subdued.

When this order reached Bin Kassim, he conquered Brahmana-

bad*, and settled the tribute it should pay, and the brahmins who

* This city was next in size to the capital Alor, and was known also by the

names Bdhmana or Bhamana, situated in or near the Puran. For an account
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were before employed to collect the revenue were still retained in their

several capacities, and the men of Summah, which were in the neigh-

bourhood of Mihuri, having collected, came with music and singing to

pay homage to Bin Kassim*. He asked who they were ; the brahmins

replied, " These are inhabitants of the desert, whose custom it is thus to

shew respect to their governor." Bin Kassim settled their tribute, and

dismissed them. The men of Lohana, Suhuteh, Judrunai, Haleh
and Kiirijeh, directed by Ali Bin Mahommed Bin Abdu'l Ruhnai'

Sullati, with head and feet bare, came to offer service to Bin
Kassim, craving pardon, and seeking protection, which Bin Kassim

promised them, directing, that their future service should be to act as

guards to such followers of the prophet, as should travel to and from

Eagdad and Alor,

Story of the death of Bin Kassim.

From amongst the prisoners captured at Alor, two daughters of the

king Da'hir, were sent in charge of Mahommed Bin Alli Intu-

manf, with some Habshis to Bagdad ; the Khalif sent these two

women to his harem, consigning them to the care of his people until

their grief should be assuaged, so that when they were relieved

from the distress of travel, they should be ready for his (the Khalif's)

service. After two months, these women were brought to the presence

of the Khalif, an interpreter being present ; when they raised the veils

from their faces, the Khalif was smitten with their beauty, and asked

their names ; one was called Girpul Deo, the other Su'ruj Deo, The

Khalif ordered one to his own bed ; she said, " Oh my lord, I am not fit

for the king's service, we have both for three days been with Bin Kas-
sim, who after dishonouring us, sent us here." The interpreters explained

this to the king. The king was highly incensed, and directed that his

servants should seize Bin Kassim, sew him up in a cow-hide, and send

him to Sham ; afterwards to enforce this order, he wrote in the margin

of the letter with his own hand directing that in nowise should it be

disobeyed. At that time Bin Kassim was at Hudapur, and when

he received the order of the Khalif, after reading it, he directed the

messengers to do as they were directed. They obeyed the order, cover-

ing Bin Kassim with a raw cow-hide : after enduring the torture for

3 days he died. They then put his body into a box, and conveyed it

of this as well as other cities and divisions of the ancient country of Sindh

see Art. on Sindh by Captain McMurdo, Journ. Royal As. Soc. No. II.

November, 1834.

* Beluchi (?) tribes who paid homage to Bin Kassim.
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to the Khalif. When they reached Sham they shewed the box to the

king, who ordered it into the seraglio, opening it in the presence of the

daughters of Da'iiik, to whom he said, " Behold how absolute is my
power, and how I treat such servants as Bin Kassim." The women
replied, " Oh king, just men ought not to be precipitate in great affairs,

or be too hasty to act, either upon the representation of friends or foes."

The king asked their meaning, they said, " We made this accusation

against Bin Kassim because of the hatred we bore him, seeing that he

slew our father, and through him we lost all our property and posses-

sions, and became exiles from our own country ; but Bin Kassim was

like a father and brother to us, he looked not on us for any bad pur-

pose, but when our object was revenge for the blood of our father, we
accused him of this treachery ; this end attained do with us as you wilh"

The Khalif on hearing this, suffered great remorse : he ordered the two

women to be tied to horses, and dragged to death, and they buried Bin

Kassim in the burial place at Damascus.

Ill—Note of a visit to the Niti pass of the grand Himalayan chain.

By J. H, Batten, Esq. C. S.

[Extracted from a letter to, and communicated by, Captain P. T. Cautley.]

Joshindth, 22nd Dec. 1837.

Having just returned from the Spiti pass, I think that an account of

my expedition thither, however brief, will not fail to interest one whom
I look upon, now that the admirable Falconer is far away absent from

India Proper, as the chief scientific authority of the Upper Provinces.

You are entitled to the first tribute of information gleaned in my trip,

because you have been ever ready to give the benefit of your instruct

tion to your pupils ; and secondly, because Falconer and yourself

have rendered the geological School of Sehdranpur illustrious, by the

well-deserved medals which you have won for its professors /

Above the junction of the Dhauli and Alaknanda branches of the

Ganges at Vishnuprdg a mile below this place, (which is the chief seat

of the Badrina'th RaVal and his priests,) the glen of the Dhauli
continues for 35 miles up to Niti village. Near Joshindth and the whole

way to the junction of the Kini river, which comes from the north-

west face of Natidi Devi, this glen is characterised by the most exquisite

scenery ; the southern mountains sloping down to the river covered by

forests of Quercus semicarpifolia, Rosa webbiana (wild red rose), yew,
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horse chesnut, alder, poplars and elms, interspersed with pretty villages

of which the chief ornament, at this season, are the fields of red Marsa,

(the Battd of Bissehr) a species of amaranth, while the high craggy

northern mountains and peaks, that form the separating ridge between

Badrindth and Niti, come down to the Dhauli in the most terrific

precipices. Above the Rini, both sides of the glen assume the regular

Himalayan features of wild sublimity, although villages are every where

seen perched up on seemingly inaccessible heights. The river remains

broad and deep, though often broken into cataracts. The road (a fine

new one made by myself this year) is carried on either side of the river

as most easy, and is crossed by fine Sangas. We soon enter Bhote ; and

flocks upon flocks of sheep carrying loads of grain, or salt and borax

according as they are from Bhote or to Bhote, are met with at every

step, guarded by the savage dogs of Thibet and the still more savage

Bhotias among whom are also discerned a few most savage Lamias, or

wandering beggars from Tartart/. Of the latter the dress and appear-

ance are most strange ; the women are scarcely human, and both they

and the men resemble the pictures given of the Esquimaux. The

children are rosy-cheeked and sometimes pretty, but the small Chinese

eyes buried in the face give a somewhat monkey-like look to their

physiognomy. This latter observation applies equally to the Bhotias

as to the Lamias. But I refer you to Traill's report on Bhote for a

description of the people and their customs, as well as of the trade between

this province and Thibet, and the mode in which it is conducted. Let

me rather tell you what Traill does not describe with accuracy, or at

least with minuteness, viz., the rocks and the trees and the general

geography. There is a very dreary glen without villages for ten or

twelve miles separating Upper from Lower Pynkanda, or as they are

sometimes, but improperly, called Upper and Lower Niti. After leaving

the oaks and elms, &c, the wood becomes entirely cypress, and from

summit to base of the mountains no other tree is seen. The larger

trees attain not unfrequently an enormous size, some of them hav-

ing a girth of 27 feet. The smaller kind are, however, the prettiest,

and even appear to be different from the larger in species ; but on

observing them attentively I perceived no difference whatever in reality

between what some travellers call the Arbor vitce and the large

Himalayan cypress. At Juma, Upper Pynkanda is entered, and then

the scenery, retaining all its grandeur, also becomes exquisitely lovely.

Villages of the true Swiss character are seen on every open spot,

surrounded by cedar trees, and overhung by crags of the most stupen-

dous character wooded up to the snow which shines on their summits,

2 R
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with similar trees and birch, which latter as well as the sycamores have

at this season the true autumnal tints contrasting finely with the dark

branches of the deodar. The bridges now become very frequent ; and

the river, though still urtfordable, becomes a torrent falling over rapids.

Mahiri is next entered, a very large village in every respect similar to

those seen in Kanaur. The crops when I arrived had just been cut, and

it was somewhat strange at 10,250 feet above the sea to see the fields in

the valley covered with harvest-sheaves, while the eternal snows were

not more than 3000 feet distant overhead : and heavy frost was whiten"

ing the ground. Between Maldri and Melam in the Juwdhirvnss is a

route practicable in August for about a fortnight every year, but like all

the other routes within the Himalaya very high, snowy, and dangerous.

It is in this intermediate range between the Dhauli and the Gori that

silver1 is said to exist*. Lead mines are now worked on a high range

not far above Mulari ; but the situation renders all hopes of increased

produce or new discoveries of this metal, almost vain in this direction.

After leaving Mulari, we march up a glen of the most beautiful kind,

the deodar trees (all of the spreading shape) coming down to the

waters' edge, and now beginning to be mingled with chilapinesf (pinus

excelsa, not unlike the chir at a distance), and Ragha firs (abies iveb-

hiana) : a set of large villages is then entered. JBampa, Gumsdli, &c.

all varying in elevation from the sea from 10,200 to 1 1,000 feet and up-

wards, the highest of which is Niti. At Bampa the deodar pines end,

and no other tree is seen save birch and pinus excelsa, but the ground is

covered as well as the surrounding heights, with beds of ground cypress,

gooseberries, currants, furze, (astralagus, Royle,) webb rose, sweet-

briar and juniper. The furze is especially plentiful, but there is no

heath as at Badrindth. By heath I mean the andromeda fastigiata

depicted in Royle. Up to Gumsdli the rocks have been quartz, mica,

schist and gneiss, with granite blocks, in the river beds, fallen from the

peaks, except in the neighbourhood of Muldri where argillaceous and

* N. B. All our snowy range galena ores have a good proportion of silver in

them ? Would this be worth extracting by chemical process ? Could not you

come and visit all our mines ? [Capt. Drummond and an experienced miner

have since been deputed to the district.

—

Ed.]

f N. B. The Chila pine grows up very near to the upper limit of birch. At

Niti it is found at 11,800 feet; the birch only goes to 12,200 feet. At Badrindth,

the limit of wood is lower, as the snow comes down lower. Both Badrindth and

Jtfitl are within the Himalaya, and have snowy peaks to their south : Keddrndth, is

on the contrary on the south base of the peaks and snow is met with at 10,000

feet. Gavgavtt i and Badrindth are in the north of the peaks. Jamnaittrl and

Keddrndth, on their south.
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talcose schist is the chief rock. At Gumsdli the granite is met with

in situ, pervading gneiss and mica schist, exactly in the mode shewn

by Lyell in his picture of Cape Wrath in Scotland. The breadth

of the veins is sometimes very thin, but sometimes the granite spreads

into great broad patches. It is a reddish variety in general, but a highly

quartzoze variety with large schorl (?) or tourmaline (?) crystals is very

common. Just above Gumsdli the river runs through tremendous gneiss

and granite precipices, and the road is carried along scaffoldings, now

quite passable for a poney, hamdre aqbdl se. After turning this corner

and ascending to Niti village the Himalaya peaks are all turned, not

one is left to the north, though some of the northwest and northeastern

heights are within perpetual snow limits. At Niti limestone (not crys-

talline) and argillaceous schist, chiefly the latter, are the rocks. Niti is

1 1 ,500 feet above the sea, and when I arrived no snow was to be seen

even in the river bed. On the 10th October, I left the Nitians cutting

their barley and phaphar harvest, and proceeded on to the junction of

the Gunes with the Dhttuli. I met with the first snow near Gildung,

more than 14,500 feet high, and this snow was merely a snow-cave

in the river, the leavings of last winter. A few masses of gneiss and gra-

nite were still to be seen in the bed of the Dhauli, the debris of some

of the southern precipices through which I could see the granite veins

running along; but argillaceous schist and quartz were the rocks of

the surrounding hills. There is one very bad gorge between Gothing

and Gildung pastures, where I shall have some trouble in making my
road, but after Gildung the hills are round and smooth up to the pass.

They were covered with grass and saussiire flowers, the grass of very

peculiar kinds and noted for its goodness. The pastures were covered

with yaks (chowra-gaies) and jubboos, the mule breed. These animals

retreat of their own accord to the villages on the setting in of the winter

just before the villagers depart for the southern parganas. I carried up

firewood and other loads on the backs of yaks, and my servants rode

on others. Very few are white, except at the tail.

The rivers Gunes and Dhauli are mere streams, and were half frozen

above Gildung at their junction, but between Gothing, the Rylkanda

joins the main river with a large body of water, arising at this season

from a glacier, and up to this point the Dhauli may be said to be unford-

able, except at one or two rocky points near Niti. The Gunes may

be said to arise from a snow-bed, for I saw snow-caves towards its

source, but the Dhauli or furthest branch of the Ganges certainly rises

from a spring at the southern face of the pass where on the 11th Oct.

there was not even a speck of snow. My camp on the 10th, was at

2 r 2
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14,500 feet of elevation, and I was sufficiently wretched and cold ; the

wind on the open downs being terrific, and blowing from the southern

peaks. At this point juniper was still plentiful, but no other shrub,

and the grass was excellent, though coarse. On the 11th Oct. I started

very early for the pass, being carried in a dandi. The first part was all

smooth-going, but the rarity of the air became very distressing, after

entering the 15,000 feet line, and parting with the juniper.

After leaving the source of the Dhauli, the ascent was very steep

through crumbling crags of blue limestone which now succeeded to the

round clay-slate hills ; but the top of the pass was round and open, the

limestone lying about in stones as far as the eye could reach, interspe-rsed

with arenaceous quartz rocks. There was not a cloud in the sky or on

the mountains far and near, and I obtained a full and undimmed view into

Thibet. The wind had not yet got up, but the cold was terrific, 14° in

the shade, and 30° in the sun at 8 a. m. The first object that caught my
eye was the one Kailds Peak standing up in the E. N, E. among a

row of not very peaky snowy heights, which terminated that end of

the picture like a white kanradt. Right in front stretched a dreary

plain, shrubless, treeless and houseless, terminated along its whole

northern side at a distance of about 20 miles from my position by a low

range of rounded brown hills, utterly without shrub or tree or jutting

rock, but very broken into ravines and perpendicular faces on this their

southern side. The E. N. E. peaks towards Manasarorara Lake of

which I spoke, stand up close behind this range, to all appearance, but

there are 20 or 30 miles of plain between them, I am told. The plain

is broken into ravines and river courses running down to the Satlej

which flowed (not visibly as to water) in a deep ravine not far from the

base of the round hills. I saw this ravine distinctly. Ddpa was not

visible even with a telescope, there being no smoke, and it lying among
the ravines. It has no bazar and is only a row of mud huts, Dumpii was

pointed out to me on the south slope of the hills to the northeast. The

Kailds peak did not appear to be higher than 5,000 feet (if so high) above

my position, but its distance I do not know. It appeared hardly higher

than the lower range appears from Sahdranpur. No snow was visible

except on the Kailds range and on the top of the highest portion of

the intermediate hillocks, just behind Ddpa. Travellers were passing

over the plain with loaded sheep going to and from the pass, but there

were no cattle visible at pasture. The whole country looked something

like that Ward of Lanarkshire (I forget whether north, east, south or

west) in which Tintoch peak is situated, and the distant hills looked like
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those of Peebleshire. Had there been heather instead of stone and

brown grass, it would have resembled a highland moor. Its level was

hardly any where lower than the pass ! ! but immediately below the pass

was a deep ravine which might deceive some people into the idea of a

descent, whereas the opposite side of the ravine was certainly within

300 feet as high as this side and thence the plain begun. I descended

into this ravine, saw the source of the Sianki river and some green ponds

on one side of it, thence ascended the opposite banks, keeping to the

northwest for two miles till I came to what was called the fossil ground,

( Chakra pathar/ce makdn.) During this walk I was almost killed by

mere pain. The rarity of the air along this high road to Ddpa (nearly

1 7,000 feet) was perfectly awful. My dandi people would not go on and

returned to the crest of the pass. One man accompanied me and he and

I went groaning along, at a snail's pace ; on a level, and yet in great

agony. (Angina pectoris I now consider nothing in comparison).

The Niti Bhotias regularly educate for the endurance of this air,

(Bish ke hawd,J and some cannot learn to bear it during their whole

life. At Ddpa I am told that in the morning and evening people feel it

most, and an universal headache prevails. I felt the pain most at my
chest, and suffocation seemed to threaten me at every step. There was,

thank God ! neither snow nor wind to add to my sufferings. I found

the ammonites lying about in hundreds on the top of a small ascent just

as the road wound through a kind of pass between two hillocks, before

it descended to a ravine. The distance from the Niti pass was about

three miles, but at this point the continuation from that pass of the crags

forming the first rise of the Himalayan mountains was not very distant.

The rocks surrounding the fossils were a kind of mottled grey limestone,

i. e. the white veins were more frequent than in ordinary limestone.

The hills seemed all to be decomposed hereabouts : and from the glen

of the Sianki river, I observed that the limestone was in almost per-

pendicular strata, dipping to the northeast where a dip was visible ; but

the strata seemed to be the effect of a convulsion and not to be natural-

ly formed. Indeed, the quartzoze masses on the south side of the

pass were all of a similar appearance, and some hills were composed

entirely of white decomposed soil ; as others, on both sides, were of a

black soil. I was too ill to stay long picking up ammonites, and,

moreover, I can always command a good supply from the Bhotias. I

shall send you a present of specimens. To my surprise, I found in return

that the whole ravine down to the Sianki river was equally full of

ammonites, but that being round and uncovered from their matrix, the

natives did not generally observe them so well as the broken ones high-
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er up. Wedged in the blue limestone in the ascent back to the crest

Of the pass, I observed a large bed of thinly laminated and contorted

argillaceous schist. The round quartz stones are every where scattered.

I see no difference whatever either in the geological character of

the hills or the form, of the ranges, between one side of the pass and

the other. Tartar?/ is in fact entered very soon after leaving Niti

village, and the peaks seen so grandly towering in the south are the

i'eal beginning of the Himalaya mountains, and not the crest of the

pass. Pray come and see whether I am not right in conjecturing that

fossil ammonites can be found on the south face of the Niti pass,

which is in my idea, only the highest portion of the Tartaric plain,

running up to the Himalaya peaks. Even at Niti, there are peaks

23,000 feet high due south ; and there as well as at the pass itself the

spectator wonders how one is to thread one's way into Hindustan

through them, no gorge or glen being visible, that seems to be like an

introit or exit. Behind Maldri the hills become round and Tartaric

also, as well as behind Niti, but being higher and within the limit of

perpetual snow, they are difficult to cross, and the pass following a

river bed is preferred. The time to visit Niti is from the 20th Sept. to

the 10th Oct. In May, Maldri even is hardly reachable, and the snow

does not melt in any part of Upper Pynkanda till the end of that

month. The pass is not open till July, and it shuts now. On the

evening of the day (11th Oct.) on which I visited the pass, the first

snow fell. All night it snowed heavily and next day I could hardly

reach Niti ! Such are the vicissitudes at this season. At 3 p. m. when

the wind got up, the thermometer was 30° in the shade and 42° in the

sun at the crest of the pass. On the morning of the 12th, in my camp at

14,500 feet, the thermometer was 16° in the air and 22° at my bedside I

I shall wait till I get back to send you specimens. I have a good

many fossil bones brought from the interior of Thibet, and from the

Mdna pass. They are however very broken and small.

P. S. The Hindu pilgrims who visit Manasarovara Lake go up

by the Mima pass, which is merely the continuance of the glen of the

Saraswati above Badrindth, (as the Niti pass is of the Dhauli river,)

and they return by the Nitang pass behind Gangautri or by Niti.

These two last are the easiest of all the passes, Nilang being without

much ascent and being the course of the Jhanndbi river, which rises on

the Thibet side. The Juwdhir pass is the most difficult, but being

near Almora the greatest traffic, nevertheless, is carried on in that

pass. The Neipdl passes are all easy. The pilgrims leave Mdna in

July, and return to this side in the beginning of October.
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IV.

—

Additional notice on the geography of Cochinchina. By the most

Rev. Jean Louis, Bishop ofIsauropolis*

Although I have already given you a short account of the geography

of Cochinchina, I think it is advisable to add a few more remarks

because in the first place, I have recent intelligence from that country

that various changes have taken place in the divisions or limits of the

empire ; and in the second place, because I have made,—and in some

cases I have not made,—the consequent alterations in the map which

I am about to publish.

The letters to which I have above alluded inform me that the king-

dom of Cumboze, henceforth will onl^ have a local habitation and a

name in our old maps. This kingdom so ancient, known in the

Chinese annals by the name of Chon lap and of Chiem lap, was originally

designed by them under the name of Phu nam. From the fifth cen^

tury and perhaps even before, it was divided into two parts, one named

Chiem lop (maritime). This part was the nearest to the sea and has

the appearance of an immense lake. It is the division now known by

the name of Gia dint, or the province of lower Cochinchina. The

northern part which is very mountainous was called Chiem lap * of earth'

(inland). This denomination ceased about the year 606 of the Chris-

tian era, when the general name of Chiem lap or Camboze embraced

the whole. This kingdom was bounded on the north by the kingdom

of Laos, on the west by the kingdom of Siam, and on the south by

the sea, for it is within the last century only that lower Cochinchina

has formed one of its limits to the south, for the latter country was itself

formerly one of the finest divisions of the Camboze kingdom. Its true

limits were the mountains inhabited by savages called Moi, and those of

the ancient kingdom of Ciampa. This country is situated in a long

plain between two ranges of mountains on the east and west.

Camboze, from being one of the most flourishing kingdoms of Indo-

China has undergone the same fate as all those great empires of Asia

of which nothing remain but the name, while Cochinchina has been built

upon its ruins. For a long period the king of Camboze was tributary

to the kings of Siam and of Cochinchina. The king of Siam had taken

all the country which bordered his kingdom to the west even as far as

Battambong. The king of Cochinchina extended the limits of his domi-

nion to Chdndoe, a fortified place, situated on the canal of Ha-tien, about

three days' journey from the capital of Camboze, named Nam-vang, by

the Cochinchinese, Penompeng by the Cambogiens, from whence, the

Europeans, who have a facility of corrupting names, have made Columpe.
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The effeminate king of Camboze (he deserved this name for his escort was

composed of nothing but women) for a long time found himself between

two zealous protectors, who, while they were encroaching little by little on

his dominions, were always feasting him with the titles ofnoble and power-

ful majesty. In a word, the situation of this phantom of a king resem-

bled that of the unfortunate individual in the proverb who sitting between

two stools soon found himself on the ground between them. The king of

Cochinchina always placed near his majesty several mandareens to pro-

tect and direct his politics. For a long time this king had no male child,

and although in that country the Salic law was not in existence, the

Cochinchinese king only waited for the favorable moment to put into

execution the project he had privately entertained for many years of

adding to his kingdom what little still remained in the possession of the

king of Camboze. About the end of 1835 or beginning of 1836 the

king of Camboze died; immediately the king of Cochinchina gave the

daughter of the defunct monarch in marriage to a Cochinchinese man-

dareen and proclaimed Nam Vang one of the protectors of the em-

pire of Annam, and also of the country in the vicinity of the sea, under

the title of Protector (prefect ?) of Gosat. In order not to terrify the

neighbouring kings and principally so as not to excite the jealousy of

the king of Siam, the Cochinchinese king gave the title of Nu Vuong,

that is to say Queen, to the Princess of Camboze. If I were asked to

say in which kingdom she reigns, as all her dominions have been

added to the Cochinchinese prefecture ? I should answer that I do not

know; but in the same manner as small bones are given to amuse chil-

dren, so sometimes fine titles are given to amuse grown up people. These

are my reasons for having only placed the name of Camboze in my
map and reduced the country into prefectures.

This is what I have done:—now what I have not done is the changing

of Nam Vang the capital. Has it changed its place ? Certainly, and

what to us appears so extraordinary is not so to those who know the

customs and superstitions of the Indians and of the Indo-chinese. In

your journal for September 1 837, it strikes me that I gave the reasons

for these different changes. About the end of December 1833, this

town of Nam Vang was entirely destroyed by the Siamese. The king

of Camboze has had another town built at a short distance from the

former one, and on the opposite bank of the same river, but being igno-

rant of its right position I have not altered it. I may say as much regard-

ing the position of Saigony in lower Cochinchina ;—it is no longer in its

ancient place. Some day looking at this map, people will say that there

are mistakes, but these errors are known and announced so as to enable
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persons who visit these parts to rectify the same. In drawing the map
of this country I am guided merely by the interests of science and must

openly say what I think of the work, and of the ameliorations or changes

that I have thought proper to make.

One of the most essential alterations and which I had the greatest

hesitation in adopting, was—what do you think ?—to change the course

of one of the finest and largest rivers in Asia. The present map is alto-

gether different in this respect from the ancient ones* In all the Euro-

pean maps this great river of Laos is represented throughout the whole

of its course as strait as an arrow until it reaches Cochinchina. I think

it a decided mistake ; I will give you my reasons for thinking so. I was

always persuaded that in regard to a geographical map, the same rule

holds as for a geographical dictionary ;—one copies the maps of another

and enlarges it more or less, and adds a few more names, and it is lucky

if in thus copying the errors are not augmented. The geographical

dictionary of Vosgten offers an example. For his day it was a very good

work ; since then new editions have been made, enriched, augmented, im-

proved, &c. and nevertheless the greater part of the original mistakes

still remain, and what was really the case in the time of Vosgien, but

has disappeared within the last 50 or 60 years, is not corrected : v. g,

the town of Chandernagore is always the same ;—it is said that a great

quantity of velvet, silk, brocades, saltpetre, &c. are bought and sold

there : I could give further examples of this, but it would be superflu-

ous.

I return again to the geographical map of Cochincltina. I have given

to the river which flows through Laos a course quite different from that

in all the other maps, because the two maps I had with me drawn

by engineers of the country gave it this direction. They know the

country, they visit it every day and have measured all the windings of

the river Laos which is also called Meykon or Mecon. To lay down

interior of Carnboge, Laos and a part of Thon-king, I have used an

ancient and a modern map of the country designed by his majesty's engi-

neers ; for the coast I have used a map made by Mr. D'Ayot, a French

officer, formerly in the service of his majesty the emperor of Cochin'

china. I think it the best map for the coasts that I have as yet seen : in

truth no one had such a good opportunity, for Mr. D'Ayot's occupations

obliging him often to pass and repass this shore, he could make his ob-

servations and rectify them often. The knowledge I have had of the

greater part of the places of the interior of Cochinchina properly called has

greatly aided me in placing them on this map. You would probably

wish to know if any confidence is to be placed in the map made by these

2 s
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engineers, and if they were capable ofmeasuring distances and finding the

latitude and longitude of places. The different engineers and drafts-

men belonging to his majesty with whom I was acquainted were not

then conversant with the details of the art ; they merely used the chain

and could find out the points in the horizon by means of the compass.

In drawing their maps they used those made by Europeans which they

either reduced or enlarged in scale ; then they added the different

places omitted or unknown to the Europeans. Although this map is

not without errors, yet I think it is and may be, unfortunately for a long

period, the best and most detailed that has as yet appeared.

For 200 years a number of Europeans of different nations have inha-

bited Cochmchi?w, others Tonquin, and others again Gamboge. Some

had factories and were occupied with commerce ; others were mis-

sionaries and attended to the instruction of the infidels and to the relief

of the Christians. How happened it that in those happy times, when

these strangers were protected and even enjoyed liberty, none of them

have given us any knowledge of the geography of the country? About

this period the Jesuits at the court of Pekin were giving to the enlightened

world the most exact and most complete plans of an immense empire.

In my opinion if the different kingdoms that I have enumerated had had

as their chief a man like Gang Hi, who protected the fine arts, we should

have enjoyed the same advantage. But to the eyes of an ignorant

prince and people he who dared to construct any geographical instru-

ments so as to make observations, might have paid rather dear for such

a temerity, either by death or at least by exile. I will give you an

example of what I have just said. In the year 1818 or 1819, the offi-

cers of a French frigate " Le Henri^ which was anchored in the river

Hue, and who had been very well received by the king Gia Long
father of the reigning prince, wished to regulate their chronometers

and had come ashore and prepared an artificial horizon. The day after

the king having been informed of the preparation of these extraordinary

instruments, had called into his presence the two French mandareens
Messrs. Vannier and Chagneau, who were in his service, and said

to them in the presence of the assembled council : " It appears that the

officers of the frigate are making a map of the country, order them to

discontinue their attempt." If Gia Long, whose sentiments towards
Europeans were so different from those of his son, acted in this way,
what hope can we have of being better acquainted with the interior of
this country so long as things are in this state ?

It was a pity that Captain Macleod was unable to carry his

researches beyond the 3rd degree of longitude. His services would have
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been of great use, had he been able to have come down the Me
hong river from the 18th degree to the 11th of latitude north. But

let us hope that what is delayed, is not altogether lost. Captain

Macleod has opened and cleared the road. Under the present cir-

cumstances it appears to me to be the best and only route to be taken •

as neither the Siamese nor Cochinchinese will allow Europeans to

enter their country to go and visit Laos, and much less to prepare in-

struments to make observations with.

About the year 1770, Mr. Levavasseur, a missionary at Camboge,

well acquainted with the different localities, informs us ;
" that the town

of Columpe^, which some geographers have placed on the western branch

of the Mecon, is in reality very near to this river, but on another river

nearly as large which flows from a large lake from Camboge, and after

passing Columpe' enters the Mecon." The same person in another place

says " after passing Columpe we soon arrived at the place, where the

river, whicn flows past the royal town, enters the Mecon" Here the

bishop of Canuthe remarked to me that the river that enters Cochinchina

is one of the branches of the great river, which after having been sub-

divided in Cochinchina enters the sea at two different places ; adding

to these two the mouth of the Bassac is the cause of geographers say-

ing that the Mecon enters the sea at three different places : it is as well

to add that the ancient geographers made no mistake in placing the

three mouths of the Mecon in the Camboge, for in former days this

kingdom extended as far. (Nouvelles lettres edifiantes, torn. VI.)

In the days of this missionary, the dominions of the king of Cochin-

china did not extend so far as the country watered by the western

branch of the Mecon. It is surprising that the greater part of our

geographers have not profited by these observations, and that the route

traced out by the ancient geographers should still be followed without

trying to amend it. Maltebrun says that one can only guess at the

right situation of Lac-tho which a recent traveller says is situated to the

north of Laps, between Tong-kin and China. I have tried to find its

situation and I think I have succeeded. From the narrative of the

missionaries, this country of Lac-tho, which is nothing more than a

canton, contains about 1500 inhabitants, and is situated at the extre-

mity of Tong-kin towards the west, is dependent of the province of

Thanh-hoa-mgoai, and is situated on the borders of the provinces of

Hung-hoa of Soutdy or Doai and of Nam-thuong. I think Mal-
tebrun was wrong in only seeing in the Lac-tho, the Laos by the

Chinese name of Lac-tchoue.

2 s 2
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At present a large country is designated by the name of the kingdom

of Laos, or more properly Lao, because a number of towns or small

states bear that name. For instance in the Cochinchinese map there

is a great kingdom called Lao long ; its capital town is near the river,

called Mecon when it approaches Camboge ; but near the capital itself

this river bears the name of Ciu long giang, which signifies, the river

of the nine dragons. I think that from the word Lao long, the extent

of country situated between two chains of mountains and watered by

this great river has been called Lao. I was unable to place in my map
this town of Lao long as it appears to be between the first and second

degrees of longitude east and about the 22nd of latitude north. I was

surprised at not finding this capital in Mr. Macreod's map. Mal-
tebrun and many others have placed the source of this river in the

province of Yun-nam in China. But I am persuaded that this river

flows from the mountains of Thibet. In a short time I have no doubt

tbat we shall obtain proof of what I have advanced. It is indicated in

the map of Cochinchina and the extraordinary inundation of this river

about the month of September proves also, that the melting of the ice of

Thibet, is the cause of its overflowing its banks and spreading its waters

over Camboge and lower Cochinchina, and causing the same fertility as

the Nile does in Egypt. What Maltebrun speaks of a traveller

having arrived at Laos from China by descending one of the rivers &nd

crossing a lake, does not prove that the Camboge river has its source in

China ; this on the contrary accords exactly with the Cochinchinese

map ; about the 23rd or 24th degree of latitude one of the rivers, which

flows from the mountains of Ligam-nam, enters the great river of

Camboge. This Portuguese traveller must have taken the junction of

these two rivers for a lake.

The Dutch ambassador, Gerard Van Wuthof visited Laos in

1641, and if we exclude Le Marini whose works I was unable to

procure, it is to the Dutch we are indebted for what little we know of

Laos. They embarked on board small boats at Camboge, and were

eleven weeks reaching Vienchau, the capital of one of the states of Laos

I

In the Cochinchinese map this town is called Ban chuu, but the

Siamese call it Vien chau and I think this its real name. I do not

know why some geographers call it Lanchaing or Luntchung, others

Langyone which is not a bit better. Others have at a short distance

from Vien chau added the town of Sandepara ; I have not mentioned

this place because I could find no trace of it in any of my maps. The

greater number of the small kingdoms composing the country of Laos

I have included in the Cochinchinese empire, because I think them all
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tributary to that empire. Some pay their tribute in gold, musk, gum,

lac, &c. ; others again in elephants' teeth, rhinoceros' horns, skins of deer

and other animals, aromatic gums, &c. The Cochinchinese sell their

silks, but salt is the most profitable substance ; formerly this commodity

used to be sold for its weight in gold.

The language and customs of the country of Laos resemble in a

great measure those of Siam and Camboge. The religion of Buddha is

in the same state of veneration as in these two countries, but a few

changes have been introduced by the Bonzes. There are in this

country a number of idols and Bonzes ; one scarcely finds a village with-

out them. Near the residence of the princes there is generally a mag-

nificent temple and a gilt idol of an enormous size. Each prince as

he succeeds to the throne has it re-gilt. The custom of burning the

dead bodies near it is still kept up, and of preserving the ashes in an

earthen vase placed in the temple of the idol. Their Bonzes have

however broken the law of abstinence ; they leave this part of the rites

to their brethren, while they themselves eat indifferently all sorts of

meat. They themselves have ordained that they may marry ; this is not

allowed in Camboge of Siam and Cochinchina, where if they do not wish

to remain in celibacy they are obliged to quit the pagoda.

The Dutch who ascended the Camboge river on their way to Lao, found

this river very broad in some places and very narrow and full of rocks

in others. The most remarkable places they saw were Loim, GocJce-

lok, Looim, Simpou, Sombok, Sojnbabow, and Baatsiong. Out of

the whole of these I only meet with Sombok and Sombabour which

were formerly towns of Camboge. I have not placed either of them in

my map, because in the last century the frequent civil wars have caused

great ravages, and the constant incursions of the Cochinchinese and

principally those of the Siamese have ruined many towns and changed

the face of the whole country. A great number of the inhabitants

were killed ; others again were taken into captivity. The Cochinchinese

seeing that a part of these territories was uncultivated, advanced little

by little to cultivate a land, the fertility of which was surprising, and

at last ended by being the only masters of this part.

The empire of Anamite, which at its origin, was nothing more than a

small state has become a vast and powerful empire by the conquest of

Ciampee of Tong-king and of Camboge ; this empire might be compared

at its foundation to a small rivulet that becomes larger as different streams

enter it. If the geography of this country and of its neighbouring

kingdoms has become obscure, it is not, as Maltkbrun says, from its

having been, treated of by numerous writers who contradict each other,
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but owing to the numerous changes that have taken place in conse-

quence of fresh conquests and usurpations. A scientific and clever

traveller who would penetrate into these vast and almost unknown

countries would render a great service to science.

V.

—

On the Reg-Ruwan or moving sand, a singular phenomenon of
sound near Cabul with a sketch. By Capt. Alex. Burnes,

In the vicinity of Cabul there is a phenomenon similar to what occurs

at Jabal Nahous, or the sounding mountain, near Tor in the Red Sea.

It is called Reg-liuivun or the moving sand, and is thus described by

the emperor Baber. " Between these plains there is a small hill in

which there is a line of sandy ground, reaching from the top to the bot-

tom of the hill. They called it Khwdja Reg-Ruwan. They say that

in the summer season the sound of drums and nagarets issues from this

sand." The place has been seldom visited, being in the Kohistan or

troubled part of the country, but the power of the present chief of

Cubul has subdued the rebellious tribes near, and an opportunity was

thus afforded us of visiting it, which we did in October last.

The description of Baber above given, though it appears marvellous,

is accurate ; Reg-Ruwan is about forty miles north of Cabul towards

Hindu, kosh and near the base of the mountains. Two ridges of hills,

detached from the rest, run in and meet each other ; at the apex of

this, a sheet of sand, as pure as that on the sea shore, with a slope of

about 406
, forms the face of a hill to its summit, which is about 400

feet high. When this sand is set in motion by a body of people, who

slide down it, a sound is emitted. On the first trial we distinctly heard

two loud, hollow sounds such as would be given by a large drum. On
two subsequent attempts we heard nothing, so that perhaps the sand

requires to be for a time settled before the curiosity is displayed. There

is an echo in the place, and the inhabitants have a belief that the sounds

are only heard on Friday when the saint of Reg-Ruwan, who is interred

hard by, permits ! The locality of the sand is remarkable, there being

none other in the neighbourhood. Reg-Ruwan faces the south but the

wind of Purwan fbadi Purwan) blows from the north for the greater

part of the year, and has probably deposited it by an eddy. Such is the

violence of this wind that all the trees in the neighbourhood bend to the

south, and a field, after a few years, requires to be recleared of the

pebbles and stones which the loss of soil lays bare. The mountains

here are generally composed of granite or mica, but at Reg-Ruwan we

had sandstone, lime, slate and quartz.
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In a late number of the Journal of the Asiatic Society, an extract of

a letter from Lieutenant Wellstead of the Indian Navy, described

the mountain in the Red Sea, which has also been mentioned by Gray
and Seetzen. There would appear to be some variation in the kind of

sound issued, but both are, I suppose, explained by one theory and that

given by Mr. James Prinsep, regarding Jabal Nakous, being merely

* a reduplication of impulse setting air in vibration in a focus of echo.'

At all events Reg-Buwan is another example of the phenomenon, and

the accompanying sketch of its locale may please those interested in

acoustics.

Reg~Ruwan is seen from a great distance, and the situation of the

sand is so curious that it might almost be imagined the hill had been

cut in two, and that it had gushed forth as from a sand bag, though the

wind could have brought it together. Convulsions of nature however

are exceedingly common in this part of the world. Babee mentions

one to have occurred in his time and in this very plain, so " that, in some

places, the ground was elevated to the height of an elephant above its

old level, and in others as much depressed." A severe earthquake took

place in Cabill six years ago and shocks happen so frequently as twice

or thrice in a month. We had no less than three of these on the 14th

of December last, and many before and since, but they were all slight.

A passing shake, with a rumbling noise, is called " goozur" to distin-

guish it from " zilzillee" or earthquake, which the inhabitants denomi-

nate a motion that is tremulous. A Cashmerian lately asked me to

inform him what was the cause of the series of earthquakes that con-

tinued daily without intermission for six successive months in Cashmeer

about four or five years ago. If these reports be true, Cashmeer may
have been a lake as is generally supposed, or it may have been any

thing. The frequency of volcanic action in these countries is deserv-

ing of much attention.

VI.

—

On the Siah-pdsh Kaffirs with specimens of their language and
costume. By Captain Alex. Burnes*.

The extreme interest which attaches to the history and condition of the

Kaffirs, who occupy the mountainous regions of northern Afhagnistan,

has excited much curiosity, which it is my endeavour to gratify, having

* Captain Burnes in the letter to Mr. Secretary Macnaghten, forwarding this

interesting note, writes :

—

" I early determined either to attempt in person to enter Kaffiristan or to send
one of the gentlemen along with me, but the services of all being disposed of else-
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just met several Kaffirs in Cabdl, who had been captured at an advanc-

ed age, and were still familiar with the language and manners of their

countrymen. I have also of late seen people both Hindu and Muham-

madan, who had visited the habitations of the Kaffirs and have thus had

the opportunity presented of hearing what these people thought of them-

selves and how they were viewed by foreigners. The account of the

Kaffirs, given by Mr. Elphinstone, renders it unnecessary to repeat

the many details which will be found in his work ; my object being to

improve our present knowledge and clear up, if possible, some of the

existing obscurity.

In speaking of their nation, the Kaffirs designate themselves as the

Muhammadans do i Kaffirs' with which they do not couple any opprobrious

meaning though it implies infidel. They consider themselves descended

ofone KoMKSHAi,and their Muhammadan neighbours, either corrupt the

word or, assign them a lineage from Koreish, one of the noblest of the

tribes of Arabia, to the language of whicji country they further state

that of the Kaffirs to be allied. They have no distinction of black and

white Kaffirs that I could hear of ; and one of the Kaffir informants

assured me that his tribe looked upon all as brothers, who wore ringlets

and drank wine ! They have however no definite idea of the surround-

ing countries, Bajour and Kuner to the south being the limits of their

geographical knowledge. They have no books, nor is reading or writ-

ing known in the nation, so that they have no recorded traditions*

Their country has many table-lands some of which extend for fifteen or

twenty miles, and on these there are always villages ; Wygul and

Camdesh are on one of these plateaus, and eastward of the latter lies the

country of the Muhammadans. The winter is severe, but in summer

grapes ripen in great abundance.

The words of a young Kaffir, about eighteen years of age now in

Cabiil, will afibrd the best explanation of many of their customs. His

name as a Kaffir was Deeabur, as a Muhammadan it has been changed

to Fureedoom. He fell into the hands of the Muhammadans eighteen

months since, by losing his road when passing from his native village

of Wygul to Gimeer, to visit a relative. He is a remarkably handsome

young man, tall with regular Grecian features, blue eyes and fair com-

plexion, and is now a slave of the Ameer. Two other Kaffir boys, eight

where, no opportunity has been yet presented of hearing how a European observer

would regard that singular race. As there is much curiosity, both on the continent

and in our own country, about the Kaffirs, and we are naturally looked to for in-

formation regarding them, I have transmitted this paper to Government that his

Lordship the Governor General may be pleased to dispose of it as he deems proper.'*
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and nine years old, who came along with him, had ruddy complexions

hazel eyes and auburn hair. They also had less beauty and high cheek-

bones, but they were still handsome, and extremely intelligent. Their

Kaffir names were Teengeer and Choudur, and that of their mothers

Rajmal andBRAOPAGLY. None of these Kaffirs, nor two others which

I saw, had any resemblance to the Afghans or even Cashmerians.

They looked a distinct race, as the most superficial observer would

have remarked on seeing them.

Deenbur said that there was no chief of the Kaffirs, but that great

men were called Salmunash. They do not appear to carry on any

combined operations against their neighbours, but they retaliate, when

an invasion of their frontier takes place, and are very inveterate against

the Muhammadans, and give no quarter to captives. They possess great

agility and activity, qualities which their enemies accord to them.

Muhammadans seldom venture to enter their country as travellers, but

Hindus go as merchants and beggars (fakirsJ and are not ill used. I

met a Muhammadan who had passed into Budukhshan and was not mo-

lested. In killing their food, the Kaffirs have no ceremonies, they

sacrifice cows and goats to Doghan, the Supreme Being, particularly

at a great festival which occurs in the beginning of April and lasts for

ten days. They have idols and know the Hindu god Maha'deo by name,

but they all eat beef and have either lost their Hindu belief or never

had any thing in common with it. They neither burn nor bury their

dead but place the body in a box arrayed in a fine dress, which consists

of goat skins or Cashgar woollens ; they then remove it to the summit

of a hill near the village where it is placed but never interred. Kaffir

females till the ground, and in eating the men sit apart from the women.

They have no tables, the dish containing the meal is placed on a tripod

made of iron rods of which Deenbur and his companions made a model

for me with twigs. They assemble around this and eat sitting on stools

or chairs without backs. They are very fond of honey, wine and vine-

gar, all of which they have in abundance. They have no domestic fowls,

nor is there a horse in their country ; wheat and barley are their grains,

there is no juwaree. They are very found of music and dancing but,

as in eating, the men separate from the women, and the dance of the

one sex differs from that of the other. Both were exhibited to me>

that of the men consists of three hops on one foot, and then a stamp ; the

women place their hands on their shoulders and leap with both feet>

going round in a circle. They have a two-stringed instrument and a

kind of drum for music.

2 T
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Deenbur described the mode of life among the Kaffirs to be social,

since they frequently assemble at each other's houses or under the trees

which embosom them, and have drinking parties. In winter they sit

round a fire and talk of their exploits. They drink from silver cups,

trophies of their spoil in war. The wine, which is both light and dark,

will keep for years and is made by expressing the juice under the feet

into a large earthen jar, described to be of delicate workmanship. Old

and young of both sexes drink wine, and grape juice is given to children

at the breast. A Kaffir slave girl, who became a mother, shortly after

her arrival in Cabul, demanded wine or vinegar after the birth of her

child, the latter was given to her, she caused five or six walnuts to be

burned and put in it, drinking it off and refusing all the luxuries of

Cabul. The costume of the nation is better shewn in the accompany-

ing sketch than by description ; a successful warrior adds to it a waist-

band ornamented with a small belt for every Muhammadan he has killed.

The daughter of such a one also, has the privilege of wearing certain

ornaments entwined in her hair, made of sea shells or cowries, which

no one can usurp without signal punishment. A Hindu, who was pre-

sent at a Kaffir marriage, informed me that the bridegroom had his food

given to him behind his back because he had not killed a Muhammadan.
Enmities frequently arise among them, but the most deadly feud may be
extinguished by one of the parties kissing the nipple of his antagonist's

left breast, as being typical of drinking the milk of friendship. The
other party then returns the compliment by kissing the suitor on the

head, when they become friends till death. The Kaffirs do not sell their

children to Muhammadans ; though a man, in distress, may sometimes

dispose of his servant or steal a neighbour's child and sell it.

I asked my oldest Kaffir informant if he regretted the loss of his

country and he, at once, replied that their Kaffir customs were best but,

here, he preferred those of Muhammad. He had, however, imbibed a

taste for Islam, and observed that here there was religion and there

none. He told me a singular fact of a Kaffir relative of his own, named
Shubood, who had been captured and, becoming a Moollah, travelled,

under the name of Korosh, into India, returning about three years ago,

to Kaffiristan when he made known many things to the Kaffirs which
they had never before heard of: after a short stay, he wished to quit the

country but he was not permitted. The names of places which Deen-
bur remembered were Wygul, Gimeer, Cheemee, Kaygul, Minchgul,
Ameeshdesh, Jamuj, Nishaigram, Richgul Deree, Kuttar, Camdesh,
Douggul, Pendesh, Villegul and Savendesh. It is however, believed

that all the inhabitants of Durai Noor, and other defiles of Hindu
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koosh north of Cabdl and Julalabad, are converted Kaffirs, which their

appearance and mixed language seem to bear out.

The language of Kaffiristan is altogether unintelligible to Hindus

and their Uzbek and Afghan neighbours; some of its sound, soft labials

are scarcely to be pronounced by a European, but the accompanying

specimens will illustrate it. They were taken from Deenbur. The

sentences that follow bear, however, an evident affinity to the languages

of the Hindu stock. As the Kaffirs have no written character, I give

them in an English dress. When in the Kohistan of Cabal, near

Punjsheer, I had an opportunity of meeting some of the people, who
speak Pushye, which resembles the dialect of the Kaffirs as may be

supposed from their proximity to them, and as will be seen in the annex-

ed vocabulary. Pushye is spoken in eight villages, named as follows :

1 Eeshpein, 2 Eeshkein, 3 Soudur, 4 AUsye, 5 Ghyu, 6 Doornama,

7 Dura i pootta and 8 Mulaikir, all of which are situated among
or near the seven valleys of Nujrow (huft dura i nujrow). The

Pushyes are considered a kind of Tajiks by the Afghans.

I have stated the account which the Kaffirs give of themselves. I

received the following additional particulars from a Muhammadan, who

had visited four villages named Kutar, Gimeer
f Deoos and Sets, all of

which are beyond the frontier hamlet of Koolman, which is inhabited

by Neemchu Mussulmans and lies north of Julalabad. He described

the Kaffirs as a very merry race, without care, and hoped he would not

be considered disrespectful, when he stated that he had never seen

people more resembling Europeans in their intelligence, habits and

appearance as well as in their hilarous tone and familiarity, over their

witf£. They have all tight clothes, sit on leathern stools, and are exceed-

ingly hospitable. They always give wine to a stranger and it is often

put in pitchers, like water, at public places which any one may drink.

To ensure a supply of it they have also very strict regulations prevent-

ing the grapes being cut before a certain day. My informant consider-

ed the country of the Kaffirs quite pervious to a traveller if he got a

Kaffir to be his security. They have no ferocity of disposition, however

barbarous some of their customs appear ; and, besides the mode of

ensuring pardon already described, he stated that if a Kaffir has killed

ten men of a tribe, he can secure forgiveness by throwing down his

knife before his enemies, trampling on it and kneeling.

Besides my Muhammadan informant I met a Hindu at Peshaiwur,

who had penetrated into the higher Kaffir country, about twenty-five

miles from Chughansurall where he resided for eleven days : some of

his observations are curious. He was protected by a Kaffir and expe-

2 t 2
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rienced no difficulties, but he would not have been permitted to go

among the more distant Kaffirs : had he attempted it, he either would

have been killed or compelled to marry and live for good among them.

He was not however convinced of the journey being impracticable*

He was kindly treated as far as he went, and admitted to their houses.

He saw them dancing and describes the race to be of exquisite beauty,

with arched eyebrows and fine complexion ! These Kaffirs allow a lock

of hair to grow on the right side of the head, and the Hindu declares

they were of his own creed as they knew Siva. They had bows and

arrows for defence, they pulled the strings of the former with their toes

and their arrows had heads like drooping lilies. Their country had many

flowers and much shade. Many coins are found in it resembling those

to be procured about Bajour, and some of which have Grecian inscrip-

tions. The worthy Hindu insisted upon its being a fact that the Kaffirs

sold their daughters to the Muhammadans according to their size, twenty

rupees per span being a fair valuation ! There is certainly no difficulty

in procuring Kaffir slaves, and the high prices which are readily given

may have induced these poor people, who closely adjoin the Muhamma-
dan countries, to enter upon this unnatural traffic.

But by far the most singular of all the visitors to the Kaffir country

of whom I have heard was an individual, who went into it from Cabal

about the year 1829. He arrived from Candahar and gave himself

out, to be a Gubr or fireworshipper and an " Ibrahime" (follower of

Abrahim) from Persia, who had come to examine the Kaffir country

where he expected to find trace of his ancestors. He alighted in Cabul

with the Armenians, called himself Shuhryar, which is a name current

among the Parsees of these days. His hosts used every argument to

dissuade his going on such a dangerous journey, but he proceeded to

Julalabad and Lughman, where he left his pony and property and
entered the Kaffir country as a mendicant by way of Nujjil, and was
absent for some months. On his return, after quitting Kajfiristan, he
was barbarously murdered by the neighbouring Hazdras of the All
Purnst tribe ; whose Malik, Oosman, was so incensed at his country-
men's conduct that he exacted a fine of two thousand rupees as the price

of his blood. All these facts were communicated to me by the Arme-
nians in Cabul, but whether poor Shuhryar was a Bombay Parsee or
a Persian Gubr, I could not discover, though I am disposed to believe
him the latter as he carried along with him " a rukum" or document
from the shah of Persia. The death of this successful sojourner among
the Kaffir tribes is a subject for deep regret, but it holds out a hope
that some one may still follow the adventurous example of this disciple of
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Zoroaster, and yet visit the Kaffirs in their native glens. I know not

what could have given rise to an identification of the Kaffir race with

that of ancient Persia, but the mode of disposing of their dead on hills,

without interment, but there are certainly traditions all over Afghanis-

tan regardiug the Gubrs or fireworshippers, and one of their principal

cities, called Gurdez, in Ztlnnut south of Cabul, yet exists, which even

in Baber's time, was a place of considerable strength.

The country of the Kaffirs has also been entered by many wandering

jewellers who pass through it, which brings me to make mention of its

adjoining districts and their peculiarities. One of these individuals had

visited Cashgar beyond Deer, and proceeded thence to the town of

Shah Kuttore under Chitral and on to BaduTchshan, habited as a

fakir. He always received bread when he asked for it, but could not

have, with safety, made himself known. The account of this man's

journey is curious as well as what he saw during it. Near a " zyarut"

or place of pilgrimage at Bajour there is an inscription which, from

the specimen shewn to me, I take to be old Sanskrit. About two miles

beyond there is another inscription ; between the village of Deer and

Arabkhan, there is a third, towards Cashgar, where the road is cut

through the hill for some yards, the fame of the artificer being com-

memorated. Katigiram is an ancient place a day's march from Deer.

Two days' journey from Bajour, there is a small idol cut in black stone

and attached to the rock. It is in a sitting posture, about two and a half

feet high, and is said to have a helmet on the head similar to what is

seen in the coins from Bajour. It may be a Hindu figure for that tribe

hold it sacred, but idols are to be dug up throughout all this country and

a small one, eight or nine inches high, was brought to me from Swat

which represented a pot-bellied figure cut in stone, half seated, with

crossed arms and a hand placed on its head. Such idols are also found at

the " tope" in the plain of Peshawur, and, whether they represent

Bacchus or some less celebrated hero, antiquarians must determine.

But to continue the jeweller's rambles. At Cashgar he purchased rock

crystal (beloor) from the shepherds, who, simple men that they are,

believe it to be the frozen ice of an hundred years ! In situ a maund of

it costs twenty rupees and he doubled his outlay on returning by mak-

ing it into seals and armlets. It is exported to China as buttons for the

caps of the Mandarins. From Cashgar the onward journey was made
for lapis lazuli and rubies which he found in Dudulchshan. Leaving

Cashgar he crossed the river that passes Chitral, and which is here

called the water of Kuner ; in three days he came to a hill called

" Koh-i-nugsan" or the hill of injury, down which he slid upon the
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frozen snow in a leathern shirt and came to a bridge, but this is not on

the high road. I was so much pleased with the novel account of his

journey, that I prevailed on the man to repeat it and attend to such

instructions as I should give him regarding copies of the inscriptions,

&c. but he has not yet joined me.

Vocabulary of the Kaffir language.

English. Kaffir.
God Yamrai, Doghan
Sky Dillu
Star Tarah
Sun Soe
Moon Mas
World Dunya or doonya
Earth Palal

Water Au
Wind Dama
Fire Ai
Lightning Pulak
Thunder Trankyas
Clouds Mayar
Rain Wash
Snow Zim
Ice Achama
Moist Ashai
Hot Tapi
Cold Yoz
Spring Vastinck
Summer Vasunt
Autumn Shari

Winter Zuin
Kill Da
Plain Gulula
Pond Aza
River Galmula
Canal Shuelaw
Tree Ushtun
Desert Ghatada
Fruits Deraz
Green Yuz
Horse Goa
Ass Ghuda
Bullock Ga
Cow Istriki gao
Sheep Vami
Goat Vasru
Dog Tun
Shepherd Pashka
Herd Icho
Tiger Se
House Ama
Door Do
Window Dari
Rope Utrek
'Pin Kakhche

English.

Wheat
Barley
Grass
Flour
Bread
Milk
Cheese
Jar
Pot
Salt

Man
Woman
Son
Daughter
Father
Mother
Brother
Sister

Uncle
Priest

Ink
Tongue
Haii-

Forehead
Ear
Eye
Nose
Mouth
Teeth
Chin
Heart
Hand
Finger
Nail
Foot
Cotton
Wool
Cloth
Shoe
Quilt

Iron

Silver

Gold
Soldier

Chief
Troop
Fort

Kaffir.
Gum
Yii

Yus
Bre
Eu
Zor
Kila
Sha
Siri

Vok
Naursta
Mashi
Dabla
Dabli
Tala
Hai
Bura
Sosi

Kench taula

Deshtan
Kacha
Jip

Kech
Taluk
Kar
Achan
Nasd
Ash
Dint
Deli
Zuduwan
Chapal pain

Agun
Nuncha
Kur
Poche
Varak
Kamis
Vachai
Brastan
Chima
Chitta
Sone
Oatah
Salmanash
Katki
Qila
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English. Kaffir. English.- Kaffir.

Wall Barkan Five Pich

King
Bow

Pacha Six Shu

Shindri Seven Soti

Arrow Kain Eight Osht

Sword Tavali Nine Nu
Shield Karai Ten Dosh

Spear Shel Twenty Vaslii

Armour Jirah Thirty (not known only

Axe Chavi even tens)

Knife Kalai Forty Dovashi

Tobacco Tamaku Sixty Trevashi

One Ek Eighty Chal

Two Du Hundred Chatavashi

Three Tie Thousand Hazar
Four Chata

Questions in the Kaffir Language

What is your name? Too ba nam kussoora ?

Where i s your country? Eema ba desh akineora ?

Where iire you going ? Akeeny gayish ?

In your country do they dance ? Eema ba deshakna natee chaol?

Do you drink wine ? Chookrye piash ?

I do not understand. Yai na piam.

Give me water. Eeu an as.

Is the road bad ? Poout awaiwa.

Are there bears in Kaffiristan ? Eema ba deshukua broo wa ?

How many days' journey from Wygul Wygul oshtee kittee wass ka dunooa
to Camdesh ?

*

Camdesh ?

Who lives in Shah Kuttore's country? Shah Kuttore bu deshunaki visheen
ust mom ?

Muhammadans reside there ? Moosulmannis heen ust mom ?

Is there any king in Wygul ? Wygul pucha waist a nuwair ?

How many towns are there? Kitee shuhr war?

Specimens of the Pushye Dialect.

English. Pushye. English. Pushye.
Bread Aoo Foot Payam
Water Oorgai Waist Gamum
Mother Ai Breast Simoom
Wife Ishterkoom Belly Koochun
Son Pootram Thigh Dawaram
Forehead Till Knee Kareem
Eyebrows Kash - Fingers Angoram
Nose Nost Ear Kaiam
Lip Ooshtam Hair Loom
Mouth Gilamam Butter Ghoost
Beard Darim Flour Aboee
Hard H ustam

Ques

Meat

tions.

Pe

Are you hungry ? Awa tooma?
Are you thirsty ? Tunooma ?

The sun is hot. Soora gurma.
Have you fever ? Pare jech ke ?

What is your name ? Name kera ?

Where are you
j
ijoing ? Kuro shart ke ?

When will you return ? Kima le yai ?

Is it snowing ? Lange taroo
"*
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VII.

—

Examination ofthe Inscriptionsfrom Girnar in Gujerdt, and
Dhauli in Cuttack, continued hy James Prinsep, Sec. As. Soc,

Sanskrit Inscription, No. I,from Junagarh.

After the announcement made in the proceedings of the Society,

published in the present journal, that the Governor General has acced-

ed to my request for the deputation of an officer to take exact facsimiles

of the several inscriptions in Gujerat which have turned out to be of so

important a nature, it may seem premature or superfluous to continue

the publication of the analysis of the less perfect document now in my
hands, But it is only in a few uncertain passages that the expected

corrections are desired. The body of the matter is sufficiently intelli-

gible, both in the Pali edicts of Girnar published last month, and in

the Sanskrit inscription from Junagarh, which I have chosen for the

subject of my present notice.

I should indeed be doing an injustice to Captain Lang who executed

the cloth facsimile for the President of the Bombay Literary Society,

and to Dr. Wilson himself, who so graciously placed it at my disposal,

when doubtless he might with little trouble have succeeded himself in

interpreting it much better than I can do, from his wr
ell known proficiency

i i the Sanskrit language ; it would, I say, be an injustice to them, were

I to withhold the publication of what is already prepared for the press,

which may be looked upon as their property, and their discovery,

and to mix it with what may hereafter be obtained by a more accurate

survey of the spot.

Before, however, proceeding to the inscription itself, I have much

pleasure in inserting Dr. Wilson's account of his visit to the place,

and of the mode in which the inscriptions were taken down under his

instructions. It was printed in the Bombay Christian Spectator, whence

the author has kindly extracted it at my request, in a letter first receiv-

ed from Bombay.

Account of a visit to Girnar hy the Rev. J. Wilson, D. D.

It was on the 13th of March, 1835, that I visited the Girnar moun-

tain. The following is the extract from my journal which you have

asked me to send to you.

" After leaving the Nawab of Jundgad (with whom and his darbar

I had spent the preceding night in keen, but friendly discussion),

I rested for a little, and then proceeded in a doli to the celebrated

Girnar hill. I found myself at the base of it (the road leads

through thick jangal) about day-break. The ascent is very difficult,
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and in some places, from the precipitousness of the mountain, rather

trying to the nerves. The rock is of granite, containing, particularly

near the summit, a large quantity of mica. There is scarcely any

vegetation upon it, and indeed from its steepness, no possibility of

the formation of a soil. The largest temples are at an elevation, I

should think, of about 2000 feet, estimating the greatest height at 2500.

They are built of the granite, though some of the steps and staircases

are formed of sandstone, from the plain below. They are works of pro-

digious labour, and are executed in excellent taste. They are at pre-

sent appropriated by the Jainas ; but the most ancient and remarkable

of them appear to me from the Dhagob, and other arrangements, to be

undoubtedly Buddhist. The most remarkable Jaina images in them,

are those of Nemindtha, not much exceeding the size of a man, black

and ornamented with gold, and at present worshipped ; and JRishabh-

deva, of a colossal size, of granite, covered with white chunam ; and

Parasndtha. In the inferior parts, there are the images of all the twen-

ty-four Tirihankars. There are numerous cells in the courts of the

temples, and places adjoining, which were probably formerly used by

the priests. At present, the only persons who live on the hill, are the

sipahis who guard the temples, a few pujdris, and pilgrims who come

to worship, and who may sojourn for a night or two. I was allowed to

go through all the temples, and even to enter the shrines, and measure

the idols. When I had finished the inspection of them, a large com-

pany of Yatis and Banias came to perform their devotions ; and as soon

as I could command their attention, I preached to them the words of

eternal life

" After taking a little refreshment, I proceeded to the temple situat-

ed at the summit of the hill. Though goodlooking in the exterior, and

evidently of Buddhist, or Jaina, origin, it is very filthy within. In

one extremity, there is an uncarved block of granite, with huge eyes

and a monstrous mouth depicted upon it, sacred to Devi under the

name of Ambdmd. I found a good many people around it, to whom I

spoke on the folly and guilt of idolatry, There are two other peaks on

the hill, from one of which the Hindus, who get tired of life, throw

themselves down in the hope of making a speedy journey of it to heaven.

I did not think of visiting them, on account of the difficulty of reaching

them. There was, however, a staircase leading to them, as to the peak

on which I stood.

" The view from the top of Girndr is one which is not dearly pur-

chased at the expense of ascending it. It embraces the adjoining hills

(of granite), and one of which, the Dhdtar, vies with it in height, and an

2 u
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immense range of low country extending in all directions, and toward

the west, reaching to the sea. There is much jangal on the lower hills \

and cultivation, from the want of water, is not very extensive in the

low country. Villages appear scattered only here and there.

" I made as quick a descent of the mountain as possible, that I

might reach, before the darkness of night settled upon me, the block of

granite near Jimdgad, which contains the ancient inscriptions which,

though never deciphered, have attracted much attention. I was able to

accomplish the object which I had in view. After examining the block

for a little, and comparing the letters with several ancient Sanskrita

alphabets in my possession, I found myself able, to my great joy, and

that of the brahmans who were with me, to make out several words,

and to decide as to the probable possibility of making out the whole.

The taking a copy of the inscriptions I found, from their extent, to be

a hopeless task ; but as Captain Lang (of the Katiawdd Political

Agency), had kindly promised to procure a transcript of the whole for

me, I did not regret the circumstance. ,...,"

" I suggested to Captain Lang, a plan for taking a facsimile of the

inscriptions. I recommended him to cover the rock with native paper

slightly moistened, and to trace with ink the depressions corresponding

with the forms of the letters. The idea of using cloth, instead of paper

was entirely his own ; and to that able officer, and his native assistants,

are we indebted for the very correct facsimile, which he presented to

me, and which I forwarded to you some months ago for your inspection

and use. Inuring the time that it was in Bombay, it was mostly with

Mr. Wa then, who got prepared for yourself, the reduced transcript,

and with a native, who at the request of our Asiatic Society, and with

my permission, prepared a copy for M. Jacquet of Paris. I had

commenced the deciphering of it, when you kindly communicated to me

the discovery of your alphabet ; and I at once determined that you, as

was most justly due. should have the undivided honour of first promulgat-

ing its mysteries. Any little progress which I had made in the attempt

to forge a key, was from the assistance which I had received from the

alphabets formerly published in your transcendantly able work, Mr.

Elliot's Canarese alphabets, and the rigid deductions of Vishnu Shas-

tri, my quondam pandit to whom Mr. Wathen has expressed his obli-

gations in his paper on some ancient copper-plate grants lately sent by

him to England. Vishnu's palaeographical studies, I may mention, com-

menced with Dr. Babington's paper, which I showed to him some years

ago; and they were matured under Mr. Wathen. I mention these

facts from my desire to act according to the maxim, Suum cuique tribue.
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" The rock containing the inscriptions, it should be observed, is about

a mile to the eastward of Jundgad, and about four miles from the base

of Gimdr, which is in the same direction. It marks, I should think,

the extremity of the Maryadd of the sacred mountain. The Jainas,

as the successors of the Bauddhas, greatly honor it. They maintain

pinjardpurs, or brute hospitals, like the Banyas of Surat, in many of

the towns both of the peninsula and province of Gujerdt ; and practise

to a great extent the philopsychy of the long forgotten, but now restor-

ed, edict of Asoka."

The rock or large stone above alluded to, appears to contain all three

inscriptions. On the eastern side facing the Gimdr hill are the edicts

of Asoka in the old character :—on the western side the Sanskrit inscrip-

tion which I have selected as my theme for the present occasion; and

on the southern side a third inscription longer even than either of the

others, but somewrhat more modern, and less distinct.

The western inscription, then, is near the top of the stone :—it covers

a surface of ten feet and a half in breadth, by five feet in height. The

stone is a good deal cut or worn away in two places, but it does not

seem that any thing has been lost on the outer edges, the irregularities

there visible proceeding from the contour of the stone. Capt. Lang's

facsimile is lithographed on a very reduced scale in PI. XV.
The character is only one remove from the Buddhist alphabet of

Gimdr. It has the same mode of applying the vowel marks e, a, and

o, in particular to those excellent test letters n, n, and m. The vowel i

is still formed of the three dots : but I need not more fully dilate upon

its peculiarities since I have already inserted the whole alphabet, as No. 3

of the comparative table in last month's Journal. A few also of the

principal passages I now subjoin on a larger scale in PL XVI. as upon

them rests the value with which this inscription will doubtless be regard-

ed in Europe as well as in India, on account of the historical information

it is calculated to afford.

Once transcribed into modern Nagari a Sanskrit inscription becomes
easily intelligible through the aid of a skilful pandit. In the present

instance it has only been necessary to change two or three dubious

letters to enable Kamalakanta to explain to me the contents of all

the continuous passages which still exist on the stone, and it is fortu-

nately not very difficult to imagine from the context what must have
occupied most of the spaces now eroded or mutilated.

I have contented myself with a very small copy of the original text,

because hereafter it may have, like the Allahabad inscription, to be
done over again I

u 2 2
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Transcript of the Junagarh inscription. No. 1.

1

.

fa^ T^cTS^f ^^Tcf frf^TTCITCrTrK (15 letters) ^1^ ?

2. (TJT) ^fc^fliJ (30 letters) (^) ^j\^ SffsT*^ €^^-
^Tim^s^faw^^ft'nT (f)

3. ^T5 PfSTT (35 letters
) (fa) ^Tf^fH^IT^I^TT^^

4. cn?T*P ^TrfirreTWSf (34 letters) T^^I TT% ^TTW5?

5. *Trf^ft^5?wij (30 letters) WcffeilT H^rato *CTrM)

6. Tlif^^ftir^^t^t^^t^pT^mTT^saTrtt^ (20 letters)

7. "9isn: *ra*: wir ^ra^Tim ftm *rf^i} ftf^ra*?<twira

(14 letters) feHT^T ^^ransfcTTgcrpf ^ffa*rf**<ErfT

^fa^fi8*r

8. xNsnTfcTW*T—*T7TT^ 8?1 ftW^SnTOW^'ir

^ft^il^Tp (10 letters) ^r*T ?TTTO ^T^TJ ^^1J (TO)

?nwiTO*t ttx^tth^ ^if^ ci ^retroi fti
-^ m^?T^Ti^r

(x(K)^^-gTl[^^T^cT§(^) (9 letters) ^T ^^UTWTOtfW

fTOrefff^ff KT^^vrci!nTOcTO4^£*:f*{3ra ^mT«f

jo. ^^-Rft^r ^(?fr) irinS«rfiTw?8Wwwctc^inrc»
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ftcTCiraf^nfffc (10 letters) ^T^fa" ^nmfWTcTaT^W^
srfimTptiT(«)x(^^in^r (2) ^ sre* T^mfKf*x^-*&€

srfferiT HmT*r% ^Tf^ (5 letters) <TCffTT ftiTT cTfcT^T

ffrt ^HTTFfft Tnprarc (7 letters) egrafkgswt fe^RTTO

mvwltm*Fm{^Kfq f^T^^wwrefsra**!** fere

- ^|t^lOTCc^Tll*niWT *1T (10 letters) Tf% 3RR1J

13. ^^Tf^cTTf^cra^T^TTTif^ ^^T^irT^TXTT^T^rit ppgi

lR*W«hftr9*? t%"5^^T5 (10 letters) re^p^I^R§T^

<n*TT (25) WWtftf^5$" ^fq^f^cTig^TftfecT

17. *P3TO^TOT
«J
^cWfd cjcfiU M frTTCRlTOinir4H4^«^4?*8TOt*TfT
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18. TPP^faTO^^niNTWrT ^*TO TTrfTOT^ iITCSjpnre

*RT«ncnsre ^r*nN iri*r lifter ^xn^reiftreraftr^

iro5br

20. ^faPrecTTO^fef hutT* vr^fi^^crr^;fecrf*rf?r

«

Translation.

(Be it) accomplished! 1 This very impassable bank at the foot of the hill

city, ( Girinagara*J (15 syllables) with wide expansion and with great

depth of strong masonry 3 carried all along the bottom of the said hill,

filling up the interstices or irregularities in even layers up to the height

of the bank (30) by a chosen (architect?) the

foundations of the bridge being completed most substantially by em-

banking off in various ways the water (50)

by workmen cheered on by kindnesses, and with a vast abundance ofmate-

rials was in progress. Then the work continued under favor of the raja

Mahakshatrapa (the great patron of the warrior class) who was named

Swdmi Chastdna (and was completed) in the seventy-second year of

his son, the Kshatrapa, mindful of the lessons of his instructors, the raja

named Arida ma'4 in the dark half of the month of Margairsha

(afterwards) by an immense inundation brought on by

heavy rains converting the whole surface of the earth into an ocean,

and making a mass of mud of the hill of Urjayata (?)— by the

tempestuous waves of the Palesini river, and its several tributaries, the

bridge (was carried away. Subsequently) in conformity with

the original design (it was) repaired with blocks of stone from the hill,

remedying the difficulties of the passage wray with numerous long

beams and trees laid across,—and skilfully uniting them (A
second time) by the force of the waves in a fierce hurricane and flood

1. The same invocation, siddham, is used in the Skandagupta inscription, PI. I.

2. The vowels of the word Girinagar are wanting, but the name cannot be mis-

taken, being modern Girn&r.

3. ^JpSf ^fa=f
?
tne joining or cementation of masonry, is now called by a similar

name jfor^i. I suppose the piers or foundations to be intended.

4. «TT*JKfV^sn?sr (sic)—if this is correctly traced it contains a grammatical error

in the substitution of ^ for : after "5T. The name might be read Atri ; or Rudra, were

the preceding word namno. The date may be read either* varshe dwisaptatita (me)

followed by numerals,—or Ari damni nashte dwisaptati vatsare, in the 72nd year after

the death of Aridama. As there is a space after dwi, sata may be also supplied,

making the date 270.
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(it was) broken down and much damaged, (after which) with

stones and trees and piles B and massive beams 6 stretched across it was

again put into complete repair, with an indestructible embankment

having a length of four hundred cubits, and in like manner having

a breadth of seventy-five cubits, in a wonderful manner taking out all

the water and laying dry the bed of the river 7 by Pupya

Gupta, the territorial treasurer of raja Chandragupta Maurya,
(this) was caused to be done : and by the Yavana raja of Asok a Mau-

rya, (named) Tushaspa, it was ornamented with cornice and parapet,

and with an artificial canal visible there, over which the bridge also ex-

tended, in a manner worthy of the approval of the raja (Afterwards)

by him, who, being predestined from the womb to the unceasing and in-

creasing possession of the fortunes of royalty, was invited by all classes

waiting upon him for the security of their property—to be their king :

—

who from clear intelligence has not suffered the sacrifice of animal life ;

—

who is faithful to his promises—who is courteous in speech,—who in bat-

tle opposed face to face with an equal antagonist and threatening to dis-

charge his weapons,—compassionates his yielding foe, who

gives hope to those of their own accord repairing to him to beseech for

succour......preserving the ancient customs of the town uninfringed by

the proud and insolent ;—who is lord of the countries 8 of Avanti, Anupa

(? ) Vrija, Anartta, Surashtra, Savara, Kukura, Klrdta,

Tishat and others, all conquered by his own might, and maintained in

their former prosperity, and all their inhabitants both high and low

converted into obedient subjects—all these countries, under his majesty

(forming one empire) and furnishing every object of desire and gratifi-

cation :—who is the powerful leader of an army obeying him fondly as

one born with the title of a renowned hero ;—who, after more than

one conquest of Satkarni the. king of Dakshinapatha by merely a

5. ^•Trf^TTT^'JI^^ *ne introduction of Dw6ra here is hardly intelligible, per-

haps we should read anutalpat v&ri sarana ucchraya vidhansina— the remover of the

impediments to the flow of the current from the beams and materials that had fallen

ioto the river.

6. JTrW^frfT—the distinction of golas and latlas in the modern wood market is

that the former are unsquared, and the latter, squared timbers.

7. I have given to this obscure passage the best sense in which I think it expli-

cable, as the breadth, 75, cubits could hardly have been that of the bridge itself.

8. Most of the countries enumerated here are to be found in the Purdnas. Avanti

is well known as Oujein; Vrija is the country about Mathura ; Anartta is mentioned

•with. Cu n i boja, Sindhu, and Yavana Margana, (As. Res. VI 11. 339, 341,) and is there-

fore probably in the Panjab -.—Kukura is enumerated in the same list with Benares:

Sacara is called a wild tribe in the southeast :—there are three Kiratas named—two

fChauda and Rujyaj in the northeast and one in the south (pp. 339.4J)

—

Tishat

may perhaps be read Toshali in Cuttach of which more hereafter.
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threat (of attack), concluded a peace (with him) for the security and

protection of his country, and again set up his royal banner ;

—

who has a natural taste for exercising and improving the strength of

his hand, according to the rules* ;—who is renowned for his skill in the

practice of all the celebrated sciences, of grammar, of polity, of singing,

of expedients (mechanics ?) and the rest, the theory of which he has

gone through and thoroughly retained;—who powerful in horses,

elephants, chariots, oxen, weapons, and armour exceedingly

clever in breaking down the strongholdsf of his enemies;—who is

every day happy in the bestowal of alms and mercy ;—who is affa-

ble in manners ;—whose treasury is abundantly filled with gold,

silver, tin, and the lapis lazuli jewel, brought as tokens of his great-

ness, offered to him as his just and proper measure of tribute ; who

(understands) the precise etiquette of (courtly terms,) their sense,

measure, sweetness, rarity, who is of correct bodily proportion,

excellent in gait, color, vigour, and strength, &c. ; in form and limb

of most auspicious aspect ;—who of his own (merit ?) has the title of

* patron of warriors and king ofmen ;'—who is crowned with the garland};

of flowers won in the Swayamvara ceremony (or tournament) ;—by
this great patron of the warriors (or Satrap) RudarDa 'ma'

zealous for the increase of his religious fame and in kindness and

compassion for females and the lame and sick : and with a most liberal

expenditure from his own treasury (for the people ?) ;—consenting at

once to the petition of the chief citizens ;— the construction of this

bridge with threefold strength... after due inspection was

ordered to be done ;-~-thus.

By the dignified in virtue, the chief minister of the great Satrap

the road was also lined with trees conferring pleasure (on the pas-

sers by).

—

Further, by him who out of favor to the inhabitants of town and

country restored with substantial repairs the excellent condition (of the

bridge) to the good subjects of this metropolis,—-who made it impregna-

ble to the torrents of water ? by the descendant of the Pahlavdn

tribe, Ma vya, the contractor, who has finished his work precisely on the

terms of his estimates and plans, so as to give satisfaction,—the strong

* By inadvertence I have omitted the repetition of the word arjita ^grfafrnf^f rf

at the beginning of the 13th line in the lithograph.

+ Reading "RTaRTT^ra, but the text may be read ^?T^I making it* destroying

his enemy's force,' or again it may be "*nW^n$TT^T^ ,B7£3f^T^r5r> wen skilled in

diminishing the power of his enemies. (The Nagari text has been altered thus).

X In former times, Hindu maidens cbose their favorite among a band of suitors

toy throwing a garland over his neck. A play on the name D&md is intended.
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man and overcomer of difficulties, surrounded by his overseers (pattis),

—by him, the establisher of religious fame, and the increaser of the

glory of his master, was this work executed*."

Observations.

I have already remarked that in this inscription for the first time we

find the name of the great Chandragupta the contemporary of

Alexander recorded on a genuine monument of antiquity. There

can be no doubt of his identity because his family name Maurya is

added, and further the name of his grandson, the no less famous Asoka

immediately follows designated also by the same family cognomen of

Maurya. (See PI. XIX. for the passages containing the two names.)

On first discovering this important fact and perusing the mutilated

fragment with Kamalakanta pandit, as well as we could make it out,

I thought myself in possession of a record of the time at least of Asoka,

by whose deputy or viceroy the bridge seemed to have been completed.

The long string of complimentary epithets which fill up the bulk of the

inscription being in the instrumental case, and thus agreeing with the

Yavana rdjena of the upper sentence.

This turns out not to be precisely the case. A considerable period

is embraced in the history of the Girnar bridge—partly anterior and

partly subsequent to the time of Chandragupta :—thus it seems

originally to have been erected by a prince named Swa'mi Chashta'na

a name rather Persian than Indian :—it was then either repaired or more

probably completed by his son Arida'ma' or Atrida'ma' in the month

of Mdrgasirsha or Agrahayana—in the year 72, but the letters which

follow are unfortunately illegible, and we are left in the dark as to the

era then in use for recording events.

The bridge was then totally destroyed by an inundation of the river

Paleshini, a name I cannot discover in the map of Gujerat. Thus tem-

porarily repaired perhaps by the inhabitants it was again carried away

;

and a more thorough reparation was commenced under orders from

Chandragupta maurya by his prefect of the province Pupyagupta,
and completed in the reign of Asoka his grandson thirty or forty years

afterwards by his Greek officer, for so I think we may understand Yavana

raja. The brahmanical population of the distant province of Surdshtra

probably had but little affection for the Buddhist monarch who is not

even honored in the inscription with the title of raja—being simply styled

Asoka the maurya ! The name of his Greek employe is not very

* Anushthitam ^frrfgrT, accomplished. The same word is used at the foot of the

Allahabad inscription— (vol. VI. 978). But I know not how it there eluded the

apprehension of the pandit who made me write in lieu of it ^"^f^gjct ' remaining
firm or fixed.'

2x
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plain on the cloth ; it may be read 7pr^f«T—' by Tushaspa a name
evidently of Persian termination like Gushtasp, Lohrasp, &c. from asp

a horse (Sans, asva). Were the name written Tushasva we might have
supposed it a translation of the Greek name Philippos, having precisely

the same meaning ; and we might have argued that some adventurer hav-

ing from his military prowess obtained service under Asoka, had added
those new provinces to his empire, which we find noticed in his religious

edicts, and had at length usurped a considerable share of power to

himself ; being in fact the very Yona raja whom the Muhammadan
historians state to have dispossessed Sinsar Chand's grandson. But

I am sensible that I have been frequently guilty of running ahead of

prudence with my deductions, and I must consequently draw in a little

;

for it may be possible after all that the word yavana does not exist.

It is preceded by the letter cT which I have rendered w * further' ' too ;

but the expletive is somewhat out of place, and some may prefer the

reading ^frT"*^? #T5pn!?:i^*r, * by Asoka's raja (or lord) of the floods

and forests.'

To continue my history of the bridge:—after the last repairs

although no accident is mentioned, we must conclude that such had

occurred, and that the bridge was rebuilt by the prince upon whom the

largest share of the eulogistic inscription is lavished. The opening

passage may perhaps be recoverable on a careful re-examination of

the stone. Towards the close it does indeed mention that on

the petition of the inhabitants (backed by female influence ?) he

strengthened the structure three-fold at his own expense. Now the

name of this prince is Rudradama, destined, it says, from his

cradle to be elected to the throne,—his title is Raja Mahd Ksha-

trapa the same as that of Aridama and Swa'mi Chashta'n. We may

therefore view him as a scion of the old dynasty replaced on the throne

after a temporary subjugation of the province by the Maurya sove-

reigns of India proper.

It is curious and most interesting to those whose attention is engaged

in the subject to observe how different ancient monuments throw light

upon one another and help to their mutual development. The name of

Rudradama recals to our memory the series of Surasht?-a coins

described in my journal hardly a year ago. Among the eleven names

there distinguished, Rudrada'ma was conspicuous as following just

such a break in the line as would be made by the cause above alluded

to. Again, the title then read as Mahd Kritrima, the elected king,

on second examination agrees precisely with the present more palpably

developed Maha Kshatrapa. On referring to the plate of Mr. Steu-

art's coins sent to me by Captain Harkness I find that I so read the
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word at first and noted it in pencil, but gave it up on the pandit's ignorance

of such having ever been a title in use. Had I possessed at that time a

comparative alphabet to consult, I should immediately have perceived

that the right hand twist at the foot of the k (see pi. XIX) did not then

denote as it does now the vowel ri, which was formerly turned in the con-

trary sense; but that it was the cerebral sh subjoined to the A: (forming

Jcsh), exactly as it occurs on the Junagarh* inscription. The p also de-

ceived me, being more pointed than the same letter in the word putra /

but on examination of the coins in my possession I find it generally round-

ed off as U> and never crossed below as the m ("x"). (See the plate.)

The word "^xf : kshairapas, although wholly unknown as a sove-

reign title to modern Hindus, and not to be found in their books*

is familiar to the reader of the Grecian history of ancient Persia,

with merely a softening of the initial letter, as 2ATPAnH2, Satrapa,

the prefect of a province under the Persian system of government. I

clo not believe that the etymology of this name has ever been traced.

It is called a Persian title, but the Persian dictionaries only contain

V^-*-** Satrab, as an obsolete term for the governor of a province,

without explanation of its origin. In Sanskrit it signifies the ruler,

feeder, or patron of the kshatra or military class ; and now that we

know the ancient language of Persia east of the Euphrates to have been

a near dialect of the Sanskrit, we may conclude that Satrapa had the

same signification in Ariana. It is not for me in this place to specu-

late on the purport of the term in the Persian polity, but it is a fact

well known that the effeminate Persians at a very early period were in

the habit of governing their numerous tributary provinces by mercenary

troops. The same system, and the same denomination of Satrap, was

adopted and retained by the Macedonian conqueror, both when Greek and

native officers were employed : and instances are frequent enough of

the Satraps assuming to themselves independence and a regal title.

The Satrapies of the ancient Persian monarchy are not supposed to

have extended across the Indus. If in Alexander's time this limit

was first transgressed, it was not long before the Bactrian Greeks or

the Parthians made themselves masters of Sindh, Cutch and Guzerat\

,

The present inscription may incline the learned to conclude that Su-

rashtra was before then one of the Satrapies of the empire, from the

name of Chastan, the Satrap, who is stated to have first erected the

bridge, and who must have preceded Chandragupta. Rudra, Vis-

* I have before remarked that this town seems called after the Greek prince,

Yavanagada.

t See J. A. S. vol. VI. page 385 for Vincent's authority on this subject.

2x2
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wa, and others of the list are more Indian in sound. It is re-

markable that in the long string- of epithets applied even to Rudra-
dama the chosen Satrap, there is none which bears the slightest

allusion to Hindu mythology ; while on the other hand the coins of the

whole dynasty bear an emblem which we have hitherto considered either

of Mithraic or of Buddhist import. The name Jinaddmd (wearing

Buddha as a necklace) is decidedly Buddhistic ; and the epithet applied

in the inscription to Rudradiimd,—' who from right persuasion never

put any living creature to death'—proves that Rudra's opinions were

at any rate influenced by the proximity of the important Buddhist

establishment at Girndr.

The style of prose eulogy employed by the composer of the inscrip-

tion puts us much in mind of our old friend, the Allahabud column. It

has its corresponding list of countries conquered and equitably ruled

:

but few of the names are, as might be expected, the same in the two.

Avanti or Ujjayani, and Vrija (if the latter name be correctly read)

are of the duost importance as implying that the elected kings of the

Sdh family, or the Satraps of Surdshtra as we may now more properly

call them, had acquired dominion over all the central portion of India,

driving back the Magadha sovereigns, (who had previously spread their

hands to the farthest west,) into their own Gangetic limits. The other

places Anartta, Kukura, &c. are probably provinces to the northwest, out

of India proper. One other name however deserves our particular atten-

tion ; the king of the Dakhan (Dakshinapatha), who was twice threatened

with an invasion, and brought to sue for peace. His name is Sata

Karni, the same which occurs several times in the lists of the Andhra

kings extracted by Wilford from the Bhdgavatr and other Purdnas.

It is a patronymic, from ipf^rfnr ' the hundred-eared' which was doubt-

less the name of the founder of the family : and Satakarni was proba-

bly the surname of all the line, though not repeated every where in the

versified enumeration of the Purdnas.

The locality of the Andhra dominion has hitherto been as uncertain

as the period of its sway. Wilford says in one place that the Andhra

princes '. made a most conspicuous figure on the banks of the Ganges

for above 800 years* ;'—again that Andhra and Koshala (near Kalin-

ga) are used synonymously by some Hindu authors :—again that Sri'

Carna deva took the title of king of Tri-kalinga, or of the three

shores, to the east and west and south of Indiaf . From our inscription

we perceive that the general term of Dakshinapatha agrees well with

the latter definition, and we may rest content with denoting the Sdta-

karnis as kings of the Peninsula.

* As. Res. IX. 101. f Ditto, 104.
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Further, as to their age, we find one of the name contemporary with

Rudradama who followed Asoka (we cannot say at what precise

distance.) Wilford, brings them much lower down, from the third to

the sixth century after Christ, in order to square the last of their name,

Pulomarchi or Pullman, with the Pulomien* of the Chinese.

He is forced to confess however that there were Andhras at the

beginning of the Christian era, when, says Pliny, 'the Andarce kings

were very powerful in India having no less than 30 fortified cities, an

army of 100,000 men and 1000 elephantsf
.'

We must therefore consent to throw back the Andhras ; and, instead

of requiring them to fall into a general and single line of paramount

Indian kings as Wilford would insist, let them run in a parallel line,

along with the lines of Surdshtra, Ujjain, Magadha and others,—indi-

viduals of each line in turn obtaining by their talent, prowess or good

fortune a temporary ascendancy over his neighbours : thus at length we

may hope to fulfil Captain Tod's prophecy,—" let us master the charac-

ters on the columns of Indrapreshta, Poorag, and Mewar, on the rocks

ofJunagarh, at Bijollie on the Aravulli, and in the Jain temples scatter-

ed over India, and then we shall be able to arrive at just and satisfactory

conclusions (in regard to Indian history)J."

As an atonement for leading my readers into this long digression,

I now present them with an engraved plate of all the varieties of the

Surdshtra group of coins yet found. There is one new name added

through the diligence of Lieut. E. Conolly. The rest are already

known, but I subjoin their corrected readings for the satisfaction of my
numismatical friends. The fact of their having a Grecian legend and

head on the obverse is now explained ; and the date of their fabrication

is determined so far that we may certainly place some of the early

reigns in the second and third centuries before Christ : to what later

period they descend we may also hope to ascertain through the means

of other coins which will come to be described along with the third in-

* Quere. Is not Brahman written -with this orthography in Chinese ?

f The name Sdragan given in the Periplus as of a sovereign that had formerly

reigned at Kalliena (near Bombay) has some resemblance to Satakarni, but I will

not build upon such uncertain ground,

X Tod's Rajasthan, I. 45, he gives a curious derivation, by the way, of the name
of Junagarh :

11 The ' ancient city' par Eminence, is the only name this old capital, at the foot of

and guarding the sacred mount Girndr, is known by. Abul Fazl says, it had loug

remained desolate and unknown and was discovered by mere accident, Tradition

even being silent, they give it the emphatic name of Juna (old) gurh (fortress). I

have little doubt that it is the Asildurga or Asilgurh of the Grahilote annals; where

it is said that prince Asil raised a fortress, called after him near to Qirnar by the

consent of the Dabi prince, his uncle." (See note to page 345.)
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scription from Junagarh, as soon as we obtain a correct facsimile of it.

I may here so far satisfy curiosity as to state that this third inscription,

the longest and in some respects the best preserved, though from the

smallness and rudeness of the letters it is very difficult to decipher,—is in

a more modern character—that alloted to the third century after Christ—
or the Gupta alphabet : and that in the opening lines I find an allu-

sion to Skanda gupta one of the gupta family, whose name has

also been found upon a new series of the Surdshtra coins. The words

are ... <*1f$ fw*T ^f?T. ^R^^TT: OT% ^3X (vide Plate XIX.)

We shall thus be able to string together by means of the inscriptions

and coins of ancient Surdshtra a continued series of names and dates

from the time of the Maurya dynasty to that of the Gupta dynasty of

Canouj which terminates the catalogues of the Puranas.

Dates too did I say ?—Yes I am in hopes of adding even actual

dates to the series, for I have been fortunate enough to light upon a

clue to the ancient forms of the Sanskrit numerals, and to discover

their presence on the very series of Surdshtrian coins to which I have

been just alluding. But here again I must solicit a little patience, while

I describe the grounds of this new assertion,

§ On the Ancient Sanskrit Numerals.

The most ancient mode of denoting number in the Sanskrit languages,

as in the Greek and Latin, was by the use of letters in alphabetical

order. This system we find prevalent in all ancient Sanskrit works, as

well as in the Pali, the Tibetan and other derivate systems. There do

not indeed appear to be any numerals peculiar to the Pali. In their

sacred records, the words are always written at length ; they have also

the symbolical words of the Sanskrit astronomical works, and what is

called the Varna sankhya, or numeral classification of the alphabet.

The numerals now employed in Ceylon, Ava, Cambodia, Siam, have

hardly the slightest affinity to one another.

When this system was exchanged for that of the decimal or cipher

notation does not appear to be known, or to have been investigated by

the learned. Up to the ninth or tenth century of our era, the Nagari

numerals extant on numerous monuments do not differ materially from

those now in use.

In the Gupta class of inscriptions, as far as I know, no numerals had

as yet been found until I noticed some doubtful and unknown symbols

on the Bhilsa monument. In the Buddhist pillar inscriptions the

dates where they occurred, were uniformly expressed at full length.

A few months ago, I was engaged in transcribing and reading with

my pandit, some copper-plate grants supposed to be of the third cen-

tury, found in Gujerdt by Dr. Burn, whose beautiful copies of them, I
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hope shortly to make public. In one of these, the date was entered at

full in the words ^^ FcR^rfsprFqfa % ' in the samvat year three

hundred and ninety-four.' A few lines below this, the word 1 1 ^q*<|pc I I

again occurred, followed by three symbols ^ffl^i* which must of

course be numerals : they are more exactly copied in Plate XX ; and

according to the preceding statement should be 394.

On a second plate in the same manner, the date in words was ^T^x
im ^^f»r<^fV^- 3flffNf jg^'WFWf, « in the 15th of Kartik, samvat 380/

and in figures ^^[03 ^Tlffi^f F |Jr<^.

On a third plate the date in words was Fjrr^^xf^rfVj^fVij% ^TTfw

trrfNujr, ' Kartik full moon, samvat 385' and in figures ^TQQ^ and

djr<^ as before : in both of which the same symbols occur for 1, 3, 8,

and 5 ; and the latter figure, much resembling the ancient letter na, but

slightly altered was again observed on a fourth plate sent me by Dr.

Burn from Gujerat, which did not contain the date in words, thus, ^

Much pleased with this new train of discovery, I turned to Mr.

Wathen's paper in the fourth volume of the Journal, in which I

remembered his interpretation of the date on a similar grant by Ski

Dhara Sena, as being in the ninth year of the Valctbhi Samvat of

Tod, corresponding with A. D. 328. Here the translator had no

written entry to guide him, nor had he any clue whereby to recognize

the numerals which followed the abbreviated Samvat, thus, ^T 3
which we now perceive to be 300, + some unknown unit. I immediately

wrote to Mr. Wathen and to Dr. Burn, requesting them to examine

carefully the dates of all other plates in their possession, and from them

in return I received all the examples which are inserted in the accom-

panying plate. From the whole series combined we may venture to

assign a certain value to the 1, the 3, the 4, the 5, the 8 and the 9.

The last of these, I could not but remember as the symbol on one of

the JBhilsa inscriptions which led to so many conjectures a year ago.

In the form of we have evidently our fg , or the year 9, but the

three strokes at the side would appear to modify its value, or to be

themselves a numeral, perhaps the o. Then, as we find the preceding Jj

has not a dot above it, we may use that also as a numeral and under-

stand the whole JJ88r as 2 or 6 or 790 according to the value to be

hereafter assigned to
jty.

Again in the second Bhilsa inscription (page 458, pi. XXVI.) the

figure 3 with another is perceived, following the word ^^?T and
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the last letter may possibly be a numeral also. In Mr. Ommanney's
Multay inscription, two numerals of the same class were observed

(VI. 868.)

It may also be remembered that in my notice of the Surdshtra coins,

vol. VI. p. 389, I remarked behind the head on the obverse, besides a

legend in corrupted Greek characters, a few strange marks not at all

like either Greek or Sanskrit alphabetical characters ; to these I now
redirected my attention and was happy to perceive that they too were in

fact numerals of the same forms and of equal variety with those on

the copper-plate grants.

I have arranged at the foot of Place XII. those specimens in my own

cabinet on which the figures are best developed.

Upon bringing the subject to the notice of Dr. Burnt at Kaira, he

wrote me that he had already remarked these symbols on another very

numerous class of old coins found in the ruins of the Gujerdt towns.

They are made of lead or tin ; and have on one side, in general, a bull,

and on the other the triple pyramid which forms the central symbol of

the silver hemidrachmas of the Surdshtra satraps. I have not found

space to introduce them into the present plate, but fig. 22, will serve

as a representative of the whole class. It is a finely preserved copper

coin most opportunely discovered and presented to me by Lieut. E.

Conolly, from Ujein. It bears the numerical symbols crVf^ verv

distinctly marked under the symbol £>. Among the facsimiles of the

leaden coins, I find ^TQQ. an<i ^SB* w*tn Darety room for a third

figure, but in one the reading is ^HTOCl^ so that we may venture to

place them all in the fourth century of some yet unknown era.

Aniong the silver coins the variety is greater : fig. 23, which I find

by the reverses is a coin of Rudra Sah, has the year ^Q^D.
Another fig. 26, also of Rudra Sah, has the third figure well de-

veloped ^QD*).

Fig. 24, of the son of Rudra Dama (the repairer of the Girndr

bridge), has apparently the numbers, °Tg3* or -390.

Fig. 12, from Ujein, Rudra Sah II. has ^^Q the first 3 rather

faint. In a coin of Viswa Sah, given to me by Mr. Wathen, similar

to fig. 9, of the plate, the date is ^QT^.

Fig. 25, is a well brought out date^OCt on a coin of Atri Dama,

son of Rudra Sah, in my cabinet : the coins of the same prince

in Mr. Steuart's plate, and one also of Aga Dama' shew traces of the

same second figure.
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Now, although the succession of the Satraps or Sah family, as

given in last volume, page 338, rests but on slender evidence in some

points ; still where the names of father and son are consecutive, we may

rest with confidence on it in fixing the priority of such of our newly

found numerals as occur on them respectively.

We must for the sake of perspicuity, repeat the list with the addition

of the dates as far as we have traced them :

Regal Satraps of Surdshtra.

1 K. Rudra Sah, son of a private individual Swami Jina Dama

2 K. Aga Dama, his son.

(Here the connection is broken.)

3 MK. Dama Sah, (no coins.)

4 MK. Vijaya Sah, son of Dama Sah.

. 5 K. Vira Dama, son of Dama Sah.

6 MK. Rudra Sah, son of Vira Dama', Samvat, 009 and 19*

7 K. Viswa Sah, another son of ditto, ditto, AV7^»

8 K. Rudra Sah, son of M. K. Rudra Sah, ditto, HQ
9 MK. Atri Dama, son of ditto, ditto, ^OC I

10 MK. Viswa Sah, son of Atri Dama.

(Here the connection is broken.)

11 MK. Swa'mi Rudra Dama', (no coins.)

12 MK. Swami Rudra Sah, his son, Samvat, ^(DD and ^93°

The two last names being insulated from the rest were on the former

occasion placed by me before Dama Sah, because the form of the letter

j seemed of the earlier type. Since then, I have learnt that the turn-

ing up of the central stroke of the j constitutes a vowel inflection. I

now therefore bring the two Swam is to the foot of the list on the plea

that all figures must have precedence of the 9 or £g- I*1 tne same

manner we may now argue that Q precedes ^HT this figure 0C and the

latter again Q]

,

To aid in prosecuting my inquiry, I begged Kamala'kanta, to

point out any allusions to the forms of the ancient numerals, he might

have met with in grammars or other works ; but he could produce

but very few instances to the point. One of these is to be met with

in the Kdtantra Vyaharaiia, a work of Belala Sena's time, where

the conformation of the four is alluded to in these words,

Like a woman's breast is the figure four, and like the visarga;

2 Y
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and the visarga is further explained hy a passage in the Tantrd-bhid-

hdna, a more modern work still, dated in 1406 Saka.

The name of visarga is ' two ths,' ' Swdhd
t

f analapriya,—became the visarga

has the form of the letter 1h(0).

This merely alludes to the modern form of the 4, which exactly

resembles the Bengali visarga.

The oldest allusion he could furnish, was the following on the form

of the 6 from Pingala's Prakrit Grammar.

"The yuru mark* is like the figure 6, crooked, and of two strokes : it is called

also lahu (laghu), it is also denoted by one stroke or one minute/*

This passage evidently alludes to a form of 6 more resembling the

Bengali than the present Nagari type.

Another channel through which I was in hopes of tracing the ancient

ciphers was the numerical system of those Indian alphabets which bear

most resemblance to the forms of the earlier centuries, such as those of

Cashmir, &c. In the specimens of these, which I have introduced into

the plate for the purpose of comparison, it will be seen that the three has

certainly considerable affinity to our ^T ; while the one, and five ap-

proach nearly to our ^ and \o , There is a faint resemblance, in

others of the group ; but some again are totally changed.

The Tibetan numerals (of the seventh century) do not yield much

more insight into the matter. They are, we may say, one remove back-

wards from the Bengali numbers—the 1, 2, 3 and 5, only agreeing

better with the Nagari forms. The 1, however, agrees exactly with

one of the ancient figures on the coins, and this has been my inducement

to consider the latter as 1.

Upon regarding attentively the forms of many of the numerals, one

cannot but be led to suppose that the initial letters of the written names

were, many of them, adopted as their numerical symbols. Thus in the

Tibetan 5 ^> we see the ^ or p of the same alphabet, the initial of

pancha. The same may be said of the Cashmirian, and the modern

Hindi form u and indeed in some measure of the ancient forms D and ^ ,

Again the Tibetan 6 ^>, resembles the ch ^ of that alphabet : the

Ceylonese form is exactly the ch of its' alphabet ; and there is an equally

marked connection between the Nagari ^ and the ^ chha, which is the

common name of this numeral.

* i. e. The mark used to denote a short quantity in prosody and in music, which

is formed ^»»
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On the same principle in the absence of other argument, we may set

down the fy of our new series as 7, being identical with £J the initial

of sapta.

The modern 3 ^, has no small likeness to the tr of the older Nagari

alphabets : nor does the 2 differ much from d ; but these resemblances

may be more ideal than real ; for by an equally facile process of com-

parison they might be both derived from the Arabic figures, as might

other members of the series, as 7 and 8, in the Nagari of the Nepalese

coins particularly.

The 9 of the Tibetan, Bengali, Nipalese and Burmese numerals is

precisely the I of the ancient alphabets. Now in the allotment of the

vowels numerically, the It represents 9 ; but it would appear far-fetched

to adopt one insulated example of derivation from such a source.

The 9 however of the Surdshtra grants and coins is totally of a dif-

ferent order. It resembles the four-petalled flower of the bel or Indian

jasmine,—and in the copper plates we find it absolutely represented

with a stalk, (see No. 1, of PL XX.) Seeking the name of this flower

in Sanskrit, malliJca, the pandit reminded that one of its synonymes

was nava mallika, which the dictionaries derive from natia ' praised,

excellent'—but which may now receive a much more natural definition

as the * jasmine flower resembling the figure 9.'

It is further to be remarked that in many of the ancient systems,

separate symbols were used to denote ten, twenty, &c. in combination

with the nine units severally. The curious compound figure seemingly

used for the 1 of 15 in the two cases quoted above dip may be of this

sort:—indeed it somewhat resembles the Ceylonese ten (see Plate.)

On this point however I can offer no demonstration, nor any other

argument, save that we have already more than nine symbols to find

accommodation for as numerals.

With all these helps, and analogies, I have endeavoured to arrange the

nine old numerical symbols in their proper order in the accompanying

plate, so as also to meet the conditions of the succession of dates on the

coins of the satraps of Surdshtra. In this I am far from being confident

of having succeeded ; but having once as it were broken the ice, we may
soon hope for a more perfect solution of the curious problem, through the

multitude of new, or rather old, monuments which seem to emerge from

oblivion just at the time they are wanted, under the united efforts of the

Society's associates in central India. Once having proved that it was

customary to date the coin of that early period, we must direct attention

again to the monograms on the Bactrian, Indo-Scythic and Canouj

coins, which may turn out to be also used numerically,

2 y 2
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The numbers then which form comparison with foreign and modern

native series as well as the other considerations above given, I have

finally adopted are as follows :—
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ?

9
? ? 1 % 5 oc

?

*J m 88 1
varieties ? 3 ^ i; * J a

Before concluding this division of my theme, I may be expected to

explain in what era the dates of the Surdshtra coins can be expressed,

so as to place Swami Rudra Dama', whom we perceive in the inscrip-

tion to have followed at some reasonable distance Asoka himself, at the

end of a fourth century or about the year 390. If the Vikramdditya

or Samvat be here intended, he will fall after the close even of the

Arsakian dynasty of Persia, when the Greek was disused, and the arts

had greatly deteriorated ; when moreover the form of the Sanskrit cha-

racter had undergone considerable change. If we take the Seleucidan

epoch, which might have been introduced in the provinces tributary

to Syria, Rudra will have reigned in A, D. 89. If lastly out of

deference to Asoka' s temporary supremacy in the Gujerdt peninsula,

we take the Buddhist era, then 543—390 will leave 153 B. C. about a

century after Asoka, and in every respect the period I should like to adopt

were it possible to establish any more certain grounds for its preference.

The most perplexing circumstance is that the grants of Balabhi dynasty

are also dated in the third (or fourth) century—and that it is hardly

possible to consider their dominion as contemporary with those of the

satraps. For them indeed we must adopt the Vikramaditya era, what-

ever may be determined in regard to the one before us.

Explanation ofPlate XII.

Fig. 1, (from Steuart's plates,) a silver hemidrachma.

Fig. 11, a coin belonging to Mulla Fkroz of Bombay.

Fig. 13, a coin found by Capt. Prescott at Palhanpur'm Gwfer&t,

presented to me by Mr. Wathen.
These three coins have all the same legend, but No. 11 exhibits the

application of the vowel i in two places, which the others want : the

legend thus completed is,

Rajna Kshatrapasa Rudra S&hasa, Swdmi Jina Dimapufrasa :

* Of the Royal Satrap, Rudra S4h, the son of the lord Jina dama/
The title of Jina Dama ' votary of Buddha', is a better reading than

Jina dama, subduer of that sect, formerly adopted.

Fig. 2, (from Steuart's plates,) a coin of Aga Dama, son of Ru-
dra Sah.
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. Rdjna Kshotrapasa Aga Damna, R&jna Kshatrapasa Rudra S6ha putrasa.

Fig. 3, (ditto) a coin of Vijaya Sah, son of Dama Sah.

Rdjna Kshatrapasa Vijaya Sdhasa, rdjno mahd Kshatrapasa Ddmd Sdha putrasa.

Fig. 4, (ditto) a coin of Vira Dama, son of Dama Sa'h.

Rajna Kshatrapasa Viraddma, rajno mdha Kshatrapasa Dama Sdha putrasa.

Fig. 5, (ditto) a coin of Rudra Sah, son of Vira Dama.
Rdjno mahd Kshatrapasa Rudra Sahasa, rajno Kshatrapasa Viraddma putrasa.

Another coin apparently of this Rudra, in my possession, fig. 26,

has a date which may be read 283, I find I have two coins of this prince,

(one given me by Mr. F. Stainforth.) Colonel Stacy has also two

of the same ; they may be known by the epithet mahd.

Fig. 6, (ditto) a coin of Viswa Sah, son of Rudra Sah.

Rajna Kshatrapasa Viswa Sahasa, rdjno mahd Kshatrapasa Rudra Saha putrasa.

Fig. 7, (ditto) a coin of Atri DAMAanother son of Rudra Sah; behind

the head, but more distinctly in my own coin (fig. 25) is the date 360 ?

Rdjno mahd Kshatrapasa Atri ddmna, rdjno mahd Kshatrapasa Rudra Sdha (?)

putrasa.

This name is the nearest approach to the Ari Dama of the inscrip-

tion, who, however, was the same of Swami Chastana. Colonel Stacy
has also a coin of Atri Dama.

Fig. 8, (ditto) of the same prince* introduced as shewing more clearly

the name of his father.

Rajna Kshatrapasa Atri trapasa Rudra Sdha putrasa.

Fig. 9, a coin of Visva Sah, son of Bhatri Dama.

Rajno Kshatrapasa Visva Sdhasa, rdjno mahd Kshatrapasa Atri Ddmd putrasa.

This coin has a date, which may be read 323, in which case it must

precede the last two—the father's name was before read as Atri Dama,

whence the misplacement.

Fig. 10, a coin of Swami Rudra, son of Swami Rudra Dama, in

the obverse, the figures 39 (perhaps 390). Another has 385.

Rdjna mahd Kshatrapasa Swdmi Rudra Sdha, rdjno mahd Kshatrapasa Swdmi

Rudra Ddmd Sdha putrasa.

Fig. 12, a new name, or new as to the second title ; Rudra Sah,

son of the great Satrap Rudra Dama was presented to me by Lieut.

E. Conolly, from Ujein.

Rajna Kshatrapasa Rudra Sdhasa, rajna mahd Kshatrapasa, Rudra Ddmd {?)

Sdha putrasa.

This is the only coin which bears the name of the repairer of the

bridge, and that rather dubiously as the father of the prince who coined

the piece. It has a date on the obverse which I have interpreted, 390

like the preceding.
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Fig. 15, a silver coin belonging to Mulla Feroz of Bombay^ simi-

lar to Mr. Steuart's coin, fig. 3.

Pdjna maha Kshatrapasa Vijaya Sdhasa, r&jna maha Kshatrapasa Ddma Sdha

putrasa.

Fig. 14, a copper coin, unique, discovered by Lieut. Conolly at

Ujein, and placed in my cabinet through his kindness. Obverse, a bull,

with a marginal legend apparently Greek, some of the letters seeming

to form the word CasUeus, &c.

Rajno maha K^hatra (pa) .

.

. .the remainder of the legend lost.

The letters are larger and -better formed on this than on the silver

coins. Most copper coins of the series exactly resemble the silver ones

with a head on the obverse. Col. Stacy has a good specimen, of which

the obverse (xlg. 27) has apparently a date.

Fig. 16. In this silver coin found in Cutch in 1837, and presented to

me by Mr. Wathsn, the central emblem of the reverse is changed to

a kind of trident : the legend is also altered from that of a Satrap to

one of a paramount sovereign :

Parama Bhanuvira Rajddhiraja Sri Kumara Gupta Mahendmsya.
u Of the paramount sovereign the heroic king of kings Sni Kumara Gupta Ma-

HENDRA."

Fig. 17, another of the same kind, having the same Sanskrit legend,

but behind the head the Greek letters may be read ononot, or

rao nano? it was presented to me with the last by Mr. Wathen.
Figs. 18, 19, 20 and 21, have the same symbol, but the workmanship

is very much deteriorated. The legend on them all has at length been

deciphered by the collation of several specimens presented to me by Mr.

Wathen, and found in various parts of Cutch, Kattywar and Gujerat,

by Capt. Prescott, Capt. Burnes, Dr. Burn ; as well as the few

inserted in the plates of Mr. Steuart's coins*.

vvr w^nr ^i3f^^n^3ir?r s&wTfe?*?

Parama Bhagadata ma {ha) Rdja Sri Skanda Gupta (vi) kramaditya.

But as I have a larger assortment of the coins of the same king, to

introduce into a future plate, I will postpone further mention of this

series for the present.

* By a letter from Professor Wilson I learn that Mr. Steuart's Plate is to

appear in the Royal Asiatic Society's Journal ; but that it had time to journey
to India and back before tlie outcoming number went to press 1 I regret I am
thus deprived of the power of adding to this note the observations of the learned
in England on the Surashtra coins.
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VIII.

—

A letter to Dr. Helfer, on the Zoology of Tenasserim and the

neighbouring Provinces. By Assist. Surg. J. T. Pearson.

In compliance with the commands of the Right Honorable the Go-

vernor General, I have much pleasure in offering" the following remarks

upon the points to which your attention may be usefully directed during

your expedition to the coast of Tenasserim and the neighbouring pro-

vinces. And I do this the more readily, that I am satisfied, from my
own experience, the hints of a long resident in a country may almost

always be of use to a new comer in the prosecution of his researches into

its natural history.

The first grand problem of natural history, beyond doubt, is the dis-

covery of a new species of man. This, however, the naturalist will be

fortunate beyond all others who is enabled to offer any but negative

evidence to solve. But it is not impossible, perhaps not improbable, that

some variety but little known, or which we are totally ignorant of may

exist among the forests of the country ; in like manner as the Papuas of

Neiv Guinea, and the Shau holla of Abyssinia live wild and remote

from other men*. Accurate observations upon any portion of the human

race are valuable, especially upon those who are little known to their

civilized brethren.

In the next order of mammalia, the Quadrumana, a wider field will be

open before you. Many unknown species or varieties of species are

probably to be found in the forests with which those coasts are covered ;

and the discovery of another specimen of the gigantic ape, found by

Captain Comefoot in Sumatra, and described by the late Doctor Abel

in the Researches of the Asiatic Society, may be made. This animal

seven feet in height, would be valuable to the naturalist, and a well

preserved specimen the greatest ornament of any museum.

Among the Cheiroptera any species of the genera Galeopithecus and

Pteropus which you may meet with, will very likely be new, and con-

sequently well worthy of preservation, and, indeed, the chances are, that

in this family the greater part of the species on the coast of Tenasserim

are altogether unknown.

At Malacca there is said to be a Hedgehog with pendulous ears

:

but the species is not well authenticated. If it really exist at Malacca,

it will also, I should think be found in Tenasserim.

In the order Rodentia the researches of the naturalist will, it is pro-

bable, be richly rewarded. An animal, somewhat between a mole and a

rat in form was found by Doctor Richardson, I imagine in no very

* I believe Dr. Helfer has actually done what is here pointed out, by discovering

a new race in the jangals of Tenasserim.
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great scarcity, for he mentions two specimens as having been among his

collections, but which he unfortunately lost. He states that it is called

poe, by the Burmese ; that the head is large and round, like an otter's

;

the cutting teeth like a rat's ; feet slightly webbed, somewhat resembling

in appearance, though not so strong as, the moles, with fur exactly like

the moles but larger in the staple, and, as he thinks, even finer ; that it

is little larger than an English mole, and burrows with great rapidity.

Dr. Richardson further says, that, there are two kinds of the same

animal, one being longer and covered with harsher hair than the other.

As the animal is probably a new one, and the two kinds he mentions

distinct species, it should be sought for and described, and specimens

procured. The squirrels of that country probably bear a resemblance of

those of the Islands of the Eastern Archipelago, of Arracan, Assam,

and the lower ranges of the mountains of continental India ; but some

new ones must be met with. I have lately had one pointed out to me
as an inhabitant of Assam, by Dr. McClelland. He described it,

as a very large black squirrel ; much larger than the Sciurus maxi-

mus ; and he states, that it is an inhabitant of Baugmaurea in Upper

Assam ; from which place he has given it the specific name of Baug-
maria. I am not sure if Dr. McClelland brought a specimen

with him, but I rather think he did; and I am almost sure he has

described it ; nevertheless the arrival of other specimens is desirable,

and they may be procured, it is likely, in the countries you are about

to visit : as may also various species of flying squirrels, whether of the

genus Sciuropterus or Pteromys,

Of the Pachydermata, the elephaiit and rhinoceros seem to be com-

mon in the provinces to the north and east of Tenusserim ; and the

Malay Tapir or that of China if there be such an animal, may also be

met with. Of late a question has been raised as to the existence of the

Hippopotamus in the rivers of India. Lieut. Tickell of the 31st Regt.

N. I. has stated, that while out with his regiment against the Coles, in

1833, he received intelligence of a large animal, said by the natives to

be amphibious ; and which from the description they gave him, he be-

lieved to be the Hippopotamus. If this be so, that animal may be found

in our eastern Provinces ; at all events, it is desirable to ascertain the

existence, or probable non-existence of an Asiatic Hippopotamus,

Reasoning from analogy the point is very doubtful ; for if the Tapir of

the east and south America, fill the place of the Hippopotamus of

Africa, in the list of Pitchytiermat a, then we have no reason to expect

it here ; but, on the other hand, the zoology of Africa is too little

known to allow us to conclude, that the Topir does not also exist upon
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that continent : and if so, the Hippopotamus, or some analogous species

will probably be discovered in Asia and America.

But one animal, though infinitely less in size than the Hippopotamus,

is perhaps quite equal to it in point of importance ; and may admit of a

fanciful analogy in its habits. I allude to the mole the well known

dweller under the earth, as the Hippopotamus is the dweller under the

waters. The mole in its varieties seems to be common in most parts of

Europe, though it is said not to be found in Ireland, and to be scarce in

Greece^ while its congenera Chrysochlorus and Condylurus inhabit the

Cape, and North America. But as far as I am aware, no example of it

occurs in Asia, within the limit of the tropical rains. It is possible this

ignorance may be owing to a want of research ; my own journeying in

India having been confined to a small portion of Bengal, Behar and

Orissa ; where I may almost venture to say the mole does not exist.

But I have made many inquiries of men likely to have observed it if

present ; whose marches have been extensive, and whom I have requested

to inquire into the subject. Among these Ensign Phayre of the 7th

Regiment N. I. has travelled through a great part of India from Mid-

napore to Goruckpore, the Terai, the kingdom of Oude, and Assam ;

and he informs me that he never met with, or heard of this animal, or

any of its affinities, though he inquired of intelligent natives of those

countries, and made careful observations himself. This is also confirmed

by Dr. McClelland, and Lieut. Tickell, and by Mr. Benson of

the Civil Service, whose researches into the molluscous animals of India

are well known. It will therefore be an object worth inquiring into,

whether or not the mole or its affinities, is a native of the countries you

are going to visit.

The Chlamyphorus truncatus of South America, in habits somewhat

analogous to the mole, seems to have in others an affinity to the Arma-

dilloes of the same continent. If, as has been said, it take the place of

the mole in the tropical regions of the west, it is not improbable that

some animal having an analogy, or perhaps an affinity to it, may be

found in the east. In like manner, as you are aware the Pangolins

of this country take the place of the Armadilloes and Ant-eaters in that,

and the animal which forms the genus Orycteropus at the Cape, where,

as I before said, the place of the mole is filled by the genus Chryso"

chlorus.

To return however to the Pachydermata : Ensign Phayre during

his residence in Assam, met with a single specimen of an animal which

appears to unite the genera Sus and Dicotyles, possessing the incisor

2 z
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teeth of the hog-, and the molar teeth of the Peccary*. It was without

tail, and although a female, no mammae were discoverable,while the vulva

was so with difficulty. The hair was exceedingly coarse, much more

so than that of the hog- generally is ; the eyes strongly resembled those

of that animal, the ears more rounded than his, and deeply seated in a

kind of groove in the head. The height was about 10^ inches, and

the length from the tip of the tail to the vent 22J inches, measured in

a straight line. It is to be regretted that the feet of this animal did not

accompany the skin ; but, as it is, there are sufficient grounds to con-

jecture the existence between Sus and Dicotyles. It was shot at JBish-

nath in central Assam, where it was discovered among some long grass,

in which it ran, and from which it could not be driven : in this respect

differing altogether from the manners of the hog, when similarly hunted.

While at Maulmain, the same gentleman was informed of the exis-

tence of a black tiger. This may be the Felis melas, which has been

supposed to inhabit the Island of Java only; and which Mr. Temminck
according to Lesson, for I am at present unable to consult Temminck's

monograph of the familyf, believes to be a variety of leopard. Its

discovery in a new locality is to be desired.

The wild cow is also a native of Tenasserim. The species may be

the same as the Bos frontalis of Sylhet. Of other Ruminantia, deer

are met with in great numbers, and probably new species, of their kind,

and of the antelope may be discovered. Mr. Phayre was also told of a

goat with one horn, resembling the celebrated unicorn (it may be of

fable) ; a hint worth following up, for should there after all be no such

animal, yet it is very likely some species will be discovered whose pecu-

liarities gave rise to the story.

Of herbivorous Cetacea, the Halicore or Dugong is known to be

a native of the seas of our southeastern provinces : and specimens of

this animal would be valuable in a museum. Of piscivorous Cetacea,'

various species are also inhabitants of those seas, and probably new
ones may be discovered, should you have the means of searching after

them. The Chinese, dubious, and Mack Dolphins ( Delphinus Sinen-

* After this letter was written and sent to Dr. Helfer I have been able to

examine minutely the dental system of this specimen ; and find that the last molars
are present in the jaw though yet undeveloped, thus making the molars the same in

number as those of the hog. The specimen may nevertheless be a distinct species

though it cannot form a separate genus.

f 1 have since seen this monograph as given in the Zoological Journal, according
to which M. Temminck states, that young have been found in the leopard's lair,

one black and the other of the usual color.
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sis, dubius et nigerj, are possibly there, if any where ; as is also the

Oxypterus Rhinoceros, a species, like them, not well authenticated.

The Birds of Tenasserim appear in some respects to resemble those

of the Islands, and of the continent of India. But the Dodo, called

by Swainson the rasorial type of the Vulture family, and supposed

by him to belong to the African races, may possibly be found there : and,

if so, I need not point out the honour which will belong to the dis-

coverer of this long contested species. The Vultures and Eagles of

that country are but little known so that researches after them must be

rewarded by the discovery of new or rare species. Birds of the genus

Buceros are there in perfection : the Rhinoceros Hornbill the most

striking; and the Concave Hornbill (Buceros Homrai of Hodgson)
the largest, being natives of the country. The Cassowary (Casuarius

Emu, of some authors, the Struthio Casuarius of Linnjlus) may per-

haps be met with. Among the Psitthacidce are many species ; some

perhaps, intermediate between those of New Holland and India. Gal-

linaceous birds abound in southern Asia, and in the Islands, and many

rare, and no doubt some new species will be brought to light by a dili-

gent inquiry after them. Among these the beautiful Columba Zoce, an

inhabitant of New Guinea, may extend to the coast of Tenasserim ; the

magnificent Argus Pheasant is supposed to be found there ; and the

same may be expected of many other species in this, the most impor-

tant to us of all the families of the feathered race. Wild poultry should

be particularly sought after, and living specimens of them and of the

various species of Pheasants procured.

As objects of curiosity the Esculent swallow, its nest, eggs, and

young should be sought after. Mr. Phayre presented to the Asiatic

Society, nests which he brought from Tenasserim. He also heard that

the breeding of adjutants takes place there : a fact it would be well to

ascertain as well as its manner : and various species of that beautiful

family the Crimyrides the humming birds of the east, are there to be

met with.

The other Vertebrata, reptiles, and fishes, of that country are so little

known as to give a fair promise of almost all that are caught being new

species. Of the Saurian Reptiles ihejlying lizard (Draco volans of

Linnaeus) was brought from thence by Mr. Phayre, and presented to

the Asiatic Society, and Col. Burney, Political Resident in Ava, pre-

sented me with several specimens he brought from Pegue. To the

latter gentleman I am also indebted for a curious species of Chelonian

reptile, a tortoise with a tail, as long, or longer than the body, which

2 z 2
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seems to be new. But, as I before said, almost every reptile and fish

of the Tenasserirn coast must necessarily be so.

In the Invertebrata, a still wider field opens before the enterprising

naturalist, in the seas, and on the coasts you are about to visit. The

Cephalopodous and Fteropodous Mollusca may be said to be unknown.

The terrestrial and fluviatile Acephalous, and Gasteropodous sections of

the same class are equally so. So extreme is the ignorance of naturalists

of the Indian animals of this class, that one of the most eminent English

writers in a late work expresses his surprise that the rivers of the east

should have produced but six or seven species of shells, while those of

America are known to contain upwards of 150. In my cabinet there

are not less than 28 species of fluviatile shells, 20 of which I have found

^n the tanks and nullahs in the neighbourhood of Calcutta, anoMn the

river Hoogly, a fact sufficient to prove the fault is not in nature.

In marine Mollusca the rarest, and most beautiful, genera are natives

of our Indian " narrow seas" as well as of the Indian ocean. The genera

Conus, Volutn, Harpa, Scalaria, Dolium, Venus, Isocardia and many

others are to be found there, rich in species, which require only a careful

collector to bring them to notice. Many species of the genus Patella

and its congenera from the coast of Arracan, were presented to me by

Mrs. Halhed. And, not to dwell upon this part of the subject, we

may venture to say, that by a careful dredging for marine, a diligent

search for terrestrial and fluviatile shells, and by hanging out a tow line

on your voyage for Pelagic mollusca, you will be able to make a splen-

did collection of new genera, and new species in this most beautiful

branch of natural history.

Of the Crustacea, Arachnida, Insects, and Zoophytes upon our coasts,

our ignorance is more than equal to what it is of the Mollusca, while to

attempt to enumerate even the genera you will meet with, would extend

this paper beyond all reasonable limits. Besides, my remarks must be

for the most part merely conjectural, and you will, of course, gather all

you meet with, and particularly inquire after any curious in themselves,

or useful in medicine and the arts. Among the former the phospho-

rescent Pennatulce are natives of the Straits of Malacca ; but whe-

ther of the European species or not, I am not informed. Of the

latter, some species of Cantharidse are met with, in numbers suffi-

cient to be used in blistering ; and other insects may be known to the

natives of real, or fancied, specific virtues : if so, such should be inquired

after: I may also mention the Cochineal insect (Coccus cacti, Linn.)

which some think may after all be found in India, though from its place
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being apparently filled by another species* of the same genus, I have

little hope of your discovering it.

With regard to the internal parts of animals ; those of Vertebrata

should be preserved, as well as the animals 'themselves of those Inverte-

brata which are provided with a shell. Of the importance of these in

systematic classification you are well aware.

The little time I can command must be my apology for not entering

here upon the subject of the preservation of your specimens. All I

know, however, about it is fully detailed in a paper I published last year

in the Journal of the Asiatic Society ; a copy of which 1 have the plea-

sure to annex. In that paper you will find the method I have been

induced, by the experience of several years in this climate, to recommend,

and which has been practised in my own cabinet, and in the museum

of the Asiatic Society, with the most perfect success.

In conclusion, permit me to congratulate you upon an appointment

which promises so fair an opportunity of distinction to yourself; and

such great advantage to zoological science.

IX.

—

Mode ofManufacture of the Salumba salt of'Upper India, ex»

tradedfrom a Report by C. Gubbins, Esq. C. S.

The Noh Mehdl situated below and to the east of the Mewdt hills,

and between two j heels, that of Kotela to the south and that of Chun-

dainee to the north, comprizes 12 villages,

Chundainee) Baee> Has,

Noh) Selumbah, JBout/ca,

Khairlah, Salaheree, Eldbur,

Mulub, Ferozpore, Murara,

The area of these villages is about 39J square miles.

The salt is made by solar evaporation from well water, exposed in

pukka vats or reservoirs of an average of 3J cubits deep, 70 cubits long

and 40 cubits broad. These reservoirs are built in sets of six, and are

filled from wells, one of them is chosen which is always kept full from

the remaining five, while these again are refilled from the well as often

as they empty.

Two years is the usual time for the first collection of salt (this if

however often retarded or accelerated by a heavy or scanty fall of rain,

during the wet months) : when a red scum begins to appear on the sur-

face of the water fresh bushes are thrown in, chiefly of thorny plants,

such as the Keeker, Jhoud, Joankur and the Joasa plants, and by the

* Further reflection has led me to think the Sylvestre, or C. Tomentosus is a variety

of and not a distinct species from the C. cacti.
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time that the bark decomposes the salt has completed its crystallization.

The pits last, without requiring repair, for about six years ; and yield

salt every year after the first produce.

The following is an average account of expense and produce.

Produce of first 3 years Expence.

from outlay, mds, 1,500 Outlay for 6 pukka reservoirs at 50 \ „

4th 830 per each J
5th 830 Expence of drawing water for 6 yrs. \ .

6th 830 at 25 Rs. per ann J

Mds. of 92 Sa. Wt.... 3,990 Sa. Rs.... 450

The salt is stored without any care or trouble, a pit is dug as close to

the salt pans as possible averaging 8 cubits deep and*— diameter, into

this the salt is thrown ; tenacious clayey earth is then spread over it and

the outer surface of the pit raised slightly higher than the surrounding

ground.

X.

—

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.

Wednesday Evening, 2nd May, 1838.

The Honorable Sir Edward Ryan, President, in the chair.

Dr. Chas. Huffnagle, proposed at the last meeting, was elected a mem.
ber of the Society.

H. V. Bayley, Esq. C. S. was proposed by H. T. Prinsep, Esq., second-
ed by Sir E. Ryan.

Lieutenant C. B. Young, Engineers, was proposed by the Secretary, se-

conded also by the President.

Letters from Dr. C. J. Macdonald, M. C. Ommanney, Esq. and Lieut.

H. Bigge, acknowledged their election.

Establishment.

The Secretary announced that Mr. Kittoe's appointment to the survey
of the new line of dak road to Bombay, had left the curatorship and libra-

ri .'inship vacant, whereon
Mr. Alexander Csoma, Korosi, was unanimously elected Librarian,

on the arrangement formerly offered him.
After some discussion as to the best mode of conducting the manage-

ment of the museum, it was proposed by Professor O'Shaughnessy, second-
ed by the President,

That Mr. George Evans, be appointed Curator on the same allowance

as was granted to Dr. Pearson.
The Secretary further stated that the repairs of the house, which he

had intended to have committed to Mr. Kittoe's care, now required a pro-

fessional superintendance, when it was determined to employ Mr. Rowb
of Sheriff and Co.'s establishment.

Library.

A letter was received from Dr. John Redman Coxe, Prof. Mat. Med.
Univ. Pensyl. forwarding the following publications in which he had been

engaged at different periods, for presentation to the Society. Some of

them had previously been presented through the late Dr. Hunter.
An inquiry into the claims of Harvey to the discovery of the circulation of

the blood.

* The diameter is always proportioned to the quantity of salt to be stored.
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Philadelphian Medical Museum, vols. I, 2, 3, 4, 5, (the first out of print.)
The emporium of arts and sciences, conducted by Dr. Coxe, Philadelphia— 1812-

13, Nos. 1 to 12 forming two vols.

Practical observations on vaccination

—

by the same.
^Esculapean Register, 1824

—

by the same.
Observations on combustion and acidification, Pamphlet, Philad, 1811.
Observations on a letter from Dr. N. Chapman to Dr. W. B. Tyler on cho-

lera, Philad. 1833.

Some observations on the Jalap plant.
An introduction to solid Geometry and to the study of chrystallography by N.

J. Larkin, M. G. S. London, 1820.

Appeal to the public from the proceedings of the Trustees of the University of
Pensylvania.

A letter from J. Vaughan, Esq. librarian of the American Philosophi-
cal Society was read, forwarding the following works.

Darlington's Flora Cestrica, or description of the flowering and filicoid plants of
Chester county Pensylvania.
American Almanac and Repository of Useful Knowledge, 1838.

Notice of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia by Dr. Harlan—
presented by the author.

The following w6re also presented :

The proceedings of the Bombay Geographical Society, for February 1838, for-
warded by the Society.

Radde-u-din-musalmani or refutation of Muhammedanisra, by the Rev. J. Wil-
son, D. D. Bombay, 1836—by the Author.
Proceedings of the Agricultural Society

—

by the Secretary.

Colonel Macleod, V. P. Chief Engineer, presented Gregory's Highland and
Isles of Scotland.

Dorje-ling, a compilation of all the official information, respecting the capabilities
of that station, as a Sanatarium

—

by H. V. Bayley, Esq. C. S.

KiRBYand Spence's Entomology of Insects, 2 vols.

—

presented by W. Cracroft,Esq.

Museum of Antiquities.

Lieutenant-Colonel Stacy, submitted for inspection and temporary-

deposit in the Society's Museum, a female image procured at Muttra

;

supposed to mark an epoch in Hindu sculpture, on which subject a note
by the proprietor was read.

Captain A. Cunningham, presented two fragments of sculpture procur-

ed by him in his journey to Simla ; one of them bears the following date.

#3"rl *A£^ ^SU'sC ^f^ 8 xfa f^if—the name of the maker of the image is

worn and illegible.

On the top of this fragment are two feet of a female with bangles.

The other fragment (in mottled sandstone, is of Devi holding a child

(Ganes) in her lap.

The Secretary read the following reply from the Secretary to the

Governor General, relative to the further examination of the antiquities

of Junagarh and Girinagar in Gujerat.

To J. Prinsep, Esq.
Secretary to the Asiatic Society.

Sir,
I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated the 28th ultimo,

to the address of the Right Honorable the Governor General, and in reply, to

transmit for your information copy of a communication this day made by me under
the instructions of His Lordship, to the Acting Chief Secretary to the Government
of Bombay, to depute a qualified officer for the purpose of taking a facsimile of the

inscriptions alluded to, and generally, to collect all information which can be had
regarding them, as suggested by you.

I have the honor to be, &c.
(Signed) W. H. Macnaghten,

Simla, ISth April, 1838. Secy, to the Govt, of India, with the Govr. Genl.

To L. R. Reid, Esq. Acting Chief Secy, to the Govt, of Bombay.
Sir,

I am desired by the Right Honorable the Governor General to forward to you
for the purpose of being laid before the Right Honorable the Governor in Council
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of Bombay, the accompanying copy of a letter to the address of His Lordship from
Mr. J. Prinsep, Secretary to the Asiatic Society, dated the 28th ultimo.

2. I am directed at the same time to express the wish of His Lordship, should
the Right Honorahle the Governor in Council be aware of no objection to the mea-
sure, that an officer qualified for such a duty and interested in it, may be deputed
for a limited period without loss of allowances, and with power to incur some
reasonable amount of contingent expense, to take a facsimile of the inscriptions

alluded to, and generally, to collect all information which can be had regarding
them, as suggested in Mr. Prinsep's letter.

3. It will be observed that the names of three officers have been indicated by
Mr. Prinsep as being peculiarly well qualified for the duty in question.

I have the honor to be, &c.
(Signed,) W. H. Macnaghten,

Simla, )8fh April, 1838, Secy, to the Govt, of India, with the Govr. Genl.

By permission of General Court, the facsimile of a circular copper-plate

on its nay to M. Jacquet of Paris was exhibited ; also drawings of two
coins of Undopherres or Gondophares of new types, in which the letters of

the name were very distinct.

The circular plate is a kind of primer, containing the Nagari Alphabet, arranged,
the vowels in the centre and the consonants in their several classes around, with

the letter Sri in a cipher, and the Buddhist invocation ^frr^f^^"?!! 1?! namo Arahan-
lanam, between each compartment.
The margin contains a family pedigree in three lines, in a kind of vernacular of

which the following is a literal transcript.

OTTO"^ W^TTi. cTcq^T^ffr ^TT^xr^-: crrq^cT^TTlT ^

^ra^re^Ti^ stum cretrsre ^ sr. TpncHpsrcro. ftcffaipn**?

Prosperity, grlory and fame Samvat 1681, in the light half of Kartik, 5th,
Thursday. Kddyasingha (?) native of Mathura in Pushkara gaon (?) in his succession
was Sri Guna Chandra whoses uccessor was Sri Sakala Chandra • his successors
were two sons, the first own son was Tulsidas ;—the second son Surahantri,—his

successor was Mohan Sain, of whose descent, in the Gohila tribe, a village was
named after him Japdlu. He had two sons, 1st Chanchala das, the 2nd Dharma
das ; by whom this jantra or Siddha chakra (magic circle) for the reward of the
virtuous acts of Tulsi dds is made, and on the margin the names of Tulsi dds's
ancestry are written.

Literary.

A letter was received from Mr. Sec. H. T. Prinsep, forwarding- by
desire of the Hon'ble Mr. Ross, President in Council, a Pushto or Pan-
jabi Grammar, prepared by Lieutenant Leech, of the Bombay Engineers.

The Secretary explained that the Committee of Papers had determined
that the two former grammars (Belochki and Baruiki) by the same intelli-

gent gentleman were not adapted for publication in the Researches, but
would be more useful as a separate volume.

Resolved that with reference to the Pushto Grammar of Dr. Carey,
already in existence, the works be referred to the librarian to consider on
the mode of their publication.

The President in Council likewise presented for such notice as the

Society might think fit, a paper on the Siabposh Kaffirs, with specimens
of their language and costume, by Captain A. Buunes.

[Printed in the present number.]
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Dr. A. Burn, presented facsimile of a fourth copper-plate grant found
at Kaira in Gujerat, which in all but the names proves to be the duplicate
of one formerly submitted.

Lieut. Postans addressed to the Society, some further extracts from the
Tohfat ul kiram and the Chach Nameh, bearing on the history of Sinde.

[Printed in the present number.]
Physical.

The Rev. J. McQueen, presented on the part of Dr. Dunbar, Ram.
gurh battalion, a second series of geological specimens collected in the
Cole country. He begged they might with the former collection be re-
served at the owner's disposal after examination.

Dr. R. Harlan, transmitted from the Philadelphian Museum, casts
made by himself of the remains of the Basilosaurus of Alabama, a fossil

animal described and depicted in his " Medical and Physical Researches."
The fragments comprise the jaw, a humerus, a vertebra and some other

bones.

Dr. G. G. Spilsbury, presented a large mass of indurated clay, contain-
ing fossil shells, with a note on the various sites in which the same species
have been discovered, with drawings by Lieut. P. A. Reynolds.

Also, a specimen of Nerbudda coal from Major Ouseley.
Notice of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, by Dr.

Harlan—presented through E. Ryan, Esq.

Lieutenant Hutton, forwarded specimens of the lichens of the Him&!aya,~
with solutions in ammoniacal liquid for comparison with those received
from the Royal Asiatic Society. Tiie following note accompanied them.

Meerut, 23rd February, 1838.
The accompanying specimens of dyes from Hill lichens, I had lately the honor to

submit for inspection to the Governor General, and I am requested by his Lord-
ship to forward them for examination in Calcutta. In order to afford you all the
information I can, regarding them, I have taken the liberty of repeating the sub-
stance of my communication to his Lordship, during his recent visit to Meerut.
" During my rambles in the neighbourhood of Simla, and especially in a hurried

trip to the Burenda Pass, I noted an immense variety of these plants, both on
rocks and trees, but not knowing at that time that information regarding them was
required, I neglected to secure specimens of the greater number.

" Some few, however, which attracted notice from the beauty of their forms, I

collected, and having since subjected them to the usual test of diluted liquor am-
monia?, 1 find that out of eight plants, six yield coloring matter." These
species might be procured in any quantities from the forests of the interior and from
the rocks at the Burenda Pass. In collecting the plants much care and attention

would be necessary, in order to" ascertain at what stage of their growth, or at

what season of the year, they produce the greatest quantity of coloriug matter," by
which knowledge all unnecessary waste of the plants would be avoided, and also a

better article furnished to commerce.
" It is probable that the higher and more arid tracts of country in Kunawer and

Spiti, beyond the influence of the periodical rains, may produce some valuable

lichens as, I believe it to be a fact, that the drier the climate, the more rich and
valuable are the dyes."

You will find that the plants have been left in the solution ; this is because of

some of them I have no more left, to show the species.

The vial No. 1, contains a species which is very abundant, and appears to yield a

large quantity of color. (This orchilla seems equal to the canary specimen.)

No. 2. Is I think the same plant in a different stage of growth. Both are

abundant on trees.

No. 3. Is from the Burenda Pass, where it is very abundant on rocks near

the snow.
No. 4- From forests of the interior ; found both on rocks and trees.

No. 5. Is very abundant in the forest of Muhassu, one march from Simla.

No. 6. From Simla to the Burenda Pass on trees.

The other two plants which I submitted to the same test, did not even discolor

the solution in the least.

3 A
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These specimens have heen very roughly tested, as I knew not what were the
quantities of ammonia and water.
You will greatly ohlige me by letting me know as soon as possible whether any

of these are likely to be of use, as his Lordship the Governor General expressed

a wish that I would inform him of the result of the examination as soon as I could.

In addition to the foregoing, I have the pleasure to send a few specimens from
Subathii which I have not yet tested.

Nos. 7, 8 and 9, are abundant on rocks and may possibly prove to be the same
species. No. 10, on rocks, not so abundant.
Of No. 1, I have put a small quantity in the box also.

The specimens will be forwarded home without delay.

Mr. C. Symes, Branch Pilot, presented a stuffed specimen of the sword

fish, on the part of Mr. J. T. Twisten.
Extract of a letter from Captain Jenkins, furnished the following infor-

mation regarding coal and iron of Assam, from Captain Hannay.
Sir, Jeypore, the \st February, 1838.

With reference to your letter of the 15th December last, enclosing letters regard-
ing coal, I have the honor to state that since my arrival here I have discovered

several beds of workable coal, and that I have already commenced clearing a large

vein about 2 miles distant from this.

As I wish to collect the coal at as little expense as possible, I have commenced
working the vein nearest to Jeypore, and before I came to this determination I

employed myself on exploring the neighbourhood, and have been very successful in
finding coal and iron in great plenty.

The coal is generally in veins of considerable size and is turned in all directions

without reference to any particular bearings. The outcrop of the different strata or

vein may, I believe, be seen in most of the small ravines or water-courses which
come from these hills.

The coal which has come under my observation appears to me to be of a descrip-

tion between, slate coal No. 1, and canal coal. The best of the bed being as yet

unseen, however I cannot speak correctly of its qualities for manufacturing purposes.
In the soil of the hills generally, large and small amorphous masses of clay iron

ore are found, some of the masses of a size sufficient for two men to lift, and on one
of the hills, the soil of which is highly red colored, mines or wells are still visible

of a considerable depth from which the above description of one bed been extracted

many years ago.
Nodules of iron ore ere also abundant in the strata above the coal barring only

a stratum of blue sand of 3 feet in depth separating the two.

Varieties of this ore are found in several other localities in the hills as also in the

bed of the Dehing and on both banks, for some distance above this ; some of the

specimens are apparently brown and red hematite, and as an opportunity offers, I

shall have much pleasure in forwarding specimens of the whole.
Petroleum is also plentiful, and it here presents itself rising from beds of coal

which are visible ; the description is of a thicker consistency than what I had before

seen in this country ; the color is also dark brown, and it does not possess so pun»
gent an odour.

I have also to state that in one of my excursions in the neighbourhood, I walked
through a tea tract of considerable extent, contiguous to what 1 believe had been
pointed out to some of Mr. Bruce's people.

What I have seen is entirely on hilly ground, and it seems to me to present some
peculiarities which I think necessary to mention. The hill is about 80 or 100 feet

high, the soil is of a deep-red color, and a portion of the tract is the locality of the
iron ore, which had been dug for in former years, some of the tea trees growing
out from the mines or wells.

The tea trees are tall and slender with a whitish bark, and the leaf does not ap-
pear to me to be so coarse or of so dark a color as I had before observed, and the
seed is very small : the soil is no doubt congenial to the growth of the plant as
seedlings are plentifully scattered about. The jangal is bambu*.
This tea tract in its general appearance comes nearer to the idea I had formed of

the localities of this plant in China, than any I have hitherto seen.

I have, &c.
(Signed) S. Hannay.

Captain Lloyd, presented 22 birds and 1 squirrel obtained on the Sun-
darbun coasts.

Specimens of Caoutchouc, manufactured by Dr. Scott, were laid on th»

table.
* Generally with exception of a few very large trees.
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One of these in the form of a large cylindric boot was claimed by Dr. Spry, as
having been intended for transmission by him to the English manufacturers. It
was explained that the cylinder or bottle form was the most convenient for the
makers at home, who place the cylinder on the lathe and cut off by machinery a
continual thread therefrom. This use was as yet unknown to Indian cultivators

who imagined the Caoutchouc was only intended for solution.

Captain Lloyd, presented through Dr. McClelland, a specimen of the
mud brought up from the Swatch, or place of no soundings at the top of

the Bay of Bengal. The following note by Dr. McClelland was read.
• The specimens were brought up from 200 fathoms on the north side of the Swatch

at a short distance from shoal water by which it is said to be surrounded ; but
Capt. Lloyd supposes from the eddy that here appears, though slightly, to run
against the tide, that the Swatch is open to seaward.
These are the deepest soundings that have been made, and the texture of the

deposit brought up bears a singular resemblance to that of the upper beds of primi-
tive clay-slate*, though it possesses all the characters of a deposit now forming.
Compared with specimens brought up from less depth, those from the Swatch are
more compact, and show a more luminated and finer texture.

Their color is also more uniform and unlike deposits that take place at ordinary
depths ; it is a greenish grey, similar to that of the peculiar slate to which it has
been compared.
The Swatch has been supposed to be a circular basin, bottomless, though sur-

rounded with sands and shoal waters. Capt. Lloyd however suspects that shoal

water is not to be found to seaward, and he was disposed to countenance the opinion

that this trough may be occasioned by the back currents caused in the Bay by the
two great currents from the Hoogly and Megna between which it is situated ; but
the number of other outlets from the Sundarbands by which a great portion of

Gangetic waters escape opposite to the Swatch, and the absence of any general
retrocession of currents between the estuaries of the two great rivers, induced him
to repose little confidence in the opinion.

It may however be remarked in favor of the above opinion, that Capt. Lloyd's
observations were made dui'ing the dry season, when the peculiar influence of the
rivers on the Bay may be supposed to be least. At all events we must ascribe the
Swatch to a comparative interruption of deposits at the spot, and if the force of the
two great bodies of fresh water falling into the Bay from two parallel directions be
sufficient during the rains to cause an opposite current of sea water to rush back
between them, a trough similar to the Swatch would be the natural consequence.
We might even conceive the volume of sea water which would be thus driven back

by the impetuosity of the two great river currents, to be so assisted by the S. W.
monsoon and the peculiar conformation of the Bay, as to overcome the compara-
tively weaker currents from the Sundarbands opposite to the Swatch, directing them
on either side to the currents from the two great rivers.

The following extract of a letter from Dr. Cantor, dated Cape, 17th

January, 1833, was read.
Cape, 17th January, 1838.

"I have spoken to Sir J. Herschel, ahout our museum, and I hope that your plan

of exchange may by and bye be realized • it will however take sometime, because the

Cape museum is very poor in every branch, except in the ornithological. A single,

half-cleaned skull of a rhinoceros was the only osteological preparation I observed.

As for a skull of the Hippopotamus, Sir John told me that he has constantly been
looking out for one but without success ; in the Cape district they are nearly ex-
tinct and although they swarm in the interior, the dutch Boors cannot be prevailed

upon to preserve any other part of the skull but the tushes. 1 am about making
out a list of such duplicates which I know you are anxious to get rid of, and Sir

John, who embarks for England two months hence, is going to give the list to M.
Valette the curator.

He inquired very anxiously about the fossils, which Mr. Pope (he was never able

to find him out to deliver your message) discovered at the Cape (query where ?) of

course I could not tell more than I had heard from yourself, and the short note in

your Journal. The following anecdote will I think prove of interest to you. In the
interior is found a great number of isolated blocks of iron, which Sir J. by analysis

found to contain nickel, and they are meteoric, of course. Some time ago Captain
Alexander brought samples of iron from an ore in the interior which Sir John
found also to contain nickel, and to be identical with meteoric iron. So addio to

all theories upon the formation of * meteoric' iron. You will however in a short

time see more about it from Europe.

* It struck us as resembling more in colour and texture the greenish clay ejected

from the mud volcanos of Rdtnri island, see Foley's Desc. J. A. S. IV., 28.—Ed.
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—

Second Report on the Examination and Restoration of the Mac*

kenzie Manuscripts. By the Reverend William Taylor.

A Palm-leafMS. No. 165, Countermark 64.

A:~TAMIL.
I.— Chola purva Patayam, or ancient Chola record.

This is a large Tamil manuscript containing 48 Palm-leaves in the

introductory portion and 219 in the remainder. It is perfect as regards

the numbering of the leaves, and is generally in a good state of preserva-

tion : a few of the leaves are a little damaged, but these, having been

restored, the whole will last in good preservation, for several years.

Brief Abstract.

Reference to inscriptions at Conjeveram, and to Vikramaditya the

son of Govinda, slain by Salivahana. It states that Saliva'hana

was born in the country of Ayodhya, in a potter's house, under the

influence of Athi-seshan. He acquired great skill and prowess ; and

conquering Vikramaditya, subdued also the Ayodhya* country. An
era was formed termed the era of Salivahana. In his time there

was great disorder, Hindu fanes, rites, and institutions, all were neg-

lected. Salivahana was a Samana (or Jaina) a worshipper of Sar-

vesvarer of a venomous spirit, and in these he gloried. He destroyed

the fanes and secred edifices of the Hindus of five classes, without favor

or distinction. He overthrew all privileges which Hindus derived from

Vikramaditya. He persecuted and oppressed all who would not

* Whence it appears either that the author made a mistake or else that there

was a second Ayodhya. Vikrama'ditya ruled over Gujerat and Malwa, and

derived tribute extensively from other countries. Ayodhya may however, be

viewed as an epithet, u exempt from war.'*

3 A
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enter into the Samana religion, of which he was a devotee. If they

entered the way of Sarvesvarer, he protected them ; but punished them

if they refused. Through his wickedness there was no rain, a great

famine, much distress, and one house distant ten miles from any other

house : the country little better than a waste benighted wilderness. The

ascetics retiring to wildernesses, in secret made murmuring complaints

to Siva, and Vishnu, Siva to avenge the desolation, solicited from

the Athi-Pardbaram (Supreme Being) a fire rain. Athi-seshan before-

hand apprized Salivahana of its approach in a dream. Salivahana

announced to all the followers of Sarvesvarer, the coming fire rain, and

recommended them to build stone houses, or to remain (on the day

fixed) in rivers, by both of which means they would be preserved unin-

jured by the fire rain. They followed his advice, some quarrying stones

and building houses, others watching on the banks of the largest rivers
;

and they were all on the alert. Siva opening his frontlet eye, sent a rain

of fire. Salivahana's people took refuge in their stone houses, and

he himself with his army on the banks of the Caveri (here used to de-

signate a river in general), avoided it by plunging in the water. Siva

seeing this, by recourse had to the Supreme Being, and by meditating on

the five lettered mantra, sent down a shower of mud. Those in stone

houses were thereby blocked up and suffocated ; those in rivers came
out and escaped, and thus Salivahana (here also termed Bhoja), with

his army escaped. Siva now took counsel within himself. The first

reflection produced Vira Cholan, (the thought of him was born in his

mind :) the second reflection produced Ufa Cheran of the Ldda coun-

try, and Nanda Gopala Yediar (or herdsmen class or tribe) : the third

reflection produced Vajranga Pandiyan of the fisherman's class. Siva

then, with a regard to Vishnu, meditated the eight-lettered mantra;

and through it designated these three to their respective offices, it being

the special lot of the Cholan to kill Salivahana. The three kings

came together to take counsel so that the three crowns became as one

crown, and they bathed together in the river at Tirumukudal* . After

making a vow to destroy Sa'livahana, and taking means to assemble

money and troops, they made a pilgrimage to Kasi. At that time Kasi

was neglected, and it was merely a wilderness of banyan trees. They

are represented- as discovering an inscription deep hidden in the earth,

stating this to be Kasi, &c. (Hence it is not Benares, but some ficti-

* This is a place where three rivers became one, said to be not far from Con-

jeveram. Hence the name, implying, " the sacred triple union." Another such

place is celebrated in a book called Mukudal pallu and is said to be near Alagar

kavil, in the neighbourhood of Madura.
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tious K&si, that is designated.) They subsequently came to Canchi-

nagara (Conjeveram.) The same process as before is represented to

have been repeated. Here also an inscription was found. (It is to be

noted that the original name is Cachi ; Canchi being a modern addi-

tion.) They were referred for further information to Cachi Vira Ca-

machi rayen, of the weaver tribe. They cleared the forest ; but were

opposed by a local Durga who threatened to sacrifice them for trespass-

ing on her domains. There follow various details needless to state

minutely, Saliyahana is again designated simply by the name Bhoja.
The aforesaid Cachi Vira Camachi appears as a negociator with the

local Durga, and promises her one thousand and eight human sacri-

fices, from among the people of his tribe, and the title of " War god-

dess ;" so that when the tribe should rule, and fight with other kings,

her appetite for human blood should be abundantly satiated : with these

terms the Durga was satisfied and gave consent to the building of a

town, and establishing a monarchy. (If this be ornament it is still

startling in its indications as to by-gone days.) She then took him

to the tank of her local residence, and explained to him that after Vi-

kramaditya's defeat by Salivahana, all the former inhabitants of the

place had collected their jewels and other valuables, which were put

into a copper chest, and that this chest was buried, deep under the bed

of a tank (reservoir), in a cave closed by a door, which was locked, and

over it the stone bed of the tank was relaid. She pointed out to him

the spot, and put him in possession of the chest. She also directed him

to another spot where ancient records of the place, when the country

was ruled by Devendra were deposited, and shewing him where it

was she disappeared. Cachi Viran returned to a locality where

the three kings were waiting for him. There follows some more

fable, and then an order from Siva in the form of a guru, to open the

chest. A detail of its contents—a smaller chest, a weapon, a sacred

utensil or weapon, another weapon, a brass vessel, a key of the inferior

regions, five other keys, an iron crow-bar, a hammer, ten thousand pieces

of gold coined in the age of the great king Santanu. The smaller

chest being opened contained images of Ganesa, Kdrtikeya, Valliyam-

ma, (the female image at ChillambramJ a trinetra fruit (the sacred ashes

of the Saivas), a sacred bead containing the image of one god (usually

it is held to contain three, four, or five; the kind mentioned is very

rare). A chank with its windings to the right (extremely rare and

precious), a cane without joints or knots, a row of beads for prayer, a

seal ring of six classes of Hindus—these and the like were in the inner

box. These were given to the Saiva guru to be purified, and then

3 a 2
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were committed to the care of Vira Camachi for the purposes of wor-

ship. He fetched a pot of water from the Cambhd river, and putting-

it before the chest, placed one of the weapons upright in the ground,

and paying homage transferred the divinity resident within the chest,

into the pot of water, which was daily worshipped by himself and his

wife. This was all done by instructions from the god in the shape of

a Saiva guru. He delivered the same over to his son to be so handed

\ down from generation to generation. The said guru further told them

to make use of the key of the inferior regions in the place before indi-

cated by the local Durga, where a copperplate inscription would be

found. The Saiva guru then disappeared resuming his divine form

of Yegambaresvarer. The three kings were again resorted to, when

the original inscription first mentioned was once more read by them all,

and again hidden. After some other matters the opening of the other

cave is mentioned to which the instruments before found in the first

box were necessary. This was a cave which was entered by the light

of large torches, and thence another box was taken. The inscription

on copper-plates and its contents are stated to have referred to the four

ages, with the record of some leading names, and coming down to the

mention of Vikramaditya's defeat by Salivahana ; at which era it

would appear to have been engraved ; and its contents are said to have

contained extensive details, (certainly ill suiting a copper-plate record,

but there is much of exaggeration apparent :) the simple object of the

inscription would seem to have been to commemorate the previous preva-

lence of the Hindu faith, that the memory might not be lost, during the

v greatly altered state of things under Salivahana. The three kings

rendered great honor to Vira Cama'chi and to his son. There is a

brief repetition of matters connected with the four ages ; for the pur-

pose of shewing apparently, that all the great events recorded were

preceded by the exhibition of human sacrifices ; and it was again agreed

upon by the three kings that before setting out to conquer Salivahana

a similar sacrifice must be offered at a place termed Cudutturi. The

contents of the inscription, as regards the list of kings in foregoing ages

was copied out on palm-leaves, and then the copper-plates were returned

>
to the place whence they had been taken. The three kings again went

to Kasi. Thence they derived three crores of money, said to be dug

up from beneath the shrine of a goddess ; a variety of fabulous accom-

paniments. Nine persons in all are represented as having visited Kasi,

and as subsequently returning to Conjeveram. The affair of destroying

Salivahana was now entered on, and the three kings leaving Conje*

veram proceeded to Cudatturiyur . Being there Vira Cholan wrote
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letters missive addressed to the votaries of Siva and Vishnu, whether

in cultivated lands or wastes ; ajways excepting the Samana followers

of Sarvesvarer, the purport being a call to assemble at Cv.dvMuriyur,

in order to proceed against Salivahana. A great concourse assembled.

Salivahana heard of these preparations, (Here the manuscript takes a

retrospect in a few lines, and the passage is important.) In former days

Vickamaditya ruled in the country of Ayodhya, and built a large town

with battlements and other fortifications. When Saliva'hana Bhoja,

conquered Vikramaditya as he was not fit to rule in that town, he

constructed another town in the same country, called Bhoja raya puram
where the descendants of this Salivahana Bhoja ruled during 1442

years*. In their time the three kings aforementioned made their pre-

parations which (the descendant of) Salivahana learning, consulted

about some place of refuge and hearing of Trichinopoly, inquired con-

cerning its origin and antiquity. This statement introduces the ordi-

nary legend about that place founded on circumstances connected with

the poem of the Rdmdyana. Assembling all his forces Saliva'hana

set out with them from. Bhoja rayapur, and overran the whole of the

Peninsula, until he came to Trichinopoly, of which he took possession.

Ascending the rock, and perceiving the strength of the place, he consi-

dered that no one could dispossess him of it, if he made it his citadel,

which greatly added to his confidence. Residing in a palace at the foot,

he thence administered the affairs of the kingdom. Meantime the three

kings continued their preparations at Cudatturiyur. Cachi Viran

advised to send an envoy to hear what Salivahana would say, and

then to levy war against him. The Cholan accordingly sent Cachi

Viran himself, accompanied by some troops: at an interview with

* Thus in the sense of this author, Sa'liva'hana stands both for an indivi-

dual and for a dynasty, of which he was the head ; according to a custom of

their oriental, and even scriptural, writers, as has been fully shewn by Bishop

Newton in his Dissertations on the Prophecies. The tales about Vikrama'di-

tya make Bhoja raja his successor after some interval, in a different town,

and on another throne. If the Carnataca rajakal, can be safely followed the

town and fortress of Saliva'hana was at the modern Doivlutabad, a truly sin-

gular place, according to the description given of it by Captain Seely, while

the neighbouring sculptures at Ellore (prevailingly Jaina in fashion) sanction the

idea of a great power in the neighbourhood. At that place Deva giri (or Dowlut-

cbad) a long list of kings did reign down to Rama deva (or Ram deo), conquer-

ed by the Muhammadans, when the place was plundered, and the kingdom sub-

jugated. Hence 1 think we have some important indications to be followed out

in fuller conclusion.

[The quasi interregnum of 1442 years is evidently introduced to reconcile the

modern with the ancient epoch of the Kali yuga. See next page.

—

Ed.]
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Sa'livahana, in Trichinopoly, he recited the preparations made with

the express intention of destroying the power of that ruler, demanding

in consequence that he should give up Trichinopoly, renounce the

Samana way, bathe his head in the Caveri (become a Hindu), retire to

his own proper town of Bhoja rayapur, and there maintain only half

his present army. Salivahana, much incensed, with abusive epithets,

rejected the demand; but added a challenge if they thought themselves

strong. Cachl Viran returned to Qudattuviyur, and his opinion

being asked he advised a second embassy before making war ; Cachi

Viran was again sent. An appointed time and place of combat were

now fixed, Salivahana engaging to come with his force to the place.

This place was Tiruvuni kaval, whither the three kings, Cachi Viran,

his son, and an army repaired as appointed. There Vira Cholan

was crowned and invested with royal insignia by Cachi Viran ; thence

they proceeded to besiege Trichinopoly. Cachi Viran, by means of

the copper inscription at Conjeveram before mentioned knew that by

the craft of Visbushana (younger brother of RaVana) there was a

subterraneous entry into the fort of Trichinopoly. This was passed

by a few people with torches, who thence proceeded to open the Chin-

tamani gate, by which the troops entered in multitudes and destroyed

Salivahana together with his Samana troops, with great effusion of

blood. A pariar named Vellan escaped on Salivah ana's horse, and

with him a hundred others with their families, escaped, and went to the

sea shore, whence he proceeded to some island, so as to leave behind

the proverbial saying " Va llan went to the river :" the destruction of

Salivahana is dated in C. Y. 1443 (in writing at full)*. The three

kings celebrated their conquest. Vira Cholan had to get rid of the

crime of killing Salivahana styled Sarpa-dosha-Brahm-hatti (that is,

a degree of sacredness adhering to Salivahana as born under the in-

fluence of Athi-seshan, assimilating the crime to the evil of brdhman-

slaughter, though not the same). In consequence of this crime he be-

came infatuated, and fell sword in hand on his own troops, who on all

* The authority for this date deserves examination, as if well founded it re-

conciles all the difficulties of the Kali yvga epoch, which it places in 1443-78=

1365 before Christ. Now by calculation of the pkce of the equinoctial colures,

Davis fixes Para'sara the contemporary of Yudhisthira at the commencement

of the Kali yuga, in 1391 B. C. And calculating backwards the Pauranic reigns

from Chandragupta to Yudhisthira, Wilford places the latter in 1360,

—

Wilson in 1430 B. C. The confirmation of Sa'liva'hana's being a sramanaoi'

buddhist is important : his name seems derived from some allusion to the sacred

>iidl trees under which Sa'kya died :—is it possible that the surname of Bhoja

wrongfully applied to him, may be a corruption of Bauddha, the buddhist?— Ei>.
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sides ran away to avoid him, besides which he sloughed his skin, in the

same way as a serpent changes his skin annually. His companions

seeing these things consulted together, and in consequence Cachi Viran

gave instructions to his wife Camachi to assume the guise and appear-

ance of a Curava woman, of the description practising palmistry. She

accordingly came into the town in that guise, when the three confe-

derates had her called, and first submitting their own palms, brought

Vira Cholan to submit to the like process. The fortune-teller said

that he had killed Salivahana, of such and such a race, and must ex-

piate the crime by building a great number of fanes to Siva, to Vishnu

to Subrahmanya, dwellings for ascetics, and dwellings for Brahmans;

and to enforce the duty a long narration is given of distinguished per-

sonages in former ages, who had expiated like crimes, by building an

immense number of such structures. At the mere hearing of the duty,

Vira Cholan found his malady alleviated, and the doing accordingly

was determined upon. The Curatti (or fortune-teller) went away and

resumed his proper form as Camachi. The kings inspected the forti-

fication of Trichinopoly which they found only fit for a rakshasa ; but

extended it so as to be fit for a regular Hindu sovereign. They then re-

turned to Conjeveram where by their desire Cachi Viran, read to

them the writings on palm-leaves, his copy of the before mentioned

copper-plate inscriptions ; and, according to the appointment therein

stated by Rama, the division of castes and tribes was restored. A great

number of sacred edifices of the five kinds were built. The three kings

then separated to their respective dominions. From Ularacheran there

were 26 kings down to Chengara natha cheran. From Vajranga there

were 26 Pandiyans down to Choka natha. From Vira Cholan down

to Uttama Cholan there were 25 Cholans. The son of Uttama Cho-

lan was Uriyur Cholan, with the account of whom a new section is

made to begin.

The ancient record of the time o/*Cari Cala Cholan.

After the death of Uttama Cholan the crown devolved on Uriyur

Cholan in the year of the Cali Yaga 3535*. This was corresponding

with the death of Choka Nathe Pandiyan of the southern Madura.

The son of this last, Miwatchi Savuntira Pandiyan, was crowned C.

Y. 3537. In the Conga Dharapuram the death of Chankara Natha

Cheran was contemporaneous. His son named Cherumal Perumal

was crowned C. Y. 3533. In the town of Canchi (Conjeveram) Sac-

* This date is irreconcilable with the epoch above assumed—the innovation

—viz., the astronomical fixation of the Kali yuga, as the zero of the planetary

revolutions, must therefore have taken place before it was written.

—

Ed.
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shamaiya Muthaliar of the race of Cachi Mutthu Vira Camachi
rayer being dead, his son named Cachi Vira Vencata Chella Mu-
thali was crowned in C. Y* 3539. Some details follow connected with

the right hand class of people, to which Vencata Chella belonged.

Reverting to Uriyur Cholan, he is stated to have been as bad as

Salivahana, which conduct so displeased Sata Siva, that he gave

permission to Cari Mari (the Durga) at Conjeveram to send a shower

of mud against Uriyur. But Sevendhi-isvarer admonishing Uriyur

Cholan in a dream, the latter fearing for his life prepared to take refuge

in the Conga nad, and there to keep himself concealed. His wife Sing-

hammal was in a state of three months' pregnancy. The aforesaid

Cari Mari opening the eye on her forehead, sent down a shower of

mud. It arrested Uriyur Cholan, halfway in his flight, and killed

him. From the circumstance of Cari Mari opening her frontlet eye

she was called Cunnanur Mari. Singhammal with a single attendant

arrived in the Conga country, and both performed manual labor in a

Brahman's house, A son was born to her, he was well instructed and

at 16 years of age an assembly of people occurred at Tiruvatur to con-

sider the best means of remedying the evils which had arisen from the

want of a king. The principal men from Conjeveram including the

before mentioned Vencata Chella were present, and a white elephant

was brought from Kdsu The usual arrangements being made the ele-

phant was let loose ; and proceeded of its own acord to the Conga coun-

try, where it selected the above youth who was playing along with se-

veral Brahman boys. He was crowned and received the name of Cari

Cala Cholan. The Pandiyan and Cheran are represented as sum-

moned to be present. The date was C Y. 3567, (A. D. 465.) After

all things had reverted to their course, the tale is introduced of the son

of Cari Cala Cholan runing over a calf in the streets Tiruvdrur.

Cari Cala Cholan became troubled with the Brahmahatti, and to re-

move it, the same device as before was resorted to. Yegambara isvarer

of Conjeveram temple instructed his wife Cama'chi to assume the guise

of a fortune-teller. The remedy was to build 360 Saiva fanes, and 32

water aqueducts for irrigation. Details at great length then follow of

the founding and endowment of various Saiva fanes ; too minute for

being abstracted. Such details may have their use. (Here the manu-

script being very much injured in different places, so much as needful

was restored, on other palm-leaves.) The great prevalence of the wor-

ship of Durga throughout the Chola country is indicated. Most of the

village fanes are erected to some name or form of Durga. Besides the

intimation given in the early part of the work of human sacrifices hav-
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ing been offered, on a grand scale, it further appears that Samaya
Mothali a manager or agent for Cari Cala Chola offered one of his

sons in sacrifice at Trhtomali, and at the demand of the Durga at Ma-
thurai (MaduraJ he offered another son as a sacrifice. He then insisted

that for future years human sacrifices should not be offered ; but that the

goddess must be contented with other offerings, a multitude of goats

being included. It is stated that 27 generations, and 36 reigns occu-

pied 2460 years. (In this statement and in the following ones there is

a recurrence of artificial structure. ) The number of fanes constructed

by the three kings, Chola, Pandiya and Conga, is greatly exaggerated.

Among other things it is stated that beneath the shrine oi.Minacshi at

Madura, there is a subterraneous way to the Vaigai river. A great

many things are mentioned apparently with the object of magnifying

the importance of Samaiya Muthaliar, and the weaver caste at Con-

jeveram. After which Cheruman Percmal being at Conjeveram with

his colleagues, the two other kings, he is brought forward as looking

into futurity, and declaring matters in the form of a prophecy. To wit,

the whole country will become Muhammadan, the gods of the chief

places will retire into concealment. The Muhammadans will exercise

great severities. The Samana religion will increase, low tribes will

prevail throughout the country. There will be want of rain ; famine,

deaths of people in consequence. Every thing will be as in the days of

Salivahana. The Muhammadans will rule during 360 years. They

are termed rdkshasas concerning whom the sacred ascetics will complain

to Siva. Siva in consultation with Vishnu, will resuscitate Vikramadi-

tya with his minister Batti*, and destroy by him, the Muhammadans.

Siva will order Vikramaditya, born as Vira Vasanta Rayer, to

reign with his posterity, during a period of seven generations and 540
years. After that, while performing worship with eyes closed, the

Mogul Padshah will come and destroy him. The Rasgiri Mogul and

his posterity will reign 5 generations or 360 years. Vikramaditya,

will again be born as Rana Kandi Vira Vasanta Rayer and rule with

his posterity 7 generations and 540 years. Another Padshah termed

Cola Cala will then come and destroy him, and rule for 5 generations,

and 360 years. Vikramaditya will then again be born at Raya Vilur,

and destroy the Cola Cala Padshah, and rule with his posterity 27

generations and 2160 years. After that he will be taken up alive to

* The common name of the minister on the grants and pillars of the Sura\sh-

tra and Oujein princes is Bhaiti, and Vikramaditya is a title on many of their

coins. We may therefore soon hope to find who this brahman prince over-

thrown by a Buddhist rival really was.—En. *

3 B
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Kaildsa. Some other similar matters being stated it is added that the

Chola and the Pandiya dynasties will become extinct, and Cheruman

Perumal's race alone remain, ruling in the Conga country, Suntarer

Murti carries Cheruman Perumal into the presence of Sadasiva,

and there he remains in a state of beatification.

There are a few more palm leaves containing poetical stanzas on the

boundaries of the six Tamil countries of no consequence, similar ones

having been translated and printed. They are allowed to remain attach*

ed to the book.

Remarks. It appears to me that this rather extensive piece of com-

position is, in its introductory portion a species of historical romance,

but, like many other such romances, containing some fragments of real

history. The first date that is met with, fixing the destruction of Sa'li-

vahana at Cal. Y. 1443, (or B. C. 1659,) is calculated to reflect dis-

grace and discredit not only on the chronology, but also on the entire

composition*. There seems however to be something more credible

when the installation of Cali Cara Cholan is dated C. Y. 3567,

(A. D. 465.) Just before there is an artificial structure visible in the

26 Cherans and 26 Pandiyans and 25 Cholans ; and ascending upwards

with these 25 generations from, say about C. Y. 3550 to C. Y. 1443,

the result would be 80 years to a generation, far beyond probability

;

and yet apparently to make room for so many generations the author

threw the earlier date so far back ; forgetting that the era of Saliva-

hana by common consent, did not commence until about 77 A. D.

Besides in the artificial, and untrue, representation of the three kings

being so much and so long together, and uniformly of the same mind,

there is a violation of what we know to be history, so far as they are

concerned. The utmost that can be admitted is, that the author put

together, in the best manner he could, the disjointed fragments of tradi-

tions which he had heard ; many of which may have been true, though not

true as he has collocated them, hence to judge of the value of any such

traditions it seems expedient to discover at what time the author wrote.

There is no trace as far as I can perceive, of his name, but he has given

an indication as to time. The book made use of, it may be observed

in passing, is from internal evidence, a copy from some other one. I*

is not easy to judge of the antiquity of palm-leaf copies of works, so

much depending on the care employed in the preservation. This parti-

cular copy may be 50 or possibly 100 years old. But however that

may be the date of the original cannot I think be much less than 300

years since. I derive the inference from the latter part, wherein Vira

* See the preceding notes.

—

Ed.
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Vasanta Rayer is mentioned as a new incarnation of Vikramaditya.

Up to that period the alleged prophecy is history, in the main feature

of Muhammadan rule and violence. And to the best of my judgment,

arising from the study of similar documents, I conceive the author to

have lived and written sometime in the 1 5th century, probably towards

its close. Thenceforward he manifests ignorance : availing himself of

some Pauranic annunciations as to the three Vikramas ; but yielding

nothing like matters of fact. I am of opinion, by consequence, that the

author was patronised by Vira Vasanta Rayer and wrote under his

auspices. Of this Vira Vasanta Rayer we find traces in the men-
tion made of him in the smaller local papers of this collection, as may
have been observed in those already abstracted ; but from the Camata
rajakal we learn more distinctly that he was a viceroy of Narsinga

Rayer father of Krishna Raykr. The former who subverted the more

ancient Vijayanagara dynasty, made a successful inroad into the Conje-

veram and Ginjee country, I believe before his conquest of Vijayana-

garam, but whether before or after he placed Vira Vasanta Rayer
as his viceroy over the country that had become subject to the kings of

Ginjee. The era of Narsinga Rayer is within the 15th century.

Now if we consider the author to have written in that century, it will

be apparent that he might have some advantage over later writers in

the matter of early tradition, and there may consequently be some cir-

cumstances in his account worthy of attention.

The writer's chief object seems to have been to frame an account of

the foundation of the various shrines scattered over the extent of the

Carnatic proper. The statements given concerning them form the

larger portion of the manuscript ; but these of course I have passed

by, as they could only be developed by translation. In the event of

any cause occurring to require an exact account of different shrines or

fanes I presume this manuscript might acquire a measure of consequence,

not now belonging to it. As it is, there are a few historical indications,

that ought not to be despised, because the whole will not bear the severer

tests of western historical writing. These indications are : that Sa'li^

vahana was a Samuna or Savana* (for the writer or his copyist writes

the word in both methods) that he persecuted the Brdhmanical reli-

gion, and patronised another which for the present I suppose to be the

Jaina system; that an insurrection took place leading to the destruc-

* These two words are apparently the Pdli or Prbkrit forms of the common

Sanskrit terms for the followers of Buddha ; viz. Sramana, a devotee, austere

ascetic, used by themselves ; and Sravana, a heretic, used by their opponents

the brihmans.

—

Ed*
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tion of many of his people, but that he himself and his army escaped

;

that he over-ran the country to the south, as far as Trichinopoly,

which he probably first fortified ; that he had a line of princes of his

own posterity succeeding him ; that he ruled in a town and fortress of

his own construction, not being the capital where Vikramaditya

ruled before him ; that Bhoja raja was perhaps another name by which

he was known, or was the name of one of his successors ; that as

Salivahana stands for the name of a dynasty, (like Caesar, Plantagenet

or Bourbon,) so perhaps Vikramaditya may in other books stand for a

dynasty, and so help us through the fable of his asserted long reign.

These seem to me to be fair inferences for fuller consideration here-

after. I will add as mere conjecture that Samana or Savana as it is

often spelt, may possibly be none other than the change of y into/ or sy

which is a very usual one thus giving us Yavana, and if so then there is

a concurrence with a multitude of other indications as to the interference

of the Yavanas with the greater portion of India, inclusive of the penin-

sula. For the original of the Yavanas we must look most probably to

the Bactrians. Besides in the Banta curzis (for which see a follow-

ing page MS. Books, No, 14, Section I ) we have the remnants of

ancient sepultures of which the people of the present day know nothing

beyond conjecture. They accord with Dr. Malcolm son's account of

similar ones at Hydrabad, (Bengal Asiatic Journal, vol. IV. p. ] 80,) and

with the contents of the mounds in the Panjtb, opened by Honigber-

ger and others. In the Carnatic they were found in localities that

would rather indicate camps (CastellaJ than towns. At all events

such vestiges are foreign. All Hindu records afford traces of foreign

interference which they usually mystify. The dark and mystified pe-

riod succeeds the term allotted to Vikramaditya ; and the manner in

which Salivahana is spoken of sufficiently indicates sectarian hatred,

and resolution to conceal the truth.

The alleged flight by sea of a portion of the garrison at Trinchino-

poly, I have not before noticed. It is not however to be entirely disre-

garded. The peopling of Java with a race evidently from India, has to

be accounted for, and the many concurring Hindu traditions and records

that people were driven from India by wars or persecutions, proceeding

thence by sea, all require to be noticed as they occur ; seeing that in

the end they w:M point to some general conclusion.

The symbolical language of the Chola purva Patayam, (the docu-

ment under consideration,) may be adverted to in passing. It is a

regular specimen of Hindu writing ; and that, even in plain prose, in-

volves bolder metaphors than would enter the minds of European
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writers, and more than metaphors, that is symbols bordering on hie-

roglyphics probably suggested by the use of hieroglyphical writing. The

Mackenzie MSS. have in some degree educated me to a small degree

of acquaintance with this language ; though, on discovery of this style

of writing, a previous acquaintance with the symbolic language of the

Christian Scriptures assisted me much, Generically both are the same ;

specifically they vary. Until this symbolic kind of writing is more fully

understood, we cannot come to the real meaning and contents of a

multitude of early Hindu writings.

One instance may be given in the fire- rain of which mention occurs

at the commencement of the manuscript. The Jainas have a doctrine

that a rain of fire always goes before the periodically recurring univer-

sal deluge, and this is only a slight alteration of the orthodox Hindu

statements, that before the Manupralaya, or periodical deluge, the sun

acquires so much increased power, that all things are scorched up and

destroyed ; after which copious showers, in which water descends in

streams like the trunks of elephants, involve the cinerated surface of

the earth, deep within a folding of mighty waters ; during which time

is the night of Brahma, or quiescence of the creative energy, and dur-

ing which time Narvayana, or the conservative energy, quietly floats

on the surface of the abyss. But though the aforesaid notion of the

Jainas may have suggested the idea of fire-rain, yet it seems in the

document under notice to be a symbol made use of to denote divine

judgments : whether the idea in this sense may be borrowed from a

well-known historical fact or otherwise let others determine. Hindu

writers reckon seven kinds of clouds which respectively shower down

gems, water, gold, flowers, earth, stones, fire, in which enumeration,

part at least must be metaphorical. In strong poetical hyperbole a

lightning-cloud might be said to rain fire. But the lightning and

thunderbolt form Indra's weapon. The fire-rain rather seems to be a

symbol of the anger of Siva, in plainer terms, an insurrection against

Salivahana ; and, if so, the shower of mud, may have a symbolical

meaning also ; and may help to the meaning of a tradition which states

that Uriyur the capital of the Chola kingdom was destroyed by a

shower of sand or mud. This last event however, the manuscript in

question, aided by some others in the collection, has enabled me to

perceive is to be understood of a popular movement, beginning at Con-

jeveram against a violent Chola prince, directed with effect by a hostile

Pundiya raja : so that Uriyur was taken by force, and the king com-

pelled to flee, being arrested and killed by the mud shower ; that is,

being overtaken and slain by pursuers from the hostile army. It may
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suffice for the present to point, in general terms, at such clues to the

meaning of symbolical writing, but to make full use of the whole can

only result from digesting and comparing all such indications together,

which, for the present at least is not my task.

It may not be amiss to show in passing, that the emblem or symbol

of a fire-shower is not entirely strange to poets of the west. Thus

Milton, in his absurd pauranical description of war in heaven, puts

into the mouth of one of his heralds-angelic, this expression :

—

11 No drizzling shower

But rattling storm of arrows barb'd with fire."

And Campbell, a poet of our own age in his Lochiel's warning, and in

a passage, Hindu-like, poetically predictive of a past event, that is to

say, the battle of Culloden, puts this expression into the midst of an

expostulation from a local seer of the land ; addressed to Lochikl.
" Why flames the far summit ? why shoots to the blast,

These embers like stars from the firmament cast?

'Tis the fire-shower of rain, all dreadfully driven

From his eyrie that beacons the darkness of heaven,********
Heaven's fire is around thee, &c."

Here the symbol is precisely the same in kind, as that which I sup-

pose to designate some battle against Salivahana in which he was

worsted, and saved himself with the remnants of his army, by retreating

across a river. While his country being left open, those of his race

who had taken refuge in stone-houses (or forts), were besieged and

taken, possibly by starvation, emblematized by the mud shower ; even

as the capture of Uriyur is handed down in popular tradition under

the veil of that capital having been destroyed by a shower of mud.

That I formerly* took a more easy and credulous view of this latter

circumstance will be no effective argument against a more mature, and

as I think a better conclusion.

Professor Wilson's notice of this manuscript may be seen Des.

Catal., Vol. I. pp. 184-5.

2.— Tiruviliyadal Purdna. No. 34, Countermark 84.

This is a copy of the Madura Auhalla Purdna in Tamil verse,

complete, and in very good order. As noted in the next article, it

wants some of the marks usually borne by MSS. of this collection.

3.

—

Tiruviliyadal Purdna. No. 35, Countermark 24.

This is a copy of the same work in prose, and on examination was

found to be incomplete ; though otherwise in good order. It wants

* Or. Hist. MSS. Vol. II. p. 91.
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part of the 30th section, and the whole of the three following sections.

This last manuscript retains the usual marks of having passed through

Professor Wilson's hands, and is briefly catalogued vol. L, p. 173. No.

xxvii. under the title of Perawoliyar Purdna. The preceding copy-

wants that attestation, and is not mentioned in the catalogue, giving

occasion to some doubt whether it may not subsequently have been

substituted in the collection for some other work.

Observation.

Since the Madura St'halla Purdna (from a copy of my own ob-

tained direct from Madura several years ago), was abstracted by

me, and the abstract published in the 1st volume of Oriental Historical

MSS. it has not appeared to me needful to abstract the same work

anew in this place. In order however to make the last copy complete

the deficient portions have been restored on palm-leaves, and incorpo-

rated with the work in the proper place.

4.

—

Srirangha Mahalmyam, or legend of Seringham, near Trichi*

nopoly.

This is a palm-leaf MS. of 70 leaves in good preservation and in

very legible writing. It is found in the collection without mark or

number; but is noted in the descriptive catalogue vol. 1, p. 174.

There is no need of doing any thing with it, as regards restoration.

The following is an

Abstract of the legendary contents.

1. Nakeda addresses Isvarer, and stating that the latter has told

Turn all the wonders of the three worlds (upper, middle, and lower) de-

sires to know the renown of the Cdveri river, and how Sri rangha

became a Vaishnava fane. Extravagant praise as to the omnipotent

virtues of doing any act of homage at Sri ra?igham, is stated in reply,

by Isvarer, forming the first adhydya, or division of the work.

2. Nareda expressing his satisfaction at what he had heard, in-

quires as to the placing there of the Vimdna (or shrine) to which

Siva replies forming the second adhydya. In the time of the deluge

Narrayen was sleeping a long time on the serpent Athi-seshan (sin-

gularly enough, from a later fable, said to be at the same time in the

bowels of Agastyar); Brahma was born; the Pranava formed (or mys-

tic
J

m). Origin of the Rig veda the Soma yagam and the 18 Pura*
nas : other similar matters of a mythological description, relating to

times immediately succeeding the deluge.

3. Brahma begun the work of creating anew ; Brahma studied

astrology to acquire foreknowledge. He also performed penance. The
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Ciirma-avatara of Vishnu, Brahma said that Vtshnu had assumed

many deceptive forms, but he wished to see him (Vishnu) in his own

form. In consequence a Vimdna or shrine, was produced described

in highly hyperbolical language ; Brahma worshipped the image there-

in of Vishnu in a reclining posture, extravagantly described, forming

the third adhydya.

4. Brahma made one hundred thousand prostrations to Vishnu,

and declared that he ought to be so honoured for crores of years, without

end ; Brahma terms him Jaganna'tha (lord of the universe) and, " fa-

ther," A long string of similar praise, indicating this image of Vishnu

to be all things, and things in it ; Vishnu declared his satisfaction with

the eulogium pronounced by Brahma, and inquires what gift he re-

quires.

5. Brahma requests that Vishnu under that form will always be

in that image, and that he (Brahma) may always have the privilege of

worshipping it. Vishnu tells Brahma that if he so worship him dur-

ing one hundred years he will attain beatitude, and if others so worship

they will attain beatitude. Some little explanation is given of what is

meant by beatitude.

6. Brahma desires to be informed as to the proper manner of per-

forming homage and service to Vishnu's image. This is stated and it is

added that he is a Chanddla who does not worship Vishnu, being a

quotation of stanza by Pillai Perumal Ayengar; whosoever speaks

against the Sri rangha image is a Chanddla. If there be an ignorant

person that knows nothing of Sri rangha perumal, the food he eats is

the same as that given to a dog. Brahma took the shrine to Swerga-
loca (Indra's paradise) ; the precise day of which event is stated, with

astronomical accompaniments, but in what year is not mentioned. The
sun was summoned, was taught a mantra, and directed to worship the

image; which Surya accordingly did. Surya's son did the same;
and Ikshvaku, the son of the latter also paid homage. The latter

brought the image back to' earth again. Many kings of the solar race

worshipped it in subsequent ages : all who did so (Isvarer informs Na-
reda) were prosperous.

7. Nareda inquires the cause why the Vimdna, or shrine, came
down from heaven to earth ? Why did Brahma give it to Ikshvaku,
and for what reason was it brought, and placed in the midst of the river

Caveri? Ikshvaku was a king of Ayodhya, he was taught by Va^ishta.
He killed all the evil rdkshasas and while reigning equitably, he one

day thought on his father Vaivasvata, and others having gone to the

other world, and thereby worshipping this image obtaining beatification,
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but that since he himself and his children could not go thither to wor-

ship, it would be expedient by penance to bring Ski Rangha down to

earth, which thought he unfolded to Vasishta. The latter was rejoiced

and taught him the eight-lettered charm. The gods sent Manmath a

to destroy the penance of Ikshvaku, who wounded the latter with one

of his arrows, but Ikshvaku was firm, and prevailed. Indra came down

to disturb his penance ; but Ikshvaku by meditating on Sri Rangha
brought down the flaming Chakra of Vishnu, at the sight of which

Indra fled ; and Ikshvaku ascribing the praise to Sri Rangha conti-

nued his penance. Sri Rangha now tells Brahma, that he will go

down to Ayodhya, and stay there during four yugas> and afterwards

remain between both banks of the Cdveri during seven Manwanteras,

and again return to be in time for Brahma's midday worship : and sub-

sequently go to earth and return again perpetually ; but that while

absent no evil shall happen to Brahma. In consequence Brahma put

the Vimdna on Garitda, and brought it down to earth, where he

taught Ikshvaku all the needful ceremonies to be observed in its wor-

ship.

8. The Vimdna was placed in the centre of a river at Ayodhya,

where a temple was built for it, and all accompaniments provided. The

race of Ikshvaku worshipped during a mahd yuga> or great age. At

that time a Chola rdja named D'herma Brahma, went thither to a

sacrifice, and inquired of the rishis the circumstances attending the

transit of the Vimdna from heaven to earth. He professed a desire to

do penance in order to obtain the image ; but the rishis told him it

would be useless ; explaining to him, that they knew the town of his

ancestors, to which Sri Rangha was due west only a mile or two, had

been destroyed by Siva, because one of his progenitors had trampled on

the flower-garden of a muni there ; that Vishnu would soon be incarnate

as Rama, who would give the Vimdna, or shrine, into the hands of

Vibhushana (younger brother of Havana), who would place it at Sri

Rangha. A defiance of chronology is here involved in making the

destruction of Uriyur anterior to the expedition of Rama. Rama being

come made an Asvameuha ydgam (horse sacrifice) to which D'herma

Brahma went, and before the other assembled kings were dismissed

he asked leave to return home; Vibhushana followed, bringing the

shrine by permission of Rama, which he placed between both banks of

the Cdveri with the mention of which the 8th Adhydya concludes.

9. D'herma Brahma detained Vibhushana from going to Lanka

for the space of 15 days; during which time a festival of 10 days was

celebrated in honour of the image. At the end of the 15 days Vibhu-

3 c
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shana purposed to take up the image again on his head, and carry it to

Lanka but found it to be so heavy, that he could not move it ; on which

being greatly grieved, and prostrating himself before the image, Peru-

mal told him not to grieve, for that it was previously appointed that

the shrine should remain here, in the good land of the excellent Chola

kings ; and to account for it narrated a fable of a dispute between the

Ganges and the Caveri as to which of the two was the greatest, which

being decided in favor of Gangd, the Caveri (personified as a female)

dissatisfied went to the north side of the Himalaya, and there began a

severe penance. Brahma demanded what gift she wanted. The reply

was to be greater than Gangd. The answer of Brahma was, that this

could not be ; but he bestowed on her the gift of being "equal to

Gangd" Caveri dissatisfied came to a place near this, added Perumal,

and there worshipped me, demanding to be greater than Gangd. As

nothing belonging to the world can be greater than Gangd, I promised

to come myself and reside between the banks of the Caveri whereby in

effect the Caveri should have a pre-eminence over the Ganges, to fulfil

which promise I am come here, and cannot go to your town, Vibhu-

shana ! but at that you must not be sorry. Vibhushana expressed a

wish to remain ; but was forbidden, and a promise of protecting his

town being added, he went to Lanka, and resumed his reign. D'her-

ma Brahma had many additions made to the shrine.

10. The domain round Sri-rangham was two yojanas (20 miles) :

those living within it are destitute of sin. Praise of the Chandra push-

Jcara tirfha, or sacred pool. Praise of the Vilva tirfha, wherein Sokra

performed penance ; which will even remove the crime of killing a JBrdh-

man ; the Jambu tirfha where Paramesvarer performed penance.

Aswa tirfha, Tndra performed penance there ; it removes all sins

against matronly chastity. Paldvasu tirt'ha removes all evil contract-

ed by living in] the midst of vile persons. Details of other tanks and

their virtues. Mention of persons who had crimes removed at Sri-

rangham, among them being Nareda to whom the narrative is pro-

fessedly made : persons to whom the Mahatmya is to be read : that is,

good Vaishnavas alone. Advantages of having it in the house, bene-

fits derivable from hearing the Mahatmya. As for example, if a

Cshetuya wishes for a kingdom,* he will obtain one and the like in

proportion to other kinds of people. In conclusion Isvarer praises

Nareda for his patience, and piety, in listening to the narrative,

offering to add more if required. Nareda in return declares that

by the recital his knowledge is perfected, he wishes for no more. The

Sri-rangha Mahatmyam, it is then said, was translated from the

Grant'ha of the Brahmdnda Puranam by Appivacharyar.
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5.

—

Delhi Maharajakal kaifeyat, or an account of the kings of
Delhi.

Palm-leaf Manuscript, No. 233. Countermark 79.

When Vikrama'ditya (to whom is given a profusion of titles)

reigned, D'herma raja had left the earth at the end of the Dwapnra
i/uga ; he left Pa rikshit ruling down to C. Y. 126, Janamejeya 77

years ; Sivaka maharaja 80 ; Rajendra 45 ; Sarangadaran, with

whom the Chandra vamsa ended. Then follows Purura Mantatha
83 years. Next Mathipala maharaja ruled 25 years. Logitha

maharaja 53; Gangadhara 56; Vama Deva 53; Trinetra 56;

Partiba Vijaya 72 ; Purinatha 53 ; Pushpa Gandra 58; Athi-

yaray£r 58; Padma Gandra 49; Utrija Raghava 54; Aiven-

thi 54; Bauvuma 55; Sudra Cartica 65; Asagaya Sura Vikra-

ma'ditya 2000 years; in all 3179 years. Saliva'hana 70 years;

Vimala Kethana 58. Bhoja raja, conquered the north, and ruled

Over the south. Kanaka Rayer of Cambira desam was his minister,

and at the head of 63 other persons ; afterwards settled as accountants,

of whom details follow, with the names of the towns in the Carnatic

where Agraharams were established for them. The sixty-four families

of Brahmans, thus introduced into the Carnatic, from the north, became

the settled accountants, and arbitrators of boundaries. They conducted

their accounts in the Girvanam language, (Sanskrit in the Balbund

character). Bhoja raja ruled 66 years, from Sal. Sac. 188, 128, to

S. S. 194, his rule ended in Caliyugam 3373 corresponding with Sal.

Sac. 194. Next ruled Rajendra 71, Madhava Varma Cholan 31,

Pandiya 60, Vira Chola (also called Cheran) 51, Deva Cholan 29,

Sorna Cholan 20, Raja Cholan 41. He was also called Cali Cala

Cholan, Devendra Cholan 60, Martanda Cholan 65, Rajathi raja

Cholan 33, Palala 30, Vira Palala41,hi all 532 years, agreeing

with Caliyuga 3905, S. S. 729. Chenna Balallan ; in his time a fa-

mous annicut (or aqueduct) was formed from the Cavery for irrigation,

all the 56 kings except Vikrama Cholan king of Cashmir contributed,

and his share was divided, and borne among the remaining 55. As his

quota was afterwards brought, that was appropriated in rebuilding an

Agraharam, that Bhoja raja had caused to be constructed at Chatur

Vedamangalam ; which during the ascendancy of the Jainas had been

allowed to go to decay, and the king dissipated the Jainas, The Agra-

haram received the names of Vikrama Chola Puram, Tanniyur and

Gauveri Pakam. After which the Cashmir king went away. Chenna
Ballala ruled 41 years, Vishnu Verdhana 40, Raja Ballala 51

years, Irthiya Ballala 41, Vijaya 41; other names of Ballala

3 c 2
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kings, running into the rayers are given, with a total of 736 years,

Corresponding with Call yuga 4641, Sal. Sac. 1462, Pravuda Deva

Kay kr 2!, other rayers (not in correct order) for 80 years down to

C. Y. 47-21, Sal. Sac. 1542, so far the rayer dynasty ; afterwards that

of the Muhammadans.

There follows a story (not complete) founded on the question " whe-

ther the learned, or the vulgar, are to be blamed in the impositions

practised under the sanction of the popular system of idolatry ?"

Also a memorandum from one of the Colonel's Agents, as to MSS.

and documents previously supplied.

It states that Periya Virapa Nayakpr son of Periya Kistnama

Nayaker conquered the king of Mavalivanam, and also Mysore. It

has the singular statement that Satyavrata was a Pandiya king of

Madura, and that the story of the little fish, had its site at Madura,

being the Matsya avataram, on which account it says the Pandiya

kings used the fish banner, or umbrella. It may be noted in passing

that the 18th book of the Bhagavatam places the site of Satyavkata's

penance in the Dravida-desa, or Tamil country.

Remarks. The last memorandum has little or no use, beyond the

two items selected. The preceding one is merely a story (not complete)

ascribed to Krishna Rayer's time ; tending to illustrate the easy credu-

lity of men as imposed on by ascetics, mistaken for gods. This tale

may have its use in a series of tales ; but is quite irrelevant to the title

of the manuscript. The first article does not correspond with that title

except in a brief allusion to the race of D'herma raja at the beginning.

What follows is not of much consequence except as to the introduction

of the 64 Brahman families settled in the Carnatic. Concerning this

settlement other illustrations will appear ; and it is similar to the mode

followed in Malayalam, according to the Kerala Ulpati. Whether

Brahmans had a footing in the south of India before that time is, at the

least, doubtful. In other documents the matter will be further eluci-

dated. The abstract given of the MS. is almost a translation ; it has

evident, and very gross anachronisms, and I am afraid none of its dates

can be depended upon. It contains only four and a half palm-leaves

quite fresh and in good order; by consequence not needing restoration.

6.

—

Palm-leafManuscript, No. 223. Countermarks.

Delhi Janamajet/a Raja vamsavali, for the race of Janamajeya king

of Delhi.)

This is a manuscript which, with a promising title, and a large exter-

nal appearance, has almost nothing within, containing only eight palm-
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leaves. It bears within itself the title of " the early history of the Ben-

gal country," but it sets out with Janamejeya raja of Hdstinapuri,

The appearance of the palm-leaves and of the writing is inco njj r lively

fresh, and as it comes down to Lord Mornington's government, dated

Fusly 1^20 it must be a recent writing.

The following is an

Abstract.

After Janamejeya son of Parikshit who died about 100 of the

Cali yugam, many kings reigned and took tribute during 300.) years.

Vikramaditya after that became incarnate, and ruled over Hindustan,

Bengal, the Deccan, and the Western peninsula, receiving tribute from

all kings. Sa'liva'hana fought with him and he fell in C. Y. 3171. Sali-

vahana governed afterhim with equity 349 years. Many kings after Sa-

livahana reigned down to C. Y. 4300. Sultan Sahab u'din Ghory,

from the country of Iran came with a large army to Delhi, Hegira 591,

and overthrow Ba rti raja, and seating himself on the throne he ruled

over the country including Bengal, placing his Fouzdars in all countries.

From that time Bengal became a Muhammadan dependancy. Timur's

invasion levied extensive tribute over the Dakshin, down to Hegira 900»

Hindustan was under Timur's descendants. Humaion Shah's defeat.

Acbar ruled well. Jehanguir gave the Fouzadari of Bengal to a brother

of Nur Bigam, whom he removed in anger and put another Fouzdar

in his place. From that time, different Fouzdars governed Bengal.

Alemguir.—Jehan Shah. After some details, the narrative comes

down to the English Bahadur Governor William. The English were

merchants. The Vizier of Luknow collected tribute for Delhi. His

son was Suja ud dowlah. Moorshedahad soubadar was Maphuzb
Singh died; his elder sister's son, Nabob Siras vd dowlah, became

soubadar. Mr. William from London in England, came and settled at

Calcutta', and hoisted a flag, keeping in pay a few troops and traded.

Affair of a gomestah and a sowcar. The gomestah went to Calcutta

and Siras ud dowlah called the English Vakeel demanding his Nabob

to be given back. Siras ud dowlah ingreat wrath invaded Calcutta ; a

little fighting, and the soubah took Calcutta. In Fusly 1210 the fa-

ther of Lord Clive, Governor Clive, came with troops from Madras

(F. 1170) ; battle ; the Nabob was wounded by a musket ball and after a

short time died. His elder sister's son was Cassim Ali Khan, who

continued the fighting. Division of the country with the English by

treaty with Sub ali Khan. Two engagements General ; Nabob

defeated ; treaty ; increase of English power. Death of the Nabob F.

1208 ; his younger brother succeeded him, The Moorshedahad Nabob
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died. Lord Mavit sent General Lixon, who went to Delhi and took

it, and they kept the Padshah by their side, regulating the police (for

government). They took a sunnud from the Padshah, acknowledging

their authority over all things. Such of the Hindu sovereigns as paid

them homage they retained as tributaries, and fighting with those who

resisted them down to F. 1220 (date of the writing), they continue

still to govern the country of Bengal.

Note. From this abstract it may be seen that though the MS.

contains nothing not otherwise known, yet that it is in some measure

curious, and as such perhaps worth translation.

Professor Wilson's notices of this, and the foregoing manuscript,

will be found in Des. Catal. Vol. I. pp. 200— 1 : and are as follows.

XIV.

—

Dilli raja Katha.

Palm-leaves.

ic A short genealogical account of the descendants of Arjuna, and a

few Hindu princes, and some account of the reign of Krishna Raya of

Vijayanagar.

XV.

—

Janamejaya Vansavali.

Palm-leaves.

tl A short account of the family of Janamejaya the great-grandson

of Arjuna.

7.

—

Palm-le if Book, No. I. Countermark 953.

Liscriptions at the Vaishnuva fane of Conjeveram,

Or: the Sampanci sacred wall, and on the southern wall, on the hill.

1. Inscription of Vairaja Timmapa, Sal. Sac. 1413: commemorates

a gift by VairajaTimmapa of 4500 fanams (of what kind not specified),

to be given yearly at the Divala and Upahit festivals for the expenses

of processions, and for furnishing the usual offerings of ghee, sugar,

and other matters for making sacred viands, as customary in Vaishnava

fanes.

2. On the sacred hill, on the Sampanci, and the southern wall.

Inscription of Nagaina Nayani of Mucapalam, Sal. Sac. 1409. A
gift of ghee and other matters, for lights and offerings to be raised from

the revenues of a village called Tiru pani pillai, made in the time of

Saluva Timma of the race of Narasimha Rayer.

3. On the sacred hill, below the Sampanci on the southern wall.

(In Telugu). Inscription of Saluva Tima raja, Sal. Sac. 1403.

Tima was the son of Saluva Saluva Malliya deva mahardja. Gift of

7800 fanams for four kinds of service in one fane, and two kinds in

another fane to arise from the products of cultivation.
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4. On the south side of the tower, on the Sampanci, below the

southern wall.

Inscription of Tiru vithi sani the daughter of Ammani, dated in

Sal. Sac. 1408. Gift of 300 fanams for conducting a certain ceremony

of singing, &c. at the time of the gods' rising up in the morning after

sleep.

5. Inscription of Narana Patla va'ri the Purohitan, or Brtih-

man-adviser of Krishna Rayer, dated in Sal. Sac. 1436. Gift of

ten thousand fanams, arising from the products of cultivation, for

offerings before the god, eight times daily, of ghee, and various other

articles specified.

6. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1528, during the rule of Sri Vira Venca-

tapati ayya-dever (of Pennacondai ?) by Anumaya Annayangar,

son of Lalaga Nayaka of the Gauri caste people of Malliya vanam

near Vijayanagara of 365 gold huns for the 365 days of the year, for

the gift of two large tureens of rice to be offered to the two images and

the overplus of the expense to go to the inferior temple attendants.

7. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1 123, donation by Udanda Rayer Ulagappen

of 840 fanams for the conducting certain ceremonies on the monthly

recurrence of the Nakshetra (lunar mansion) of his own birth, and that

of his mother. (It is of early date, aJnd the title Ulagappen means

" father of the world.")

8. On the sacred hill, on the southern side of the shrine ( VimdnanJ.

Inscription of Timma raja son of Saluva Gunddcj Raya u'diyar,

dated in Sal. Sac. 1385 gifts of some land for the conduct of offerings.

9. On the southern wall facing the street in which the car is drawn

at festivals.

Inscription of the merchant Crishnama Chetti dated in Sal. Sac.

1458. What was given not known, as it is stated that the remaining

letters of the inscription have become illegible.

10. On the same wall.

Inscription of Koppu Nayani a disciple of Tattacharya, dated in

Sal. Sac. 1467. Gift of 3750 fanams for offerings to be conducted

on the eleventh day of every lunar fortnight.

Note. The above palm-leaf MS. is badly written in small letters,

and the palm-leaf is in some places eaten away. It is therefore restor-

ed on paper, as some of the dates and names will be useful in elucidat-

ing a few obscure points in the more modern portion of the Peninsular

historv.
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8.

—

Palm-leaf Book, No. 232. Countermark 98. Chengi Rajukal

Kaifeyat, or account of the i^ajus of Ginjee.

This is a MS. of -28 palm-leaves damaged by worms. It is written

in Tamil verse of an easy kind. Its chief object is to celebrate the

heroism of the last of the rajas of Ginjee, of the dynasty proceeding

from the original viceroy from Vijayanagarum. The final defence of

the fort of Ginjee was very obstinate. According to this poem the raja

headed his troops in person, and when he found himself no longer sup-

ported 1 y Ihem he rode among the Muhammadans, dealing destruction

around him, until overpowered and slain. This rashness the writer

magnifies into extraordinary heroism.

Note. As the manuscript is in a state of incipient destruction it has

been restored.

Prof. Wilson has very briefly noted the MS. in Des. Catal. Vol. I.

p. 207, Art. xxvii.

6. MANUSCRIPT BOOKS.

9.

—

Manuscript Book, No. 50. Countermark 1019.

Section 1. Copies of Tamil inscriptions at Sri-rangham near

Trichinopoly, and other places of the Chola desam.

No. 1. Date Sal. Sac. 1581, commemorates a donation by Choka

Natha Nayak, of the race of Visva Natha Nayak, to five classes of

people of an elephant, two horse-tail fans, a white umbrella, a palanquin,

a tent ; to be used in the public solemnity when the image of Seventes-

vdrer fane should be carried out in procession, and with a view to

obviate some irregularities that had occurred in such festival processions.

No 2. Date 1599 of Aruronar (unknown era) gift by Virapa

Natakbh in the time of Vkkcata deva maha rayer, of land in the

villages of Com I and Palltva ruram, for the continual conduct of

certain festivals connected with the above fane.

No. 3. No year, Tirumala Nayanur and Villumiya Nayanur,

gave certain gifts to t;ie fane; the exact nature of which cannot be

ascertained, as tbe copy of the inscription is imperfect.

No. 4. A pfr in the time Kulottunga Cholan (year not specifi-

ed) cf certain lands to the above fane, by a union of several respectable

leading men.

No. 5. One Aran a rakshasa being afflicted with Brahmahatti,

did pen?mce to Siva. In proof of which there are certain remains near

to Rajendra ( hola pettah, and two gigantic images of 20 yards in

height, iiiiu * . ^ius in circumference.
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No. 6. Date Sal. Sac. the figure for one thousand, and some other

figures blank. Vira Pravuda rayer son of Vira Vijaya rayer Maha
rayer gave a large extent of waste land, near Rajendra Chola pettah ;

the produce to be for ceremonies at the festivals of certain fanes, three

in number.

No. 7. Gift of land belonging to raja Kembira Chola pettah, by

the people of the town, attested by the names of five among them.

No date.

No. 8. Inscription in the village of Pedu vayi tuli. In the seventh

year of Rajendra Cholan, a chief (titular style only mentioned)

pressed certain bricklayers, and ironsmiths, and by their means made

some additions to a fane. Inscriptions incomplete.

No. 9. Inscription on a stone at Vettu vayi tuli ; the dimensions of

the stone are given, but the inscription itself seems not to have been

copied.

No. 10. Same town, in the 20th year of Sri Kulottunga Chola

dever. The letters are become illegible, copy therefore incomplete ;

it relates to a gift of some extensive land near to Trichinopoly.

No. 11. Same town of Vettu vayi tuli, date Sal. Sac. 1608 ; Ranga

Kistna Mutthu Virapa Nayaker of the race of Visvanatha Naya-

ker : certain repairs, by his order, of structures in that town originally

built by Chola princes, which had gone to decay.

No. 1 2. Date Sal. Sac. 1 240, 25, the name of the donor obliterated

;

gift of land to Prasarma Vencatesvara svami.

No. 13. Inscription in a fane of Subramanya, Sal. Sac. 1444, in

the time of Sri Krishna dever, maha rayer, gift of land.

No* 14. In the 30th year of Rajendra Chola dever, gift of a

village producing ten thousand pieces of gold (huns).

No. 15. Inscription in Tiru yerembesvarer, hill fane, on the

elephant gate, date Sal. Sac. 1307, gift of land for repairs of the said

fane, a certain proportion of revenue given, by whom not stated.

No. 16. Dated in the 3rd year of Sri Kovi raja Kesari Pandiyan,

the remaining letters are stated to have become illegible by time.

No. 17. Dated in the 5th year of Sri Kovi raja Kesari Pandiyan ;

letters become illegible.

No. 18. Dated 70th year of the same (but supposed to be an error

for seventh year) appropriation of a village to a fane of Agnesvara, in-

complete.

No. 19. Dated in the reign of Sri Kovi raja Kesari Pandiyan,

and in the seventh year of Kulottunga Cholan, (thus intimated to

be contemporaries,) gift of land in Vayalur.

3 D
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No. 20. Dated in the reign of KesAri Pandiyan, and third of

Kulottunga Cholan, gift by Pili Vanay udiyar, son of Mathuran-

taca udiyar, of certain customs from produce of lands. Short Gran-

tha addition.

No. 21. Dated second year of Raja raja dever, gift of land for

maintaining lamps in a fane, by whom not mentioned.

No. 22. Dated sixth year of Kovi Kesari Pandiyan, gift of land

for the internal ceremonies of a heathen fane.

No. 23. Dated third year of Vira Rajendra dever, who is either

the subordinate of Kovi Kesari Pandiyan, or else the same with an

additional title ; the wording is obscure
;

gift to the fane of Villumiya

dever, for the keeping up a perpetual light with neyi or butter oil.

No. 24. Inscription at Nanga puram in the talook of Vittu Katti,

dated in the 16th year of Rajendra Chola dever, gift of land by cer-

tain persons whose names are subscribed for the benefit of the fane of

Firu maranes varudaiyur. '

No. 25. Dated in the tenth year of Sri Suntera Pandiya dever,

same town, same fane, with two other fanes ; from the imperfection of

the copy, what was given not ascertained.

No. 26. Dated in the seventh year of Raja Rajendra Chola

dever : other letters of the inscription could not be made out.

No. 27. Gift of two villages by certain chiefs, whose names are

mentioned, to Rangha, the image at Sri Rangham fane, through the

head brahman of the class of Rdmanuja of Tripety,

No. 28. Dated in the 30th year of Sri Raja dever, gift of six

marcals of grain for each rice field, and a quarter fanam each field of

other kinds to go towards the celebration of the marriage of the god

and goddess of Mathuesvara fane, and the conduct of other festivals

from Vencatapati rayer, son of Vira VallalA raya dever pre-emi-

nent raja of the north shore. It is a stone inscription in the fane in

V6lur, of Vittu Katti talook.

No. 29. Date Sal. Sac. 1629, (A. D. 1707.) Gift of customs of a

half measure out of every calam (96 measures) of rice from one hun-

dred and eighty villages, from three persons (Hindus), who from their

titles appear to have held office under Muhammadans, to Sri Vira

Narrayana Swamt, of Mandr Kovil, in the Mandr district.

No. 30. Dated sixth year of Sri Raja raja deva Uttunga Cho-

lan ; imperfect, nothing further can be made out.

No. 31. Dated second year of Sri Raja raja raja dever ; at Pra-

panja Pichaita giri, where Agastya formerly dwelt, and which had

gunk lower down into the earth, Cari Cala Chola, coming thither,
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saw a golden-colored chamelion-lizard, which he wished to catch, but

it entered into a hole, in digging up which blood was seen, and a form
of Siva appeared ; by reason of which appearance, a fane was built on
the spot; and this having decayed, the aforesaid Ua'ja dever (as far as

can be made out) restored the said shrine, and gave for that purpose

thirty thousand V4lis of land, (each Veli containing five cawnies, the

whole being upwards of one hundred thousand acres.)

No. 32. Dated in the tenth year of the Chola raja Kesari Mandi-
yar : some letters and words wanting. It is a gift of village lands ; but

for what object does not appear.

Translation.

No. 33. An inscription in Mel Pallur, or (upper PallurJ, dated Sal.

Sac. 1439, (A. D. 1517.)

The ruler of the entire world Hariya rayer Vipadan, faultless in

speech, taking possession of other countries, never relinquishing his own,

the south quarter the excellent courageous ruler Sri

Vira Krishna Rayer, the great emperor, the restorer of the S6ma-

sula tax, and of the other taxes of the Chola-mandalam, and of the

Saiva and Vaishnava temples, (a number or part of a

name) having taken certain countries and conquered Vira Parchunan
the son of Pratapa Rudra the Gajapati prince, and certified the con-

quest in the presence of Mallicarjuna (the god at VijayanagaramJ,

gave four thousand pieces of gold, for the service of the god Mallu-
misvara Nayanar of this town ; a Sanskrit slo7ca, in praise of the

giver.

[The above is as near a translation as can be made out : it is of

some use.]

No. 34. It bears the two names of Sri Kovi Kesari Pandiyan, and

Suntera Pandiyan, seventh year of reign : title of a ruler on the south

shore. (The remaining portion could not be recovered by the copyist

from the original stone.)

No. 35. Inscription cut on stone in the fane at Ambur. Dated in the

second year of Kulottunga CholA dever. Gift to Arake'svaranu-

diya Nayanar, the image of ' Amu'r fane from Amuta kadi-yudi-

yar raja of the north bank (of the Caveri) of a thousand (what not

mentioned), in free gift (therefore must be land) in the village for the

service of the fane of Tiruvake'svaramudiya Ta'mbirdndr, the same

image, with an addition of epithet.

No. 36. Dated in the fourteenth year of Sri Kopa Kesari Pandi-

yan : imperfect.

3 d 2
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No. 37. Gift to Niluvanesvara Tambiran from Ke'sari Pandiyan,

the giver of his own weight in gold, and a heap of vestments like a hill

;

a courageous warrior, and ruler of the three worlds ( Tribhuvana Cha-

feraverti Nayanar). He gave one hundred gold huns for the use of

Varada Nambi, the head brahman, to the temple females, and other

temple attendants.

No. 38. Dated in Sal. Sac. 11 12; gift to Nilivanamudiya Nayanur
of fifty gold pieces, by the whole of the people of this village (name not

given) for the celebration of the marriage of the said god in the month

of April.

No. 39, (Very short and perfect) gift of an elephant vehicle by the

head man of Mathurdntacam in the country of Rajendra Chola of

the north bank (supposed of the Caver iJ to whom, when, or for what

object, not stated.

No. 40. A few Sanskrit words in Tamil and Grantha letters, without

connected meaning, copied from the inner building of a fane of Ganga-

Kunda-puram in the Udiyar Palliyam.

Manuscript Book, No. 14. Countermark 768,

Section 1. Account ofPandoo coolies (Pantu curzisj in the Jaghire,

and Arcot Districts, writtenfrom different verbal accounts.

This paper contains an account of certain subterrnnen, or excavations,

as if they were tombs, discovered at various places : of the exact nature

or character of these pits there appears to be no certain knowledge

;

but the writer has collected, and stated, the traditionary accounts of

people near the places where those excavations were found, by which

they are ascribed,

—

1. To a desire of obtaining shelter from a predicted shower of fire,

about the beginning of the era of Salivahana. 2. To certain pigmies that

lived towards the end of the Dwdpara yuga, who constructed for

themselves these dwellings under ground. 3. To the five Pdndavas,

as a refuge from the persecution of Duryod'hana. 4. To the votaries

of a certain goddess named Nila-mucari', who offered to her monthly

sacrifices therein. 5. To the Vedar and Lurumbar, (hunters and

savages), of former days, as places of protection, for their wives and

children, from wild beasts. 6. To certain men in the time of Rama,
who had monkey's tails, whence these pits are by some called Vali-Cudi.

7. To rakshasas (or evil beings) who constructed these places of safety

for their wives and children. 8. To a custom of early times after the

deluge, when men lived so long as to be a burden to themselves, and

their relatives, so that the latter put them in certain earthen shells with

a supply of provisions and left them to die

,
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These excavations are stated to be of various fashions, and sizes
;

and some have the appearance of being tombs of great or distinguished

men. Tradition states, that great wealth was most certainly discovered

and carried away, from some of these excavations.

Section 2. An account of Tondaman Chakraverti in the district

of Cdnchi (ConjeveramJ,

There were forty-four generations previously of the Chola race, who

were persons of self-government, but the last of them Kulottunga

Cholan (who had only a son and a daughter), having killed the son

of C amban the poet, the latter killed the king's son, and the king

afterwards formed an intercourse with one of the female attendants of his

court, and had privately a son by her, who was named Nagi naga rat-

tan am. The child was exposed in a golden vessel on the banks of

the Caveri river, and was discovered by the Brdhmans, and head offi-

cers of the king, who recommended it to the king for protection, as

being like him ; and from an adonda flower being near the child they

called it Adondai. The king gave it in charge to his queen, to rear it

up ; who readily undertook the task. The king's Mantiri (or minister)

was alone somewhat instructed in the secret. The child proved to be

possessed of heroic qualities, On consulting how to give him a king-

dom, an eye was cast on the country northward, wherein the Curum-

bar had constructed twenty-four forts, being an immense forest (wild

or open place). Kulottunga Chola fought with the wild people (Cw-

rumbnr) ; but could not conquer them. Adondai' his illegitimate son,

with a great army, fell on them, and conquered them to extermination.

Kulottunga then came; and, having the forest cleared, founded the dis-

tinguished town of Canchi puram, in which he built a fane, and dug a

channel for the river Pdlar to flow through, or near, it. There being a

deficiency of inhabitants, Kulottunga gave his minister much wealth
;

who, going to other countries, brought men and women, and had them

married together, according to their respective tribes or castes. By
way of affixing a stigma on the newly conquered country, the minister

recommended that it should be called Tonda mandalam, " the land

of slaves." But the king, without penetrating his minister's design,

called it Tondai-mandalam ; and gave it to his illegitimate son Adon-

dai ; who was accordingly crowned in Canchi; and, as he had con-

quered the ferocious people, the former inhabitants, he acquired the

additional epithet of Chakraverti. From that time the former name of

the country ( Curumbar b'humij became extinct.

Remarks. This short paper has its value, as being a brief and

unvarnished account of an historical fact ; otherwise variously and
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verbosely told, with much of superfluous fiction and rhetorical orna-

ment.

Section 3. An account of Candava rayen, and Chethu rayen the

two sovereigns of the Vannier (forest race, a tribe of low cultivatorsJ

who ruled in thefort of Tiruividai Churam,

This fort was in the district of Chingleput, and this account was

taken from the mouth of one named Sahadeven-nattan.

Anciently the Curumbar ruled in this country ; Adondai Cholan

came from Ta'njore, and destroyed them ; and, having- acquired the title

of Adondai Chakraverti, he established in their place the Konda'i

Katti Vellazhar, (agriculturists who bound up their hair as women do.)

In those days the ) nnier9 or Palli people, by permission of the ruler

of the country built this fort for themselves, as their own. But they

paid tribute to the sovereigns of the Andhra, Carnata, and Dravida,

countries. No written account of their race has been preserved ; but

of their posterity Canda-rayen, and Chethd-raybn, came to the

government. Being skilful men they built their old fort very strongly.

The measures of that fort, as now found are from south to north

1141 feet ; east to west 1200 feet. The breadth of its outer wall was

20 feet. Around it there was a moat thirty feet broad. Besides this

outer one, there was an inner fort, and a palace on the top of the hill.

The upper fort was east to west 250 feet ; south to north 195 feet.

While ruling with considerable power, they rejected all claims of

customary tribute from superior kings. They were both illustrious ; but

Candavan-rayen, was the most warlike of the two. He fixed alarm-

stations on eminences, at certain distances, around his capital. There

was no other king like him. When the rayer came to invade him, as

the drums were beaten at different hill-stations, the rayer did not know

in which the chief was, and at length the latter, watching his opportu-

nity, fell on the rayer's forces, and made great slaughter. The rayer's

general, being greatly incensed, came with a greater force ; and, during

four months, an uncertain war was carried on ; the chief's place not

being known ; while, night and day, he harassed the troops of the

invader. The rayer now desisted from open war ; intending to effect

his object indirectly. Candavan-rayen then greatly vexed the agri-

culturists, that Adondai Chakraverti had placed in the land. The

Vellarzar in consequence arose in a body, and went to Krishna

rayer, who sent the Wiyaldvar (the people of a Poligar) against

Candava. That Poligar being beaten retreated, and sent spies to

inspect the fortress, that he might discover how to overcome Candava.
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The spies discovered that at intervals of rest from war, Candava was

entirely enslaved by the leader of a band of dancing girls, and announced

the circumstance to the chief of the Wiyulav&r tribe. He came to

Cupachi, and gave her the offer of four bags of gold, as a bribe, to cut

off the head of Candava ; to which, induced by avarice, she consented:

appointing a time for the Poligar, and his people to come. They came

as appointed. Cupachi gave Candava poison, in a cake, from her own

hands ; which speedily took effect. She cut off his head, and putting

it in a dish, brought it to the appointed place, and gave it to the Po-

ligar's people. After satisfying themselves of the identity of the

head, they cut off the head of the traitress, and went away. In the

morning his younger brother, Chetthu rayen, hearing this news,-

and being extremely grieved, took the hundred companions of Cupa-

chi ; and, carrying them to a tank, after tying them in a row like cows,

he cut off their heads : in proof whereof that tank is to this day called

Pinnai-yeri (the lake of corpses). He also burnt down their houses;

and the place is to this day called Cupachi hunnu (the heap of Cupa-

chi) ; and is a place of desolation. He also took the watchmen, who
had neglected their duty, and cut off their heads, at the above tank.

The Wiyalavar-poligah came with his troops, and fell on the fort.

During twenty-six days, fighting was carried on, with great loss on both

sides ; till, at length, the attacking Poligar took the fort ; which, after

that time, became a dependency of the Anagilndi kings, who protected

the agriculturists.

The truth of the preceding narrative is attested by all the people

living around about that neighbourhood.

Section 4. An account of the Pagoda of Tiruvidaichuram (the

above fortJ in the Arcot district.

The original date of this place is remote in antiquity ; the fane was

built by Kulottunga Cholan. It was repaired by other Cholas, and

Rayers. The St'hala Purana is lost. But the legend is to this effect,

that an Apper and Sundarar (the poets) were on their way to sing the

praises of Karz Kundam (a hill fane) ; they inquired of a shepherd

(at this place) if there was any emblem of Siva near, who pointed

them to one under a tree, and disappeared. Considering this as an

apparition of Siva, they chanted ten stanzas concerning the place ;

which are in existence down to the present time. As the Chola king

adorned and endowed this fane, there may be an inscription ; but it is

reported to be in recondite Tamil. They further say that, directly

under the view of the bullock of Siva, very much wealth is buried.
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There certainly is some wealth concealed. If well examined, it would

be found : it would not be needful, to that end, to damage the walls, or

structure, of the temple, but only to remove the flooring ; no other

damage would accrue to the temple.

Section 5. An account of the ancient gold products of Callatur and

notice of the history of that place.

Anciently this was the second fortress of the Curumbar chieftains.

After they had been destroyed by Adondai Chakraverti, the fort

was in the hands of ten persons, who rode in palankeens, from among

the Kondai Katta Velazher, They were subordinates to the raja and

regulated the country. A poor Pur6hita Brahman came to the fane

of Tiruval isvarer, and bought a piece of ground at Callatur ; the

god afterwards personally appeared to him, and instructed him to give

the god notice when he ploughed and sowed the said field. He did so
;

when the god came, on his Vdhana, and, after sowing a handful of seed

disappeared. The other corn was sown by the Brahman. The corn

sprung up luxuriantly ; while corn sown by other people was very weak.

The Brahman s corn grew higher than a man could reach, but without

earing ; to his great grief. A Velazhan, passing by, being struck by

the singular appearance of the corn, plucked a stalk, and, opening it at

the top, found an incipient ear of gold, in consequence of which he

enticed the Br&hman to an exchange of products, ratified by a writing.

A long time after the corn threw out ears, and the surface presented a

golden color. The rayer of that time, named Hari Hari Rayer

hearing of the circumstance, came himself, with an army ; and, having

it reaped, distributed the gold in the usual proportion of corn, to the

cultivator, the proprietor, and the king. The product was beaten out

on a brick flour, prepared for the purpose ; such a floor is named Cal-

lam ; hence the town came to be called Pon Velainta Callatur, or the

village where gold grew as corn. Remains of the brick floor are stid

to be seen ; and the circumstance is traceable in other names of con-

nected places. Some remains of the chaff of this harvest, are said to

be preserved in the treasuries of neighbouring temples. From the time

of Tondaman Chakraverti down to Krishna Rayer's time, the

fort was under the management of the Velazhar, or agriculturists.

Krishna Rayer demanded of them to build an Agrahdram, which

they refused to do ; and he, in consequence, waged war against them,

with great slaughter, for six months : when they consented to his

request, and built two choultries ; one of which was called by the name

of Krishna Rayer.
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Historical Indication.

Divested of fable, the probability is that a gold mine was anciently

discovered in the field of a Brahman, and worked by one of the rayers.

The closing- circumstance is within the range of credible tradition.

Section 6.

—

Accounts of the places of hidden treasure, hi the Arcot

District.

1. In Paduvur, there are four Panta curzis in which, they say,

treasure is contained.

2. In Tiruvidaichuram, in a Peddri Kovil, under the image of

Durga, there is stated to be buried treasure. There is a sort of pro-

verbial saying to this effect current among the country people there-

abouts. Notice of an account given to a servant (gomasteh) of the

surveyor general of seven vessels of buried treasure, and of a human

sacrifice, offered by some persons who, in consequence, took away one

Vessel, and went to live at Wandiwash.

3. In Neyamali, they say there is hidden treasure.

4. Beyond that village near Chingleput the pagoda of Tiruvades*

veren, at Callatur, at Cunatur, Vembdcam near Chingleput, Uttura

Melur, and some other places, there is said to be buried treasure.

Remark. Perhaps Colonel Mackenzie's instructions to his agents

included inquiries on the above subject : with one exception, as to the

Panta curzis, I do not see that any light is reflected on past history

by such traditions.

Section 7.—Ancient history of Tondamandalam, and its earlier

inhabitants called Vedars and Qurumbars.

After the deluge the country was a vast forest, inhabited by wild

beasts. A wild race of men arose ; and, destroying the wild beasts,

dwelt in certain districts. There were then, according to tradition, no

forts, only huts, no kings, no religion, no civilization, no books ; men

were naked savages : no marriage institutions. Many years after, the

Qurumbars arose in the Carndta country : they had a certain kind of

religion ; they were murderers. They derived the name of Curumbar

from their cruelty. Some of them spread into the Drdvida desam, as

far as the Tondamandata country. They are now found near Uttra

Merur ; but more civilized. They ruled the country some time ; but

falling into strife among themselves, they at length agreed to select a

chief, who should unite them all together. They chose a man who had

some knowledge of books, who was chief of the Dravid i country, and

was called Camanda Qurumba prabhu, and Palal raja ; he built a fort

3 E
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in PuraUr, He divided the Curumba land into twenty-four parts,

and constructed a fort in each district. Of these the names of ten are

Puralur, the royal fort; Callatar ; Amur; Puliydr;

Chembur ; Utthi Kddu ; Kaliyam ; Venguna ; Icdttukottai ; Paduvur.

While they were ruling, there was a commerce carried on by ships.

As the merchants of Cdveripdm-patnam sought trading intercourse

with them, the Curumbars built the following forts (stations) for trade

:

Patti-pulam; Sdla-cupam ; Sala-pdkam ; Meyur ; Cddalur ; ALm-

pari ; Maracandm ; whence, by means of merchants from Cdveri pum*

patnam, and the Curumbar, a commercial intercourse by vessels was

carried on. They nourished in consequence ; and while without any

religion, a Jaina ascetic came, and turned them to the Jaina credence.

The Basti which the Pural king built after the name of that ascetic, is

still remaining together with other Basti and some Jaina images in

different places ; but some are dilapidated, and some destroyed by the

hatred of the Brdhmans. They were similar to the Jainas of the

present day ; they were shepherds, weavers, lime-sellers, traders. While

living thus, various kings of civilized countries made inroads upon them
.

as the Chola, the Pandiya kings, and others ; and, being a wild peo-

ple, who cared not for their lives, they successfully resisted their invaders

and had some of the invading chiefs imprisoned in fetters, in front of

the Pural fort. Besides they constrained all young people to enter the

Jaina religion ; in consequence of which vexation, a cry arose in the

neighbouring countries. At length Adondai, of Tanjore, formed the

design of subduing them ; and, invading them, a fierce battle was

fought in front of the Pural fort in which the Curumba king's troops

fought and fell with great bravery, and two-thirds of Adondai's army

was cut up. He retreated to a distance, overwhelmed with grief, and

the place where he halted is still called Cholan pedu. While thinking

of returning to Tanjore, Siva that night appeared to him, in a dream,

and promised him victory over the Curumbas, guaranteed by a sign.

The sign occurred, and the Curumba troops were the same day routed

with great slaughter. The king was taken ; the Pural fort was thrown

down ; and its brazen (or bell-metal) gate was fixed in front of the

shrine at Tanjore. A temple was built where the sign occurred, and a

remarkable pillar of the fort was fixed there : the place is called Tiru

muli vasal. A sort of commemorative ceremony is practised there.

After a little more fighting, the other forts were taken, and the Curum-

bas destroyed. Adondai placed the Velazhar, as his deputed autho-

rities ; having called them into the country to supply the deficiency of

inhabitants, from the Tuluva desam (modern Canara). They are call-
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ed Tuluva Vellazhar to the present day. Some were brought from the

Chola desam, still called Chola Vellazhar. He called from the north

certain Brdhmans by birth, whom he fixed as accountants. The

Kondai Katti Vellazhar were appointed by him. He acquired the

name of Chakraverti from rescuing the people from their troubles.

The name Curumba-bhumi was discontinued, the country was called

Tonda-manddam ; and common consent ascribes to Adondai the

regulation of the country.

Remarks. The writing of the above paper was a little obliterated,

and I think its restoration of consequence ; for it seems to me rather

more important than these local papers usually are. We have in it a

clear and unvarnished statement of the introduction of the Hindus

(properly such) into the country, circumjacent with respect to Madras.

The Hindus had colonized the country south of the Coleroon at a

much earlier period. The trading from Caveripum-patnam ; the con-

quest by Adondai ; the introduction of brahmans as accountants from

the north ; are matters confirmed by other papers. The Velazhas of

the country hold the traditionary belief, that their ancestors emigrated

from Tuluva. The Chola Velazhas are chiefly found in the south.

They wear a lock of hair on the front of their head ; not on the back,

like other Hindus. The old Tuluva or Hala Canada language, and

the Madras Tamil, are very nearly the same language.

Section 8.

—

Account of a Curumba fort at Marutan near Cdnchi, in

the Utramelur district.

This fort of mud was formerly built by the Curumbas, covering forty

cawnies of ground with two boundary walls, and was long ruled by

them. In the time of Krishna Rayer his dependant the raja of

Chingleput fought with them ; and, after some time the Curumba

chief was unjustly put to death. The Curumbas were destroyed, and

Timma raja took that fort. He gave it as a Jaghire to one of his near

relatives, named Govinda raja. He built two Kooils (or fanes), and

established an Agraharam for the Brahmans.

Note. Timma Rayer was the founder of Arcot as mentioned in a

former paper.

Section 9.

—

An account ofMadurantacam in the Jaghire.

This place being the ancient boundary of the Madura kingdom was

called Madurantacam (the end of Madura), in proof of which there is

an image called Madurai Ghelli-ammen There is also a very ancient

Saiva fane. It is said that Nala-ra'ja, in his sorrowful pilgrimage,

came to this place ; and, by taking the muddy water of that pool, was

3 e 2
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cured of his leprosy. He built a temple there, to commemorate his

cure. The tank was called by him Vishagatirtham. The Chola raja

built many other sacred edifices in this place ; and he himself Jived

there for a considerable time. The St'hnla mahatmya of this place

is connected with the St'hala mahatmya of Madura.

Remark. As the Madura Purdnnm contains a reference to the

northern Madura, it is well to know the precise locality thereby desig-

nated. The reference to Nala raja is an allusion to an episode in the

Mahdbhdrata.

Section 10.

—

An account of the ruins of a fort ivith seven walls

(one within the other), at Avidu tdngi, ivrittenfrom verbal accounts

given by Brahmans of Pira-desam.

In the Arcot district, not far from Pira-desam*, are the extensive

remains of a very ancient fort of seven enclosures. It is now concealed

by brushwood, and lies waste. Gold cash, and other coins, have been

found there. Hyder Ally is said to have examined it, and taken

thence treasure. It was built, many years after Tondaman Chakra-

verti, by Vira Narasimha raja. He appointed a very stupid Man-

tiri (or minister). There was no investigation of affairs ; and this minis-

ter buried the treasures, arising from the public revenues, and stultified

the king. A certain man named Viral-vennan, was wounded on the

head by a neighbour ; and, going to make a complaint at the king's

gate, could get no hearing. He thereupon went about the town beating

all he met ; and, as there was no inquiry, he managed to get some

money, and to raise a small band of troops, with whom he took post

near a burning ground, and exacted tribute from all who came to per-

form funeral obsequies. By this means he became rich. After some

time the king went out in disguise to ascertain the state of the town>

and heard a poor woman complain of having no money to pay the

tribute. He inquired into the tax ; and then went to the Mantiri to

ask why it was imposed, who could give no account of it. The king

sent for Viral Vennan, who refused to come; whereupon some troops

were sent against him : these were worsted, and then Viral Vennan
came, sword in hand, of his own accord, and falling down before the

king narrated all his circumstances : whereupon the king had his minis-

ter beheaded, and put Viral Vennan in his stead. There is no other

tradition at Pira-desam; but possibly by going to Avidu-tangi some-

thing further might be learnt.

The end of book No. 14.

* This Pira-desam is probably the Pida which is coupled with Choda (or

Chola) in the enumeration of countries in the second edict at Girnar.—Ed.
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Book No. 20, Countermark 774.

Section 1.

—

List of Kings in the Culi-yuga.

A few names very defective in the three first ages.

The Call yvga list commences with Janamejaya, and there are

other names, without distinction of place or country, though we know

some of them to have ruled in places very distant from each other.

Rajendra Chola is dated by an inscription in S. S. 460, Deva

Maha RAYERby inscription S. S, 1060, Virupachi Raier S. S. 1238,

Saluva Narasingha Deva Raver S. S. 1420, Vira Narasingha

Rayer S. S. 1391, Aurungzebe S. S. 1554,

The list of course does not admit of being abstracted. A few dates

and names are written as specimens. The list may be of use to refer

to, in comparison with other lists ; and, as now restored from an almost

illegible state, will admit of easy translation.

It is followed by another list, of which the ink is so much faded as

to be no longer capable of restoration. From a few names which can

be read it seems to be a fuller repetition ; the same names appearing to

occur, with now and then a name not to be here found ; but it is not

possible to make any thing of it, as a connected whole.

There follows a page of more illegible writing endorsed in English,

as a letter ; and another half page of Pandiya kings, of no value.

Section 2.

—

Account of the most ancient sages and poets ) with their

places and dates, in the Drdvida desam.

This section with so promising a title is a mere cheat. It has a few

names of ascetics and poets, better known from other authorities, with-

out the promised distinction of time and place ; and being quite worth.

less, the copying of it was omitted.

Section 3.

—

A general list of books and inscriptions.

The list refers merely to certain parts of the papers in the Macken-
zie collection, supplied by the writer of the list ; and is of no perma-

nent consequence, there being a fuller catalogue in existence. The

copying was omitted.

Section 4.

—

Account of Pradatta raja.

The paper commences with a declaration ascribed to Brahma, of the

severe pain, and penalty, incurred by any one stealing even an atom

of property from a fane of Siva, which inclusive of minor matters, in-

volves the being sent to Yuma puram (hell), and the being sunk in a stra-

tum of fire. There are other details of the evils which must follow the

taking a bit of gold from the temple at Arunachellum ( Trinomallee)

\

and of eating any thing belonging to it, more fatal than eating poison.
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In illustration Brahma narrates an account of the visit of Pradatta,
king of Benares and of the surrounding country, in extravagantly

hyperbolical language, and of his becoming enamoured of one of the

Devadas is of the fane at Arundchellum (or Trinomallee) , in consequence

of which his face was transformed into that of a baboon. Some of the

great men said it was from an evil thought, and advised him to render

special adoration to the image worshipped there, which he did and

recovered a beautiful form. These circumstances Brahma related to

Sanaka Rishi. The entering on another narrative is announced;

which appears to be the one contained in the following section.

Observation.

The preceding is probably part of a legend connected with the Trino-

mallee temple ; and has been evidently constructed so as to impose a

superstitious dread of taking any property from that place, or of covet-

ing any thing belonging to it : it is very well adapted to the intellectual

measure of the lower class of natives ; it may illustrate manners and

opinions ; but in any historical reference, it seems quite useless.

Section 5.

—

Account of Vajrangata Pdndiyan.

The king of the fertile country on the banks of the Vaigai, one day

set out on a hunting excursion to the great terror of the elephants, and

other beasts, and in the course of the chase he started a civet-cat, which

ran directly for Trinomallee, and then went round the mountain, when

it fell down from exhaustion, and died ; the horse ( Ganavattam) on

which the Pdndiya king rode, also fell down, from extreme fatigue, and

died. Immediately two Vidhytidharas (celestials) appeared and said to

the king, ' Why do you grieve, we were imprisoned in bodies through

the malediction of Durvasa-rishi, from having trodden on some flowers

in his garden ; so that he commanded one of us to become a civet-cat,

and the other a horse. On our asking when the spell would be dis-

solved, he said it would be by Vajrangata Pandiyan.' These two ani-

mals then attained final happiness, by the merit of having gone around

Arumachella hill (or Trinomallee) ; but as the king did not walk round

but went round on horseback, he had no part in the merit. He subse-

quently made over his kingdom to his son named Art'hanan-gata

Pandiyan, and became an ascetic; residing near the hill. His son

sent him much money, with which he greatly added to the splendour

and beauty of the fane. On walking round it, one day, the god Siva

met him in a visible form ; and told him .that he also had been impri-

soned, having heretofore been Indra, who threw his diamond weapon

(Vajrangu), at him (Siva), in consequence of which he was condemned

to live on earth as Vajrangata Pandiyan ; but that now from the
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virtue of his munificent acts to the temple, he should be readmitted to

his former state, and again become De'vendra.

Observation.

The composition of this, like the former, is in 'poetical and hyperbo-

lical language ; but with incorrect orthography. A Pdndiyan king is

otherwise understood to have repaired and beautified Trinomallee ; and

on this circumstance the fable is constructed. It seems to be a portion

of the Trinomallee St'hala-purdna, as may be ascertained when that

Puranan comes to be examined. But it is of little use beyond illustra-

ting native opinions ; and was restored because found in a book greatly

damaged by time ; though in itself, this section remained quite legible.

Section 6.

—

A list of Chola kings.

The list contains a few names only, without any dates ; the transcrib-

ing them has not appeared to be of any importance.

Preface to the first part of the History of India composed by Nar*

rayanen Astronomer (of the Ananta Ron race).

(This is not entered in the table of contents at the beginning of

book, No. 20.)

This book was written at the request of Col. W. Macleod of Arcot*

during Lord Bentinck's government of Madras. After the usual

poetical invocation it gives an account of the cause of its being written*

the different powers and kingdoms to be included : and the authorities

consulted in the compilation. The work proceeds to narrate the crea*

tion of the elements of all things, by Narrayanen ; the formation of the

Brahmandam, or mundane egg, and the division therein of the orders

of beings and things. An account of the different yugas. Formation of

gods, asuras, and mortals. Avataras of Vishnu. Eclipses ; fasting at

that time peculiar to India. After some Indian astronomical details,

the writer states his preference of another system, that of the earth

turning on its own axis, and revolving round the sun, with different

latitudes, (evidently derived from intercourse with Europeans.) Geo-

graphical divisions of India, on the native system ; some mention of

Nipdl, Moghulstan, Turkishtan and Hindustan proper. This leads to

mention the birth of Krishna about one hundred years before the end

of the Dwdpara yuga ; and his reigning in Dwdraka, a town which he

had built on the sea shore. The end of the first book.

The foregoing is another copy, so far, of the large work entitled

Carnata rdjakal, before abstracted. Should other Cdndams, or books,

be found among the paper MSS. the whole MS. may be restored
;

but the above is of no special use, being merely another copy of a por-

tion which exists in the larger work.
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Section 7.

—

Account of the Jain temple of Parsvana-natha-svdml,,

at Tiru Narrayanen Tonda a village, in the district of Yelvunachura

Cottai.

It is in the Vriddhdchala district : a Stfhala mahatmya. In a certain

wilderness, a kind of roots grew which Verdars dug up for food. One

day a man of that class saw some growing in the cleft of a rock, and

going to dig them up, discovered the image of the above god. A winged

creature also appeared ; at which the hunter, being dazzled exclaimed

" Appa ! Ayya /" The being said " I am Appa, and Ayya is in that

image." The hunter asked for a spiritual vision, and had one enlight-

ened eye given him ; the report of the circumstance led to much dis-

cussion among the country people ; who, on consulting, noted various

marks about the hills, and concluded that it must have been a place of

residence, for ancient ascetics. The king of the country, coming to

knowledge of these things, treated the hunter handsomely, and had a

temple built on the spot. There is then a narrative given, as having

happened before this circumstance, to account for the image being found

there. This forms a Jaina version of the Pandiya king renouncing

the Jaina system for that of the Saivas. By this account the famous

Appa r was born and bred a Jaina, but, through ill-treatment of the

head ascetic of that system, he went away to the south, by way of the

Chola kingdom, and became a Saiva. In consultation with Sampanta

and Santarar, a plan was formed to convert the Pdndiyan king, Appar

by the power of incantation inflicted on him a grievous illness, and then

sent Sampanta, and Sundarar, with the Viputhi (or sacred ashes),

saying that if he accepted these he would be cured. He replied that

being a Jaina he could not do so. On their returning with this answer

to Appar the latter inflicted severer pain on the king ; and then went

personally to him, and said, if his teachers could remove one-half on

one side, he would remove the other. The Jaina teachers being sent

for, said that to use magical incantation was contrary to their religion.

Appar then promised to cure the king, to which he consented ; through

the craft of Appar, and because an evil time for the Jaina system was come.

After being cured Appar asked of the king to allow all the Jaina temples

to be turned into Saiva ones at which he hesitated ; but at length being

gradually overcome, and through previous ignorance of his own system

he was drawn over to become a Saiva ; and he then gave a body of

troops into the hands of Sampantar, Sundarar and Appar ; with which

they displaced the Jaina images, and turned the fanes into Saiva ones.

But on coming to the hill in question, in this paper, as soon as Appar

ascended three steps towards it he was struck blind. Astonished he
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offered some prayers, according- to his Jaina knowledge, and had one
restored ; he then resumed the Jaina way and had both eyes restor-

ed. The Saivas, seeing what had occurred, carried him off ; and in

a brick and chunam water-course near to Chittambram killed him.

The account closes, as being given by persons who had received it

downwards by tradition.

Remark. The leading fact is historical, and every version of it,

especially from opposite religious parties, may render it better defined.

Section 8

—

Chronological tables of the Hindu rajas (termed Juina
kings of the Dravida country in the table of contents of Book, No. 20.)

A few names of kings in the first age ; a few names of the solar line

in the second ; a few of the lunar line in the third age ; in the fourth,

a mixture of names, one or two of them being Jaina : Chandragupta
is termed a Jaina. The Chola rajas. Himasila a Jaina king. In the

list of rayers, there are some names not usually met with in those lists
;

some dates of these, and Chola kings are given : the list comes down to

a modern date.

A list of kings, in Grant'ha characters, is given ; termed Jaina

kings.

Remark. These lists, though imperfect may have some use for oc-

casional reference.

Section 9.

—

Legendary Account of Cdnda Cottai (and statement of

an emigration of artificersfrom India by sea eastward.)

In the town of Mdnda anciently the Camdlar (artificers of 5 sorts)

lived closely united together ; and were employed by all ranks of men,

as there were no artificers besides them. They feared and respected

no king, which offended certain kings ; who combined against

them, taking with them all kind of arms. But as the fort in

which the Camdlar lived was entirely constructed of loadstone, this

attracted and drew the weapons away from the hands of the assailants.

The kings then promised a great reward to any who should burn down

their fort. No one dared to do this. At length the courtezans of a

temple engaged to effect it, and took the pledge of betal and areca en-

gaging thereby to do so. The kings greatly rejoicing, built a fort op-

posite, filled with such kind of courtezans, who by their singing attract-

ed the people from the fort, and led to intercourse. One of these at

length succeeded in extracting from a young man, the secret that if the

fort were surrounded with varacu* straw set on fire, it might be destroy-

ed. The king accordingly had this done, and in the burning down of

* Paspalura fiumentaceum—Linn. Kadra vahd—Sans.
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the fort, many of the Camdlar lost their lives ; some took to ships, be-

longing to them, and escaped by sea. In consequence there were no
artificers in that country. Those taken in the act of endeavouring to

escape, were beheaded. One woman of the tribe, being pregnant, took

refuge in the house of a chetty and escaped, passing for his daughter.

From a want of artificers, who made implements for weavers, husband-

men, and the like, manufactures and agriculture ceased, and great dis-

content arose in the country. The king, being of clever wit resorted

to a device to discover if any of the tribe remained, to remedy the evils

complained of. This was to send a piece of coral, having a fine tor-

tuous aperture running through it, with a piece of thread, to all parts of

the country ; with a promise of great reward to any one who should

succeed in passing the thread through the coral. None could accom-

plish it. At length the child that had been born in the chetty's

house undertook to do it ; and to effect it, he placed the coral over the

mouth of an ant-hole ; and, having steeped the thread in sugar, placed

it at some little distance. The ants took the thread, and drew it through

the coral. The king, seeing the difficulty overcome, gave great pre-

sents, and sent much work to be done ; whieh that child, under the

counsel and guidance of its mother, performed. The king sent for the

chetty, and demanded an account of this young man, which the chetty

detailed. The king had him plentifully supplied with the means es-

pecially of making ploughshares ; and having him married to the

daughter of a chetty, gave him grants of land for his maintenance. He
had five sons, who followed the five different branches of work of the

Camdlar tribe. The king gave them the title Panchayet ; down to the

present day there is an intimate relation between these five branches, and

they intermarry with each other ; while as descendants of the chetty tribe,

they wear thepunnul, or caste thread, of that tribe. Those of the Camdlar

that escaped by sea, are said to have gone to China. It is added that

the details of their destruction are contained in the Calingatu Bharani.

Remark. Here is no doubt historical truth covered under the veil

of fiction and metaphor : it is particularly desirable to know if artificers

really emigrated from India to the eastward. The ruins of Manda, or

Mandu, remain without any records concerning that place, I believe, in

any known history. The Calingatu Bharani, a poem, is in the Macken-

zie collection ; and will come under notice hereafter.

Section 10.

—

Account of the Curumbars, and a Massacre of them by

treachery.

Under the rayer's government the Curumbars ruled in many districts.

They constructed forts in various places. They tried to make the
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Muthaliers, and Velldzhas, render them homage ; to which the others

did not consent ; and the Curumbars in consequence greatly troubled

them. Still they did not submit, Accordingly in betel gardens, and

in many other places they constructed very low wicket gates, so that

the Hindus coming to them must be forced to bow on entering. But

the Muthaliers and Velldzhas, instead of entering head foremost thrust

their feet in first, and thus treated the Curumbars with contempt. As

the latter had power in their possession, they vexed the said tribes.

These at length went to a barber ; and, promising a gift of land, asked

of him counsel how to destroy the Curumbars. The barber gave them

encouragement ; who then went to the houses of all his tribe and en-

gaged their services by promise. It was the custom of the Curumbars

that, if one of their people died, the whole family should have the head

shaved. One of the seniors of the tribe of Curumbars died : and by cus-

tom the whole tribe, at one time, sat down to have their heads shaved.

The aforesaid barber, on this occasion charged all his associates each

one to kill his man ; which they did, by each one cutting the throat

of the person shaved. The women thus suddenly widowed had a

great pile of fire kindled into which they leaped, and died ; execrating

their enemies. The ruins of the Curumbar forts and villages are still

visible ; being heaps of mould ; there are very old wells, some for in-

stance near Sadras : the bricks of these wells have an appearance of

great antiquity.

Remarks, What evidence is due to the tradition I cannot tell : if

true, it adds another instance to the tragedies, consequent to sectarial

hatred, and effected by stratagem and treachery, which are numerous

in this collection.

Section 11.

—

Account of the Wiyalavdr or Muttilyar at Nerva-

palliyam.

The Curumbars, in the time of the rayers built forts, causeways, &c.

In that time these Wiyalvar came from Ayodhya, in the north. They

brought with them two tutelary goddesses called Angalammai and Wi-

yalammai -, together with attendants (as supposed of these idols). These

first halted at Vidpuram. At that period one Chennapa nayak was

acting with great violence, and killing many people. The rayers in

consequence promised to this new tribe, that if they would remove the

nuisance he would give them the district, so cleared, as their reward.

In consequence, by the power of their goddess, they took those robbers

and having obtained the district of Chennapa nayak, they first gave it

the name of Canda-gadi-palliyam. Subsequently, as the Curumbars gave

much trouble, and insulted the Muthaliers^ the rayer made great pro-

3f2
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mises to these Wiyalvar if they would destroy the Curumbars. The

Wiyalvar, in consequence by the aid of the rayer's troops, and a thou-

sand men of their own, destroyed the Curumbars. The rayer gave

them great distinction for the same, and villages. They established

their goddesses in two villages ; and in one had also a Vuishnava fane.

They built a palace which afterwards was sold to discharge a debt.

Remark. This account may be compared with another book and

section, making mention of the Wiyalvar ; and this tradition, if true,

adds to the proof that the earlier inhabitants of the Carnatic were de-

stroyed, to make way for colonies of Hindus.

[To be continued.]

II.—On the application of a new method of Block-printing, ivith

examples of unedited coins printed in facsimile. By James
Pkinsep, Sec. fyc.

In all Muhammadan countries it is the well known custom of those

who move in the rank of gentlemen to apply their seals in lieu of their

written signatures to letters, bonds, and other written documents—not as

we are accustomed to do it by an impression on wax, but by smearing the

flat surface of the seal with ink and printing in the manner of type, so

as to leave on the paper a white cipher upon a black field. It may

be in consequence of this custoii), as much as from religious prejudice,

that Muhammadan seal* are almost invar] ably confined to letter mottos
;

seldom ornamented, but, if so, merely with flowers, &c. done in out-

line ; because such only can be faithfully pourtrayed in a type impres-

sion, which of course cannot at all represent a head or other relievo

design.

The money of the Musalmans was in the same manner generally

impressed only with the signet or the titles of the sovereign, well adapt-

ed to a flat and thin surface of metal.

Seeking an easy and expeditious mode of making public the collection of

Muhammadan coins in my own and my friends' cabinets, it thus occur-

red to me that by forming from them in sealing-wax or in type metal an

exact counterpart of the die which had struck these rupees, I should be

able to use it, in the native fashion, for producing ink impressions along

with the ordinary letter type ; while, as the coin itself would in every

case furnish the mould, every chance of error in copying would be

removed : and, though the elegance of a shaded engraving could not be

attained, still this would be more than compensated by the scrupulous

fidelity of the representation.
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My first trial was so encouraging that I at once resolved on carrying

the plan into execution on an extensive scale, and I have now prepared

for the press upwards of two hundred coins done in this novel and

exceedingly simple manner.

As however it will be in every respect more convenient to present

them in a continued series as an accompaniment to my tables of the value

of Indian coins already published, I propose merely to introduce into

the pages of the Journal a few examples of such coins as are new, rare,

or from other causes worthy of particular description.

But first, in deference to the established custom in such cases, I must

assign to this newly invented art some Greek polysyllabic appellation
;

and (without intending the undignified lapsus of a pun) I cannot pro-

pose one more expressive of the process than Rupography—not from

rupee the common designation of our Indian money, nor yet from the

Sanskrit word rupa ' form, likeness,' but in a genuine and orthodox man-

ner from the Greek pviros, sigilaris cera, or sealing-wax, the substance

upon which the impression of the coin is first received and which will

itself serve as the printing material, if it be not desired to preserve the

block in the more durable material of type metal, by a second transfer

from the sealing-wax to a clay or gypsum mould into which the latter

substance can be cast in the usual manner. Some sharpness of outline

js lost by this triple operation, and where a great many copies are not

required the rupographical process may be safely confined to the first

stage, or simple impression on sealing-wax.

As a first specimen, then, of the capabilities of this art of rupography

I select a coin, or rather medal purchased by myself some years ago at

Benares. It is of Husein Shah generally accounted the last Sufi

monarch of Persia; for after his abdication in A. H. 1135, his son

Tamasp held but a nominal sovereignty, the real power being usurped

by Mahmud the Afghan.

Marsden would designate this as one of the medals of the Persian

kings properly so called, intended to be hung and worn on the neck.

It had, when I bought it, a hasp for suspension ; but still I do not ima-

gine it to have been struck for that express purpose, but rather as a

crown piece for distribution to courtiers on a birth-day, as is still the

custom at Delhi, at Lukhnow and other native courts. It is of nearly

pure silver, and weighs 844.3 grains, a little short of five rupees, and

somewhat above as much in value.

Marsden gives the drawing of another medal of the same monarch,

which has merely the usual coin inscription.

The following is the numismatical description of my medal

.
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Sultan Hosein Shah Saffavf,

reigned in Persia, A. H. 1106—1135, (A. D. 1694—1722.)

Silver.

Area, *ill ^J, ^JU All) Jy^j <±*s" aJU! SI aII 5

Margin
• tS^v*5^->^

^a*^*^ ^^^^^ ^^J

cUs"* ^-^ ^glfi cUS1"

Legend of the Obverse.

^ikuii^ ^Ubjuif^iiaji^i ^yi j^kji er*yi Jaun^kI-J1

Centre. ^U. .*>t^ "*U ^^a» yjUaJU

! | j A ^tyL*) Wj^c AiUaL^ A^U AlJl Ji*. ^j.a^a'1

Reverse.

^
06.—The Sultan the just, the spiritual guide, the perfect, the ruler, AbuH Mu-

zaffar ul Sultdn bin u/ Swlto, Sultan Hosein Shah Behadur Khax, of the

Safvi race : may God perpetuate his kingdom and his dominion ! Struck at Isfah&n,

1118 (A. D. 1694).

Rev.—There is no God but God ! Muhammad is the prophet of God ; All is the

favorite of God.

Margin.—All, Hasan,— Hosein, All,—Muhammad, Jafar,—Musa, Alt—Muham-
mad, AH—Hasan, Muhammad.

(The twelve Imams in the order of their succession.)

Specimen II.

This is a coin presented to me by General Ventura to complete my
series of the Patan sovereigns of Delhi, being- the only one of the foun-

der of that dynasty which I had yet seen. Since then Captain Burnes
has favored me with the sight of a duplicate in less perfect preservation,

procured by himself, I believe, at Cabul. I give it as a specimen of

what Rupography can do under the most unfavourable conditions.
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The form seems imitated from that of the Abbassite khalifs, having

the legend in concentric circles written in the Cufic form of Arabic.

The facsimile represents exactly by the dark parts where the surface is

worn smooth ; however, by carefully comparing the two specimens, the

whole has been made out satisfactorily with the aid of my brother Mr.

H. T. Prinsep.

It is curious that the common title of Shahdb ul din, by which Mu-

hammed is generally known in Indian history, does not appear on this

Ghazneh dirhem, which gives him the two-fold designation of ghids ul

din, ' the supporter of the faith,' and moaz ul ndsir le din, the humbled

of the defender to the faith

—

(sc. to the Caliph of Baghdad). Proba-

bly the patent for the new title of Shahdb ul din, the flaming sword of

faith, given in honor of his brilliant and destructive expeditions into

India had not yet arrived from the court of the caliph. If so the word

tisain (90) in the date may be read wrong.

Shahab ul di'n, Muhammad, bin Sam.

Founder of the Ghon dynasty of Delhi. Reigned A. H. 588—602,

(A. D. 1192—1206.)

Silver. Weight 73.4 to 92.6 grains.

Legends on the concentric circles of the Obverse.

(JJ*a\ j &Jy*s ^y**} ^S^\ y*>

Ditto of the Reverse.

LU^^.
fc/**^;

***" **"** A
iH=

^L^i^ctfl lift cj;^

'[The inscriptions are copied at length in plate XXL]
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Obverse.— (From the Koran.) " It is he that sendeth his messenger for righteous-
ness"

There is no God but God, Muhammad is the prophet of God i—The mighty sove-
reign Ghids ul dunya va u'din, Abu'lfateh, Muhammad bin Sa'm.
Reverse.—This dirhem was struck in the city of Ghazneh, in the year five hundred

and ninety-six.

The coin of the mighty sovereign, Moaz ul n&ser te din, abu'l dunyd va ul din

Muhammad bin Sa'm.

Specimen III.

Among the coins discovered by General Ventura in the great tope

at Manikyala, and described in my third volume pi. xxi, fig. 10, and

page 316, were two of the Sassanian type, having Sanskrit legends on

the margin of the obverse. I did not then attempt to decipher them, nor

am I aware that their explanation has been since effected elsewhere.

Captain Burnes has been so fortunate as to pick up three more of

the same curious coins, in his present journey, which are now in my
hands with other rare antique produce of his successful research.

They have every appearance of having been extracted from some

similar ancient monument ; which is by no means improbable, for we may
be very sure, that full half of the fruits of the late explorations of the

various topes have evaded the hands of their explorers, and are scat-

tered about the country to be hereafter picked up gradually from

pilgrims or professed dealers ; for a trade will soon be organized in

such articles, if it be not already established. There is no harm in this,

as it will tend to preserve such relics from destruction ; but we must for

the future be on our guard against spurious specimens, which will mul-

tiply daily.

Captain Burnes' discovery has been of the greatest service toward

the deciphering of the Sanskrit legend : his coins have helped me to the

general purport of the marginal writing, even if they have not wholly

explained its contents. I found on collating the five legends now at my
command, that three of them (vide PI. XXI.) were short of the others

by two letters, which in the most perfect of Captain Burnes' coins

might be clearly read as nita f^r<r :. Remembering an analogous

omission on one of the Gupta coins of Canouj, wherein some speci-

mens had the epithet vijayaja and others vijayajanita—both of the

same meaning, I concluded that the preceding anomalous letter on all

the coins must be a m, and indeed it has no small affinity to the modern

Nagari and Bengali j. The two preceding syllables, again, there

could be no doubt about ; being in all five examples ^«r, deva. Now
dev.<ju and devajanita, ' offspring of the gods' is the well known epi-

thet of the ancient Persian monarchs as well as of the Sassanian race.

Thus in the trilingual inscription on the Nakshi-rustam sculpture given
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in Ker Porter's travels in Persia, vol. I. 548, we have in the Greek

character

:

TOTTO TO nPOCnnON MACAACNOT ©EOT APTAHAPOT BACIAEHC BACI-

AEftN APIANHN EKrENOTC ©EHN TIOT ©EOT nAnAKOT BACIAEQC

which is repeated below in two forms of Pehlevi, that for want of type

I am obliged to omit.

The same title in Sanskrit, devaputra shahdn shdhi, it may be

remembered is applied to the king of Persia in the Allahabad pillar

inscription, as revised in last November's Journal.

Again on the Sassanian coins, read by the Baron de Sacy as far as

they are published by Ker Porter (for I have not yet been able to ob-

tain a copy ofthe Baron's work on the subject,) the Pehlevi legend runs :

Mazdezn beh Shahpura malakdn malakd* minochatri men yezdan.
4 Adorer of Ormuzd, excellent Shahpur, king of kings, offspring of the divine race

of the gods.'

The natural deduction hence was that the rest of the Sanskrit legend

would also turn out to be a translation, or an imitation of the Sassanian

formula : and thus in fact it has proved to be. I here insert the facsi-

mile of Captain Burnes' best coin, slightly retouched in the letters that

were least in relief;

Indo-sassanian dirhem.

Silver, Weight 53 grains.

Legend.

Obverse. Head of Mithra (Ormuzd), Pehlevi very distinct but unread, see PI. XXT.

Reverse. On the field, three letters of an unknown alphabet (like the Arme-

nian ?) or perhaps numerals ?

Margin, ^f^ftrf^ ^rr^T^ T^^STC °ft *fi7 fefrWr ^^farT.
Sri hitivira Air&na cha parameswara Sri Va'hitiga'n devajanita.

In this legend the only actual letters at all doubtful are the p and me

of parameswara, and the first and last letters of the name. Indeed the

first letter is different in every example, as will be seen in the litho-

* In the examples given I should read this passage

—

Malakdn malak Airctnan, &c.

but the Sassanian coins require study ere they can be properly made out.
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graphed plate, as though they were all different names of the same

family. Now to analyze the sentence :

Hitivira I suppose to be a corrupt writing of iff^^T hridivtra l noble

in heart,' equivalent to the Pehlevi word beh translated by " excellent."

—

Airdna cha paramesivara, and the supreme lord of Airtin or Persia,

may be read (perhaps better) Airan va Pdrsesivara, the lord of Iran and

JFars. For the name, we have severallyphd,cha, va, gha, or Jid ! followed

by liitigdn or hitikhdn ; and lastly devajanita, as before explained.

I am quite at a loss to find owners for such names, and although this

is the third time I have alluded to this coin, gaining little by little

each time, still I fear we have much to learn before we can unravel its

entire history. For the present I leave unnoticed the Pehlevi legend,

merely placing under view in the annexed plate, corresponding passages

from regular Sassanian coins, which being titles, will soon lead to a

knowledge of their alphabet and meaning.

III.

—

Note on the affinities of Galathea of Lamarck ( Potamophila

qfSoiverbyJ, a Genus ofFluviatile Testacea. By W. H. Benson,

Esq. Bengal Civil Service.

Much misapprehension appears to exist with regard to the proper

jocation of the Fluviatile bivalve genus Galathea of Lamarck. That

distinguished author placed the shell among his " Conques Fluviatiles,"

and considered it to be nearly allied to Cyrena, referring merely to the

teeth as a sufficiently distinguishing character. Rang, more unaccount-

ably, either on a cursory examination of the shell only, or of its description

and without reference to the indications of the characters of its inhabi-

tant, which the testaceous covering exhibits, says that it would perhaps be
advisable to unite it to Cyrena. It is true that this writer includes not

only the Conchce and Nymphacece, but also the Mactracece, Cardiacece,

and Lithophagi in one overgrown section, which he denominates
" Conchacees," but this attempt at generalization does not, in any wise,

absolve him from the charge of mistaking the place of the genus in

question in the family, which he has thought fit to constitute. The
fortuitous acquisition of a specimen of this still rather rare shell enables

me to offer some observations concerning it, which may serve to illustrate

its true affinities, and may not only tend to confirm Lamarck's separa-

tion of it from Cyrena, but likewise shew the propriety of its location

in a different family from that which he classed it.

The remaining genera of Lamarck's Conchce, whether marine or
fluviatile, consisting of Cyrena (including the more modern genus
Corbicula) Cyclas, Cyprina, Cytherea, fyc, possess the ligament and
siphons on the longer side, or that which occupies the dorsal aspect of
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the beaks : on the other hand in the Nymphacece*r

, and especially the

true Donacidce, such as Donax, Capsa, &c. the ligament occupies the

place of the lunule, and the siphons are exserted from the contraverse

side or that towards which the beaks incline, In the fluviatile Concha

the siphons are very short, and, as a necessary consequence, the siphonal

scar is either very short or not apparent ; while in the Nymphacece

it is very conspicuous, reaching in Capsa and Donax to the centre of

the shell, and giving certain evidence of an elongated siphon. In

these important particulars Galathea agrees with the Donacidce and

differs from the Concha. Its ligament occupies the lunule instead of

surmounting the corselet : the siphons occupy the contraverse side of

the beaks ; and lastly the elongated siphonal scar, indicative of a strong

distinctive character in the animal, decides its location apart from the <

group which includes Cyrena. Its analogies also have reference to the

Donacidce in the peculiar truncation of the lunular side for which that

family is remarkable.

An examination of the teeth of Galathea, will further shew its

relation to the Donacidce and its separation from Cyrena\ . In Cyrena

the three primary teeth are alike divergent, seeming like remote elided

portions of rays proceeding from a common centre. In Galathea and

Capsa the primary teeth in the left valve consist of two radiating

prominences nearly joined at their points of departure, and exhibiting,

in the included hollow space, an obtuse triangular tooth ; in the right

valve there are two similar but more closely approximated primary

teeth, with an interjacent hollow fitted to receive the triquetrous tooth

of the opposite valve.

In Capsa and Galathea the ligament is singularly short, occupying

a broad space close to the beaks, and immediately over the cardinal

teeth. In Cyrena this important apparatus is removed towards the

posterior lateral tooth.

Lamarck following Bruguieres, decided on the separation of Gala-

thea from Cyrena, from the consideration of the form and position of

the teeth alone. The particulars now stated, will shew how well those

characters might have been relied on even for a more distant separation.

* NoTE.—Astarte of Sowerby (Crassina of Lamarck) is out of its place

among the Nymphacece. Its hinge and siphons both refer to the Concha.

f Note.—In this comparison I have the typical species of Cyrena in view,

such as Cyrena Sumatrana, so commonly imported into Calcutta from the

Sundurbuns, for the purpose of reduction into lime, and not the aberrant species

with elongate serrated lateral teeth, which are so numerous in the upper portious

of the Gangetic branches, and which constitute the genus Corbicula of Megerle

3 g 2
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Later naturalists in their attempts at generalization, have underrated the

characters of the teeth, and overlooking the auxiliary characters im-

pressed by the inhabiting molluscum on the shell, furnish a proof, if

any were wanting, of the value of distinctions taken from the hinge,

which will always be found to vary in nearly as great a degree as the

inhabitant of the shell, to which we must ultimately look for those

distinctions which will stamp the generic character with a real value.

Where good opportunities may not occur of studying the animal of a

bivalve shell, a careful consideration of the teeth aided by the situa-

tion and length of the ligament and siphonal scar, will seldom, if ever,

fail to indicate its true place in nature.

Lamarck imagined that the genus Galathea inhabited the rivers

• of Ceylon and India, and Rang appears to be equally ill informed on

the subject of its true habitat. The specimen which Mr. G. B. Sowerby
obtained for me in London, was stated to have been procured from the

river Zaire or Congo. The complete occupation of Ceylon by the

British Government, without the discovery and transmission of any of

these shells from the island, ought to afford a sufficient evidence of its

non-occurrence in that quarter; but the recent discovery of the jackal

in the Morea by French naturalists, after the opportunities so long

enjoyed by our countrymen of exploring that region had failed to elicit

that interesting information, forbids our placing complete reliance on

such negative evidence in disproof of the existence of Galathea in

Ceylon.

In conclusion it is proper to remark, that I have not met with Sower-

by's observations on Potamophila ; should he have indicated the correct

place of the genus, I can only plead, as an excuse for my work of

supererogation, that I have been misled by the statement of a later

writer, who, from the nature of his work and his opportunities, ought to

have been acquainted with the latest information on the subject of the

Testacea, into the belief that the knowledge of the affinities of this

shell had not only not advanced, but that it had retrograded since the

date of Lamarck's publication.

Bareilly, Rohllkhund, March 1838.

IV.

—

Account of the Hurricane or Whirlwind of the Sth April, 1838.

By Mr. J. Floyd, (communicated by J. H. Patton, Esq. Magis-

trate of the 2A-Pergunnahs. ) (See Sketch in PI. XVIIIJ *

Agreeably to your request I beg to hand you the following account

of our visit to the villages that have suffered by the storm of the 8th

instant.
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We proceeded to Codalea and on our arrival met one of the sufferers

a brahmin, who had lost his family consisting of five persons, and had his

leg broken. The outskirts of this village have a beautiful appearance and

seem to have escaped the storm. The storm seems to have done little

damage to the west* and south of Codalea, but from north to east it has

made dreadful havoc, sweeping every thing before it. Indeed, with the

exception of the government salt chokee and a few habitations adjoining

it, all Codalea has suffered more or less ; some houses constructed of

brick and clay have followed the general wreck : the walls have almost

all crumbled into dust : large trees have been torn up by the roots
;

some have been broken at the stumps, while the small and elastic ones

have escaped with only the loss of leaves and branches.

A peepul tree around which a bur had entwined itself attracted my
particular attention. A brahmin whose appearance denoted him to be

about the age of 80 years, informed me that the tree in question was a

favourite resort for the village nymphs and swains and for themselves

on particular occasions ; and that it afforded shelter to the weary tra-

veller ; that it had been standing time out of mind and to the knowledge

of the oldest inhabitants had never lost a bough. It was the first tree

that encountered the storm and the first that fell. The circle from

whence the roots sprung was 35 feet in diameter, and these being of

extraordinary length caused the earth to come away with the tree and

to leave a chasm of about 38 feet in width by 14 in depth : most of its

stouter branches were wrenched off and thrown into an adjoining tank,

at such a distance as to prove the extraordinary violence with which

the tree was assailed.

The paths were obstructed by fallen trees, &c. and the tanks choked

with branches, in consequence of which they have become either impas-

sable or stagnant. 55 persons have sustained bodily injury, but reports

vary as to deaths ; I am certain many must have lost their lives on the

occasion, but there is no arriving at the actual number of those ; 17 have

had their limbs very severely injured and I fear cannot survive. As

many of the wounded as we possibly could find were collected together,

and were attended to by the native doctor who accompanied us. The

females of the " Koolin families were looked after in their temporary

abodes, and the severest cases we advised to be removed to the hospital

at Allipore, but without effect ; the " Gunga" they said was close at

hand, whither their friends would take them were they to die. To pre-

vent our enforcing our wishes they appealed in the most pathetic terms

to their relatives and friends, and intimated to us that they preferred

* Where a few houses have been left entire.
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death to quitting their families, their birth-places and their homes,

even for a few days.

The gomastah used his influence : money was even offered, but it

was ofno avail ; and we were eventually obliged to abandon the project.

As much medicine as could be conveniently spared we made over to

the gomastah and instructed him how each kind should be used. We
then took our leave of the houseless sufferers of Codalea and bent

our course towards Bykunthpore village to the west of Codalea. On
entering the limit of this village we were of opinion that it had not

suffered in comparison with the former, and congratulated some of the

inhabitants whom we met, upon it. They invited us to visit the interior

of the place when they said we should be better able to judge of its con-

dition : we had not proceeded far when we were convinced we had come

to a hasty conclusion ; for about a quarter of a mile in length not a house,

hut nor tree had escaped the violence of the storm, in fact every thing

that opposed its progress was levelled to the ground. Persons visiting the

place ignorant of the occurrence of the storm, would suppose the mis-

chief, as far as trees are concerned, had been caused by fire ; I had almost

come to the above conclusion myself on observing the stumps of trees,

withered leaves and here and there posts of houses, &c. Such was the

violence of the wind that cocoanut and date trees were twisted out of

the ground and hurled to a distance of two or three hundred feet

;

granaries out of number have been swept away, and life both of man and

beast destroyed. We traversed the whole extent of the village and wit-

nessed many shocking sights. In one place a cow was dug out after

remaining beneath the ruinsfour days, and though life was not extinct,

crows and vultures were devouring the body.

When so many lives of human beings and animals have been lost

without adequate means for the immediate removal of the bodies, it was

to be expected that the stench proceeding from the putrid carcases

would become intolerable and deter any one having a regard for his own

life from entering the place. But neither the putrefaction nor the repul-

sive sight of mangled bodies deterred Mr. Patton from visiting the.

place and giving such instructions to those under his authority as the

peculiar cases of the village and of the maimed seemed immediately to

require*. The humanity thus exhibited contrasts most painfully with

the conduct of those villagers who had sustained no injury—they were

indifferent to the misery and woe inflicted upon others, and seemed

almost indifferent to their own concerns.

* Mr. Patton has raised a subscription and distributed it among the Survivors.

-Ed.
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I left my father at ByJeunthpore and visited Majaree Gaon, Pergun-

nah Anarpur, Dum Dum, Anundpore, Baleaghatta, the salt water

lake, and adjacent villages. Baleaghatta towards the west does not

appear to have experienced the effects of the storm in all its horrors, as

only a few huts came to the ground, and but one life was lost ; but Mr.

G. Prinsep's saltworks on the opposite side of the canal have suffered

materially*.

I could not ascertain the actual loss of life and property in the canal,

but by information collected from the boatmen and others it would

appear that fifteen lives were lost, and about twelve boats. That there

may have been more I do not deny ; I only saw five wrecks, one of

them in the new dock said to have been conveyed thither by the violence

of the wind, the anchor of which must have weighed at least twelve

maunds ! But in " Buirnala" almost every boat was swamped. The

villages of Samhandal and Choiubagan, have been laid desolate : men,

women, and children have died without number as well as animals—

I

say without number, because there was an established hat in Sambandal>

and on that day, I understand, it was crowded to excess by people

from the neighbouring villages as well as by the residents. At By-

kunthpore and Codalea the visitation has been awful indeed, but at the

first mentioned places it surpasses all description ; as far as the eye

could reach not a house is to be seen, the grass (I am at a loss how to

account for it) has been consumed, and the choppers of houses have

vanished as if they were mere vapour : Dongahs and Saidtees\ have

been carried up, and in their descent shattered into atoms. The

bark of the palm-trees have been pealed off as with a knife, and their

leaves broken into shreds ; I am of opinion that the effect of the whirl-

wind was more severely felt at Chowbagan and Sambandal than at

any other part ; also, that it was owing to the vast expanse of water

* Some particulars of the damage sustained by these works are worthy of record.

An iron salt boiler weighing more than a maund was lifted into the air and con-

veyed a few yards distance :—the tiles of the terraces laid in the best cement were

ripped up as it were by suction. A beauliah or pleasure boat, lying on the ground

for repair disappeared, and only a few fragments were found:—the chimney was

thrown down and the roofs of the salt golas blown away—it appears from an observa-

tion of Prof. O'Shaughnessy in this month's Asiatic Society's Proceedings, that

some of the salt fell in lumps at a great distance ! Large beams were lodged on the

salt works from the opposite side of the canal ; but the most extraordinary proof of

the force exerted in a lateral direction was evinced in the projection of a slight

bamboo horizontally through one of the raised tiled walks, which pierced through the

whole breadth, breaking the tiles on both sides. It has been cut off and preserved

in situ as a monument of the storm.—A six-pounder could hardly have forced so

light an arrow through a mass of earth five feet thick.

—

Ed.

f Canoes and hollowed logs of wood used as fishing boats

—

Ed.
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over which it took its course ere it met with any impediment, and

having encountered one of the above villages almost immediately after

crossing the water every thing before it was swept away. It pursued

its course in a southerly direction, levelling trees and houses in its

course, exhausting itself at Codalea. The villages of Sambandal and

Chowbagan are well raised ; the lands surrounding them, being remark-

ably low and bounded on the east, west and south by paddy fields, and

on the north by the lake ; no regular road leads to them but merely

bunds, constructed for the preservation of the annual crops over which

the inhabitants travel, which circumstances seem to account for the

greater violence of the hurricane at these places. About three or four

hundred yards to the west of Sambandal there are a few scattered huts

slightly injured, and that chiefly in their thatch.

These villages were chiefly inhabited by fishermen, who were at the

time on the lake, and never felt the effects of the storm till on their

return they found their villages demolished and only a few surviving to

account for the occurrence. From the position of some of the bodies

I should suppose that, escaping the falling houses they had been thrown

down by the whirlwind ; or the wind being excessively hot, which is

said to have been the case, deprived them of breath ; while others

encountering bamboos, &c, which were flying about as so many straws,

met with their death from them. As instances of the effect of the bam-

boos I must state that I saw a body resting on a bamboo which must

have struck instantly dead ; also ,the body of a female not quite fifteen

feet from a hut, and from which it is apparent she had been endeavour-

ing to escape, who having encountered a bamboo that was lying at her

feet must have there fallen. In a group were to be seen seven cows,

one in a sleeping posture, and but for the mangled condition of the

rest, I should have supposed it to be still alive, and am convinced that

the animal died through fright or suffocation as there was not a tree nor

house near to it.

JSdkhdries or split bamboos forming the choppers of houses did

great execution. The gomastah of the above villages gave me the fol-

lowing romantic account of the storm.

On Sunday the 27th Choitro, at about half-past 2 p. m. while the

fishers were out in the lake, the hurricane came on ; that at first it

appeared in a westerly direction, and to the best of their judgment two

dark columns that were visible whirling round and round descending to

the earth, had the appearance of two huge daityas (or demons) prepar-

ing for combat ; that a second before they fairly alighted they engaged in

mortal strife, and agitating the waters in the lake began their work of
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destruction on land, that such as were in their houses hastened out to

witness this wonderful phenomenon, and ere they could return to their

homes, which my informant tells me they were soon obliged to do, the

sudden darkness that overspread the place, the howling of the wind and
clouds of dust attending it, rendered it impossible for them to bear

testimony as to which of the two gained the victory : that from the

occurrence of the whirlwind, to the period it lasted, or left these parts,

it did not occupy twenty minutes, and was almost immediately followed

by sunshine, little or no rain, but a severe fall of hail, which probably

deprived some of life. The gomastah further informed me that after the

storm had subsided such as could do so, had their families conveyed to

the neighbouring villages, others abandoned the place altogether and

there were none to remove the dead and dying. Of the latter he remarked

there were scarcely any. I might as well notice here, that it is said, that

examining the bodies the following day they had the appearance of

being burnt by fire ; I could only find two of the wounded at Choivbaga?i

who were despatched to the hospital at Allipore. At the village termed

Mazare Ganw the whirlwind came on at about half-past one o'clock,

at Soorah, Anundpore, Balleaghatta, Chowhagan, and Sambandal, two

and three o'clock ; and the villages further east, Bykunthpoor and Coda-

lea, four o'clock, and though not lasting more than half an hour in

each, its effects have been truly distressing ; it hailed in the above

mentioned places, and in the two last named villages the hail was trian-

gular. I give this latter information as I derived it, but at Dum Dum the

stones were uncommonly large, one weighed three and a half pounds*

;

whether my informant was exaggerating I am not aware, but I saw a

large handi (capable of containing seven or eight seers) containing water

which he assured me was of the hailstone, the weight of which is given

above ; he said it might have weighed more, but was broken in its fall : the

fragments he did not collect.

* We have been informed that one hailstone at Dum Dum would not go into

a finger-glass ; we picked up some at the mint nearly as large as walnuts.

The large size of these stones led us to suppose that they must have been of in-

tense cold on their issuing from the clouds, so as to continue condensing and

freezing the moisture of other clouds, and the air, in their passage downwards,

We collected a quantity immediately on their reaching the ground, but their

temperature was then exactly 32°.

—

Ed.
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Statement exhibiting the number of lives computed to have been lost, the

names of the villages through which the hurricane passed, and other

particulars.
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REMARKS.
The extreme length of storm, properly speaking, is 16 miles, the effects from

Kawrapokur to Anundpore (4 miles) being slightly felt.

Postscript.—There may be thought to be so much of the marvellous

in the foregoing account, however authentic and worthy of confidence,

that we are almost afraid to add to it the annexed extract from a Ma-

dras newspaper. It should have been authenticated by the name or

names of the Europeans who witnessed it. The hail may have been

drifted together after its fall, and consolidated by its being colder than

ice and thus cemented by freezi ng the moisture precipitated on it from

the atmosphere.
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Falling ofa block of Ice,

" We are afraid that, like the person who favored us with the account,

we shall be accused of telling a traveller's story, but the fact is too well

verified to us to admit of our questioning the statement which we make.

At Nowloor, in the neighbourhood of, and about two miles from, Dhar-

war, there fell a few days since a block of ice or a body of hailstones in

one mass, which measured 19 feet 10 inches. This extraordinary

mass fell on a Sunday night, and on the Wednesday succeeding, a ser-

vant, who was sent for the purpose of bringing away a pailful of the

bulk, reported that the mass then still remaining was as large as three

palanquins. We think such a fall as this must have astonished those

who resided in the neighbourhood, who may thank their good fortunes

that the mass broke not upon any devoted head. This phenomenon is

to be attributed to the electrical state of the atmosphere, thunder storms

have been very frequent of late in the neighbourhood of Dharwar, and

but a short time since a tree in the fort of Belgaum was shattered to

pieces by the electrical fluid, which fell only thirteen yards distance

from the powder magazine. Much as we should have relished a portion

of the frozen bulk (and we fancy in this climate the occurrence even

of a hailstorm would not be unaccompanied with pleasure), we have no

relish to have the missiles of the elements of such devastating dimen-

sions as that which we now record."

—

Bombay Courier, May 15, 1838.

VI.

—

Account of an ancient temple at Hissar, and of the ship model

at that place. By Capt. Wm. Brown.

Having visited Feroz Shah's pillar in the fort here, it immediately

struck me that the base part of the column was one of the ancient Baudh

monuments, corresponding with those at Allahabad and Delhi. The

stone appears of the same description, but has suffered much from ex-

posure to the climate ; it has also the appearance of having been partially

worked by Feroz 's orders, and probably some inscription was cut upon

it by his workmen, but of which there is now no trace owing to the

peeling off of the exterior surface. I however observed, near the upper

part of the stone, some of the ancient letters, which apparently have

been saved by accident, and having procured a ladder, I copied them as

correctly as possible, and few and indistinct as they are, I think it is

likely they will satisfy you that this is one of the lats erected by

Piyadasi. Hissar is on the road to Cabul, and has always form-

ed one of the serais or resting places on that route, common with

Mehim, Hansi, Sersa
}
&c. ; and it is not improbable other l£ts may

3 h 2
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be found further onwards, particularly as it appears the Buddhist religion

extended far to the northwest.

The ancient stone forming the base of Feroz's pillar at Hissar is of

one piece, and is 10 feet 10 inches high : how much of it is sunk in the

ground below I cannot tell, but probably there is as much of it below as

above, and some of the ancient inscriptions may still be preserved on

the lower parts, The greatest circumference of the stone aboveground

is eight and a half feet. The rest of the pillar is of the red sandstone,

common at Agra, and there is part of the column near the second cor-

nice made of coarse white marble. There is a massive iron rod on the

top which formerly served to support a cupola ; several attempts have

been made to extract this rod by natives, but they have always failed.

From the base of the column to the top of this rod the height is about

45 feet ; the column is solid, and there is no way of easily getting to

the top.

The pillar is situated in the centre of a square of old buildings,

which at present are used as a magazine. In one of them is a Ty-

khana with a pas&age underground, which is said to extend to Hansi,

a distance of 16 miles. On the hill near Delhi where the Delhi lat

was found, of which Major Pew sent you a description, there is a

similar passage underground, which is said to extend to the Jumna river.

I have myself explored a considerable distance of this passage, but was

glad to get back owing to the lights having gone out. It does not

appear to be known for what purpose these passages underground were

made.

I now come to ^escribe another building at Hissar, and although of

Feroz's time, yet it claims an interest as having been a model of a ship

prepared by one of the emperor's ameers who had seen one, but who

not being able to describe it sufficiently to his majesty, was ordered to

build one of stone and lime. There are several apartments, and a

Madrissa in the interior. The building is wide and evidently got up

in haste, and could not have given his majesty a very good idea of a

clipper: some of the old Dutch men-of-war of Van Tromp's time,

might have warranted the resemblance such as it is, and of which I

enclose sketches, as also of Feroz's pillar.

Note.—The faint traces of letters on the Hansi pillar have much more the ap-

pearance of English capitals than old Indian letters. If read however as the latter,

they form no word met with on the other lats. It may therefore be doubted whe-
ther this stunted shaft was one of the series—unless indeed the greater part of it

is buried below the ground.

We have unfortunately mislaid the sketch of the ship-house, but if the building

were really intended to give his Majesty an idea of a ship, we cannot flatter the

architect on his success, nor the monarch on the felicity of his design.—Ed.
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VII.

—

An account of the Jain Temple at Badidsir; and ruins of Badrd-

nagri in the province of Catch. By Lieut. W. Postans.

The temple, of which the accompanying is a plan, is situated near

the town of Badrdsir, in this province, about 30 miles south from

Bhoj, and about two miles from the gulf of Cutch, in the portion of the

country called the kdntd, (or coast.) Surrounding this building may

be traced the remains of numerous habitations which, according to

tradition, once belonged to the ancient town of Badrdnagri, a sea-port

and nourishing place. The temple is said to have been originally

erected by one Jaggrusa*, a banyan, about 800 years since, during the

prosperous days of Badrdnagri, of which Jaggrusa' was a wealthy inha-

bitant. It is built of the sandstone peculiar to the province, in the

form of an oblong square, the sides of which respectively face to the

cardinal points, and may be about 30 feet high. The only entrance is

to the north, under a portico of two stones, and low doorway with flight

of steps. With the exception of this front, which is elaborately carved

in the pagoda style of architecture, the other three sides present

nothing externally, but flat stone walls ; the interior however amply

compensates for this want of exterior ornament. I have not had the

advantage of seeing any of this description of temple elsewhere, and

this is, I have reason to believe, the only one of the kind in Cutch, but I

am informed that it is not unusual for these buildings to present the

same uninteresting features externally, whilst their interiors are orna-

mented even more profusely than the Hinduf . The inside of the

building may be considered as divided into two parts, that nearest the

entrance, which may be styled the vestibule, is covered in and support-

ed by 45 pillars with two domes ; whilst the further end of the quadran-

gle, containing the sanctum or pagoda, in which is the depository for

the figure of Parasnath, is open at the top. This pagoda rises higher

than the surrounding building, and is most beautifully and elaborately

carved with figures, many of them large but generally on a small scale
;

if exceptions should be taken to the attitudes of some of these, they

must still rank very high as specimens of this description of sculpture.

The figures of Parasnath (who is one of the twenty-four saints pe-

culiar to this sect), and his attendants, as represented in the accom-

panying sketch, are of white marble, answering to the same descrip-

tion as I once observed in some figures from the temples at A'bd%.

* More probably of the Sah coin dynasty ?—W. H. W.

T According to Dr. Buchanan, this temple will come under the denomination

of Basti. See article on the Jains, vol. 9th of Asiatic Researches.

X They are stated to have been brought from Guzerat .-indeed the marble is not

procurable in Cutch.
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They are small, Para snath not being more than two feet high:

the rest upon the same scale, highly finished and well carved. The

depository is a small room, guarded by two doors and a narrow passage
;

the approach by a flight of steps, from a double row of columns, lead-

ing from the front entrance through the vestibule. A verandah, as-

cended by three steps from the floor, runs all round the interior of the

building, with pillars and arches ; beyond this are 52 niches for the

reception of figures of Parasnath, only one of which is at present

occupied. The part of the verandah, which is opposite the pagoda and

open at the top, is exquisitely carved. Such indeed may be said of the

whole of this building which, although upon a small scale, is in every

corner most studiously and beautifully decorated with figures, scrolls,

and every description of ornament. The roof, which is gained from

the upper story of the portico, presents the extraordinary appearance of

54 domes (including the two larger ones before mentioned, and which

are each 50 feet in circumference) in a space of about 100 feet by 70,

each of the niches in the verandah underneath being surmounted by its

corresponding dome :—these niches are 4 feet wide, and 5 feet deep.

The compartments contained in the wing to the east, do not appear to

belong to the temple, of which they form no part, and were probably

designed as offices ;—at present they are inaccessible, being blocked up

with stones and rubbish, whilst the damp air which has collected in

them, is most stifling in its effects. The corresponding wing appears

to have been destroyed by the earthquake.

Until some 15 years since, this beautiful building was allowed to

remain in a state of ruin and decay, but Gorji (for guriiji) Kantwajeh,

a wealthy Jain, with praiseworthy zeal, has caused it to be extensively

repaired ; the portico which had suffered from the earthquake has been

re-placed, and the whole is now in good order, two peons and a priest

being deputed to look after it.

At a short distance from the above are the ruins of a temple to Ma-
hadeo, which is said to be situated outside, and close to, what was once

the wall of Badrdnagri ; of this latter however, no remains are to be

traced, the principal attraction of this ruin consists in the picturesque

appearance, presented by its various parts, to which the earthquake of

1819 has mainly contributed. It is devoid of ornament, and very

small. These two buildings, with piles of loose stones, are all that now
remain to trace the existence of the town of Badrdnagri. Coins are

occasionally found, one of which I have in my possession, and of which

the accompanying is a facsimile. Its mysterious and somewhat maso-

nic-looking symbols lead to no result, and it is questionable if they
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were ever intended to convey any meaning. These coins are of silver*

and of the same size and value as the coree, the present current coin

of the country : they are known to the natives, in common with others,

as Gadhid paisd, a title which only belongs to those bearing the im-

press of a donkey, as their name implies ; but the natives of Cutch be-

stow this title indiscriminately on all numismatic relics ; the coree of

the former Raos of Cutch alone excepted.

I cannot avoid remarking a very curious coincidence between the

situation of the ruins of Badrdnagri, and those of Rdepur, or old

Mdndavi, about 36 miles to the westward of the former ; they are

about the same distance from the sea, and were both, according to popu-

lar tradition, seaport towns and nourishing places ; they are considered

to bear the same date as to antiquity, and probably owe their abandon-

ment and downfall to the same cause.

If the least reliance is to be placed on the traditions of the country,

the present appearance of these towns would clearly indicate a gradual

receding of the sea from the northern shore of the gulf of Cutch.

The Jain priests, better known in the province by their title of Gorjis,

are to be found in small numbers at Mdndavi, Bhooj, and Anjiir,

which location may be attributed to these being the great trading places,

and banian towns of Cutch. Many of the banians profess the Jain re-

ligion, and patronize the Gorjis as their religious instructors. Those of

the Gorjis\ (or gurus), who carry the non -destruction of animal life to

the greatest possible extent, are to be seen with a piece- of cloth tied

over the mouth, and a brush in the left hand, to drive the insects from

their path ; they do not wash their clothes for the same reason, and are

distinguished by the title of Sddti. The Gorjis, as well as the Sadusy
shave the head, and wear no turbans ; they are complete ascetics, pro-

fessing celibacy and continence, but if they are not defamed they can

lay little claim to the latter virtue,

Gorji Kantwajeh, before mentioned, is the greatest man of the class

in the province, and very wealthy. I have never heard that these men

can compete with the brahmins in learning or acquirements, nor is

there much to be gained in the course of conversation with them, but

* They are of the Iudo-Sassanian series as depicted in vol. iv. pi. xlix. figs. 13-15,

and vol. vi. pi. xiv. fig. 12.

. f The term gdru is applied to those of the sect who are Saniassis, renouncers

of the world and its pleasures ; they profess to abstain from pleasure in any form,

and are thus distinguished from the Brahmins, who marry and follow the doc-

trines of the vedas : the persons above described are these Gurus, (corrupted into

Gorjis.) For full particulars of this sect, see the learned papers by Colebrooks
iend others, in the 9th vol. of " the Asiatic Researches."
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whether this proceeds from stupidity or a disinclination to impart any

information respecting their faith and practices, I know not. I must

not however omit to mention a trifling exception to this rule in one of

the sect at Bhooj, Gorji Punjaji, who to some trifling acquirements of

Sanskrit, adds a knowledge of the poetry peculiar to this province, as well

as that ofMartear, of which latter he is a native; his books are all writ-

teninwhatis styled the Gwalior bhdkhd* /he is also sufficiently acquaint-

ed with astrology and astronomy, to cast nativities, and foretell fates :

this latter accomplishment is quite sufficient to secure him great influ-

ence with the people of Bhooj, whose superstition, even for natives, ex-

ceeds all bounds. Although the three towns, before mentioned, are fur-

nished with their proportion of Thd?ias, (sthanas) or places of Jain wor-

ship, the structure at Badrdnagri is the only one in the province with

which I am acquainted deserving the title of a temple ; it is, according

to all accounts, as ancient as the oldest of those at mount A'bit, and

although not erected of such costly materials is a beautiful "specimen

of its style of architecture, denoting either greater prosperity at Badrd-

nagri than is known in the trading towns at present, or a greater de-

gree of zeal in the Jain sectarians of its period.

Note Punjaji, in accordance with a system which attains in Cutch,

of giving lands and villages, in endm, to fakirs, peers, and jogies, has a

village in his possession. The religious establishments of the Khanphaties

and Kaprias alone, possess between them not less than thirty villages.

True, they apply the revenue thus derived to charitable purposes, but

numerous are the instances in which it is otherwise appropriated, and

the revenue consequently suffers to support the least useful, if not the

most worthless, members of a community.

Anjar, 20th August, 1887.

VIII.

—

Examination of the separate edicts of the Aswastama inscrip'

Hon at Dhauli in Cuttack. (Plate X.J By James Prinsep,

Sec. $c.

I now return from Girndr to the spot on the opposite side of the

peninsula connected with it in so curious a manner, to render an account

of the two edicts, which I postponed on my notice of the double version

in March, as being of a local nature. My readers will however, in the

first instance, wish to know more of the locality, and of the circujnstance

of the discovery of these Dhauli inscriptions, which, though situated,

as it appears, close to the highroad at Bhuwaneswart
had entirely

* Magadhi Bhasa.—W. H. W.
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escaped notice until the assiduous inquiries of Lieut. Kittoe brought

them to light, and once more realized the moral adage of « eyes and no

eyes.'—The more credit is due to him, that Colonel Mackenzie with

his myrmidons had been at Bhuvaneswar and had ransacked the coun-

try round about:—General Stuart and other of the minor class of

antiquaries had been there too, and had in their usual fashion stripped

and carried off all the images and fragments of old stones they could lay

hands on : which would have been enough to explain the shyness of the

priests in the neighbourhood at pointing out other remains, but that for

those of Buddhism they would have had no repugnance at giving in-

formation, and would doubtless have been glad to turn the attention of

the invader upon them to save the spoliation of their own temples.

Mr. Kittoe's recent expedition in search of coal gave him an oppor-

tunity of revisiting Dhauli and of taking sketches of the various caves

in the neighbourhood which he had no time on his former visits, to do

more than inspect. I here insert an extract from his Journal on the

subject, and make public acknowledgment to him for the numerous

lithographs in illustration of it, all of which, drawn by himself, are

faithful, and not exaggerated, representations of the venerable and de-

serted grottos of the Buddhist priesthood.

Note by Mr. Kittoe on the Aswastama inscription at Dhauli near

Bhuvaneswar in Orissa, fyc.

"The province of Oiissa boasts of more ancient temples, sacred spots

and relics than any other in Hindustan, and though many of its more

noted antiquities are well known to us, yet, there is reason to believe

that some, (perhaps even more worthy of notice,) remain hidden. That

which forms the subject of this paper, I had the good fortune to discover

by the merest accident : a byragi priest, native of Mirzapoor near Be-

nares having described it to me ; such, however, is the aversion the

Ooriyahs have, to our- going near their places of worship, that I was

actually decoyed away from the spot, when within a few yards of it,

being assured that there was no such place, and had returned for a mile

or more, when I met with a man who led me back to the spot by torch-

light. I set fire to the jangal and perceived the inscription which was

completely hidden by it. I subsequently returned and copied it.

" The Aswastama is situated on a rocky eminence forming one of a

cluster of hills, three in number, on the south bank of the Dyah river,

near to the village of Dhauli, and close to the northwest corner of the

famous tank called Konsala-gang, said to have been excavated by raja

Gangeswara Deva, king of Kalinga in the 12th century in expia-

3 i
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tion of a grievous sin—I will here digress a little and relate the story

told by the people of Orissd.

"Maha rajaadhi raja Gangeswara Deva, having become enamour-

ed of his daughter (by name) Kosala, sought to cast off the odium of

jncest he had committed, by the following stratagem.

" Having assembled the priests and other learned men of his court, he

questioned them as to whether it was lawful for a man to enjoy the

fruit of his own sowing ? Unaware of the real purport of the question,

an affirmative answer, such as the raja wished, to suit his conscience,

was given. After a time the princess being delivered of a son, the

raja was taken to task for his infamy, but he, on the other hand, threw

the blame upon those whose counsel he had sought, reminding them of

their answer to the question by which he had deceived them.

" The brahmins, in atonement for the sin they had apparently been the

cause of, ordained that a golden vase with a small perforation at the bot-

tom should be placed, (filled with water) on the head of the offspring who

was to be led by his mother round a space of ground as much as they could

travel over until the whole of the water should be expended, and that a

tank should afterwards be excavated comprising such space ; this mandate

was obeyed and the tank (when finished) called " Kosala Gang" after

the raja Gangeswara and his daughter Kosala.
" Raja Gangeswara Deva is said to have reigned in the 12th century

of the Christian era*.

"I must now describe the Aswasiama. The hills before alluded to,

rise abruptly from the plains and occupy a space of about five furlongs

by three ; they have a singular appearance from their isolated position,

no other hills being nearer than eight or ten miles. They are appa-

rently volcanic, and composed of upheaved breccia with quartzose rock

intermixed.

" The northernmost hill may be about 250 feet at its highest or eastern

end, on which is a ruined temple dedicated to Mahadeva : the other

hills or rather rocks are less elevated.

" Beneath the temple on the eastern and southern declivities are several

small caves (c c) and the remains of many more ; also two natural

caverns or clefts in the rock, one being choked up with rubbish the

other (d) clear for eighty or a hundred feet, beyond which it is impos-

sible to penetrate, the passage becoming very narrow and the stench of

the myriads of bats (inhabiting it) quite suffocatingf . At the mouth of

* Vide Stirling's Orissi and Prinsep's Useful Tables.

f 1 found two species of bat new to tne, the one of a bright orange color, the other
black with a very long tail, like a mouse but much thinner.
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this cavern is an inscription (Fig. 2,) slightly scratched on a detached

block of stone. The inscription (Fig. 1,) is roughly cut in a small cave

(b) on the southern face.

" There are traces of other buildings having formerly existed on this

and the adjoining hills, also in the cavities between them (m f) there

is a fine temple dedicated to Ganesha and Mahadeva at the wes-

tern cave of the hill, also ruins of several others, (g h.)

" Stone has been extensively quarried here for the different temples in

the vicinity, and (I should venture to add) for Kamirak*. The Aswastama

is situated on the northern face of the southernmost rock near its sum-

mit ; the rock has been hewn and polished for a space of fifteen feet

long by ten in height, and the inscription deeply cut thereon being

divided into four tablets, the first of which appears to have been executed

at a different period from the rest ; the letters are much larger and not

so well cut. The fourth tablet is encircled by a deep line, and is cut

with more care than either of the others.

" Immediately above the inscription is a terrace sixteen feet by fourteen

(a) on the right side of which (as you face the inscription) is the fore

half of an elephant, four feet high, of superior workmanship ; the whole

is hewn out of the solid rock. There is a groove four inches wide by two

in depth round three sides of the terrace, with a space of three feet left

(a doorway ?) immediately in front of the elephant ; there are also

two grooves, one on either side of the elephant on the floor and in

the perpendicular face ; these must have been intended probably to fix

a wooden canopy.

" There are also many broken caves in the rocks adjoining the Aswas-

tama, and the foundations of many buildings ; one in particular immedi-

ately above the inscription which may have been one of the chatyas or

stupas mentioned in the inscription.

The elephant does not seem to be an object of worship, though I

was informed that one day in every year is appointed, when the brah-

mins of the temples in the vicinity attend, and throw water on it, and

besmear it with red lead in honor of Ganesha.

" There are five caves in a row on the high rock south of the elephant

(c c c) called by some " Panch-pandav" andby others « Panch-gosain /'

beside these caves (where there are traces of many others) there are

numerous small holes like mortars, cut in the rock ; these were probably

used to compound the drugs and medicines by the medical devotees

mentioned in the inscriptions. Like cavities occur at the caves of Rhand-

giri; some larger than the rest have been used as reservoirs.

* The black pagoda.

3 i 2
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" Having described the Aswastama. I wilLretum to the tank (Ko-

sala-gang). This once superb artificial sheet of water is now partly-

choked up with the accumulated mud and sand of ages, one half of it

only remaining covered with water, except in the rainy season, when it

is filled to its full extent of one mile and a half in length, by five fur-

longs in breadth ; it was originally fed by means of a canal leading from

the Dyah river to the northwest corner of it. There is an island called,

' n&r or Barabati or * fort' in the centre, now in ruins.

" The canal is now choked up ; there are the remains of several small

bridges near it.

" The mound round the tank, is evidently the site of a large city. There

are heaps of stone, foundations, potsherds and bricks, particularly on

the Dhauli or western side. This may have been the city mentioned in

the inscription. With regard to the other stupas named there has

been a large circular building on the summit of the Udayagiri rock.

" Bhuvaneswar is the site of a very extensive city the name of which

Is lost : the present village is called after the great temple, * Ling raj,

Bhuvaneswara*
"

There are several of the small isolated hills called Panch-pandeb

asthdns in some of which there are small caves. There is also a natural

cavern in the great hill at Kurda attributed to the Pandavas, in which

there is said to be a small inscription.

Note. Persons wishing to visit the Aswastama should proceed as far as Sur-

daipoor, Nyabazar at the N. E. corner of the Kosala-gang on the Porree road, and

then proceed directly along the edge of the tank : vide map. There is also a direct

path from Bhuwaneswar to Dhauli hill

.

I now proceed to the two chief inscriptions, in the old Pali character,

premising that the present text, which is taken from Mr. Kittoe's

original pencil transcript, corrected by a second visit to the spot, will

be found to differ here and there from the lithograph in PL X., which

was done in a hurry.

First separate tablet at Dhauli,
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First separate Tablet at Dhauli.

Devanampiyasa vachanena Tosaliyam mahama,ta nagala vihalaka

vataviyam. Am kichhi (dekhdmj i hannam, tarn ichhami kilinam :

enawi pativedaye ham : duvalatecha alabhe ham, esa cha me mokhy-

amate du\ale: etasi athasi am tuphe hi anusathi tuphe hi; bahusu

panasahasesu ayata jana me gachha cha sumunisanam. Save ^wmunise

paja mamafo' : atha pajaye ichhami hakam ; sarena hitasukhena hida

lokika pdralokikdya yujevuti : he me ... hasa supa? ichami duka no

cha papunitha ava a - nedhava ? eka pulise manati ; etam sepi

desam no sava dekhatelhi tuphe ete ; savi hitapiniti—yam eka pulise ...

bandhanam va palikilesam va papunnati, tota hota akasma tena bandha-

na taka ; ane cha ... ba hu janodasiye dukhiyati : tata ichhitaviye

tuphe hi ; niti majham patipadayemati. Imehi cha vagahi no patipajati

;

—isaya, asulopena, nithuliyena, tulanaya, anavutiya, alasiyena, kalam-

mathena,—se ichhitaviye kiti ete bahu ... vevu mamati : ete swcha savesu

mula anasulope atulana cha, nitichham ekilante siya ! ete ugati sam-

chalita vadhe?itu, va hitapiye etaviye, va hevam meva eda ...tuphakatena

vataviye; anam na dakhita, hevancha hevam ata devanampiyasa anusa

thi, se maha tasa sampatipada yeham : mahe asaye asampatipaticha

srtmpatipadayami, nahi etanananthi sagasa aladhino lajaladha duahalehi

:

isanam meva mannata manam ; atilekesa patipajamane cha, tam santam

aladhayisathati tam apananij^am ehatha !

Iyam cha lipi tisa nakhatena (sota) viya antamasi cha ti s e na na

khat end pi ekenapi sotaviya : hevam cha kalanta tuphe, sanghatha

sam/>a^'padayitave : etaya athaya iyam lipi likhita hida ena wagala

viyopalaka sasatam samayam yujavu : nagala jandLsa. akasma pali bodha

va akasma pali ka ma deva no si vdya yati.

Etaye cha athaye hakam dhamma mate panchasu panchasu vasesu

nikhamayisami : e akha khase a se khi nalambhe hisati : etama-

tliam janita tha A:«lati atha mama anusathiti. Ujenya sepicha

kumale etayevam athaye mkhamayisati hidisammeva vatam, no cha

atikamayisati tinivasani he me vatam; khasalate pi ada a ... te maha-

mata nikhamisanti anusayanam, tada ahapayita atanekamma etapi jana

satam tampi tam kho kalanti atha lajine anusathi.

Last separate Tablet at Dhauli.

Devanampiyasa vachanena Tosaliyam kumale mahamata, cha vataviya!

an kichhi dakhami ha (nam tam ichhami kdlinam, enam pativedayehamj

duvalatacha alabheham ; esa cha me mokhyamata duvala. Etasi athasi

an tuphe (hi anusathi tuphe hi; bahusu panasahasesu ayata jana me
gachha cha sumunisanam ! save sumunise paja mamaJ atha pajaya

icchami hakam iti, savena hita sukhena hidalokika palalokikaye yuje-

vuti hem
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...siya: antanam aviditanam kachha vasula .. (6) .. mama ichhami

antasu . . . . i panevute ; iti. Devanampiye mataramaviye ...

have vuti. Asvasevu cha sukhameva lahevu mama anodukhahevam

(sa) va nikhamachine : Devanampiya aha : kiti echa kiye : khami-

tave mama nimitam cha dhammam cha hevu, hidaloka palalokam cha

aladhayevu. Etasi athasi hakam anusasami tuphe anu (sathike) eta-

kena hakam anusasita cha (hi) dancha vedita ahayami ;
patinacha mama

ajalasa : hevam katukam me chalitaviyam !

asve chi tani ena papune vu iti.

Atha piye tatha devanampiye adhaka : atha cha ata hevam devanam-

piye (na) nusampati adhaka : atha cha paja hevam mane devanampi-

yasa ; se hakam anusasite va devanampiyaka dase vutike hosami. Etaye

athaye Dubaldhi tuphe cha swasanaye hitasukhaye cha (e) sa hidalo-

kika paralokikaye : hevancha Kalantam tuphe swagam sXkdfoayitave,

tate mama cha ananichham ehatha ! Etaye athaye iyam lipi likhita :

hida ena mahamataswasatam (nd) ma yajisati. A'sasanaye dhamma

chalanaye cha tastu atanam : iyamcha lipi anabhatun masam tisena na-

khatena sotaviya. Kamamcha khanakhanasi antalapi tisena ekena

sotaviya ; hevam kalanti tuphe, sanghatha sampatipadayitave.

Translation of thefirst separate Tablet at Dhauli.

By command of Devanampiya (the beloved of the gods) ! In

(the city of) Tosali, the public officers in charge of the town are to

be enjoined (as follows :)

—

" Whomsoever I ascertain to be a murderer, him do I desire to be

imprisoned. This I publicly proclaim, and 1 will carry it into effect

however difficult : for this my supreme will is irresistible !—On this

account the present tope (stupa) (is denominated) the tope of com-

mandment.

"From amongst many thousand souls, oh ye my chosen people I re-

pair ye (hither) to the holy men. Every righteous man is my (true)

Notes to the first tablet.

Tosaliyam, equivalent to the Sanskrit loc. "^[^^t from "?TT^^t. Nagala vih&lafca

vataviya, «T^i^, it shall be said to the inhabitants, &c There should be a long a

to the two last words, viharaka vataviyd, perhaps omitted in copying.

An kachhi de .. .. this mutilated sentence is filled up from the duplicate in the next

edict.

K&linam, a prisoner from hard, (quere kdritam).

Duvalate cha alabheham, see the observations—it is rendered here by the San-

skrit ^^T^rf^^fKW ' and in spite of difficulties (irresistibilities) I execute ;'

which last word like the Sanskrit has the double sense of doing and killing.

Mokhyamale, in Sanskrit ^ ^ fi irPsEfflrTf "^^T*» 'and this my primary will

is irresistible l'—This will correct an interpretation of the same word in the pillar
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subject, and for my subjects I desire this only, that they may be posses-
sed of every benefit and happiness as to things of this world and of the
world beyond! and furthermore I desire ye do not purify

the wicked until

" In this country and not any where else is to be seen such a stupa (?)

in which is provided proper rules of moral conduct. When one man
relieves (his fellow-creature) from the bondage and misery (of sin), it

necessarily follows that he himself is released from bondage ; but again

despairing at the number of human beings in the same state (whom he

is unable to relieve) he is much troubled. Thence is this stupa so

desirable (as an asylum ?) ; that in the midst of virtuous regulations we

may pursue our obedient course

!

And through these classes (of deeds) are people rendered disobedient

edict No. 4 (page 597, vol. Ml.) echa iyam atana pachupagamane se me mokhyamate—
in Sanskrit *R X^ ^m^m^^VHWSi'' ^ $ *nWW?n ' and whoso from his

soul is a follower after this edict, he is by me (esteemed) the most desirable.'

Am for yat or yam (see remarks on Dhauli dialect page 277); e for ye, ena for

yena are also frequent. In this place am seems put for ayam ?

Tuphe, Sanskrit, ^JT« Pali, thupo ; Anglice, « a tope,' mound or Buddhist shrine.

A'yata jana, either—^T^JW 'coming' contrasted with, gachha cha and going, JT^fT

or ^T5jffST«[: the elect. See janasi dyatd, vol. vi. p. 585. There is a tempting ana-

logy between gachha, tree, in this passage and aswatha in the Delhi pillar, but it may

be illusory.

Athapajdye, more distinct in the next tablet—the lithograph here has adha, but.

on re-examination Mr. Kittoe found it indistinctly H0« perhaps otti, is.

Yujevuti, ^^ for ^r ^^ffT ?~or ifT^- may unite
S
see tablet 2 -

Duka no cha papunitha dva ;—zr:ig (for (^5Efff^f) «f^ ^f^ftfT ^T^fT

the sense is here cut off by an erasure, nor is it at all satisfactory.

Etam sepi desam no sava dekhatehi tuphe ese. This difficult passage I have render-

ed at a hazard by^ ^' TTfTO^f ^f% f1?i T^—no sava dakhine hi 'not

even in the south' is there such a tope,—would be better.

Etemsi vihitdpi nW-^f^lW^tftPTfif: ' in this (tope) is appointed a system

of conduct.' ^

Yam ekapulise .... this mutilated passage I dubiously fill up thus >—^J 3

T*ra mirf^M^T nt^infiT infarefif wwnr ** iwnwii ^w*

•^3TirT^T#T "^••'liNfw The Pandit would render prdpundti by prdpnoti.

Niti majham ; the first letter doubtful, may be kirtti madhyam, or kriti tnadhyam,

in the midst of the wise,' or it may be given as a name to a particular stupa.

Imehicha vagehi, Sans. vfa^Jt : by these species (of offence).

Isdyo, fw by envy-or it may be **TO < to god' in connection with the

next word, for in the pillar edict (vol. vi. page 584), envy is written isyd / A).

Asulopena, ^€t^T, by cutting off, or sacrificing life.

3 K
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.—viz. by enviousness, by the practice of destroying life, by tyranny, by

cruelty, by idleness, by laziness, by waste of time. That morality is to

be desired which is based on my ordinances (?), and in all these the roots

(or leading principles) are,—the non-destruction of life, and the non-

infliction of cruelty, May the desire of such moral guidance endure

unto the end of time ! and may these (principles) continuing to rise (in

estimation) ever flourish, and inasmuch as this benefit and love should

be ever had in remembrance, my desire is that in this very manner, these

(ordinances) shall be pronounced aloud by the person appointed to the

stupa ; and adverting to nothing else but precisely according to the

commandment of Devanampiya, let him (further) declare and explain

them.

" Much longing after the things of (this life) is a disobedience, I again

declare : not less so is the laborious ambition of dominion by a prince,,

(who would be) a propitiator of heaven. Confess and believe in God

who is the worthy object of obedience !—for equal to this (belief), I

declare unto you, ye shall not find such a means of propitiating heaven.

Oh strive ye to obtain this inestimable treasure !

" s^ ->»

Niihuliyena, ^W®^ by harsh severity.

Ttilan&ya, either "iJTWT, by cruelty, or ^^Rl", by expulsion.

Anbvutiya, ^RrerBT, by non-employment.

A'lasiyena, ^T^#*T, by idleness.

K&lamathena, ^TOT^T* by churning time, (or wasting it :) a common expression

in Sanskrit 3^ 3TT^i?Ff^ITf% « why do you churn time, in idleness?'

Se ichhitaviye kiti ete (read ese) perhaps ^T: Tf^PW or (^S^f:) ' this is such a

wiseman as is to be desired:—?Hf^ and •uf?T are feminine, and are so used

on the pillars, esb kiti, &c. (p. 588.) But false concords are but too common

throughout.
t ^

Uyaia sanchalita vadhetu, ^H *T ^T^fT ^"l^frj".

Hita piye etaviye (?) xW^YXQ ^rT^ profit and love are proper to be sought.

Tuphakatena vatuviye .—^PTTlilTT—by the person appointed to the shrine

according to the pandit, but rather far-fetched.

Mahe asdye asampatipati—^T^n^CSj; great possessions—or avariciousness.

Nahi etannanathi, •if^rf^/ST^f^F, there is not verily such another.

Sagasa al&dhino Ujaladha dudhalehi—^^i WPtffV^T TT^Tar^TF^rfe,
' so the difficult obtaining of dominion, is (an unworthy act) of one propitiating

heaven.'

Is&nameva mctnyafa mdnam; T^TTT^" T^rf Ttt«T worship ye the lord who
is alone worthy of worship.

Atileke sampatipajamdnecha ye, tarn santam aludhayisatha : this requires but little

alteration ^f<TT3f: ^Sff^XJ^JHr^f^ ^ ff^cf ^ITTOfasW, who is most worthy

of obedience, him the eternal ye shall propitiate by prayer.

Tamcha apanuniyam ehatha, -jpg ^JT?«f «T"N ^7f &s translated.
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" And this edict is to be read at (the time of) the lunar mansion Tisa,

at the end of the month of Bhdtun : it is to be made heard (even if) by

a single (listener). And thus (has been founded) the Kalanta stupa for

the spiritual instruction of the congregation. For this reason is this

edict here inscribed, whereby the inhabitants of the town may be guided

in their devotions for ages to come—and as of the people insensibly the

divine knowledge and insensibly the (good works) increase, so the god

of passion no longer yieldeth them gratification. (?)

" For this reason also I shall cause to be, every five years, a general

nikhama, (or act of humiliation ?) (on which occasions) the slaughter

(of no animal of any kind ?) shall take place. Having learnt this ob-

ject, it shall be so carried into effect according to my commandment.

" And the young prince of Ujein, for the same purpose shall cause a

religious observance of the self-same custom : and he shall not allow any

transgression of this custom for the space of three years—so that

when functionaries have admitted to initiation the pe-

nitent, then should any not leave off his (evil) practices—if even there

be hundreds (in the same predicament) it shall be certainly done unto

him according to the commandment of the raja.

Tisa nakhatena, m^J «T^^^T
> See observations on this lunar mansion (Pushya)

in the notes to the pillar edict, vol. vi. p. 575.

Antamdsi cha—in the last month of the year, Chaitra or Phalguna.

Kdlantam tuphe, either the name of the tope, or kdldntam unto the end of time,

which translation I have given in th e other edict.

Hidaena, T^ ^T here ; by which, or Tf^?«T ' with the heart.'

— gala viiopd. . .. laka; 1 fill up nagaraviyopdrakd, the merchants of the town
;

perhaps viharaka, the inhabitants as above.

Sasatam samayam, "jji^rf <9¥P7
—

^

or a vei7 ^onS period.

Ka. . deva no si . . . . yiti—filled up with hesitation, kdma deva no sivaya y&ti, ' the

god of love does not go for pleasure.'

Nikhamayisdmi,—TT^TfaWTRT, I will cause 'SHT kshama, pardon, devotion,

a general forgiveness ?— see page 242, and observations below.

Ujenya se pichakumale, ^oSTreRP ^TTfa^ IWIX:

Hedisam meva vatam, T^T iT^T Wff similar conduct as enjoined by me.

Atikamayisati, ^T"?T3R1Tt^Sjf?r shall not allow deviation or transgression.

Tini vasani he me vatam— for three years, my established custom.

Khasalatehi —probably *5TEKrf: 'intent upon killing,' or still using meat food in

sacrifice, — or a man of low caste : the word is doubtful.

Ada-tadd, ^?^T cT^l when, then.

Nikhamisanti anusaydnam, ' shall absolve (him) as penitent.' See above.

Ahdpayitd atane kamma, not leaving off his own (evil) deeds.

Etam pijana satarn, tarn tatha kalantu, ' to this man, or a hundred such let them

do'—or etam janam satatam, l to such a man invariably.'

Rdjine anusathi, ^j^ : ^fii^lf^r, t]ie a is re-placed by a small dash ou the stone.

3 k 2
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Translation of the last separate edict at Dhauli.

By command of Devanampiya ! It shall be signified to the prince

and the great officers in the city of Tosale.

Whomsover I ascertain to be

and this my supreme will is irresistible ! On this account is the present

stupa

and for my loving subjects do I ardently desire to this effect :—that they

may be filled with every species of blessing and happiness both as to

the things of this world and the world beyond !

may be. Of countless things as yet unknown

I ardently desire they may partake I Thus

hath said Devanampiya may repose, ...

and take pleasure, while the removal of affliction is in like man-

ner the chief consequence of true devotion. (?) Devanampiya
hath also said;—"fame (consisteth in) this act, to meditate with

devotion on my motives, and on my deeds (of virtue) : and to pray for

blessings in this world and the world to come. For this purpose do I

appoint another (?) stupa—by the which I cause to be respected that

which is (above) directed and proclaimed. And my promise is im-

Notes to the second Tablet.

Kumdle, "^WK'—"with this exception the opening passage seems to correspond word

for word with that of the first tablet. I have filled in the erasures in italics in the

romanized version, but the translation gives only the portions that are preserved.

Kichhi dakhdmi—the omission of the e favors the reading T^ff^^I^ITw. (See ob-

servations.) ^
Yujev&ti, from ^?3T unite, Sans. ^fTR? or ^7?|FW^" ' be thou united with' ? yute is

also used in other places. The verb vu and vuii (quasi vu-iti) so frequently occur-

ring in the pillar and Dhauli texts seem rather to represent the imperative bhava

(Pali, ho) than bhuvetov bhavatu; or it maybe the termination of the 3rd person plu-

ral of the potential mood tt^j; eyu :—ijr^^q; may unite, or ^)5f3f; may worship
;

yajeyum in Pali.

Antdnam aviditdnam, the pandit would read atdnam or anantdnam, but the passage

is too mutilated to be completed.

Asvdse vu—^T^Ti^Nl • may hreathe freely, enjoy the repose of a hermit's life ?

\»

Siikhamava lahevti—^ifc ^^Ji may take pleasure thus.

Nikhamachane, f^HW^T^f «T : replete with kshama, devotion. Khamitave, or kha-
milun, to devoutly uphold, see observations.

A'haydmi, either ahbaydmi ^IT^^Tfaj I call, proclaim, or ^^Jlfi? I cause to

be respected.

Paiina ajalasd, ^kTtFT ^W^T'9'T promise—undecaying. This is a solitary instance

of the letter
"fj being used. .

Kaiukam, ^rs^, bitter, disagreeable. See Gimdr edicts.

Papune, Sfg^ ? exceeding virtuous.
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perishable ! However bitter (or hard) it shall be carried into effect

by me, and consolation (will accrue to him who obeys ?)—by which is

exceeding virtue—so be it.

Like as love itself, so is Devanampiya worthy of respect ! and as the

soul itself so is the unrelaxing guidance of Devanampiya worthy of

respect ! and according (to the conduct of) the subject, so is the compas-

sion of Deva'nampiya : wherefore I myself, to accomplish his commands,

will become the slave and hireling of Devanampiya. For this reason

the Dubaldbi tupha (is instituted) for undisturbed meditation, and for

(securing every) blessing and happiness as to the concerns of this world

and the world beyond ! And thur> to the end of time (is this) tupha

for the propitiation of heaven.

Accordingly strive ye to accomplish each and all of my desires ! For

this object is this edict here inscribed, whereby (the spot) shall be caused

by me to receive the name of mahdmdtaswasatam, or (place of medita-

tion of the officers) ; let it so remain for a perpetual endowment by me,

and for the furtherance of religion.

And this edict shall be read aloud in the course of the month of

Bhdtun (Bhadiin ?) (when the moon is) in the nakhatra (or lunar

mansion) of Tisa :—and, as most desirable, also it shall be repeatedly

Atha—taM, VW Tf^tt only distinguishable from ^^ and ^"?f by the final 6.

Adh&ka—if for ^T^3f ' worthy of respect :— if the & be read i, then it may be

adhika, * exceeding'—yea more. Atha paja hevam maye—a doubtful reading—nufne

is preferable, or hevam-aye—a,s adopted in the translation. The word looks more

like meye in the original.

Dense vutike hosdmi, ^Wsffi^T ^fr^Tf*?.

JDubaldM, from "^®3^f feeble, weak—hodie dubla.

Kdlantam, perhaps ^fj^jjo^__to the end of time. See the first tablet.

A'nanichham ehatha, ^^faW" (or f«f^J continually) ^"^fT from T^ endeavour;

written esatha, in the first tablet, from T15* desire—^^TT desire ye. ?

Hida ena either X^ ^*J or ^^^«r, see the other tablet.

Swasatam (n&ma) yajisati faff •TmSlSff^frT—the letter w<f has been inserted

conjecturally as not affecting the sense—the same verb is found in the analogous

passage in the twentieth line of the first tablet—Sasatam samayam yajevu (ti.)

Tastu atonam—perhaps eta (for etat) or tadastu atdnam for atman&m—as translated.

Anabhdtun mdsam—this I can only understand as anubh&dun masam, in the course

of the month of Bhadun—Sans. Bhddra.

Tisena nakhatena t—see the parallel passage in the other edict, which the better

preservation of this enables us to complete.

Khanakhanasi—Sans.^^ repeatedly or at stated intervals, derived from the

"winking of the eyes.
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read aloud in the last month of the year, in the lunar mansion Tisa,

even if one person be present ; thus to the end of time to afford in-

struction to the congregation, of the tup ha.

Antal&pi tisena—^"AKinf—in the course of the month. The other edict has

antanuisi — at the end of the same month, which is most likely the right reading.

Sanghatha sampatipddayitave—corrected from cha ghatha sampatipddayisave, On

the authority of the nineteenth line of the first edict. If ghatha be preferred it must
be rendered by 5J«3J grantha, sacred volume ?

Observations.

I have stated that the first and last tablets at Dhauli, were totally

distinct from the general series of Asoka's religious edicts. This is

manifest as well from the mode of the address, as from the parties ad-

dressed. The expression Devdnampiyasa vachanena, ' by command
of Devanampiya'—seems to denote that the proclamation was issued by

some functionary under the royal authority. The same peculiar open-

ing occurs in the short supplementary inscription on the Allahabad

pillar, but while that was addressed to the ministry in general fSavata

mahdmdtd vataviyd—the ministers every where are to receive notice),

both of the present are confined to the immediate residents in the dis-

trict,—one being worded, Tosaliyam onuhdmdta nagala vihdlaka

vataviyam—< the ministers or officers enjoying the city in (the pro-

vince of) Tosali—or it may be * attached to the city Vihdra—are

to be informed;'—the other

—

Tosaliyam kumdle mahdmdtd cha vata-

viyam. In both these cases the gerund is in the neuter, but proba-

bly the inflections have been omitted in the copying.

It will be remarked that the simple word mahdmdtd, (Sans, mahd-

mdtrahj is used, not dhammamahdmdtd* , the great officers or minis-

ters of religion :—the order therefore may be regarded as an injunction

from the court to the head civil authorities of the place. Moreover in

the first tablet, these officers alone are mentioned, whereas in the second

tablet the word Kumdle, (ffflTC:) young prince, is joined with them, as

though he had been in the former instance too young to be regarded,

and his chief officers had been nagala vihdlaka, as we should say, ' in

charge of the town.'

Arrian in his Indices gives exactly this account of the routine of

civil administration of the country in Alexander's time ;—and one

* The sense I proposed for mahdmdtd on first reading the pillar text, and repeated

in November last, of ' sacred doctrine' has been necessarily set aside by the ©lear

enunciation of the Girnar text.
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passage in particular applies with such curious fidelity to the duties of
the pativedakas or inquisitors whose report was to be made to the

prince, or where there was none to the magistrates, as described in the

sixth edict of Girndr and Dhauli (page 268,) that I cannot forbear to

extract it : the Greek word employed to designate what he calls the

sixth class of the Indian community ; <F7nV/co7rot is nearly a translation of

3?ff?t^T instructors or inspectors :—

»

v
E«Tot 5e eicnv'lvSo'iatu, 01 iiriarKoiroi KaAeS/nzvoi. Ovroi ecpopuxri to yiv6/j.eua Ka-

ra re tv)v x&py\v> Kcu Kara, ras iroXias' Ka\ mama avayy&KhovGi too fiaaXei, 'ivairep

fiaffiXevovTai 'IvSoi' t) rois reXccriv, 'Ivavep avrovofioi etVi' rovrois ov defxis tyevdos ay-

7eL\cu ovSew ovde t is "IvS&v airitiv eax* tyevcracrdai.—Indies?, cap. XII.

' The sixth class among the Indians are those called Episcopi (inspectors or

inquisitors). These take cognizance of whatever happens both in the country and

in the town, and report the same to the king in those places where the Indians are

under regal rule ; or to the magistrates, where they govern themselves*. And to

these (functionaries^ it is not lawful to report any thing false, nor indeed have
any of the Indians been ever taxed with the vice of falsehood.'

The last passage, as containing an impartial testimony to the charac-

ter for honesty once borne by the natives of this country, deserves to be

translated into the vernacular of every province, and hung up over the

door of every judicial court in the present degenerate age !

To proceed in our analysis :—-The province governed by this feudal

prince and his ministers has long been erased from the catalogue of

Indian states. Tosaliyam in the pillar-dialect of the Pali corresponds

with the Sanskrit locative case, ^"i^^t? of ^l^^t> Tosali, a name only to

be found written with the same orthography in Ptolemy's tables, as

the city of Tosale. The Indian name of the same place, as identified

by Wilford, is Tosala-Cosalaka according to the Brahmanda Purana,

and simply Cosalaka or Cosala in the Vardsanhita. This is not the

first occasion in which the Greek have proved better guides than the

Sanskrit authorities, in regard to the actual geographical names preserved

on our ancient buddhist monuments ; though in describing their situa-

tion on the map great allowances must be occasionally made for the for-

mer ; who, if, as we have now some reason to suppose, they derived their

information from buddhist missionaries settled among them, would ne-

cessarily improve nothing of the very vague notion of relative positions

and distances possessed by their informants. Tosale metropolis^ is

thus placed by Ptolemy on the other side of the Ganges, somewhere

near the mountains inhabited by the nangologe (most probably the ndgas

* Such a government was that of the Litsavis in Prydga or VishaK. See Csoma's

analysis of the Dulva. Such also in a great sense was the capital of Surashti-a.

f See Ptolemy's Geog. nth plate, India extra Gangem.
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or ndgaloka of the eastern mountains). The Puranas merely place Cosa-

laka ' behind the Vindhya mountains* ; but we are now able from the best

of all possible authorities to restore its correct position ; and it would seem

even that part of the Sanskrit appellation has been preserved to this day

in the name of the large artificial tank, around which Mr. Kittoe tells

us the remains of an ancient city are still visible ; for the tank is called

the Kounsla gung, or Kosala ganga ; though a very different account

of the origin of its name is given by the present inhabitants. Tusha

and kushala, it should be remarked, both signify pleasure, happiness,

in Sanskrit.

The burthen of the proclamation seems to be contained in the sen-

tence immediately following, and of this by our usual good fortune

we have two copies to collate together ; for, as far as the mutilated con-

dition of the last tablet permits us to compare them, the two seem

literatim the same :

]st. Am kichhi dahhtjmi hannatn, tarn ichhami kalinam .. na patipadayeham

;

2nd. Am kichhi dakhami ha

1st. duvalatecha alabheham : esa cha me mokhyamate duva.

2nd. duvalate cha alabheham : esa cha me mokhya mate duvala.

1st. .. si.... si an tuphe, &c.

2nd. Etasi athasi an tuphe, &c.

In translating this important passage I have been divided between

two interpretations both equally sanctioned by the pandit ;—first,

1 Whomsoever I discover to be a murderer him do I desire to be im-

prisoned :—this do I publicly notify, and (if guilty) a second time I put

him to death. And this (will be) a source of two-fold final beatitude to

me.'

The principal objections to this reading are, first that du is never used

in this dialect for dwi or duwd (which would be written di, or duwd)>

but for duh or dur, hard : and second that nioksha is written moJcha

not mokhya as appears in both the instances before us. The second

reading requires several changes of letters where they are however

very clear on the stone, or at least in the copy made by Mr. Kittoe.

" Whatsoever I say that I desire to be carried into effect,—this do I

declare : and I execute it in spite of all opposition ; and this my supreme

will is irresistible."

* See Wilford's Essay, Asiatic Researches, VIII, 337,338.
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1

The nearest approach to the original text will be found to lie between

these two readings, taking the first half of the former and the last of the

latter ; this is the reading I have accordingly adopted in the transla-

tion, while I nevertheless think it incumbent on me to conceal no
variorum interpretations which may help to a right understanding of

a passage whereon so much depends.

In token of the inflexible nature of this monarch's orders, the pro-

clamation then announces, that a certain chaitya or tope is to be called

the i commandment tope ;' anusathi or anushdsti tuphe, The word tuphe,

/^ (j is evidently the original of the modern expression * tope :' in the

regular Pali of books it is written thupa, which is again directly deriv-

ed from the Sanskrit original ^rq: stupah, an artificial mound of earth,

(or of building material ?), hence doubtless applied (though the diction-

aries do not give this meaning), to the pyramidal monuments of the

Buddhists. Am tuphe I suppose to be a corruption of ayam tuphe

* this tope' in the nominative case.

The sentence next following seems an injunction or invitation to all

loving subjects to flock thither and receive instruction from the holy

men there located. A similar expression fbahdsu pdnasahasesu, fyc.J

occurs on the western tablet of the Feroz lat inscription, but there,

instead of a chaitya, the object of attraction is the aswatha or holy

fig tree, if indeed the sense has been rightly apprehended ; but from the

occurrence of words similar to aswatha in the present edicts,

—

aswdsevu,

swasanam, swasatam, I am inclined to deduce them all from the root

"55^, breathe,—thus aswatha abhitd (around the holy fig tree) will be-

come dswasitd abhitd for "WI^fafT^WtrJT: i breathing fearless' or < living

in security.' The initial a in this case should however be long, whereas

the facsimiles just received from Captain Burt, prove it to be short, so

far confirming the original reading ; but on the other hand Mr. Tur-

nour, our best authority, gives the latter sense,-

—

aswatha abhitd ham-

mdni pawatayevun, ' should follow a line of conduct tending to allay

alarm.'

Having adverted rather out of place, to the term swasatam I may

further observe that the title of Mahdmdtd-aswasatam-ndma is ap-

parently given to one of the chaityas, or perhaps to the platform of

the elephant situated just above the inscription, and that it means

the ' place of breathing, or of quiet repose for the priests.' This name

we may conclude to be preserved in the modern appellation of the rock

' the aswastama,' for which indeed it would be difficult to find a better

derivation. The Hindus of the place declare it to be name of the stone

3 L
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elephant called after one in the Mahabharata,—while my own pandit

supposed it a corruption of aswastarnbha, the horse-pillar.

Another local name of the inscription can be traced in an equally

satisfactory manner; the present village of Dhavli being evidently

named after the Dubaldhi iupha mentioned in the last edict,—the

* shrine of the feeble' from "^«TW, in modern Hindi dubld. This esta-

blishment was probably a kind of hospital, and if Mr. Kittoe's con-

jectures as to the small rock mortars be correct, it must have been

amply provided with medicamentary concoctions !

The name of the Kalantam tuphe (if this be indeed its name),

has not been equally fortunate in its preservation, and nothing can be

discovered like it in the neighbourhood. I imagined that it might be

read the Kalinga tupha, but on re-examination of the rock the word

was found to be correctly written in the transcript. It may be read

karanda tuphe, the beehive tope; but, as Jcdldntam, it has a more plausi-

ble interpretation,—the end of time I

The mutilated state of many passages in the inscription as usual

prevents my stringing the whole together in a connected shape ; but

from the parts extant I should be inclined to regard these two procla-

mations as intended chiefly to provide for the reading and due observance

of the principal string of commandments, which occupy the central space

on the stone ; as well as to record the foundation of the several monas-

teries of ascetics mentioned above.

In both of them is an express regulation as to the time of the year

when the edicts are to be read aloud—not exactly when two or three

are gathered together—but literally * when even only one be present
!'

The seasons appointed are nearly half-yearly—one in Bhddra (if

Bhdtun may be so interpreted) (August) and the other in Phdlguna the

antamdsi, or last month according to the Buddhists (February—March)

or near the vernal equinox. By the expression Tiseua nakhatena in

the instrumental case—' with the Tisa lunar mansion,'—is to be

understood, when also the moon is in the mansion of Tisya or Pushya,

the eighth nakshatra counting from Aswini. Now as the moon is full in

the mansion whence the month is named, the Tisya tithi will fall about

the 24th of Phalgan, and about the 12th of Bhddra. The veneration in

which the mansions of Punarvasune and Pushya were held by the

Buddhists was alluded to in my observations on the south pillar edict

at Delhi, (Vol. VI. page 575).'

Besides the or4er for reading Asoka's homily on specified days, par-

ticular allusion is made to the five-yearly festival or fast, which is also

provided for in the third of the Girndr edicts (see page 264). In re-
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marking on the word anusayanam there used, I stated that such

a periodical humiliation was not known at the present day. On
further inquiry however I learn that a practice does prevail in

such Buddhist countries as are still independent, which seems pre-

cisely to explain the terms of the inscription. In Siam for instance

the Buddhist monarch every year in the month of Asdrha, throws off

his regal robes, shaves his head, adopts the yellow sackcloth of a

noviciate, and does penance- for a few days in one of the vihdras along

with all his court ;—slaves are even bought to be shaved and initiated

as an act of virtue in their converter. In Ava the same practice prevails.

Even in Calcutta, I am told, among the small Maga population here,

the adoption of the yellow dress and abstraction from worldly pursuits

for a period is not an uncommon occurrence, and the term employed

is, nikkhama, exactly that found in the inscription.

My friend Mr. Csoma de Koros has pointed out to me the follow-

ing passage in Georgi's ' Alphabetum Tibetanum' on the practice of

fasting in Tibet.

* Jejunia turn Xacaitis ascetis, turn etiam laicis communia duplicis

sunt generis. Alterum quod appellant Gnunne nigidum (zrafj'^l^^V),

clauditur horis integris viginti quatuor. Tanta est jejunii hujus seVeri-

tas, ac superstitio, ut ne ipsam quidem salivam, sponte fluentem in ore,

ad fauces retrahere, ac deglutire liceat. Illud plerique agunt tribus conti-

nuatis diebus, unica theae potione, quam hora matutina sumunt, recreati.

Alterum jejunii genus vocant Gnenne (zra3) T
E]d><v—Sans, upavdsaj

Vespere semel prandent. Licitum tamen est interdiu bibere. Laici

frequentius, quam Ascetae hujusmodi jejunia observant. Sed religiosis

et sanctimonialibus severissime praeceptum est, ne unquam inter pran-

dium et ccenulum quicquam vel bibere vel degustare audeant.

The mention here of three days leads me to suggest that for the tint

vasdni, three years, of the first tablet it will be more rational to read

tini divasdni, three days, for the period of humiliation to be enforced

in the territories under the rule of the prince of Ujjein.

The term nikhama has in Pali two very different meanings, one as

representing the Sanskrit f*i§fin nishkrama, putting out or off, (in mo-

dern Hindi nikdlnd ?) the other being the Sanskrit (%:^*t: nikshama,

from the root ^?r peace, repose, devotion. I am not sufficiently versed

in the language to decide in which sense the verbal form here used is

to be understood ; but from the term nikhamayisanti anusayanam I

should be inclined to translate ' shall admit into the body of the church,

or shall give absolution to the penitent,' for nikhama is alsc under-

3 l 2
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stood as the initiatory grade of the priesthood*, as well as self-mortifi-

cation for religion's sake. The word is frequently to be met with in

the Mahdwanso whence I extract the following passages, along with Mr.

Turnour's translation, in illustration of both meanings of nikhama.
Purisdnan sahassancha, itthiyo cha tatodhikd

Khattiydnan kuldyeva nikkhamitwdna pabbajun.

• A thousand males and a still greater number of females, descendants exclusively

of Khattiya families, impelled by their religious ardor, entered into the priesthood :'

—

Jdtejdte rdjagehe' d&rake ruddrakkhasi

Samuddato nikkhamitwd, bhakkhitwina gacchati.

' la those days as soon as an infant was born, a marine monster emerging from

the ocean devoured it and disappeared.' Epitome Mahawanso, p. 81.

Following the translator's first example, the passage Ujenyd kumdle

nikhdmayisati hidasam vatam, may be rendered, * The prince in

Ujjein shall enforce with devotional fervor the self same conduct.'

Taking it for granted that the Devdnampiya of these two edicts is

still Piyadasi or Asoka, we may easily discover who was the ' prince at

Oujeiri to whom he alludes. He must be either Ujjenio or * the

profoundly sapient great Mahindo' (Mahendba) son of Dharma-
soka who entered the priesthood at an early age, and who was deputed

along with his sister Sangamitta to spread Buddhism in the Island

of Ceylon, in the year 306, B. C. (following Buddhist reckoning.)

Ujjenio and Mahindo were the twin offspring of a romantic attach-

ment of the young Asoka, with the daughter of a gentleman or Setthif

at a place called Chetiyagiri when he was on his way to assume the

viceroyship of Avanti. Probably the elder son held this government

afterwards, and dwelt there with his mother, who was styled Queen and

resided in a rich palace : for we find Mahindo paying them a visit

previous to his departure for Ceylon.

Tadantare n&tiganan datthun katw&na manasah,

Upajjhdyancha sanghan cha wanditwd pucchi bhupatih,

Ad&ya chatu.ro third Sanghamittdya utajah

Sumanan samanerancha, jalabhinnan mahiddhikah.

Ndtinan sanghan kdtun agama Dakkhinagirih

;

Tathd tatthd charantassa chhammdsd samatikkamuh.
1 Having formed an earnest desire to visit his relations during this interval ; rever-

entially taking his leave of his preceptor and of the priesthood, and having also

obtained the consent of the king (his father Dhammasoko), taking with him four

theros and the Samanero Samano, the son of Sanghamitta, who was preter-

naturally gifted, and master of the six branches of religious knowledge departed for

Dakkhinagiri for the purpose of administering the comforts (of religion) to his (mater-

nal) relations. There this pilgrim passed six months in this avocation.
5

* See the Amera kosha (Clough's Pali vocabulary, page 111) ;
" nekkhamman—the

priestly state,renunciation of worldly pursuits for the purpose of devoting one's-self to

religious meditation, release from transmigration, mental abstraction or vision, &c."

f One of the Seth family, or ijf%- the president, or foreman of an association.
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But I am growing too fond of quotations from my constant text book

the MahawansOy which falls in so pleasantly with every trifling inci-

dent collaterally deducible from these inscriptions that I find the tempta-

tion to extract, like Asoka's orders, irresistible

!

I have still one subject to call briefly to the attention of the student,

namely, the twice repeated name of Isa or Isd?ia. The pandit would

apply this name to God in a general sense :—and certainly the grievous

offence given, Isaya asulopena, ' by sacrifice of living things to God'

is a sense quite consistent with the tenor of the edict ; but through the

extreme vagueness of the Pali imitative grammar, Isaya also represents

the third case of isa, "t^T, \$W\ irshayd < by envy :' so that it is

impossible to assert which of the two is correct. The other instance is

in the passage * Isanarneva mannata manam? which I have translated

' worship ye the lord, the proper object of worship' (TJKT'T^" ffTqn K\~*$)

but I hold myself by no means responsible for its accuracy, as I do not

find Isa among the synonymes of Buddha.

I may conclude my notes by mentioning the singular effect of the

idiomatical expressions khanahhanasi antaldpi tisena upon the pandi^

who had been reading all these inscriptions with me—' Now' he

exclaimed * I believe the whole document to be genuine !'—He had all

along misgivings whether he had not been at work on a haphazard

jumble of old symbols optionally transcribed into as unintelligible

Nagari, until the occurrence of a homely idiomatical phrase at once

brought him to a conviction of their reality, and encouraged him more

zealously to help me to their meaning !

Postscript.—I had well nigh forgotten to mention the two modern

inscriptions stated in Mr. Kittoe's account to be scratched over some

of the caves near Aswastama. They are lithographed in PI. XXV,

On reference to PL LIV. of last volume, the larger one will be seen

to agree in alphabet and in the opening paragraph with the inscription

over the elephant cave at Udayagiri—but the name of the raja in

whose reign they were both cut is better developed in the present speci-

men. Shantikara deva, is not to be found in the Orissa list, but is

probably one of the Suryavamsa, as he has not the epithet Kesari ; or

he may be one of the 32 princes whose names Stirling has omitted as

uninteresting. The curious figure in the second line, I suppose from

analogy to {g, to be the figure 9. As far as it is legible, the legend

may be thus restored :

^TOfe*n * zivfam (?) ^rf%^r:
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1 In the ninth (?) year of the reign of Sri Sha'ntikara deva, music (flutes)

should be played (?) by the hei'mit of the cave of sacrifice ; these maths (temples)

of Siva have been constructed by HidyaChhatra Bhatt, the son of Vaidya-

k a BHAT^the rich merchant '

The other scrap is too mutilated to be worth insertion.

IX.

—

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.

Wednesday Evening, the 6th June, 1838.

The Right Reverend the Lord Bishop of Calcutta, Vice President, in

the chair.

H. V. Bayley, Esq. C. S. and Lieut. C. B. Young, Engineers, propos-
ed at the last meeting were duly elected members of the Society.

Mr. Solomon Cjesar Malan, Bachelor of Arts in the university of Ox-
ford and Professor at Bishop's College, member R. A. S., was proposed by
the Lord Bishop, seconded by the Rev. G. Withers.

Colonel Benson (lately appointed envoy to the Burmese court) on his

return to India begged to be again entered on the list of resident mem-
bers.

Dr. Wm. Griffith acknowledged his election.

Mr. W. Adam begged his name might be transferred to the absentee

list*, as he was on the point of quitting India for America.
The Secretary reported that he had lately examined the roof and found

many of the beams completely destroyed by dry rot. The present season

made it very inconvenient to commence repairs, but should the measure
be necessary the president had kindly placed the grand jury room at the

disposal of the Society for its monthly meetings while its own apartments
6hould be unavailable.

[The builder has since given his opinion that the repairs may be postponed till

October next, without danger.]

Correspondence.

Read a letter from Sir G. T. Staunton, Bart, acknowledging his ad-
mission as an honorary member, and stating his readiness at all times to

promote the objects for which the several Asiatic Societies had been in-

stituted.

A note from M. St. Hubert Theroulde, announced his approach-
ing departure for the Upper Provinces, and thanked the Society for the
cordial reception he had met among them during his residence in Calcutta.

Dr. Wallich requested on behalf of Lieut. Col. Stevenson, if it were
within the rules, that a set of the Society's Researches should be presented
to the library of the artillery regiment at Bombay. After some discussion

it was agreed that the principle of distribution and exchange of the publi-

cations of a learned association precluded compliance with the present
request, lest it should form an inconvenient precedent.

Read a letter from Professor Schlegel, returning thanks for the Ma-
habharat and other works sent to Bonn.
The following extract will interest the friends of oriental literature :—
" Non settlement tous ies savans qui s'inte'ressent aux etudes Asiatiques, mais

j'ose dire, tous ies hommes eelair£s, pour peu qu'ils ayent r^fiechis sur rltat moral

* Members of the Society by the rules cease to pay contributions when absent
from Asia, but continue to be members, and subscribe again from the date of their
return.
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et intellectuel de l'lnde, et sur les bases de la puissance Britanique de ee pays, on
it6 penibleraent frapp^s de cette ordonnance qui a paralyse l'activite du Comity de
1' instruction publique ; et Ton a su appr^cier la resolution genereuse de la Society
Asiatique de Sparer le tort que 1'ignorance et la barbarie menaeaient de faire a la
cause de 1' Erudition et des lumieres. Cette Soci^te, depuis sa fondation, a rendu
d'immenses services ; elle a puissamment contribu£ a 1'avancement de nos connais-
sances. Nous lui devoos une infinite* d'observations et de d^couvertes, et cette
abondance de mat^riaux dont nousjouissons aojourd'hui. Le d^partement auquel les
orientalistes, qui vivent en Europe, doivent se vouer de preference, c'est la critique
philologique, la correction la plus soigifee des textes et l'art de 1'interpretation,

En Allemagne et dans le nord le zele pour 1'etude du Sanscrit se maiutient tonjours
et se r£pand m£me de plus en plus. On enseigne cette langue dans plusieurs
universifes Allemandes : a Bonn le professeur Lassen et moi, nous an donnons des
cours concurremment tous les semestres, sans avoir £gard au petit nombre d'£co-
liers qui se piesentent. L'hiver dernier j'ai euparmi mes auditeurs un jeune savant
de Copenhague, et un autre n£ a. St. Petersbourg. Un orientaliste d'Upsala, qui, le

premier dans son pays, s'est applique* au Sanscrit, et a fait un voyage litteraire

dans ce but, me fut address^ dernierement par le professeur Wilson, et je l'ai trou-
\6 assez avance pour pouvoir le recommender au gouvernement Suedois.

" J'ai ete douloureusement affecte par la mort de mon immortel ami et demon
grand oracle Colebrooke, quoiqu'elle ne fut que le terme d'une existence depuis
longtemps bris^e par les infirmites.
" Le pi-ofesseur Rosen, dans la force de l'age, a ete enleve presque subiteraent

a ses amis et aux lettres, dansle moment ou il se preparait de passer an Allemagne,
afin de revoir sa famille ou m'assure que l'impression de sou travail sur le Rig-
veda est presque achevee. Les etudes asiatiques ont aussi fait une perte dans
la personne du Baron Schilling de Cronstadt, conseiller d'etat a St. Peters-
bourg. Mon savant ami avait fait un voyage en Siberie, et sejourne long temps
an-dela, du lac Baical parmi les Buriites. II s'etait concilie la bienveillance de
quelques pr£tres Bouddhiques, de sorte qu'il en a rapporte une immense collection de
livres Tibetains. Les doubles seules, qu'il mit en depot chez moi, il y a deux ans,
remplissaient six caisses. Je les ai expediees a l'institut de France, auquel il en
avait don. La grande collection est restee a St. Petersbourg, et passera sans doute
a la bibliotheque Impeiiale."

The Secretary communicated the following extract from Professor

Wilson's last letter on the subject of the Masson collection of coins.

" I have been lately occupied ratber industriously with Masson's coins. We
received those of 1833-34 in the summer;those of 1835 only about three months ago.
After inspecting the first batch I proposed to the court through the chairman and
several of the directors to give a lecture upon them ; but this was thought an un-
advisable innovation and the measure was abandoned. I was determined however not
to drop the subject, and therefore gave my lecture the form of a memoir, which I

presented and which was received very graciously. I suggested at the same time
the advisableness of publishing a book with plates, and offered to prepare the mate-
rials if the court would bear the expense, proposing that after taking such number
of copies as the court might require, to make over the rest to Mr. Masson's family
for their benefit. There seems to be a disposition to accede to the arrangement, or

at any rate to give to Masson or his family some further remuneration for the
coins as their pecuniary value is much beyond what they cost."
By a recent letter from Capt. Burnes it would appear that a supposed reflection

had been cast on Masson's labours in Professor Ritter's remarks on the topes
published in a preceding journal.

*' Masson was not one of those who dug into the topes to get at the hidden trea-

sure without thinking of other things ; his researches were laborious, minute, and
scrutinizing; height, depth, &c. were all noted. I have seen some of his MSS. in

which particulars are preserved amply to satisfy the German Professor.''

We may add to the above that we are sure no slur was intended on Masson's no

more than on General Ventura's or Court's explorations, in which every care

was taken to record the exact position of the ' trouvailles.' The information sought

by the German Professor was of a specific nature.

A letter from the Society's Paris agent dated 8th January, mentioned

the death of the Baron Schilling before he had heard of his election.

Major Troyer mentions that the Sanskrit text of the six first books of the Ta-

rangini is printed, and the Fiench translation is put to press. He has now accept-
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ed the proposal of the Earl of Munster on the part of the Roy. As. Soc. to complete
the English translation of the Persian DabistAn of which the late Captain Shea
had done ahout one third when he died. Major Troyer had translated the whole
into German whilst in Calcutta ; he will be occupied on the English version and the

editing of the whole, next year.

M. Burnouf Sec. Paris Asiatic Society announced the receipt of the

Society's Journal of June containing the pillar alphabet, and the sensation

it had created among the learned

:

" Le jour ou je l'ai recu j'allais a l'academie
; quoique ce savant corps ne pr£te

son attention en ce moment qu' au Grec et a. l'Arabe, j'ai demand^ la parole, et j'ai

trouve" de la \erve pour exposer tout ce que vous veniez de faire, de beau et de grand
par votre decouverte. J'ai ete" ecoute" avec une religieuse attention, et je sais que
la communication a fait quelque effet Chose singuli&re! j' avais deja

fait des essais infructueux sur la copie du VII vol. des As. Res. : j' avais huit

letties, mais m' etant trompe" lourdement sur U et ne sachant que faire de J_

je n' avais pu passer ontre .... Votre J_ est un veritable trait de vive lumiere
qui a rendu a ce caract&re le m£me service que le n des inscriptions cuneiforraes
trouve par Rask. J'ai communique" votre lettre a M. Jacquet que venait, peu de
jours avant, de recevoir une masse d' insci'iptions de Girnar exactement dans le

caract&re que vous avez dechiffre si heureusement. II s'est mis avec empressement,
et il vous ecrira lui lneme."

Some correspondence with the Secretary of the Geological Society of
London was read, relating to a missing No. of their Transactions.

Read a letter from M. G. Vrolik, Secretary to the Royal Institution

of Sciences and Arts at Amsterdam, proposing an interchange of publica-

tions and presenting its transactions as far as published. Resolved, that

a suitable return be made of such vols, of the Researches as remain in

store, (from vol. 12 to vol. 20.)

Mr. J. Minchin, Secretary Madras Literary Society, and Professor

Daniell, Sec. Roy. Institution of London, acknowledged presentations.

Library.

The following books were presented :

The Sankhya Karika, 1 vol. 4 to.

—

by the Boy. As. Soc. Or. Trans. Com-
mittee.

List of the Members of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland,

corrected to the 31st of July, 1837

—

by ditto,

Histoire des Sultans Mamlouks, £crite en Arabe par Makrizi, et traduite en

Fran9ais por M. Quatreme're, Tom. I. 4to.— by the same.

Institutiones Linguae Pracriticse, by Dr. Christian Lassen, Professor at

Bonn, the 3rd fasciculus

—

by the author.

Nieuwe Verhandelingen der Eerste Klasse van bet koniklijk, Niderlandsche
Institut van Wetenschappen, Letterkunde en schoone kunsten (Parts I. II. III.

IV. V.) Amsterdam, 1827— 1836

—

by the Amsterdam Royal Institute.

Transactions of the Zoological Society of London, Vol. II. Part I., London,
1836 and Journal,

—

by the Society.

The following by the Statistical Society of London.
Tables of the Revenue, Population, Commerce, &c. of the United Kingdom

and its Dependencies, Parts III. IV. V. each with a Supplement, folio, London.
3 834—37.

Catalogue of Parliamentary Reports, 1696 —1834, ordered by the House of

Commons to be printed, 15th August, 1834.

Report, Vaccine Board, ordered by the House of Commons to be printed,

28th August, 1833.

General Statistics of the British Empire, by James M' Queen, Esq. London,
1836.

Statistical Journal and Record of Useful Knowledge, for October, November
and December, 1837, London.
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The following were also presented.
Proceedings of the Agricultural Society of India, January to May, 1838— by

the Society
W. Adam's Third Report on Educational Statistics of India

—

by the author.
The Meteorological Register

—

by the Surveyor General.

Fauna Boreali-Americana, or Zoology of the Northern parts of British Ame-
rica. Part 2nd, containing the birds, with plates and cuts, by Dr. Richardson
and W. Swainson, Esq. London, 1831, 4to. 524 pages, Rs. 50-^purchasedfor
the Society by the Museum Committee.

11 vols. Naturalist's Library, edited by Sir William Jardine, at 3 Rs. per
vol. the remaining vols, to be supplied at the same price

—

ditto.

Lardner's Cabinet Cyclopaedia, Treatise on Geology, Vol. I. London, 1837

—

from the booksellers.

Eminent Literary and Scientific Men of Italy, Spain and Portugal,
Vol. III. London, 1837—/rom ditto.

Two series of circulars, one addressed to the Asiatic Society of Bengal,,

the other to the Asiatic Society of Calcutta ! forwarding prospectus of
Foote's medical pocket book and almanack.

Literary and Antiquities.

Mr. Secretary Prinsep, transmitted on the part of Government, voca-
bularies of the Baraky. and of five other languages spoken in the Panjab,
compiled by Lieutenant R. Leech, of the Bombay Engineers.

In reply to the Society's application to the Governor General of the
15th December, requesting that the executive engineer might be permit-
ted to effect the conveyance of the broken pillar presented to the Society
by Raja Hindu Rao from Delhi to Calcutta, Mr. Secy. Macnaghten for*

warded copies of correspondence with Captain G. Thomson, and Captain
T. S. Burt of Engineers on the subject, and requested on the part of the
Gov. Gen. to know whether the Society would still wish its removal.

Captain Thomson reported that the transportation of the shaft would cost

2000 rupees :—but Captain Burt suggested that by cutting off the inscribed part

it might be sent down for a tenth of that sum, though he doubted whether a fac-

simile would not answer every purpose, considering the mutilated condition of

the inscription.

The object of possessing the Delhi fragment in the Society's museum being ra-

ther as the only actual specimen of the ancient character which it would be possi-

ble to make portable, than for the sake of reading its contents, which are known
and published in the Journal for last September, it was resolved still to re-

quest the aid of the Governor General for the dispatch, of the inscribed portion

at least of the shaft under the superintendence of Captain Burt.

Mr. B. H. Hodgson having been informed of the Society's wish to

publish the text of the Lafita vistara in Sanskrit and Tibetan with a trans-

lation by M. Csoma de Koros, sent down two more manuscripts of this

standard Buddhist work for collation with the Society's copy as it passes

through the press. One of these copies bears the marks of great anti-

quity, and both are more correct than the copy in the library.

Major James Low, M. A. S. C. offered to the Society for publication a

paper entitled " Excursions to the Eastward, No. 1, or extracts from the

journal of a Political Mission to the raja of Ligor in Lower Sidm, with

drawings.

Captain T. S. Burt forwarded the 87 facsimiles of various inscriptions

mentioned at the last meeting.

He had also lately taken with considerable trouble, complete impressions

of the Feroz lath inscriptions and of the inscription on the iron pillar

at Delhi, which has been so long a desideratum. They had been made over

to the Secy. Gov. Gen. for transmission.

3 M
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Statistical.

Mr. W. Adam, presented on the part of Dr. A. Kean, some tables of
the population and of the births and mortality in a village of the Moor-
shedabad district. Referred to the Statistical Committee.

Dr. Keaa hopes in the current year to be able to add marriages to his list,

and to extend it to a greater number of villages.

Physical Department.
Museum.

Mr. Kittoe proposed that two or more Musulman Lids be entertained

as apprentices to M. Bouchez, to learn the art of preparing birds and
animals, with the understanding that the)' are to be occasionally sent with
members of the Society, or officers of Government who may be deputed to

explore any part of the country,—and that the expense be defrayed out of
the Curator's allowance granted by Government.

Mr. Kittoe said, that during his late trip, had he been provided with such an
assistant he would have been able to have brought back many specimens for the

museum. The proposition was approved, and referred to the Committee of

the Museum to be acted on.

Tidal Observations.

Mr. E. Blundell, Commissioner of the Tenasserim provinces, forward-
ed two series of observations of the tides, one by Captain McLeod, at

Mergui, the other by Captain Corbin, Harbour Master at Amherst, made
in conformity with Professor Whewell's circular.

Geography.

The following letter from Captain Pemberton in command of the depu-
tation to Bootdn, descriptive of the progress of the expedition, in conti-

nuation of the extracts published in the Proceedings of the 7th February,
was communicated by the Secretary.

Tongro Bootdn, March 12th, 1838.

Lat. 27° 29' 32" Long, about 90° 17'; 6527 feet above the sea.

" We left Devagiri on the 21st January, and reached this place in twenty
inarches, though forty days were consumed on the road from various unavoid-

able causes. The very first march we crossed an elevation of 7000 feet above the

sea, a good foretaste of what we had subsequently to expect. The third march
brought us to a village called Sasee, not more than 4300 feet above the sea, but

where we first found the most beautiful and extensive fir forests, I had ever seen

— all growing on mountains of hornbleude slate which proved to be the prevailing

rock in this part of Bootdn. From Sasee we ascended on the following day to Bel-

phaee, a mile or two beyond which is a temple whose elevation proved by measure-
ment to be 8300 feet above the sea ; this point is geologically important, as here

the hornblende slate is succeeded by a talc slate with garnets thickly dissemi-

nated, and traces of the transition began to appear between six and eight thou-

sand feet. Here we first saw ice on the ground, and traces of snow on a ridge to

the north about 2000 feet higher. On the 1st of February we reached Tassgong
called also Berhan, the residence of a sooba or prince of a district on the left

bank of the Monas river in Lat. 27° 19' 37" Long, about 91° 33' and 3182 feet

above the sea. The Monas flows 1200 feet below it over a bed of gneiss boulders,

with immense velocity and a very considerable volume of water. This river

which you may remember enters the Burhamputer at Jugigope nearly opposite

to Goalparrah, appears to be the principal drain of two- thirds of the waters of

Bootdn, every stream between it and this place falling into it, and the whole
forming a stream which in the rains rushes into the Burhamputer with a velo-

city which few boats can stem. At Phullury three marches from Tassgong,

we for the first time had a fall of snow which lasted two days, and gave to the

whole country an aspect precisely similar to that which you can imagine at home
in a November day. Snow balls were flying about in every directiou and the

Bhuteeahs appeared to enter as keenly into the sport as our party. We
were six thousand feet above the sea, and though the fall at this elevation was

sufficiently heavy to cover the ground to a depth of five or six inches, the hills
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500 feet below us were scarcely at all affected by it, and summer and winter were
reigning at the same moment on opposite sides of a mountain torrent at dis-

tances not more than a mile apart. We had evidently however fairly entered a
region whose temperature was far below what we had been accustomed to for
many years, and vegetation no less than sensation proved it ; on every side we
had oaks, firs, rhododendrons, weeping cypresses and apples. At 10 in the
morning of the 8th February, while the snow was falling heavily the thermome-
ter stood at 46 and strange to say in the afternoon at 4 p. m. with the thermo-
meter at 42o a rapid thaw took place, and we resumed our march on the 10th to

Tasangsee the residence of a sooba in Lat. 27° 34' 25" Long. 91° 15' and 5290
feet above the sea.

We had now arrived near the north-eastern foot of a lofty range of moun-
tains called the Domylala, the passage of which we were told would prove
difficult as the greater portion of it lay through snow, but that we should
be able to cross it in time to obtain shelter at a village on the opposite side

before night. Under this impression we started from a halting-house on the

morning of the 15th of February at an elevation of 8000 feet above the sea, and
after ascending 1000 feet entered a snowy region, where we found every tree

heavily laden with icicles and snow, and the latter in many places so deep as to

render extreme care necessary in travelling along the narrow ledges of gneiss,

which projecting in many places from the face of the mountain afforded a very in-

secure and scarcely distinguishable path for the traveller. Here we met cedars of
considerable size, but the snow so buried all the inferior shrubs that it was almost
impossible to obtain a sight of one. We toiled up this steep and weary ascent

until 1 o'clock when we reached a ridge which proved to be 11245 feet above
the sea. This we were told was the culminating point of the range, but we
found to our cost that it was not so ; we descended for some time and again
crossing numerous peaks by zig-zag paths intersected by torrents which rushed
under a superficial coating of ice, finally reached the northwest crest from
whence we looked down almost perpendicularly on the massive platforms which
formed the basis of the ponderous ridge above. This point was 12480 feet above
the sea, and we commenced the descent about 3 p. m., and here the cold became
much more severe ; the rocks were coated with ice ; huge icicles hung from them
in every direction, and yet the thermometor stood 2° above the freezing point*.

At halfpast four we reached an open platform sloping gradually to the westward,

and then pushed on through a succession of ravines expecting every moment to

arrive at the promised village where we were to obtain rest and refreshment.

The increasing darkness and difficulty of the road rendered advance every minute
more impracticable and we were at last so completely involved in darkness that

it was quite impracticable to advance further, no trace of a path being percep-

tible, and we determined to retrace our steps to an open spot in the rear rather

more free of snow than any around us. We did not reach this halting-place

until past 8 o'clock, when we contrived to make an old tree contribute to our

comfort by converting some of its branches into fire-wood ; and passed the

night in the open air surrounded by snow at an elevation of 96U0 feet above the

sea. Blake and myself with three or four servauts were the only persons

who reached this spot, Griffith had halted a little behind us and the

people of the camp were scattered over a line of about 3 miles in length,

extending from the foot of the descent to the entrance of the ravines. The
village we did not reach until past 10 o'clock the following morning, and

several of the Bhuteeahs with the baggage did not arrive until two days

afterwards.

In crossing this lofty range several of the party suffered from vertigo,

sickness and difficulty of breathing, and even much lower down the highly ratifi-

ed state of the air was proved by the faint report of our guns. We had fortunate-

ly a perfectly calm atmosphere while effecting this arduous passage or the con-

sequences might have proved most serious to many of our followers, none of whom
had ever before been so exposed, hinge the village at which we halted for two

days, is 6330 feet above the sea, so that in this march we had ascended three

thousand and descended nearly six thousand feet, in a distance of 15 miles,

* See the explanation of this apparent anomaly J. A. S, Vol. V. 427.—Ee,

3 m 2
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Our next march was to Lengloang the residence of a sooba in Lat. 27° 29' 13"

(our extreme not them limit thus far) Long. 91° 3' 45" and 4523 feet above the

sea. These residences of the soobas are all built on the summit of a projecting

spur from some contiguous range, with a stream flowing on either side from the

superior heights. The edifice generally consists of a series of buildings erected

without any particular attention to form, the sole object being apparently to

make the most of the very scanty ground adapted to building on the sloping face

of a narrow ridge, and the filth that reigns in these " baronial castles" is greater

than you could possibly imagine, but admirably adapted for the residence of the

disgustingly dirty race that inhabits them. 1 have never in all my wanderings

met with a people so radically filthy in all their habits. After leaving Lenglong
we travelled two days through a more open and better cultivated tract of country

than we had previously seen, the fields being all terraced and the face of the hills

less precipitous.

On the third day however we again left this comparatively civilized portion

of Eootan and struggled amidst snow and ice to obtain the massive flank of

the Roodoola range of mountains, which like that crossed on the 15th, was
covered with snow from its summit down to about 4000 feet above the sea,

when the first traces began to appear. We halted for the night of the 25th
of February, in a miserable hovel at a place called Peiree 9700 feet above the sea,

surrounded on every side by snow, and with the formidable ridge of the Roodoola
towering full 4000 feet above us. The snow had recently fallen and we suffered

extremely from its want of compactness on the following morning, when we com-
menced climbing the zig-zag path which led to the ridge ; the path was in

many instances, where it was carried round the mural side of a peak, entirely

formed by narrow slabs of gneiss only a few inches broad, forming under the

most favourable circumstances but an insecure footing, and covered as they now
were with snow from two to four feet deep it required the utmost caution to

avoid falling over the precipices into the abyss which yawned below. At one spot

we had nearly lost our ponies which did go over, but were saved by strong halters

which had been secured to them in anticipation of the accident. Two years ago
in this same month (February) five Bhuteeahs were lost at this formidable pass

;

they fell over the precipice, were buried in the snow, and their bodies discovered
in the summer when it had melted. A narrow defile between two peaks of gneiss

which rise about 500 feet above the path brought us to the 6pot from which the

rangederives its name of Roodoola, and this proved to be 12335 feet above the sea

level. We ascended about 300 feet higher and then commenced a rapid descent
through cedar and fir forests to a mountain valley called Boomdunglung 8670
feet above the sea-, one of the most attractive spots we had seen in Bootan, sur«.

rounded on every side by mountains covered with snow, which gradually disap-

peared as it reached the elevation of the valley. Here we shot magpies, larks,

curlews, a quail, a duck, saruses, and some others which we had not before met
with. We have since passed through two more of these alpine valleys,those of Jugur
and Jaresah which are respectively 8150 and 9400 feet above the sea. We were
at these places on the 5th instant, when the scanty wheat crops were barely above
the ground, while here at an elevation of 6500 feet, and only three geographical
miles further south, the wheat is in ear, but promising a miserable return. These
three valleys are the only ones we have yet met with since entering the hills, they
are watered by streams of remarkable transparency, and the heights around them
are either composed of gneiss, or a talcose slate in a state of rapid decomposi-
tion.

We have now entered apparently a more temperate region, though the wea-
ther is bleak and unpleasantly cold at times. We hope to start for Punakah
in a day or two, which is not more than five marches distant. It is strange
that every Bhuteeah who has been asked points to the southward of west
as the division of Punakah while Turner in his map givea its Latitude at 27° 57'

about 27i miles to the northward of this : is it possible that he can have made such
a mistake ? I think not ; but 1 hope soon to be satisfied on this point. Commu-
nication can be held with Goalparrah from hence in 8 days, and I am preparing
my dispatches to send off as soon as I have an opportunity. There has been a
rebellion in the country ; the Deb who guided the helm of the state when I left
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Calcutta has been thrown overboard and another king Log now sits in his place
to be kicked after his predecessor whenever an ambitious aspirant after regal
honours can collect half a dozen musquets and five or six ounces of gunpowder.
The sanguinary contest has been waging for seven months, and the list of killed
and wounded from all I can learn might be included in a nutshell

; fighting is

not their vice, but filthiness in person, dress and house is. The former Tingso
Pile has been deposed and a successor arrived three days ago to take charge of
the building which they have chosen to call a fort or castle. I am collecting all

the information I can, but the Bhuteeahs are not very communicative, and money
here as elsewhere is the only key to their knowledge box."

Astronomy.
Dr. McClelland called the attention of the members to the following

curious astronomical phenomenon, made known to him by a letter from
Sir J. W. Hershell, dated Cape of Good Hope, 13th January, 1838.
" We are treated here with one of the rarest and most remarkable of astrono-

mical phsenomena, viz. the 6udden and unexpected accession of brightness, by
which a well known star of the second magnitude, 77 in the constellation Argo
has within these two months grown to surpass all the stars of the first magnitude
except Sirius, Canopus, and o Centauri ; to the latter of which it is now nearly if

not fully equal. During four years that I have been continually observing this

star I never had the smallest ground for suspecting it to be variable : nor has it

ever before so far as I am aware been noticed otherwise than as a large star of
the second magnitude. I am watchiug the progress and phases of this singular

phonomenou as you may suppose with great interest, and only regret that my ap-
proaching departure for Europe will probably oblige me to trust to the reports

of others for its ultimate event."

Dr. McClelland stated that he had written to Mr. Taylor the Madras
astronomer on the subject, as the star might better be observed from his

observatory than at Calcutta.

Botany.
The following inquiry regarding the gamboge tree was submitted for

solution to such members as might be best situated for its investigation,

by Dr. J. Ghant Malcolmson of the Madras Medical Service, now in

Europe, in a letter to the Secretary.

N. Britain, December 7th, 1837.

"I venture to renew a correspondence with which I have occasionally trou-

bled you, at the request of Professor Graham of Edinburgh. You are aware
of the investigations he and Dr. Christison have lately been engaged on, in

reference to the gamboge tree, about which so many erroneous opinions have
been received. I had collected some specimens from the gamboge tree near

Rangoon, and the leaves and branches were found by Royle and myself to

differ from any in the India House collections ; and Mr. Brown having compar-
ed them with the specimens of Louveiro's plant from Siam in the British Mu-
seum, found it to resemble it very much, but to be apparently of a different

species, the leaves being much softer and more pointed. The tree was in full

fruit in May and I did not see the flowers : unfortunately the fruit I had

preserved in spirits and sent home, never reached their destination. I consider-

ed the tree to be the Guaicuma gambogia of Pensoon, but it is not necessary to

detain you with any account of it, as any of your readers who may be able to

supply Dr. Graham with specimens will have no difficulty of obtaining the in-

formation on the spot. The trees I saw had been wounded, and much fine gam-

boge had run down the trunk. Leaves, fruit, flowers, and sufficiency of the

gamboge (with bark), for experiment, are desired. The following extract from Dr.

Graham's letter will explain this :
« Louveiro's gamboge tree he believes to be

the same with that of Burman (the Ceylon plant), in which he is certainly wrong-

He calls it Gambogia gutta, and describes it thus : Tree large, with spreading

branches, leaves broad, lanceolate, quite entire, flat, thick, scattered, petiolate,

small. Flowers saffron-colored, terminal, on many flowered peduncles. Calyx

of four leaflets : leaflets sub-rotund, concave, spreading. Corolla of 4 petals,
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ovato-oblong, unguiculate, spreading. Stamina numerous, inserted into the

receptacle. Stigma sessile, many cleft. Berry sub-rotund, 8-angled, 8-locular,

loculaments monospermous : seed oblong ovate. Skin yellow, thin and smooth,

pulp yellow, succulent, sweet, eatable. Size of the fruit 2 inches (he does not

say whether io length, breadth, or circumference). He adds, that it is frequent in

the woods of Cochin-China, and more so in Siam and Cambodia. I do hope that

this account will enable you to procure for me, specimens of the plant in flower

and fruit and of the gamboge obtained from it. It would appear that the flowers

are hermaphrodite, but possibly this may be a mistake, and it would therefore

be very important that this point should be examined. I have now ascertained

not only that the Ceylon tree has flowers of distinct sex, but that the different

sexes grow upon different plants. It is very possible that Louveiro's plant has

the several organs arranged in the same way, but the female flower looks as if it

were hermaphrodite, having always several abortive stamens round the germen.

Have the kindness to beg that the fruit may be sent either in spirits or in a

saturated solution of salt in water,' that the history of this important drug would
be cleared up*. Thus there are evidently two plants, one in Ava, the other to the

east of that country, and both should be procured."

Dr. Malcolmson, in the letter above quoted, gives the following infor-

mation on the fossil shells of the Nerbudda basalt.
" I have drawn up a paper on the Naypore fossils, of which Mr. Somerby has

furnished me with beautiful drawings. All the shells are lacusterme, and render

it probable that the great basaltic eruptions between the Nerbudda and Goda-
very and south of that river, took place in the tertiary epoch. The genera are

Unio-Melania, Physa, Limnea, Paludina;—2 species of the fresh water crustacean

called Cypris ; a new gyrogonite. The whole are undescribed. The Sagar and
Jubulpoor shell is considered to be a Physa; and certainly the same as some of

those from the Deccan."
Natural History.

A letter from Mr. Wilson Saunders (late Lieut. Beng. Engineers)

gives some particulars of the duplicates of insects from Saugor, presented

by Major Hearsey, which will be interesting to Indian entomologists.

" I have been highly delighted with your present of Indian insects, which
arrived in perfect order. The Lepidoptera are very beautiful. Among the Coleop-

tera there is a Carnonia, some undescribed Longicornes allied to Lamia, and two

or three insects of the family Chrysomelidee which I believe to be new. The
Hymerioptera offer a fine new species of Palopeus, and an Eumenes undescribed.

The Dipteva contain two new genera, which I shall take an early opportunity

of describing, the first in the family Jabauida
t

aod the second belongiug to

Jephritidce, the latter very distinct with a most singular encrassated nerve at

the base of the wing. In the orders I do not see any thing new as yet. Our
collections are all poor in Indian insects. I am most anxious to get specimens
of the curious coleopterous genus Paurus, and of the dipterous genus Diopsis,

in order to complete a description of these tribes.*'

Mr. Saunders on the part of the Entomological Society was desirous of
exchanging its transactions against the Society's Journal, an arrangement
the secretary as Editor said he should be proud to carry into effect.

Dr. McClelland submitted the following note, with the skin of a mole
from Assam.
"Mr. Pearson in the interesting paper inserted in the last number of the

Society's Journal at page 359 expresses a doubt as to the existence of the mole
in India. I was favoured by Captain Jenkins of Assam, a few weeks since, with

the skin of a small animal of which he observes ' I also send you the skin of

a mole which I believe to be a variety here ; it was obtained by Captain HannaY

* The Madras journal for April just published cantains Dr. Graham's reply to

Dr. Wight, on this subject—and a note from the latter confirming the fact of He-
bradendror&yambogioides being a native of Ceylon, where it is found but not abun-
dantly, in the forests. The tree is dioecious.

—

Ed.
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near Jeypore.' The skin unquestionably belonged to an animal closely allied
in its habits to the mole, with a similar fur but of mouse grey color, and with a
minute flat naked tail scarcely projecting above the fur, and having a row of stiff
hairs on its edge.

" Unfortunately wehave not the skull nor even the fore feet of this animal two
most essential parts, but the forms of the skin together with that of a single hind
foot, the only one attached to it, seem to refer it to the genus Chrysochloris or
that to which the Cape of Good Hope mole belongs as well as the golden mole.
The hind foot of the Assam animal is naked and flat, bearing a near resemblance
to the human hand, with long nails, hollow below, narrow, and slightly pointed at
their extremities."

Dr. McClelland made a further communication on the subject of two
small fish from a hot spring at Pooree.

'* I may notice another point of Zoological interest for which I am indebted
to Dr. Goodeve who has favoured me with two specimens of the fish found by
Mr. Cumberland to live in a hot spring at Pooree, the temperature of which,

is 112° Fahr. The subject was mentioned by Dr. Goodeve at the last meeting
of the Medical Society, but as we hear much more extraordinary things of fishes

than this it excited but little interest. Our Secretary Mr. J. Prinsep for instance

found one in his pluviometer that must have descended from the clouds. Hum-
boldt and Bonpland found fishes thrown up alive from the bottom of a volcano
in the course of its explosions along with water and heated vapour only two degrees
under the boiling point ; had this observation been made on the top of Chim-
oorazo the boiling point might have b*en as low as the temperature of the hot
spring at Pooree, but Garrell removes all uncertainty by stating the temperature
to have been 210 Q Fahr. and it was stated at the Medical Society by Dr. O'-
Shaughnessy, on the authority of a writer in Blackwood, that fish live comfortably

in the Geysers—the boiling springs of Iceland, whose waters we should recollect

though only boiling at the surface, are supposed at greater depths to be suffi-

ciently hot to dissolve flint and hold it in solution.
" On the other hand the sucking carp, a species said to be remarkably tenaceous

of life, has been found by Dr. Richardson frozen in the ice of the northera

seas, apparently dead, but when the ice is thawed the fish avails itself of its liberty

as if nothing had happened to it. A similar fact has also been observed by Mr.
Jrsse with reference to the gold-fish, and in northern parts of Europe Mr.
Garrell informs us that perch and eels are conveniently transported in a frozen

state from place to place without destroying life.

V With such an utter defiance of temperature as these facts prove the living

principle in fishes to be capable of exercising, there is nothing wonderful in our
finding fish in the hot spring at Pooree; there is this interest however in it, that

the fish belongs to a new genus of which we have some 10 or 12 species in India

all carnivorous, so that its presence implies the existence of other living things

in the hot spring in addition to its own kind,"

The Secretary ventured to add to the foregoing a circumstance recently under
his own observation. The tank or reservoir connected with the mint steam
engines is well stored with the rili machli. During the late hot season the tem-

perature of this tank has risen to 104° or 105° Fahr. from the constant working

of the engines ; but this degree of heat seemed to incommode the fish consi-

derably, for they actually threw themselves on the banks as if to avoid it and

were caught by hand on the margin of the tank."

Lieut. N. Vicary, on his return from New South Wales, presented

various objects for the museum, thus described in the curator's notice.

1. The skin of the Echidna Histrisc, (Desm.) or spiny Echidna, Myrrnecophaga

acuata, Shaw, the aculeated ant-eater of Australia, since stuffed and mounted

for the museum.
Being the only example of this singular animal at present in the musuem it

may be considered a valuable acquisition to the Society's cabinet.

2. Skin of a small Platapus, Omithorhynchus parodoxus, (Blum.) which has

also been prepared and mounted. Of these animals there are now three good spe-

cimens in the museum all of the same species.
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3. Detached bones of a kangaroo, Kangurus labiatus.

There being neither a stuffed specimen, or a skeleton of a kangaroo in the

Society's collection it is to be regretted that the bones presented by Lieut Vica-
ry, in belonging to a young animal, and being defective in number, are unfit

for articulation.

4. Portion of the stem of Alsophila Australis, the tree fern of the blue moun-
tains, which bears a strong resemblance to the fossils depicted in Buckland.

5. Flower of anthorrma hastilis, the grass tree of the colonists.

6. Cidaris ? a species of Echinus.

7. Birds. The nonpareil parrot platycorus eximius, (Vig.) Kingfisher,

Alcedo ? and white-headed Grosbeak, Loxia leucocepfiala, which owing

to their injured state cannot be preserved.
s

The following were presented by Mr. Evans the curator.

Upper jaw of a small fish.

A preparation showing the ring of bony plates surrounding the eye of the

large horned owl of India. Asio bubo.

Preparation of the eye of the ringtailed eagle

;

Showing an analogous formation, only in a minor degree. These bony rings

composed of a series of plates admit of a limited motion, by moving on each

other and by which mechanical means these birds most probably have the power
of regulating the convexity of the cornea so as to vary the exteut or intensity of

vision according to their habits and necessities.

Specimens of the following stuffed birds, were presented by Lieutenant
Montriou, Indian Navy; Perdix Franco/inus, hATH. Francoline Partridge.

Perdix Asiatlca, Lath. Asiatic Partridge, and Cotumix Pintah, (Sykes,)
mountain quail of the Dukhun.
The scapulae, ossa humeri and two vertebrae of a whale, (query) Balcena

Australis, or Cacholot Macrocephalus.

Lieut. Eraser, Engineers, presented through Dr. McClelland, a speci-

men of rock-salt found in digging a well at Mhow.
** Lieut. Hodgson of the artillery stationed at Mhow, when recently engaged in

sinking a well in his compound at that station on a high spot of ground composed
of two ordinary black soil of Malwa, found at a depth of 3£ feet an insulated mass
of rock-salt, the size of two fists, imbedded in trap rock which appears too much
cracked and broken so as to render it easily separated with the pick ; mixed with

this brecciated rock there is a considerable quantity of carbonate of soda."

Lieut. Fraser inquires " whether that mineral be usually found in detached

masses, and whether there be a prospect of finding it in more important quanti-

ties at Mhow or the vicinity.

" Salt springs ai'e common in volcanic countries such as Mhow would seem to

be, and it is possible that the crystal may have been thus formed by infiltration

of brine into the natural cells of the basalt; but the salt lakes in the valleys along

the northern base of the table-land of Malwa, render it probable that extensive

deposits of the salt formation may exitit in central India."

Colonel Macleod presented a fresh rolled fragment of lignite from the

fort boring, depth 404^ feet.

" It exactly resembled some of the CultacJc specimens, or burnt charcoal, on one

surface. Since then a lump of decayed wood has been brought up, rounded ou the

edges as if rolled in a stream, but not in the least carbonized
;
just such as is

met with in the Sundarban alluvium."

Dr. McLeod, Inspector General of H. M. Hospitals, forwarded specimens
of the rocks found at Simla.

1. " Granite from the Choor mountain, 13,000 feet alt.

2, 3, 15, 16 ditto, lower down the same mountain.
4, 6, quartz; 5, 7, mica ; 8,9, 10, micaceous schist ; 11, iron stone melted

by the natives; 12, puddingstone ; 13, breccia from a stream; 14, decomposed
quartz; 17, stalactite from Mastiri."

Captain McLeod, forwarded some bottles of water and minerals from a

hot spring up the Palouk river (Mergui) lately visited by him.
" The springs are situated up the Palouk river, which takes its rise on the
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western side of a high range of mountains, running along the western or right

bank of the Tenasserim river. At its mouth, which is in about 13° 9' N. Lat.

and 98° 43' E. Long, and about 50 miles from Mergui ; it is about 700

feet, but narrows higher up towards the village of Palouk in 12° 16' N. Lat.

and 99° 8' N. Long. Soon after passing the village it becomes in places

very shallow, and a succession of rapids and falls are met. Having ascended

as far as I could in a small canoe, which was dragged over rapids, I performed

the latter part of the journey by land, in consequence of the river becoming too

shallow and the rapids or falls getting stronger and steeper. In returning how-
ever I descended the stream the whole way on a small bamboo raft, and the

highest fall I encountered was about 3f or 4 feet.

" The hills which from Palouk range along the sides of the river, are by no means
high, but covered with thick jungal and high trees.

" There are two spots where the springs shew themselves, one immediately on
the right bank of the river, (which is here about 100 feet wide,) with some in the

river itself, and the other about two or three minutes walk to the northward in-

land. Over and around the former ones, a mound of circular stones (No. 1.) of

various sizes, (the largest about four or five miies in diameter,) was caked together

with hardened clay, bearing the appearance of stone. The whole of this mound
had externally a blackish appearance, and in some places, small circular basons

had been found by springs now dry.
" All the springs now discharging are close to the waters edge or in the water

;

they issue from under the rocks, through a sandy bottom. The orifices are very

small, and not above two inches deep. The thermometer being dipped in the

hottest rose to 196° Fahr. The water from these was put into the small bottle

(No. 1.) Their height above the sea I estimate about two hundred feet.

"The second springs a little inland, are larger and deeper. They are situated

in a small open space; there must be about thirty or forty bubbling up along a

line of about fifty feet by twenty, the largest being at the northern extremity. I

took the water from the two largest springs, one about three and a half feet deep

and two feet in diameter, and the other about half the size. In both of these

(from which the other two bottles of water were taken), the thermometer indicated

a heat of 194° Fahr. The ground at the bottom is of a dark shining color ; here

and there resembling the color of brickdust. The trees and grass gro<v luxu-

riantly around, and in the open space the marks of hog, deer, &c. are seen

;

the natives say some of the animals come to enjoy a draught of the water.

"The springs are in about 13° 20' N. Lat. and 90° 19' E. Long. Though
vapours rise from the springs no disagreeable smell pervaded the atmosphere,

nor had the water a very disagreeable taste.

" There are other springs about ten or twelve miles in a N. N. W. direction

from these, at a place called Pe. There is nothing in this neighbourhood that

I am aware of, indicating volcanic agency. Some very lofty, abrupt and

broken peaks of considerable height are seen to the N. E. but many miles dis-

tant. The other hills however are regular in their formations, &c. I visited

these springs in November, 1836 :—on that occasion I only took water from the

last mentioned springs, not being able to get at the spring, as I did this time by

means of bamboos formed into a small bridge ; I was obliged to attach the thermo-
meter to the end of a long rod by a piece of string, and thus dipped the thermo-

meter into the spring. The instrument at the end of the stick swung about like

a fish at the end of a line, I therefore concluded that the thermometer must
have fallen several degrees before it reached my hands."

Professor O'Shaughnessy noted a curious fact connected with the late

whirlwind.
" One of the pupils of the Medical College had seen fall near Dum-Dum a large

mass of what he considered to be hail, but finding that it did not melt he took

it to the college and it proved to be a lump of pure salt. Dr. O'S. does not

think from its appearance that it was manufactured salt, and if as suggested in

a note published this month it was carried up from the Baliaghat salt works,

it had evidently travelled northward against the wind."

Colonel Stacy submitted for determination of its nature a fossil hone

of a large animal fossilized with lime—also for inspection some beautiful

drawings by his native artist of many sections of fossil teeth made under

his directions.
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I.

—

Second Report on the Examination and Restoration of the Mac-

kenzie Manuscripts. By the Reverend William Taylor.

[Concluded from page 414.]

Manuscript Book, No. 5, Countermark 759.

Section 1.

—

Account of the Zemindar ofEmakalapuram, in the Din-

digul district, of the Coimbatore province.

(Stated to be copied from an original palm-leaf account.)

During the rule of the rayer in Cal. yug. 4520 Sal. Sac. 1341, my

ancestors were of the Cdmavar tribe ; and Camulaca Nayaker lived

at Devanampatnam, near Cuddalore, being head-man of the district.

At that time the rayer had an unmanageable horse, which no one could

govern till the aforesaid Camulaca, going to the capital, taught the

keepers how to control the animal ; and, himself mounting the horse

rode out with it for three days together, in the most unfrequented

places and brought it back before the rayer on the fourth day, perfect-

ly quiet. The rayer was so well pleased, that he gave the head-man

the title of the horse, adding other titles, and distinctive banners ; and

relinquished the district at Cuddalore to him in free gift, therewith

dismissing him. At the time when Visvanatha Nayaker was sent

to take possession of the Pandiya kingdom, the aforesaid Camulaca

was ordered to accompany him, and afford aid. The household god of

Camulaca became an image at Emakalapuram, where he settled.

He received orders from Visvanatha Nayaker to furnish a quota of

troops, towards the charge and defence of the fort of Madura. Some

disagreement occurring between Kulase'gara and Visvanatha, the

latter ordered the Emakalapuram chief to go against the former,

which he did ; and after much fighting the former laid an ambush, so

that Camulaca Nayaker was shot, as he was advancing with his peo»,

3 N
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pie. Visvanatha had the funeral rites performed. His son was

Anantapa Nayak ; who, in consideration of the manner of his

father's death, received additional distinctions, and some villages in

free grant, from Visvanatha Nayaker. At the time when the

seventy-two chiefs each had a bastion of the Madura fort confided to

him, this chief was appointed to the seventh bastion. He died after a

chieftainship of thirty years. Camulaca Nayaker, his son, succeeded

and ruled thirty-five years ; he fulfilled his appointed duties, but with-

out any thing special occurring. His son was Laqumaya Nayaker,

and, as in the last case, died after a rule of seventeen years. Anan-

tapa Nayaker, his son, governed seventy-five years and died. Ca-

mulaca Nayaker, his son died after a rule of twenty-se^en years.

His son Lagumaya Nayaker, 33 years.

7. Anantapa Nayaker, , 25 „

8. Camulaca Nayaker, * 65 ,,

9. Laqumaya Nayakisr ... 30 ,,

Thus far there was a regular descent from father to son, ruling their

own lands, without paying tax or tribute. Anantapa, the son of Laqu-*

maya, ruled at the time when the Mysore ruler at Seringapotam con-

quered the Dindigul province ; when a tribute was imposed of one

hundred huns. Anantapa ruled twenty years. His son Camulaca
Nayaker, in the time of Hyder sahib, had an additional tax of fifty

imposed; paying anuually one hundred and fifty huns; and ruled

twenty-one years. His son was Anantapa Nayak. In the time of

Meer sahib, his Amil, named Syed sahib, doubled the tribute
;

making it in all 300 huns ; I myself Laqumaya Nayaker, who am
his son, for some years had the lands without tribute. Subsequent to

the rule of the Honorable Company over the Dindigul province Mr.

Commissioner McLeod fixed my tribute at four hundred and fifty huns9

It was afterwards raised to one thousand six hundred and twenty huns,

which was paid during eight years. Afterwards, in consequence of not

paying the tribute, the Honorable Company assumed the district and

my petition is that the Honorable Company will shew me favor and

protect me.

Section 2.

—

Account of the zemindars ofDottiyafort*

(Copied from a palm-leaf account.)

At the time when the padshah came against the rayer, before the

capital was taken, the rayer sent red garments out ; with the message,

that so many as were willing to leave their families should put on those

garments, and prepare for war. My ancestor Macala Nayaker of

the Penjaivalla tribe, with his people, assembled and, after defeating
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the invaders, came to the rayer's presence. The rayer, being greatly

pleased, honored him with various insignia of favor ; and directed my
ancestors to build a fort 30 miles due west of Madura : in consequence

of which a mud fort named Dottiya-cottai was formed. Two of the

tribe were Bommana Nayaker the elder, and Bettalu Nayaker;
the eldest governed for twelve years. The second in succession

Bettalu Nayaker cleared away some waste lands. But as he was

very young, and the country was that of the Kallar caste, he did not

find himself at ease there. At that time Vira Segara Cholan having

invaded the country of Chandra Segara Pandiyan, the latter, be-

ing unable to resist, went to the rayer ; who sent with him N a gama
Nayaker to reinstate him in his possessions. Bettalu Nayaker
accompanied the pandiyan to the rayer ; expecting, if the pandiyan were

restored, that his own district would be secured to himself. But in

consequence of Chandra Segara having only five illegimate sons, he

made over his kingdom to Visvanatha Nayaker; and Bettalu

Nayaker derived no benefit from waiting on Chandra Segara. At

a later period, when Visvanatha Nayaker, in conjunction with

Ariya Natha Muthaliar, had fixed appointments to bastions of the

fort, in reply to a petition my ancestors were confirmed in the posses-

sion of the Dottiya fort and lands. Subsequently, when the king went

to fight against Kayattattur fort, Bettalu Nayaker was appointed

to guard the royal tent ; for his service on which occasion, he received

some acknowledgments. A tribute was fixed of one hundred chacrams.

He ruled thirty-five years. His sons were, Bommalu Nayaker, the

eldest, Chinduma Nayaker the younger. Bommalu was the third

in succession, and ruled twenty-two years. The fourth in succession

was Bettalu Nayaker, who ruled thirty-eight years. His tribute was

153 chacrams ; 5th, Bommalu Nayaker ruled 20 years, paid 150 cha*

crams ; 6th, Bettalu Nayaker, 27 years, paid 150 chacrams ; 7th,

Macala Nayaker, 26 years, paid 200 chacrams ; 8th, Chinduma

Nayaker, 27 years, paid 200 chacrams ; 9th, Bettalu Nayaker. In

his time Ramapaiyan general of Firumala Nayaker, being about

to proceed against the Sethupathi, called for the said Bettalu Na-

yaker, and gave him orders to construct, with his people, a bridge at

the straits of Pamban ; which bridge was built with great labour, so that

the entire army passed over to the island of Ramesvaram, and, the

Sethupathi being conquered, Bettalu Nayaker received honorable

notice for the great trouble which had fallen to his share. He ruled 50

years..

3 n 2
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The 10th, Bommalu Nayakeb, younger brother of the preceding,

ruled thirty years, paying 300 chacrams as tribute. His son Macala

Nayaker, was called on to attend Choka Natha Nayakeb in the

war against Vijaya Raghava of Tanjore ; and received a front wound

in that war. He ruled 25 years, paying 300 chacrams. The 12th in

succession was Bettalu Nayaker, who ruled 24 years, paying 300

chacrams ; 13th, Bommalu Nayaker ruled 27 years, paid 500 chac-

rams ; 14th, Bettalu Nayaker ruled 13 years, paid 500 chacrams.

This tribute was paid to Meer sahib.

15th, Bettalu Nayaker » 5

16th, Bommalu- Nayaker was his younger brother. In the time of

Syed sahib he paid 700 chacrams. In the time of Commissioner

McLeod an additional hundred was imposed ; in all 800 chacrams. In

the time of Mr. Wynch the same. In the time of Mr. Hurdis the same.

After the measurement by survey the tribute was raised to one thou-

sand two hundred and fifty-six chacrams. The country in consequence

becoming ruined he sold his personal effects, the proceeds of which

were paid into the court of the collector, Mr. George Parish. He
ruled 40 years. The 17th in succession, is myself Chinnala Naya-

ker, and paying my tribute into the treasury of the collector Mr.

Rous Peter, I continue to obey the orders of the Honorable Company.

Section 3.

—

Account ofthe zemindars of Tavasimadu, in the Dindi-

gul district.

(Copied from a palm-leaf manuscript.)

Before our ancestors came to the possession of this Pdlliyam (feudal

estate) they were resident in the province of Gooty. In consequence

of the Muhammadans demanding our women, we abandoned jewels and

other property, and came to the Pandiya country in the south. Being

impeded by a deep and rapid river, we applied to our gods, when a

punga* tree was caused to incline over the river, so as to enable us by

its means to cross over to the southern side. Being followed by the

Muhammadans to whom we had refused to give wives, the tree, before

they came up, recovered its usual position, so that being unable to cross

the river, they returned. The whole of the emigrating body proceeded

till they came to a small hill, to the north-west of Madura ; at the

foot of which they took up their encampment. Chotala Nayak the

head-man, placed a light (in token of divine homage) and continued

day and night in severe penance ; directed to his tutelary god. The

latter visibly appeared, and directed him, as the reward of his penance,

* Caja galedupa, Rumphius. Daibergia arborea, Willd. Kurrunja, Sam.
Ainslie.—Mat. Med. Ind.
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to clear the country around ; to take it in possession, and to build a town

on the spot, where he had performed penance, to be called in comme-
moration of that penance, Tavasu-medu (or the hill of penance).

Subsequently during the disagreement between Nagama Nayaksb and

Chandra Segara Pandiyan, the former, while proceeding by way of

Dindigul towards Pyney to visit the shrine at the latter place, was

taken ill ; in consequence of which it occurred to him, that if he called

the aforesaid penitential head-man, this person would be able to cure

the disease. Being sent for, he came ; and, putting Viputhi (or sacred

ashes) upon the patient, cured him. In consequence Nagama Naya-

ker gave him permission to clear away land, build a town, and call

the place Tavasu-madu, therewith dismissing him. At a subsequent

period when Visvanatha Nayaker and Ariya Natha Muthaliar

went to fight against Kayattattur, they called Chotala Nayak and he

was appointed to guard the viceroy's tent. Chotala Nayak fell in the

battle. The second chief, son of the former, was named Raghu Rama
Chotala Nayak. He ruled 42 years. The third son of the last, and

bearing the same name, had charge of one of the bastions of the fort of

Madura, and ruled 49 years ; 4th, of the same name ruled 50 years ;

5th, same name, 2 years ; 6th, Pona Sami Chotala Nayak, 10 years ;

7th, Raghu Rama Chotala Nayak son of the last, was called upon to

accompany Rama Paiyan in the war against the Sethupathi, during

the time of Tirumala Nayaker of Madura ; and on the return from

that expedition, was dismissed with presents. He ruled 42 years.

8th, Chotala Nayaker ruled 40 years; 9th, Raghu Rama Chotala

Nayak a was called upon to guard the tent, and to accompany the expe-

dition against Tanjore ; from which returning victorious he was dis-

missed with presents ; while obeying orders from Madura he ruled 45

years; 10th, Chotala Nayaker, 33 years ; 11th, Raghu Rama Cho-

tala Nayaker 30 years ; 1 2th, same name, 19 years.

The whole of the preceding twelve were sons in direct succession.

With the mention of the name and rule of the twelfth, the writing ab-

ruptly concludes.

Section 4.

—

Account of the zemindars of Paitiya pa Nayaker, of

Dindigul district.

Our ancestors were of the Penchai district. In Sal. Sac. 1S57,

Cal. yug. 4536. Wali sahib, the officer of the Delhi padshah, invad-

ed the rayer's capital. Vallala Maki Nayaker was summoned
;

and going against the invaders, returned victorious ; on which account,

the rayer being pleased with his services, gave various honorary dis-

tinctions and villages in the south. Pie fought with the Vedars and
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Kallars of those districts ; and put them to the edge of the sword. He
ruled there 33 years. His son was named Lakaman Nayaker, who
ruled 42 years. Vellala Maki Nayaker, 15 years. This same

person went to Madura, and had an interview with Chandra Segara

Pandiyan, when his tribute was settled at one hundred chacrams. It

is then again added that he ruled 19 years, but his son is most proba-

bly intended. His son was Cama Nayaken. His son was Yettama

Nayaken, who ruled 23 years. His son was Palliyapa Nayaken
who paid 100 chacrams, and ruled 41 years. This chief built a mud
fort, also a Vaishnava fane, and a porch to Ganesa. His son was

Canacula Nayaker, who built an aqueduct for the better irrigation

of the lands of several villages, and ruled 38 years. His son was

Cottama Nayaker, who at the time when Visvanatha Nayaker,

the son of Cottama Nagama Nayaker, came to the government of

Madura, went thither and had an interview with that viceroy; at

which interview the yearly revenue was settled at 200 chacrams, and

Cottama Nayaker returning to Allipuram ruled 38 years. His

son was Palliyapa Nayaker. His neighbours, Ammiyapa Naya-

ker, and Vali Kondama Nayaker, wrested from him two villages ; the

former took Vechandiyur, the other took Chettiyampatti, with its re-

servoirs of water. Palliyapa Nayaker paid 200 chacrams as tri-

bute, and ruled 41 years. His son was Chacala Nayaker. A
famine arose, in consequence of which the whole tribe took refuge with

the Virupacshi Poligar. He had before wrested from them some vil-

lages, and they pledged to him Allinagaram for sixty calams of millet,

which they were subsequently disposed to repay, requesting that place

to be restored to them ; which request was refused ; Chacala

Nayaker ruled 21 years. His son was Anavara Nayaker, who

paid his tribute of 200 chacrams, and ruled 27 years. His son was

Bodi Nayaker, who made several improvements for the better irriga-

tion of the villages of his district. In the time of Vencata rayer he

went to an interview with that chief at Dindigul ; and he was there

required to pay 300 chacrams as tribute ; he ruled 45 years. His

son was Bommalu Nayaker, who paid the same tribute to the same

place, and ruled 41 years. His son was Canchi Varaua Nayaker?

who paid his tribute, and ruled 41 years. His son was Chacala

Nayaker. Meer sahib then ruled at Dindigul, and raised the tribute

to 700 chacrams. When Syed sahib ruled, he raised the tribute to on^

thousand chacrams. Chacala Naya ker ruled 39 years. His son

Palliyapa Nayaker succeeded, paid the same extent of tribute, and

ruled 25 years. The Dindigul province having come under the govern-
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ment of the Honorable Company, the aforesaid tribute of 1000 chac-

rams was paid during- the collectorships of Messrs. McLeod, Rankin,

andWYNCH. In the time of Mr. Hurdis the same. "In the Nala

year I paid 700, and being unable to pay the other 300 my district

was assumed; and Mr. Hurdis protected me, by giving me an allow-

ance of sixty rupees monthly." The lands were surveyed by measure-

ment ; and it would appear as if a committee investigated the subject in

the time of Mr. Parish, adjusting the tribute at the rate of 561 chac-

rams. The account is written by the grandson of the beforementioned

Palljyapa Nayakkr, bearing the same name. He dates his acces-

sion in Fusly 1221 ; with the mention of which date the writing con-

cludes.

Section 5.

—

Account of the zemindars of Succampatti, in the Dindi-

gul province.

(Copied from a palm-leaf manuscript.)

The same origin from the north, the founder of the race served with

Visvanatha Nayak against the Muhammadans, and was sent down

to the Pandiyan country. One of the chiefs fell in the struggle

against an illegitimate son of the Pandiyan. On this war there are

some things in the document worth consulting. The war against the

Sethupalhi, and against Tanjore are also noticed. For the rest the

minute details much resemble the preceding.

Section 6.

—

Account of the zemindar of Ammaiya Nayak palliyam, in

Dindigul district.

This account is copied, it is stated, from records writen on copper,

and carefully preserved by the family. It indicates a like origin with the

other preceding chiefs from the north, and has much minuteness of de-

tail concerning the different chiefs, and some notice of the discovery of

an image, and founding of a fane, whence the chief derived his title. For

the rest the account does not contain the mention of new or command-

ing events.

Section 7.

—

Account of the race of Copaiya Nayak, zemindar in

the Dindigul district.

The origin from the north ; they were sent to the south to assist in

collecting the rayer's tribute, they were established in the town named

after Copaiya Nayak, by Visvanatha Nayaker, and had charge of

one of the bastions of the Madura fort. Like the preceding they came

under the Mysore government, after the Mysore conquest of Dindigul

province. There is however nothing special added to the details of

leading events before given.
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Section 8.

—

Account of the race o/'Culapa Nayak, zemind.tr of
Nila-cottai in the Dindigul district.

The account commences with the summons of the rayer, given by

sending round red garments, to raise troops to resist the Muhamma-
dans. The repulse of the first hostile manifestations of the Muham-
madans induced the rayer to present the founder of this race with va-

rious honors and to send him down to the south. He represented that

the country was so wild, and unsettled, that he wished to have it for ten

years free of tribute. The assumption of the Pandiya kingdom, the

war against Kayattatur, where the five illegitimates ons of the Pandi-

yan were conquered, appear as before. The 13th chief, Culapa Na'gama

Nayaker, was an author; and composed the moral work entitled

Viraviduddthu, (said to have been printed by a native at Madras.)

Conquest of Dindigul province by Hydsr Ali mentioned. Nothing

else very particular ; except the assumption of the Palliyam.

Section 9.

—

Account of Carupa Tambiran, zemindar ofCottai Kddu
6-duccam, in the Dindigul province.

This palliyam (or feudal estate), had its origin at a somewhat later

date than the preceding ones ; and was founded by a Tambiran, or one

of the class of ascetics. The account is very destitute of incident. It

is illustrative of opinions, and manners.

Section 10.

—

Account of the race of Bodi Nayak, of the Dindigul

province.

The account commences with the destruction of Vijayanagara, by

the Muhammadans, when the ancestors of this race fled towards the

south. The first of the race purchased his estate from an ascetic, who

had before held it by a grant from one of the earlier Pandiya kings.

In the reference made to the former possessor there would appear to be

some illustration of the hog-hunting, which figures in the Madura

St'hala puronum, as attended with important consequences. Nothing

very special appears in the subsequent history of the various chiefs, or

possessors of the estate.

A petition to the Honorable Company to repair a certain annicut (or

water-course) follows, of no permanent consequence.

There is a copy of an inscription commemorating a grant of land from

one Condama Nayak to a Brahman. Also copy of another inscrip-

tion commemorating a gift of land by Appaiya Nayaker, a poligar, to

a female slave of a Vaishnava fane. These three last documents are

not reckoned in the list of contents of the book ; and seem to have been

pasted in after the book had been bound up.
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Section 11.

—

Account of Periya Muttho Samiya Nayaker, of the

Devaram palliyam, in the Dindigul district.

The Mahratta did not pay tribute to the padshah, when the latter di-

rected the ancestor of this poligar to go against the Mahratta ; and, as

the doing so was attended with success, the padshah rewarded the

chief with honors and distinctions. The padshah pas-sing one day near

the latter's residence, demanded one of the females of the tribe in mar-

riage ; threatening to take away the same person by force if refused.

An evasive answer was given; and the account abruptly breaks off.

The inference is that the tribe fled to the south, to get away from the

Muhammadans, as mentioned (Section 3rd) in the account of a forego-

ing chief.

Section 12.— The local legend of thejane of Comba-palliya-patta) in

the Coimhatoreprovince.

A legendary account of a fane to which at first a Sudra was hiero-

phant ; but which acquiring celebrity, from some alleged cures of people

who had been blind, obtained afterwards a Brahman as officiating cere-

monialist. Except as illustrating native manners, and opinions, the

section has no special value.

Section 13.— The local legend of the fane ©^Ranga Nayaker, in the

Devaramfeudal estate*

A peasant struck against a stone, while going on his work, and fell

;

on which being angry he was going to break the same, by which means

it was discovered to be an emblem of Vishnu ; and, a fane being built

over the stone, it became in some degree celebrated ; but falling into

decay, at the prayer of some devotee for rain, a form appeared saying,

that if the shrine were honored as it used to be then there would be rain.

Nothing further is added.

An account of Choli mali-alogarfane, in the Devaramfeudal estate.

A boy, of the ordinary people, named Carupen, was frightened and

chased by a spectre ; which circumstance he narrated to the village peo-

ple ; who, recognizing the spectre to be an appearance of Alagar

(Vishnu), came and saw the place, and afterwards built a fane in com-

memoration of that appearance.

Section 14.

—

Account of thefane of Kaldtesvarer in Uttama-palliyam

of the Dindigul district

'A person had been accustomed to go as far as Calastri on pilgrimage

;

but, one day a form appeared, and told him it was not needful to take

3 o
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so much pains in going so far ; that underneath a tree, pointed out, there

was a form of the same god, which could be there worshipped. A fane

was built there ; which a trader afterwards enriched by a considerable

donation, and it was enlarged and ornamented.

Section 15.

—

Account of the differentfanes in the Uttamam-pdlliyapet

district.

It was anciently a teak forest, visited by the five Pdndavas, and by

them considered to be an excellent country ; whence the term Uttamam

signifying " excellence." There follows some other matter, concerning

Nila-Candesvara fane, so evidently fabulous as not to merit much at-

tention.

Copy ofan inscription on thefane of Callatesvarer in Uttama-palliyam.

It is dated in the reign of Mangamal of Madura in the Call yuga

year 4794, and in Sal. Sac. 1415. (In the latter date there is an error,

the figure of 4 must on the inscription itself be 6 ; as appears both by the

Jmown period of Mangamal's rule, and the date of the Cali yuga era

which is correct; we must by consequence read Sal. Sac. 1615.) It

commemorates a gift of land, to the fane ; and is of no importance, as

belonging to so recent a period.

Copy of an inscription on copperplate in the same fane.

Dated Sal. Sac. 1655 in the time of Bangara Tibumala Nayaker.

It commemorates a gift of two pieces of land, to the said fane, in perpe-

tuity ; and those who pervert the gift, from the fane, are threatened

with the severest visitation for the crime.

The Sfhala purana of Pulavinesvarer svdmi.

The legend is very brief ; among other things it appears that, the

images having been destroyed, the god appeared in a vision to a ruler,

and said that next day an ark would float down the stream, in which

would be found a female image, which must be consecrated, and placed

in the shrine. The box came down the river, having a female image,

with some citrons and other fruits ; and the consecration took place.

The names of Vira Pdndiyan, and of Vicrama Pdndiyan, appear in the

legend, but both names may be merely titular. No mention of any

date o jcurs.

Memorandum of a gift of an agrahdram (or Brahman almshouse)

made by one named Narasapaiyer. The place was called Narasapa
bhupdla Samudram. The recorded documents perished by fire.

J
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Legend of the SuraVhi river.

In consequence of the penance of an ascetic, Siva came to the wil-

derness, where the said ascetic resided ; who, asking that a river might

be caused to flow through that wilderness, Siva directed Surab'hi (or

CdmadhenuJ, the cow of the gods, to be metamorphosed into this river •

which accordingly took place. Certain marvels occur there ; and the

beating of drums, and sound of other musical instruments, are heard

there at midnight. As the river flows from a rock, so any thing which

falls into it becomes petrified.

Legend of the village called Camban.

A man selling bracelets passed by an ant-hillock at this place, where

a female stood, who asked him to aiiix a pair of bracelets ; while doing

so, two other arms appeared, on which two other bracelets were placed

;

and she directed him to go, and get paid by Paracrama Pa'ndiyan
;

who not only complied, but built a shrine over the spot, where the god-

dess had appeared. In later days a poligar built a town near the place

;

and, at a still later period, Kothai Verma raja built a town, and a

fort, in the neighbourhood.

Legend of a place, where a fair, or general market of commodities,

used to be held, but long since disused. It is to the south of the last

mentioned town called Cambam, and south of the river Surab'hi. The

legend amounts to little, or nothing ; but the situation, on the borders

of the ancient Pandiya, and Chera, countries, throws a feeble gleam of

light on the extensive commerce which anciently took place between

those countries ; encouraged by the intercourse of European traders

with the western coast.

Legend of Pashu-mali, or the Cow-mountain.

A cow-herd, not finding food for his cattle, drove them to the foot

of this hill, and then ascending it, chose a cool station for rest : one

cow strayed a long way from the herd, and at a forest-pool met a hun-

gry tiger. The cow pleaded, that it wanted to go and suckle its calf, and,

after the security of an oath that it would return, the tiger permitted

it to go. The cow went for its calf, and met a snake by the way, to

whom it told the tale ; it then brought its calf, and the snake to the

tiger, but the tiger, struck with such a display of veracity, refused the

meal. The cow remonstrated, in vain. At length Siva came, disguis-

ed as a Brahman, when the cow ran at him ; but, evading, he disap-

peared; and returning with Parvati, and the thirty-three crores of ce-

lestials, he gave beatitude to the cow, to its calf, and to the snake. The

mountain acquired the name of Pashu-mali. (This inane legend is

3 o 2
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sither purely such, tasking credulity to the utmost ; or else it is a fable,

couching some other circumstances under the veil of symbols, but if so

there is no clue to the precise meaning.)

Copy ofan Inscription on thefane of Kudal Alagiya Perumal, in the

Dindigul district.

Dated in S. S. 1591, Collam era 844 ;
gift of land, by one named

Kulasegara Perumal ; with a strict injunction, that the gift be not

perverted to any other use, than the service of the said fane.

End of Book, No. 5, C. M. 759.

General Remark. It was not my intention to take up the accounts

of southern poligars, or local legends, at so early a period, but this book

was found to be in so pitiable a plight, from the paleness of ink, and de-

struction effected by insects, that I gave it to a copyist, quite uncertain

whether he could effect its restoration. This has however been accom-

plished ; the sense being generally preserved ; though with occasional

breaks, of no great consequence.

The accounts of the southern poligars (of which the present may be

accepted as a specimen, out of many more) are useful ; chiefly in giving

a great variety of details, as to the subversion of the old Pdndiyan dy-

nasty, by the power of the rayer of Vijayunagaram, and the subsequent

events of the northern rule at Madura,

The local legends, herein contained, exhibit a state of society such as

we should not imagine, without such testimonials. The precise nation-

al character, at any given period, can however only be certainly known

by such documents.

Manuscript JBook, N'o. 21. Countermark 775.

Abridged accoumt ofthe Vedas, $astras, Puranas, various temples,

and books ofgeneral literature.

1. The four Vedas and connected books. The Mimansa, and later

Vedanta books.

2. The Upanishadas, 32 in number; summary explanations of

their contents, including the designation of the four leading divisions of

castes among the Hindus.

3. Law treatises on the Manu-niti books of eighteen authors enu-

merated, some of them of great antiquity.

4. The eighteen Puranas, the names specified ; distinguished into

S-aiva, and Vaishnava kinds.

A concise indication of the general nature of their contents.
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5. The eighteen Upa-puranas, the names of them are given. The
general nature of the contents is specified.

6. The Bdratham, the Rdmdyanum, and some other books, contents

explained; the matter of some of them is censured, as tending to

bewilder mens' minds, and sink them into gross sensuality.

Notice of some books connected with the life of Crishna ; the ad-

ventures of Nala, and other books, of the kind of poetical, or extrava-

gant, romance.

7. The Ndtaga works, or dramas.

8. The Jambu class of books, or abstracts of ancient and extensive

compositions ; the said epitomes having been made by Cali-dasa, and

other poets or learned men ; and being adapted to aid as a guide to an

outline acquaintance with the originals.

9. The Bdna class of books.

These are explained to be erotic treatises, teaching the art of fasci-

nating the eye ; according to the common fable of arrows.

10. Upa-jdnna, books of adventures ; these describe the great suf-

ferings of certain personages, and the happiness which followed. They

refer to Harischandra ; Nala ; Cusala, son of Rama ; and Sita,

wife of Rama.

] 1 . The Nigandas ; seven are mentioned. They are of the diction-

ary kind, containing works with synonimes or explanations.

12. The Rdmdyanas, or various Tamil versions of this poem ; four

are mentioned.

13. The Bdrathams, or versions of the Mahdhhdrata ; various other

tales, fables, and the like kind of works.

14. Books peculiar to the Vaishnava system ; a considerable list of

these is given, thirty-eight in number ; several of them have the word

mystery added to the specific name. Accordingly to the explanation,

they relate to the spiritual interpretation of the symbols employed by

the sect, or to th& esoteric doctrines, and much of the contents apper-

tain to a future state of being.

15. The Vedanta-sastras.

The Purva mimansa of Jaimini : comments of Battacharya,

Vbyasa, Sancaracharya, and some others.

16. The Jyotisha system, or astrological works.

These blend, what we term astronomy and astrology together ; they

are ascribed to eighteen rishis, whose names were probably attached to

them by later writers. The amount of the whole is stated at four lacs

of slocas or four hundred thousand poetical stanzas, in the Grantha, or

Prakrit, of the south.
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17. Epitomes of the foregoing systems.

18. The Calijndna systems.

These relate chiefly to magic ; with a few exceptions such as the Ba-

ratha sastra relating to dancing, and such as relate to ceremonies.

Others profess to teach such arts as flying in the air. Stupifying ene-

mies, casting arrows, neutralizing the effects of fire, and a variety of

similar matters ; the total amounts to sixty-four kinds of such arts.

19. St'hala puranas of the Chola-desam.

Forty-six of these are mentioned, relating to various places, within

the twenty-four Kddams, or yojanas of the Chola country ; of which the

boundaries are mentioned in the explanation ; and which country is

usually estimated at two hundred and forty square miles.

20. Names of fanes in the Pdndiya country, eighteen of these are

mentioned, each of them having its local puranam.

21. Local puranam of the hill country.

One only is specified.

22. Fanes in the Chera country.

Fourteen are mentioned, each having its local legend of marvellous

circumstances.

23. Fanes of the middle country.

Two are specified, with their puranas.

24. Fanes of the Tonda country.

Conjeveram and other fanes, to the number of thirty-seven, are enu-

merated, with their puranas.

25. Local puranas of the north country.

Ayodhya is the chief ; and, connected with it, eight others are enu-

merated.

26. Miscellaneous puranas.

Eleven are mentioned ; it being added, that there are many more.

27. Miscellaneous Tamil books.

A very long list of these books is given forming a useful index, in

connexion with the brief explanation of each which is attached : of

course the value of these works is not uniform. The particular sec-

tion of dramas is here noticed, because the list contains several which

are formed on events mentioned in the Christian scriptures, and which

are supposed to be the productions of Roman Catholics. The list of

"medical books is somewhat full. To the mention oiSaiva works some-

thing expressive of condemnation is usually added.

28. Grammatical works.

Thirteen of these are mentioned ; of which in particular the Nannul,

Tolcdpiam, and Tonnitl are well known.
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29. Another list of astrological works.

The former list was of Grant'ha books ; this of works in Tamil.

Twenty-one are specified.

30. Miscellaneous arts, mechanics, building, &c.

Art of constructing forts, houses, fanes, of settling a village, naviga-

tion, and a variety of other similar things ; enumerated as taught in

thirty-six works, the names of which are given.

31. Local puranas of Saiva fanes. Sixty-three of these are speci-

fied ; they are to the north of the Cdveri.

32. Fanes on the south bank of the Cdveri river.

One hundred and twenty-seven are enumerated, each having its Sf-

hala puranam, of which, in the brief explanation, some mention of the

origin is given ; but without specification as to each particular legend.

33. St'hala purdnams of the Pandiya country. Fourteen of these

are mentioned.

34. Hill country.—One puranam.

35. Cdnga ndd, local legends.—Seven are enumerated.

36. The fanes in the middle country. Twenty-two, with each one

its legend, are enumerated ; the productions of Appar, Suntaker and

Ma'nicavasacar.

37. The legends of fanes in the Tonda country : thirty-two are enu-

merated.

38. Irza ndd, local legends.

By Irza ndd here seems to be meant Ceylon, as the puranam is said

to describe the Candi desa, surrounded by the sea.

39. Local legends of the north country.

Five are mentioned, Kailasa being included.

40. Names of Stfhala puranas of the Tuluva country.

Gokernam is alone mentioned.

The total of Saiva fanes, and legends, is here stated to be two hun-

dred and seventy-four.

41 . The A'gama sdstras.

The 28 Saiva dgamas ; the names are given ; but, though a general

indication of the subjects is added- yet for fuller information a reference

is made to brahmans versed in those books.

42. Summary or recapitulation.

The contents of this summary form a rather interesting synopsis of

the various religious systems and some of their peculiarities, within

the extensive country usually denominated India.

43. Total of the books before mentioned.

A few further remarks on the distinctive classification of the various

books contained in the preceding enumeration.
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Observntion, The foregoing is a sort of catalogue raisonnfe, although

not in logical method. The preparation of it must have demanded

considerable pains and care. I imagine that several persons must have

been engaged in its arrangement. The language is neat and correct,

wherever there is detail or explanation. Altogether it seems to be a

valuable document for occasional reference. It was written on country

paper, completely eaten through by termites, causing distinct perfora-

tions ; so as to leave some words irrecoverable or doubtful. It has

however been restored with sufficient, and satisfactory, accuracy. A
full translation might be desirable, as being adapted to present the

learned in Europe, or elsewhere, with a more complete view of the pre-

cise nature of native literature in the Tamil country, than could else-

where be obtained ; and certainly, such as no European could prepare.

Manuscript JBooTc, No. 16. Countermark (not legible.)

Section 1.

—

A Malayalam book, containing an account ofKerala desam>

translated into Tamil.

This book is the Kerala Utpatti translated, as noted at the end of

the document, from the Maliyalam MS. of the late Mr. Ellis. On
comparison with the copy of the original Kerala Utpatti, in this collec-

tion, it was found that the translation was begun, not at the commence-

ment, but farther on ; the omitted portion being appended at the close.

The translation also diners, a little in a few places, from the original

;

intimating some small differences in the two copies of the original. The

book (No. 16,) containing this translation, being in a greatly injured

state, arising, not as usual from insects, but from having seemingly been

exposed to damage from sea water, it claimed attention, if from this

cause alone. In consequence the whole has been re-copied ; and at the

same time the proper order of the translation restored.

Section 2.

—

A copy from an original manuscript in the possession of the

Lady of Cannanore in the Malayala country.

It is (improperly) styled the Kerala Ulpatti.

Subsequent to a certain flood, and in the Call yuga era 3491, the

Kerala raja was crowned, at twenty-five years of age ; and he ruled

sixty-three years. A list of fifteen kings, and the period of each one's

rule is given. A prophecy of an astrologer is then introduced, in-

timating that evil days to the Kerala country would come ; foreigners

would rule; the king would turn Muhammadan; and the country

adopt that religion. The birth of the child, through whom these

changes were to happen is then particularly adverted to, being the
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Cheruman Perumal who went to Mecca. He was 40 years old

when he went away ; and his instructions, to be observed durin^ his

absence, are stated. He died on the return ; only his companion reach-

ed Kerala, who turned the family of Cheruman Perumal to the

Muhammadan faith ; and styled the son of the late king, Sultan Mu-
hammad All This was in Hegira 64. A list of descendants follows

with Muhammadan names, sixteen in number, and then two female rulers-

Certain feringhis (foreigners) came in the year 359 (Hegira supposed),

and fought with the Muhammadans, in the Maldive islands, turning some

of the people to the foreign religion ; in consequence of which, aid was

sought by the Muhammadans ; the leading men among whom came to

Cannanore in a dhoney, and an agreement being ratified, and recorded

on copper-plates, aid was sent ; the foreigners were extirpated, and the

power restored to the Muhammadans. They were subject to the Can-

nanore rulers ; but one or two among the island chiefs assumed inde-

pendence, leading to wars and interventions. This notice of the Maldives

is introduced as belonging to the time of Isar Bokhar in the year

455. The list of kings, down to the second of the two female

sovereigns, was before given.

Remark,—This is the most plain, matter of fact, document regard-

ing the Malayalam country which I have as yet met with. The

appended statement concerning the Maldives is exceedingly curious. It

seems to me that the whole document, which is but brief, claims full

translation ; as offering matter proper to be compared with other docu-

ments, concerning Malayalam, wherebygeneral results may be dedu-

ced.

B. MALAYALAM.
Book No. 3. Countermark 896.

Section 1.

—

Chronological notice of Malayalam, containing the dates

o/Xrishna, of the Pandavas, and o/Cheruman Perumal.

Crishna was incarnate and nourished on earth for 107 years. He
lived during 94 years of the close of the Dwdpara yuga, the remainder

in the Cali yuga, and was contemporary with some other connected

persons, such as Dherma Raja, and Arjuna: about the same time

was the era of the great war. Various dates are given connected with

the close of the Dwdpara, and beginning of the Cali yuga. In the

distress which followed the great war, a brahman came to Crishna

and Arjuna, and complained of the loss of his nine children. Crishna

was silent, but Arjuna, on learning that the brahman's wife was preg

3 p
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nant, guaranteed the life of the child, even if necessary by himself

entering the fire, as a sacrifice to Yama, to save the life of the child.

Crishna rebuked Arjuna for so rash a promise, and took him to

Vaican€ha> where the nine children of the brahman were found to be

comfortably seated on the lap of Lacshmi. They were brought back

to earth, on a celestial car ; and the place where this descended, called

Tiruponutara (near to Cochin) was afterwards set apart as a holy

place, in the fifty-first day of the Cali yuga. Chrishna died in the

eleventh year of the Call yuga ; D'herma Raja died also in that year ;

with a difference between the two periods of only 25 days. In the

year 148 Padma ntiba svdmi was established. (This is the image

worshipped in the capital of Travancore.J Subsequently in the year

3444 Cherumal Perumal flourished at Tivuvangi-culam (A. D. 342).

He distributed the country under various chiefs, and gave the official

emblems of office. He died in 3508 (A. D. 406). The arrival of a

foreigner at Collam (Quilon) is noted in the 425th year of the Collam

era (A. D. 1249). Tirumala dever svami, was established at Cochin in

C. E. 469. In C. E. 971 (A. D. 1795), the Vetta raja was killed by

foreigners, the Landa-para, (apparently designating the English.)

Remark.—This short paper seems to merit a full translation.

Section 2.

—

Account of the modes of hunting hi the Malayala country.

There are three modes, one that of Arjuna, one that of Ayyapen t

one that of Cdttala (or foresters). The various descriptions of people

requisite to hunting specified. Certain hunting phrases explained, and>

terms which, as signals, designate the nature of the animal to be pur-

sued, and the number. Six other kinds of hunting are afterwards spe-

cified. Mythology, and a visit to heaven to fetch down four images

thence, mingled with the other matter.

Remark.—To some this section would be curious, and interesting
;

it is however of no further use than to aid in describing manners and

customs.

Section 3.

—

Account of agriculture in Kerala desam.

Invocations to Rama and Ganesa. The people of the land address-

ing Parasu Rama stated that, though the land was fertile, yet that

they knew not how to cultivate it. He in consequence is represented

as giving them instructions how to proceed. The first part relates to

preparation of the ground, care of oxen, and qualifications of the cul-

tivator, who must not eat flesh, nor use intoxicating liquors, nor allow

himself indulgence in sleep ; with various other details. The second

part is put into the mouth of a rishi, as deputed by Parasu Rama..
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It relates to choice of seed, and propitious time for sowing, in well

ploughed ground, by oxen well fed, near to places where there are

many inhabitants and where water can be obtained, as without water

the best labours will be fruitless. Other connected details.

The third part relates to manure by decayed skins, ashes, dung and

the like. The rainy season when water descends in torrents from the

mountains, to be attended to, and the streams collected into reservoirs.

The planting and cultivation of rice. The planting of cocoanut trees,

areca, palms, pepper, vines, and other trees, as productive of great

advantages. These, and similar matters, are given in detail.

The fourth part refers to the following topics. Times of beginning

agricultural labours, on reference to astrological configurations. Time

of harvest ; rules as to the choice of horses, bullocks, and other cattle,

in the purchasing of them, and modes of managing or taking care of

them so as to become most useful for agricultural purposes.

The four parts are in poetical language. They form a kind of brief

georgics ; not well capable of being abstracted. This paper on agri-

culture in full, might be interesting to the curious ; and would be re-

quisite in any general description of the Malayala country.

Section 4.

—

Regulations, for laws of the Kerala-desa,)

Discrimination between the person of integrity, and one devoid of

truth. Qualifications for good government, and for exercising the offi-

ces of a statesman. The duty of a king to protect the four classes of

the people or the brahmans, military, merchants, and cultivators.

Local customs, and subdivisions of people. One who abuses a

brahman is to have his tongue cut out. The distance to be observed

by a Sudra in approaching higher classes ; different classes of Sudras

having different measures of distance assigned to them ; rules of debtors 9

loans and interest : modes of recovery in case of dishonesty. Recom-

mendation not to go to law ; but to refer the case to brahmans or other

special arbitrators.

Laws of marriage. A brahman may marry four wives, and of each

of the inferior classes in order, without crime. Law of bonds for debt,

which hold good for only twelve years ; and after that period must be

renewed in order to be valid. Laws for regulating the forming of

lands, and settling disputes which may arise thereupon, which subject

closes the document.

Remark,—This paper seems to be of some importance, towards any

just explanation of the great peculiarities that obtain in the Malayala

country.

3 p 2
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Section 5.— Original account ofKerala desa.

This is the Kerala Ulpatti in the Malayala language, before ab-

stracted ; see first report Art. C. and restored MSS. vol. 1. C.

Section 6.

—

Biographical notice of Sancaracharya.

This notice is written in the Malayala character, and in the San-

skrit language.

It contains an account of the birth, education, and subsequent pro-

ceedings of Sancaracharya, the great disputant; the opponent of

Rama nu j a ; and founder of the Adwita brahmans ; whose leading

tenet is that the deity and the human soul are not two things, but one

and the same. This account is written in a series of Sanskrit slocas,

or stanzas. There are other documents in this collection, concerning

this polemical champion, better fitted for abstracting than inflated poe-

try. This paper has received attention in a few places, where the

great paleness of the writing indicated the need of restoration. All the

remainder is in a very good state of preservation.

Section 7.

—

Memorandum ofMaliyalam books.

This is a brief list of books illustrating the history or manners of the

Malayalam country, with an indication as to the persons in whose

hands they may be found, one of the works referred to, is contained in

this collection, in a Tamil translation, being the document from Canna-

nore, noted at the close of the foregoing Tamil manuscripts. There is

also mention of the various rajas, or chiefs, in Malayalam at the time

when the document was written.

Section 8.

—

Regulations of the Malayala country, relating to laws

and manners.

This section is headed Vivahdra Samudra, and is a Sanskrit ver-

sion, in Malayala characters, of the same general subjects as those

treated of in section 4. That section is in plain and ordinary language;

but this is in verse, and diners a little from the other ; but in so far

as rules or laws are concerned, not to any material degree. Each sldca

has an interlined Tamil translation ; apparently made with a view of

aiding the late Mr. Ellis in his inquiries, since the document bears a

note, that a copy of it was transmitted to him. The document has

been restored, and may form a useful record for the sake of reference.

Section 9

—

Account of the tribe of Mdpalamar, at Panniyur village,

in Malayalam,

Answer to an inquiry by the collector in 1812, concerning the ori-

gin of the Muhammadans in Malayalam,
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The writer, Jain Uddin Mahud, in reply states, that in the time

of Cheruman Perumal a ship came from another country in which

were Jews and Nazarenes, (Christians,) together with their families,

who were permitted to settle ; that a second ship came from Arabia,

bringing Muhammadans, among whom was a sheikh, and that Che-
ruman Perumal inquired from him much concerning the religion and

customs of the Muhammadans; that Cheruman Perumal became a

Mussalman, and after making over his dominions to his relatives and

others, left the country ; that a ship being provided, he went with the.

sheikh by sea, the ship touching at various places ; and, at length, at

Mecca. It is added that the king, residing there some time, studied

various books ; and then came back, bringing with him several teachers.

His health was not good ; and he in consequence charged those to

whom he had delivered over his power to receive and propagate the

Muhammadan religion. After his death the Muhammadan system was

disseminated in some places, and mosques were built.

Answer to the question, what are the peculiar manners and customs

of the same people as now naturalized in the country,

-The reply adverts to the cultivation of pepper, and trade in that

article, originally carried on by this people. Three feringhi ships

came to Calicut for the purpose of trading. The feringhis began

to form plantations, and to monopolize the pepper trade, demanding a

recognition of the supremacy of their flag, and allowing no vessels to

trade^ except such as carried a license from themselves. Under these

circumstances application was made to the Sultan of Roum (Constanti-

nople ?) in consequence of which three Arab vessels armed, were des-

patched. Disputes and fighting with theferinghi people followed ; the

result of which was that the Mdpalas had greater facilities for com-

merce than for a time had been allowed them.

In Hegira 904, (A. D. 1489-10,) a great man of their tribe came

from Arabia ; and being on good terms with the Calicut raja, he re-

quested and obtained leave to build additional mosques in the country.

These buildings were erected, and the people, together with their reli-

gion, flourished.

At a later period the padshah took the country, and distinguished

these people, as being Muhammadan, with favors and privileges.

But from the time when the English acquired power in the country,

their privileges had not continued, and they were consequently aggrieved.

Connected with Pondni-nagara, there are sixteen mosques ; for the

maintenance of lights and other matters in which the sirkar allows

nothing.
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The writer closes with some brief mention of his ancestors and

himself, from which it appears that they and he had been hereditary

chiefs of the Mapalas.

Section 10.

—

Account from Yogiyar (or religious ascetics), at the

village of Alipudumbu, in Malayalam,

The ascetics of the said village address Mr. Baber, who had direct-

ed certain queries to them, and after briefly adverting to the formation

of the country, the location of brahmans in sixty-four villages, the

choice of a king, and privileges of the Namburi brahmans, they pro-

ceed to state, in answer to an inquiry, as to ancient bool.s, that the

Kerala Ulpatti exists in the common language, and that a copy of the

work in Sanskrit may be found at Codangnur,
( Cranganore ?J In

reply to another inquiry they state, that there are no inscriptions on

stone remaining; to another reply as to events subsequent to Parasu

Rama, they state that Parasu Rama formed the country and located

therein the brahmans, in sixty-four villages, charging them with certain

duties and ceremonies ; that these brahmans introduced Cheruman
Perumal as king ; that Cheruman Perumal appointed other chiefs,

and subordinate divisions of government. They further state, that the

Malayalam country property extends from Gohemam in the north, to

Canya Curnari (or Cape Comorin) in the south ; and they advert to

the religious foundations, and different images worshipped within the

boundaries of the country. (The whole of the reply is very concise.)

There follow a few Sanskrit slocas (stanzas) in the Malayalam ?

character, supplied by the chief of the beforementioned ascetics, and

simply confirmatory of the brief account given : it is not stated from

what book or record the stanzas were obtained.

Section 11.

—

Account of the Cottai yatla, chief of the Mdpala caste,

in Malayalam.

(This title in the index of the original does not well agree with the

contents.)

Certain persons, whose names are given in reply to certain queries

from the cutcherry made in July, 1806, wrote to this effect.

There are no stone or copper inscriptions in the country concerning

ancient kings, they had learnt from their forefathers, that in the dis-

trict of Paracu-mitil (the Wynaad country), to which their answer

refers, of old, there were no other inhabitants than Verdars (wild

hunters), under rulers termed Verda raja. In those days a Cumbala

rija, proceeding from the north on a pilgrimage to a shrine named

TirunelU, had to pass through the Wynaad country, and was taken by
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the people. Being carried before the Verdar raja he stated his rank

and object. The Verdar raja told the foreigner that he must marry

one of the daughters of the kingly tribe here, or else he would not be

suffered to depart. The stranger objected that he himself was of the

Cshetriya caste, and could not marry into the Verdar tribe ; but not-

withstanding if the latter raja would consent to the entire ceremonial

being performed according to the Cshetriya rites, that then he would

agree to the marriage. The Verdar raja consented, and the other

then directed that himself and intended bride should be kept in sepa-

rate rooms up to a certain propitious day specified ; that meantime a

large pandal (or booth) must be erected and lined entirely with silks

and other costly materials, and the whole place must be filled with the

fruits of the nelli (Emblic rtyrobolan) Phyllanthus emblica

—

Finn.

and tdni (Terminalia bilirica.

—

Roxb.)

The Verdar raja was also to cause all the people, bearing arms in

his country, to assemble by that time in a certain fort. To these in-

structions the Verdar raja consented. The Cumbala raja had two

companions, one a Jadadhari, (or ascetic with matted hair,) the other a

Sudra Vellazhan ; by the instrumentality of these persons he wrote to

the king of the Curumba country, and to the Cotta raja, mentioning the

precise time fixed, and bidding them come just then with all the forces

they could command, and to enter the fort at the giving of a certain

signal by sound of trumpet. At the time of the marriage ceremonies,

musicians were appointed, the Jadadhari being their leader, who gave

the projected signal ; when the Curumba and Cotta chiefs entered the

fort with their troops ; by whom the Verdar raja and the greater portion

of his people were slain : a few escaped. On coming to the place where

the Cumbala raja was confined, he told them who he was and came out

to them. The other chiefs then asked him as to the future government

of the country thus acquired. He replied that his own country was too

distant to admit of his having any thing to do with this country ; and

that it was sufficient to be saved from the disgraceful marriage that had

been intended. The other two chiefs then gave him presents and com-

plimentary honors ; and seeing him well attended, sent him away to

his own country. The Jadadhari received a district of land to rule

over. The before intended bride was given in marriage to one of the

Nambiya caste, who was entrusted with the government, under the

Curumba and Cotta chiefs. These next consulted how they should

divide the country ; so as to avoid disputes. They agreed to set out in

different directions, and to make the spot, where they should meet the

boundary. This plan docs not seem to have answered ; and the Cotta
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raja desired the Curumba chief to take the whole country ; and should

his posterity fail, then it should come to the Cotta chief, or to his pos-

terity, and so on alternately. The Curumba chief obtained the power.

The aforesaid Jadadhari had a daughter, who married the Cotta chief,

or his descendant, and transferred her hereditary possession with her-

self. Subsequently the Cotta and Curumba chiefs Were at war with

each other ; a state of things which was put an end to, by the country

coming under the rule of the East India Company.

The foregoing account is attested by the signature of fourteen indi-

viduals, as being that which they had received from their forefathers,

by tradition.

Remarks.—This document to say the least is curious. The Verdav

chief, the Hindu raja, and the Curumba chief, seem to have been of

distinct races of people. The Cotta chief is understood to have been a

Hindu, The abstract above given is rather full ; but the original do-

cument being copied and embodied in the second volume of restored

manuscripts, can at any time be consulted for the purpose of full trans-

lation if considered to be desirable.

Section 12.

—

Account of the tribe of Fiyare-jati in the Malayala
country

.

A legendary account of the origin of the tribe from seven females,

descended from the world of the gods ; by whom Siva, assuming, the

form of Agnesvara, had seven sons. These seven sons were fixed

by Parasu Rama, in the land as heads of tribes. 7Tie names of the

tribes are given Their occupation is to procure the sap of the palm

tree, and deal in the fermented, or distilled liquor. One of the tribes

descended from one of the seven, named CamaYan, having received an

insult from a Sudra man, emigrated with his clan to the Irza country

;

whence Cheruman Perumal sent to recal them, and allowed them

to revenge the insult by retaliation. They subsequently resided in the

country. They know of no stone, or copperplate inscription among

them ; but such as exist at Travancore.

Section 13.

—

Account of Parakun Mitil.

Brief notice of the arrival and settlement of a tribe of Muhamma-
dans in the neighbourhood of Calicut ; their wars with some neighbour*

ing chiefs ; and the privileges and immunities which were granted to

them.
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Section 14.

—

Account o/Manikya Chendu, a trader, a Jaina inha-

bitant of Calicut.

The statement is written by Manikya, who derives his ancestry from

Gujerat where his forefathers were traders, and of the Jaina religion.

The account is very brief.

Section 15.

—

Account of Musat% chief Inhabitant ofMangatambalam,

a village in the Malayala country.

A reply to questions the same as proposed to other classes of people.

They have no inscriptions. Parasu Rama formed the country into

sixty-four districts ; but did not establish any images or fanes. These

were afterwards formed by Cheruman Perumal, and the brahmans.

In Tuluva there were 32 village districts, and 32 in Malayalam proper.

The people of this village came originally from Rama Natha Kara.

Parasu Rama, when he brought them hither, promised to them pro-

tection, whenever they should think of him; and then went away.

They wished to try his veracity, and called him without necessity ; on

which he testified great anger, and, saying he wTould not on any account

come among them again, disappeared. Legend of the origin of a fane

at Muriyur, founded on the circumstance of a stone giving out blood,

when used as a whetstone. Some particulars are given of the extent

and proceeds of the land possessed by the writer, named Musat a, a

chief man and belonging to one of the six subdivisions of the Nambilri

brahmans.

Section 1.6.

—

Account of Panniyur village in the Cuta-nad district.

No inscriptions : a reference to the location of brahmans by Parasu
Rama at Rama nad (said to be near Calicut, or distant from it about

8 miles) and to local arrangements made. In reference to an inquiry

as to some disabilities to which the brahmans of this village are liable,

the reply traces up the occasion to an Agnihotra, or kind of sacrifice,

at which a king of Calicut named Samand a refused to allow these

brahmans to assist ; and he died without offspring, in consequence of the

anger of brahmans, which he thereby incurred. There are some few

other connected details. The dates of a particular sacrifice ; of the es-

tablishment of an idol named Varaha svami, and of the ascendancy of

the Muhammadans, are given ; but with some added expression of un -

certainty. In reply to another inquiry, as to the cause of the aforesaid

king's rejection of the brahmans, an answer is given, deducing it from

their unwillingness to give up ancient rights by concessions to the raja

of Calicut. The ascendancy of the Bauddhas is noted; concerning

whom a council of brahmans was held ; and a Jangama rishis advice

3 Q
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was followed. By doing- homage to Varaha svami according to the

Jangama rites, they succeeded in getting rid of their rivals and adver-

saries. Chola Perumal is mentioned as participating in the aifair
;

and he was killed in consequence by a brahman, named Kokatta Ka-

ranava pada, who for some short time afterwards, took on him the

management of the government : possessing an ascendancy over all other

rulers of Malayalam ; an inquiry as to the time of arrival of a Numburi
brahman, referred to in the account of that feud, and as to the time

of the Ganga coming to Malayalam, is not answered with certainty
;

but it appears, that when the sacred water came, a dispute arose be-

tween the Calicut raja and the Vella'tta raja as to which should first

bathe in it, and this dispute led to fighting, in which several of their

people, on both sides fell. Inquiry as to the legend of the fane at

Panniyur. The answer refers to Pakasu Rama and his calling the

brahmans from Hai-cshetriyam, to come to Malayalam ; which they

refused to do, unless in that country as well as in the one where they

resided there should be a Varaha svami, and a sacred Ganga. Incon-

sequence Parasu Rama performed penance, and effected substitutes

for both things desired ; whereupon the brahmans came, settling at

Chovur and Panniyur ; between whom afterwards disputes, and fight-

ing arose. In later days the Vaishnava brahmans reside at Panniyur

and the Saiva brahmans at Chovur, being at enmity with each other.

An inquiry as to the origin of the celebration of the coming of the

Ganges once in twelve years into the tank at Panniyur, is not met by

a direct answer ; but reference is made to the rejection of an outcast

man ; who had presumed to approach at the time of the Ganges water

coming to the fane. In reply to another question some discrimination

is made between two subdivisions or classes of brahmans at Panniyur.

They do not know the cause why a particular Tambirdn, or ascetic,

acquired celebrity.

The signatures of six Namburi brahmans are affixed to the docu-

ment in attestation of its veracity.

Section 17.

—

Account of Savaccudu ayirrdd in the district of Hob -

ha Hi.

No inscriptions. Replies to inquiries (possessing a close similarity

to the queries transmitted byMr. Baber to other places), do not appear

to offer any thing specially interesting. The account, sent in, is at-

tested by the signature of three persons of the Sudra class.

Section 18=

—

Account of ancient matters relative to the Curumbanad.
Reference to the formation of the country by Parasu Rama and the

introduction of the brahmans. These afterwards invited a king from
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the Pandiya race, who was crowned on the summit of the highest moun-

tain in the country. Subsequent to the rule of seventeen kings, each

ruling twelve years, Cheruman Perumal ruled as the eighteenth, and

did so for thirty-six years. He divided the country among several per-

sons, one of whom was the Cnrumba raja, who governed thirty-six ka-

damSf (or yoja?ias.) The race failed, and an adopted son was made chief.

Bounds of the district stated. At a later period being troubled by the

Muhammadans, the people emigrated from the district. The English

rule was greatly welcomed*

Section 19.

—

Account of the tribe of Caniyara Pannikar.

In reply to an inquiry concerning their tribe they state ; that their

ancestor was a brahman and give a legend of mythological kind, to

account for the degradation of his posterity : astrological matters are

mixed up with the legend.

General Remarks. The contents of this book, of so very varied

value, have had a note in passing. From the seventh section tothe

end the documents are loose papers, tacked into the book and written,

for the greater part, on so fragile a material as China paper. It was

therefore judged suitable to re-copy them in a more permanent manner.

Some of the documents are not without value. They are the results of

queries circulated by Mr. Baber, perhaps at the suggestion of Colo-

nel Mackenzie, as is rendered very probable, among other reasons, by

the first inquiry always being respecting inscriptions ; and it would ap-

pear that, in Malayalam, there must be a greater paucity of inscriptions,

than in other parts of India.

Professor Wilson has entered this book Des. Catal. vol. 2, page

xcxi, Art. 8, giving only a transcript of the English headings of sec-

tions prefixed to the book. In Section 6, the word " originally" is not

in the said headings, and its insertion in the catalogue conveys an error.

The entry is " History of Sankardcharya composed originally in the

Sanskrit language." The document is still in the Sanskrit language,

though written in the Palayalam character.

C. TELUGU.
Palm-leafManuscripts.

1.

—

Call yvga Raja charitra or account of kings of the Cali yuga,

No. 131, Countermark 330.

This manuscript reckons, at the commencement, by the era of Yudis-

fhira : the whole of which era is stated to include three thousand and

forty-four (3044) years. In this period the following kings reigned.

3 q 2
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Era of

Years. Yudist'hira,

Paricshit, , 60

Janam ejaya, 30 90

Suba Satanica, '. 10 100

Ballana raja, 204 804

Sudra maha raja, , 182 486

Sukethan, 142 628

Vishnu Verddhana, 286 834

Chandra Gupta, 210 1044

Vicramaditya, (a son of Chandra Gupta,) ... 2000 3044

The era of Vicramadityay beginning with him, continued 135 years.

Years. Vic. Era.

Bhoja raja, 114

His son (name illegible), 21 135

To the south of the Narmathi (Nerbudda), river the reckoning by

tbe era of Vicramaditya ceased ; but continued to the north of that

river* The era of Sdlivahana followed ; containing eighteen hundred

years. In this period the following kings reigned.

Years. Sal. Sac.

Salivahana, 21

Madhava verma, 30- 51

Kotta Kevana, 70 121

Nila Canda, 33 154

Mukanthi, 66 200

Choda maha raja, and his race, 217 437

Yavana Bhoja, , 41 478

His race during eight generations, 417 895

Subsequently came Rama deva-rayalu and others. There were

from Sal. Sac. 895 three thrones, that is, the Narapati, the Gajapati

and Aswapati ; the whole of whom ruled during a period of five hun-

dred and ninety-one (591) years. The Narapati, andtherayer dynas-

ty, (of Vijayanagara,) the family names of the two dynasties being

Shampita and Calagola. The Gajapati are the Vaddi kings fof Oris-

saj, the family name of the dynasty being Mirydla. The Aswa-

pati are Muhammadans. The Ganapati ruler, (of Waranka1>) named
Rudra, yielded them no obedience, and inclusive of Prata'pa Rudra
and his race, a period of 160 years is reckoned down to S. S. 1505.

This race is stated to have governed fourteen principalities. The Ga-

japati race is said to have ruled for 155 years, during which they built

many agrahdras (or almshouses) for brahmans, The accountants
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employed by them were of the Tamil country and the head inspectors

were Cauras (a class of TeluguJ people. Both were afterwards re-

moved to make way for the Niyogi brahmans. This was in Sal. Sac.

121 0. Subsequently six generations of the Reddivaru ruled, during

one hundred years down to Sal. Sac. 1310. There follow some details

in which the concerns of the rayer dynasty and affairs of the Gajupati,

Mukanthi, and Muhammedan rulers, are much interwoven. The ac-

count comes down to the grandson of Alum Shah, named Ahmed
Shah, Sal. Sec. 1672, (A. D. 1750,) after which period and down
to Sal. Sac. 1720, (A. D. 1798,) it professes ignorance.

Remark,—This manuscript of nine large-sized palm leaves fully

written is, for its size, respectable There seem to be some anachro-

nisms, and an occasional inversion of the order in which the rulers men-
tioned governed ; and it is quite evident that too long periods are given

to individuals, especially at the commencement ; but these periods are

not always to be understood as wholly occupied by the individual men-

tioned. He may be the head of a race, or the only person of any note

during that period ; and sometimes such authors, as the present one

must be understood as doing the best they can. Upon the whole this

manuscript might deserve full translation ; the requisite checks and

comparisons to be supplied by annotation. The book is complete and

in tolerably good preservation : insects have begun to attack it ; but as

it will require to come under notice again, its restoration has been for

the present postponed.

2.

—

Parasu Rama Vijaya, or the Triumph ©/"Parasu Rama, No. 84,

Countermark 388.

Vyja'sa and Valmica, being in the celestial world (or Sverga-loca),

narrate to Indra the events which occurred in the Treta yuga, or

second age of the world ; to the following purport. The chacra, or

missile weapon of Vishnu disputed writh its holder, telling him that by

means of itself (the chacra) Vishnu had gained his victories, over

the asuras and others. In consequence of this presumption Vishnu
condemned the chacra to be born on earth. Accordingly the chacra

came into the world as the child of Krita Viriya, but without either

legs or arms. The astrologers, being consulted, recommended the

monster's being abandoned, and exposed in the woods, or waste places.

Being so exposed, Athiseshan fed it with poison, considering the

case to be desperate, as if not nourished it must die ; and the case could

"be no worse if poison failed of yielding nourishment. The child surviv-

ed, and the serpent carried it to a fane of Siva, and left it there ; af-
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ter committing it to the protection of Siva. By command of the god,

the brahmans belonging to the fane reared up the child. Subsequent-

ly Siva asked the lame and helpless monster what gift it wanted. It

requested five hundred hands, and a thousand legs. The petition was

granted ; and, the name of Kurta Viriya Arjuna being bestowed, this

now powerful being was appointed a Chacra verti, or emperor. He
ruled in Jambuna-puri, a town built for him by VjsvaCarma, (the ar-

tificer of the gods,) who was specially summoned for the purpose.

While he was thus ruling on the banks of the Narmathi (Nerbudda),^in-

dulging in the usual kingly recreations, Ravana came thither; and by

his orders, was imprisoned. In consequence of this imprisonment a

war arose as the younger brothers, and other relatives, of Ravana did

their best to effect his release ; but their efforts were too feeble ; and

Karta Vikiya merely sent his son against them, by whom they

were conquered. Vibhushana, younger brother of Ravana, there-

upon went to Pulast'hya (the great rishi), from whom their family

was descended, and besought his interference. Pulast'hya in conse-

quence interceded with Karta Viriya, representing that Rama Chan-

dra was appointed to come and kill the said Ravana ; on which re-

presentation Ravana was released. Subsequently Karta Viriya

contemplating the extent of his power, his numerous family, clients and

dependeuts, became elated, and greatly vexed the brahmans.

(In this place there occurs a chasm in the manuscript.)

Parasu Rama, being greatly incensed, comforted his mother with

the assurance that he would go and kill this Karta Viriya, who had so

slain his father, (i. e. Jamadagni.) Taking with him the bow which

he had received from his preceptor Subrahmanya (which the latter had

derived from Indra), he proceeded to Jambuna puri, and sent a chal-

lenge before him, by a messenger, announcing to the tyrant Karta

Viriya that he was coming to do deadly battle. The monarch in-

censed prepared to go out to war, by collecting troops and munitions

;

but his younger brother Sittira Viriya represented that the occasion

did not call for so much, and that, if permitted, he would proceed to

meet this enraged brahman. Sittira Viriya was accordingly sent,

but his troops were destroyed, and himself slain. The king hearing of

this disaster, was again about to proceed when another younger brother

named Sashi Mucha, made a representation, as the other brother had

done ; and was, in like manner, sent forth with troops : in fighting with

Parasu Rama he also fell. The son of the monarch named Haya-
haya now came forward; and, after considerable fighting with Paraso

Rama, he could not conquer, but himself was killed. The monarch
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was distressed ; and wondered that a brahman could possess so much

prowess. His wife's brother named Camacrotha offered his services,

and was sent forth at the head of troops. He went to the contest, and,

after sacrificing his troops, also perished in the combat. Karta Viriya

now took counsel with his ministers who represented to him that the

brahman was certainly an incarnation of the divinity ; so that it must

be useless to attempt resistance ; that consequently the proper course

would be to effect a treaty of peace, when the adversary would become

a protector. His queen named Caruniya-dbvi' made similar represen-

tations, which were disregarded ; as were also the cautions of his other

advisers. Having already lost his nearest relatives, he disdained to

crouch, merely for his own life, to a brahman. Sending out missives

to all his warriors, he assembled them, and putting himself at their

head he entered his war-chariot, and went forth to battle. The contest

lasted fortwenty-one days ; when Karta Viriya's people were all slain.

Parasu Rama now took counsel with Nareda as to the expediency

of fighting with Karta Viriya, when Nareda observed that the

adversary was the Chacra, and that specialty for the purpose of

killing the incarnation of that weapon he (Parasu Rama) had been

born. Encouraged by this information Parasu Rama came to the

personal contest. It continued for seven days ; and, at the close,

when Karta Viriya was injured and disabled by the arrows which had

been poured in upon him, Parasu Rama came to close quarters, and

with his axe chopped off his five hundred arms. Karta Viriya now

made the last desperate attempt to fall upon, and thereby crush, his

assailant; but in the attempt Parasu Rama forcibly struck the mo-

narch's head with his hand, and deprived him of life. The w^hole of

the celestials witnessing this result greatly lauded Parasu Rama. The

queen, and the other families of the palace, who had lost their husbands

in the battle, were desolated with grief; but Parasu Rama dispatched

Nareda to them, with the consoling assurance that all things had hap-

pened by superior causation (or by destiny). The whole of the said

females burned themselves on the funeral pile, with the bodies of their

slain husbands ; and thereby obtained beatification.

Parasu Rama returned to his mother and announced, that the pre-

existing cause of enmity had been to the fullest degree avenged ; and,

upon receiving her commands he, in obedience thereto, returned and

assumed the government of Jambuna puri, releasing from prison all the

persons whom the late king had confined therein. While he was pros-

perously ruling there, the whole of the brahmans assembled and repre-

sented to him that on account of the fault, which had a reference to his
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mother, he had previously, in promise, made over the whole of the land

in free-gift to them (the brahmans), and could not equitably assume

the reins of government himself. Not to forfeit his veracity he deter-

mined to act up to his promise ; and relinquishing the whole land to

them, retired, and built himself a hermitage of branches and reeds.

The brahmans however still pestered him ; asking him if it was right

to sell jewels, and other valuables, when he had made over every thing

to them. Incensed beyond endurance he went away, and besought a

territory from the sea, which he received, in accordance with his re-

quest ; and there he resided. While living there Rama Chandra
together with Sita his consort, came that way. Parasu Rama
scolded him for taking the same name, saying, " I am Rama, but if

you indeed are Rama then bend this bow." The other Rama did so
;

but according to this authority (differing from the Ramdyana) it broke.

Parasu Rama perceiving the stranger's strength paid him great com-

pliments, and then, dismissing him, sent him away to Ayodhya, Para-

su Rama himself continued to reside on the territory which he had

acquired.

Observation.—The chasm in this manuscript (extending it appears

to 41 palm-leaves), would in a literary point of view be serious, espe-

cially as the book is a copy of a poem become, as I understand, very

scarce, and not to be met with elsewhere at Madras.

In the bearing of the half legendary, half historical, subject on the

leading object of the present researches the deficiency can be briefly

supplied from other sources to the following effect.

The rishi named Jamadagnt, father of Parasu Rama, possessed

the cow of plenty Camadhenu or Surabhi, and by means of this cow on

the occasion of a certain hunting party, all the suite of Karta Viriya

were satisfied. The monarch, in consequence, considered the posses-

sion of this cow to be an object to him, and asked it of Jamadagni
who refused it, as a matter of course, it being the cow of the gods. No
solicitations or molestations being sufficient to obtain the cow as a gift,

Karta Viriya killed Jamadagni, to get at the desired treasure, by

force. Hence the resentment and vengeance of Parasu Rama. It

is probable that the missing leaves would contain an account of the

birth of Parasu Rama. Towards the close of the poem, the brah-

mans remind Parasu Rama of the fault concerning his mother which

is rather equivocally expressed, but most probably alludes to the fol-

lowing circumstance.

Jamadagni's wife, the mother of Parasu Rama, was named Re-

nuca ; and one day, for a mental transgression of strict conjugal fide-
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lity, the father in anger told Parasu Rama to take his axe and cut off

her head. He obeyed, and cut off the head of his mother, near a.

Parcheri or hamlet of out-caste people, as well as the heads of some

of those persons, on their opposing his design. The father approving

his proceeding, asked what reward he required, when he requested

that his mother's body might be re-animated. The father consented

to his request, having at the same time power to fulfil it, and gave di-

rections to his son as to the mode in which the head and body should be

joined together ; promising to re-unite, and re-animate them. In the

hurry of the moment instead of his mother's head, Parasu Rama
applied the head of an out-caste woman to his mother's lifeless trunk

;

when the whole became re-animated. It is stated that on this legend

the Pariars, (or outcastes) found their worship of various local numi-

na, being none other than ideal farms of the wife of Jamadagni, con-

sidered to be divine as having given birth to an alleged incarnation of

the divinity.

I have no doubt, that all the alleged avataras of Vishnu shadow

forth, each one, some great historical event ; not always possible to be

rescued from the obscurity of fable. The preceding ones seem to

have had their site out of India, but from Parasu Rama downwards,

all clearly appear to have occurred within the boundaries of this coun-

try. Hence I think the incarnation of Parasu Rama points to the

first acquisition of power by the brahmans, after their coming to India

from the northward of Himalaya. There is however much more con-

nected with the destruction of the Cshetriyas, or aboriginal rulers of

the land, than can with propriety be founded on so comparatively slight

an authority as this poem. The whole however will probably come

under view ; and it may be safer to advance step by step, than to ha-

zard conclusions without carrying full conviction to the mind of the

reader.

It is superfluous for me to notice the oversights in this poem, by its

author, as to dignity and consistency of subject. A weapon reproaches

its wielder, is sent down to the earth for penance, and followed by the

offended deity to overcome it there ; and the deity, without foreknow-

ledge, is in some doubt as to the prudence of attacking its own in-

strument, under so formidable an appearance, until set right by that very

questionable character, and meddler in all mischief, termed Nareda

;

to which may be added the existence of a duplicate avatdra, and the

elder portion not recognizing the younger one. These noddings of

intellect are however so common in Hindu mythology that they must

3 R
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not be thought strange. It is the inseparable concomitant of falsehood,

that it carries, within itself, the evidence of its own character.

In the minor matter which regards the condition of this manuscript,

it is sufficient to observe that it is old, and worn away at the edges.

If complete it might be restored ; but, until it can be completed from

some other copy, it may lie over for the present. The abstract given

will suffice for every valuable object of these investigations. It is

briefly mentioned in Des. Catalogue, Vol. I. p. 333, and therein term-

ed " a prose narrative."

3.

—

Tanjavur Charitra or account of Tanjore> No. 122. Counter-

mark 325.

The book commences with the mention of the appeal of Chandra Se-

gara Pandiyan to Vijayagara, and the sending of Nagama Naya-
ker to repel the invader of the Pandiya kingdom, that is Vira Segara

Chola ; whose invasion was thereby nullified, and his own dominions,

the ancient Chola kingdom, conquered. Over this kingdom Chevapa

Nayaker was appointed viceroy in consequence of his having married

Murti-yammal the younger sister of Tirumalamma, the wife of Achy-

uta deva-rayer ; this viceroyship being the dower. He built, and im-

proved, various fanes. His son was Achyutapa Nayadu. His son

•was Raghu Natha Nayadu. His son was Vijaya Raghava Nayadu

who built a new fort at Tanjore, and made many other improvements.

He built a Mantapa at Mayuram (perhaps Mayaviram), he daily fed

12,000 brahmans, and eat himself afterwards. In a rainy time he was

advised to cease doing so ; but he maintained that his own household

could not be allowed to eat, till the brahmans were fed ; and when an en-

tire want of fuel was stated to exist, he ordered every wooden material

about his house to be taken down or pulled to pieces in order to supply

fuel. In three days this supply was exhausted ; he then directed all the

vestments in the palace to be dipped in oil, and made use of for fuel.

At this time a most valuable jewel became missing from the nose of the

female idol in the tSri-rangham fane, and the head brahman was great-

ly molested, as being suspected of the theft. A brahman woman be-

came possessed ; and, speaking in the name of the said goddess, said

that the jewel would be found in one of the pots used by Vijaya Ra-

ghava for boiling rice ; where accordingly it was found, to the no small

joy of the St id ruler. In consequence he gave twenty-four thousand

pagodas to the fane; and, having another image made, the precious

jewel was put in its nose, and sent in state to the shrine. He daily

went to that fane, before breakfast, keeping 50 bearers as station-run-
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ners to carry him. Choka Natha of Madura sent an embassy to demand

a wife of the family of Vjjaya Raghava, which was refused, in anger :

and the reason stated to be, that a Tanjore princess married to Tiru-

mala Savuri, from a simple preference given to her father's town, so

hurt the pride of Tirumala Nayak that he put her to death ; and the

Tanjore family then made a vow never in future to give a wife to the

Madura rulers. The messengers were contemptuously treated. A war

was the consequence. It interrupted Vijaya Raghava's visits to Sri-

rangham ; but he built a lofty hall in Tanjore ; and there, with his face

towards Sri-rangham, performed his daily ceremonies. The war pro-

ceeded to the disadvantage of Vijaya Raghava, because of certain

incantations, with pumpkins, performed by a brahman, at the request

of the Trichinopoly king. When the fort of Tanjore was assaulted,

Vijaya Raghava made preparations for the combustion of the fe-

males of his palace, lest they should fall into the possession of the adver-

sary. That combustion took place ; but not until the crowned queen

had sent off a nurse with a young child, four years of age. Vijaya

Raghava became reconciled to his son Manara ; and the latter fell

in a personal contest, hand to hand, with the commander of Choka
Natha's troops. The ruler Vijaya Raghava personally engaged in

the contest, and is stated to have requested that musketeer's might not

fire on him ; as, if he so died, he could not obtain beatitude. He was

killed (as he* preferred) by the sword. An apparition of himself fully

attended as usual, came to the gates of Sri-rangham, and demanded

entrance, which was conceded ; under an idea that he might have made

peace with the ruler of Trichinopoly . After the usual ceremonies had

taken place, nothing more was seen of him, and the circumstance being

reported to Choka Natha the king, he observed, that it was because

of his being a very great devotee of the god. He gave prompt orders

by post for the performance of all funeral ceremonies to the bodies of

the deceased; and then assumed the whole of the country. He con-

fided the charge of it to Alagiri, the child of the nurse, by whom he

himself had been reared, being his foster brother. Meantime the nurse

that had fled with the child of Vijaya Raghava remained at Nega-

patam ; the child passing as her own, till it was twelve years of age

;

when Vencana a Niyogi brahman, a Rayasam or secretary of Ra-

ghava, heard of the matter, and went thither to see the child. In the

course of twelve months he assembled about a hundred dependents of

the late Vijaya Raghava ; and, taking the nurse and child, proceed-

ed with these, and those dependents, to the Visapur padshah where

they met with a favorable reception, and a promise of aid ; being, how-

3 r 2
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ever, kept in waiting for a short time. In the interval Alagiri, to

whom the fort of Tanjore had been confided, affected airs of indepen-

dence by writing on terms of equality to Choka Natha ; and when

reproved for doing so, he returned no answer. Choka Natha was

deeply displeased ; but restrained, for the time, any expression of anger ;

considering that Alagiri had strengthened himself and could not be

assaulted without mature preparation : under these circumstances the

Mahratta chief approached. He was sent by the Visapur padshah,

with a small force to reduce Alagiri, which force he increased by

auxiliaries, derived from his two brothers at Bangalore, and Ginjee.

Alagiri went out to meet the invaders, and a pitched battle was fought,

with considerable numbers engaged ; when 400 Mahrattas, and 500 of

Alagiri's people fell ; and Alagiri being quite unable to inspirit his

people, so as to maintain the engagement, these fled, without looking

behind them, till they reached the fort of Tanjore. Thence Alagiri

sent a supplicatory letter to Choka Natha of Trichinopoly ; but the

latter guided by pride, and resentment (rather than by policy) refused to

interfere, or send any aid. Eckoji now laid siege to Tanjore and Ven-

cana, the aforementioned Viyogi brahman, it seems, was inside the

fort, busied in promoting disaffection. The manuscript states that

Alagiri finding himself in danger of being arrested, and imprisoned

in consequence of the machinations of the brahman, fled, with all his

family and immediate dependents, by night, and took refuge in Mysore.

In consequence Eckoji had the son of Vijaya Raghava mounted on

an elephant; and the said son, named Chenga Mala Dasu, made a

public entry into Tanjore. Eckojt committed the ceremonials of his

being crowned to the Niyogi brahman ; and retired to his troops with-

tout the walls. The ceremony of crowning took place. . Subsequently

the nurse pointed out the spot, in the palace, where the treasure, ac-

cumulated by the young man's ancestors, had been deposited ; whence

were taken twenty lacs of pagodas, and six lacs of pagodas in jewels.

With this treasure, a portion being reserved for the newly installed king,

munificent donations were made to Eckoji, and others who had been

concerned in the restoration. To defray the expenses incurred by the

troops, Eckoji received the districts of Combaconum, Manarkoil, and

Papavinasam ; the revenue arising from them to be so applied. It being

customary for a king to have a Vafaiwyi, or prime-minister, the gene-

ral voice was in a favor of an appointment of the Niyogi brahman,

named Vencana to that office, and arrangements to that end were be-

ing made ; when the young man, consulting his nurse, whom he regard-

ed as his mother, she strongly urged the appointment of the Chetty (or
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merchant) who had protected them in their distress, and this advice

prevailed. The Niyogi brahman, bitterly disappointed, counselled

Eckoji to assume the country, which he declined to do. At length,

however, by repeated solicitation, Eckoji explained to him that by such

a proceeding he should incense the padshah, and endanger the lives of

his father, and kindred. While engaged in conveying secret informa-

tion of the state of things to his kindred, news came of the padshah's

death ; and Eckoji, being exempt from fear from that quarter, next

directed his precautions towards Trichinopoly, inquiring if he had to

anticipate opposition thence. The brahman told him not to fear, but

simply to come with his troops and he (the brahman) would insure him

the fort
;
perhaps without firing a shot. In the fort the brahman busi-

ed himself with magnifying the anger of Eckoji concerning arrears un-

paid ; and on the intelligence of Eckoji's troops being in motion the1

panic was wrought up to such a pitch, that the young man fled, and

thought himself happy in receiving from the poligar chief of Ariyatur

assurances of hospitality and protection. Eckoji entered the fort with-

out opposition ; and from that time downwards his descendants ruled.

Their names are mentioned. The names of the children of Chewga
Mala Dasu, and some of their marriage connexions are added. They

received fiefs first from Choka Natha ; and, at a later time, when

Trichinopoly had been taken by the Mysoreans, these also extended pro-

tection to them. During the time of Tippu sultan the king of Candi

sent for some of the existing dependents ; married them to his relatives :

and gave them fiefs in Ceylon. At the time when the manuscript was

written, a descendant of Vijaya Raghava was living in the village

close by the fane of Jambukesvara. With the mention of this cir-

cumstance and the statement that such is a full account of Tanjore, the

manuscript ends.

Remark.—This manuscript is in a very good state of preservation,

and by consequence does not need to be restored. It is historical, and

valuable. The opening portion very clearly connects the close of the

Chola dynasty with the commencement of the rayer's acquisition of that

country, and fixes the time to the reign of Achyuta rayer. This is

an important point gained ; and one which I had not before met with.

The native line of viceroys from Vijayanagara, become princes by the

fall of that capital, is another acquisition. The other events confirm or

explain the statement contained in the Telugu manuscript, translated

and published in the second volume of oriental manuscripts, with some

variations ; as must always be expected in two distinct, and independent

narratives of the same events. On the whole, I consider this document
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very valuable, as a contribution towards the history of the Tanjore

country during the whole of the 15th and 16th centuries, and as such

I strongly recommend its full translation.

Professor Wilson has entered this manuscript in his Descriptive

Catalogue^ Vol. I. p. 310, Art. XIII. He mentions two copies, but I

have only met with one* and that one is complete. The notice of the

contents which is given in the catalogue, is entirely wrong ; and if it

do not proceed from a mistake in having classed together two different

works as two copies merely of the same work the error is otherwise un-

accountable. With the title of Tanjawur raja Cheritra, the notice

entirely relates to the viceroys or princes of Madura ; of which the

account given is correct, as far as it proceeds, and must necessarily

have been deduced from some other authority ; but it is entirely incor-

rect as any exhibition of the contents of this manuscript. I am however

too sensible of the difficulties attending these researches to consider the

error as any otherwise than unintentional, and if the native assistants of

Colonel Mackenzie gave to Professor Wilson so false a representa-

tion of the contents of this manuscript (being moreover Telugu brah-

mans by birth) they alone are inexcusable. I had made my own

abstract before seeking out the document in the catalogue, and com-

paring the two notices.

4.—Tanjawur Charitra, for an account of'Tanjore,) No. 121.

Countermark 316.

The above is the English title on the cover, and a Telugu title on

the other cover is Tanjawur rajalu purvottaram, or an ancient record

of the kings of Tanjore. Both these titles are wrong. On a palm-leaf

inside, the book is entitled " an ornamented poetical acount of the four

gates of the fort of Tanjore" This title fully and accurately describes

the contents. It contains merely exaggerated descriptions of the four

gates ; with such inventions connected therewith, as are natural to the

imagination of a native poet. By consequence, whatever may be its

value as a poem, it is worthless in any historical point of view. There

is a very slight deficiency at the end of the first section—(on the first

gate)—apparently of a few stanzas : for the rest of the manuscript is

complete ; and, though old, yet it is in tolerably good preservation. At

the end there is a short poem appended, containing praises of Vishnu;

so much may suffice for this book.

Note.—I do not find this manuscript entered in the Descriptive

Catalogue, as a distinct work ; and therefore conjecture, that it must have

* See the followiug article.
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been classed by mistake as the duplicate copy of the preceding manu-

script. Indeed I have scarcely any doubt to the contrary.

5.

—

Maltyadri Narasimha Chandasu, (or a Treatise on Prosody, dedi-

cated to Maliyadri Narasimha, aform of Vishnu,) No. 94. Conn'

termark 487.

This work which attracted my attention from having the word Cha-

ritra, or history, (erroneously written in English letters for Chandasu)

on the cover, is by Kavi-Kethani, and treats on the art of Telugu

poetry
;
giving the laws that should guide the construction of the differ-

ent kinds of metre. It is of some length, in a beautiful hand-writing?

and in good preservation. The poem is valuable, on the subject to

which it refers ; but does not bear on the leading object of this inves-

tigation.

The work is briefly entered in the Descriptive Catalogue, Vol. I. p.

353, as a "Treatise on Telugu prosody, by Lingaya Mantri of

Veylatur." This name probably designates the author's patron.

Manuscript Book, No. 33. Countermark 787.

Section 1.

—

An account of the Chola-rajas.

Vayal Varzi Aditta Cholan was crowned at 16 years of age at

Caliyur, west of Trichinopoly . He confided the government to a

minister, and occupied himself in the worship of Siva. He fostered

the Saiva religion. A wild elephant greatly troubled the country. A
hundred men were sent to take it ; and the elephant, being pursued,

met in the way an ascetic, bearing a garland of flowers sacred to Siva,

which it seized and tore : the ascetic greatly incensed killed the 100

men, with an axe which he carried, and also the elephant. The Chola

king, hearing of the circumstance set out with a force to destroy the

adversary; but on coming near, and seeing only a devotee of Siva, he

kept his followers at a distance, and alone approached : he addressed

the ascetic in terms of great humility. The ascetic was so overcome

with sorrow at having killed the elephant and people of so devoted a

follower of Siva, that he took the king's sword to kill himself, which

the king prevented ; and a dispute ensued, which should kill himself.

The king because his people and elephant had offended so devoted a

votary of Siva, or the ascetic, because he had killed the elephant

and people of so exemplary a king. As a child was born to the king

on that propitious day fSuba-dinaJ the child was called Suba-cholan

who being installed by the care of his father, the latter died after ruling

350 years. Suba-cholan married and came to live dXJambhu kesva-
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ram, where he ruled 35 years. Some fable follows, about the birth of

Jambhukesvarer, the tutelary god. The son of Suba-cholan was

called Vara Guna Cholan. He dedicated his wife to the service of

the god, in the fane of Jambhukesvarer. He led her to the fane by

the right hand, and soon after all her body except the right hand was

found to have been taken into the image. Vara Guna, considering

"that he had taken hold of this right hand, earnestly inquired what crime

he had committed, that he should be so marked. Soon after the hand

also was drawn in. After some time the god, in the shape of a brah-

man, appeared to the king ; and reproaching him for offering up his

wife, invited him to make a sacrifice of himself also, which he is stated to

have done, when he rejoined his wife on a celestial car, and both acquir-

ed beatitude. He ruled 75 years. Pugerh Cholan formed the town

of Uriyur and ruled therein, with great credit, for 60 years. By
the advice of his mantiri (or minister) he engaged in an inroad on the

Chera king ; in order to get plunder, with which fanes and brahman

choultries, might be built, and fame in the world acquired. The

Cheran repelled the invasion, and the mantiri, who was also general,

only just escaped with his life ; but, to make it appear as if he had con-

quered, he brought a hundred skulls and shewed them to the king.

Among these heads one was discovered to be that of an ascetic, from

having braided hair ; at which circumstance great grief arising and the

loss of the kingdom being feared, the head was put into a case of gold.

A fire being kindled the king prepared to commit himself to the flames

along with the head; but Siva appeared, on his bullock vehicle, and

told him his devotedness was accepted, that the fault of the war was

his minister's, not his, and commanded him to live prosperously. At

his own request, notwithstanding he was beatified, holding the said skull

in his hand. Hence his epithet Pugerh Cholan or " the praised." Kri-

bala Cholan succeeded, and became accomplished in knowledge. In-

stead of taking one-fifth as his predecessors had done from the cultivators,

he contented himself with one-sixth part. He acquired great ascen-

dancy, and ruled with great equity. By reason of it, the tiger and the

cow rested in the same shed ; the cat and the rat dwelt in the same

place ; the snake and the frog were like mother and child, (symbolical

language). Thus his people were without strife, or divisions. Injus-

tice was unknown. Notwithstanding, the king fearing neglect on the

part of his, ministers, or servants, had a bell erected between two pillars

in the public street, proclaiming that if any one was aggrieved, it was

only necessary to sound the bell, and the king's attention to the case

would be given. He thus ruled with great prosperity until 64 years of
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age, without the alarm-bell of justice having been even once rung.

After his 64th year he had a son born to him. He greatly rejoiced

and distributed gifts, on having a child born in his old age. Vjthi

Vidangam was the name of his son ; and the usual education was given

him. About this time an incarnation of various celestials took place in

the form of a deceptive cow. (The description is here translated because

it may be of service in understanding other symbolical language in other

books.) " Parvati and Paramesvarkr on the bullock vehicle, Brahma,
Vishnu, and the remaining 33 crores of deities, the 48 thousand rishis,

the asuras, the mahd sactis (female powers of gods), setting out from

Cailasa, came down to be incarnate on earth, in the following form. The

four Vedas became the four legs ; Brahma and Vishnu, the two horns ;

the sun and moon, the two eyes ; the Vindhya mountain formed the

body ; (Para SactiJ the female energy of the supreme Brahm (or first

cause) became the abdomen ; D'herma Devati (the goddess of the air)

became the udder ; the svd-loca, the svd-miba, the sva-riiba, the sva-

uchiyam (four degrees of beatitude) became the four teats. Vayavu
(god of wind) became the tail ; the atmosphere facasamj became the

two ears ; Lacshmi became the womb ; the sea became the urine ; the

eight serpents (at the eight points of the compass) became t.he intestines ;

wisdom, was the milk ; thus deceptively (or symbolically) a cow was

formed, and Yama (death) was its calf." This description is quite

sufficient to prepare for symbol, and exaggeration, in the incident to be

narrated. This cow, with its calf, went from the fane of Tiydgara

Swami to bathe and, when returning by a certain street, the king's son

Vithi Vidangam was making a public procession. The cow and calf

became separated in the crowd, and the calf, being bewildered, got

under the chariot of th# king's son, and was run over by the wheels, being

thereby cut in two. The king's son was greatly alarmed, and meditat-

ed on Tiyagarar, (a name of Siva in the form worshipped at Tiruva-

rwr.) The cow went all over the town seeking for the calf, and on

finding its remains, put both halves together, and sought to give it

milk. As it would not receive any, the cow arose and wept tears.

The alarm of the king's son continued. The cow went to the justice

alarm bell and rung it, on the hearing of which the king Kribala

Cholan swooned. On recovering he directed his minister to go and

see what was amiss. The grief of the king, and of his wife the young

man's mother, is described at length. The wife suggested as a remedy

that she would go, and fall under the chariot wheels, and be cut in two

by them, as an expiation of the crime. But the king determined that

the son himself however precious to them, must in that same manner

3 s
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perform the expiation. In consequence he summoned a hall of audi-

ence, and therein formally commissioned his minister to go and see

justice so rendered. The minister set out in state ; and, on informing

the young man of his orders, the young man gave his consent. The
minister was in a sad dilemma, regretting on the one hand to kill so in-

tellectual a young man, and bring on himself the guilt of blood-

shedding, and on the other fearing punishment from the king, if he

disobeyed orders. To extricate himself from the difficulty he slew him-

self with his own sword. The king's son being astonished continued

his meditation on tiyiigarar ; expecting some further interposition in

his behalf. The king was embarrassed at the double accumulation of

evil. His wife blamed him for not listening to her first suggestion.

The king rejected it as not good ; and appointed the minister's son to

succeed to the crown. The king set out, surrounded by a multitude

of deeply-grieving people till he came to his son at Tiruvatur. The

son remonstrated on the advantage that was about to be given to envi-

ous neighbours, such as the Pandiyan and the Cheran. But the king

considering that, if he did not sacrifice his son, there would be no rain,

and no crops, ordered the chariot to move on, which ran over the young-

man, when prostrate on the ground and cut him into two pieces. The

people greatly rejoiced at the spectacle. The two pieces of the king's

son were presented before the cow to its great joy ; and the crime of

slaying the calf was expiated. The king next considered that he had

now to expiate the sin of having occasioned the death of his minister.

He accordingly was about to strike himself when the aforesaid Trimokti

and other gods, composing the illusive cow, stayed his arm ; and' at the

same time, raised to life again the minister and the kings' son. The

son was installed under the title of Bhu'pala Cholam. The gods

decreed that the old king, as a reward, should have the pleasure of

seeing his son rule with himself. Afterwards without being exposed

to the pain of any future birth, the king (for his merit), the king's wife,

and the minister also, received final beatitude. On account of his long

reign, distinguished by so many virtues, the gods ordered him to be

commemorated by the title of Kribala Chola, or " the gracious ruler
:"

he ruled eighty years.

Bhd'pala Chola, being crowned when sixteen years of age, and

having married when twenty-five years old, exceeded his father in bene-

ficence, and prosperously governed. In a hunting excursion he dis-

covered a large chasm which consumed and wasted the water of the

Caveri river. He directed a great many men to be employed to fill it

up ; all their efforts to fill it up were unavailing. Though much money
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was expended and every possible method taken, yet the chasm still swal-

lowed up the Caveri as before. The king resided eight years in the

neighbourhood ; the better to superintend the work. A rishi, living near,

told the king, that his labour was in vain, seeing that for some cause the

chacra of Vishnu had entered the earth there, and by consequence the

remedy was that either some enlightened king, or else some virtuous

rishi (or ascetic), must enter the chasm, and be seated beneath on the

chacra, when the gulph would close. The king took leave and returned

to his town ; where he assembled his council and declared what he

learned. After many donations, he proceeded in state, with the intention

of casting himself into the chasm. The minister told the rishi, that if

the king plunged into it, the same would be dishonor ; but that if he

(the rishiJ entered, it would be to him lasting fame. The rishi accord-

ingly entered the chasm which immediately closed. A fane was built on

the spot called Tiruvala anchur, (or the sacred whirlpool turning to the

right "hand.) The king and his suite returned to the palace; where he

prosperously ruled, but the Caveri now did damage, by overflowing its

banks ; and the king went to the wilderness, and did penance six years,

on that account ; when Siva, sent a shower of mud, which raised the

embankment, and kept the river within its proper channel.

A certain chief by the favor of Ranga Svami (Vishnu) built the

fane of Sri Ranga, with the spoils which he had plundered from the

people even to the extent of snatching away the tali, or sacred token of

marriage. Many laborers were employed, and a great balance remain-

ed due to them, which the said chief had not the power to defray. He
in consequence inveigled them all into a boat, promising to pay them

in the middle of a branch of the Caveri ; and, when there, he upset the

boat, and they all perished ; but as this was a sacrifice to Ranga Svami,

all the laborers so sacrificed obtained beatification. Hence the spot ac-

quired the name of Colidam (corrupted into Coleroon*).

The king, expending a great deal of money, had the Caveri conduct-

ed to the westward of Combaconum, and opened channels for irrigation

to a great extent around ; effecting a communication between the Caveri

and Coleroon rivers. Of the additional produce so obtained, he took

l-6th, and gave the rest to the people. At Combaconum he built many
fanes and prosperously ruled. His reign lasted 70 years. He had no

son ; but his wife was three months pregnant. The Pandiyan took ad-

vantage of this time to attack the kingdom, and the aforesaid (hola

king being worsted, took refuge with Cumbhesvarer, and did penance in

* This is a current tradition as to the origin of the name of the Coleroon ; the

meaning of Colidam is " the place of slaughter."

3s2
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the shrine sacred to him ; and after a time, he obtained beatification.

As he had done so much benefit to the country, in the embankment of

the river he was called Cari Canda Cholan.

APPENDIX.

The Chola rajas were so called because of their being of the solar

race. (The derivation of Chola, from Surya, is not clear.)

Uttunga Cholan; Kulottunga Cholan ; Tirumudi Cholan ; Aruntapa

Cholan ; Rajendra Cholan ; Manunithi Cholan ; Ala peranta Cholan ;

Vara-guna Cholan ; Ala peranta Cholan ; Ariloru kadamai kondai Cho-

lan ; Anatana Cholan ; Cadu-vetti Cholan.

Another list of the Chola princes is given, with the explanation of the

names ; and shewing three different names sometimes given to the same

individual. The period of reign, in all, is too great. There were in all

23 kings of this race it is said. After Cari Cara Chola the race

ceased.

Remark.—The preceding paper is of importance in many points of

view ; and the origin of the fane at Seringham, as herein stated, needs

to be compared with other documents.

Section 2.

—

Discourse between a Tiger and a Cow.

This account is either a mere fable, or else a symbolical account of

some transaction occurring near Conjeverdm ; in which a cow seized by

a tiger pleaded for a loan of life, on certain reasons alleged, promising to

return on a fixed day. The tiger gave the required leave, and the cow

punctually returned.

The section is incomplete ; and since it professes to be translated

from the Tamil, which original work, if I mistake not, is found in the

collection, any consideration of it may be deferred till that work comes

under notice. This fragment, to the best of my judgment, is useless.

Section 3.

—

Abridged account of Is vara, Vishnu and Brahma.

This paper contains a description of the divisions, and residents, with-

in the regions of Vaiconfha and Kailasa, similar or the same, (differ-

ence of language being excepted,) to the Tamil manuscript translated

and printed in Or. Hist. MSS. vol. 2. App. B. Any further notice of

it here is, by consequence, superfluous.

Section 4.

—

Account of the temples of Cdnchi or Conjeveram.

The legend of the place, as collected by Cavelly Vencata Boriah.

It was a chosen place by Siva. Parvati shaded the sun and the moon,

being the eyes of Siva ; by reason of which darkness covered the earth;
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and to blot out the fault so committed, Parvati came down to do pe-

nance under a mango-tree, at that place. Siva sent various rivers, the

origin of which are mythologically stated.

Visvacarma built a temple ; and after many intermediate matters

(which however are not stated) in the time of Crishna rayer, even as

he had rebuilt many other temples so he rebuilt the fane of JEcambar-

isvara. There are other mythological or pauranic statements of the

foundations of other places, based on fables concerning Brahma, Vishnu

and Siva. At a later period there is mention of four towns around, to

which roads led from Conjevevam ; that is first, Mahabalipuram ; second,

Devalapuram to the south ; third, Virinchipuram, and fourth, Narra-

yanapuram, (first, Vaishnava ; second, tiaiva ; third, Saiva ; fourth,

Vaishnava.)

Vishnu born as Nareda introduced the Bauddha system, to expiate

which fault, he was required to do penance at Conjeveram. The Juinas

spread through the country, and had a settlement near Conjeveram,

Sancaracharya came thither, and overcoming the Jainas in disputa-

tion re-established the Hindu religion, according to his own tenets.

There is still however a small town near, called Canchi of the Jainas,

Another existing evidence of the ancient prevalence of the Jaina system

at this place is, that in the walls and edifices, built by Crishna rayer,

images of the Jaina system are wrought in with the other workmanship.

Brahma performed a great sacrifice at one of the sacred hills at Con-

jeveram, in the fire of which Vishnu, as Varada raja, was born
;
(being

the form of Vishnu worshipped in the Vaishnava fane at Conjeveram.)

The elephant of Vishnu gathering lotus-flowers from the tank, had its

legs bitten off by an alligator; and Vishnu slew the alligator with his

chacra : (an event commemorated in processions by carrying round the

image of an elephant without legs.) Notice of the different vahanas

r vehicles, used for the processions of the image of Vishnu, at the

great annual festival in the month of May.

Notice of the images within the Saivafane ofEkambesvara.

The origin of the place is lost in the remoteness of very ancient time.

The image of Camacshi was originally of clay. Three towers and the

inner shrine were constructed by Triyambaca Rayalu. In one shrine

there is an emblem of Siva at which Rama (Chandra) performed

homage, in order to expiate the sin of killing the racshasas of the coun-

try. There is also an image of Perumal (Vishnu) to commemorate
the cure of Siva, (after swallowing poison with the amrita in the Cur-

ma avatara.) Brief mention of other images connected with similar

legends. A repetition of the fable connected with the mango -tree, men-
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tioned at the beginning. Some porches and shrines were built by Ten-

agara-pillai of Tanjore. Other notices of differentl ocalities of the

fane. The hall of a thousand pillars is built over the place where was

the pit in which Brahma performed his great sacrifice ; there is a sacred

pool in the midst. In the Barata Candam, or continent south of Mount

Himalaya there are one thousand and eight fanes ; of these one hundred

and eight are special, and of these latter twenty-eight are within the dis-

trict of Conjeveram. The names of these twenty-eight fanes are given.

Next is given a specification of sacred pools ftirfhasj connected with

the said fanes.

Notice of the Ammen-kovil, orfane ofthe local goddess.

The shrine was built by Vira deva maha raja. A tower was built

on the south side by Pallala Rayudu. To the west of the goddess'

shrine there is an image of Sancara'charya, also of Durvasa rishi.

There is a golden image of Camacshi, termed bangara (the golden).

An image of Santana Ganapati paid homage to by the childless, who
desire to have children : other minute details. Just before the spot, on

which the image of Camacshi is placed there is a chasm, hollow, or

cavern, in the earth. Sancaracharya is traditionally stated to have

concealed the image therein for greater safety ; and it is popularly re-

ported that the original Camacshi is still hidden therein.

Detail of worldly power.

The names of a few monarchs are given, coming down to the latter

rayers, and Gajapatis. Lengthened periods are ascribed to the earlier

rulers (gathered from the Puranas), but nothing is given that can add

to or correct other information, on these subjects.

Rulers at Conjeveram.

BlJDA-LINGA-PAIYA. ALI MuRAD KhAN.

Julu pubar Khan (i. e. Davud Khan.

Zulfecar Khan.) Sadulla Khan.

Here the writer is more at home ; a notice is given of the events con-

nected with the Muhammadans of Vellore and Arcot, through the

wars in the Carnatic, and down to the settled rule of Muhammed All
It is brief considering the multiplicity of the transactions ; but may have

its merit, as a testimony written from tradition, near the time and place

of the events recorded, and by a native, acquainted with native opinions.

Cdnchi Mahatmyam.

Another brief version of the^legend noticed at the commencement.

That is to say Parvati shaded both eyes of Siva which produced dark-
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ness over the world, and troubled both gods and men. As a punish-

ment for this li legerete" Parvati was sentenced to become Cali,

and then to go down to earth to do penance, which took place at Con-

jeveram. After acquiring merit by that penance, in which her form

included several rivers, Siva asked what gift she required, and the

reply was, that he would come and marry her at that place. To this

request he consented ; and, when he came, he was accompanied by

Brahma and Vishnu ; the former of whom performed a great sacrifice.

Sarasvati and Lacshmi were born from the eye of Parvati ; and the

marriage between Brahma and Vishnu and their consorts was celebrat-

ed at the same time, as the marriage of Siva and Parvati. The place

hence acquired great celebrity. The rishis, who were present at the

ceremony, each one established an emblem of Siva bearing his own

name ; and on the eight points of the compass, there are eight Durgas,

as guardians. There is also specially a fane of Bhairava, a ferocious

form of Siva.

Remark.—Any information connected with Conjeveram acquires

importance from the celebrity of the place, and its great influence as a

metropolis of idolatry. The legend of Parvati shading the eyes of

Siva is pauranical ; but I think it deserves special notice, though per-

haps not in this place. If I understand the import aright it designates

something differing from any eclipse : but I would wish to examine the

subject in connexion with other records before offering any opinion.

The circumstances concerning the Jainas tend to elucidate some parts

of the Chola pat ;yam, and it would seem as if Sancaracharya were

the Saiva teacher therein referred to. The antiquity of the structures

at Conjeveram cannot be great, since they are posterior to the time of

Sancaracharya ; but that the place had some little note under early

Chola kings, before the ascendancy of the Jainas, seems conjecturally

probable*.

This paper has been restored from small writing, and pale ink, to a

more permanent form.

Section 5.

—

Account of the Setupatis orfeudatory chiefs at Ramnad.

This section was before restored in Vol. I., for reasons stated in the

accompanying abstract then given. See 1st Report. Art. B.

* The king of Kdnchipura is mentioned jn the Samudragupta inscription

at Allahabad as Kanchiyaka Vishmi,— that being the title of the race then ruling

there—J. P.
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Book, No. 49. Countermark 739.

Section 8.

—

Account of the Vellugotwaru, descendants of the Vencata-

giri raja, with an account of Vencata-giri in Telingana.

Stanza. The Velma race were born from the feet of Vishnu.

In the village of Anmnanagal a son of Sheyur Polu Reddi of the

tribe of Anumagantu, with his servants named Resan, when ploughing

a waste piece of land, discovered a hidden treasure and an aerial voice

was heard, telling the master (Shevi-reddi), that if he offered a human

sacrifice he might safely take possession of it. While in great doubt,

his servant Resan voluntarily offered to become the sacrifice, on con-

dition that the Reddi should engage on behalf of himself and of hi3

posterity, that he and they would take the cognomen of Resala, and

always marry the first wife from out of his (Resan's) pariah tribe. To
these conditions the Reddi assented ; and, offering his servant in sacri-

fice to Bhairava, took possession of the treasure. At a subsequent

period while surveying his now very extensive fields, a storm came on,

and while he stood under a tree a thunderbolt descended close to him,

which he took up without fear, and then the hamadryad of the tree

appeared to him, and made him great promises for the future. Two of

his inferior workmen had taken refuge under the same tree, and unseen

by him, had seen and heard what passed ; the report of which they

carried to the village, where it was much talked of; and at length

reached the ears of the Ganapati, or prince of the country, who sent

for Shevi-reddi, and after flattering distinction gave him certain ban-

ners, and ennobled him as feudal lord of a country producing a lac

annually. He also received the title of Pillala marri Betala Rdvu.

From the Betala, or hamadryad, before mentioned he also, received

certain immunities of a super-human order.
s

2. He had three sons, named respectively Dam a Nayadu, Prasa-

ditya Nayadu, and Ritdra Nayadu. Two were much distinguished.

Dama Nayadu, the eldest, by skill in the use of the sword, by great

advantages obtained over others, and the acquisition of wealth and ho-

nors. The second Prasaditya was an officer of authority under Ga-

napati Deva Rayalu ; and had a hand in the circumstances of the

succession after his death, whereby the royal authority at Oruganti

devolved on Pratapa Rudra.

3. The aforesaid Dama Nayadu was the head of his race. Two
of his many sons, by name Vennama Nayadu and Sabbi Nayadu,

were most distinguished-

4. Vennama Nayadu became head of the race. His son was Yir-

adacha Nayadu who, with his cousin, son of Sabbi Nayadu, were
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successful in their incursion against neighbouring places, extending to

Canchi, and to the Pandiya kings. The Mussulmans are also men-
tioned as beaten in defence of another chieftain. The son of Vennama
named Singama Nayadu, became head of the race, and was slain

before the fort of Jalli palie.

5. His two sons Anupota Nayadu and Madah Nayadu assem-

bled a great force, and overcoming all enemies, carried their power to

an increased extent, adding to the fame of their race, and distinguish-

ing themselves by donations to the brahmins. An extravagant account

is given of the number of rajas conquered by them, the Chalukyas being

among the rest, and also the forces of the Gujerati raja. The two

chiefs Anupota and Madah divided the country into two parts, and
ruled in distinct towns, each one over his portion ; the first in Rajakonda
and the second in Devakonda.

6. The son of Ma'dhu named Peddu Veda Giri Nayadu, added to

former conquests, and acquired additional trophies.

7. Pedda Veda Girt Nayadu had two sons, named Rama Chan-
dra and Cumara Madha Nayadu, who made some conquests.

8. The sons of Cumara Madhu were Chinna Veda Giri N.

and Lingama N. The father was slain by another chief, and Lingama

N. slew him in return, who also overcame some others.

9. Lingama Nayadu's son was Purvata Nayadu whose son was

Lingama Nayadu.

10. The race is carried forward, through a few other names.

] 1. Some strifes of neighbouring feudal lords.

12. Records assistance rendered to the rayer in suppressing some

opposers at Channapatnam.

13. Singama Nayadu was versed in learning.

14. Dimma Nayada is said to have conquered the Gujerat, CJioia

and Pandiya rajas.

15. Dhurma Nayadu conveyed to his posterity the title of Ravu*

varu.

16. The succession of the race is carried on down to 28 Vencatadri

Nayadu, who ruled at Vencata-giri, and in his time the name of the

Vencuta-giri kingdom originated. The name of that place from books

and inscriptions is found to have been Kal malt, from the name of a

local goddess worshipped by a few cottagers. One named Gobari

Bukha raja had built a fort and resided there; he was driven away by

Vencatadri who took possession, changed the name of the Sacti, and

caused it to bear the name of Vencati-giri, from Vishnu worshipped at

Vencata-challa (Tripetty), distant four dmada or kadums (40 miles).

3 T
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His son was Rayapa Nayadu who succeeded to the government, 29

down to 31. Some other names down to Yasama Nayadu, and Sin-

gama Nayadu, by whom a great battle was fought with other opposing

chiefs in a plain near Utra Melur, in which they gained a victory, Sal.

Sac. 1523, (reference to another book called Sas m lica> No. 8,) its

substance given here. (The scene was in the Tamil country, Madu

vantaca, being mentioned as near the place of combat.) The Muham-

madans were mingled up in the affair, in connection with Ginjee and

Vellore. Down to 34 many details are given, too complex for abstract-

ing, among which it appears that the Velligotivaru were driven, from

their native district by the Muhammadans, who took it into possession
;

that Vencata-giri was a part only of the Chandra-giri kingdom ; that

the Muhammadans acquired an ascendancy, and that certain cruelties

were attendant on Zulfekar Khan's incursion into the Carnatic, that

Vencata-giri was assumed into possession by them, but by solicita-

tions at the court of Golconda, a restitution of this and some other

districts was made, on condition of paying tribute. Certain grants as

made by persons holding privileges under Aurungzsbe, are mentioned

in the manuscript as deduced from inscriptions, one of the dates is

1618 Sal. Sac. (A. D. 1696).

35. Some other names, and date of a grant by Pedda Yasama

Nayadu in S. S. 1620, with him the line of Vellugotivaru ceased,

and the race was transferred to adopted children.

36, 37. Some other details; an invasion of Muhammadans from

Arcot who plundered and burnt, and in the disturbance many records

perished; when the invasion had swept by Cumara Yasama Nayadu
again resumed possession.

38. Bangaru Yasama Nayadu (the present raja), his agent Sethu

Rayen went to Madras and procured an intervention of the Company's

troops to confirm him in his authority. Details of Peddana and Su-

brahmanyan the agent of Bangaru Yasama Nayadu, leading to an

awful tragedy. Peddana had accused Subrahmanyan in the Chittur

court of firing a village, and Subrahmanyan told him that in conse-

quence he would have him carried out by the legs dead, like a dog. In

prosecution of his design, he constructed a variety of annoyances, and

got up a suit in the zillah court; Peddana when summoned refused

to appear. When an attempt was made to seize and sell his house, he

forcibly ejected the officer of the court ; in consequence a summons was

sent by the hands of a captain of sepoys with a company under his

command. Peddana not knowing the English customs, and from the

high, spirit of the Velmavar, had prepared his house so as to have all
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the inmates killed, and the house set on fire. On the captain making

the demand of his appearance at the court to plead, he went inside and

shut the door, but losing- heart to transact all the tragedy, it was ma-

naged in part by a servant. The result was the murder of all the inmates

Peddana included. The door was then thrown open. The officer

grieved went away, and left the disposing of the bodies with Bangaru
Yasama and Subrahmantan ; who, as they passed, spat on them, and

had them carried out heels uppermost as dogs are carried, and then not

buried, but merely covered with a little earth, exposed to beasts and

birds. The Chittur court had an examination of the outdoor servants

but no guilt attached to them. The manuscript leaves off without any

mention of the death of Shbrahmanyan which is otherwise known to

have since occurred by a cancer on his back slowly and with extreme

torture. Bangaru Yasama is said to be still alive

Remark.—The preceding abstract is not much more than an index.

A translation of the entire manuscript may be made by me another

-time. A notice of the manuscript is entered in the Des. Catal. Vol, I.

p. 306. It is more than usually correct as far as it goes, and will be

found in most of the leading points to harmonize with the foregoing

outline.

D. MAHRATTA.
1. A roll of country paper, without title, mark or number.

The contents of this roll consist of copies of three letters addressed

by Ragu Natha Yadava to Nana Farnis relative to a disputed suc-

cession to the throne at Poonah. In answer to communications from

Nana Farnip, (the minister of state,) his correspondent Ragonauth

gives him details of the strength and munitions of the subordinate rajas

and chiefs, the Nagpore raja, and the Guicovar, or raja of Gujerat,

being among the number. Various details are added as to battles, and

connected circumstances. The letters are written in the midst of the

circumstances which they describe ; and might be of use to a historian

engaged in narrating the events of that particular period, comparatively

recent, but they are too minute, and local, to admit of abstract, which

besides does not appear needful, since a brief index pointing to the ex-

istence of such correspondence may here very well suffice.

The roll attracted attention from its decayed and injured condition.

A little trouble being sufficient to put it into a permanent form it was

restored ; for papers of such a sort may acquire an additional value

with time.

2. Another roll, a little larger in size was found on examination to

have been filled with statistical details, concerning the boundaries, pro-

3 t 2
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ducts, revenues, and similar matters, of the Peishwa's dominions, of

which Poonah was the capital. But being torn, damaged, transposed

and in part lost, any attempt to restore it was given up ; and the loss

probably is not of any consequence.

3. Copy of an ancient record of the rulers of Chandra-giri.

Manuscript Book, No. 45. Countermark 735.

This book on examination proved to be an interesting (though very

brief) chronicle of the Yadava race, which formed one of the early

dynasties of rulers in this country.

The record is said to have been extracted from all the documents in

the fort of Crishna rayer, relative to the rayer dynasty.

The commencement of the Yodwa dynasty is dated from Sal. Sac,

731, (A. D. 808-9,) beginning with Sbirangha Yadava Rayala, and

the dynasty is continued downwards to the foundation of the fort, concern*

ing which there is a little, apparently fabulous, matter. The fort was

first called Deya Durgam, by Yadava Rayalu, in Sal. Sac. 929, (A. D.

1007-8.) At a latter period one of its rulers meditated an invasion of

Vijiyanagara, but abandoned his intention on discovering the power

and resources of Ckishna rayer. The conquests of the latter are brief-

ly alluded to ; and the circumstance of the Gojapati prince, giving his

daughter to Crishna rayer to cement a treaty of peace with him, is men-

tioned. The date of Crishna rayer's death is fixed on the 8th of

Cartikeya month, Sal. Sac. 1452, (19th or 20th November, 1531.)

In all twenty-seven princes of the Yadava race ruled, during 339 years,

(an average of 12^- years to each.) The name of Deya Durga was

changed to Chandra-giri, by one of the race, for reasons specified. The

country came under Muhammadan rule in Sal. Sac. 1587, (A. D.

1665-6.) The names of these rulers are given : they governed, in all

during ninety-five years.

There follows a descriptive mention of the fanes, and other sacerdotal

buildings erected, or endowed, by the different rulers of this dynasty :

Tripetty being the principal one.

Remark.—This document claims a full translation. It possesses

considerable internal evidences of authenticity ; and its evidence in his-

tory is required. The book is damaged though to a less degree than

many in this collection. I have had it restored for the being better

preserved, pending its full translation.
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E. SANSKRIT.
Palm-leaf Book , No. 17. Grantlia Character.

Copy of an Inscription on copper of Sadd Siva Mahd rayer.

Recapitulation of the lunar race, down to Yayati ; of whose line

Isvara Rayen was born. Narasa Rayen, TimmajiNarasimma Rayen,

Vira Narasimma Rayen, Crishna Rayer, Achyuta Payer ; the two

latter were half brothers, sons of Vira Narasimma RAYER,by different

mothers : (here some letters are lost or left out, so that there is no

intelligible meaning ;) Sadaswa Rayen. In his time the inscription was

recorded, Sal Sac. 1478, in the Nala year, in Margara month, on Sun-

day, a new moon day, and eclipse. At which time, peculiarly adapted

to religious donations, certain lands and numerous villages were given

by the rayer, being then in the shrine of Vitalesvara S'rami,/'on the

banks of the Tungabhidra river, to Ramanujdchdrya at Sri Perambur,

the different villages and lands being in the neighbourhood of that place.

The usual sloca at the close is not given, a leaf perhaps being wanting.

Note.—It is doubtful whether the donation was to Ramanuja, in

his life time, or to a shrine first established by him ; the latter from

dates, and attendant circumstances, seems to be most probable.

Conclusion.

My report for the three months inclusive from the beginning of Octo-

ber to the end of December, 1837, here finishes. It may perhaps

appear, that the abstracts, herein given, offer results of considerable

importance. It is however superfluous to add any further observations

to those already given, at each step of the investigation.

Madras, December 31st, 1837.

II.

—

Some account ofa visit to the plain ofKoh-i-Damdn, the mining

district of Ghorhand, and the pass of Hindu Kush, with a few
general observations respecting the structure and conformation of

the country from the Indus to Kabul. By P. B. Lord, M. B* in

Medical Charge of the Kabul Mission.

[Communicated by the Government of India.]

A parallel of latitude drawn through Kdlabdgh, and west of the In-

dus would present a remarkable difference in the course of the mountain

chains as observed to its north, and south sides. In the latter direction

the Solimdn and Kdla ranges, the one of which may be looked on as a

continuation of the other, generally preserve an almost perfect parallelism

with the course of the Indus ; while on the other side every range, and

they are numerous, from the Himalaya and Hindu Kush to the salt range
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inclusive are at right angles with the direction of the stream. In other

words the genera lline of the former is north and south, of the latter

east and west. It is of the latter and the country they include that I

would at present more particularly speak.

In addition to the general course of the chains thus laid down, there

is another fact subordinate yet of no less importance towards determin-

ing the physical formation of this part of the country. When the two

mountain ranges have for some time preserved their parallel east and

west course, the northern is observed to deflect or send off a branch

towards the south, while a corresponding deflexion or ramification of the

southern chain comes to meet it, and the plain which otherwise would

have been one continued expanse from east to west is thus cut into a

number of valleys, the longitudinal axis of which however, is still in

general to be found in the same direction. If we conceive these valleys

to be few, spacious, and well marked towards the north, and south, while

in the central or Kohat region, they become small, numerous, and

crowded so as to resemble a tangled maze, or net work, we shall have a

just general conception of that tract of country west of the Indus, which

may be familiarly described as lying between Kabul and Kdlabdgh.

Unquestionable geological facts, such as the structure of igneous rocks,

poured out under strong pressure, the presence of fossil shells, &c. lead

me to the belief that several if not all of these valleys were at some

former time the receptacles of a series of inland lakes, and the nature of

the shells found (principally planorbes and paludinse), seems to indicate

that the waters of these lakes had been fresh. In this manner three

grand sheets of water separated by the mountain deflexions before alluded

to, would appear to have occupied the entire country from Kabul to

the Indus, and their basins may now be distinguished as the plains

which afford sites to the three cities of Kabul, Jalalabad, and Peshawar.

The drainage of these basins is most tranquilly carried on by the Kabul

river which runs along the northern edge of each, conveying their

united waters to the Indus ; but in former times when more energetic

means were necessary the mountain barriers burst and the shattered

fragments and rolled blocks, that now strew the Khaiber pass bear tes-

timony to its once having afforded exit to a mighty rush of waters, while

the Gidergalla (jackal's neck) or long defile east of the plain of Pesha-

war clearly points out the further course of the torrent towards the

bed of the Indus, whence its passage to the ocean was easy, and natural.

While at Jamrad I had an opportunity of observing a fact which strong-

ly supports the idea I have ventured to propose for a well which the

Sikhs were employed in sinking within their new fort of Fatteh Garh
9
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and which had already proceeded to the depth of 180 feet, had altoge-

ther passed through rolled pebbles of slate and limestone, the consti-

tuents of the Khaiber range of hills. But the wells of Peshdwar, gene-

rally twenty or thirty feet deep, never passed through any thing but

mud and clay strata. Now the fort I have mentioned is situated at the

very mouth of the Khaiber pass, and Peshawar is twelve or fourteen

miles distant towards the other extremity of the plain. If then this

plain were once the basin of a lake, into which a stream had poured

through the Khaiber pass, it is obvious that such a stream would at its

very entrance into the lake have deposited the rolled pebbles and

heavier matter with which it was charged, while the lighter mud and

clay would have floated on to a considerable distance ; in other words,

the former would have dropped at Jamrad, the latter gone on to Peshd-

war, and this is precisely the fact*.

Connected with these three basins and joining that of Kabul almost

at a right angle from the north, is the plain of Koh-i-Damun (the

mountain's skirt), which stretches away to the very foot of Hindu Kush,

and gives exit at its northern end to four several routesf by which

that chain may be passed. It is an extensive and fertile plain, bounded

on all sides by primitive hills, those to the north, east and south, being

chiefly of slate including all the gradations from clay to mica, and even

at times closely bordering upon gneiss ; while the rid^e to the west-

shows the bare granite, and it is at the base and along the windings of

this, that occur the vineyards, orchards and gardens of Shakar-darrd,

Istalif and Isterkhech so famed in the commentaries of the emperor

Baber.

The plain is about forty miles in length, with a mean breadth of per-

haps sixteen or eighteen. Mountain streams^ pouring down from each

of the four passes I have mentioned, and bearing their names, unite

their waters in its centre, and afford facilities for irrigation which have

been by no means neglected ; the mulberry, the vine, the walnut, the

almond, with peaches, apricots, melons, and fields of cotton, tobacco, rice,

wheat, barley, juwari and other grains occur in the richest abundance.

Naturally anxious to visit a place of which we had heard so much,

and the praises of which the Afghans are never tired of reciting, we

* No mere irruption of water from a mountain lake would have time to grind

down masses of rock into boulder, pebble, gravel aud sand. These deposits are

rather attributed to very long continued action of ocean beaches, or mountain

detritus.

—

Ed.

•f*
From a point towards the centre of the plain (Dush-i-Bogram) I found the

bearings of these four passes as under :

—

Panjthnr pass, bearing N. Shahsl, J 5 N. W. Parwan, 25 N.W. Ghorband, 50 N.W.
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availed ourselves of the first opportunity afforded by a slight inter-

mission in our business and started from Kabul about the middle of

October; Lieutenant Leech, and myself having the further intention

of proceeding to the top of Hindu Kiish, he for the purpose of recon-

noitring the pass, and I to pick up any stones, plants, or animals that

might occur in the way.

Our first day's march was sufficiently barren, being chiefly occupied

in passing over the low slaty ridge which separates the valley of Kdbul

from that to which we were proceeding, but on the second morning

having gained the entrance of Shakar-darrd, our entire road was one

succession of gardens. The trees had already put on their beautiful

autumnal tint. The mountains exhibited the grandest varieties of light

and shade. Clouds still lingered amongst their inequalities and rested

here on a speedy cliff, there on a lengthened streak of snow which, deep

in a ravine, had resisted the whole force of the summer's sun. The dead

nettle, the thistle, the dog-rose covered with hips, the may with its

glistering hair berries, the wild mint, fennel, lavender, and a thousand

other well known plants perfumed the air or recalled our recollections

to our native land. The morning was calm, grey and autumnal. We
were filled with a tranquil pleasure.

Our tents were pitched at the entrance of the Bagh-i-Shah, a garden

planted by Shah Taimur. We entered and found it spacious and

beautiful though in decay, many of the loftiest poplars (Chinars*) had

lately been cut down by orders of Muhammad Abkar Khan, but so

great was the abundance of shade, that their fall would scarcely have

been noticed had they not lain in our path. At the farther end was an

ascent which we climbed and from which the most glorious prospect of

vale and hill, sunshine and shade, mountain and rivulet, garden-and

woodland, burst on our view. There had formerly been a garden house

on this spot, and beneath we could perceive where the water dammed

in had formed a lake, but the dam was destroyed, the lake was gone ; a

decayed tree had fallen across the bed of the rill which had formerly

supplied it, and its waters diverted from their course had spread them-

selves over the adjacent flats, and converted them into plashy swamps.

It struck us as not a little singular that amidst so great a profusion

of vegetation animal life seemed all but totally extinct. A few

magpies, sparrows and pigeons with an occasional chikor ( Tetrao

rufusj were the sole representations of the winged tribes, as were a

small lizard, and a frog, of the reptiles. The greater number we were

told had emigrated for the winter towards the warmer regions of Jala-

* Platanus Orientalis.
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labdd and Peshawar, and even some as the Kalang or Indian crane to

the plains of Hindustan. The thermometer in our tents at this time

ranged between 45° and 65° Fahr.

We lingered for three days amongst those delicious vales, passing

slowly through Shakar-darra, Kd-darra and so on to Istalif, but the

snow began to fall rapidly on the higher hills, and it became evident

that our attempt on Hindu Ktish, must be made immediately or

relinquished for the season. Without further delay, therefore we left

the skirts of the hills and marched to Charikar, a flourishing town
towards the northern extremity of the plain, where a few hours sufficed

to make the necessary preparations for our excursion.

The entrance of the Ghorband pass by which we meant to penetrate

was but four or five miles in a northwest direction from the town, but

though the foot of the mountains was thus near, the road through them

was no less than fifty miles in length before it led us to the top of the

pass over Hindu Kdsh, by which the great caravans from Tartary or

Turkistan annually arrive in Kabul. As the Uzbeks at the other

side of the pass are notorious slave-dealers, secrecy and dispatch were

alike advisable ; accordingly on the morning of the 18th October, equip-

ped as Afghan horsemen and accompanied by four mounted attend-

ants, and a guide to whom alone we had entrusted our plans, we

marched from Charikar and halting an hour at noon to rest the horses,

succeeded by sunset in reaching Sherikui the last inhabited spot at

this side of the pass, irom which however it was still distant eighteen

miles. In the course of this day's journey we had first come on micace-

ous schist, dipping to the N. W. at an angle of about 45°, which soon

however increased until the strata became perfectly vertical. Gneiss

then succeeded, but soon gave way and the mica slate again came up

graduating insensibly into black slate, intersected by numerous thin

veins of quartz, and presenting in the neighbourhood of Sukht-i-chenar

a large, valuable though unwrought, iron mine, of the kind usually

denominated red sparry iron ore I This gradulation of the micaceous

into clay slate is well shown in some of the specimens I was enabled to

collect, and which with specimens of the different ores mentioned I

hope when an opportunity presents to have the honor of forwarding*

In the mica slate immediately over the entrance of the pass, and on

the very summit of the hill, occurs a vein of silver ore which how--

ever appeared to me so poor that it would scarce pay the expense of

working. I heard of a much richer vein in the pass of Panjabirj

which was said to have been worked to a great extent in the time of

the Bhagatais, but this I had not one opportunity of seeing : during the

3 u
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march granite once or twice made its appearance, shooting up abruptly

through the slate. It was of a large open grain approaching nearly

the species termed graphic. Wherever the valleys opened advantage

had been taken of it for the purposes of cultivation, and we passed

several little green spots, containing mulberries, walnuts, fields of

barley, and a dwarf cotton, which, though in pod, did not exceed six or

eight inches in height. Next day the formation was extremely simple

and well defined. At first we had a mica slate in strata running nearly

east and west, and dipping at an angle of 75° a little to the west of

north. To this succeeded gneiss in irregular blocks, with contorted

laminae gradually changing into regular strata, the dip of which (in the

same direction as that of the mica slate), increased until they became

perfectly vertical, and then came up the granite, forming the last six

miles of the ascent, and shooting up above the pass in such precipitous

peaks that the snow which lay thick round their base could find no

resting place along the sides.

The road had risen so gradually that it was not until within 12 or

15 miles of the summit that we found the ascent becoming so rapid as

to cause the stream which occupied the bottom of the valley to cascade,

nor did we ourselves experience any considerable difficulty until we had

arrived within a mile of the pass. It then became very steep, and in

consequence of a partial thaw of the snow, very slippery and dangerous.

The horses fell and appeared much distressed. We were obliged to

dismount and proceed on foot, and in so doing we met the goods of a

Kafila which had reached the opposite side of the pass, but in conse-

quence of its slippery state had been unable to proceed. A fresh sup-

ply of beasts of burden had been collected on this (the south) side, and

were waiting below while the goods were being transported over the

summit on, men's shoulders. As this was on the 19th October it will

serve to give a fair idea of the early period at which this pass becomes

impracticable. We learned from the persons employed in collecting

toll that in ten days more at furthest it would be finally closed by the

snow, after which time no Kafila could venture. The reports of the na-

tives had informed us the persons ascending this pass were frequently

seized with giddiness, faintness, vomiting, and the other symptoms usu-

ally described as occurring at considerable elevations, and though we

ourselves experienced nothing of the kind, yet we see no reason to doubt

the general correctness of the story, as we estimated the total height

of the pass as little inferior to that of Mount Blanc. This is a point we

regret exceedingly we had not the means of determining in any precise

mode. A thermometer which we had brought with the intention of

ascertaining the boiling point of water on the summit was unfortunately
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broken on our first day's march, and a barometer was too cumbrous and

ostensible an object for persons wishing to avoid observation. How-
ever from calculations made by Lieut. Leech (to whose survey I refer

for all topographical details), respecting the rates of ascent at portions

of the road, we felt inclined to conclude that the total height could not

be less than 15,000 feet, and comparisons which I have subsequently

been able to make with other passes in the same range, the height of

which I ascertained, afford me assurance that this is by no means an

over-estimate.

We searched in vain on the top for the Kirm i barf or snow-worm,

the existence of which is confidentially affirmed by the natives who ac-

counted for our want of success by saying that fresh snow had fallen,

and that the worm was only to be found on that of last year. In that case

its existence at least on this pass must be extremely limited, as it would

be hard to name a month in which snow does not or may not fall here.

At the time of our visit the snow, which on the southern face extend-

ed in any quantity to a distance of not more than four or five miles, on

the northern, reached eighteen or twenty ; and at a subsequent period,

November 9th, when I made an attempt to go into Turkistdn by the

pass of Sir-Alang*, and met with no snow until within ten miles of

the summit, it actually on the northern face extended 60 miles or nearly

four days' journey. This is a fact which forcibly arrested my attention

as the reverse is well known to be the case, in the Himalaya chain where

snow lies lower down on the southern face than on the northern, to an

extent corresponding with 4000 perpendicular descent. But the

Himalaya and the Hindu Kush have the same aspect, the same general

direction, lie nearly in the same latitude, and in fact are little other than

integral parts of the same chain. The local circumstances however

connected with each are precisely reversed. The Himalaya has to the

north the elevated steppes of central Asia, and to the south the long

low plains of Hindustan. Hindu Kush, on the other hand, has to the

south the elevated plains of Kabul and Koh-i-Ddman between five or six

thousand feet above the level of the sea, while to the north stretch away

the depressed, sunken and swampy flats of Turkistdn; Balkh, according

to Captain Burnes, being only 1800 feet, while Kunduz at which

I am now writing is by the boiling of the waterf not quite 500 above

the surface of the ocean.

* The upper district in the Parwdn valley is called Alang ; the mouutain pass over

it Sir-Alang ; Sir simply meaning head or top.—Mr. Elphinstone writes it Sauleh

Oolong.

T The mean of three thermometers which had been carefully boiled and registered

at the sea level.
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I should mention, that since commencing this report I have been

agreeably interrupted by an invitation in my professional capacity,

to the court of Meer Minad Bey, the chief of Kunduz, in ac-

cepting which, anxious to explore a new route, I first in company

with Lieut. Wood, N. I. attempted the valley of Parwdn and pass

of Sir-Alang, but being repelled by the depth of snow and a vio-

lent storm which came on just as we had reached the summit, we

were obliged to return and go by the road of Bamian. In this way

I have been enabled considerably to extend my acquaintance with the

chain of Hindu Kush, and shall therefore venture one or two observa-

tions further respecting it. A core of granite, and resting on it a deep

bed of slate, are the prominent features in its structure. The direction

of those as well as of the chain itself is generally from east to west,

and as a consequence of this its largest and most open valleys will na-

turally lie in the same direction, while the steepest ascents will be met

with in proceeding from south to north. This a-priori induction is

perfectly confirmed by my experience. The pass of ^ir-Alang and

the pass, as it is called par excellence, of Hindu Kush, are both met in

an attempt to proceed north, and the roads leading to each are for

wheeled carriages perfectly impassable, while the vale of Ghorband,

which runs east and west through the heart of the mountains for thirty

or forty miles^ would admit of a coach being drawn the greater part of

the way ; and the Bamian road, which has in every part been traversed

by heavy guns, is so nearly in the same direction that Hajighdt, the

point at which it turns the extremity of Hindu Kush, though 80 miles

in a direct line from Kabul, is according to Lieut. Wood's observations,

but ten miles north of the latitude of that city*.

The granite that forms the summit of the entire ridge is from the

pure whiteness of the felspar and the glossy blackness of the horn-

blende of a very beautiful appearance. A peculiarity was observable

in its structure where we first reached it, which I do not remember to

have seen before. The hornblende had become so collected in patches

through the rock that the whole looked as though it were a conglome-

rate containing dark-colored pebbles of a previous formation, nor was

it without a closer examination that I was able to satisfy myself as to

the real nature of the fact. These concretions were always of a sphe-

roidal form, varying in size from a diameter of two or three inches to a

foot and upwards, and evidently possessed of superior powers of resis-

tance ; for in cases where the mass of the rock had suffered from wea-

* See Lieut. Wood's survey for thifa-and all other topographical details alluded to

on the Bdmian and Sir-Alang roadsv
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thering or been fractured by some external force, these were frequently

seen uninjured and protruding in rounded nodules beyond the general

surface. A similar fact, if I mistake not, has been noted by M. Brong-

niart as occurring in a granite of Corsica, and taken in connection with

Hall's experiments on the fusion and subsequent refrigeration of basalt,

it forms a most interesting link in the chain of evidence which goes to

connect granite with rocks of undoubted igneous origin. This same

peculiarity of mineralogical structure was again remarked by me when

I came on what I thence conclude to be part of the same outbreak of

granite (though at a somewhat diminished elevation), between Agrabad

and Saighan on the road north of Bdmian, and it, is not a little re-

markable that it was here accompanied by an almost basaltic arrange-

ment of the rock. This is so evident that Captain Burntes in his for*

mer journey, viewing it merely with the eye of a traveller says, " Cliffs

of granite blackened by the elements rose up in dusky but majestic

columns not unlike basalt." Next to the granite lies the great slate

formation I have mentioned, and which must be considered as including

gneiss, mica and clay-slate of numerous varieties, with chlorite and other

subordinate slates, as well as veins of carbonate of lime and quartz, the

latter sometimes attaining a thickness of two or three hundred yards,

though more frequently from a few inches to two or three or four feet*

Of all these the gneiss appears to occupy the inferior position though

this is by no means constant, on the contrary every possible alteration

may be found amongst them. The formation is of very great extent

reaching in length from Attok, where we first came on it, in the form

of black roofing slate, to the longitude of Bdmian, 100 miles west of

Kdbul. It probably extends much farther, but I speak only of what I

have seen,

Its mean breadth may be safely stated at between twenty and thirty

miles, at least three perfect sections which I have made of it were all

fully of that extent. It runs in the first instance north of the basin of

Peshawar, hard, blue, non-fossiliferous limestone*, which we had

traced upon it from Hasan Abdul, parting from it at the Gidergalla,

and going round to form the southern edge. It is then continued

north of the basins of Jalalabad and Kabul, sending down the two

southerly deflexions or outlying ridges which mark their ancient mar-

gins, and which we traversed by the Khaibar pass, and that which leads

through Tiyen to Balkh, distances of thirty and twenty-five miles

respectively. A smaller slaty ridge separates Kdbul from the plain of

* The same Dr. Falconer informed me, which from its being so generally found

along the base of the Himalaya chain, is usually termed sub-Himalayau.
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Koh-i-Daman, and when you have arrived at the summit of this and

attempt to go north you again meet with this same slaty belt of thirty

miles in thickness, which must be traversed before you reach the granite

core of Hindu Kdsh. In short to attempt a generalization more exten-

sive perhaps than I am strictly warranted in offering, though derived

from many sections in various directions, I would say, that an observer in

passing south, from the top of Hindu Kush, to the parallel of Kdlabdgh,

would see first a core of granite with coating of slate, as in the grand

mountain chain ; next a core of slate with a coating of limestone as at At'

tok and Khairabdd ; then ancient hills of limestone, hard, blue, and non-

fossiliferous, as in the ridge between Peshdwar and Kohat; then a core

of more modern limestone (fossiliferous) with a coating of new red sand-

stone as in the hills south of Kohat, and then would find himself amongst

aluminous clay, sulphur, gypsum, bituminous shale and rock-salt which

occur near Lachi, Ismdel Khail and Teri, and are thence continued south

to the parallel I have mentioned terminating the groupe.

Respecting the slate I shall only add that north of the Rush it ap-

peared to be by no means of the same extent or importance. After

passing the granite I have mentioned at Saighan, I again came on it

;

but it did not exceed four or five miles in breadth, and its place seemed

occupied by silicious sandstone and fossiliferous sandstones which here

are of immense depth ; as however I have rather turned than crossed

the ridge in my way to Turkistdn, I have not examined it at each side

and under similar circumstances.

Subordinate to the slate formation, limestone both primitive and se-

condary occurs. The former in vast cliffs overhangs the upper part of

the valley of Parwan, and exhibits numerous and large natural cavities, in

one of which the water of the valley is engulphed and does not re-appear

for a distance of two miles. The general color of the limestone here

is of a light gray and striped, but masses of. it which have fallen from

above and lie in the water-course are often of a dazzling whiteness. I

cannot say I met with any of this same formation in my way up to the

pass of Hindu Rush, but an extensive limestone formation which I shall

have occasion to notice again, is to be found in the Ghorband valley

and affords a matrix in which occur ores of antimony, iron, and lead.

Still further west on the Bdmian road near Jubrez, I again met with

this same limestone, grey and crystalline, in vertical strata, and running

east and west, and I learned that immediately to our south in the hills

round Midan it affords quarries of white marble, which it was further

said might be had along the back of the whole range west to Herdt and

south to Kandahar, At the former of these places it has been worked
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from time immemorial, but at Kabul its existence was unknown until

the days of the emperor Shah Jeha'n*, to whom it was disclosed by a

Herdti stone-cutter, when he was occupied in the pious task of erecting

a mausoleum to his great progenitor Baber. The marble for the

mosque and tomb of this structure which still exists, though sorely frayed

by time, was brought at immense expense from Delhi ; but the marble

pavement, as well as the materials for the enclosure that surrounds the

whole, were in consequence of the Heratis suggestion derived from the

quarries ofMidan. The marble is not equal to that of Delhi, but still has

a pure color, an open crystalline texture, and is commended by the

workmen as yielding readily to the chisel. From the unskilfulness of

the workmen employed in raising it, large slabs are with difficulty pro-

cured, and in consequence the price is high, four rupees being charged

for a slab, a guzf square, in its rough state at the quarry.

In this part of its course (near Jubrez), the limestone alternates with

mica and clay-slate, and a stratum of it again occurs a few miles fur.

ther,—one at Sir-cheshmeh. It is not more than a mile or a mile and a

half in breath ; but it suffices to give birth to the beautiful and abun-

dant spring from which the place derives its name (Sir-i-cheshmeh—
literally, fountain's head), and which forms the true source of the Kabul

river. Twenty miles further on, between Gardan-i-Dewan and Gul-

gahni, limestone once more appeared in the form of a very thin vein,

about 1 50 feet in breadth, perfectly conformable with the strata of

slate which enclosed it : and here again it threw up a spring which,

however unlike the former, was deeply impregnated with iron saline

matter, and abundance of carbonic acid gas, that caused the whole to

effervesce as though it were boiling. This spring has many medical

virtues attributed to it by the natives, and is extensively used as a tonic,

particularly for impaired powers of digestion, to which I have no doubt

it proves serviceable. Its temperature was 51° Fahr. which probably

is somewhat below its natural standard, inasmuch as it was surrounded

at the time of observation with melting snow. The temperature of the

well of Sir-chashmeh, nearly in the same parallel of latitude, I had ascer-

tained two days before to be 54° 5', and another well also from lime-

stone near Agrabdd, half a degree further north, I found to be 54°.

I would here remark that the temperature of wells, as generally

taken without reference to the formation in which they occur, must

needs be a most imperfect, indeed erroneous, method of approximating

* My informant said Humaiyun, but as the inscription on the tomb shews it to

have been erected by Shah Jehan, I have transferred the story to him.

f About three feet English,
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to the mean temperature of the place, inasmuch as different rock for-

mations, like different metals, vary much in their power of conducting

heat. Thus, a well at Peshawar gave me a temperature of 64°, while

one at Attok, almost under the same parallel of latitude and at the

same altitude above the sea, was as high as 78°, the thermometer at

sunrise in each case standing about 80°. But the well at Peshawar

was in loose clay, mixed with vegetable mould, a notoriously bad con-

ductor of heat, while that at Attok was in hard black slate, which would

thus appear to have a very different quality. Again a well at Agrahad

in limestone, latitude 35Q north, shewed a temperature of 54° Fahr.

while another in slate a few miles further north, stood at 48°, the al-

titude of both being nearly equal, and the thermometer at sunrise be-

low the freezing point ; so that in this instance also, the slate would

appear to have had superior powers of conduction. To pursue this,

however, would lead me too far from my present subject, besides it is

time I should come down from the top of the mountain, which we did,

though not until we had gratified our curiosity with many a longing

glance down the snow-clad vale that led towards Turkistdn, and indulg-

ed our loyalty in a libation to the health of our youthful queen as the

first of her majesty's subjects, indeed we may add of Europeans, who

had succeeded in surmounting this celebrated range.

We now turned our attention towards the vale of Ghorband, the

opening of which, distant about 14 miles from the plain, we had noticed

in our upward course, threading off to the south of west so as to stand

nearly at a right angle with the pass we had travelled, the general lie

of which was a little to the west of north. And nothing could be more

striking than the difference between the two valleys. The one narrow,

rocky, and uneven, with an average fall of 200 feet per mile, so that it

was impossible it should even have contained any other waters than

those of a rapid headlong torrent, while the other, that which we now

entered was wide, level, and fertile. The primitive rocks had retired

to a distance of from one to three miles, and within them was depo-

sited a secondary row of small rounded hills consisting of conglomerate

pebbles and clay, and horizontal strata of fine mud, such as could only

have been collected during a long series of years from the tranquil wa-

ters of a scarcely moving lake. Along such a formation we travelled

for about 15 miles, the hills I have described generally lying to the

south of the road, while the Ghorband river, of a respectable breadth

and not in all places fordable, run close along the edge of the slate

which descended in steep cliffs on our north. But on reaching Suja*

garh, the hitherto uniform tints of the mountain were seen to be varie-
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gated with red, green, and ashen grey, which on examination we found

to be produced by ochre, red, indurated clay, decaying green stone and

strata of volcanic ashes. These indications of ancient volcanic action, and

along with them, efflorescence and sheets of sulphate of lime, the deposits

of springs which had whitened large tracts on the side of the range, ex-

tended along westward, as we continued our course to Chandi,—the vol-

canic indications being generally at an inconsiderate elevation, and in

most instances capped by conglomerate or beds of clay to a depth of

50-200 feet. The valley we were told, stretched away west and south-

west, until it nearly reached to Bdmian; but the upper end of it

was inhabited by the Skaik Ali, a lawless tribe of Huzarahs who
acknowledge no ruler, and rob every one that comes within their grasp,

so that for a long series of years, the road has been closed to the

traveller and the merchant.

We were therefore obliged to terminate our researches at Chandi
y

but it gave me no little pleasure, on a subsequent journey, to recognize

the very same volcanic indication with basalt, and anzodaloid superad-

ed, in the vale of Lohuk, which is distant about 40 miles southwest of

the point where we were now turned back, and to be able to trace these

indications through Topclie up to Bdmian itself, and finally to iden-

tify by its mineralogical characters, as well as by its geological connec-

tions, the conglomerate in which the caves of Bdmian are scooped,

and its gigantic idols carved, with the conglomerate in the vale of

Ghorhand^ in which we now proceeded to examine a more extensive

and more useful excavation. This was a lead mine which had been

worked in the time of the Chagatais, but which, from the ignorance of

the Afghans or the troubles which have so constantly beset them, has been

totally neglected, insomuch that the inhabitants of the neighbourhood were

perfectly unaware of its nature, and viewed it with a sort of superstitious

reverence, as a relic of some mysterious folk of former times. They
even made some difficulties about shewing us the entrance, and when

they understood our intention of going in, earnestly attempted to dis-

suade us ; a few agreed to accompany us as torch-bearers, though the

greater part shook their heads at their rashness. Having obtained a good

supply of oil, and taken a compass that we might be sure of our way
back again, we commenced our under-ground exploration at the auspi-

cious hour of noon, on the 22nd Oetober, 1837.

The mine is known by the name of Feringal*, is situated at the

* In an ingenious paper on the site of Alexandria ad Caucasum, I observe Mr.
Masson wishes to appropriate this as the cave of Prometheus. I am sorry to

deprive him of it, especially for so ignoble a purpose as to convert it into a lead

3 x
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upper part of the district of Churde^ about thirty miles from the entrance

of the valley of Ghorband, and on the side of a hill facing the east, at

an elevation of about 250 feet above its base. The hill is composed

beneath of quartz rocks, above conglomerate, and between both is a

thin, schistose layer, which, as well as the quartz, appears to dip away

rapidly to the west. The excavation is entirely made through the con-

glomerate, and descends to the depth of one hundred feet perpendicular

before it reaches the ore, which is a galena or sulphuret of lead ex-

tremely rich and valuable. The galleries have been run and shafts

sunk, with a degree of skill that does no little credit to the engineering

knowledge of the age ; but I am yet at a loss to understand what could

have induced them to sink a mine on the spot they have chosen, as

there is not the slightest external indication that I could perceive of the

presence of mineral in the hill ; nor was it until they had mined to 100

feet perpendicular descent and an actual distance of more than half an

English mile that they came on the ore. Perhaps had I been able to

get to the back of the hill I might have found the mineral cropping out

there, still if that was the case, why was the excavation not made at

that side ? One thing is evident that the works were commenced on

knowledge and principle, not on blind chance ; for on arriving at cham-

ber No. 1, a regular shaft, two feet square, and eleven feet deep had

been sunk, and not finding the ore, they continued their gallery about

forty yards, further to chamber No. 2, where the ore actually exists.

Now at a first attempt (for there was no previous shaft sunk), to reach

so very near their object as six or eight feet, which was the total dif-

ference in level between the bottom of the shaft and chamber No. 2,

shewed an acquaintance with the lie of the mineral and the level at

which they had arrived that could scarcely be exceeded in the present

day. By the kindness of my friend and fellow-traveller, Lieut Leech>

I am enabled to annex a plan of the works and view of one of the

chambers, which will at once afford a clear explanation of the whole,

and save the necessity of entering into further details*.

The galleries were in some places so low that we were obliged to crawl

on all fours, and this, added to the heat and smoke of the torches and

the quantities of dust which we knocked in our progress, rendered our

task not a little fatiguing, and at times almost threatened us with suffo-

cation. The dryness of the mine was so perfect that putrefaction

mines, but eu revanche, I can offer him the cave of Talagud, (mentioned in a sub-

sequent part of this paper,) which being a natural excavation will probably suit him
better. Major Wilford is for having the cave of Prometheus at Auk-Serai, to

which I know of but one objection, that there is no cave there.

* This will be forwarded hereafter, not having come to hand.
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seemed almost at a stand still. One of the human skulls which we

found, had the scalp and hair attached to it, in a good state of preser-

vation, and a porcupine which lay at the bottom of the shaft, though

evidently long dead, was almost entire.

The only living animal in the excavation was a bat, (Rhinolophus,)

which I have preserved ; but the quills and other spoils of porcupines,

with a great heap of their dung shewed this to have been a favorite

resting place with them for many generations . The remains of oxen

and sheep which occurred, had probably been taken down for the pur-

pose of feeding its human inhabitants in former times, and this was

rendered still more likely, from the circumstance of the horns having

been sawn off the heads of the rams ; such a practice obtaining even to

the present day, the object being to place on some rustic shrine (zearut),

to which they are considered an appropriate offering. Half-burnt blocks

of timber were in some of the large chambers, but we did not succeed

in finding tools of any sort.

From the number of galleries we had to examine on our passage

downward, before ascertaining the right road, we were more than two

hours in reaching the one, but our return only occupied 20 minutes.

We did not reach the extreme limit of the excavation, as the fear of

our oil being exhausted compelled us to limit our researches. The

total time we remained under ground was a little short of 3 hours.

We returned to the external world at 5 minutes before 3 of p. m. and

found nearly the whole population of the neighbourhood assembled to

witness our resurrection. We retraced our steps the same evening to

Kinchak, immediately at the back of which is a mountain, from which

antimony is procured in abundance. The formation is black slate,

and the ore is on the surface, so that it requires no further description.

Murdar sungan, ore of lead, I have not ascertained of what nature,

and my specimens are at Kabul while I am writing at Kunduz, occurred

in the valley under Kinchak, and was also to be found on our way to

Hindu Kush, under the village of Kashim. The ore is crystallized,

and is generally picked up in lumps at the bottom of the valley, being

distinguished as I was told, by its property of drying with great rapidi-

ty, so that the usual time of gathering it is after a shower of rain when

all the other stones are wet. The mine of it is not known, but certain-

ly must be very near, as these lumps are got in great abundance, and are

said by the natives to be brought down by the stream, the source of

which is, at most, but 3 or 4 miles distant.

At Kinchak and generally through this district, the slate was found

reposing on quartz rock,, which in other parts of the range seldom ap-

3x2
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peared. The slate was in many places black and crumbling, (a variety-

described by MacCullack,) and looked as if altered by fire.

In a limestone hill, west of Fuligird, occurs another mine of antimo-

ny like the former on the surface, and on our way to visit this, we
unexpectedly hit on a very magnificent natural cavern, which we ex-

plored (having sent back for torches), to the distance of three or four

hundred yards ; but without finding bones or indeed any thing to reward

us, except the sight of some very large and transparent stalactites. The

cavern was situated almost on the summit of the hill, 2000 feet above

the Ghorband valley, which with its river now lessened to a silver thread,

and its gardens of apricots, mulberries, and almonds, in their autumnal

livery, looking as though they had been painted on the lofty and per-

fectly barren mountains, which every where towered above them, had a

singularly beautiful and almost magical appearance.

This hill is based on quartz rock, between which and its limestone

cap intervenes a bed of decaying mica slate about 500 feet in thickness.

This has a gentle dip (10°) towards the southwest, and the limestone?

which is grey, and crystalline, lies conformably on it. The mouth of

the cavern is marked by a wild almond tree which grows over it, and

seems to spring from the bare rock. There is a second opening about

100 feet lower down, but the rock is so precipitous that this can only

be approached through the cavern. Iron ore occurs so abundantly

through the entire range that I have thought it unnecessary to particu.

larize its localities. The richest I have seen is the black iron ore near

the pass of Hajeeghuk, where it forms entire hills by itself; but from the

difficulty of carriage and total want of fuel its value must be consider-

bly diminished.

Copper is not to be found in the parts which I have visited, all the

specimens brought to me were from the neighbourhood of Bajour north

of Peshawar. They were principally malachite and peacock ore,

and seemed rich in metal.

I heard of the existence of lapis lazuli in the vicinity of Fuligard

and sent a man to search for it in the direction indicated, but he return-

ed unsuccessful.

Zinc in the form of its emoreseed white sulphate, known here by the

name of zdk, occurs generally through the volcanic region I have de-

scribed, as do also sulphur, sal-ammoniac, ochre, and nitre. There is a

salt spring at Nimakan, which lies between Ghorband and Kairshana ;

but salt for domestic purposes is generally brought from near Balkh,

The influence of petrifying springs has been extensive in this district

;

some of them are still at work, others closed up by their own deposits.
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In the neighbourhood of Lohuk they were particularly abundant, and in

one place, the beds cut through by a torrent shewed a thickness of 50

feet, the individual layers not exceeding 1 to 3 inches.

On our way back through the plain of Koh-i-Ddman we paid a visit

to Reg-rowan (the flowing sand), which has long been an object of

wonder, and veneration to the natives. It is simply a bed of loose

sand on the slope of a hill, which if set in motion by any cause, as by

the wind or by a man, rolling down from the top, produces lengthened

sonorous vibrations not unlike those of the string of a bass-viol. The

fact is mentioned by Baser who compares the noise to that of drums

or nagarehs, and a corresponding fact has been noticed as occurring at

Jubbul Tor on the shore of the Red Sea. On my way into Kabul I

noticed two other similar though smaller collections of sand on project-

ing hills, and in all cases these projections faced the south. The sand

is such as would proceed from the disintegration of granite consisting

chiefly of quartz and hornblende, but there is no rock of the kind near-

er than the opposite side of the plain. A west or southwest wind

would certainly have no difficulty in transporting it this distance, and if

so brought it would naturally collect on the projections I have men-

tioned, which are at right angles with the general lie of the hill-range

here, and form so many rocks or corners. I am hardly as yet justified

in making any inference respecting the frequency of such winds, but I

may state the simple fact that on referring to my register for the 20

days, I spent in Kabul, September 20th to October 10th, I find that

during 14 days of them, these winds prevailed.

We returned over the Dusht i Baghram which antiquarians seem to

have fixed on as the site of Alexandria ad Caucasum. The num-

ber of coins found here principally Grecian and Cufic, is immense.

Mr. Masson last year procured no less than 35,000 ; and during a halt

of a few hours, two children employed by Lieutenant Wood picked up

from 20 to 30.

On my arrival at Kabul I had the gratification to find a message

awaiting me from Sheer Muhammad Minad Bey, requesting my pro-

fessional attendance on his brother who has long suffered from an eye

complaint.

The consequence is that I am now with Captain Burnes' permission

passing the winter in Kunduz, while Lieutenant Wood, who accompa-

nied me, is on his way to investigate the source of the Oxus.
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Epitome of the Grammars of the Brahuiky, the Balochky and the

Panjdbi languages, with Vocabularies of the Baraky, the Pashi, the

Laghmani, the Cashgari, the Teerhai, and the Deer dialects. By
Lieut. R. Leech, Bombay Engineers, Assistant on a Mission to Kabul.

Grammar of the Brahuiky Language.

This language is spoken throughout the Khanship of Khaldt, the

boundary line of which may be drawn through Harrand, Shall, Kokak

and Kech, and the district called Garamsel ; the handwriting is Per-

sian, as well as the letters of the alphabet with the exception of a

peculiar I something near the Devanagari ~E&, and a £ pronounced with

a strong emission of the breath from the roof of the mouth. The

Brahuees say that their original country is Halab {Aleppo), and that a

great number emigrated to Balochistdn, about 20 generations ago,

under a chief of the name of Kambar, from whom there arose the

tribe called Kambrdnees, now the first in consequence, and in which

the Khanship is made hereditary.

Alphabet.

The system of Romanizing adopted is that now generally followed,

formed on the Italian pronunciation of the vowels. Besides the Nagari

consonant the Brahuiky makes use of the Arabic £ and & and in using

that character the / is sometimes pronounced like the last n in the French
non, or the Sanskrit anuswara. The cerebrals are marked by a dot under
them.

Gender.

There is no termination to express the gender in this language ; but a
separate word narrangd is prefixed for the masculine and mddaghd for the
feminine, as narranga chuk, a male bird, mddaghd chute, a female bird, and
these are only used in order more particularly to define the object, which
is never at first mentioned but in the common gender.

Declension of Nouns.

As I consider the word case to mean state, I can no more allow the

words ° of a horse" to be the case or state of the word " horse" than I

would consider one and twopence to be the case or state of a shilling.

There is I think accordingly only one case in English,which is the original;

and only two in Hindustani, ghord the original or nominative, and ghore

the inflected state prepared for the addition of the post positions*.

There is only one case for nouns in Brahuiky, which is the original or

nominative as huli, a horse.

A noun is joined to another to form one compound idea in the following

ways.

To denote possession nd is introduced between the two words as hulind

hurra, a horse's colt.

* The author we think mixes up the notion of grammatical case with inflection.

The casus or accident in which the noun or name of a thing may be placed quoad
other things, as whether it be the agent, the instrument, the object, the possessor,

or the deprived, may be as legitimately expressed by prepositions or postpositions as

by inflections. We do not however feel at liberty to alter the text.

—

Ed.
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To denote abstraction an is introduced as viatdri asit, one from two and
hulidn ditar, blood from the horse ; ustat dud, wishes from the heart.

To denote donation ne or e is added as ddde yete, give to him.
To make a noun the instrument of a circumstance ene is added, as zagh-

mene, with a sword, from znghm, a sword ; lalene, with a stick, from lat,

a stick.

To make a noun the cause of a circumstance an is added, as tapdn from
a wound, the original case being tap, a wound.
To denote inclusion ti is added to the noun, as Sharti, in the city,

from shar, a city ;
jangati kaskune, died in battle, from jang battle.

Position is denoted by adding at to the noun, as da Kasarat duzare,

there is a thief on that road, from kasar, a road, speaking of a road as a
whole, or by adding ai as Kasarai piru araghase, there is an old man on
the road, in the limited sense.

To denote approach or direction di is added to the noun, as /' Haidrd-
badai kawd, I will go to Hydrabad*.

Superposition is denoted by the addition of d, as huli d
}
on the horse ;

Jcatd tikhakh, put on the bed.

Companionship is denoted by the addition of to, to the inflected case of
the pronouns, as neto bafar, I will not go with thee, from ni, thou.

Number.

There are some words that remain the same in both numbers, and either
the verb must point out to which they belong, or an adjective of quantity ;

for instance huli is the Brahuiky for a horse, and horses can only be ex-
pressed by the addition of such a word as the adjective many, as " baz
hult" many horses ; or by such a verb as are neighing, tawdr ker, as, the
horses are neighing, hult tawdr ker ; the horse is neighing, hult tawdr
kek.

But to conform to old established usage and as the word hull is said

by some to have a plural, I subjoin the word, declined through all its cases.

Singular. Plural.

Nom. hull hulik.

Gen. hulina hulita

Bat. & Ace. huline hulite

Abl. hulian hulityan

Declension of a Compound Noun.

Sharanga narina... a good man.
Singular. Plural.

Nom, sharanga narina sharanga narinaghak
Gen. sharanga narinana sharanga narinaghata
Dat. & Ace. sharanga narinaie sharanga narinaghate
Abl. sharanga narinaghan sharanga narinaghatiyan

* Whatever name may be given to them, the Brahuikl inflections are evidently
nearer to the Sanskrit than those of most modern dialects ; and this militates
against tbe derivation of the tribe from Aleppo. Compare the following:—

Sanskrit. Brahuiki.
Nominative S. ah P. &h S. a P. a
Instrumentive ena ene
Objective &ya (ne for nouns in i) ai (huline from huli.)

Ablative at (changeable to an &c.) an and at
Genitive nah (for nouns in i) na as huli, hulina
Locative e, i, or tah at ti

The accusative or second case alone seems wanting, being supplied by the dative

or, properly, objective case. The plural cannot so easily be traced unless we suppose
bh to be changed to *.—Ed.
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Comparison.

There are no regular affixes for comparison, but the force of the degrees
may be expressed in the following manner.

Da juwan e that is good.

Da juwanosite that is better.

Da kulan juwanosite that is better than all.

Da edan juwan e. this is better than that.

Da kul meettyan doulatmand e. He is richer than all the Meers.

Pronouns.

Of the first Personal Pronoun.
Singular. Plural.

Norn. I I nan we
Gen. Kana my nana ours

Bat. Kane me nane us

Abl. Kanyan from me nanyaii from us

Second Personal Pronoun.
Singular. Plural.

Nom. Ni thou num ye

Gen. Na thy numa yours

Bat. Ne thee nume you
Abl. Nyan from thee numyan from you

Third Personal Pronoun „• proximate-demonstrative verbal,

dad this, Sans. tat.

Singular. Plural.

Nom. Da this dafk these

Gen. Dana of this dafta of these

Bat. Dade to this dafte to these

Abl. Dadan from this daftyan from these
Third Persona- Pronoun, remote, remote, od.

Singular. Plural.

Norn. Od or o that ofk those

Gen. Ona of that ofta of those

Bat. Ode to that ofte to those

Abl. Odan from that oftvna from those
Third Personal Pronoun, remote ed.

Singular. Plural.

Nom. E or ed that efk those

Gen. Ena of that efta of those

Ace. & Bat. Ede to that efte to those

Abl. Edan from that eftyan rom those

Reciprocal Pronoun.
Tenat, self.

Singular. Plural.

Nom. Tenat self %

Gen. Tena of self The same.

Bat. Tene to self

Abl. Ten)'an from self

Tenpattn, among themselves, (apas men.)

Interrogatives to animate beings.

Singular. Plural.

Nom. Der who
Gen. Dinna whose The same.
Bat. Dere whom ni der us, who art thou f

Abl. Derail from whom num derrure, who are you ?
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To inanimate objects.

Singular.

Ant what
Ara of which

Relative pronoun.

Ara whichever

Correlative pronoun.

Hamo that one or the same.

Ara ida ki juvan, e kane hamo darkar e

Which thing soever is good, that I require.

Pronominal Adjectives.

Amro, what sort, as, o amro bandagh ase, what sort of man is that **

handunos i ut handunos ode, as I am so is he; nek rupaiye akhadr are,

how many rupees are about you ; akhadr ki ni tes namo khadr, i halev,

I will take as many as you will give ; dohko zebou zaif as khanat bazar-

tz, such a beautiful woman I saw in the bazar ; ki wah wahna zaif as asak
handanos asak ki lalana phiuii, oh ! such a woman the image of a rose.

Days of the week.

Juma Friday
\

Shishambe Tuesday
Awal i hafta Saturday Char shambe Wednesday
Yek shambe Sunday Panj shambe Thursday
Du shambe Monday

Cardinal Numbers.
One asit Twenty bist

Two irat Twenty-one bist o yak
Three musit Twenty-two bist o do
Four char Twenty-three bist o sai

Five panj Twenty-four bist o char
Six shash Twenty-five bist o panj

Seven haft Twenty-six bist o shash
Eight hasht Twenty-seven bist o haft

Nine nuh Twenty-eight bist o hasht
Ten dah Twenty-nine bist o nuh
Eleven yazda Thirty see

Twelve duazda Forty chil

Thirteen senzda Fifty panjah
Fourteen chanda Sixty shasht
Fifteen panzda Seventy haftad
Sixteen shouzda Eighty

'

ashtad
Seventeen havda Ninety navad
Eighteen hazda Hundred Sad
Nineteen nozda

Ordinals Fractions.
Awal first Miskhali a quarter rupee
Elo second Nem half
Mustimiko third Shashai three quarters
Charmiko fourth Panj pa one and a quarter
Panjmiko fifth (lit. five quarters)

Conjugation of the verb substantive.
Present tense.

Singular Plural.

1st person I' asitut I am alone Nan asitun We are one
2nd „ Ni asitus Thou art alone Num asitur 3 We are one
3rd ,, Od asite He is alone Dafk asitur They are one

This is rather an example of the auxiliary verb, asit signifying one.

3 Y
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Singula?

Present tense of the verb substantive.

Plural.

T aret

Ni ares

Od are

I asut

Ni asus

Od asak

I' masasut
Ni masasus

Od masas

I' masunut
Ni masunus
Od mas

I marev
Ni mare s

Od marek

I' marot
Ni maros
Od maroi

Ni mares
Od mare

I' masut
Ni masus
Od masuk

I am
Thou art

He is

I was
Thou wast

He was

I was being
Thou wast being

He was being]

I had been
Thou hadst been

He had been

We were
You were
They were

We were being

You were being

They were being

We had been
You had been
They had been

We will now be
You will now be
They will now be

V harraffiva

Ni harraffisa

Od harraffik

I' harraffenut

Ni harraftenus

Od harraffene

I' harraffeta

N harraffesa

Od hanaffek

I harrafesasut

Ni harrafesasus

Od h-arrafesas

Nan aren We are

Num areri You are

Dafk arer They are

1st Imperfect.

Nan asun.

Num asure

Dafk asur

2nd Imperfect.

Nan masasun
Num masasure
Dafk masasu

Perfect.

Nan masunun
Num masunure
Dafk masunu

Future tense present.

I will now be Nan maren
Thou wilt now be Num mareri

He will now be Dafk marer

Future tense literal.

I will hereafter be Nan maron We will hereafter be

Thou wilst hereafter be Num marode You will hereafter be

He will hereafter be Dafk maror They will hereafter be

Imperative.

Be thou Num marere

Let him be Dafk maror

Subjunctive mood.

Preceded by agar if.

If I might be Nan masun
If thou mightest be Num masude
If he might be Dafk masur

Conjugation of the Verb To Ask.

Infinitive or verbal substantive, harrafing.

I ask Nan harrafon We ask

Thou askest Num harrafore You ask

He asks Dafk harrafor They ask

1st Imperfect.

I asked Nan harraffenun We asked
Thou askedst Num harratfenure You asked

He asked Dafk harraffenur They asked

2nd Imperfect.

I was asking Nan harraffena We were asking
Thou wast asking Num harraffere You were asking

He was asking Ofk harraffera They were asking

Perfect.

I had asked Nan harrafesasun We had asked
Thou hadst asked Num harrafesasure You had asked

He had asked Dafk harrafesasu They will ask

Be you
Let them be

If we might be
If you might be
If they might be
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Future Tense.

V harrafot

Ni harrafos

Od harrafo,i

I will ask

Thou wilt ask

He will ask

Nan harrafenun We will ask
Num harrafonure You will ask
Dafk harrafend They will ask

Imperative.

Harraf Ask thou Harrafbo Ask you

I' harrafut

Ni harrafus

Od harrafuk

Subjunctive.

Preceded by agar if

If I might ask Nan harrafuna
If thou mightest ask Num harrafude
If he might ask Dafk harrafur

We might ask
You might ask
They might ask

Compound Future.

V harrafiv I shall have asked Nan harafina We shall have asked
Ni harrafos Thou shalt have asked Num harrafere You shall have asked
Od harrafoi He shall have asked Dafk harrafenure They shall have asked

Adverbs?.

Amu, to-day ; pagt, to-morrow ; p&lme, day after to-morrow ; kude,

day after that; kudramds, day after that; daro, yesterday ; mulkhudu,
day before yesterday ; kumulkhudu, day before that ; kudir mulkhudu
day before that ; ewadat, formerly ; manjan, midday ; dtgar {tire pare)
afternoon; nem shaf, midnight; awal kopas, the first pahar ; irat nil

kopds, the second pahar ; mustami hop&s, third pahar ; chdrme kopas,

fourth pahar.

Dasa now Arade where Chi wakt when
Guda after JTAudk on this side Hand on yes
Dade here Araka whence A ha no
Ede there Burza above Mat forsake

Peshan out Shef below Awal at first

Fahti in Jagai instead Zu quickly

Mur beyond Harde every day Bega in the evening
Harrank as far as Iska as far as Asi asi wakt, sometimes
Madana late Pada again Mad a slowly

Musti near Arangi wherever Hamengi there

Char man on all sides Moni opposite Rasta paran on the
kundi right side

Chapa on the left, Bas enough Ha mon even so

paran side

Ham also Parse instead Baghair besides

Guda but Pahnad succes- Handoan even so
pahna- sively

dati

Mujibat according Knear,
i

Baghar without
to as kanekj near me

Beera merely

Conjunctions.

Oo, and; lekin, but ; kl, that ; ede hi nak, go there; ede himp, do not

go there ;
parak, speak ; pap, do not speak.

Interjections*

Ade, holla ! armin, what a pity !

3 y 2
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Kasar
Huch
Kuchak
Khnriis

Beesh
Pishi

Irngh

Dir
Tufak
Zaghm
I spar

Kus
Shalw&r
Jfheri

Mochdi
Top
Du
Nath
Khan
Bamus
Ba
Duvi
Khaff
Katumb
Pishkout

Rish
Barot
Baj
Mon
Kopa
Suroch
Pun
Zil"

Pid
Khnd
Pas
Rotink
Kalakh
Mar
Masid
Arwat
Eelum
Bav
Id
Lumma
Tat
Balla
Ilia

Zaif
Khali
Sandabe
Kahar
jfhwash
JCharma
Khnlegha,

Rastar

road
camel
a dog
an ox
an ass

a cat

bread
water
musket
sword
shield

coat

breeches
waistband
shoes

hat

hand
foot

eye
nose
lip

tongue
ear

head
hair

beard
mustachoes
hack
face

shoulder
elbow
knee
nail

belly

bosom
pudendum
entrails

cheek
son
daughter
wife

brother

father

sister

mother
paternal aunt
father's mother
father's brothe
woman
stone

table

angry
glad
wolf
chitt&

lion

UUAUULAKK.

Mon black

Khisun red

Piwn white

\JCharv\m blue

Samo bottle green
Pdshkun yellow
Hanen sweet
Kliaren sour
Be salt

Turund salt, adj.

Nyari breakfast
Basun heat
Selthk shade
Daspak handkerchief
Dey sun
Istar star

Nokh new moon
Tub! full moon
Billa bow
Sum arrow
Math billy goat
Ura house
Detik east

Sharo good
Gando bad
Chuk bird

Khakho crow
Gunjishk sparrow
Dandan tooth
Or finger

Kat a bedstead
Daghav ground
Kont carpet

Moz boot

Bedi a boat

Mash mountain
Pat stick

Khakhav fire

Tanab rope
Bai grass

DaraMt a tree

Alu a fruit

Zardalu a fruit

Shaftalu a fruit

H inar a fruit

Suf apple

v Tut a mulberry
er Shahtut ditto

Sinjit a fruit

Nar^oonch a fruit

Ispedar a fruit

Kaman chol pellit

Ahingar ironsmith
Zargar goldsmith
Mollt milk
Avdast excrement
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Khasi butter Qudh clothes

Kharesh ghee Nuth flour

Gthula grain Gwazee diversion

Pirish cheena Much fist

Shal cloak Daskalla glove

Bung a a ring Men mud
Gwand long Muru hare
Mui qhun broad Daghat kid
Hurr deep Sor lamb
Darich door Khkd ram
Kapas cotton Dragh false

Kas blanket Junub south
Drasam goat's hair Bingun hunger
Sil leather Rast true

Taho wind Kutba west
Kaskun dead

Ornaments of Women.

Davani forehead orn anient Chandan har large necklace
Jumuk large gold ring Daswana bracelet

Durr large silver ring Bahink bangles
Phulo nose ring Padink anklets

Touk necklace Chalav ring

Tawiz charm Khyal mole or beauty spot

Metals and implements.

Mis copper Tal plate

Brinj brass Kudina hammer
Ahin iron Kadsan wooden basin

Folad steel Jogh'm mortar
Surf lead Kha\ pestle

Shorah saltpetre
Trees on the Mountains.

Gokudt sulphur Khut Birudi
Pilpil

Pil

Kholim.

pepper
elephant
wheat

Apuds
Qwan
Shishar

M&qhumba
Peepal
Kasood

Sa jav

Brinj

Sii

rice

flesh

Trees.

Kotor Bundi

Bedir stew Shampashtir Gidpit

Zad chobah haldee Drishe Maimouk

Khazm a deer Adchin Manguli

Khachal a mule Bootav

Koota/cft hindevana The grasses are

Moochnak tweezers Katal Kashum
Litik sail Hawe Gorkav

Tas small round pan Pootar Gwasht

Verbs.

Hinak £0 Bathmarak get up

Barak come .Oachak sleep

Toollak sit Bashkabota awake
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Verbs transitive.

Kunakh eat Chattebo lick

Dir kunakh drink Gatalbo bite

Jans: karrak quarrel Gulam kar suck
Tifcft place Chatetabo sow
Tor karak weigh Langar kabo plough
Harf hin take away .KViulibo fear

JTfcalbo beat Sama kes guess

Harf hot bear away Zindma live

Khnlas karak finish Ntisa grind

Halltak take Kaha die

Harribo rip up Halmak run
Halbo batbo bring Hagh weep
Tawar kabo call Harrabit throw away
Shair khalt sing Iletakai let go
Ilati kai send Khalt play (tune)

Hubbo look Mafrftebo play (games)
Khafto listen Shukar kashe whistle

Hify learn Jjikha cough
Phurka fill Hichan sneeze
Mauzil mas stay Tufka spit

PiraAfc
, break Piltibo shampoo

Harribo tear Thadbo cut

Shola pour out Tolka halt weigh
Ety give Hi sab kabo count
Halmaka flee Ma&ftebo laugh
Dirte khalt wet Ilebo leave

Lill wash Khfribo scratch

Swar mark mount Mushkbo rub
Buz halbo kiss Redetabo roll

Nathe murif kick Rad kes forget

Giri nety tie Shuru kar begin
Gum kes lose BashM yety distribute

Qaena mala loosen Padai yety give back
Bareme hamp load Kwash mar rejoice

Mugh sew Wedhkar besiege

Hef lift up Wrush kar assault

Tikhta put down Aram kabo stop

Shevma stoop Musun kar upset
Dir kar melt Tarnma fell down
ITAalbo kill Bashmo get up
Trigh bafak recline Burza kar open
Talari kabo spread Tafbo shut
Chatetabo scatter Refbo deceive
Dir chatetabo sprinkle Tonda kes sell

Rasebo arrive Halbo buy
Soqa kar wrap Chiring wander
Kadfrftalbo dig Baram kar marry
Kabr kabo bury Tholif shave
Tar Maibo swim Rai kar, (rawana
Neshtar khalbo float kar) dispatch

Tubi khalbo duck Basibo boil

Dhadbo land Sajji kar roast

Beriai swar ma bo embark Bis fry
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Phrases and Dialogues.

Greetings made in quick succession and together by both parties meet,

ing.

JTftwai basus

Dur hhaa
Mak neduraMo
Eelumk, nedura kho
Kabil nedura hhe

Sh.ihar nedura khe

Yar hamrah nedura khe
Shar dura khus
Dura /f^airati hus
Dura khajoadus
Shukar ki basus

Shukar ki nana urati basus

Ne .KTiuda hes

Haidrawadna kasar ara kani

Ara bare barane
Kane nishan etabo

E Haidrawadae kawa
O Karemei hech kaparot
Agar num pare numa khataran
kareme kev

Da shaharti nane kukud dut amoi
Da shaharna pin der e

Da shaharti sarkarna malyat
akhadr, e

Da shaharna malyat bist panch
hazari salna nano

Hi aut khom aseus

You are well come
Well and happy ?

Are your sons well ?

Your brothers are they ?

Your family are well ?

Your city all well ?

Your friends and companions all well?

Are you well and happy ?

The same
Ditto
Thank (God) you have come
Thanks that you come to my house
God has conducted you here
Which is the road to Hydrabad ?

What is it ' barabar' to ?

Point it out to me
I will go to Hyderabad
I will not do such a thing

If you tell me for your sake I will

do the thing
Shall I get a fowl in that village ?

What is the name of that town
In that city how much is the govern-
ment share ?

The produce of that town is 2500
a year

What caste are you of?
Ee baz panth karinut dan dangaer I have made a long march and am

nut
Huliya swar masut dam datwat
Ne ma-rare

Ne masadare
Baz salamarek paida masuni
Duazda salnai paida masuni
Mirana baz lashkar are

Da hulina baha aMase
Eelum panj sadat souda karenut tena

huli e

tired

I was on horseback and am not tired

Have you a son ?

Have you a daughter ?

Has she been born many years?
She was born twelve years ago
Is the army of the Ameers great ?

What is the price of this horse ?

Brother, I have sold the horse for

five hundred
Jwan karenus ki sonda karenus baz You have done well in selling it,

masuni
Hulia chist kar swar marak
Sai mares kasarat duz baz are phulor

ne
Da, kasarat dun are ee dir kimif

Barisa ki kan
Bafar neto
Bariva ee tune
Kane rus/c/iat yeti kav
Rupina ber baz tisa

JKT/avaja tabare
Baz tyesa da bertyani
Panj sark tev

it is a large sum
Mount quickly

Take care, there are many thieves in

the road, they will rob you
Are there wells in that road that I

may drink water?
Are you going or how ?

1 will not go with you
I will go with you
Give me leave I will go
Many bers for a rupee
It is enough
What's the price of these bers ?

I will give five sarks
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Hum aidane mubarak mare iman Brother, a pleasant eed to you, may
salamat mare or huje you be happy

Na, aid mubarak mare And a happy eed to you
Dade dah rupe, i yete Give him ten rupees
Asi monu paisas ti farata I will not give a monu
Antai tifes atair.agar ua bavna malan Why wont you give, will it be out of

ida as kaik

Obandagfe nara hina

Obandagrft jangti kaskune
Dade ainu mir benifene Jchsdat

V Hydrabade JTAananut

I' Hydrabade ft/tautanut

Khalt halkuni pidati kana
Ainu basuni

Ainu y&khi

Gh<\\tighka. puskunu
Aha^puskun afas

Da ghalnyhkk wadern a o

Aha ba&fttawar ira tue da ghklnghkk No I reaped it two months ago you
harfenut baMtawar baMtawar

Da id a ase khisunu - This article is of gold

rium ara jagana khisun ase Brother of what country is the gold ?

Mekurana Misun ase, ya Candarna Is it Mekran gold, or is it of Canda-

ite har ?

I'lum eta Khudk chou oe arete jwan Brother, God knows that but it is

your father's property, that you
refuse to give ?

That man run away
That man was killed in battle

To-day the meer presented him with

a dress of honor
I have seen Hyderabad
I have not seen Hyderabad
I have a stomach ache
To-day is hot

To-day is cold

This food is fresh

No it is not fresh

This food is of many days

osit

Da rupaina gida ase

Katume palif bo sholbo

Kana bute jod karene sahel

Nabisht kabo da kaghazate
Gudate sil

Piun kata,

Shaharti rasenga Mairat
Peshan hina gum marak

Brahuina hite hich tipra

good
This is a silver article

Wash and shave my head
The gentleman has drawn my pic

ture

Write on this paper
Wash the clothes

Bleach them
I arrived safe at the village

Get out, do away with yourself,

fellow

I don't understand a word of Bra-

huiky
Take the money
Hold fast

Keep them to yourself

Get down from the horse

Get on a donkey, the horse has a

raw
You fear me so, that you have wet

yourself
Daryav fcAarab masune, dir ta kutane The river is spoilt, the water has

machit masune gone out, it has become shallow

Da na saile karak Look at the fun

Kane karem ure man sail kapana

Rupeiye halltak

Sogou karak
Tehanto (pan san) sikhakh

Hulian shef mar
Bishhai swar marak huli reshe

if/mlisa kaneyan churokne kar

I' khwkvi baz feftananut

Chlraghe lagaf

Ch'ivkghe kasif

1 am busy, I can't look

I have seen great trouble

Light the candle

Put the candle out

Daryav wahesa hinak mulkate abad River ! flow on and make the coun.

karak gharibata ofk khush marer try fertile that the poor may be

happy
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Baz sal zind mares
Mathusalam hasht sad sal zindmas
quda kask

Pir dase i palasut

Gudati kana helbo de, ai

I' Hydrabadte iratu masunut
Iratu Hydrabad ti aut karinus

Brahuina boli harfet dasa Brahui
masut

Da shaharte jwano gudh paida maroi

I' kodi as viat halev

Dev fr&orasanai kharid kanin ki

Tu asika hukmat Khudana na nak
duk jod maror

Ainu kned karenene
Da tutak iratu angud bisir

I' Sehwan iska kav pirana zyaratae

bedina mehnat afr&adr,e

O.hite i bingasut

Da pulle gand kashe
Od ichana
Saheb kane kula kalkune
Pushad karene
Kukudatine jhale nana, ghsdaghhte

kungo
Ira rupei kanean Mwaya
i?oma Ratine shola balun basunu

A Brahuiky Song.

Gori marev o maru o lal

Netu barev o chunaka jawan

Pas bafes o maid o lal

Tes tifes o chunaka warna,

Bamba,e salip o gul i lalah

Randi Mano i,ne o chunaka warna
Tena karo i,ne o gul i susan.

2nd.

Oh zabu nane dir yety

Na dik hanenu nane dir yety

Godi gidana nane dir yety

Nadik phudenu nane dir yety

3z

May you live many years
Mathusalem lived for 800 years,then

died

The rain has fallen I have got wet
Put my clothes in the sun
I was two months in Hyderabad
What did you do for two months

at Hyderabad
I have learnt the Brahuiky language
and now I am a Brahui

Is there any good cloth produced in

that village ?

I will take a score

. I take them to Khorasan to sell

In a month by the blessing of God
your hands and feet will be well

To-day you are perspiring

That mulberry will ripen in two
months

I will go to Sehwan to pay my devo-
tions to Peer, what is the hire of
a boat ?

I have heard that circumstance
Smell that flower

He sneezed
Sir, I have a cold

My nose is running
Catch that bird it has eaten all my

grain

He asked me for two rupees

Cut your hair, it has grown long

Translation.

He.
I will move as a censer round thee,

my precious little ruby !

She.

I will come with thee, oh fair and
loved youth !

He.
You say yes, but perhaps you won't

come, my precious little ruby
;

Now you will give, now you won't
give, oh beautiful young maid.

Don't stand on the terrace, my bright
tulip,

The old bawd will see you, oh beau-
tiful young maid !

She will make you hers,0 lovely lily,'

2nd.

Oh zabu ! give me a little water,
Water from those hands must be

sweet ;

Give me a little water, O mistress of
(thy slave's) house, give me a
little water,

Water from those hands must be cool,

Give me a little water.
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Story in Brahuiky.

Char bnndn^A hinar hamra masu ; Four men set out in company, on©

asisargar, asitrakan, asi darzi, asi
a carpenter, one a goldsmith, one

r , ,. i ,-. , , . \ , ,
a tailor, and one a fakeer : they

fakir: da ka gida darer hinar huk- took with them gome thing.

s and
mat A7iudana hinar sahra seti hinar- started. By the order of God they

muhibo Mofanajaga seti, sham tama- ^rived at a desert place, a place of
° great fear. Evening set in, they

ta. Hesur pat dir Kh&kfmre lagafer brought firewood, they put water

h-ngh biser kungor tusurmaslatkarer on the fire, they cooked food, eat it,

. , in i . • v- jvj^ and as they were sitting had a con-
tenpaten sala leaning juwane datfe ,. ,. ' .,

&
, ,

* . sultation among themselves and a-
paspani fcAabardari leaning juwane greed, that it was a good thing to

kul parer juwan toukal JT/mdana adopt some plan, and that it was a

awal ko war dinai trakan pare
good thing there to set a watch and
be on their guard. They all said well,

kanai parer juwan ilunk awal ko by God's permission whose shall be

war na,e tulltak nan harm u sit Ma- the first watch - The carpenter said

. . \ N mine. They all replied, Well, bro-
china zangar pare na war purav mas ther

^
your

>

s is the first watchj be
kane bashkes pare juwan nimkhach- seated, we three will goto sleep;

bo,trakandamastus tugh hallt Dange ^e g?Wsmith said, when your watch
* ° is finished, awake me ; he said well,

henge hura hamode bundas tamasas do you go to sleep. The carpenter

dusha^fia teshei hawalamas zaif as is awake and seated, reclines his

head, looks here and there, a log is

lying by, he takes it into hand and

nished, and he went to sleep, having-

awoke the goldsmith. The gold.

jod kare handa patan ona war purav

mas o fcftacha baskare zargare zargar begins to carve it. In fact he made
bashmas tus madanai mone hadsa a woman out of it, his watch was fi-

nde zaif ase dade tikhoke durust

kare dakana hamrana kareme kasha smith awoke and seated himself and

tena ture kasha zarana tukaras tama slowly turning round his head ex-

. ... claims holla, here is a woman placed
karem kaning te saat jod kare touk

herftj j conjecture this is the work
phulo daswana banhi padink sha^a of my companion : he took out his

zaJfe wasat juwan mas o khaoha
1

workba^ *m
}

a piece of gold, and
began to work ; he made such orna-

bashkare darzi,e darzi damas tus men ts, as necklace, earrings, brace-

mone hadsa zaife Mana patua butas lets, bangles, anklets and put them

khana saat zewar tu kasha tena ture
°n *'ie %ul'e

;^'
ic

.
h looked very well,

he then went to sleep having awoke
tama giidh mo^angati kus gudh the tailor. The tailor awakes, is

paijama kul gida e ta bar hal kare seated and turning his head, saw
,, , N , x . ,, r , r. r „, the woman, saw that it was a wooden

odkhacha bashkare faMire. FaMir
statue covJred with jewe]Sj he toofe

bashmastus mone hadsa zaife Mana out his working bag and stitched

pare ya khudawanda da amro juvvand the Mlowingarticles of dress
: a pet-

.. , , . , v ticoat, a veil, a pair of drawers, all
zaif ase wall arman ki patase du,a which being completed he went to

kare khuda ya tensl khuda inabar- sleep having awoke the fakeer. The

katat da zaife sa yeti onadawa ami fakee
,

r awakes seats himself, turns

N his head, and sees the woman,
mas zaife sah tama roshan mas ham- and says Dh j God . wliat a beauti-

rakt bashmasu harkas paire zaif ka- ful woman this is, what a pity she is
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nai trakan pare zaif ka na,e i, tra-

shanut zargar pare zaif kanai sahtak

kanou darzi pare ni pikungonus zaif

kanai guda kanou ja na,ita fakhir

pare zaif kanai i dua. karenut kana

duwaeMudakabulkarene guda zaife

sahtamane harchar frAalko kutar jang

karer harchar duye saMt karer zaif

wati asit tapare /cftarwokan kasar

seai tulin Musalman as bare nana

shara eke parer juwan Kharwokan

Rai masur basu kasarai warnas barek

warnai Manar tawar karer khudana

pinat sali nana, sharai kar warna

salis pare babo kill lunar gap karer

warna, pare zaif arade zaifna duty

halko warnai nishan tisu warna zaife

khank tawar kare slmkar ke nume

khuda hes da kana arwate da Madar

sale hinane kana, maras zaifto ma.

sune zaif rasenga mare kana etbo

da hairan masii jang karer parer

ftftarwokan kotwalai sharna nana

sharai ke parer juwan rai mabokan

kotwalai pad shana nana sharai ke

hinar kotwale Zc&anar parer kotwal

nana daharx panjna sharai karak

pare pabo kul gap karer pare zaif

arade parer dade kotwal zaife khnnk

pare numa awate hanangira kucha-

kak kuste yank da kana ilumna

arwate hinak filan pirana ziyarat

kana ilume kasifenure zaif rasenga

ilumna &/*one yetbo dakul hairan

masu kotwal daft A7*alk pare mohta-

mibo kustizauk devanume padsha-

^ftae numa pida te harre daft moh-

sha^tadare padshais kotwal arzkare

saheb kurban marev kana, Hum hinak

pirna ziyarat-ae da sha.^/is-ak kana

ilume kasafenu zaife darenu ainu

3 z 2

of wood ; I pray thee, Oh God, in the
power of thy Godhead that you will

put life into this woman. His pray-
er was accepted, and life was given
to the woman. It became light and
the fellow travellers awoke. Every
one said the woman is mine. The
carpenter said the woman is mine,
1 carved her. The goldsmith said

the woman is mine, those are my
jewels. The tailor said, you dirty-

mouthed rascal the woman is minev,

the clothes belong absolutely to me.
The fakeer said the woman is mine,
I prayed to God, and God heard my
prayers and gave life to the woman.
They all four began to fight and to

lay hands on the woman. One of
them said, let us go, and sit on the
highway , someMussalman may come,
he will decide our quarrel ; they said

well, let us go. They started and
seated themselves on the road, a
young man was coming along, they
saw him, and called out for God's
sake, stop and settle our dispute.

The young man stopped and told

them to sajf on ; they all went and
made nothing but noise. He said,

where is the woman. They touched
the woman with their hands and
pointed her out to the young man
who saw the woman, and exclaimed,

thank God that he has brought you ;

this is my wife, many years ago, she

went away and my son was with my
wife, she has arrived now, where is

my son. They all were astounded,

and began to quarrel. Then said

they, let us go to the Kotwal of the

city, he will do us justice. They said

well, let us go, the Kotwal of the

city will do us justice. They went
and saw the Kotwal, and said, pray
Kotwal do us five men justice. He
said say on, they did nothing but
make a noise, he said, where is the
woman—they said here. The Kot-
wal saw the woman, and said, you
dog cuckolds, this is my brother's

wife. They went to the shrine of a
certain saint ; you have killed my
brother, the woman has arrived, now
bring my brother's corpse. They
were all confounded, the Kotwal
beat them all, and said, go on you
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tusasut bazarati da lashkare Manat

basu kane,ai nana sharai Kazak

zaife frAana durust karet da kanai

ilumna arwate he sunut ta sharaghai

saAeb dafta pide harre padsha pare

zaif arade zaife nishantisu padsha

zaife khank pare kuste zank khurnm,

sa&Aak date kana chokari,e kilit zure

da Ichadv jawa hir darene kana niale

etabo dakul hairan masu pare dabo

kulana pide harrabo efta pidate

harar zaife baram kare padsha.

rascals, I will take you before the
king, and rip up your bellies. They
all went on before : the Kotwal
thus supplicated the king : Sire, I

will now sacrifice myself ; my bro-

ther went to make offerings at the
shrine of a certain saint ; these peo-

pie have killed my brother and tak-

en his wife. To-day I was sitting

in the bazar and saw this mob, who
came before me to decide their dis-

pute. I saw the woman and recog-
nized her as my brother's wife; I

have brought them before your ma-
jesty, now rip up all their bellies.

The king asked where is the woman.
They pointed her out, and when the
king saw her, he said, you impudent
scoundrels, this is my slave girl, the
keeper of my keys. She has taken
away an immense quantity of jewels,
now deliver up my property. They
were all confounded. He said, take
them away, and rip up all their bel-

lies. They were ripped up ; the king
took the woman to wife.

2nd.

Asas ara^&as padsha i, u shar seti

hukmat Mudana ode maras mas-

marnatena pinekare Mulla Mansur,

marta haft sal mas bawalumata kas-

ko o hina kazina muzur mas huli-

na baidirana hukmat khudana aside

Kazi odai gha samas ode khalk mar

odan peshanmas Kazi pare peshan

mafa binan kaos mar pare e be akul

Muda razake meharbairi aute onap&s

i namuzur hich mafara mar peshan

mas shaharan dare hina kasarase,at

toukal, e Mudana kare hina gida

dare hina kasarai piruarag haseK/ia-

na pare I'na hamrot piranga pare

bar ilum kana khante, ai bakikan hi"

nar pirangana shaharti piranga od

tena mehmman kare piranga ara^fte

masidas asak tnasidas zebou ast nan.

ke gidarenga detama, masidna, ruh

marto, laga bawai tena pare kane

There was a man in the city of
the royal residence, who by the
decree of God had a son whom he
named Mulla Mansur. The boy was
seven years of age when his father

and mother died ; he went and en-
gaged himself to serve the Kazi as

horsekeeper. By the decree of God
one day the Kazi got angry and
beat him, the boy left the house ; the
Kazi said, my boy don't go out,

you will die of hunger. The boy
said, oh fool, God is kind and merci-
ful, don't say so, I will not do you a
single service. The boy went out of

the city and took what he had with
him to the road. By the permission
of God he went along with what he
had. He saw an old man on the

road, and asked may I come with

you, the old man said, come my dear
by my eyes, let us go. They went
to the city of the old man who him-
self entertained the boy. The old

man had a daughter who was very

beautiful, the night passed away and
it became day. The girl's heart be-

came fixed on the bqy, she said to
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handadto baram yete agar tifesa i

tene kasifeva bawat hairan mas baba

ni hosh karak Mana wada marak

pare toube nouzbilla kana nregh are-

ham handad afak ham haudad bawat

bewasmas pena farzand alavta tena

ustati pare toukal Mudaiia, dasAarana

hitase hak nikana dafta barame kare

dade man waMt gidarenga aside war-

na pare tena arwate da sa kan tena

mulkai pare rai makan rai masu

basu tena sharti alumat kul sha,arat

bingasu Mulla Mansurnazabro arwa-

tase kazi bandage rai kare Mulla

Mansurna arwatae kanto yari karak

Kazina hite Mulla Mansur tena

arwato karesas don kane Malkune

kazi zaifa pare fr/iantiyat kazi,e

salam kes pabegai barak kana khan.

tiyai kazi na bandagh hina padsha

si fate bingas zaifna bandage tena

rai kare padsha zaifa^/iae kanto yari

karak banda^A hina zaife padshana

salami this zaif pare mubarak mare

padshae salam kis adz bandagi pat

nanak kana khank begai bares zaif

rusMat kare hina padshae pare saheb

begai kareme na karemut bilkul kas

padsha Mush mas wazir sifate binga

sas zaifna tena chokari,e rai kare

zaif ghke kanto yari karak chokari

hina pare zaife zaif pare mubarak

mare wazir na nak kana ZrAauk

begai bares zaif rusAftat kare rai mas

hina wazire pare sahebne mubarak

mare kareme na karenut bilkul kas

begae wazir Mush mas wakil bin-

gasas sifate zaifna wakil tena cho-

kari,e rai kare, zaif ghke kanto yare

karak chokari hina pare zaif pare

mubarak mare kana Mantiai pa be-

gai bares chokari hina wakile muba-

her father, give me in marriage to

him, if you will not, I will kill my-
self. Her father was astounded, and
said, my dear, consider yourself,

behave as a modest girl, she said,

Toube Nouzbilla, this shall be my
husband, he or no one. The father

was at his wits' end for she was hia

only child. He said in his own mind,
by the permission of God, it is writ-

ten in the book of law make proper
marriage- He then married the two.

Some time had past away ; one day
the man said to his wife, let us go
to my country. She answered, well

let us set out, they set out and came
to his city. The whole people of the

village heard that Mulla Mansur
has got a pretty wife, the Kazi
started his slave off to Mulla Man-
sur's wife (saying) " make my
acquaintance" (the whole story of

the Kazi Mulla Mansur had be-

fore told to his wife how the Kazi
beat him) : she said by my eyes

give the Kazi my salam and tell

him to come this evening: the Ka-
zi's slave went away. The king
had heard the woman's praises, and
dispatched his slave to her, to ask
' k make my acquaintance:" the slave

went and gave the king's salam ;

the woman said long may he live,

give the king my salam and obedi-

ence ; tell him I have his feet on my
eyes and tell him to come in the even-
ing. Sne dispatched the man who
went to the king and said, Sire, this

evening I have done the thing, you
shall positively go. The king was
delighted. The Wazir had heard
the praises of the woman and dis-

patched his slave girl to her to ask
" make my friendship;" the girl went
and gave the message : she replied,

may he live long ; his feet are on my
eyes ; come this evening. The woman
dispatched the girl, who went to the

Wazir and said exaltation to you
Sir, I have performed the business,

you may certainly go this evening.
The Wazir was delighted. Tlie

Wakil had heard the woman's praises

and sent his slave girl to say
" make friendship with me;" the
girl went and delivered the message.
The woman said may he be exalted,
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rak badi this saheb kareme na kare-

nut begai kas^fcikil 7<7msh mas zaifa

tena araghe pare da hitate kule pare

arit pare na a/Mtyare amake sujveg-

ne hamon karak pare hurkana tama-

she begai ni bana,e kh&uh. sail karak

hukmat Mudana sham tama arit

hina bana,e Macha zaifa hes loias

bet kare dir shkghk tahtita baet

halk Kazi fash kare salam this zaifa

walaik kare pare ba Mairat kazi

saheb ne Khuda hatare ba tulltak

kazi tus sad rupaie kasha tena das-

pakan tis zaife, zaif rupai,te daka

tawar mas padshana kazi hairan mas

zaif pare kazi fc/tairat kazi pare

padsha bas pare &/tatar jama kar da

gude ben enas Malai tullt mach glial

misnkh padsha bare kai guda naware

kazi hina nus/c/ialai tus padsha fash

kare salam alaik zaif pare walaikum

salam, bakave Khuda hat re kane

bashkes padsha pare parwa afak das

pakan tena ira hazar rupai malar

zaifna monaghkn tikha zaif rupaiite

daka padsha pare kan khkchin aish

ashrat ken zaif pare saheb da hhadv

brinj bet karenut saheb ba Moas

noshjan ke nana se balo padsha pare

juwan tawar mas wazirna padsha

pare wazir bas pare saheb I' kav

peshan hurev odere zaif peshan mas

wazire ATiana pare ba/f/iairat wazir

saheb wazir pare yar kharkan ura-

^ae pare padsha tusne uiati pare

aiit-sala\,e pare khzitir jama kar ne

deva urati wazir pare amaridaros

zaif pare sabr karak i urate kav

barev zaif hina gwalas harafi peshan

hes wazire pare dati peha wazir

hina peha ona bae chika tafe gwalai

gires dare urati padsha pare o antase

by my eyes tell him to come this

evening. The girl went away and
said, may you be exalted, Sir, I have
done your business ; you may go in

the evening. The VTakil was de-
lighted. The wife told the whole pf
this to her husband, who said you
are your own mistress in the affair,

do what you think proper. She said,

look at my sport, in the evening do
you go, and lie down on the terrace

and look on, by the order of God,
evening set in, the husband went
and lied down on the terrace. The
woman brought in a pitcher, filled it

with water, and covered it. The
Kazi approaches and says salam,

the woman replies walaik, are you
well, Kazi Saheb. God has brought
you here, be seated. The Kazi
sits down, and takes out a hundred
rupees from his handkerchief, and
gives to the woman. The woman
ties them up. Noise was heard of

the king approaching. The Kazi was
astounded : she said, well Kazi, are

you well. The Kazi said, the king
has eome; she said never mind, cover

yourself with this veil, sit down at

this handmill, and grind a little

grain ; when the king goes the next

will be your turn. The Kazi goes and
seats himself at the handmill. The
king approaches and says salam alaik,

the woman replies walaikum salam.

God has brought you, and given you
to me ; the king says, never mind.

He takes out two thousand rupees

from his handkerchief and put them
before the woman, she secures the

money. The king said now let us

go and recline and amuse ourselves;

she said, Sir, 1 have prepared a little

rice be pleased to eat, it will refresh

you, the night is not far advanced.

The king said very well. There
was a noise of the Wazir's approach,

the king said the Wazir is come ;

she said Sir, I will go out and see

him, the woman went out and saw
the Wazir and said, are you well

Wazir Saheb. The Wazir said, my
love let us go into the house ; she

said, the king is sitting in the house:

he asks, what is our plan, she said,

let your mind be at rest, I will take

you in doors. The Waz r said take
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zaif pare da ^alou machy mas tawar

mas wakilna padsha pare wakil bas

zaif pare sabr karak kav huriwata

dere. Zaif peshan mas wakile Mana

salam this bafcAairat yar jani wakil

pare khav kan urati pare ba/irMawar

padsha basune urati tusane pare ant

sala,e, zaif pare khktav jama kar na

karame kev dadoe halltak tena pun-

dutine karah e dagina kerghan char

padah marak paron dagina gosalai

zaif darwaze tafe kulf kare hina

banai &7iacha tena nv'igh to padsha

malas mas tawar kare chokr kane

dir yeti kazi batir jald kare khalk

khalas chokariyan kazi mone hadsa

pare kazi saheb us pare, ho,o pare

bashmarak kazi bashmas bas khakha-

rai tus pare padsha saheb aut khabar

epare khabar handade khanisa nachaj

ghalogha kne amaro, zaife banan shef

mas avaghe tena hes urate pehar

padsha_,e salam thisu dana afale o

kazina ne afale^e wazir na ne

afale,e wakilnane afal e padsha pare

wazir arade wakil arade, zaif pare,

bashmar.-ik nishan tevne padsha bash-

mas zaif pare givalana bae malabo

wazire kashar padsha pare wazir

haifene wazir pare na afal juwan,e

kana gand,e zaif pare khai' wokan

peshan, kul peshan masu hinar dagi-

na rahae padsha pare wakil arade

zaif pare saheb dade do punduti eta

padsha pare kana luma,os idus kane

salame kul tena id karera ta harkas

tena uragh^ae hinar. Da basu tena.

urati khhchkv hukmatkhudanachand

xvakht ginarenga Mulla Mansure ma-

ras mas marta haft sal mas darer

tulli ferta fr/iwananga,e kazi his aside

mas zaif mare tena pare akh undene

salam kes mar hina ede pare akhun

me quickly. Tlie woman said, wait,

I will go into the house, and come
again : she went and brought out a
basket, she says to the Wazir, get
into this, the Wazeer gets in, she
closes the mouth and drags him into

the house. The king says, what is

that, she says, it is some grain: a noise

took place of the Wakil's approach.
The king said the Wakil is come,
the woman said stop, I will go out
and see who it is : the woman went
out and saw the Wakil and made him
a salam, are you quite well my love ?

The Wakil said let us go into the

house ; she said, you wretch, the king
is there seated in the house: he said,

what is our plan; the woman said

let your mind be at rest, I will do
your business, make yourself a tail

with this spoon and go on all fours,

in the cowhouse, they will take you
for a calf. The woman shut the door
and locked it, she went upon the
terrace and lied down with her hus-
band. The king became thirsty and
called out, here girl give me some
water, the Kazi grinds faster than
ever. " Here, you girl, I'll throw a

stone at you." The Kazee turned
round his head. The king said, are
you the Kazi. He said, yes : he
said, sit up. The Kazi gets up and
comes and sits near the fire, and
then asks, pray sire, what is the

news: he said this is the news that

you see, let me see what grain you
were grinding : the woman comes
down from the terrace with her hus-
band, they both saluted the king,

and said, this is your plight, your
majesty, this is the Kazi's plight,

this is the Wakil's, this is the Wa-
zir's. The king said, where is the
Wazir, and where is the Wakil

:

the woman said be seated, I will

shew you : the king sits down, the

woman said, open the mouth of the

basket : they took out the Wazir.
The king said, Wazir, how are you;
the'Wazir said your majesty's con-

dition is pleasant, mine is unplea-

sant, the woman said, let us go out-

side, they all went out to the cow-
house ; the king said where is the

Wakil, the woman said here he is

Sir, with a spoon for his tail. The
king said I respect you as my mother
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saheb lumkana ne salam karek kai

pare lumna ne nutak kutanu mar

pare saheb tipara kazi tena ustati

thaka Mwash mas kazi tena choka-

ri,e rai kare zaifa#&a,e chokari hina

salame this zaif pare begai bares bil_

kul chokari hadsenga bas kazi,e pare

kazi A/iwash mas zaif tena araghe

pare begai safilati /c&aehak chidingas

duty tena karak ara waMtai Kazi

bas chidinge chandefis araMt pare

jwan sham tama kazi bas sad rupai

this pare bashkan Machin chidingna

tawar mas kazi hairan mas zaif pare

kana aregh bas kana mon mohn mas

kazi pare kash e gudatine sunduftA

ti khkch kazi Madia arikht bas urati

tiis sunduMe kulf karer hhhchkv

mullana bangai zaif bashmas tama

pitingati hamsa,e ghak kul muchma-

su aut ho^ang ase zaif pare kana

nrngh hinane kana lum ghastk shah-

rai lum kana kaskune lashet hesuni

kul tama hoghangti alam hinar kabr

sthanai hinar kabre taiyar karer

basur lash a,e harfer darer kilite

khw&ykv mudde kashen zaif pare

kilit afak i tena lumai kashe para

padsha kilit e khwayk hallk kulfe

malar kazi,e Ichanhv kazi,e mochide

man khalk kuste zan behaya da aut

afal as kuramsak arvvat ga^ida pes-

hama sunduMan arwat ga^ida hina

gumarak alam harkas hinar tena

uratiyai.

or my sister, and I take my leave.

They all called her their sister and
every one went to his own house,

they went into their own house and
slept. By the order of God some-
time had elapsed and Mulla Mansur
had a son, the son was seven years

old, they sent and seated him in a

reading school under the Kazi. One
day the woman told her son to give

her salam to the Kazi ; the boy
went and said my mother has sent

you her salam. The Kazi said is

your mother's flour finished, the

boy said I don't understand, the
Kazi reflected in his own mind and
was delighted : he dispatched his

slave girl to the woman, she went
and gave the salam : the woman said

by all means come this evening. The
girl went back to the Kazi and told

him, he was delighted. The wife said

to her husband, this evening lie

down on the balcony and have some
bells in your hand, when the Kazi
comes shake the bells, the husband
said very well. Evening set in, the
Kazi came took out a hundred
rupees, and said come now let us
sleep, the bells began to sound, the
Kazi was confounded, the woman
said my husband has come, he will

make my face black, the Kazi said

I will take off my clothes and lie

down in this box ; the Kazi lies

down, the husband comes into the

house, sits down and locks the box,

they go to sleep. At the call to

prayers the woman awakes and be-

gins to wail ; all the neighbours
assemble to ask the cause of the
weeping, the woman said my hus-
band went into a neighbouring vil-

lage where my mother had died, and
has brought her corpse, in a box

;

they all began to mourn and cry.

Some went to the burying place and
prepared a grave, and some to bring

the coffin, they carry it away and
asked for the key, that they might
take out the corpse : the woman said

there is no key, I will not have my
mother taken out, the king demand-
ed the key, they took it and opened
the box, they saw the Kazi, you
rascally lewd knave, see the plight

you are in, you donkey cuckold

come out of the box, said the king :

every one went to his own house.
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IV.

—

Translation of Inscription in the Society's museum. Continued

from vol. VI.p.8&7.

Brahmeswara Inscription, from Cuttack.

Besides the two slabs of stone identified last year as belonging to the

Bhuvanesivara temples, in Cuttack, and consequently returned to the

brahmans after perusal, there was a third broken into two pieces, which

Mr. Kittoe pointed outas being in the same character and from the

same locality. Before returning this he kindly took for me a very ex-

act impression, whence I have copied the reduced facsimile in Plate

XXIV.
Although, as will be seen,the slab was in a state of considerable muti-

lation, yet from the inscription being in verse, my pandit, Kamalakan-

ta VidyalAnkara, has been able by study of the context to fill up all

the gaps, with, as he says, hardly a possibility of error, and indeed where

the outline of the letters is preserved I have found his restoration quite

conformable. The translation has been effected by Sarodaprasad

under his explanation, but I have not leisure to read it over with Ka-

MALAKANTA.

Mr. Stirling says* that " no information whatever is afforded by

the Orissa chronicles of the origin of the princes called the Kesari

vamsa; the founder of the new dynasty in A. D. 473 was Jajati

(Yayati) Kesari, a warlike and energetic prince, but who he was or

whence he came we are not apprized. He soon cleared his dominions

of the Yavanast who then retired to their own country."

Perhaps the present inscription may in some measure remove this

obscurity. It commences with the conquest of Udhra or Orissa by

Janamajeya the king oiTelinga. It is possible thalfthis alludes to the

prince of that name in the Pauranic lists, but the locality of his domini-

on, and the names of his immediate successors are wholly different from

those of the Magadha line, and their history is circumstantially told as

of events transpired not long antecedent to the Kesari dynasty of Oris-

sa. His son was Dirgharava, and from the latter was born Apavara,
who died without issue. The kingdom was then overrun by invaders

from foreign countries,—(perhaps the same designated as Yavanas in

Stirling's Chronicles),—when Vichittraviba another descendant of

Janamejaya reigning in a neighbouring kingdom, possessed himself

of Orissa. His son was named Abhimanyu' ; his again Chandihara
;

and from the latter descended Udyotaka Kesari, whose mother Kola-
vati erected the temple to Siva as Brahmeswara. The date of the

* As. Res. XV. 265.

4 A
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inscription is expressed only in terms of the reign, but from the style

of the Devanagari, it may be confidently affirmed to be later than the

epoch fixed for Lalat Indra kesari (617 A. D). Udyotaka Kesari

must then be one of the 32 unrecorded princes who succeeded him in

the Kesari line previous to the establishment of the Gangavamsa family

on the Cuttack throne.

The figure 3, it may be remarked, closely resembles the ancient form

of this numeral ; the 8 is nearly of the modern shape.

The stone was, as stated above, returned to Bhubaneswar ; but Mr.

Kittoe did not find as he anticipated any resulting cordiality or good-

will among the priesthood of the place ; on the contrary they brought

him a long list of purloined idols, and impetuously urged him to procure

their return as he had done that of the inscriptions !

Transcript of the above Inscription, (PL XXIV.)

^Pf*[ ii i «
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^T%iT|[Tftr crqr^W^?T^ ^ETsh^Sfa^n II
^

ll

^T^ft^TfiTK^ ufcTCTCiTfe^ f&Wm WIDTHST^ WS^TQ

^Tmi^J^T *TT^ f^S^T^^cTftsxiTT f^^^^f^^^ll^MI

cP^TcTT f^m<3pT^ ^ft cTT ^I^T^^t "TT^T Tilth" sffa^T

^Hl^H^ "EnilcT^^T^cr: ^T^^THfw^^f ITTmiT^^^TTT

^1W || \^ ||

^renr iroiRj^ifc! ii \v ii
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Translation.

1. The moon, perfect in his digits, (full) born with Siti from the

midst of Kshira Samudra (the sea of milk) when churned by the Mandara
mountain whirling- with the chief of the serpents used as a rope by Bram-
ha', Upendra, (Vishnu,) Maheswara, Indra and Bali;— enlightens the

three regions with his swollen beams and nectars !

2. In his line was born raja Janamejaya, who was of moon-like" fame,

master of the world, incomparable, destroyer of his enemies, and the owner
of Telingu ; and who drew to himself the fortune (Lakshmi) of the raja of
Udhra who was killed by his kunta (a weapon) while their antagonist's

elephants were overcome with fatigue fighting with their tusks.

3. He (Janamejaya) was a celebrated emperor, master of the king,
dom of seven limbs*, of wonderful understanding in power and morals, cha-
ritable, most virtuous, a hero, and like raja Yaya'ti an ornament of the
earth; and who deprived the lovely wives of his inimical rajas of thei r
pride of lovely tressest ; and whose lawful deeds and conduct remained un-
changeable from his childhood*

4. After him his son Dirgharava became raja, who was a great kafpa
tree, the very crown-jewel of princes, modest, of boundless spirit, stea.

diness, riches, gravity, depth of knowledge, wibe in producing prosperity

* The limbs of government, or as we say « sinews of war'—horses, elephants,
fighting men, pandits, merchants, &c. See allusion to the same in the Burmese bell
inscription, page 294.

f The Hindu women are forbiddeaijy the shdstras to beautify their hair after
the death of their husbands.
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and three sorts of power* and successt, a hero, and destroyer of his

enemies, and who had qualities like that of a Maharatha (a warrior

fighting in a car) and whose fame is celebrated.

5. From him was born the powerful raja named Apava'ra as the se-

sond Parasurama, who suppressed his enemies by his invincible hand as

with a thunderbolt, and became great through the merits of poets, and

whose spirit was warm like the sun in midday.

6. When he, the best of rajas, departed unto heaven without issue and

all his kingdom was laid waste by various warriors, how long a time passed

away in various ways, when the elephant-powered hero (Vichitravira)

was in a different country, (Telinga.)

7. Vichitravira (who was another descendant of Janamejaya, and

celebrated every where on the earth as a wonderful hero), was placed in his

place. From him was born his fortunate son Abhimanyu, and from him was

born Chandihara who was powerful and spirited like him (his father).

He was made king by all his ministers.

8. He reigned impartially, cherishing all his servants, ministers, people,

those who sought refuge, kinsmen and desired friends, and made both his

kingdoms indisputable ; who was the cause of delight of all the earth, and

whose lily-like feet were enlightened by the splendour of the head-jewels

of many prostrate rajas.

9. From him arose Udyotaka Kesari, like the sun from the eastern

mountain, illuminating the earth and heaven by his lustre, radiant as the

sun and moon beams ; who was rich and the crown-jewel of the circle of

earth defended by its four oceans ; and who was a conqueror of earth, like

Ma'ndha'ta, Prithu, and Bharata.

10. Who having defeated the whole force of his enemy, the Sinhaia,

Choda and Gaura (countries) as it were in child-play, and with well-armed

warriors and a number of elephants in battles conquered the whole earth,

causing numberless rajas to bow down their heads ; who was victorious and

who made the tortoise oppressed with the weight of the earth sink down
by the heavy march of his bright army, containing an ak$hauhini%.

11. His mother, named KoLA'VATi, was a daughter of the solar and the

chief queen of the lunar line ; whose fame is a number of fhigs above the

earth, and like the whirl wind ascending up, and like a hand going up with

exertion as if to destroy the spots of the moon.

12. By that Kola'vati' was caused to be erected this cloud-touching

temple with four beautiful halls, of four other gods, which is like a tree

without brandies in interrupting the speed of the sun's car (ray?) like a

crown over this earth and the king of fame, of Bramheswara, who destroys

the sins of worshippers, and gives salvation to those who touch (his image)

at Ekamra the holy place.

* Powers derived from magnanimity, exertion, and private advice.

1* The successes of gaining land, gold, and friends.

X An army consisting of 189,350 foot, 65,610 horse, 21,370 chariots, and 21,970

elephants.
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13. Whom (Siva) the holy JBramha', lord of the three regions, having

bathed his emblem, Meru, the golden spot situated in the centre of the

mountain Lokaloka, the seven oceans and islands, with the water of Ganga

is worshipping day and night. This is the very Siva Bramheswara.

14. This temple shines above, adorning all the firmament; like the

summit of a mountain, or the evening lamp of the assembly of the youthful

goddesses ; from it all the regions have been lighted up by the lustre of

the rays issuing from the golden kalasa (pinnacle) shining on its summit.

15. By her (Kola'vati) were given some beautiful women to him (Siva)

who had eyes like that of the fickle khajjama (wagtail) and who were

bright like the sparkling and immovable lightnings of the sky by the ex-

quisite beauty of their limbs, adorned with gemmy ornaments, of lovely

heavy-swollen bosoms, piercing through the eyes of men, like the beam of

their own eye.

16. Purushottama Bijatta, the best of poets indited this eulogy, which

spreads the white fame of the rajas of the lunar line ; who was learned in

the vedas, grammar, political science, poetry, logic, &c. &c. and, like

Brahma, of true, pure and humble understanding, and (born) of an inno-

cent family.

17. So long as the earth with its mountains, forests, and seas, the sun

and moon which are the two eyes of the three regions and the Aultonapa.

di (the north polar star) which is above the earth, shall endure, so long

may this eulogy exist as nectar in the mouth of every one.

On the 3rd of the light half of Phalguna of the Samvat 18, of the vic-

torious reign of raja Udyotaka Kesari Deva who was most rich, king of

kings, a raja of the lunar line and lord of Kalinga,

V.

—

More Danams/rom the Sanchi tope near Bhilsa, taken in impres-

sion
y by Capt. T. S. Burt, Engineers. Translated by Jas. Prinsep.

Capt. Burt has gleaned all that Capt. Smith, of the same corps of

Engineers had left undone at the Buddhist monument of Sanchi de-

scribed in my last volume. His facsimiles were presented to the Society

two months ago, but I have been too much occupied with more impor-

tant documents to take them in hand, as nothing could be expected

from them but a continuation of the catalogue of donors to the building.

Nevertheless every word in the old character is worthy of preservation :

it helps to restore the lost dialect,—it proves the constancy or other-

wise of the orthography :—the style of names and titles. Upon looking

back at my former readings I perceive very numerous errors which I

could now readily correct, but it is hardly worth while, as the Pali

scholar will at once discover them, and others will not care for trifling
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grammatical niceties. As all of them are read through their analogy

to Sanskrit words it is probable that my pandit may still err in appre-

hending some of the equivalents, especially of the adjectives.

It is a rather singular fact that, while none of Captain Smith's dd-

nams mentioned the city of Ujein, the majority of the present list have

the initial word Ujeniyd, ' of Ujein! This I suppose must have pro-

ceeded from the former officer having taken his specimens chiefly from

one side of the tope, while Capt. Burt naturally undertook the opposite

side, as previously unexplored ; and the good people of Vjein may have

liked to see their names as much together as possible.

There can be no doubt (as Capt, Burt writes) that the object re-

corded by each was the gift of a stone or pillar of the enclosure, or of

the money to pay for its erection ; and we know that the habits of the

Buddhist priesthood who live by alms, would lead them to the houses

of rich devotees in the flourishing city of Ujein, and the well endowed

monasteries and convents of the neighbourhood, to raise funds for the

work they had in hand, which was perhaps merely to make the enclo-

sure ; for the stupa itself, as we have seen by the published extract from

the Mahiivansa, was erected at the expense of the local raja, under the

circular mandate of the emperor Asoka.

I have introduced the whole of these fresh inscriptions from

Sanchi in Plate XXIII. on a reduced scale ; numbering them in con-

tinuation from the former plate.

It is unnecessary to repeat them in type,—I therefore confine my-

self to a transcript of each in Roman characters.

No. 22. Ayachudasa antevdsino Balamitasa ddnam thabho.

" This pillar is the gift of Balamitra, the well-tonsured pupil."

Or Aya chuda ^^xfS": may mean also, " having a fine jewel orna-

ment," fixed on the tuft of hair left when a child undergoes the

ceremony of tonsure; thabho or thambho for ^JW: pillar. See the

Carli cave inscription in the last volume, page 1044.

No. 23. Aya chudasa, dhama kathaka,

antevdsino Bala mitasa ddnam.
" The gift of Balamitra the well-tonsured pupil, reader of dhamma"

This is perhaps the same party, more advanced in his studies.

Nos. 24 and 25. Vasuliye ddnam. " The gift of Vasuli."

There are several bearing the same name, some written Vasulaye,

an uncertainty naturally produced by the attempt to render without

compound letters the Sanskrit genitive ?^WT:

No. 26. Sethino patikamakdlikdndm ddnam.

" The gift of the serving women of the nobility."
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Sethi (Sanskrit SreshtiJ, means also the head of a corporation.

No. 27. Yasiliye ddnam, "—the gift of Yasili."

No. 28. Ujeniya phakiliydndm ddnam,

" The gift of subscribers of Ujein."

The nam is omitted in the lithograph by mistake ; the word is taken

from the Sanskrit ^rfsRijrwr " of subscriptions."

No. 29. Ujeniya dhamagilino ddnam.

" The gift of Dhamagiri of Ujein."

No. 30. Mulagirino ddnam lakhakasa.

" The gift of Mulagiri (the root-hill of religion) the millionaire"

or perhaps ^3fr^j the protector, may be more suitable.

No. 81. Ujeniya chheta mdtu ddnam.

" The gift of the Kshatras mother of Ujein."

No. 32. Uje(ni)yd tdpansiyano isimdtasa ddnam.
" The gift of the body of rishis, performing their austerities- in Ujein"

In Sanskrit ^SaT^T^RfefiT ^fafl-R^KT^T.

No. 33. Ujeniya saphineyakdnam isikasa ddnam.

" The gift of the morality students of Ujein to the rishis"—(reading

savineyaka—and isikasa for isikdya.)

No. 34. Ujeniya upe(n)dadatasa padavatdydchhaya dataya dd-

nam.
" The gift of Upendradatta of Ujein, for a perpetual charity to

the itinerants : xt^?tIT^T^^t1^ ^I«T."

No. 35. Ujeniya tdpansiydnam punsdnam jaya ddnam.
" The victory-gift of the people performing austerities of Ujein"

No. 36. Arahiniyd Sihayd ddnam.
" The gift of arahini (or Samarahint) Sinhi'."

No. 37. Ujeniya gifriJsiydnam punsdnamjaya ddnam.
" The victory-gift of the men residing on the hills of Ujein."

No. 38. Ogireyakasa satigutasa ddnam.

" The gift of Satyagupta the Agarwala,"—(or the son of Ugra,)

whence IjT^W^J ^sjjfl^l ^I^f."

No. 39. Usakidaya bhichhuniye ddnam.

" The gift of Usakridd the priestess."

^:3Rter means " who plays in the morning."

No. 40. Akilaye deviye ahimatumard

"The (gift) of Akila devi mother of Ahi "

No. 41. Asvadeviye Bahadata mdtu ddnam.
u The gift of Asva Devi the mother of Bahadatta."
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No. 42. Yakhiya bhichun'ye vedisa ddnam.
" The gift of Yak hi the priestess and traveller."

Vedisa for ^Igr: from 3"^8JT, foreigner.

No. 43 danayci bhichhuniyd ddnam.
" The gift of ...... dani the priestess."

No. 44. Davigirimdyasa sethino

tiyo ndgdya danam.
" The gift of Davigirimaya the sethi for the (che) tiya tree."

No. 45. Hidatuye sada dinadhe jivdya ddnam, in Sanskrit, I^STfa

" A gift for those living here (for distribution of food) at midday for

ever."

No. 46. This inscription is in too mutilated a state to be restored en-

tirely, but from the commencement of the third line
it 1 A it 1-Ld

1 8 A fl> f
3 A ' bhakhatibhifchunabhi khamavase data : it may be con-

cluded that some provision was made by " a charitable and religiously

disposed person for hungry priests" fa^rf^ frr^rf and this is confirmed

by the two nearly perfect lines at the foot ;

—

Sasijald petaviye ichhdhime (idi)si : sampesimate chilathitike siydti,

" It is also my desire that camphorated (cool?) water should be given

to drink ; may this excellent purpose endure for ever"—reading for

sampesimate, ^rsrv^SWft:.

No. 47. This fragment is cut on three sides of a square pillar.

Danda ndgilalasa pavinandtinam ddnathambho .

" This pillar is the gift of the illustrious family of Danda Ndgirala."

No. 48. Is scribbling of a much later period in the Tibetan Nagari

E\] E]j gaga and is only mentioned because it was included in Captain

Burt's series of the Bhilsa ddnams.

Postscript. By the Royal Asiatic Society's Quarterly Journal, No.

VIII. just arrived, I perceive that Col. Sykes' collection of cave inscrip-

tions has been published without interpretation, and that there are

three or four long ones not included among those with which that gen-

tleman favored me in November last. As I have reason to suppose

that the same are now under investigation at Bombay by the Rev. Dr.

Wilson, from fresh and accurate facsimiles, it will be prudent to

await the result of his labours for the less perfect specimens ; but I

cannot refrain from inserting here the 4th of the list to shew how

readily it may be interpreted through the Pali language.

This inscription is stated to be cut in a continuous line round the

three sides of a chamber, immediately under the ceiling, in the rock ex-

4 a
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cavations at Naneh ghat, where there are other chambers formerly

covered with inscriptions, in which however the decomposition of the

rock from moisture has occasioned great obliterations. In this there

are but eight or ten deficient letters. Supplying the two that are want-

ing at the commencement conjecturally, the whole will run thus :

H"TX D"8rb 1-8- M^rbl-8-rbtrGl' A Aj~> AT d'!>

4>i\CrD'8 4A± AAl-AJ+GJl-J^ALlLDI Al'

1-8- +81 A U "A fffGfrUI TXrb8+ rbA A'L- (*)

jj= _i_ _ _ _

P A -L tli-L+ Jb r + ? + 8 T r/
(a long interval without any letters),

81710 A.1+X+ +8T b-W iSTrbiA"U-TD-lhS I

A-A/bJU rbb-€ H£ HrblO/Var H?JU-8-TJ/Ti[]A
J

10 f-Tl'ir rWbl C-J LTIA"'! (s) 1/fT bl+G-
n i

\j J_TI"F A ~8~ (remainder of the line obliterated).

The same in Roman characters.

(A ri) yadhammasa namo ! Indasa namo ! sakesanam vasudevanam,

chanda suriyanam, dhammavatanam vatanam va lokapalanam, yama va-

runa audheravanam namo ! kumaravarasa-vedi-siri sarano, rayasimuka

sa va vahe divinaya nikaya rake (sha)kumare bha(ti)

Maharathi tu nakayiko kumaro hakusara kumaro sava vaharodhana

bheritam sampayuto sapato aso asarathagaminam a (so) asamoroyano

batiyo, tha dakhiniyonam*s asarapala ghara yutam ra pu ro

rapinakaha panarona kigamo

The above will be better understood by Sanskrit scholars if turned

literatim into the more classical dialect

:

^pim^ (for w*j) W. t^ ra *m : n^w ^f*tw ^^^:-

<pjr^^ ff^t^w: ^raif%g^T^nn^: (?) f^^ro fairer *;T%^*rrcT

*1T (fcf) *T^Rfa "g^TfW fffiTC: %^KJ l^TR* ^ffaw ^T^^f^cT

Translation.

Glory to the supreme Dharma (or virtue) !— glory to Indra ! To

the lords of Sakra (?) the vasudevas, to the sun and moon, to the sanc-

tified by dharma and venerated (saints)—to the lokapdlas (upholders of

the world)—to Yama, Varuna, and the spirits of the air, glory !

He whose refuge is the prosperity of the throne of an excellent
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prince,—who is the supporter of ? the abode of hea-

venly morality,—the young prince Rakesa, is illustrious (?).

He of the mighty chariot, (the great warrior) the prince Tunakayi-

ko, the prince Hakusaro, who rambles every where for pleasure, pro-

claimed by kettledrums as the fortunate, he is finely clad, he is the fear-

less leader, who is unequalled by any who go by horse and chariot, skill-

ed in archery and nonpareil, connected with the house of Amara Pala:

(the rest unintelligible).

Here we find after a regular Buddhistic invocation, the commence-

ment of an eulogy on one or perhaps on two princes of unknown names,

who probably caused the chamber to be excavated.—Until we have a

facsimile, and a careful re-examination of the blank spaces nothing more

can, I fear, be made of the fragment.

VI.

—

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.

Wednesday Evening, the ith July, 1838.

The Honorable Sir Edward Ryan, President in the chair.

The Rev. Solomon C^sar Malan, Professor of Bishop's College was

unanimously elected a member of the Society.

Mr. Edwards, C. S. proposed by Mr. W. K. Ewart, seconded by the

Secretary.

Major William Gregory, Bengal Army, proposed by Dr. Spry, second-

ed by the Secretary,

The Secretary submitted a new steel-engraved heading for the Society's

diplomas and correspondence; executed from a sketch sent home by him-

self,—improved on by Professor Wilson and Mr. W. Saunders in England.

He suggested that a new form of diploma should be engraved on the

plate in lieu of the present simple letter of announcement, to be signed by

the President of the night and by the Secretary.

The form was adopted for M. Malan's diploma.

Baboo Ram Comul Sen, Treasurer, submitted the two following queries

in regard to the contributions of members :

1. Whether members absent at the Cape or at sea, are subject to the

usual quarterly subscription ?

2. Whether members returned from Europe are to be considered as

subscribing members without any reference or intimation ?

With regard to the first query, it was determined, as had been generally the

practice, that during absence from India a member is exempt from payment ; but

that on his return to the country his subscription recommences from the first ensu-

ing quarter, unless he intimates his desire to retire from the Society. As the rules

do not clearly define these points it was determined that they should undergo

general revision by the Committee of papers.

4 b 2
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Correspondence.

The Right Honorable C. W. W. Wynn acknowledged by letter, his

election as an honorary member*.

Professor Othmar Frank returned thanks for Sanskrit books presented

to him, and offered in return two treatises lately published by himself.

One on an Indian monument in which Siva and Vishnu are coupled as Harihara,
the other on four idols in the museum of the king of Bavaria, one of which is the

Kandek Rao of Moor's Pantheon. (The hooks have not arrived.)

A letter from M. E. Burnouf, Sec. As. Soc. Paris, 1st November, 1837,

announced that the gold medal, struck in honor of Mr. B. H. Hodgson, by

the As. Soc. had been entrusted to M. Dubois db Jancigny who was about

to proceed to India overland.

M. Dubois's determination is understood to have heen changed—hut the medal
may be expected by some early French ship.

A letter from the Inland Steam Navigation Company solicited various

information regarding the rivers of Bengal.

A letter was read from M. St. Hubert Theroulde thanking the mem-
bers for the attention he had received, for admission to their meetings and

library, and other facilities for his studies.

In the instructions he had received from the Institut Royal and the Paris Asiatic

Society as to the route he should pursue, he had been referred to the residents in the

country to point out to him the best mode of carrying the objects of his journey into

execution—he hoped that the Society would therefore still favor him with its

counsel and advice. He was about to proceed straight to Lahore, there to commence
his researches.

The Secretary alluding to the particular introductions brought out by M. The-
roulde from Professor Wilson, Major Troyer, and the Asiatic Society of

Paris, proposed as the most effectual way of rendering him as&Utance and local ad-
vice.

That a circular be addressed to members residing in the interior of

India stating the objects of M. Theroulde's journey and recommending

this eminent Sanskrit scholar, to their attention and hospitality. Also, that

a Sanskrit address to the pandits of Benares and elsewhere should be

placed in his hands ;

—

These two documents were accordingly delivered to M. Theroulde by

the President, with best wishes for the success of his researches.

The Society's account current was submitted by the Government agents

exhibiting 15,000 rupees invested in four per cents, and a cash balance

of interest Rs. 900, which had been transferred to the Treasurer's open

account.

The account of the English agents was also received for 1837 —shewing

a balance in hand of £ 32.

£100 had been advanced to complete the payment for the Wilson bust ; but as it

had been agreed that this was not to be a charge on the Society's public funds, it

was determined to renew the private subscription and make up the sum deficient
(rupees 700) on the former subscription. A paper was circulated and the greater
part of the money at once raised.

* It is somewhat curious that neither this gentleman nor Sir G. Staunton allude
to the cause nor the manner of their election in the most remote degree !—E».
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Oriental Publications.

The Secretary read the following letter from Government, with its seve-

ral enclosures, in reply to the Society's memorial of the 2nd September,

1835.

To James Prinsep, Esq.

Sir, Secretary to the Asiatic Society.

"With reference to your letter to this department dated the 21st September 1835,
and to the reply dated the 30th of the same month, 1 am directed by the Honorable
the Deputy Governor of Bengal to transmit for the information of the Society the
accompanying copy of a letter No. 8, of 1838, from the Honorable the Court of
Directors in the public department, dated the 28th March and of its enclosures ; and
to state that the sum of 500 Company's rupees per month has, from the 18th of
June, the date of the receipt of the despatch, been placed at the disposal of the
Asiatic Society for employment in the manner indicated by the Honorable Court.
The amount will be made payable monthly from the General Treasury on the bills

of the Secretary of the Society, countersigned by the President, and duly audited,

and at the close of each year an account must be rendered, shewing the manner
in which the amount has been expended.

I am, &c.

H. T. Prinsep,
Fort William, the 20th June, 1838. Secretary to the Government of Bengal.

Public Department. No. 8, of 1838.
Our Governor of the Presidency of Fort William in Bengal.

Para. 1. We now reply to your letter in this department dated the 30th Sep-
tember, No. 28, of 1835, in which you forward a memorial from the Asiatic Society
of Calcutta, soliciting some pecuniary aid in the expense of publishing standard
and useful works in Oriental Literature, that Society having undertaken to complete
various works which remained unfinished when the system for the promotion of
native education in Bengal was altered.

2. The Society have not applied for any specific sum, but we have received from
their agent in Europe, Professor H. H.Wilson two letters (copies of which are
herewith forwarded) in which he states that " 500 rupees a month will probably
suffice in addition to the Society's own funds and the returns which may be expected
from the sale of the books."

3. Although the works formerly published may not always have been selected in

the most judicious manner, we are still of opinion that the publication of oriental

works, and works on instruction in the eastern languages, should not be abandoned ;

we therefore authorize you to devote a sum not exceeding five hundred rupees a month
to the preparation and publication of such works, either through the medium of the
Asiatic Society, or any equally appropriate channel, and we shall expect an annual
return of the works published and ten copies of each book for distribution in this

country.
We also desire that twenty copies of all the works which have been or which may

be hereafter published by the Committee of Public Instruction, except the Fatawa
Alemgiri, of which forty copies have been received, be forwarded to us by the first

convenient opportunity.
We are, &c. (Signed,)

J. R. Carnac, J. L. Lushington, H. Lindsay, R. Miles, Jno. Master-
mann, John Cotton, P. Vans Agnew, J. Petty Muspratt, H. Shank,
Russell Ellice, Henry Willock, John G. Ravenshaw, George Lyall.
London, 2Sth March, 1838.

To J. C. Melvill, Esq.

Financial Secretary to the Honorable the Court of Directors.

Sir,
I have to request that you will submit to the Honorable the Court of Directors

the following representation which I beg most respectfully to lay before them on
the subject of the discontinuance of the assistance hitherto given by their Bengal
Government to the publication of works in the languages of the east.

2. In thus offering myself to the notice of the Honorable Court, I trust I may
be allowed to plead in excuse the situation which I hold as Professor of one of the

principal languages affected by the measure ; my intimate relations when in India

with learned natives, my office as agent in Europe of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,
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the appointment I filled for several years in Calcutta of Junior Member and Secre-
tary of the Committee of Public Instruction, the devotion I still feel to the service
of the Company, and the deep interest with which I must ever regard all that affects

the happiness and welfare of the people of India, and the credit and prosperity of
their rulers.

3. By an order of the Bengal Government dated the 7th March 1835, different

works in Arabic aud Sanskrit, some original and some translations from English,
which were in course of publication by the Committee of Public Instruction, under
the previously obtained sanction of the government have been abruptly stopped, al-

though some of them were on the eve of completion. The labour and expense, be-
stowed on them would therefore have been entirely thrown away if the Asiatic Society
of Bengal had not undertaken at their own cost to finish the printing, of the books
that had been commenced, as well as to proceed, should their means admit, with others
of a similar description. Such works as had previously been printed either wholly*
or in part, by the Education Committee being transferred to the Society. The Society
at the same time solicited the government for a pecuniary grant in aid of their own
limited resouices, and this application not having been complied with, they have
memorialized the Honorable the Court of Directors to the same effect. The memo-
rial is I presume under the consideration of the Court.

4. In this arrangement I beg to observe that the Indian Government and the
Asiatic Society have proceeded upon the notion that the publications in question are
connected with the encouragement of Oriental Literature alone, whilst in fact they
were undertaken not so much for the general promotion of oriental studies as in

subservience to the advancement of native education. They were designed for class-

books and prize-books for the native colleges and schools, and were therefore strict-

ly w ithin the province of the Education Committee. The character in which they
are to be contemplated is however immaterial, and as long as they are recognized as
deserving the patronage of the government, it is possible that that patronage may
be conveniently exercised through the instrumentality of the Asiatic Society of
Bengal.

5. It must be quite unnecessary for me, I apprehend, to advocate the claims of

Oriental Literature to the protection of the Honorable Court. Considered merely

as an object of intellectual research which their connexion with the east so pe-

culiarly enables them to favor, they would have disappointed the natural expecta-

tions of all Europe if they had displayed less liberality than that which they have
always shewn in fostering oriental study. Independently of this consideration the
government of British India has a positive duty to discharge in facilitating the ac-

quirement by its servants of the knowledge indispensable to the due performance of

their functions in India, aud it has an obvious interest in gratifying its native sub-
jects by patronizing that literature which is a part of their national existence, and
which is to them now as it has been for ages, an object of admiration and reverence.

6. The libeialitv, wisdom and policy, and I may add the justice of encouraging
native literaturein India, must however, I apprehend, be too obvious for me to occupy

the time and attention of the Honorable Court in endeavouring to substantiate

them. Even the government of India in reply to the address of the Asiatic Society

acknowledges the advantage of applying larger sums than are already so applied to

the support of native literature, and grounds its non-compliance with the Society's

request " on the financial difficulty which limits within narrow bounds the aid to

be so afforded."

7. Considering then the principle as recognized, and that it is admitted that

Oriental Literature deserves the special encouragement of the British Government
of India, it only remains to be inquired why those funds which have hitherto been
available for so desirable a purpose should now be withheld. The order of govern-

ment of the 7th March puts a stop to the printing of oriental books in order that

the funds so applied should be thenceforth employed exclusively " in imparting to

the native population a knowledge of English Literature and Science through the
mtdium of the English language." However important the end proposed, its ex-

clusiveness is wholly incompatible with the patronage of native talent, with the

public declarations of the government of Bengal, with the acts of former governments
under the sanction of the home authorities, and with the express intention of the

British Legislature in authorizing the appropriation of a part of the Indian Revenue
to the encouragement of the literature and learned natives of the country.

* This is a mistake ; the unfinished books only were made over, so that there are

two dep6ts of oriental works, an inconvenience which might now be remedied with

advantage, by placing the whole together.
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8. That effective and judicious instruction in the English language and in Euro-
pean Science in India is an object of the first importance, formed both the theory
and the practice of the Education Committee during the whole period in which I was
a member of it, and the present rage for its still wider diffusion is nothing more than
the indiscreet prosecution of the principle and plans of the committee to extreme
and precipitate consequences. The former committee however anxious to promote
a well grounded conversancy with English, did not hold it con-intent with jus-
tice to alienate for this object, grants that had been made to native institutions
for very different purposes, nor did they think, it equitable or generous to exclude
literary natives from all share whatever of that subsequent bounty which was at
least in part awarded '.' for the revival of native literature and the encouragement
of learned natives." But above all, the committee being convinced that no real and
permanent impression could be effected on the minds and feelings of the natives of
India without their own consent and co-operation, they eudeavoured to secure both
in whatever measures they adopted for the improvement of the people ; and in all

their innovations, and they originated many, they were careful to maintain a spirit

of considerateness and conciliation. By this Hue of conduct they new -modelled the
course of study in the native colleges, and introduced English classes and establish-
ed and extended English schools without exciting the slightest indication of jea-
lousy, dissatisfaction or alarm. It was reserved for their successors to arouse the
angry remonstrances of the Muhammadans of Calcutta, and to excite the deep
though less audibly uttered apprehensions of the Hindus.

9. Whilst then the judicious extension of English instruction unquestionably
merits the encouragement of the government of India, it may well be doubted, if it

is judicious or just to encourage it exclusively and at the expense of native insti-

tutions and native literature. It may be matter of regret that funds sufficiently

ample for both objects are not available, but it cannot be equitable or politic to
withdraw all support from the older and more strictly national purpose in favour of
one of recent date and foreign introduction, especially when there is no urgent ne-
cessity for such an alternative. Under the arrangements hitherto adopted both
interests were consulted and yet improvement was rapidly progressive. It is very
doubtful if the advance that may be made under the change of system will bear any
proportion to that which was effected under the first committee of public instruc-
tion. No evidence ofacceleration has yet been offered. On the contrary, it is certain

that the native institutions are languishing under discountenance and neglect, and
although the number of English students may possibly have increased, the scale of

their attainments has been very much depressed.
10. Under these circumstances then I beg to submit to the wisdom of the Hono-

rable Court the expedience of reverting to the principles and practice of the early

Education Committee subject to such modifications only as are unavoidable or desi-

rable. In this case the specific endowments of the Madressa, of the Sanskrit Col-

leges of Calcutta and Benares and of the mixed colleges of Agra and Delhi, will be

held sacred, and will be exclusively appropriated to education in the native languages

and literature. The expense of the English classes which have been attached to

them will be defrayed from other sources, and the cost of hooks in the oriental lan-

guages with which they have been hitherto supplied from the general fund may then

be provided for out of the funds with which they are severally endowed. They will

thus contribute to the support of the native press which will be an article of expen-

diture strictly within the scope of their foundation. To divert their funds to other

purposes than those for which they were expressly bestowed, or for English tuition,

is likely to produce more evil than good. The command of a few thousand rupees

obtained by what the natives will consider an act of spoliation will work no advan-
tage equivalent to the mischief of creating a distrust in the durability of public en-

dowments,—in the inviolability of British faith.

11. As the management of the Oriental Press may not be unfitly exercised by
the Asiatic Society of Bengal, and as the Education Committee may be conveniently

relieved of the labour, the transfer of this business the Honorable Court may per-

haps see reason to confirm ; but I am satisfied that they will not consider it expe-

dient to leave the fulfilment of an useful public service to the unassisted resources

of a Society depending upon private and fluctuating contributions. The application

of the Society will therefore, I venture to hope, receive the favorable consideration

of the Honorable Court ; and pecuniary aid be authorized if it be not of an extent or

nature incompatible with the state of the public finances. I have no authority to

suggest any specific amount ; and the. Society will no doubt be thankful for whatever
aid the court may be pleased to sanction ; but, judging from the average expenditure
of past years, about 6000 rupees a year, or 500 rupees a month, will probably suffice

in addition to the Society's own funds, and the returns which may be expected from
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the sale of the books, to print by degrees many of the most approved works in the
classical and vernacular languages of India, and to remunerate learned natives for
their services as authors and editors. It cannot I think be regarded as unreason-
able to expect that this small sum may be deducted from the annual grant of a lac
of rupees, since it cannot be denied that the act of parliament contemplated in part
if not wholly a provision for the encouragement of learned natives and the revival
of native literature, terms that can by no possible construction be interpreted as
applicable to the introduction of English alone. The trifling abstraction of the sum
I have suggested will be thought by all impartial persons much less than native
literature, strictly so called, is legally entitled to, but it may be accepted as adequate
to the specific purpose for which it is required, and it will satisfy the natives that
their interests have not been altogether despised. With regard to the annual ap-
propriation also the deduction will be more nominal than real. Under the former
management of the funds of the committee the lac of rupees was never wholly ex-
pended, and an accumulation took place which when I left India placed an additional
20,000 rupees per annum at the committee's disposal. This can scarcely have been
since appropriated or expended, and a fund should therefore exist from which 6000
rupees a year can be disbursed and yet a lac of rupees and more may be annually
laid out upon English tuition if such a disbursement for that purpose be considered
expedient.

J 2. With regard to translations and compilations from English in the native lan-
guages, these are so obviously and intimately connected with the actual progress of
education, that they will be best left under the superintendence of the Education
Committee. If transferred to the charge of the Society however, the expense should
be borne by the general fund according to the circumstances of the rules and the
resolutions of the Education Committee.

13. There is but one other point upon which I beg briefly to trouble the Court

;

the scholarships of the native colleges which have been prospectively abolished by
the Government order of the 7th of March. If the native endowments are not
alienated the chief object of the abolition of the scholarships the diversion of the
money, so applied hitherto, to the future extension of English education will no
longer be a plea for such a measure— a measure that is a virtual abolition of all

native institutions. I can assure the Honorable Court that this question of stipen-
diary allowances to native students in the government seminaries was very fully

discussed by the members of the committee of public instruction upon its first for-
mation, and that they were generally opposed to the principle of paying young men
to induce them to accept of gratuitous education. When examined in all its bearings
however and with reference to the extreme poverty of the literary classes, the dis-

tance from which many of the students came, the desirableness of attracting students
from the country to the seats ot Government, and their utter want of means
of maintaining themselves when away from home, the principles and practice
of all the native Governments which invariably combined subsistence and edu-
cation, and the prejudices of the people, which attach discredit to all but elee-

mosynary instruction, the committee came to the determination that it was in-
dispensable in the present condition of society in India to continue stipendiary allow-
ances to the scholars at the public institutions ; at the same time Iney limited such
allowances to an amount merely adequate to provide for the necessary wants of the
student, and they endeavoured to encourage the resort of students who would dis-

pense with the provision. A reference to the rolls of the several native Colleges
will shew that the stipends are very moderate and that there are a number of
students who receive no pay. The reports of the college committees will also shew
what is the real character of these unpaid students, and that from the extreme irregu-
larity of their attendance they reap from it but little benefit: greater punctuality
cannot be enforced by any penalty short of dismissal and that it is an award which
cannot in common charity be hastily pronounced ; the scholars cannot attend, because
they must live ;

part of their time is taken up in obtaining subsistence from the
liberality of their countrymen, or in plain words in begging—a practice ill calculated
to elevate their moral or intellectual character, but one which is the chief resource
of poor scholars in the east, as it was some centuries ago in Europe. As most of
these unpaid scholars also attend in the hope of succeeding to vacant scholarships,

if the latter were abolished the former would soon disappear. However reasonable
therefore the principle of separating maintenance from education it is certainly in-

capable of being applied to practice in India. The government has been obliged to
admit this in the new medical institution, and has granted stipends to the students
which are no doubt much move considerable than those which are allowed to the

pupils of the Madressa and Sanskrit College. I apprehend too that the scholar-

ships of the Hindi or Anglo- Indian College held by the native students of the Eng-
lish language will be continued, as they most unquestionably ought to be, and the
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native inference will be that partiality, not principle, has dictated the difference. But
the general principle of this case is rigidly enforced no where {—assuredly not in this
country, where at its Universities of Oxford and Cambridge numerous endowments
of scholarships and exhibitions enable young men to follow a course of study which
would else be beyond their attainment. Why are the native youth of British India to
be denied a similar provision ? They must be ill acquainted with the country who say
that they do not need it, and why should talent be precluded from the chance of dis-
tinction because its professor is poor in India alone and under a British adminis-
tration ? I must therefore in the name of the youth of India, Muhammadan or Hin-
du, most earnestly entreat the court to withhold their sanction from a measure which
proposes if not a doubtful yet a very scanty good, which will inflict a severe blow
upon the prospects of the rising generation, and will be viewed as ungenerous and
unjust by the most respectable and influential classes of the people of India.

I have, &c.

(Signed) H. H. Wilson,
Oxford, 5th March, 1836.

Boden Professor of Somskrit in the University of Oxford
and Agent in Europe for the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

To J. C. Melvill, Esq.

Sir,

In the early part of last year I had he honor to address the Hon'ble the Court of
Directors on the subject and in support of a memorial which should have reached
them about the same time from the Asiatic Society of Bengal. As no reply has been
yet received by the Society I beg permission respectfully to recal the correspon-
dence to the recollection of the court, and to express my hope that the memorial of
the Asiatic Society may receive their favorable consideration.

The object of the Society's application was to solicit the sanction of the Honora-
ble Court to the grant by the Bengal Government of some 'pecuniary aid in the
expense of publishing standard and useful works in Oriental literature. It will be
in the recollection of the Court that upon a change of the members of the Commit-
tee of Public Instruction in 1834-35 the Government of Bengal was induced by their

representations to resolve that the encouragement formerly granted to native litera-

ture should be withdrawn at once, and the funds employed upon that object be
appropriated exclusively to instruction in English. Consequent upon this resolution

the printing of several works in Arabic and Sanskrit original or translations and of

which some were nearly completed, was relinquished, and would in their unfinished

state have been worthless, if the Society had not interposed and undertaken their

completion, expressing, at the same time, a hope that with reference to the limited

funds at their disposal they would be aided with some assistance by the Government.
With such aid they proposed not only to finish the books which had been commenced
but to proceed with the work and print from time to time the most celebrated com-
positions in the literature of India. The government in reply admitted the desira-

bleness of the proposal, but pleaded the state of the finances as a reason for declin-

ing to comply with the request. The Society consequently appealed to the liberality

of the Honorable Court, proceeding in the meanwhile at their own risk and cost

with the task which they had undertaken.

The considerations which should induce an enlightened government like that of

British Iudia to encourage to a reasonable extent the literature of the East, and
preserve it by means of the press from decay have always beeu fully appreciated by
the Court. It is unnecessary therefore to urge them upon its attention. I would

only beg permission to observe, that in the communications which have taken place

with the Asiatic Societies of Bengal and Great Britain on this subject, it has been

mixed up with a question on which it is to be feared an irreconcileable diversity of

opinion prevail,—the course that should be followed in the education of the people

of India. There is however no very intimate connexion between the two, and the

publication of the most esteemed writings of the east for the use as much of Euro-

peans as Asiatics need not in any way interfere with the widest possible dissemi-

nation of the English language in India. The duty being transferred to the Asiatic

Society will not embarrass the operations of the Committee, and the amount of the

pecuniary aid which would enable the Society to proceed with its publications would

be too inconsiderable to be a sensible diversion of funds that would be else appro-

priable to the charge of public education. I should hope therefore, that the ques-

tion of encouragement to the printing of Standard Oriental works to an extent

compatible with a due regard to public economy will be considered as not necessarily

4 c
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involved in that of native education, and will be thought entitled, on its own grounds
to the attention of the Honorable Court.

1 have, &c.
(Signed) H. H. Wilson,

Agent in Englandfor the Asiatic Society of Bengal.
London, 26th November, 1387.

The President congratulated the Society on the success of their application to the
Court, which was evidently attributable to the strong appeals, especially the second,
from their agent Professor Wilson. He regretted that in the first address to the Court
Prof. Wilson had mixed up the two questions of education and of Oriental Literature
•which the Society had purposely kept distinct. He was totally at variance with the
Professor's arguments in the first, and could even contradict many of his assump-
tions, but he was glad to see that the impediments to the Court's compliance with
the memorial, evidently caused by his mixture of two questions, had been skilfully

removed by his second letter : he thought Professor Wilson had done great service
to the Society, and he concluded by voting, and it was by acclamation

Resolved, that the thanks of the Asiatic Society be offered to Professor

Wilson for having used his best exertions for obtaining a grant from the

British Indian Government for the publication of oriental works and

works of instruction in the eastern languages through the medium of the

Asiatic Society,

The Secretary regretted also on one account that Dr. Wilson's second letter had
not been the first sent in, as in that case the boon might have come at least a year
earlier, whereas now it might be doubtful whether it could be properly applied to the
debt which had accumulated in the interim. He had, as stipulated at first with the
Society, conducted the oriental printing as a separate account, and was in advance
from his own funds 2000 rupees, and the fourth volume of the Mahabharata which
was nearly completed would put him 4000 more out of pucket. Upon this explana-
tion it was

Proposed by Sir Edward Ryan, seconded by the Lord Bishop, and

carried nem. con.

That the Secretary be authorized to address the Society's acknowledg-

ments to Government for the monthly sum which, under the Honorable

Court's sanction, had been placed at its disposal for oriental publications,

and to explain what had been done pending the application home, expressing

a hope, with reference to the excess of expenditure incurred, that the date

of the grant (left open by the Court's dispatch) may be fixed so as to pro-

vide arrears to meet the Secretary's outlay, or to permit the grant in

prospective to be applied, partially or wholly in the first instance, to clear

off the debt.

Read a letter from Mr. Muir, proposing to transfer the 1000 rupees

lately offered through the School Book Society, as a premium for an

essay on the advantages of science, to the Asiatic Society in order to pro-

mote the publication of the Sdrira Vidya, a Sanskrit tranlation of Hooper's

Anatomist's Vade Mecum, by Madhu Su'dana Gupta.

The Secretary explained that this was one of the unfinished works transferred to

the Society ; that the author on completion of the translation received 1000 for the
manuscript from the committee as previously agreed, he had the option of giving a
fair copy, or printing ; the pandit preferred the latter, and two-half sheets had been
printed off at the time of the.suspension order. Finding so much had to be done in re-

writing the manuscript which was yet in a crude state, he had abandoned all thoughts
of completing this work, much as it would contribute to a knowledge of that most
useful science, the structure of the human frame, among the native medical practi-

tioners who are all over the country instructed in Sanskrit alone. On this inquiry

however from Mr. Muir (and it was not the only one) regarding the progress and
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chance of completing the work, he had had some conversation with the author,
who had expressed his readiness to revise and edit it, with additions from late

works, such as Quin's Anatomy and the Dublin Dissector with which he had be-
come acquainted at the Medical College. He strongly advised the publication of
the plates also from Paxton's or Quin's work. Supposing the work to contain
600 pages, the cost of printing the text may be rupees 3000 ; and the plates in
wood cuts, say, 1000 ; and the time occupied in passing through the press would not
fall short of two years. The author would prefer a remuneration for correcting the
press say at eight annas a page, to receiving a portion of the printed edition. But
the whole expense of the work would not much exceed 4000 rupees, out of which
Mr. Muir's donation would cover one-fourth.

Professor O'Shaughnessy objected to the selection of this Vade Mecum for
translation, as greatly inferior to other works for teaching the rudiments of anatomy
to the natives,—and after some discussion it was

Resolved, that the question of publishing a Sanskrit edition of Hooper's

Vade Mecum be referred to Drs. Wallich, O'Shaughnessy, Evans,

Spry and Egerton, as a Committee, with liberty to add to their number.

The Secretary mentioned other works which he proposed to undertake

on the strength of the Government grant, but it was agreed that the list

should in the first instance pass through the Committee of papers, to

whom was also referred a proposition by Mr. Curnin, whether it would

not be expedient with the 500 rupees per mensem for the Society to

establish an oriental press of its own.

Read a letter from Messrs. W. Thacker and Co., forwarding a speci-

men of a translation of the Alif Leila, by Mr. H. Torrens, C. S. and

soliciting the same degree of patronage as had been aceorded
a
in 1836, to

the Arabic text.

The first volume of translation, with notes, would be published in the course of
August next, and one volume of the Asiatic text was also ready for issue—the price
of the English volume would be eight rupees. With reference to the strong hope
expressed in the former reply from Government that the Society would be able to

provide for the translation of the Macan manuscript by a competent scholar of the

presidency, (see vol. V. page 753) it was—

Resolved, that the specimens be submitted to Government, with the

Society's confident anticipation that Mr. Torrens' translation would merit

the patronage pledged in the reply of Mr. Secretary Prinsep, dated 2nd

Nov. 1836.

Library.

The following books were presented :

By Raja Ra'dha'ka'nta Deva,— the fourth volume of his Sanskrit Lexicon, the
Shabda Kalpa Druma.
By Mr. Caldecott, Astronomer to the raja of Travancore,—the Trevandrum

Almanac for 1838, an astronomical ephemeris compiled and printed at his observatory.

The Madias Journal of Literature and Science,

—

by Dr. Cole, Editor.

India Review and Journal of Foreign Science and Arts, Edited by Frederick
Corbyn, Esq. Vols. I. II. Calcutta, 1837-38,—by the Editor.

Capt. Jenkins presented some school-books, the first fruits of the Missionary

Press at Sadiya in Assam.
The Meteorological Register for May,—by the Surveyor General.

The following were received from Europe.

An Essay on the Antiquity of Hindu Medicine, &c. by J. F. Royle, London,

1837,—/rom the Author.

The Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, No, $,

December, 1837,—presented by the Royal Asiatic Society.

4 c 2
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Transactions of the Geological Society of London, Second Series, Vol. V. part I
J838, and Proceedings, Vol. II. 1837-38, Nos. 52, 53,— by the Geological Society.

The following from the booksellers.

Prichards' Researches into the Physical History of Mankind, 3rd Edition
Vols. I. II. London, 1836-37.

Lardner's Cabinet Cyclopaedia, Biography of Eminent British Statesmen, Vol. IV.
Natural History, Animals in Menageries, Vol. I.

Statistical Committee.

Dr. Duncan Stewart, acquainted the Society that he had resigned the

Secretarial duties, papers and library of the Statistical Committee into

the hands of Dr. Spry.

Since the death of Sir B. Malkin and the departure of Mr. Walters the Com-
mittee had beeu without a president, and the number of members was reduced to
eight. No papers were yet in a state for presentation, but L)r. Spry hoped to
have some interesting documents tabulated in a few months—Dr. Stewart's con-
tingent bill, rupees 234, was passed.

Antiquities.

A letter from H. Torrens, Esq., Officiating Secretary to Government,
announced that orders had been given for the conveyance to the Society's

Museum of the inscribed portion of the mutilated Delhi Lit.

Captain T. S. Burt's beautiful facsimiles (or ectypes) of the Feroz
lat, and Delhi iron pillar, were exhibited.

[We shall take an early opportunity of mentioning the corrections they produce in
former readings.]

A letter from Lieut. Postans to the Secretary on his reaching Girnar,

confirmed the conjectures of the latter as to the reading of the name next

to that of Ptolemy in the fourteenth edict,—which was clearly Antigono

(for Antigonus) and the next name Mago (not Maga).
Lieut. Postans was searching for the fragment of rock,containing the rest of this

inscription, which had evidently been blasted off to mend a neighbouring pavement !

his labours of copying were nearly completed when he was summoned as interpreter

on a distant court martial. There still remains enough of inquiry, planning and
exploring to occupy this zealous young officer during a second visit in the approach-
ing cold season, which he hopes to be permitted to accomplish.

Physical Department.
Tidal Observations.

The following letter from Mr. Secretary Prinsep, was read, forwarding

a dispatch from the Honorable Court of Directors on the subject of the

Tides in the Indian Ocean.
To J. Prinsep, Esq.

Secretary to the Asiatic Society.

Sir,
I am directed by the Honorable the President in Council to transmit to you the

accompanying copy of a letter No. 1, of 1838, from the Honorable the Court of
Directors in the public department, dated 24th January, with its enclosures, and to

inquire what particular stations the managers of the Asiatic Society would deem
most expedient at which to make the observations indicated in this correspondence,
and whether there is any particular form or period that occurs at which to make the

observations with most advantage. His Honor in Council will also feel obliged if

the Asiatic Society can intimate to the Government any persons with whom they
are in correspondence on scientific subjects, through whom to make the desired ob-
servations.

I am, &c.
H. T. Prinsep,

Secretary to the Government of India*
Council Chamber, the 20th June, 1838.
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Public Department. No. 1, of J838.
Our Governor General of India in Council.

Para. I. We forward to you copy of a memorandum by the Rev. W. Whewell
a Vice-President of the Royal Society, from which it appears that great service may
be rendered to science by means of tide observations upon the several coasts of the
East Indies, and that the knowledge thus obtained would be at the same time a
valuable acquisition for the purposes of hydrography and navigation.

2. We transmit in the packet proper forms and instructions for registering the
tide observations, and we direct that you issue the necessary orders to the local
authorities in India to conduct the observations in accordance with such memoran-
dum and instructions, and to transmit the result periodically to us.

We are, &c.
(Signed),

J. R. Carnac, J. L. Lushington, H. Lindsay, Jno. Masterman, Rd.
Jenkins, John Loch, C. Mills, John Cotton, P. Vans Agnew, J. Petty
Muspratt, H. Shank, John G. Ravenshaw, H. St. G. Tucker.
London, the 2\th January, 1838.

Memorandum respecting Tide Observations. By the Rev. W. Whewell, Cambridge.

A great service might be rendered to science by means of Tide Observations made
by order of the East India Company upon coasts of their territory, and the know-
ledge thus obtained would be at the same time a valuable acquisition for the pur-
poses of hydrography and navigation.

There are no good observations of the tides of the Indian Coasts, so far as I am
aware, with the exception of about a year's observations made at Singapore by or-

der of the directors, which turned out of extraordinary value and iuterest*. If the
tides were observed for a fortnight at a series of points along the coast, we should
be able to trace the progress of the tide.wave in those parts of the ocean, and if ob-
servations for a longer period were made at places where there is a marine establish-

ment, good tide tables might be calculated, and other important theoretical and
practical results obtained.

Instructions and forms for registering such observations may be had by applica-

tion to the Hydrographer at the admiralty if desired.

London, December 22nd, 1837.

Second Memorandum.
The tide observations which the Court of Directors has resolved on instituting

will not only serve the beneficial purpose of ascertaining the Tide establishments
along the coast of India upon a consistent basis with each other, but will also give
the most important assistance to those philosophers who are now engaged in the
investigation of the theory of the tides.

For the former purpose it will be sufficient if for three or four months simultane-
ously, in as many places as may be practicable, a register be kept of the times of
high and low water by day and night, and of the heights as shewn upon a staff to

which the tides rise and fall. The only difficulty in these observations will be the
selection of proper places as much as possible sheltered from the external swell of
the sea, and to which convenient access may be had at all times for the observer.
And, secondly, the accuracy of the watches or clocks employed, which should be
duly adjusted to mean time. For the latter and higher purpose, it would be desira-

ble to have a tide guage constructed and if possible, upon a self-registering princi-

ple. The waters should be admitted only through small holes in the bottom of the
tube or trunk so as to resist the action of the swell, and yet so as not to be choked
by weeds or mud, and the tube should be fixed precisely perpendicular. The float,

of cork or hollow copper, should move without friction, and the rod should be so
varnished as to prevent any change in its specific gravity for imbibing the water.
Any ingenious workman will find it easy to make this rod carry up and down two

small sliding pieces, which shall retain their maximum and minimum positions and
thus register the rise and fall.

In fixing this machine it will be of little consequence where the nominal zero is

placed, provided its precise level is referred to some known and permanent point on
the shore, with which subsequent observations can be compared. The heights how-
ever are of secondary importance, the principal object required being the exact
periods or times of high and low water, and therefore great attention should be paid

to ascertaining the rate of the clock or watch, for which purpose a small transit in.

* These ar« printed in the As. Res. vol xix.
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strument should be erected or equal altitudes of the sun should be daily observed
and the equation of time carefully applied.

A groundplan of the adjacent shore should accompany the register, shewing its

place. And as the times and heights of the tides are much influenced by the prevail-

ing winds and weather, a table containing a brief method of expressing them is

hereto annexed, also a blank form shewing the mode in which the observations
should be registered, and it is strongly recommended that they should be entered the
moment they are made, so as to avoid any reliance on the memory.

For the more elaborate observations, a few stations will be sufficient, and proba-
bly the following places will afford eligible spots for planting the guages.
Some port in the Gulf of Cutch :

—Bombay:—some port near Cape Comorin :—
some port near the head of the Bay of Bengal :—some port on the Coast of Ava

:

—
Prince of Wales Island :

— Singapore :

—

Macao. And it would also be very desirable

to have a station in the Red Sea, and another in the Gulf of Persia. These Regis-
ters should be continued for at least fifteen months, whereas 3 or 4 months will be
a sufficient period for the slighter observations first described, but then their places
cannot be too much multiplied, and perhaps it would be advisable to repeat them
during the opposite monsoon.

(Signed) F. B.
2nd February, 183S.

FORM OP OBSERVATIONS.

Register of Tides, observed at in the month of 183

High Water. Low Water.
Time— Height.iTime— Height.
h. m. h. m. h. m. h. m.

Wind.
Direction—Force.

Turn of Stream-
Flood—Ebb.

h. m. h. m.

Figures to denote the Force of the Wind.
Calm.
Light air, Or just sufficient to give steerage way.

Light breeze, ...... . ~\ Or, that in which a well f 1 to 2 knots.

j
conditioned man of war

|

with all sail set, and<{ 3 to 4 knots,

clean full, would go in
|

smooth water from, [5 to 6 knots,

f Royals, &c.

Single-reefed

Gentle breeze, )

I

Moderate breeze, J
Fresh breeze,.

Strong breeze,

Moderate gale,

1

topsails

topgallant sails.

Or, that to which she

\ could just carry in chase <( Double-reefed topsails, jib,

I

full and by, &c.
Triple-reefed topsails, &c.
Close-reefed topsails and

courses.

10 Whole gale, Or, that with which she could scarcely bear close-

reefed main-topsail and reefed foresail.

11 Storm, Or, that which would reduce her to storm-staysails.

12 Hurricane, Or, that which no canvas could withstand.

If the above mode of expression were adopted, the state of the wind might be

regularly marked, every hour, in a narrow column on the log-board.

Letters to denote the state of the Weather.

6—Blue sky ; whether with clear or hazy atmosphere.

c—Cloudy ; but detached opening clouds.

d—Drizzling rain.

f—Foggy/ thick fog.

g—Gloomy dark weather.

* By the turn of the stream is not meant the turn of the inshore tide, but the turn

of the flood and ebb streams, when off shore or in the anchoring roads. This may
be perceived from the tending of the vessels at anchor or their buoys in calm wea-

ther. If there are neither vessels nor buoys, a small substitute might easily be

secured in a proper place for the purpose.

f If several persons have been employed, put their initials in this column, and the

names at length in next page.
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h -Hail.
/—Lightning.
ra—Misty hazy atmosphere.
o—Overcast ; the whole sky being covered with an impervious cloud.

p—Passing temporary showers.

q—Squally.

r—Rain, continued rain.

s—Snow.
t—Thunder.
«—Ugly threatening appearance of the weather.

w—Visibility of distant objects, whether the sky be cloudy or not.

w—Wet dew.
A dot under any letter, indicates an extraordinary degree.

By the combination. of these letters, all the ordinary phenomena of the weather
maybe recorded with facility and brevity. Examples : bcm, blue sky, with detached

opening clouds, and a hazy atmosphere ;
gv, gloomy dark weather, but distant objects

remarkably visible
;
q.pdlt, very hard squalls, with passing showers of drizzle, and

accompanied by lightning with very heavy thunder.

F. B.

The Secretary explained that he had in June last, in communication with Lord
Auckland as Patron of the Society, addressed a circular to members and to public

authorities on the coasts of India, Ceylon, Mauritius, Java, &c, to which returns
were now daily arriving. The following report-progress contained all the informa-
tion he was yet able to offer.

" Lieut. Siddons, Engineers, immediately undercook to make the observations at

Chittagong for July and October, (both of which were printed in the Journal.)
Those for January, which he had intended also to take in the Tek Naaf, he discon-
tinued on finding that Mr. Elson the Harbour Master had been directed to do the
same thing by the Marine Board, and that officer possessed naturally the means of
doing it more effectually than himself.

He reported that " there are no individuals resident on the coast between Chitta-
gong and Akydb, capable of taking observations now that the custom house choki
has been done away with at Coxe's bazar, near Raima."
From Ramri and Akydb, no return has been yet received, but Lieut. Phayre and

Lieut. Martin of the Engineers, will if opportunity is afforded, collect the requisite

information at these important points.

From Maulmain (as stated at the last meeting), Mr. Commissioner Blundell
has returned observations of the tides near Amherst Town taken by Captain Corbin
from the 8th to the 15th of November, 1837, and a second series from the 26th of

December to the 1st February, 1838. Also a register kept by Captain McLeod,
off the wharf at Mergui, from the 3rd October to the 2nd November, 1837, and from
the 15th January to the 1st February : and a second series taken on King's Island in

a more open situation from the 31st December to the 1st February.
All of the latter are forwarded both as observed and as corrected for time ; for

the principal difficulty consists in the providing native observers with the means of
taking the time correctly. Captain McLeod devoted one watch to the object,
noting its errors from time to time by his own regulated timepiece.

Mr. W. T. Lewis of Malacca, wrote :
' I shall have much pleasure in attending

to your wishes regarding the observations of the tides, but as I should like to do
it properly I must have a little more time to attend to it ; my living in the country
is not convenient for it but I propose to arrange matters so as to have it done
correctly."

From Singapore, Capt. Scott wrote me his views in considerable detail. One year's
observations at this port were published in the Society's Researches : they are alluded
to in Professor Whewell's note, as very valuable.
Capt. Scott had also forwarded on my letter to Batavia, whence I received a polite

reply from the Secretary to the Literary Society, who stated that the circular would
be translated into Dutch, and printed for circulation to competent observers all

round the coast of Java. Meantime he forwarded a series of observations made in

Batavia roads during the years 1835 and 1836.
Pursuing now the coast of India proper, Mr. C. B. Greenlaw, Secretary of the

Marine Board has placed in my hands a very complete series of daily observations
for 1834 kept at Balasore and at its seaward point Bulramghurry by the late master
attendant Mr. Alfred Bond.
In July, 1837, the Marine Board directed Mr. Smith in charge of the light-house

at False Point to keep a register of the tides ; which has now been placed at my dis-
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posal; it commences with the 15th July, and is brought up to the end of March,
1838.

At Madras the circular were sent by Dr. Bannister to the proper quarters, and
Mr. Taylor the astronomer was consulted on the subject. It was also reprinted
in Dr. Cole's Journal. There was stated to be " a very serious difficulty in taking-
observations of the sort with precision in such a surf as that oft Madras without going
to considerable expense. Other points of the coast at the entrance of large rivers
might afford more facilities, and the master attendant, Capt. Dalrymple, would
take advantage of these should this be the case, for he felt a great interest in the
business."
From Pondicherry, I received through M. Bedier, a scheme of operations plan-

ned by the marine superintendent of that port to obtain results that might be suited
to the rigid investigation of the tidal wave theory, but the expense of conducting
them on such a scale was so large that the Governor of Pondicherry fortunately made
a reference before sanctioning their commencement. In reply I expressed my opinion
that simpler and cheaper means would suffice to obtain the general facts of the time
of the ebb and flow, and of high and low water, even if it were impossible to mea-
sure the rise and fall with great accuracy. I have hitherto no further information
from this quarter.

By Sir R. W. Horton, Governor of Ceylon the investigation was taken up vigo-
rously, and I have just received from the Honorable Mr. Anstruther Colonial
Secretary, the following returns :

—
Trincomalee registers kept by the master attendant for January, April, July, and

October, 1836, and from the 24th November to the 2nd December, 183i, the greatest
known tide at that place.

At Jaffna, Putlam, and Colombo, attempts had hitherto failed, but the master at-

tendant Mr. J. Stewart at the latter place had constructed a reservoir in the new
wharf which he expected would give satisfactory results. This was realized in March,
April, May, 1838, for which a table is sent.

From Galle, Mr. Twynam, master attendant, furnished a continuous register

from I6th October, 1837, to 15th April, 1838.

At Manar, Mr. Webster reported his inability to make the requisite observations.

From Bombay, Mr. Wathen, the chief secretary to Government replied on the

11th July : that he had, " done the needful with your circulars and will send some
up to Captain Henwell and "officers of the Indian Navy in the Persian Gulf, as

alsototheRed Sea. Sir Charles Malcolm had taken possession of some, in

order to carry the object into more complete effect.

At the Mauritius, M. Jules Desjardins informed me that registers of the

tides had been regularly taken, and transmitted home direct to Professor Whewell.
From Bourbon, M. Bedier kindly undertook to procure observations and I have

no doubt I shall receive them in due time.

The year being not yet concluded it is too soon to expect returns from distant

stations, but I have little doubt that the object has been taken up zealously in many
places on the coast of India besides those 1 have mentioned, and that the results

will soon be flowing in. Meanwhile I propose printing the present letter from the

Honorable Court with its enclosures, and the form of register, and circulating them
to the same parties as were before addressed, adding China and Manilla (as we have

now a member at the latter place) to the list. It may be also desirable to obtain the

leave of Government to authorize each party undertaking the job at the principal

points to spend as far as some specific sum, say 100 rupees, in the preparation of

guages, &c. and the wages of an observer."

Resolved, that the above report be communicated to Government, and

the further measures recommended for adoption.

Geology.

Specimens of coal from various sites near the Indus, discovered through

Captain Btjrnes' emissaries were deposited by the Secretary, together

with the report of the Coal Committee.
Also, specimens of the rich mine of bituminous coal, lately discovered

by Dr. Helfer, in the Tenasserim province, and a copy of his report.

And the copper pyrites of Kemaon sent down for examination by Captain

Drummond.
An account of the geology of the vale of KohJ-Ddman, and the Hindu

Rush mountains by Dr. Lord attached to Captain Burnes' Mission, wafl

communicated by Government.

[This interesting paper is printed in the present number.]
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Natural History Museum.
Twenty-five highly preserved and well mounted specimens of birds

from the Cape of Good Hope, were presented by Mr. McFarlan, on the
part of Mr. J. F. Cathcart, C. S.

Such as had been identified by the Curator were as follows

:

Crested Grebe

—

Podiceps Cristutus, 2 sp.

Brahmuny Duck

—

Tadorna Rutila. N
Purple Porphyrio

—

Porphyria Erythropus.
White -eared Bustard

—

Otis Afra.
Common Snipe

—

Gallinago Media.
Painted Snipe

—

Rhynchcea Capensis, male and female.
Collared Turtle Dove— Turtur Risorius, male and female.
Ditto ditto, var. or male and female immature birds.

White fronted ground Dove

—

Peristera Larvata.
African Teal ?

—

Fuligula Nyroca ? an obscure species.
Common Teal— Querquedula Crecca, var.

Common Curlew—Numenius Arquatus, identical with a specimen in the musenna
from China.

Accipiter ?—Toormootee of the natives.
Grouse

—

Layopus.
Turrtix Hemipodius pugnax ?

Noisy Francolin—Francolinus Clamatus, male and female.
Cape Francolin—Francolinus Capensis, male and female.
African Francolin

—

Francolinus Africanus, or Pearled Partridge.
? Francolin—Francolinus ?

Two skins of the blue-bellied Lorikeet, Trichoglossus Swainsonii or Aus-
tralian Lory from New Holland, presented by W. Cracroft, Esq.

Only one has been stuffed and mounted for the museum, the other being in too
mutilated a state to admit of being preserved.

An adult female of the Moschus Javanicus or Napu musk deer (Raf-
fles), known to English residents by the common appellation of •' Mouse
Deer," presented by J. Bell, Esq.

It was sent in a recent state, (the animal having been dead only a few hours,)
with a request from Mr. Bell that it might be preserved and setup for the Society's
museum, which has accordingly been done.

This singular little animal agrees in some respects with the true musks, but as it

again differs from them in other very essential particulars it might more properly be
formed into a sub-division; the discrepancies observable being sufficient in them-
selves to warrant a separation from the genus Moschus to which it is now referred.

The dried and inflated stomach of the above Deer.

The principal object of this preparation is to show on a small scale, the form and
arrangement of the compound or complicated stomach of one of the divisions of the
Ruminantia, and also the large capacity of the organ, compared to the diminutive
size of the animal.

A collection of rare and elegant fishes, from off Judda, presented by
Captain Htll, of the Ernaad.

Major Gregory, presented a specimen of caterpillar from Sydney, which
had the appearance of being impaled on a twig.

The following account in the Entomological Society's Proceedings for December,
1837, may perhaps apply to the same insect.
" Mr. Evans exhibited a drawing and figure of the New Zealand caterpillar,

infested by a slender fungus nearly six inches long, and which is much sought after

in that island, not only as a natural curiosity, but on account of the effects result-

ing from it like c^ntharides when taken internally."

A note from Dr. Pearson explained an easy method of cleaning skele-

tons, lately resorted to by himself in the case of a camel.

Finding the wooden case in which he had placed the bones to soak very leaky, he
sunk it in the Gumti river, with proper cordage to secure it :—when taken up after

a time the bones were found perfectly cleaned.
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